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PREFATORY NOTE 

This report deals with a reference which was given to the 
Committee in 1933. Its recommendations are far-reacbing, 
and their acceptance would involve substantial changes, not 
only in the public system of education in this country, but 
also in the administrative arrangements which govern it. 
To defer publication until the Board have reached a decision 
on the many issues raised would involve a delay in its pre
sentation to the public which would be unacceptable to the 
educational world, and which the Board themselves would 
regard as undesirable. ' • 

It will be understood therefore that in publishing the 
report forthwith, the Board must not be regarded as committed 
to acceptance of its conclusions and recommendations. But 
whatever decisions may ultimately be reached on these 
matters, it is abundantly clear that the report deals in a 
most comprehensive manner with a difficult and complex 
subject, and in commending it to the careful cousideration of 
all those who, as teachers, administrators or members of the 
general public, are interested in the educational system, the 
·Board desire to acknowledge their great indebtedness to the 
Chairman and members of the Committee for their labours. 

M. G. HOLHES. 

171hNwnnbel',l938, 
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We began our consideration of the present Reference in 
October, 1933 after we had completed our Report on Infant 
and Nursery Schools. 

The Full Committee sat on 74 days between October, 1933, 
and September, 1938, and exanrined 150 witnesses. In 
addition Sub-Committees appointed to consider various 
aspects of the reference from the Board sat on 36 days and 
examined 22 witnesses. The names of these witnesses are 
given in Appendix I.A. 

In March, 1935, the Consultative Committee appointed a 
Curriculum Sub-Committee to explore thoroughly the content, 
significance, and interrelation of the various subjects and 
activities of the traditional curriculum for Grammar Schools. 
This Sub-Committee, which consisted of 12 members of the 
full Committee, with the Master of Corpus as Chairman and 

• Dr. R. F. Young as Secretary, was vested with power, subject 
to the approval of the President of the Board of Education, 
to CO:Opt members from outside.(') In this way, it was 
fortunate enough to secure the services of Mr. John Bell, 
High Master of St. Paul's School and now Head Master of 
Cheltenham College, Miss I. Ill. Drummond, Head Mistress of 
the North London Collegiate School, Professor Sir Percy Nunn 
and Mr. J. Clement Platt, Head Master of Chadderton Grammar 
School, who placed at its disposal their wide knowledge and 
sound judgment in the preparation of Chapters IV, and VI 
of the Report dealing with the curriculum for Grammar 
Schools. To Sir Percy Nunn we are specially indebted for a 
valuable memorandum on the principles of the curriculum, 
which was of great use in the preparation of Chapter IV. This 
Curriculum Sub-Committee sat on 25 days between .March, 
1935 and June, 1938. 

In February, 1936, the Committee appointed a Drafting 
Sub-Committee consisting of seven of its members, with the 
.Master of Corpus as Chairman and Dr. R. F. Young as 
Secretary. This Drafting Sub-Committee met on 28 occasions 
between March, 1936 and October, 1938. 

We take this opportunity of thanking our witnesses for 
the valuable evidence which they put before us, and also those 
other organisations and persons (whose names will be found 
in Appendix I.B.) who were good enough to furnish us with 
memoranda, statistics and other data bearing on our Inquiry. 

('l UDder Clau• 5 f•;i) of tbe Onler in Council of 2ll july, 19:!0, 
ncoaot\tutu>C tbe Coasultat>w Commi-

• 
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We desire to thank Professor H. A. H~. Professor 
Winifred Cullis, and Professor ·Cyril Burt, who furnished us 
with memoranda on the physical and the mental development 
of boys and girls between the ages of eleven and sixteen, 
which form the basis of Chapter III of our Report. We are 
further indebted to Professor Burt for his memorandum on 
the history of the faculty psychology, written at the request 
of the Secretary, which is printed as Appendix IV. 

We desire to thank Professor I. L. Kandel for his memorandum 
on the secondary school curriculum, printed as Appendix III ; 
Professor H. R. Hamley for his memorandum on the cognitive 
aspects of transfer of training, printed as Appendix V ; and 
Professor F. Clarke for his memorandum on some influences 
affecting secondary curricula in the ll.ominions, printed as 
Appendix VI. 

We desire also to express our thanks to the Secretary of the 
Committee, Dr. R. F. Young, and to Mr. R. J. Telling and 
Mr.· W. H. 'Newell who in succession acted as Assistant 
Secretary. We owe much to their unremitting efiorts, to their 
efficiency and to their patience. : 

To Dr. Young we owe a further and a very special debt. In 
almost every chapter our Report has gained much froni his 
wide knowledge of educational history and systems. This is 
necessarily the case to a special degree in the Historical · 
Chapter, and we wish to place· ,on record that this important 
chapter is almost entirely his work. 

We cannot end without recording our sense of the 1-
which the Committee hlls 'Sustained during the preparation of . 
this Report. Sir Henry Hadow, who had been Chairman of 
the Committee since its reconstitution after the War in 1920, 
resigned in January, 1934, oWing to failing health. He had 
taken a leading part in the preparation of six Reports prepared 
by the Committee between 1920 and 1933. It is difficult to 
find words to express adequately the deep debt of the Committee 
to this distinguished scholar who presided with such distinction 
over their deliberations for fourteen years. In December, 1934, 
Miss E. R. Conway died and in June, 1937, Sir Edwyn 
Hoskyns. Miss Conway had been a member of this Committee 
since 1920, and had taken a prominent part in the preparation 
of several of our Reports, particularly those on The Primary 
School {1931) and on Infant and Nursery Schools {1933). 
Sir Edwyn Hoskyns was very specially interested in the 
problems concerned with the teaching of Scripture, and the 
ideas and constructive suggestions incorporated in Chapter V 
of the present report are largely•.iue to him. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The general purpose of this Introduction is to indicate 
briefly the nature of our principal recommendations, the inter
relations of these recommendations, and some of the most 
important considerations which we have had in mind. We 
believe that a preliminary sketch of this character will be of 
assistance to those who read our Report. For convenience of 
reference the Introduction is divided into six sections. In 
section I we explain the relationship of the present Report 
to our Report on The Educatioff of the Adokscenl {1926), and 
the nomenclature we employ in describing secondary schools. 
We also deal with recent proposals to establish multilateral 
schools, which raise questions antecedent to any consideration 
of grammar school education. In Section II we deal with the 
problems of the grammar school curriculum. In Section III 
we deal with vocational and quasi-vocational schools, and our 
recommendation that there should be a new type of secondary 
school, to be called Technical High Schools. In Section IV 
we discuss the interrelation of secondary schools and especially 
of Grammar Schools and Modern Schools ; the allocation of 
children between these schools ; and the extent of the 
provision which ought to be made for grammar school education. 
In Section V we continue this discussion in its special bearing 
on the later transfer of pupils, and on the necessity for parity 
of status among secondary schools ; and we indicate a number 
of important administrative recommendations which are 
involved in our proposals. In Section VI we make some ob
servations about " Education for Citizenship " which were 
of too general a character to fit easily into the Report itself. 

I. Tit. r~ of l1ois ReporliD the Report 011 Tit. EducatimJ of 
the AdoksMd {1926): N~•: M..Uil4/eral Scloool$ 

TIIis Report is the third of a series in which we develop the 
theme of our Report on Tit. EllMCIAtiOII oftM AdolesceW {1926). 
In that Report we visualised the education of the boy or girl as 
a continuous process, but conceived it as developing through 
two successive periods to which we gave the names of 
" primary " and " secondary " ; and we laid down the broad 
lines for a new advance in \}le general scope of our national 
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system of education. In onr Reports on TIN Primary ScAool 
(1931) and on lnftml 11114 Ntwsery Schools (1933), we dealt with 
the special problems and opportunities of seH-contained 
schools for children in the primary period of education which 
ends at the age of 11+. We now return to the education of 
boys and girls in the secondary period which begins at that age. 

In onr Report on TIN Etluutim< of the .A.tlolest:elfl, we re
commended that education after the age of 11 should be 
known by the general name of sectmtlaly etluutilm, and that 
the two types of school which are mainly concerned with this 
secondary stage should be designated • Grammar Schools • 
and • Modem Schools •. • Grammar Sc.hools • we described 
as schools of the more academic type which are at present 
conducted under the Board of Education Regvlalimv for 
Se&Oiftlary Schools. In this category we include also those 
schools which are recognised by the Board of Education as 
efficient Secondary Schools (Board of Education, List 60, 
Part 1). We gave the name of • Modem Schools • to what are 
called • Senior Schools •• This term is. at present used by the 
Board of Education to designate both • non~ective Central 
Schools • and also • selecti"!' Central Schools •. Both these types 
of school are at present conducted under the Cotle of IagtJatiotss 
for Ptlblie EleMentary Schools. In the present Report we adhere 
whenever possible('} to the terminology employed in onr. 
Report on TIN Etlfi&IIJUm of the .A.tlolest:elfl, and for the reasons 
stated in that Report we nrge its general adoption.(') • 

In addition to Grammar Schools and Modem Schools, 
there are other schools of a vocational or quasi-vocational · 
type in which adolescent pl}pils are educated, and which 
onr former Report (p. 79) recognised as giving post-primary 
educaqon. That Report, however, left the position of these 
schools in the system of secondary education to be settled 
in the light of a wider experience than was then available. 
Nor did that Report deal explicitly with the particular 
problems which arise in Grammar Schools, including that 
of the curriculum suitable for the many pupils in these schools 
who leave about the age of 16. It is to these two questions. 
the organisation and interrelation of schools, other than those 
administered under the Elementary Code, which provide 

(') Chapte< D is aa ez<eptioa. The I<8Sl>l1 is tmplaiDed in a DOle 
prefixed to tbat chaptw Oil p. rrl. 

P) cf. Tu E4•••""" of 1M A.llohs""' (1926}. pp. 93-& 
0 
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education for pupils beyond the age of 11 +. and the framework 
and content of the education given in these schools up to the 
age of 16, that our reference has directed our attention. It 
will be noted that it specifically excludes Modern Schools 
from our consideration. We have, however, found it im
possible to discuss the problems with which we are imme
diately concerned without some reference to post-primary 
schools which are at present administered under the Elemen
tary Code. Reform in any type of school inevitably raises 
problems in relation to every other type of school which 
affords an alternative education to that in question. The 
better adapted any school becomes to deal with particular 
types of pupils, the more important it becomes that in fact 
the school should be dealing with such pupils and not with 
children admitted for reasons other than the kind of education 
which it provides. 

We shall deal later in this Introduction and more fully in the 
Report-itself (Chapter IX) with the conclusions which appear 
to us to follow from these considerations. We refer to them 
here in order to guard against an initial misunderstanding. 
We are of opinion that the schools which are directly covered 
by our reference should retain a special character and must 
retain a special importance. It does not follow that they 
should enjoy specially favourable conditions : on the contrary, 
we consider that the existence of different conditions, except 
in s0 far as they are justified by differences of curriculum, 
is open to grave objection. 

Before reaching the conclusion that these schools must 
remain a separate type of school, we considered carefully 
the possibility of multilamal sc/wols.(') The special charac
teristics of this type of school are the provision of a good 
general education for two or three years for all pupils over 
11 + in a given area, and the organisation of four or five 
'streams', so that the pupils at the age of 13 or 14 years 
may follow courses that are suited to their individual needs 
and capacity. There would be a common core in these several 
courses, but they would differ in the time and emphasis given 

( 1) We uoe the term • multilatenol • to describe a school which, by 
means of aeparate • streams,' would provide for all types of socondary 
education, with the exc..optioo of that provided by junior Teclmical 
Schools in oo far as th- depend on th01r asoociatioa with a Tochnigl 
Collese and the equipmeot there available. 

• 
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to certain groups of subjects. There would. for example, 
be a literary and linguistic cour&e ; a mathematical and 
scientific course ; and other courses in which the pupils 
would devote more time to subjects leading on to technological 
studies, to commercial studies or to practical or artistic pursuits. 
In this way the ordinary grammar school courses would, 
it is maintained, be fully provided for, and separate Grammar 
Schools would not be necessary. The policy of substituting 
such multilateral schools for Grammar Schools, for Modem 
(Senior) Schools, and, to some extent, for Junior Technical 
Schools, has recently been advocated and has received con
siderable support. It is a policy which is very attractive : 
it would secure in the first place the close association, to their 
mutual advantage, of pupils of more varied ability, and with 
more varied interests and objectives, than are normally found 
in a school of any one type. Further, pupils could be trans
ferred from an academic to a less academic curricnlum without 
change of school. But in spite of these advantages we bave 
reluctantly decided tbat we could not advocate as a general 
policy the substitution of such multilateral schools for 
separate schools of the existing types. 

The reasons which ~hed with us in favour of the existing 
system are as follows :-

(i) In order to secure a satisfactory number of pupils 
in each • stream '·in a multilateral school, the size 
of the school would bave to be very considerable, 
say 800 or possibly larger, and we believe tbat the 
majority of pupils gain more from being in small~ 
schools. 

(ii) There is general agreement tbat ·much of what is 
most valuable in the grammar school tradition 
depends on the existence of a Sixth Form. But a 
Sixth Form can only play its traditional part in the 
life of a school if it contains a reasonably high 
proportion of the pupils in the school. This could 
scan:ely be the case if only half the pupils, or 
probably less, were on the grammar school • side • 
and were with comparatively few exceptions the 
only recruits for a Sixth Form. It is in general 
difficult enough to secure adequate Sixth Forms 
in ordinary Grammar Schools as a result of the 
large proportion of pupils who leave before or 
about the age of 16. 
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(iii) Even where geographical and other conditions admit 
of relatively large schools there is much to be said 
for their being wholly of the grammar school type. 
This is so, in view of the importance of having 
large Sixth Forms which render economically 
possible a considerable variety of Sixth Form 
courses. 

(iv)We attach· great importance to the steady evolution 
of the curriculum and methods of teaching in Modem 
Schools, and equal importance to carrying further 
certain reforms in the curriculum of Grammar 
Schools with which this Report will be concerned. 
We believe that it would be very difficult, if multi
lateral schools became common, even in certain 
areas, to find Heads who would be as competent 
to control and inspire both developments as to 
control and inspire ontJ or otheY ; and we cannot 
accept the view that the inlluence of Heads of 
' sides ' can be a complete substitute for the 
influence of a Head Master or Head Mistress. There 
is, moreover, the risk that if a ' Grammar ' and 
' Modern ' curriculum existed in the same school 
the former might, as a result of its long established 
prestige, exert an excessive inlluence on the latter. 
We are therefore of opinion that it is in general 
best for Grammar Schools and Modern Schools 
to exist and develop independently. 

(v) The special value of Junior Technical Schools depends 
in our opinion on their contact with the staff and 
the equipment of a Technical College. In conse
quence special • courses ' in multilateral schools 
would not be a satisfactory substitute for Junior 
Technical Schools. This view would probably 
be accepted by the majority even of those who 
would wish to substitute multilateral schools for 
Grammar and Modem Schools. 

Any general policy of establishing multilateral schools 
would now be very expensive, and it would be justified, more 
especially in view of the • Hadow reorganisation •, only if it 
were clear that a substantial balance of advantage would 
result. For the reasons given above we do not think this 
would be the case, and we cannot therefore recommend the 
general creation of multilateral schools, even as the goal of a 
long range policy. 
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We- are, however, of opuuon that some measure of 
experiment with multilateral schools may be desirable, 
especially in new areas ; and also that there is one set of 
circwnstances in which multilateral schools ought almost 
certainly to be provided. These circumstances arise in 
districts where the Grammar School is too small either to 
give an adequate school life or to combine reasonable economy 
with the provision of an adequate staff. Some experiments 
have already been made, and others have been contemplated. 
It is important that administrative and other difficulties 
which stand in their way should be removed without delay. 
What modifications would be necessary in existing regulations 
is discussed in Chapter IX. 

II. Problems of tlte Grammar Sc/wol Curricfllum 

The development of the grammar school curriculum is 
traced in Chapter I of our Report. A careful study of the 
present position has led us to the belief that the existing 
arrangements for the whole-time edu~tion of boys and girls 
above the age of 11+ in England and Wales have ceased to 
correspond with the actu~ structure of modern society and 
with the economic facts of the situation. The grammar 
school curriculum is still largely planned in the interest of 
pupils who intend to proc!!ed to a University, although. 
85 per cent. of the pupils de not remain at school beyond 
the age of 16. The Grammar School must obviously safeguard 
the interests of those pupils who are going on to a Sixth Form 
and perhaps to a Uruveisity, but it must also safeguard the 
interests of those who leave about the age of 16. In their 
case, courses of study whose essential value is that they are a 
foundation for further study at a later age are clearly unsuit
able, and efforts are already being made to improve the position 
in this respect. 

An obvious example of such an attempt is afforded by the 
provision of courses (and papers in the School Certificate) in 
General Science as alternatives to courses in particular sciences. 
These courses in General Science aim at relating science to 
everyday life and explaining its general principles and laws 
in a more popular manner than is possible in the early stages 
of a systematic study of any particular science. It appears 
probable that in those parts of the syllabus which deal with 
the older subjects in the curriculum (i.e., Physics and Chemistry) 
• General Science ' has even now_ not moved far enough away 
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from the syllabuses of the particular sciences ; and they should 
include popular accounts of relatively advanced work. 

In the interests of the large numbers of pupils who will 
leave school at, or shortly after, the age of 16, we regard it as 
one among a number of essential conditions that the courses of 
instruction up to that age should be in some sense complete 
in themselves, i.e., should not consist to any considerable 
extent in courses which have their main value only if formal 
education in the subjects in question is carried further. Nor 
do we consider that this need or should prejudice the interests 
of those pupils who continue an academic education at school 
or elsewhere and go ultimately to a University. It is important 
that in the last year, possibly in the last two years, before the 
School Certificate is taken, such pupils should have had instruc
tion in the subject or subjects in which they will later speciaHse, 
of such a character as to lay the necessary foundations for 
their Sixth Form work ; and in our Report we indicate how 
in our judgment this can be secured. In subjects other than 
those in which these pupils later specialise, their needs are, 
however, very similar to the needs of those who leave at 16. 

, They also, save to a very limited extent, will not be pursuing 
the formal study of these other subjects. What is needed is, 
here also, such a treatment of subjects as will give some 
knowledge of their content, and arouse interest. 

Further, the governing principle adopted in our Reports 
on Tlwl Primtn;~ School and on l1tjatll arul Nursery 
Schools is in our opinion equally applicable here, whether 
pupils leave school at 16 or remain after that age. The prime 
duty of the secondary school is to provide for the needs of 
children who are entering and passing through the stage of 
adolescence ; and it is useless, if not harmful, to try to inculcate 
ideas, however valuable they may be at a later stage of growth, 
which have at the time no bearing on a child's natural activities 
of mind and body, and do nothing to guide his experience. 
A further consideration appears to us to be of great importance. 
The traditional grammar school curriculum is still coloured 
by obsolete doctrines of the faculties and of formal training; 
and the endeavour to teach a wide range of subjects to the 
same high level to all pupils has led to the overcrowding of 
the time-table. We are convinced that this burden must be 
lightened, and that from the age of 13+, or as soon as special 
interests or aptitudes become e\ident, a pupil should con
centrate on a smaller range of subjects, so long as these 
include Englisb. a language. and Science or Mathematics. 

~ 
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With these reservations, we see no reason to recommend 
any revolutionary change in the subjects and activities for 
which a Grammar School must offer facilities. Where we 
believe change is necessary to meet the conditions of modern 
life is in the emphasis to be laid on particular subjects and 
above all in the content of these subjects. We recognise that 
a curriculum, even for pupils up to the age of 16, gains greatly 
from being centred round some main core or branch of study. 
This used to be provided by the study of the Classics. We 
share the opinion that in modern conditions it should be 
secured in and through wbat are often described as the English 
subjects. By these we mean careful training in comprehension 
of what is read and in the expression of ideas both orally and 
in writing; History; Geography (which is however closely 
related also to the scientific subjects) ; English llterature; 
and Scripture. One of the gravest criticisms alike of Public 
School and of Grammar School education turns on failure to 
do all which might be done to educate the powers of compre
hension and composition. Both appear to us to require 
markedly greater attention, and in regard to the latter it 
appears to us that there is much to be iearnt from the methods 
of teaching employed in ~ranee. 

We welcome, and would wish to see extended, the tendency 
to pay greater attention than in the past to recent history.
We recognise the importance of knowledge of tbe classio 
periods of British history, and of some knowledge also of the 
histories of Greece and Rome. Without such knowledge it 
is impossible to und~tand our own institutions, or to appre
ciate our own literature.' But the importance of recent history, 
is enhanced for pupils under 16, since at that age the theoretical 
discussion of economic questions is difficult and inadvisable, 
and since the direct discussion of current political questions 
is often open to considerable objection. Recent political 
and economic history affords in consequence the best intro
duction to an interest in politics. Such history supplies 
necessary information, and, of even greater importance, can 
be so taught as to induce a balanced attitude which recognises 
different points of view and sees the good on each side. 

In regard to the study of English literature we are recom
mending that set books should not be prepared for examina
tion. We believe that the form of study which these involve 
does real harm to the growth of an interest in literature which 
ought rather specially to characterise a grammar school 
education. 
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In regard to Scripture we make in Chapter V certain 
recommendations which we regard as of great importance. 

Apart from the English subjects, we desire to see the study 
in all Grammar Schools of at least one foreign language ; but 
we recommend that the efforts of those pupils with relatively 
little linguistic ability should be concentrated on acquiring a 
capacity to read rather than to write the language in question. 
Of Science we have already spoken. We recommend that 
substantially less time than at present should be given to 
Mathematics, but we recommend that it should be taught to 
all, and so far as possible in such a way as to lead to the 
recognition that mathematics constitutes one of the main 
achievements of the human mind. We attach great importance 
to the further development of the tendency to give more time 
and attention to physical education, to the artistic subjects 
and to handicrafts. 

• Two further recommendations remain to be mentioned at 
this stage. We are anxious that in country Grammar Schools 
11. rural background and colour should be given to the teaching, 
especially in General Science. In the main body of country 
schools, we have primarily in view not vocational training for 
agriculture, but rather the restoration of what used to be more 
widespread characteristics of English life than they are today, 
appreciation and understanding of the countryside. On the 
other hand, we hope that local authorities will seriously 
undertake the provision, in a certain number of country 
Grammar Schools, of courses with a definite 'agricultural 
bias' which would afford from about the age of 15 a preliminary 
vocational training. 

In urban schools also, when it is possible to give satisfactorily 
a preliminary training of direct vocational value, we consider 
that a limited number of periods might with advantage be 
devoted to such training in the last year at school even in the 
case of those leaving at the age of 16. We have in mind three 
considerations : first, of course. the practical advantage to the 
pupil; secondly, the argument afforded for retaining the pupil 
at school during the year in question ; and, lastly, the gain 
from work which the pupil himself recognises as possessing 
value for the ne.xt stage of his life, since such work serves to 
hold and to stimulate his interest, and is likely to react 
favourably on all his work. 

Before leaving the important question of the curriculum of 
Grammar Schools, certain fu(ther remarks should be made. 



We recognise that our recommendations follow' lines which 
have already been widely suggested and along which experi• 
ments have already been made with marked success.. we· 
should indeed have made them with far greater hesitation had 
this not been so. On the other hand - believe it to be of 
vital importance to the future of education in this country, 
that reform along the lines - have indicated should be 
concerted, general, and far more radical than hitherto. We 
have in mind particularly the contrast be~ oonrses 
primarily designed to lay the foundation for further study and 
those which are suitable when further academic study is in 
fact improbable, the relief of the curriculum foe the individual 
pupil, and the teaching of English composition. Secondly, -
recogoise that to carry out these proposals is impracticable 
without further and drastic reform of the School Certificate 
E""mination. We believe that the changes which - recom
mend in Olapter vn present no insuperable difliculties ; in 
the main, they are changes which are already widely advocated 
On tlie other hand, - are of opinion that the existence of an 
examination taken at about the saiii!l age as at present is 
desirable, as stimulating and testing the wack alike of the 
schools and of individual pupils. 

lll. Voealitmal MUl ~ ~; T«<lflical Big& 
SciJools 

We tum now to those schools, other than Grammar Sch<iois, 
which are directly cowted by the terms of our reference, i.e., 
• Junior Technical Schools •. We think it necessary, however, · 
to draw an important distiBction. There are schools (e.g., 
schools of printing, dressfflaking. Iaunchywork. waiting) 
which prepare for single and definite vocations and to which. 
as - think, it is desirable to restrict the term fiOCIIliorul 
schools. There are other schools (e.g., many Junior Technical 
Schools, Junior Commercial Schools and Junior Att Depart
ments) each of which can prepare foe a considerable variety of 
vocations. Both classes of schools are doing valuable and 
important wack, and provide, in almost every case, not only 
for technical instruction bot for the continuation of general 
education. With regard to technical instmction - do not 
think that- can usefully oc properly make any reuunwenda
tions. With regard to tOO general education which is provided 
we desire to recommend here again that ample time should be 
given to English, along the !ip.es already indicated, and to 



recent history. In certain cases it appears important also 
that pupils should have opportunities for learning a modem 
language. 

The suggestion has been made by the three professional 
associations principally concerned (The Association of Tech
nical Institutions, and the Associations of Principals and of 
Assistants in such Institutions) that at least in certain of these 
schools recruitment should take place at 11+, i.e., at the same 
age as recruitment for Grammar Schools. After very full 
consideration we have reached definite conclusions on this 
issue. We consider that vocational schools, in the narrow 
sense, ought not to recruit before the age of 13 and with the 
raising of the ' school leaving age' we consider 14 to be 
preferable. We do not consider that pupils ought to make at 
at an earlier age a decision which goes far to commit them to 
a specific vocation. Secondly, although these schools provide 
jor a continuance of general education, this is necessarily not 
the primary interest of those responsible for such a school and 
still less of the pupils. We consider that a general education 
ought to be the primary concern until, at the most, two years 
before the normal age for leaving school. In the case of Junior 
Art Departments the first of these considerations does not 
apply in the same degree, in view of the general educational 
value of an art training. On the other hand as much art 
training as is necessary or desirable before the age of 13, if not 
befqre 14, can be given both in Grammar Schools and in 
Modem (Senior) Schools. Further, in all but the most 
exceptional cases the range and proportion of a pupil's special 
aptitudes are not so clear before say 131 as to justify transfer 
to a Junior Art Department. 

After careful consideration of the evidence, we have reached 
the conclusion, however, that those Junior Technical Schools 
which are based on the engineering and building industries, 
demand different treatment. They appear to us to be capable 
of developing, and indeed in a large degree already to have 
developed, a form of secondary education which ought to be 
regarded as an alternative to that of a Grammar School. 
We have accordingly decided to recommend the conversion 
of a number of these schools into Technical High Schools in 
every respect equal in status to Grammar Schools. These 
schools should provide a five-year course, from the age of 11 +. 
on the basis of the general selective examination at that age ; 
admission being determined {among those pupils who reach 
tho necessary standard in t.l>e examination) in accordance 
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with the wishes of the parents, with the accommodation I 
available, with the suitability of the boy as determined on the 
report of the Head of the primary school,'9.11d on the result of, 
an interview with the Head of the Technical High School. 1 

We recognise that in the majority of cases such boys are : 
likely to enter the engineering or building industries ; but our : 
tecommendation is based not only on the variety of openings 
these industries afford but also, and very largely, on the view 
that the education in question will best develop the abilities of 
pupils with certain interests and with the necessary aptitudes, 
and will be, in consequence, the best education for them, even 
if they do not eventually enter these industries. The 
engineering and other subjects, which will be studied in the 
last three years of the course, involve an intellectual discipline, 
which, though severe, is within the capacity of pupils between 
the ages of 13 and 16, and includes and depends on the appre
hension and application of a variety of related principles. 

So far as the evidence at present goes we are not convinced that 
the courses of study in Junior Commercial Schools and Home 
Training Schools have developed a similar discipline. Further, 
it is difficult to see how they could do so. Economics provides 
a body of principle5'which relate the problems of commerce; 
but Economics, carried sufficiently far to fulfil this purpose, 
is in our judgment beyond the grasp of pupils under the age 
of 16. The special courses iB Home Training SchoolS are also; ' 
and inevitably, lacking in any coherent range of underlying 
theory. The chemistry of cookery, for example, is far too 
complicated for tbe. pp.rpose. In consequence we do nQt 
recommend that Junior Commercial Schools and Home· 
Training Schools 'should be converted into Technical High 
Schools. We consider tbat a thild who desites to receive either 
type of training but who has the necessary ability to profit 
from a grammar school education, should go first to a Grammar 
School and should ouly proceed to a Technical Institution at 
the age of 16 or in exceptional cases at about 14. We wish 
to add that, though we consider that the teaching, in Grammar 
Schools, of Commercial Subjects and Domestic Science might 
usefully be extended, especially by means of Sixth Form 
courses, we are clear tbat in a considerable number of cases 
transfer may be desirable at 16 to a suitable Technical Institu
tion. We believe, however, tbat, while close relations should 
·be established between Grammar Schools and Technical High 
Schools, so that opportunity for transfer may be afiorded to 
those pupils whose later development makes it clear that they 



will be better suited by an alternative form of secondary 
education, such considerations do not apply to the transfer of 
pupils from Grammar Schools to vocational schools before 
sitting for the School Certificate. We think that the latter 
type of transfer should be exceptional. 

Two further points should be mentioned in order to make 
clear our proposals in regard to Technical High Schools. We 
feel that it will be desirable to introduce some form of school 
leaving certificate for pupils in Technical High Schools, not 
only as evidence of their status, but also as providing a record 
of attainment. At the same time we have been impressed by 
the conviction of all witnesses representing Junior Technical 
Schools that their freedom from external examinations has 
been a vital factor in their success. In consequence we would 
not seek to impose any system of external examinations on 
Technical High Schools, and recommend that a form of 
.c::hool leaving certificate be established which shall be 
awarded on the result of internal examinations conducted by 
each "technical High School under conditions of assessment 
approved by the Board of Education, who would endorse the 
certificates. 

Secondly, we realise that there would probably be some boys 
in these Technical High Schools who would desire to defer 
their entry into industry till an age later than that of 16. Such 
boys could either remain in these schools or proceed, as at 
present, either to a higher technical course, which may in 
many instances be provided within the Technical College in 
or near which the Technical High School may be housed, or 
to a University or University College. We have decided to 
recommend that the upper age limit in the Technical High 
Schools should in general be 16+. We reached this conclusion 
only after cousiderahle deliberation. The immensely im
portant part played by Sixth Forms in Grammar Schools 
pointed in another direction. On the other hand we became 
convinced that in Technical High Schools boys will be matured, 
as they have been in Junior Technical Schools, not so much 
(although even here this is a substantial factor) through 
self-government in the school, as through being taught by 
men who are normally teaching adults and whose methods 
of teaching and control have, in consequence, a special 
character, and more generally through forming part of an 
institution which is largely concerned with adults. We reached 
the view that, while different, the process was no less effective, 
and in consequence we do not consider that a higher age limit 
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than 16 is necessary or, in general, desirable. We are, 
howevet, disposed to think that a few of these schools may in 
course of time develop the equivalent to a • Sixth Form ', 
which would contain the boys referred to at the beginning of 
this paragraph. 

Whilst we do not recommend that every Junior Technical 
School should as a matter of course be converted into a 
Technical High School, we do consider that a generous 
provision of such Technical High Schools should be made, by 
the conversion of existing schools and the establishment of new 
schools. The special educational value and character of 
these schools depend, however, on their employment of the 
teaching staff, and their use of, the engineering plant 
and equipment, of a Technical College ; and, since such 
colleges cannot be provided in all types of area, we fully 
recognise that in a number of areas provision ought to be 
made in Grammar Schools, by means of • engineering sides ', 
for the pupils who in other conditions might go to Technical 
High Schools. We consider the making of such provision in 
these circumstances to be a matter· of great importance, 
but we consider also that success will depend both on 
adequate equipment and ·on employing teachers who have 
had a training in engineering which has included actual. . 
practical experience. 

IV.-IIIlerrdatiotJ of secotJdary schools of dijfere..t types, 
p~ly Gf.amm~U Schools atld Modern Schools:. 
the allocation of chilflren betllleen these schools : the 
extent of the prooision .Jor gram,_ school educajioft 

There remains the whole range of questions concerning the 
relation of education in schools of the grammar school type, 
and in the proposed Technical H'tgh Schools, with that in 
other schools. A conventional phrase describes the function 
of Grammar Schools as training children to work ' with their 
heads rather than with their hands '. That phrase indicates 
a real distinction, but it does not do so with any accuracy. 
It is open to the obvious criticism that it is essential to many 
vocations, and is desirable in all, that work with the hands 
should involve the use, and the conscious use, of intelligence. 
The phrase may be restated more aptly by contrasting work 
with the hands with work with tongue and pen. The Grammar 
Schools afford in general (although not for every child) the 
best training for professions which involve work with tongue 
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and pen; and, so far as they can be differentiated from other 
schools by reference to the vocational training they afford, 
they are differentiated by this as well as by the related fact 
that they prepare for the Universities. Nor is it improper, as 
is sometimes supposed, to differentiate the Grammar Schools 
by the vocational training which they give. From the first 
they were designed to give the preliminary training necessary 
for those who were to enter the learned professions. It was 
by a later development that the training which was given for 
this purpose, and more especially the training in the Classics, 
came to be regarded as having an independent and inherent 
value as a ' general liberal education '. But conditions have 
changed, and the vocational training given in Grammar Schools 
is now best secured by a greater concern than in the past with 
other subjects and especially with the English subjects. This 
change of emphasis is also necessary in changed conditions in 
order that they may better afford a 'liberal education ', this 
phrase being taken to mean such an education as will enable 
men and women to understand the world in which they live 
and to contrib•1te to the understanding of its problems. The 
history of Greece and Rome and the conceptions which they 
gave to the world retain immense importance for the proper 
understanding of the modem world ; but, save as these 
conceptions have been interpreted in the thought of later 
times or are embodied in existing institutions, they are less 
widely relevant than, for example, recent history, English 
literature, and some appreciation of the significance of modem 
science. Further, capacity to use and to understand accurately 
both English and, so far as possible, modem languages has 
become both the key to the most relevant literature and the 
most vital factor in the exchange of ideas. 

The situation has changed radically in another respect. 
Democracy is now challenged, and the duty of citizenship in a 
democracy renders it essential that all should be taught to 
understand and to think to the best of their ability. It is 
likely to remain true that in general those pupils who are most 
capable of being taught to think in abstract terms will best be 
taught to do so by a curriculum of a more academic and 
scientific character than is provided in Modem Schools. It is 
net.'Urdingly important that these children should receive a 
grammar school or a technical high school education. But it 
is equally important to give a modem school education to 
those children, including a fair proportion of children of 
marked ability, who will best pi'Ilfit from that type of education. 
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We are thus brought to the fundamental problems of the 
proper allocation of children as between schools of difierent 
types. 

We have deliberately made no attempt to discuss in -this 
Report the selective examination at the age of 11 + for 
Grammar_ (Secondary) Schools. That topic was dealt with at 
considerable length in Chapter VII of our Report on The 
Eilucatilm of the AtWescent (1926) and in Chapter X of our 
Repi>rt on The Primary School (1931). Moreover, a Com
mittee of Inspectors is at present considering various aspects 
of the examination, and it appeared to us that no useful 
purpose would be served, and that the preparation of the 
present Report would inevitably be del~yed, if we tried to 
cover the same gronnd. ' 

We desire, however, to make two observations on the 
bearing of our present Report on this examination. We 
believe that the examination is capable of selecting in ll high 
proportion of cases those pupils who quite certainly have so 
much intelligence and intelligence o.f such a character that 
without doubt they ought to receive a secondary education 
of the grammar school type, and also those pupils who quite 
certainly would not benefit from such an education ; and we 
believe that the examination will be so improved in the light 
of experience and as a result of the report of the Committee 
of Inspectors, as to increase the accuracy with which these 
two classes are delimited. We are recommending that choice 1 

for grammar school places as between pupils who fall into ; 
neither of these claSses should be by selection rather tbaq . 
by their relative place in an order determined by the examina
tion. We make this recommendation, as we explain, primarily 
for the reason that with these pupils the question as to which · 
will benefit most from and contribute most to a Grammar 
School will very often depend on qualities which no written 
examination can test ; but we make our recommendation the 
more readily since, even in regard to examinable capacities, 
an examination, however devised, is far less trustworthy as a 
means of placing in order of merit a middle group than in 
determining whether particular candidates are definitely 
above or are definitely below such a group. 

Secondly, we desire to emphasise that no method of . 
choice, whether by examination or by selection, can work 
satisfactorily if there is not an adequate supply of grammar 
school places ; and we are clear that the supply is not adequate 
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until there are enough places to secure a grammar schooi 
education for those pupils who, all things considered, wil 
benefit more from such a course than from other forms ol 
secondary education. 

Our recommendations regarding the amount of provision 
of grammar school education are based on this assumption. 
After an examination of the progress made in the building of 
new Grammar Schools and the enlargement of old ones during 
the past 30 years, we sought to arrive at a working standard 
by which local authorities might measure their provision, 
always with regard to what they judged to be the particular 
needs of their areas. The standard we have adopted is 
an annual admission of 15 per cent. of the ' secondary school 
age-group', i.e., the age-group ' 10 to 11 years', in the public 
elementary schools of the area. The number of children 
annually admitted from other than public elementary schools 
fo; whom additional provision is required, is equivalent 
on the average to a further 3 per cent. of the same age-group. 
The necessity for some such standard was borne in upon us 
by the fact that the existing percentage varies in England 

·from 4·2 to 26·4.(') So striking a disparity as was revealed 
by a ratio of 1 : 6 in the scale of provision did not appear 
to us to correspond with any conceivable differences in the 
abilities and interests of the children, in the character and 
traditions of the areas, in industrial conditions, or exc:'lr--~ 
the uses which had been made of Grammat · 'Xhools. In 
mentioning this standard, however, we have •-ealised that it 
might require considerable modification id some areas in 
order to conform to the governing princirJe to which we 
have already referred. 

'l.-Tttii<Sfa> of pupils Ill 1/w ag~ of 13+ Pllrily of sJaJus 
IIIMIIg UCOfltl.uy scJwols : tullfliiJislralilh 1«DDIImenda/iom 

All our witnesses insisted that a scl~ve examination at 
the early age of 11 + should not be a drSJYe factor in deter
IJlining a child's career. Not only i•there _need for some 
means of correcting initial errors in.~ dassi.lication of the 
children, but some means also of !e:'lding for those pupils 
whose later development makes it;ear that an alternative 
form of secondary education woul<?" bet~er fo~ them. We 
l:'ealived convincing evidence as to ~ous cm:umstances 
which may arise to render a ch":"Y tru. ool_desirable at a 
later age than ll +- We consid "'eelttal that there 

I') Ia w .... - 17•7 toss f""f'ODl 
(&a!O) 
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We are thus brought to the fundamental problems of the 
proper allocation of children as between schools of different 
types. 

We have deliberately made no attempt to discuss in ·this 1 
Report the selective examination at the age of 11 + for 
Grammar (Secondary) Schools. That topic was dealt with at 
considerable length in Chapter VII of our Report on The 
Education of the Adolescent (1926) and in Chapter X of our , 
Rep(>rt on The Primary School (1931). Moreover, a Com
mittee of Inspectors is at present considering various aspects 
of the examination, and it appeared to us that no useful 
purpose would be served, and that the preparation of the 
present Report would inevitably be del~yed, if we tried to 
cover the same ground. · 

We desire, however, to make two observations on the 
bearing of our present Report on this examination. We 
believe that the examination is capable of selecting in a high 
proportion of cases those pupils who quite certainly have so 
much intelligence and intelligence of such a character that 
without doubt they ought to receive a secondary education 
of the grammar school type, and also those pupils who quite 
certainly would not benefit from such an education ; and we 
believe that the examination will be so improved in the light 
of experience and as a result of the report of the Committee . 
. of Inspectors, as to increase the accuracy with which these 
two classeS are delimited. We are recommending that clloice 
for grammar school places as between pupils who fall into 
neither of these claSseS should be by selection rather than_ 
by their relative place in an "Order determined by the ewmina
tion. We make this recommendation, as we explain, primarily 
for the reason that with these pupils the question as to which • 
will benefit most from and contribute most to a Grammar 
School will very often depend on qualities which no written 
examination can test ; but we make our recommendation the 
more readily since, even in regard to examinable capacities, 
an examination, however devised, is far less trustworthy as a 
means of placing in order of merit a middle group than in 
determining whether particular candidates are definitely 
above or are definitely below such a group. 

Secondly, we desire to emphasise that no method of 
choice, wlulther by examination or by selection, can work 
satisfactorily if there i.s not an adequate supply of grammar 
5chool places : and we are cleu that the supply is not adequate 
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until there are enough places to secure a grammar schoo 
education for those pupils who, all things considered, wil 
benefit more from such a course than from other forms o 
secondary education. 

Our recommendations regarding the amount of provisiOI 
of grammar school education are based on this assumption 
After an examination of the progress made in the building o 
new Grammar Schools and the enlargement of old ones durin! 
the past 30 years, we sought to arrive at a working standarc 
by which local authorities might measure their provision 
always with regard to what they judged to be the particula1 
needs of their areas. The standard we have adopted i! 
an annual admission of 15 per cent. of the ' secondary schoo: 
age-group', i.e., the age-group ! 10 to 11 years', in the public 
elementary schools of the area. The number of childre~ 
annually admitted from other than public elementary school! 
for whom additional provision is required, is equivalen1 
on the average to a further 3 per cent. of the same age-group. 
The necessity for some such standard was borne in upon us 
by the fact that the existing percentage varies in England 
from 4•2 to 26·4.(') So striking a disparity as was revealed 
by a ratio of 1 : 6 in the scale of provision did not appear 
to us to correspond with any conceivable differences in the 
abilities and interests of the children, in the character and 
traditions of the areas, in industrial conditions, or eys~;I 
the uses which had been made of Grammar ,F::.Cli'ools I 
mentioning this standard, however, we have lteaJised that .~ 
might require considerable modification irt some areas .1' 

order to conform to the governing principle to which ~ 
have already referred. 

V.-Transfer of pupils allM ag6 of 13+ Parity of sta/us 
1JntOng serondary schools : administrati recomlllendalions 
All our witnesses insisted that a sel :ve eXllmination at 

the early age of 11 + should not be a SJve factor in deter 
rpining a child's career. Not only · tl•ere .need for som -
means of correcting initial errors i .e dassification of th: 
children, but some means also of ding for thase pupils 
whose later development makes · e~ that an alternative 
form of secondary education wo t.ter foe them. We 
received convincing evidence as to Vllrlous circumstances 
which may arise to render a ch~ t ool. desirable at a 
later age than 11 +· We conSJd ';-tial that there 

(') lD Waloolrom l7•7 toSS porp~~t 
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should be a regular review of the distribution of pupils as 
between different schools, preferably at about the age of 13. 
We do not recommend for tbis purpose a further examination ; 
we do recommend the requirement of returns from the heads 
of schools as to which pupils might, in their opinion, be bette1 
placed in other types of school; and we desire to see definite 
administrative machinery created for tbis purpose. 

An educational principle which we advocate on general 
grounds has an important bearing on the later transfer of 
pupils between those types of school which have an age range 
starting at 11 +, namely, that the courses of study in ~ 
schools between the ages of 11 and 13 should not differ till 
any marked extent. While we recognise that not all the 
pupils in a Modern School should study a foreign language, we 
consider that whenever possible a foreign language should be 
included in the curriculum of pupils who show academic 
ability, both because these pupils are most likely to gain 
educationally from this provision, and because it is in regard 
to them that the question of transfer is most likely to arise. 

It is important that the question of transfer should be 
determined simply by educational considerations. It is even 
more important that the original preference of parents as 
between a Grammar School and a Modern School should, be 
determined ~y such considerations. We recognise that in 

..ell~ '-+i~ soc!tl conditions vocations are determined ·not orily 
exr:.»eQI "'" ' t b famil · · t d tradi · d b ptitude IJ\5 u Y Y crrcurns ances an tion; an 
. Y :'a uen~ · ·wme pupils may be destined to work ' with 'f ~d pen • even when such natural aptitudes as ~ey 
~ngu point else ;there. 1'! certain cases, and while existiiig 

':~ conditions · remain, this may supply an argument in rCl ur of that cur riculum and those methods which in general 
:~ repare for l'!rk of the type in question, even in· cases 
w~er: a modern sch ool educati?n W_?uld be oth~~ desil;able. 
Again, for pupils vho combme mtelle~ ability WitJ;t a 

tical and especi lly a strong mecharucal bent, a Technical 
~h School will o ten provide a better alternative to J. 

g ar school edu~on than will a Modern School. But 
~convince<! that a;. number of pupils who enter Grammar 
~ools would have their intellectual interests and powers 

f thought better devel• ped by the education provided by 
~odern Schools. Mor tO'", by no means ~ who succeed in· 
commerce or indust · ?f the t~ ~hich ben~ts at all 

b · usly from . tuc and SClentific education ; and 
0~ ~00 . 
't · very prob· c1 anJi such men would have gamed 1 1S weare e 
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more from the curriculum of a Modern School, especially 
if, as might well have been the case, they were more attracted 
by such a curriculum and more industrious in pursuing it. 
On the one hand Grammar Schools are not really likely to 
supply so well the form of education which Modern Schools 
exist to supply and develop. On the other hand, the interests 
and energies of Grammar Schools ought not to be engaged, 
and their vacancies ought not to be occupied, in attempting 
to educate pupils who are not suited to the education which 
they exist to provide. 

At present parents are influenced in their preference between 
Grammar and Modern Schools not only by educational, 
including vocational, considerations, but by the greater 
prestige of Grammar Schools. · These schools have an ancient 
and great tradition. They retain a considerable proportion of 
their pupils to 17 or 18 years of age. Even more important is 
the fact that, since most other aptitudes are more often 
associated with academic ability than with its absence, the 
average general intelligence of the pupils in Grammar Schools 
is likely to be higher than that of the pupils in Modern Schools. 
Intelligence of this sort is not, however, the only or the most 
important tiling in life nor is it regarded as such by most 
persons; and, other things being equal, it should not be an 
insuperable task to persuade parents to prefer for their children 
another form of education if in fact they were likely to gain 
more from this. 

Unfortunately, in present circumstances other things are 
not equal. Grammar Schools and Modem Schools are ad
ministered under different Codes and often by different 
Authorities. They have different salary scales, and the 
required conditions of building and equipment and size of 
classes show differences which are not merely such as are 
involved in differences of curriculum. These differences, taken 
as a whole, are such as to give the impression that the Grammar 
School is necessarily better than the Modern School. 

For these reasons, we consider it of great importance that 
everything possible should be done to secure parity of status 
for Grammar Schools, Teclmical High Schools, and Modern 
Schools. This means in effect that the muUilateral id&:&. 
although it may not be e>."Jlressed by means of multilateral 
schools(1), must be inherent in any truly national system of 

( 1) Soopp. ~and pp. 291-4 • 
• •• 



secondary education. Consequently, in Cbapter IX. we bave 
re-aflinned, and revised in the light of later experience. 
certain administrative principles which were implicit in our 
earlier Report on 1M Etlt«::lliall of 1M .d.tlolesunrl (1926). We 
:recommend that the thRe types of school mentioned above 
should be amdncted under a new Code of Regulations for 
Secondary Schools, and we have examined certain admini
sbative oonsequew:es of this proposal.(') We m ••llll!fflld the 
adoption of similar standards for the size of cia , and for the 
planning and a ••amt of school brnldings, save in so far as 
differences of cnrricnlmn justify difl'erent requirements. We 
IPmgnise also the desiiability of a uniform minimum leaving
age for all secondary schools. Another measure which we 
consider of vital concern to the attainment of parity of schools 
is the framing of Establishments of Teaching Posts. in order 
that a teacher's remuneration sball not be so dependent as it 
is at present upon the particnlar type of school in which he is 
working : we hope to see posts on the ' higher • scale of salary, 
the present ' secondary ' scale, available in all schools, 
although not in the same p10p01 tion. · 

We attach great im~ to all these recommendations. 
We believe that no satisfactOIY solntion can be seemed for the 
educational problems of the country until they are carried ont. 
How quickly this conld be dqne is not for us to say •. We f..ii 
bound, however, to make clear that in our judgment such" 
reforms as we have indicated, and any legislation necessary to 
secure these, are essential to the fotnre well-being of education, 
and we recommend tliaf action shonld be taken with the least 
possible delay. 

It will be noticed that so far we have said nothing about one 
great difference between Grammar Schools and Modem Schools, 
namely, the fact that fees are chaJged in the fonner bot not in 
the latter. We hold that the amditions which apply to 
Modern Schools shonld be extended to Grammar Schools and 
Technical High Schools as soon as the national finances pennit. 
But, provided there is an adequate supply of Special Places 
and a generous scale for remission of fees, we do not consider 
that this difference is as important in its effect on parity of 
status as might have been expected. Meanwhile we consider 
that, for an independent reason, the special place system 

(') Tbeso have - jndqdrd oae 111atter wbich is of vital impootaDal 
in both amtral ODd local administratioa, vi&.. tbe t. 1 • ate iar 
clilfenm types of ~ scbooL It is es.eatiaJ. in oar opiDioa. that 
iDspectic>a .-Jcl be !OJfljcjentiy _.-.- to - tbe -
deodo,....- of tbe clilrelat typos.e 
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requires reform. Where the cost of education in a school is 
being reduced for all parents by substantial grants from public 
funds, it is obviously desirable that the children whose 
parents are thus assisted should be the children who will most 
benefit from the schooling in question. We therefore 
recommend that the system known as ' 100 per cent. Special 
Places ' should be generally adopted in regard to such schools. 
We are conscious, however, that if this were done otherwise 
than gradually, or without certain further provisions, notably 
as to the method of selection, or even if this policy was 
adopted immediately or without further consideration in 
regard to certain classes of schools, the result might well be to 
level down rather than, as we wish, to level up the reputation 
of schools. In consequence, in Chapter IX we recommend the 
adoption of the ' 100 per cent. special place' system; but we 
do so subject to the adoption of certain other recommendations 
designed to afford safeguards against this danger.(1) 

VI. Education for Cit '-ship 
In speaking of the importance of recent history we have 

already referred to ' education for citizenship '. When we 
said at the beginning of this Introduction that we proposed 
to deal briefly with the problem which it presents we bad 
in mind more than this. The importance of the problem has 
been emphasised in recent years from many quarters. It is 
scarcely possible to exaggerate that importance, and it is 
not too much to say that all teaching should contribute to this 
end. On the extent to which the youth of this country can 
be fitted to fulfil later their duties, and to take advantage 
of their opportunities, as citizens of a democratic State may 
well turn the whole future of democracy, and that not only 
in this island. It is impossible to deal here with all the problems 
involved in supplying suitable training, the more so since 
we are here primarily concerned with those who leave school 
at 16, and since few things are more certain than that study 
of the issues involved in national and international politics 
must in the main come at a later age and be continued through
out life. On the other hand we believe that valuable founda
tions for this can be laid before the age of 16. 

We do not underestimate the value of imparting to pupils, 
even those under 16, information about national and inter
national affairs and, not least. about local government. We 

(') We ralise that the exteDsioD. of the special place system raises the 
question of u - of the~ of mainteo&Dce alloW&Ilces. 



recognise the excellent use which bas been made by certain 
teachers of cour.;es of • civics •. But, as we indicated when 
emphasising the importance of teaching recent history, we 
believe that in geoeral this information can best be imparted 
to pupils under the age of 16 in the course of such teaching, 
and as arising from it. Further, what is most important is 
incnlcating a habit of mind. This may be done by emphasising 
the serious charactel- of the sncial and other problems which 
have to be twed, and at the same time by insisting that, 
while there is need for enthusiasm in canses which are felt 
to be vital. there is need also for study and judgment, so that 
not only the reality of political differences but the measnre 
of common ground may be folly reoognised. All this, in our 
judgment, is best secured in and through the teaching of 
history provided always that this is so given as to bring out 
the geoeral necessity of these qualities and not merely their 
desirability or value in certain circmnstanoes in the past. 

Further, History is not the only subject which can be made 
the vehicle of teaching which is valuable for this pwpose. It 
does not follow that, because people ·have learnt to apply 
logical processes in mathematics, they will think logically about 
politics, nor that, because· they have learnt to verify facts, 
and to try to check theories by facts, in the physical sciences, 
they will realise automatically the desirability of ~ 
procedure in other fields. On· the other band such • l:rlmsfers • • 
can be made at the least far more probable if in teaching. say, 
mathematics a real effort is made to bring out the signi1icai.c:e 
of logical argument anli to emphasise the desirability of such 
argument whenever possible. and if in teaching scienoe the . 
scientific method is expmmd'!'i as a method which ought to 
be employed in other fi.elds. By such means we can do some
thing to counteract the excessive influenoe of emotiooal 
interests and inln"bitious in the consideration of matters 
with which men are deeply conoemed. 

It is obvious that education for cifuensbip along these 
lines depends at every point on conscious effort by teachers 
to use their opportunities. Success will, however, inevitably 
depend even more on the unconscious influenoe of example 
than on the most skilful use of opportunities. It is not possible 
to exaggerate the debt in this c:onnexion which may be· owed 
to a teacher by boys and girls who in their last yean; at school 
have come under the influenoe of someone who is able to 
combine with clear political opinions both wide sympathies 
and the habit of dispassionate criticism of political aeeds. • 
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CHAPTER I 

SKETCH OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM IN SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS OF DIFFERENT TYPES IN ENGLAND 

AND WALES 

The lessons of history antl /heiy limitations 

I. The " lessons of history " are often dillicult and obscure, 
but it is at any rate possible to discover, from the systematic 
study of an historical development such as the evolution of 
the traditional curriculum for Grammar Schools (including the 

.non-local Public Schools) and for other types of secondary 
school, the successive phases of opinion by which it has been 
influented. As we see one view or theory of education 
subjected to criticism and in consequence modified or super
seded by another, we may be able partially to understand 
and appraise the value and meaning of each successive phase, 
and to form opinions of our own which, though they cannot 
possibly claim to be final, may at any rate claim to be based 
on something more substantial than current opinion and 
pop)llar views of the significance of what has occurred. 

Secondary or higher schools in England and Wales and 
indeed in most Western European countries were at the time 
of their origin, and even down to a comparatively recent date, 
to a considerable extent institutions for the education of 
children, chiefly boys, either belonging to the more prosperous 
classes or selected for their ability. Schools designed to 
provide education for the mass of the people were not 
established till after Grammar Schools, and those institutions 
of unh-ersity rank with which they were intimately connected, 
had long been in existence. Thus, whereas elementary or 
primary schools('), provided on a large scale for the less afBuent 
classes of the population, ha\"e developed from the ideas and 
necessities of modem times and have in general no very 
remote history, the Public (or non-local Grammar Schools) 
and the Grammar Schools of England and Wales, which may 

(1) A large number of c:haDtry ocbools and collegiate chmcll 8Cboob 
cuao to an 011d iD. the rei8U of Edwud VI • 

• 
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broadly be described as schools of the academic type, have 
a long and interesting history going back to the Hellenistic 
and Roman Schools of rhetoric, snch as the famous public 
school kept by Quintilian at Rome in the latter half of the 
first century of our era. 

. Curricula for higher schools, if they be carefully examined 
over any considerable period of time, will be found to reflect 
and reveal in a remarkable way the interplay of deep seated 
forces in the national life. These opposing forces are 
often characterised as liberal or conservative. More careful 
detailed study of the evolution of the traditional curriculum 
shows that the train of causation is highly complex and 
that such names only partially and imperfectly descri'be the 
character and significance of the forces at work. The history 
of the traditional cunicnlom bears witness to the unen~ 
struggle between rival philosophies of life and widely divergenl 
theories of education and human development. These line 
expression in varying forms in succeeding generations in th1 
controversies which centre round this or that aspect of edu-

. cation and training; for instance, the rival claims of a classical 
and a modern education ; of the humanities and the sciences ; 
of a general and a specific (technical) education. The real root 
of the problem which confronts us to-day is probably to be 
found in the increasing complexity of the political, economic 
and social background of moclem life and the rapid giowth of 
knowledge which make ever fresh demands on the schools '!Jld 
the teachers. It is becoming more and more evident that a 
single liberal or general education for all is impracticable, an4 
that varying forms both of general and quasi-vocational edu
cation have to be evolved in ~rder to meet the needs of boys 
and girls differing widely in intellectual and emotional capacity. 
New "subjects" are constantly obtruding themselves on 
the higher schools. Relief can only be found through a 
synthesis of claims and a constant reorientation of outlook 
resulting from greater insight and wider experience. 

TAe Sewra Liberal.Arls: Trivi-llfUl Qtuulrivi-
2. The conception of general education current throughout 

Western Europe in the Middle Ages which in England and 
Wales survived in a modified form down to the eighteenth 
century, was that of the seven h"beraa arts or sciences which 
were regarded as preparatory to the study of theology, law 

• 
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and medicine.(') Of these the trivium-grammar, rhetoric and 
logic, known as the aries sennocinaks-were regarded as 
preparatory to the remainder, namely, arithmetic, geometry, 
music and astronomy, described as the quadrivium, or aries 
reaks vel physicae. 

The history and significance of the conception of the liberal 
arts are discussed in some detail in Appendix II to this Report. 

When Universities developed in Westem Europe from the 
thirteenth century, the three" philosophies", natuml, mental 
and moral, were superimposed. 

In the sixteenth century in England and Wales the tradi
tional general curriculum for. the Grammar School and the 
University, as distinct from the professional studies of divinity, 
medicine and law which were pursued at the University 
alone, was in substance the mediaeval seven liberal arts 
described above, but in them the balance of studies had been 
considerably modified. The quadrivium, comprising arith
metic, geometry, astronomy and music, belonged to the 
University; the trivium, consisting of grammar, rhetoric and 
logic, was rather unsystematically distrib1!te<l between pupils 
in Grammar Schools and students in their first year at the 
University.(') It must be remembered that in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, and to a great e.·dent in the eighteenth 
century. youths were admitted to the Universities at the age 
of 15 or even earlier. Of the studies included in the lrivium, 
the only one that was systematically taught in the Grammar 

(') See Appendix II to this Report. cf. Tho Abb6 Fleury. Tllo 
HWory, Cloooco aood Mlllood of SIUdiu, (1686), English translation, 
London (1695), pp. 33-34. 

" Thus. all studies were reduced in the twelfth century to four 
sorts of faculties. The fourth oomprehended all preliminary 
studies which were accounted necessary to arrive unt, the higher 
studies, wbicb wore called by tho l!'"'erai oame of tho Arts. 

•• Under tho name of tho Arts were comprehended Grammar 
aod Humanity; tho Mathematics and Philosophy. Bot to ~ 
properly lhis name ought only to comprehend lho seveo liberal 
arts which we fu>d treated in Cassiodorus and Bedo, vU., Grammar, 
Rhotorick, Logick, Arilhmetick. Musick, Geometry and Astronomy. 
A Master of Arts should be one capable of teacbing all lheso." 

(') M. Davies. AtlootaM Bnuu.,.;..,. (1716)-11 3"..8. 
" He (i.e. Robert Talbot about IS.OJ was educated in Gram

maticals in \Vikeb.am. School near \\-"incbester and at Newe College. 
Oxford. in Logicals and Pbilosophicals." 

A. Wood, AtllotaM O.n>..U..S.. (1691), 1, 1!-
" Jobn ConstAble eduuted in Grammaticals Ollder William 

Lilyo (at St. Paul's Scbool) ; in Acadomicals in an aocieot bostel 
(sometimes call<d Byobam Htll) at Ozford." 

'"""'l .. 
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Schools in effect was grammar, which meant Latin literature{'), 
and in particular the ne ry preliminaiy study of latin 
grammar, which was regarded as the special • business ' of 
schools (") 

1M Gr- Sclwols,lot:lll Mlll-.lot:lll 
3. Foc some hundreds of years before the middle of the 

eighteenth Clelltmy the typical school in England and Wales 
was the endowed Grammar School, which was gmerally 
regarded as the lowe£ stage oc feeder for" grammar scholars u, 

who in dne a>mse were to proooed to be " artist scholars u 

at Oxford O£ Cambridge. One of the basic ideas of the 
Grammar School was that it was designed to send at any 
rate its more gifted pupils to the Univasities. It was im
plicitly regarded as a sduJliJ ~ of the Univasity 
which was the slrMliM• am •-e 'IN!l gqw-ale, and in theory 
at any rate its function was to instruct its pupils in the triviMM. 
In practice, howe-. the principal aim of the Grammar 
School was to giw some forin of instruction in Latin, which 
down to the fust haH of the eighteenth Clelltmy was still to 
a l;rc:at extent the Jangnage of theology, law, science, and 
even dipiom.....y ia Westen! Europe. 

To quote a classic en.nple. William of Wykebam in his 
foondation deed for W"~Jlcht;ster College dated 20 Octobet, 
1382. after referring to his foimdation.ei N-...C<>Dege. Oxford' 
(1379}-" a perpetual college of seventy poor scholar.!;, ~. 
to study theology, canon and civil law and arts in the 'Uni
vasily of Oxford "-laid down that his foundation of • Seinte 
llary College by Wynchestre', which he designed to feed. 
New College, Oxford. was t9 consist of " seventy poor and 

, cl. s..,.. ~ (W.) 106 (- 1320 .LD.)-
- He made the -of eau.a (i.e. - ~ c:leR, nu is beginning of--

('I At - Gnmmar ~ (151!11 aD ---.. - .. - -
as Deb,. ...,..., to be taugbt fn!ely grammar - the liorm of llafldalal 
~ Oxfunl. or 5I:. Paul"s Scbool. ~. aad - '""'811- or petit< 
......U.C or Euglish Reading. bat to be made pedeal.atia ......_- (Sc.ioorJi.l 
I"f''U7 C ·m=. BlfNI" (1868), p. 121.) 

It was - iatrequeutiy mjoiaed that l.atiD akme ....,. to be spoboa 
ia scbooJ. e.g~ Mulban>ugh Grammar ~ (1550) ; A!- Gmmmaz 
~ (16U). (S.I.C. ~ p. 114.) 

Ia a State pap!l' o( I ~- C.qmmar Sc:boals are described u • flree 
Schooks of l.fuoab&te d. J. Brinslcy. l.abas --: ... u. 
Go ~ (161:11); 1 d. illso De Qaiaoey, .flOC. .5.looldoos (1858). 
Worb,. U. Ml. \ 

-At the liUJe ~<>f aa..-...... ... a Gra•mv ~ 
(which ia Eugiisll ........,. a - Jar I . I literatae) 
.asi• w• 

• 
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needy scholars, clerks living college-wise in the same, studying 
and becoming proficient in grammaticals or the art, faculty 
or science of grammar." 

In the same way Eton College, founded by King Henry VI 
in 1440 on the model of Winchester, was planned as a great 
non-local Grammar School(1) which was to pass its pupils on 
to King's College, Cambridge. 

The teaching of grammar, described in William of Wyke
ham's foundation deed for Winchester College (1382) as " the 
foundation, gate and source of all the other liberal arts, 
without which such arts cannot be known, nor can anyone 
arrive at practising them," and in the foundation deed for 
Wotton-under-Edge Grammar School in Gloucestershire (1384) 
as " the foundation of all the liberal arts," was regarded 
as the distinguishing mark of higher education. 

The most frequent terms in which founders described the 
schools which they intended to establish, were sinlply a 

"''"" Grammar School," a " free Grammar School," or u a master 
to teach grammar." 

That the teaching of the liberal science or art of grammar 
was regarded as the distinguishing mark of higher education 
is shown by the fact that in some cases an " English School " 
for the " pettys •• was established side by side with the 
Grammar School, or, as it was sometimes called, " the Latin 
School."(1) 

Some foundations were designed not only for grammar, 
buf for elementary subjects as well, regarded usually as a 
preparation for grammar. For instance, Enfiel.l Grammar 
School (1507) was "to teach childreir within the town of 
Enfielde to know and read their alphabet letters, to read 

( 1) Henry VI in his grant of a monopoly to Eton College for teaching 
Grammar and /rohibition of other grammar schools iD Wmdsor and 
ten miles roun Eton dated 3 June, 1446, stares that he has granted 
to the Provost and authorities of tho Royal CoU~ge of Eton that they 
and their successors .. may always have within the boundaries of the 
aaid Royal College a public and general grammar school, and that 
the same school as it surpasses all other such grammar schools whatso
ever of our kingdom in the aftlueoce of its endowment and the pte
excellence of its foundation . ., it may excel all other g1'1llllmar schools. 
as it ought, in the prerogative of its name. and be named henceforth 
tho King's general school, and be called the lady mother and r··tross 
of all othe< grammar schools." 

CA....,.,. W...,...IOIS, S..US I, fii. 1439. Quoted on pages 412,. '3 
of EliNUhOII<II C.._. ...C ~. 698 to 1909, by A. F. La · 
(Cambridge, 1911). 

(') The Grammar School founded iD 1635 by tho Puritan aettler.s 
at Boston. Massachwootts was !mown as the utio School. 

d. The Vernacular Schools and utin Schools doecribed by Comeniu 
GrMC ~ (1657) XXIX.~ ... 
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Latin and English, and to understand grammar, and to write 
their lateines according to the use and trade of grammar 
schools." 

In a few cases a self-contained primary school was estab
lished. For instance Archbishop Rotherbam,. at his Jesus 
College at Rotherham, provided, in a Foundation Deed dated 
1 February, 1483, for a writing school with a Fellow learned 
and skilled in the art of writing and accounts to act as Master 
to teach gratuitously the art of writing and reckoning " to 
the many youths endowed with natmal capacity who do not 
attain to the dignity and height of the priesthood. but are fitted 
rather for the mechanical arts and other concerns of this world." 

It was not however till after the Restoration in 1660 that 
numerous endowed schools were founded for primary education 
only. 

The scholars, usually described in the school statutes as 
" children " or "youth "fot whom the Grammar Schools were 
intendt:d. were of no one class in particular. The school 
was to be for such as required an education in grammar, 
and among them there would be boys of all classes, but 
many more of those above the labouring class than of those 
in that class. The " poor " are frequently named in the 
school statutes, but rather in a way indicating a desire to 
keep the school a~ for them, than in expectation that 
they would mlilct form the DJ.ajority of the scholars.' 

TluJ rtl4lilJfl of 1M C,- St:ltools lo t1u: U'"-sities 
ll1f<l lo thp ~ of apprerlli«ship 

4. The statutes of Grammar Schools founded in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries inilicate clearly that the Grammar 
School was regarded as an institution primarily designed to 
prepare scholars to proceed to the Universities, &om which 
they would in due course enter one of the three ancient learned 
professions or the profession of teaching. The Grammar 
Schools were thus &om one point of view vocational schools 
orientated towards the Universities.(') 

(') The Report of the Public ~ Q>mmjssjcm (1864) sa...... OD- 13 tbe c1ooe CODDeCtioa beta= tbe BiDe gRiit Public~ 
aud tbe Ubivasil:ieo. " The gRat ocboo1s. agaio, ha"" always educated 
paiDcipally with a view to tbe Uui vasi- ; tbe path of access to tbe 
teamed pao1......yms lies through tbe Uui...,.,;ties; the woril: doae at 
school tells thoroughly and din!ctly on tbe pramjnatioas for odmjssjgg 
to the Uuivasi- aud for Uuivenity pri2S aud distia ,. •os, wbiJst 
it has DOt, until .-atly, assisted a youth to obtain mtr.moe into the 
public senice, civil or milituy. at bome ..- in IDdia; the clevaest 
aDd most diligst boys. b- wbom tbe system of study has - cbiefly 
D¥!!11drd, ha""' .,._ to the Uui-si- ; aD the mastms haw bem 
Uuinni1y-" • 
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The danger of sending too many " grammar scholars " 
to the Universities, and thereby overcrowding the learned 
professions, was always present to the minds of contemporary 
statesmen. A classic illustration is afforded by the following 
passage from a letter of 1611 from Sir Francis Bacon (after
wards Viscount St. Albans) to King James I, about Thomas 
Sutton's proposed foundation of a Hospital and School in the 
Charterhouse of Smithfield. 

"Concerning the advancement of learning, I do subscribe 
to the opinion of one of the wisest and greatest men of your 
kingdom, that for grammar schools there are already too 
many, and therefore no providence to add, where there is 
excess. For the great number of schools which are in your 
Highnesses realm, doth cause a want, and likewise an over
throw ; both of them inconvenient, and one of them dangerous ; 
for by means thereof they find want in the country and 

Jowns, both of servants for husbandry, and apprentices for 
trade : and on the other side, there being more scholars bred 
than the State can prefer and employ, and the active part 
of that life not bearing a proportion of the preparative, 
it must needs fall out, that many persons will be bred unfit 
for other vocations, and unprofitable for that in which they 
were bred up, which fills the realm full of indigent, idle and 
wanton people, which are but materia rerum novarum."(1) 

In this context it is important to point out that there 
was. a certain connexion, particularly in the seventeenth 
century, between the Grammar Schools with their orientation 
towards the Universities and the contemporary system of 
apprenticeship which corresponded to our modern system of 
technical education. In a number of endowed schools part 

( 1) cf. Joseph Addison's Essay No. 21 in the Sp•cJato. on the over
crowding of the learned professions (1712). 

Several great French statesmen and educationists of the 17th century 
were fully aware of the danger of producing too many scholars. For 
instance, Cardinal Richelieu in his Tos'-"' Poliliqtu (probably about 
1640) writes :-

.. Ainsi qu'un corps qui aurait des yeux • toutes 1es parties 
se-r..Ut monstrueux, de m~me un ~tat le ~rait-il. si tous ses sujeta 
6taient savants. . . I.e commerce des lettres ba.Dnirait absolument 
celui de la marcb.andise, et ruinerait l'agriculture."' 

Tbe Abb6 Qaude Fl•ury (1640-17"..3) in his TraiN d• eMi.o Ill do Ia 
Mllilo<U <ii.S <h<du (1&!6) observes:--

" L'abua des ~tudes surcharge Ia rq>ublique d'ODe infinit6 
d'oisifs. qui se croient au"-cssus de tout depuis qu'ils savent un 
peu. le lalio:• 

cf. abo B. MandeviUe, EssftJI .. Curily aaol Ckrily Sdools, (I 722) 
p. 223-" Tbe undentanding of Latin thoroughly Is higbly necessary to 
aU that are designed for any of the learned prolessiona •••••. but to youth 
who .., aftorwards to S<t a livelihaod in aades an<l callinga.-•• ..it io 
of no use." 

• 
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of the funds was allocated to binding boys to a trade after 
several years at school. A good illustration of this tendency 
is afforded by the statutes of Sir Thomas Cookes for Broms
grove School (1693). Cookes gave an annual income of [.50 to 
the School, [.20 of which ·was paid to the schoohnaster for the 
gratuitous instruction of 12 foundation scholars in the English 
and Latin tongues and, if they were capable, in the Greek 
tongue also and to write and cast accounts. The remaining 
[.30 was to be expended by the trustees on clothing' the boys 
and paying premiums for boys after six years at school, 
" to be placed apprentice or put out to such trade as the 
trustees think proper."('-) 

The cul'riculum of lhe Gramtnal' Schools in the si%1eenth aflll 
seventeenth centuries 

5. The only grammar that was or could be taught in the 
Grammar Schools at .first was Latin. Greek was added in 
the sixteenth century by many founders. The Reformation 
movement, by its insistence on Biblical study, helped to 
strengthen the position o~ Greek, and in a few cases also 
established Hebrew on the list of school studies. Arithmetic 
and Elementary Mathematics ate rarely mentioned in early 
foundations. At Bungay (l592) " The school master and 
scholars were to keep school every Saturday and hall-holiday' 
ti113 o'clock in the afternoon for writing and casting accounts 
with the pen and ' co~~ers ' according to their capacities." 

The statutes of BlackbutD, Grammar School (1597) suggest 
that " the principles of Arithmetic, Geometry, and Cosmo
graphy with some introduction into the sphere are profitable." 

(') cf. Christopher Wase (162S-1690}, sometime Master of Tonbridge 
School and supervisor of the UDiversity Press at Oxford, CotSSidwati"'" 
......,..;ng Fru S.hook;, as soiU.d j,. Engl<llftd (1678}, §24, p.53,-

.. Many of these foundations by their constitution or narrow 
revenue are only Nurseries of piety and letters, as pr.p<w~Jttwy w 
trllllll. Tbis cliscrimination in every County duly made -would 
depress the swellings of minds possessed with prejudice arisins 
from the growing numbers of these houses of all sorts, yet sul.'posec:l 
to prepare men for an unactive life only. . . . Some counties are 
slenderly provided of the conveniences of this education. . . . A 
free school is sometimes not erected. or without scholar. or without 
school-house. or unendowed. or without competent endowment. or 
arbitrary for a town "a convenience. and revocable at the patrons 
pleasure: some wholly. very many in part. having stocks to bind 
out for husbandly or trsde. • • • This preparation is not like to 
give terror to the State, though the provision may minister some 
relief to tho ChUicll." • 
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In its main features, however, the ordinary grammar school 
curriculum up to the beginning of the nineteenth century 
reproduced the education in rhetoric described by Quintilian 
and inherited by the Western Church from the Roman 
Empire.(l) 

The narrow and restricted character of the traditional curri
culum in the Public Schools and Grammar Schools, representing 
as it did an all too faithful adherence to the form, if not to 
the real spirit, of the Renaissance, was largely due to the 
inert condition of the two ancient Universities in the seven
teenth and still more in the eighteenth century. In the 
middle of the seventeenth century the conservatism of the 
Universities, which were steeped in the neo-scholastic tradition, 
was to some extent counteracted by the great movement 
which spread from Italy all over Western Europe for the 
establishment of scientific academies. In England a series 
of tentative proposals for founding a great society or academy 
for scientific research finally assumed concrete form in the 
Royal Society of London, which received its first Charter from 
Charles II in 1662. It is interesting to note the emergence 
of the idea of associating a school with a scientific society of 
this type. It appears, for instance, in Abraham Cowley's 
Proposition for the Advancement of Experimental Philosophy 
(1660), in which he suggested that a school should be attached 
to .his philosophical college for scientific research. 

The Courtly Academies 

6. Even in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there 
was much criticism of the limited vocational aim of the 
Grammar Schools, based as it was on the requirements of 
the Universities and the learned professions. In particular, 
it no longer suited the needs of the upper classes, who desired 
their sons to be tr-d.ined for posts at Court, for diplomacy 
and for higher appointments in the army. Meanwhile institu
tions based on the vocational needs of the governing class had 
developed on the Continent. They were known in France 
and in the German and Scandinavian States as knightly 

(1) cf. H. I. Martou. Smfll A"iwlill o1 I• ft• u"" .,.11..,.. enlifW, 
Paris (193S). pp. 47-157; 505-5-11. 

R. M. Martin. article .Arts li!wewr in DUiio- ~HWoir• 
Ecd~i<Jsliiu•, tome 1. Paris, 19~. 
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or courtly •cademies.(1} They gave instruction toyotmgnobles, 
not only in horsemanship and the use of anns, but also in 
modem languages, history and geography, and in the appli
cation of mathematics to military and civil engineering. 
A proposal for the establishment of a school on these lines 
in England was made by Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 1572, 
and in the following century Cowley, Locke, Defoe and many 
minor writers urged in vain that schools of this type sbonid be 
established. The upper classes in England in the seventeenth 
century frequently entrusted the education of their sons to 
private tutors, and afterwards sent them to the knightly 
or courtly academies on the Continent. The development of 
these courtly academies on the Continent to meet the needs 
of the upper classes showed that the vocational motive was 
present. Incidentally, the development of this type of school 
designed for the governing class was one of a number of 
movements which reflected the maladjustment between the 
classical grammar schools and the needs of contemporary life. 

The M alhemlllictd Scltools 

7. In the latter part of ·the seventeenth century and the 
beginning of the eighteenth century there was a great develop
ment of sea-borne trade and a consequent demand for captains· 
and officers for the mercantile .marine who had an adequate 
knowledge of mathematics. This led to some inta~ 
attempts to develop a specific or quasi-vocational education 
in some of the endowed-schools on or near the sea coast. For 
instance, at Dartmouth Grammar School (1679} there was to 
be a master to teach Latin and another to teach English, the 
art of navigation and other mathematics. 

(') The tbeory of this form of educatioa,. primarily desigoed fm the 
gowmiDg class, """' apouud<d by J!alda""'"' CastiglimM of HaDtaa 
in IUs -- II ~ (The Coartiel), 1528, tpms!atrd -
Eoglish by Sir Thomas Hoby in 1561. 

AmoDg the most famous coart1y and lmiglrtly academjes - the 
coutineut ......, the Maaritianam at Kasoel (1599) ; the KDiflbtly 
Aaukmy at 5orOe in Deumark (1623) ; the Acadbnie Royale alai>
~ at Rjcbelien's ~ by the OlatoriaDo at Juilly in 1638, and 
tbe Academy fmmded by tbe CaJdiDal bimsdf at Ricbdiea oear Toms 
in 1640. 

lD 163Saa attempt was made to fmmd in I_...., ~the patronagoo 
of Cba.des L an institutioa to be called Mio<:na'o loiiiSZIUD a tbe 
education of yoDDg DOI:>Iem= in tbe liben.l arl:o and ,..;., d. 
Bisbop joseph Hall's w .. u (1643), p. 358: •Wrtb wbat obame and 
emnlatioD may ..., look upcm other Datioas. 'Ihey baft tbeir solemD 
academies fo< aD u.- qualities wiDcb may -plisb J!'!lltilitY from 
which tbey mum ricbly-~a -and b-_. .. ..., • 
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A few other schools on or near the sea coast, such as 
Williamson's School at Rochester (1701), Neale's Mathe
matical School in Fetter Lane, London (1705), and Churcher's 
College at Petersfield (1722) made explicit provision in their 
statutes for the teaching of the "art of navigation and other 
mathematics." 

The most characteristic development of this kind was at 
Christ's Hospital (1552), within which a "Mathematical 
School " for 40 boys was established in 1673. The boys 
were to be well grounded in grammar and common arithmetic 
and were to be taught " the whole science of arithmetic " 
and the art of navigation. They were then to be bound as 
apprentices for seven years to captains of ships. Books, maps, 
globes and mathematical instruments were ordered for the 
instruction of the boys, who were to remain at school till 
the age of 16. Though this mathematical school enjoyed 
il'('yal patronage and was supported in various ways by Pepys, 
Halley, Sir Isaac Newton and other eminent mathematicians 
of the J>eriod, it was a comparative failure up to the latter 
half of the eight~enth century, largely owing to incompetent 
management.(') 

The NoncD11formist Academies 
8. During the Commonwealth many proposals were made 

for ~edifying the tmditional courses in schools and Universi
ties, but the libeml movement received a check at the Restom
tion which tended to make the endowed Grammar Scpools 
even more conservative than heretofore. 

The policy of ecclesiastical uniformity adopted after 1660 
further reinforced the static tendencies of the Gmmmar 
Schools and compelled many youths to seek on the continent 
a training foreign both in aims and in means. Their criticisms 
of the conventional curriculum on their return to England 
must have indirectly added to the widespread dissatisfaction 
which became still more acute after the industrial revolution. 
During the eighteenth century the endowed schools remained 
impervious to new ideas, and their tenacious adherence to 

(1) u In fact it bad everything ia. its favoUI"-eeldowment. a plentiful 
supply of scientific instrumeots, a complete aet of class-books-every
thing except the ~uisite penonal impul90 which CIUl only come from 
.. ttl..! aod sympathetic mstructiou. The history up to the latter 
half of the eighteenth ceotury is one long story of iuefficieDt, ioeJ!ective 
teachers, and oue may add of a ~ deal of iocompe-t JDall&8"'D"'L" 
(E. H. Pearce. ..t.....w of CAris< a ~ost>ilal. pp. ~134.) 
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ancient • '""'"" furtber" sljgmlafed the growth of a body of 
public opoion hostile to the trnctitirual amimlum.. 

The celebrated controveosy in Eugland at the eod of the 
seventeenth century beta ow the • ancieots • aDd • modems • 
was indicative of the c:haDge that was gradually laking place 
in oooceptioos of nurimlmn aDd of the demand foe • useful 
studies •, which became so iusisfe!l towards the dDSe of the 
eighteenth century aDd which may already be traced in 
Locke's treatise So.. n.o..pls ~ Eiaooiow (1693). 

The Nooconfonnist Aradenries. established in c:oosidenhle 
llliiDbers from 1619 OllWaid;;, though at 1iist intended foe 
the edncatioo of minister;,. mzived many lay pupils.(') They 
often provided a wide • moirolmn. ioclnding fm addition 
to the traditiooal GRek audl.alin). Euglisb,llodem I.angoages. 
Vathematics aud a catain amount of Natmal Science, princi
pally Physics.. llun:over, they _, far less insular than the 
Gran my! Sdlools aDd were inflllf'!!Cft) iodiredly by edncatiooal 
developments in SootJand. Holland. Germany aud the Pro
testant cantons of s..,;bnfand 

For instance, the Arademy at Newingt<m Green (1666--1706) 
had a ganieo. a bowling gn:m. a fishpond. a lalxxabxy, 1111 
air pomp. a theuoometer- and mathematiral instupo-ts o! 
wrious kinds. At the SbeJ:riflhaJes Arademy (1663-1691), in 
Shropshire. prnctical exen::ises aa:ompanied the morse of 
Jectmes aud the~- employed at times in sm oeying 
land. uwoqosing almanacs, making sun-diaJs of difleaeat 
woshuctioo aud dissa:l:iug" animak The celebrated Josepli 
Priest1ey (IT.n-181M). who- taught foe several years at the 
W:w:ingt<m Arademy, piDiished in 1165 his essay on A c
of L.iiJenll Ullallioa Jar Ciftl -' Adiw Life, in which be 
sta the imporianc:e of Fncfisb, History. Geography. 
French. Practical Mathematics with 50IIIe Algebra aDd 
Gawoeby, O......istry aud qofficient Latin to lead the ~ 
classics He urges that the whole plan of edocatioo from tbe 
grammar school to tbe furishing Wlivetsity should be designed 
f..- tbe use of tbe general students as wdl as foe those inteuded 
foe tbe profffions 

Wbeo Protestant Nooconf•• mists were lq;a1ly aJJow.,d to 
follow tbe teachi~~g profesrion by an Act of J>adiaDeJt passed in 

(I) L Pubr. ~A ' -= ia &d=z' (19I.t). 
B.. "'d ,......., EJPCfi.s' U ,-, • ....,_..._Tal Ads (19:11). 
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1779('), a large number of new private schools, partly modelled 
on the older dissenting academies, were established, especially 
in London and industrial towns such as Birmingham and 
Manchester, to meet the needs of manufacturers and merchants 
who demanded a more practical education for their sons 
than that provided in the endowed schools. These commercial 
academies and private schools undoubtedly had many faults, 
but they were more receptive of new ideas and more ready 
to experiment than the old endowed Grammar Schools, and 
subsequent reforms in the curriculum can be largely traced 
to their influence. 

The Puhlic Sclwols and Grammar Sclwols tiovJfl to 1840 

9. The Grammar Schools, local and non-local, with their 
·~arrow curriculum almost confined to Greek and Latin, were 
not able to meet the new demands for courses of training and 
education fitting boys for the life of the period. This dis
satisfaction with the traditional curriculum was well expressed 
in Llcke's Tlwughls C011U1't1ing EdiiCilliotl (1693) in which he 
stressed the importance of a broader intellectual training, 
moral development and physical hardening. Locke's low 
opinion of the contemporary curriculum is shown by his 
statement that ·• Of a great part of the learning now in 
fashion in the schools of Europe . . . a gentleman may in 
good measure be unfurnished with, without any great dis
paragement to himself or prejudice to his afiairs."(1) Llcke's 
view on the value of private education by tutors rather than 
public education found wide acceptance among the upper 

(') 19 Geo. III. c. «. An Act pasoed in 1791 (31 Geo. III. c. 32, 
§§ 13-17) •-nd«< a like measure of liberty to Roman Catholics. 
S.vera.J of the English Colleges in Fr.u><:e were tnnsfeand to En.oland 
alter the Revofuuon. For example, St. Edmund's College, Waa, 
founded as a private -=hool for Rcama.D. Catholics ia 1769, received in 
I 795 the M>uthern hall of the students from the English eou.g.. at 
Douai, whde the northern students from I>ouai 8ettled at St. Cuthbert's. 
Ushaw. Ia the same ,..,.v, the Ben«<ictioe Schools at Do'tl'l1Sde (1792 
and ISI4) and Amplelorth (IS02) represent schools tr.uasleand by the 
Onler from Fru<e after the R01r01aboll. S.vera.J of these ocbools lollg 
reto.aaod t.ra.- of the French tradatioa of -<!My «<ucatioD. For 
insta.Dce~ tbe top Forms at DoWilSide were called Rhetoric and Poetry 
and the boys who had passed the Lcadoa :t.l&tricalatioa ....., c:allod 
" phliooopbers." Dom Blrt : H.,..,.,. of Dow1uiM Sdtool. p. ~. 

(')"Edward Leigh writing in 166S ~'bed E- W'__... aDd 
Wostmiastec .. " trivial " ocbools. i.e. .. a.cbiDI! oofy Grammar""" 
Rhetoric. .._ Lop:. tl>e third 11\.'bject oi tl>e-- bad dnJppocl out. 
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classes who frequently throughout the eighteenth century 
educated their sons at home by tutors and then sent them on 
the ' grand tour ' either with or without a period of residence 
at Oxford or Cambridge. Throughout the greater part of 
the eighteenth century there was a marked decline in the 
numbers of the pupils at Grammar Schools and of students 
at the Universities. The middle classes frequently sent their 
sons to small private schools. Towards the end of the eighteenth 
century the boys attending the non-local Public Schools, such 
as Eton, Winchester, Westminster, Harrow, Rugby and 
Shrewsbury, tended to be drawn from the upper and wealthier 
classes. 

A book entitled " Liberal Education tw a Practical Treatise 
on the Mellwd of Acquiring Useful and Polite Leartsing," 
published in 1787 by Vicesimus Knox, Head Master of Ton
bridge School from 1778 to 1812, gives a good general idea 
of the aims and methods of the more efficient Grammar 
Schools towards the end of the eighteenth and the beginning 
of the nineteenth century. Knox, :who was a vigorous. 
upholder of the " established manner " in education, regarded 
Latin and Greek as the basis of all sound instruction, but 
thought it desirable, when this foundation had been laid, 
to include Modern Studies. Classical teaching should consisb 
chielly of the grammar of the two languages and the composi
tion of prose and verse in both: To these basic studies might 
be added the elements of History and Geography, solne 
Mathematics, French an4 accomplishments such as Drawing, 
Music and Fencing, though Knox himself approved more of 
.. dancing and the 'learning of the ll!ilitary exercises which 
is now very common." Boys were expected to read English 
books and easy Latin books in their leisure time. It is clear 
from the stress which Knox lays on the inadequacy of the 
education given in many private schools, which prepared 
boys for business and office life, that the established classical 
curriculum did not entirely meet the needs of the middle 
classes. Knox asserted that, though these academies professed 
to teach many subjects, their success was in fact confined to 
reading, writing and summing. 

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were marked 
by great advances in various branches of science and by the 
development of rich vernacular literatures in the countries 
of Western Europe, and many protests were raised in 
different quarters against the 11arrowness of the traditional 
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curriculum.(1) Nevertheless, the endowed schools, both local 
and non-local, supported by the conservatism of the old Uni
versities, successfully resisted all attempts at reform. There 
is evidence to show that a considerable number of endowed 
Grammar Schools tried to provide an education of a more 
modern type alongside the traditional classical curriculum. 
For instance, 183 boys, of whom 153 were boarders, went 
from Manchester Grammar School to the University between 
1749 and 1784. Most of the local day boys at that period 
left school about the age of 12, either to go into trade or to 
get a more vocational training at a commercial academy.(") 

At Stafford Grammar School, about 1820, Ward's edition 
of Lilly's Latin Grammar and the Westminster Greek Grammar 
were used, " but as not a sixth part of the boys ever wish to 
learn the Classics, being principally destined for commerce 
and manufacture, the system of education is chiefly directed 
'to English Grammar, Writing and Arithmetic. This system 
has been adopted by the present masters in the last 20 
years."(') . 

At Odiham Grammar School, in Hampshire, the course in 
the latter part of the eighteenth century included systentatic 
teaching in English.(') 

In 1805 Lord Eldon, accepting Dr. Johnson's definition of 
a Grammar School as " a school in which the learned languages 
are· taught grammatically," ruled in the Court of Chancery 
that no part of the funds of the Leeds Grammar School could 
be expended in engaging teachers of French or Gerntan or in 
creating a subsidiary department for commercial training. 
His judgment was upheld by subsequent decisions and this 
state of affairs continued till the passing of the Grammar 
School Act, 18-10.(6) In a few instances the governors of 
well endowed grammar schools were able to incur the expense 
of securing the passing of a private Act of Parliament to 

( 1) cf. Rot-t Uoyd: A ScAool••slw's Lif• (1750)-
" Still to be piDiooecl down to teach 

Tho syntax of tbe puts of ~: 
Or, what perbaps is dntd.gery worse 
Tho limbo aDd JOints aod rules of verso." 

(") Mumlonl: Hislwy of M•d ' Go • Sdool, p. 193. 
(') Carlisle: E~ Gr =r Sdlools (1819), II. p. 491. 
(') B. Webb : A • Esstly oa E, 'ioa, Reoding (1782). 
(') A process for revising charitable foandatioas iD cases of t.n.ch 

of trust bad, ho""'-· - provided by Romilly's Act, 181:1, 
52 Geo. III. c. 101. • 
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enable them to enlarge the scope of the original Foundation. 
For instaDce. in 1838 a private Act was passed to enable the 
Governors of Macclesfield Grammar School to establish a 
second school to be c:a1led the Modem FRe SrbooJ. at wbicb 
iDstmction should be given •• in writing. arithmetic, ~ 
matics, the modem languages and in soch othei branches of 
education (exclusive of the learned languages) as the Governors 
shaD for that purpose from time to time direct. • 

The static amdition of the edncatioo given in most of 
the Public Schools and Grammar Schools down to 13t0 or 
even later was Jargely doe not oo1y to the predominant 
influenre of the two old Uuiversities, but also to the fact 
that they were endowOO foundations. Few institutions are 
so proof against change as foundations supported by endow
ment. and amsequently to a great extent indepeodeut alike 
of external c:onbol and of popular demand Thus, till the 
middle of the nineteenth cwtmy the endowed scbonls of 
England and Wales were. for the most part. in a back-water, 
and their pious foundqs detenDined from the tomb their 
studies and their methods of instmction long after changes 
in the ciu ooonsl;uv.,... of the dislrids or of the pupils had made 
the fouode.s' 5latutes inappropriate. or the devdopm;:nt of 
educational theory had rendered them obsolete 

TheGrammarSchoolshavehad woy varied histOOes. Same 
with slender endowments griuloaiJy fell into da:ay; some 
becune in p<adice elementary schools, and most of ~ 
were distracted by the varying claims of difl'erent classes of 
boys who requiied differmt kinds of training. Nevertheless. 
many small Grammar Schools u:utiuued till the middle of the 
nfueteenth c:eotmy or even ~ to take the SODS both of the 
lower middle class and of the gentlefolk of the neigbbombood, 
sendingboysnotinfrequentlytothe Uuiversitiesand prod•• ing 
from time to time some distioguisbed scbolars. Jieamrbile, 
certain weJl..eoclmRd edncatio&al. funndations, some of which, 
soch as Eton, Wmchester and Westminstw, had always beeD 
IMRl-Jocal, and some of which, soch as Hamnr, Rugby and 
Shrewsbury, became non-Joc:aJ in the eighteenth oentoiy, came 
to be Rg3Ided as the proper places of edncatioo for the SODS 

of the gentlefolk ; and those who could a1ford the expense 
became anxious to send their saos from a distance to them. 
There thus grew up the p<adice of sending boys to boarding 
scbonls, and ultimately a pre[ereore for boarding schools as 
opposed to day scbools.(l) The refcowdb in disdpliDe and 

(') d. J. L.l!iaetw. C....., E;j I •· , - aL 1861. p. Z. 
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corporate life effected by Dr. Arnold during his tenure of the 
headmastership of Rugby (1828-42), which spread to other 
Public Schools, together with the facilities for travelling 
afforded by the new system of railways, tended to increase the 
prestige of a few great schools among the afiluent classes and 
particularly the new class of wealthy manufacturers. From 
these different circumstances there arose a class of Public 
Schools which maintained a high standard of efficiency, but at a 
cost which confined them to the wealthier classes. Meanwhile, 
the habit of founding Grammar Schools gradually died out 
towards the end of the eighteenth century; also, owing to 
the industrial revolution there was a great increase in the 
population, and the distribution of it was wholly changed. 
Many of the old Grammar Schools were situated in thinly 
populated areas, and on the ·other hand in many new and 
populous neighbourhoods there was no provision of higher 
schools. The absence of Grammar Schools in some places 
knd their inefficiency in others afforded an opening for private 
venture, and over a large part of the country " Commercial 
Academies " and private schools became the recognised means 
of education for the middle and lower middle classes. 

AUacks tm the traditional curriculum 

10. The narrow range of studies in vogue at the Public 
Schools and the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge was 
vigorously attacked by writers in the Edinburgh Review in 
1809 and 1810. These articles pointed out that the principal 
defect of the ·Public Schools was excessive devotion to Latin 
and Greek to the exclusion of modern subjects. It was 
absurd to regard the classics as the only test of a cultivated 
mind. A place should be found for modern history, modern 
!angnages, geography, chronology, experimental philosophy 
and a considerable amount of mathematics. The attack was 
renewed in the Edinburgh Rt!Mul in 1830 in an article chiefly 
devoted to Eton-" The most precious years are spent, not 
in filling the mind with solid knowledge ; not in training it 
to habits of correct and patient thought; but in a course of 
half-studious idleness {1), of which the only lasting trace is 
the recollection of misspent time." 

James Pillans (1778-18&1), Professor of Humanity at 
Edinburgh University, who was for some time a private 

(') In point of fact ooo of tho '-t fe&tu ... ill tho arrangemeata 
at EtOD ud Winc:bester at this period was that tho boys bad a coocl 
deal of free time fw p1eral ~ etc. 
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tutor at Eton, gives an interesting description of the curri
culum at the grea1: Public Schools about 1823 in his RaiUmale 
of Discipline, written in 1823 and published in 1851. 

" In the great schools of England-Eton, Westminster, 
Winchester and Harrow, where the majority of English youth 
who receive a liberal and high professional education are 
brought up-the course of instruction has for ages been 
confined so exclusively to Greek and Latin that most of 
the pupils quit them not only ignorant of, but with a con
siderable disrelish and contempt for, every branch of literature 
and scientific equipment, except the dead languages. It may 
be said that there are in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
College, teachers of Mathematics, Writing, French and other 
accomplishments to whom parents have the option of sending 
their sons. But as these masters are extta-scholastic-mere 
appendages, not an integral part of the establishment-and 
as neither they nor the branches of knowledge they proffer 
to teach are recognised in the scheme of school business, 
it requires but little acquaintance with the nature of boys 
to be aware, that the disrespect in which teachers so situated 
are uniformly held extends, in young minds, to the subjects 
taught and is apt to create a rooted dislike to a kind of instruc
tion which they look upon as a work of supererogation. Am~ 
this, we venture to say, is a)l but the universal f~ling at 
Eton."(') 

The fourth decade of the nineteenth century was a period 
of great unrest both in primary and secondary_education (1), 

and the ttaditional cutriculum and current ideas about edu• 
cation were subjected to severe examination and criticism 
in the publications of the oCenttal Society of Education, 
founded in 1837. The following passage from an article 
by Thomas Wyse (1791-1862) (afterwards Sir Thomas Wyse), 
entitled Education Reform (1837), gives a vivid picture of 
the state of secondary education at the time :-

" In no countty is the sttife between the new and the old 
educations more vehement-the education which deals with 
mind as spirit and that which deals with it as matter. In 
no countty are there greater anomalies-greater differences 

(') James Pillaus : Conlrihlicms to 1M Ct~wsl' fJ/ EtlSMialiOfll., Loudon 
(1856), p. 271. 

(') Tho gen~ral unrest in higher education in Western Europe in 
tho 'thirties may be seen from tho fact that tho Jesuits found it necessary 
to revise in 1832 for tho lint timo ainco 1599 thoir fomous Ralio o/q1ll 
lt1Siitwno Sludi""'"' (1599). 0 
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not merely in the means, but in the ends of education • • • 
it runs through the entire system."(') Such was the position 
of education in England according to Wyse at the time of 
the first Parliamentary grants for elementary education (1833). 

He adds : " If we find in the country and town schools 
little preparation for occupations, still less for the future 
agriculturalist or mechanic, we find in the Grammar Schools 
much greater defects. The middle class in all its sections, 
except the more learned professions, finds no instruction 
which can suit its special middle class wants. They are 
fed with the dry husks of ancient learning when they should· 
be taking sound and substantial food from the great treasury 
of modern discovery. The applications of cheruical and 
mechanical science to everyday wants-such a study of 
history as will show the progress of civilisation-and such a 
knowledge of public economy in the large sense of the term 

'&.5 will guard them against the delusions of political fanatics 
and la!aves, and lead to a due understanding of their position 
in society, are all subjects worth as much labour and enquiry 
to that great body, as a little Latin learnt in a very imperfect 
manner, with some scraps of Greek to boot-the usual stunted 
course of most of our Grammar Schools.''(•) 

Though educational reformers such as Pillans and Wyse, 
and a large section of the ruiddle classes, were profoundly 
dissatisfied with the curriculum in vogue in the Public Schools 
and the Grammar Schools, nevertheless these schools, which 
were tlfe resort of the governing classes of the time, had 
many defenders. For instance Vicesimus Knox published 
in 1821 a vigorous defence of the Grammar Schools in opposi
tion to a Bill presented to Parliament in 1821 authorising 
the authorities of Grammar Schools to allow English, Writing 
and Accounts to be added to the classical curriculum.(') 

( 1) Sir Thomas Wyoo wa.s considerably inlluenced by Rou ..... u. His 
ideas on education are uot unlike thooo of R. L Edgeworth (1744-1817). 
See Edgeworth's PNai<al E4-... (1798). 

(') cf. the following P"""''l" from TIY Ai- of E.t-w.o a4 o11w 
Essoys by Professor A. N. Whitehead (1929), p. 2. 

" In the history of education, the moat striking phenomenon 
is that schools of 1eamiDg, wbich at oue epoch are ali"" with a 
ferment of genius, in a succeeding g.:neration exhibit lrtel'ely 
pedautry aud routine. The reason is, that they ue o....naden 
with inert ideas. w 

(") Knox, V. R- .. 1M T.....,._ of em.;,. a-- ioo • Bill - #><U..., ioo ~ le l>opwM Go 1 ., s.Aool.t, et<:.. Laadoa 
(182(). • 
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Again, the writer of the· article on Education in the PM~tty 
Efll!ldoPudia (1845) states that the endowed schools were 
still the best all-round schools in England. 

Educatiolad Ezperiments 
11. The writers of the articles in the Edi,W,glt Reeial 

cited above held that it was impracticable to reform the 
Public Schools, and suggested that educational experinients 
should be carried out in other schools. There were, however, 
few organisations or individuals who were prepared to experi
ment. The Protestant Nonconformists, who had been allowed 
to follow the teaching profession by an Act passed in 1779, 
though they were still excluded from the Universities and 
the Public Schools, made comparatively little use of the 
opportunities thus afforded. Mill Hill School, founded by 
the Congregationalists in 1807, which was organised on public 
school lines partly on the advice of Dr. Keate, Head Master 
of Eton, had from its inception a curriculum somewhat wider 
than that in vogue in the ancient foundations. In addition 
to Classics the boys devoted a considerable amount of time 
to Mathematics, including Algebra, Euclid and Trigonometry; 
French was taught by a Frenchman and courses of lectures 
were given on natural and experimental philosophy ; drawing 
was taught by " an artist of respectability; " and history, 
English reading, elocution and- ancient and modern goography 
formed an integral part of tlie school course. The schools 
established in the fust half of the nineteenth century by the 
Society of Friends sho"led a noticeable tendency to break 
away from the trammels of the traditional curriculum.· 
Special attention was devoted to the study of English and 
particularly to oral reading and composition, and the pupils 
were frequently required to write descriptions of excursions, 
lectures and other incidents of school life. Considerable 
attention was also given to natural history, elementary natural 
science, geography and mannal work of various kinds. 

The most remarkable experimental school at this. period 
was the private school conducted from 1819 by the Hill family 
at Hazelwood, near Birmingham, and later at Bruce Castle 
in Tottenbam The salient features of these two schools 
were the breadth of the curriculum and the arrangements 
for self1:0vernment.(l) The younger pupils, who were taught 

(') Tbe9o two schools aue deocribed in P'-< for 1M """""'""' •f boys ill'--· .. ~ 111 Hw • 4 s.- (1825) IUid in s...,._. 
of 1M systMI of edlltlllima. ,.,., ..., .,,.,... .• , ... ~ ., Iii .sr:Aoola 
of B"""' CasiU, T•n·-·-HIUlllwootl,- B......,-. 

See &lao tbe :riticisms on tbe ~lllll at Hazlewood SchooJ, by 
W. L Sugant, ~of a Binoilrj:- M-f-· 11 (1870), 18111. 
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in a separate classroom, were kept together for all subjects 
while the remainder were grouped and re-grouped for each 
branch of study. The course in the eight cla.sses of the 
school included orthography, geography, parsing, shorthand, 
mathematics, French, Greek and Latin. The first geography 
class was composed of members of the highest French class 
and was taught by the French master in French, " improve
ment in French being quite as much the object as the ac
quisition of geographical knowledge." Modem languages 
were taught as early as possible. 

A description of the school published in 1833 states that 
fencing, dancing and music were taught by visiting teachers 
and that lectures in natural philosophy were also provided. 
There was systematic instruction in swimming and 
gymnastics, and boys with practical tastes were encouraged 
to take up subjects such as drawing, etching, painting, map
IJ'Iaking, surveying, making mathematical diagrams, making 
machines, printing at the school press, reporting debates 
and trials before the school jury, and music. Many of the 
arrangements show the influence of Pestalozzi (1746-1827). 

• For instance, mapping was carried on out of doors in 
association with surveying. Adequate facilities and rewards 
were provided for voluntary work in a series of 
activities, many of which were manual, and much stress was 
laid on civic and moral training. The government of the 
schopl was vested in the headmaster, the teachers and a 
committee of boys who were elected once a month and met 
weekly to frame rules and regulations. The school had a 
judge, a keeper of records, an attorney-general, a constable 
and a jury appointed by lot. There was a weekly conference of 
the teachers, dealing with instruction rather than government. 
The school attracted much attention at the time and De Quincey 
wrote an article about it in the ~ M agazi•~e in 1834. 

Tlt4 grad.ud mNcltmenl of 1M traditional CfUrictUum i11 
SDIM of 1M Public Scltools 

12. It is broadly true to say that till some time after the 
passing of the Grammar Schools Act, 1840 (''),the two classical 
languages with the elements of History and Geography held 
a decided predominance over the whole course of study in 
most endowed schools. 

(') An Act for Improving the Condition and Extending the Bene!ib 
of Gn.mmu Schools. 3 and 4 Vi~. c. 77. 
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At Eton, Rugby, Shrewsbury and some othe!- schools, 
French, Arithmetic, Writing and Drawing were taught on 
half-holidays by " masters of accomplishments." One of the 
most progressive of the endowed schools in the fust half of 
the nineteenth century was Shrewsbury, where the curriculum 
was carefully reorganised under Dr. Samuel Butler, Head 
Master from 1798 to 1836. The course was still mainly 
classical, but more attention was given to Greek than was 
usual in most schools, and English, Geography, Algebra. 
Euclid and English History formed part of the ordinary work 
of the Fifth and Sixth Forms. The boys had a considerable 
amount of time for private reading, to which Butler attached 
great ·importance. He introduced promotion by merit and 
periodical school examinations for the Upper Forms in which 
an English theme played an important part. Butler's 
successor, Dr. B. H. Kennedy, made French a part of school 
" bnsiness " in 1836, appointed a German master in 1837, and 
in 1836 added Mathematics to the regular school curriculum. 

Butler's work as a reformer of the p-aditional curriculum 
was further developed by Dr. Thomas Arnold, who was Head 
Master of Rugby from 1828.to 1842. Regarding the formation 
of moral principles and habits as the most important part of 
education, Arnold assigned a leading place to History and 
other forms of instruction calculated to develop charncter •. 
Under the system which he had established at Rugby by 1835 
the boys were taught in three divisions Qassical, Mathe
matical and French.. The Sixth Form remained the same 
in penorusd for an studies. Oassics formed the core of the 
curriculum, but were supplemented by instruction in French 
and Mathematics fmcludiug ·Arithmetic, Algebra and Geo
metry), which were taught by the classical form masters. 
The curriculum also included English, German, Ancient 
History and Modem European History. The teaching of 
Ancient History was panly based on a fust hand study of 
Greek and Roman historians; and the French texts read in 
the Sixth Form included some of the historical works of 
Guizot and Mignet. 

Arnold devoted much attention to developing the corporate 
life of the school and exercised a profound in1luence over his 
prefects. Apart from the fact that he brought neo-humanistic 
ideas to bear on the traditional classical studies he did com
paratively little to enrich the traditional curriculum. On 
the other hand his far-i"'!!chinJ reforms in the corporate and 
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social life of the school did much to rehabilitate the Public 
Schools in popular esteem, and prepared the way for the 
foundation of a number of new proprietary schools on public 
school lines which are described in the following section. 

Arnold's successor, Dr. Tait, afterwards Archbishop of 
Canterbury, appointed a special teacher of modern languages 
at Rugby to whom the classical form masters might transfer 
their pupils. Tait also appointed two special mathematical 
teachers for the whole school instead of requiring all classical 
masters to teach Mathematics. Physics under the name of 
"Natural Philosophy" became a subject of instruction at 
Rugby in 1837 and a Physics laboratory was erected in 
1859. The Report of the- Schools Inquiry Commission 
(1868), which is summarised in Section 15, shows that the 
reforms introduced by Butler and Arnold spread rather slowly 
e"<cept in the larger schools. 

The 'curriculum devised for Uppingham by Edward Thring, 
Head Master from 1853 to 1887, is of interest on account of its 
recognition of the importance of the teaching of English and 
of the aesthetic subjects, especially Music and Art. The 
ordinary school subjects, Oassics, English Composition, on 
which great stress was laid, Scripture, History and Geography, 
were taken in the morning. In the afternoon came Music 
and various optional subjects of which every boy had to take 
one or two, such as French, German, Chemistry, Carpentry, 
Turning and Drawing. Thring was one of the first head 
masters to assign to Music a prominent place in the school by 
making attendance at singing classes and music lessons com
pulsory. He also attached great importance to systematic 
physical exercises and to hobbies. The Uppingham gym
nasium, opened in 1859, was the first of its kind in any English 
Public School, as were also the workshops, laboratories, school 
garden and aviary. It was largely owing· to the indirect 
inlluence of Thring's methods that school activities outside 
the classroom developed so rapidly after 1868. The older 
endowed schools had already systematic organised games, 
school magazines and debating societies, and these spread 
rapidly to the smaller schools. In the same way systematic 
gymnastics were introduced on the Uppingham model into 
most schools. School plays. concerts, natural history societies 
and other out-of-school activities were developed somewhat 
later. 
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The rise of Proprieltny Scltools, boarding and day 

13. Arnold's work at Rugby (1828-1842), as has been said 
above, restored the prestige of the large boarding schools 
among the middle class who welcomed the social and 
moral training which they· ofiered. The demand for more 
boarding schools of the public school type, which coincided 
with the rapid increase in wealth of the middle classes, and 
the construction of the new system of railways facilitating 
means of communication, led to the establishment of a con
siderable nmnber of new boarding schools, partly by 
stockholding companies. The most famous schools of 
this type were Cheltenham College (1841), Marlborough 
College (1843), Rossall School (1844), Radley College (1847), 
Wellington College (1853), Epsom College (1855), Bradfield 
College, (1859), Haileybury (1862), Clifton College (1862), 
Malvern School (1863) and Bath College (1867). These 
institutions, described in the Report of the Public Schools 
Commission (1864) as proprietary schools, were designed 
to make boarding schools access1"ble to those sections 
of the middle class who found difficulty in paying the fees 
of the older and more expensive Public Schools. 

To the same end Canon Nathaniel Woodard (1811-1891) 
founded in. 1848 the w~ Society to provide ~can. 
boarding schools for the various sections of the middle class. 
Thus Lancing was founded for the gentry, Hurstpierpoint 
for the upper middle class and Ardiogly for the lower middle 
class.(l) One outcome "of Arnold's influence was appreciably. 
to arrest the movement for the foundation of day proprietary 
schools, which had begun .in the third decade of the 
nineteeath century. Among the most important day schools 
of this type were the Liverpool Institute (1825), King's 
College School (1829), University College School (1830), 
Blackheath Proprietary School (1831), the City of London 
School (1837) and Liverpool College (1840). 

These new schools, being untrammelled by the statutes 
of founders and being in most cases without endowment, 
were obliged to make an eftort to respond to the needs of 
the time and to offer an education which, if from one point 
of view liberal, was also controlled to a considerable extent 
by the vocational aim. 

(') Dr. K. E. Kirk, Bishop of Oxford. TAo Stmy of 1M Wood<ml 
s.-. (1937). 
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The vocational motive is specially apparent in the arrange
ments at Cheltenham College (1841), which had from its 
inception a Modem (or Military and Civil) Department · 
designed primarily to prepare boys for Woolwich and Sand· 
hurst, for appointments in government offices, for engineering 
or for commercial life. The main study was Mathematics, 
and though Latin was to a certain extent retained, Greek 
was omitted, Natural Science was introduced and more stress 
was laid on Modem Languages. The lower forms were care
fully grounded in Latin, English, History and Elementary 
Mathematics. 

Several of these new schools besides Cheltenham had 
developed modem sides. For instance, King's College School 
had a modem department which contained in 1862 almost 
as many boys as the classical department. The City of 
London School also had a modem side. One aim of these 
.Modem departments was to prepare boys for definite 
examinations, in which they would not have succeeded if they 
had competed direct from the classical department. Amongst 
these examinations were those for Woolwich and Sandhurst, 
which at Cheltenham College " mainly guided the reading of 
the higher classes in the modem department." 

Th~ Emergenc~ of Middle Class Schools 

14. There was a large section of the middle and lower 
middle classes who either could not afford to send their 
sons to the Public Schools and the Grammar Schools or 
to the new proprietary schools, or who desired a more modem 
type of education at a lower cost.(l) Many of them sent their 
children to private boarding or day schools. The chief 
defects of these private schools, which· were later described 
in detail in the Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission 
(1868) and the ancillary Reports of the Assistant C<>mmissioners 
who inspected schools for that Commission, were the absence 
of standards and the interference of the parents, who were apt 

( 1) The middle cla.sseo bad beeD enfranchised by tho Refonn Act. 
1832, and exercised gmot political inlluenco from thea till the successi"" 
utensious of tho franchise In 11167 and 1884. A large number of now 
avocations whicb d~manded an education of a super·primary typo, 
though not necessarily of the grammar school type. were bocnming 
available for boys In tbo first bait of tho nineteenth ceotw:y, e.g. the 
Stoclt Excllango ; losunt.nce In Its various brucl1os ; posts COIUleCted 
with Nuni<ipal Corporations, after the passing of the Mllllicipal 
Corporations Act. 183S ; posts COIIIIected with the administration of 
tho Poor Law, after the passing of tho Pllor Law Amendment Act. 1834 ; 
posts u oJilcia1a of tho numorolllliu and W&tll< CompnW...-.. etc. 
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to impose a utilitarian curriculum on some at any rate of 
these schools. Dt. Arnold, writing in 1832, thus described 
the Commercial or English Schools at which a considerable 
proportion of the sons of tradesmen and farmers received 
their education: " In some instances they are Foundation 
Schools, but more commonly they are private undertakings 
entered upon by individuals as a means of profit for themselves 
and their families. The pupils receive instruction in Arith
metic, History, Geography, English Grammar and Com
position." •••••• " The rudiments of Physical Science are also 
taught in them, and with a view to his particular business 
in life he learns Land Surveying if he is to be brought up to 
agricultural pursuits, or Bookkeeping if he is intended for 
trade."' 

There was, however, especially after the passing of the 
Reform Act of 1832, a very considerable popular demand 
for this type of school in order to complete an elementary 
education with a course of two or three years of studies of 
a utilitarian character designed as a prepllration for a business 
career. Some of the Grammar Schools and the new pro
prietary schools (e.g., Manchester Grammar School and the 
Liverpool Institute) set up distinct departments to provide 
such a course. In Manchester the Church Education Society. 
opened in 1846 the first of .four " Commercial " Schools. 
This school provided a modern· curriculum including French, 
German and Drawing. The National Society for Promotmg 
the Education of the PQOr. in the Principles of the Established 
Church, founded in 1811, began about 1838 to interest itself · 
in the question of establishing Middle Schools designed to 
offer the middle classes at moderate fees a good general 
education based on Church principles. The Society accord
ingly began to graft superior schools on to its already existing 
Normals Schools. Thus a Middle School, sometimes known 
as the Yeoman School, was founded at York attached to the 
Church Training College. It was arranged in six classes, 
the lowest class containing some children of the ages of 5 and 6. 
In addition to the three R's, Grammar, Latin, History and 
Mensuration were taught. Schools of like type were founded 
by the Society at Canterbury, Lincoln, London and elsewhere. 

In Devonshire a scheme was started about 1855 to provide 
middle class County Schools for the sons of farmers and 
others concerned in agriculture. It was proposed to teach 
in these schools, in addition to ~e three R's,English,History, 
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and Religious Instruction, Mathematics including Arithmetic, 
Algebra, Euclid and Trigonometry, Bookkeeping, Mensuration 
and the elements of Political Economy. Latin, Chemistry, 
Mechanics, European History and Music were suggested as 
extra subjects. 

In some cases after 1869 middle class schools were engrafted 
on to ancient grammar school foundations by the Endowed 
Schools Commission (1869-1874) and the Charity Commission 
(1874-1902), e.g., the Middle School for Boys at Tiverton.(1) 

The views of the Public Schools Commission (1861-1864) 
on the traditional curriculum 

15. In 1861 the Government appointed a Royal Commission 
.with Lord Clarendon as Chairman to inquire into the admini
stration of nine great Public Schools.(') The Report of this 
Ccmmission, published in 1864, is of much interest not only 
as marking the beginning of direct State intervention in the 
affairs of the endowed schools (3), but also as illustrating con
temporary views on the curriculum for boys. The constructive 
suggestions of the Commissioners oo the curriculum show the 
strength and vitality of the classical tradition, and indicate 
that the Commissioners had sought to justify their adllerence 
to this tradition in a modified form by taking as their model 
the Prussian Gymnasium of the period, with its ideal of nee
humanistic • general culture ' deriving from the reforms intro
duced by Wilhelm von Humboldt in 1809.(•) TheCommissioners 
were of opinion that the course of study provided in the nine 
great Public Schools was sound and valuable in its main 
elements, Latin and Greek, but was lacking in breadth and 
flexibility. The position held by the different studies in a 
school was determined by several considerations : their 
admission into or exclusion from the school course ; the 

(') See Section 18 of this Chapter. 
(') The Public Schools Commission only dealt with nine ancient 

foundations, via., Eton, Winchester, Westminster, Charterhouse, St. 
Paul's, Merchant Taylors", Harrow, Rugby and Shrewsbury. whereas 
the Schools Inquiry Commission which sat from I864 to 1868 dealt 
with ~ndary schools as a whole, i.e., all that lay between the nine 
8""'t Public Schools and " the education of boys and girls of the 
labouring class " which had been dealt with by the Nc\VC&Stle Com
mis:iion (1858-1861). 

(') The State bad already intervenC'd indil"f!'Ctly in the manage-me-nt 
of charitable and e-ducational foundations by Romtlly's Act. 1812. 
52 G<o.lll, e. 101, and by the Grammar Schools Act ltl40, 

(') See AppoDdill: II to this Report, pp. 408-9 • 
• 

(·- c 
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time allowed to them ; the value assigned to them in examina
tions and in promotion within school At an nine schools 
Arithmetic and \lafhematics were taught. In an exrept Eton 
there was instruction in one modem language, either French 
or German, and at Rugby and OJartedwuse instruction was 
given in both.. At Rugby, Natural Science was taught to boys 
who elected to study it instead of 1aDguages. Leclwts on it 
were given at Wmcbeste£ and oa:asionaJJy at Eton.. The 
Connnissi«>nns pointed ont that Natural Science was thus 
practically excinded from the education of the higher" classes 
in England, "a plain defect and a great prnctical evil" 
Drawing might be taken as an extra and some instrnction 
in Hosie might generally be obtained in the same way. In 
their general obse£vations on the subjects appoved far school 
cowses the Cmmrissioners strongly supported the classical 
tradition. •• Far the instruction of boys. especially when 
collected in a laJge school, it is material that there should 
be some one principal brnnch of study, invested with a 
Jl'!C'OCDised and, if :posalile, a traditional importance, to which 
the principal weight should be assigned. and the largest 
share of time and attention given. 

"We believe that this is ,.,.. ry in onlel" to CODa!lltrate 
attention. to stimulate industry, to supply to the whole school 
a common ground of literary interest, and a common path 
of promotion. . • • • 

•• The study of the classical .languages aod literature at 
present occopies this position in an the great English schools 
It has, as we have already obsa ved,. the advantage of long 
p · oo. an advantage so great that we should c:erlainly · 
hesitate to advise the dethrpoement of it. even if we were 
prepared to I"'(JIQD'IfflJd a sue • E 0'1' .. •• 

The Commissioners thus regaided Oassics as the principal 
study, but held that the main object far which boys leamed 
Latin and Greek was to teach them to use their own laogoage. 
They RCOIIIIIleDded that in addition to Oassjrs aod religious 
teaching an boys should leain Arithmetic and Mathematics 
and at least ooe modem language. which should be either 
French « German; one brnnch at least of Natural Science 
aod either Drawing or \fusic. Boys should also acquire 
some general knowledge of Geography and English History. 
some &aJD2intaooe with modem History and a commaM. 
of pore grammatical Eoglisb. Mathematics should include 
the eJemao!s of Geometry, Algebra and Plaoe Trigonometry; 
Natural Science sbould, wipe pm:ticable. include two 
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main branches, one comprising Physics and Chemistry 
and the other Comparative Physiology and Natural History. 
These recommendations for the teaching of Nat ural Science 
were apparently taken direct from the arrangements then 
in force for the teaching of N aturkunde in the Prussian Gym
nasium, which assigned to that study one hour a week out of 
28. The Commissioners also regarded Geography as ancillary to 
History (1), as it was at that time in the Prussian Gymnasium. 

The Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission (1864-1868) 

16. The Report of the Public Schools Commission directed 
attention to the need for a comprehensive investigation of 
the state of secondary education in England and Wales, and 
the Government accordingly. appointed in 1864 a Royal 
,Commission, under the Chairmanship of Lord Taunton, to 
inquire into the education given in schools not included 
within the terms of reference of the Public Schools Commission, 
" and also to consider and report what measures (if any) are 
required for the improvement of such education, having 
especial regard to all endowments applicable or which can 
rightly be made applicable thereto." 

The Report of this Commission, which is usually known 
as the Schools Inquiry Commission, was published in 1868. 
It throws much light on contemporary ideas regarding the 
curriculum. 

The Commissioners reported that in general thl" distribution 
of secondary schools throughout the country Wlll> inadequate, 
particularly in the more populous areas. There,seemed to be 
no clear conception of the purpose of secondary education("), 

(') In regard to History, the opinion expressed by Dr. Moberly, 
the Head Master of Winchester, wa.s probably then widely held: •• I 
Wish we could teach more History. but as to teaching it iD set lessons 
I do not know how to do it. .. 

(I) There is reason to belie\-e that in a consi.del'able number of endowed 
schools the oonditions prevailed which are de9cribed ill the following 
passage from the evidence ~""" by Sir Charles Lyell. F.R.S. to the 
Oxford Univemty Commissaon in 1851. (Oxf<Wd u,;..rnty c.......us,s;.,·, R.porl (1852), Appendix and E"idence, page 122) :-"A school, 
1 speak !rom experience, may consist of about 80 boys taken !rom the 
higher and middle classes. of whom 75 are never intended for the UDi
wrsity • • • The headmaster, a gradnate of Oxford, models his plan 
of instruction for aU the pupils in such a way as 'lrill ~U best ill preparing 
these five favoured '"Outbs to cut a figure at tho Uniwnity. . . The 
parents o1 the other 7s bo)"S may wish for the intn>ductioo of the French 
and German languages. or the elements of Physics and Natoral History, 
or some mod~.ro literature, but they must submit to be rWed by the 
standard set up at Oxford, and even those llSSUIDed to he the best 
only lor a class of studeots which C&Dal!ord to penoe.-..e ill a pn:limillary 
and unprol · "'"' tz&iniD& ap to0the age o1 22.. H 

C:l 
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nor was there any appropriate differentiation of courses 
adapted to the needs of pupils who left school at difierent 
ages. Only a small number of the existing schools took 
advantage of the standards set up by the various external 
examining bodies, and a still smaller number sent pupils on 
to the Universities. The best work, on the whole, was found 
in some of the endowed and proprietary schools, but the 
general results were unsatisfactory in nearly all the subjects 
that were taught. The private schools were for the most 
part unsatisfactory, and were subject to interference from 
parents who were ouly interested in education that had an 
immediate practical value. 

Of the old endowed schools of England and Wales, 782 in 
number, ouly 209, or about 27 per cent., were really classical 
schools ; 183 schools, or abont 23 per cent., were semi-classical 
and taught little or no Greek ; - 340, or about 43 per cent., 
did not teach either Greek or Latin, and seldom gave 
any effective instruction even in Mathematics, French or 
Natural Science. In fact the majority of these 340 schools 
gave an education no wider than that o~ an ordinary elemen
tary school In the Grammar Schools which really taught 
classics, the teaching was g<;nerally poor and in many instances 
it seemed as if the main function of the classical teaching was 
to furnish an excuse for the neglect of all other useful learning. 
English andlNatUral Science were rarely taught systematically 
or regarded by the head master as a serious part of the school 
" business. " 1 It is especially interesting to note the inferiority 
of the non-rJassical sc:Jl'?"ls described in the Report. This 
was doubtla' partly due to the fact that few of the advocates· 
of reform hac! any- clearly defined notion of what the non
classical school should do. 

The Commis.-ioners insisted on the importance of grading 
and stated that schools of three grades were required above 
the rank of primary education. " The wishes of the parents 
can best be delined, in the first instance, by the length of 
time during which they are willing to keep their children 
under instruction. It is found that, viewed in this way, 
education, as distinct from direct preparation for employment, 
can at present be classified as that which is to stop at about 
14('), that which is to stop at about 16, and that which is to 
continue till 18 or 19; and for convenience we shall call these 

(') The principle of compulsory attendaDce (subject to certam 
exceptions) at elemeotary schools up to tbe age of 13 was linlt intro
duced by tbe Elementary Edueatioo Act, 1870, and a11irmed by tbe 
Elementary Education Act, 1880 • • 
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the third, the second, and the first grade of education respec
tively. The difierence in the time assigned makes some 
difierence in the very nature of the education itself ; if a boy 
cannot remain at school beyond the age of 14, it is 
useless to begin teaching him such subjects as require a longer 
time for their proper study ; if he can continue till 18 or 19, 
it may be expedient to postpone some studies that would 
otherwise be commenced early. Both the substance and the 
arrangement of the instruction will thus greatly depend on 
the length of time that can be devoted to it. It is obvious 
that these distinctions correspond roughly, but by no means 
exactly, to the gradations of society. Those who can afford 
to pay more for their children's education will also, as a 
general rule, continue that education for a longer time." 

The persistence of the classical, or at any rate the Latin, 
tradition in English higher education is strikingly shown in 
fre constru~tive recommendations of the Commissioners for 
their three grades of secondary schools, viz. :-

fa) First grade schools with a leaving age of 18 or 
19 closely connected with the Universities which would 
teach Greek as well as Latin. The Commissioners' arche
type for this grade of school was probably the contem
porary Prussian Gymnasium. 

(b) Second grade schools with a leaving-age of 16 or 17 
which would make Latin an important subject and in 
.addition teach two modem langnages. The Commis
sioners' model or cadr6 for this type of school was largely 
derived from the contemporary Prussian RealscltUZ. ersler 
OrdN1111g, later known as the Rea/gymnasium. 

(c) Third grade schools with a leaving-age of 14 or 
15 which would teach the elements of Latin and French. 
The Commissioners write, " These third grade schools 
represent a type intermediate between contemporary 
primary and secondary schools such as the Prussian 
BilrgtFscltukto and the Stkuoularscltukto of Ziirich."(') 

TI1e Commissioners themsel•-es explicitly state on pages 79 
and SO of their Report (1868) that their proposed third grade 
schools were intended to provide good instruction " for the 
whole of the lowest portion of what is commonly called the 
middle class." but e\'ell in these schools they urge that boys 

{1) lt is possibJe that the Commissionen deriwod the idea of these 
th""' grad.s of ocbool from the tripartite organisation of Uve!pOOI 
Coii•R'O with its t~ distinct Schools, l'pJ"'r, Mlddle IUid Commercial. 
(S.I.c .• IX. S91). and Sir IIIJcbael Sadl.r's R.pon "" ~ 
1::~- •• L~ (1904), pp. :liiiUid 40). 
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between the ages of 12 and 14 in the upper divisions should 
study the elements of Latin or some modem language. The 
C.ommissio:mers go on to say that these third grade schools 
need not be all of one type. " On the contraiy it would 
be wise to put no obstacle in the way of a free growth of very 
various kinds of schools of this sort. Some, like the Bristol 
Trade School(l), might give up the study of language, and 
cultivate the elements of the sciences most needed for the 
trade or manufactures of the place. Others might give up 
Natural Science and perfect the boys in French. But in the 
great majority of cases it would be best, for the reasons already 
discussed. to retain Latin, with the precaution that it should 
not be allowed to engross too large an amount of time." It 
will be noted that the Commissioners were at pains to mge 
that Latin should still be treated as a constituent element 
in the cmricnlnm even of third grade schools. 

The constructive JW'OIIITI!endations of the Commissioners 
in u:spect of cmricnlom show clearly the inftnence of that 
class idea of education which held the field in England till 
the end of the nineteenth century. Eaucation was envisaged 
in tenus of social classes, there was to be one education for 
the less aJBnent class, another for the middle classes of 
society and a third for the upper cla e s There was no 
machinery for passing from one grade to another, though a 
boy of exceptional ability might succeed in doing so. Th& 
type of education which a boy received depended on the 
wealth and social position of his parents, the career maiked 
out for him, and the· age at which be would like to embarlt 
on it. For girls there was. nothing but home education cir. 
private schools. The Commissioners emphasised the import
ance of organising a system· of secondary schools within the 
reach of every class of society. 

Tile g,_,lll .n-s of 1M Sclwols Iiup.uy eo-.issimJ "" , 
cwriCtll 

17. In discussing the problenr ';the choice of subjects for I 
the cmricnlnm of schools of different gi"ades, the Cmnmissiqners 
considered the preliminary question as to whether schools 

(') The Bristol Trade Scbool was ...__ iD 1856 to pnn'ide aa 
ad'¥311C0d. c:omse of baiDiDg for the- pupils from ............. ry scbools 
iD onla' 1D fit them betta' k t:Jxir W'OI'k io Ualust&y. The curricuhmt 
made prorisimt for the study of lolathomati<:s aDd ..-31 - of 
Sciea<e, particularly Q>emjstry, ~ Applied M<clani-:s aDd 
Expaimeutal Pbysics aDd ... ('.o !ebical Dra'lring. Jllacbjge Drawing 
aDd An:bitectar.11 Drawing. (G. C. T. Bartloy, Tu Sdlt»>• ,_ ..._ 
Pool" (1871). pp. 156-159.) • 
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should endeavour to give general education or, as far as 
possible, to prepare boys for special employments. They 
state that on this point there was almost unanimous agreement 
among their witnesses in favour of general education. " Of 
course, no objection could be raised to the teaching of any 
subject which, though specially useful in some particular 
employment, was either well suited to the general cultivation 
of the intellect, or could easily be made so. The double 
purpose served by such a subject would be of necessity a 
weighty argument in its favour. But special preparation 
for employments to the neglect cif general cultivation was all 
but universally condemned as a mistake. It disorganised and 
broke up the teaching. It conferred a transitory instead of a 
permanent benefit, since the boy whose powers of mind had 
been carefully trained, speedily· made up for special deficiencies 
and very often it taught what soon had to be unlearnt or learnt 
over again."(l) 

The Commissioners held that the demand of some parents 
for a 1)1odem education in first grade schools was one which 
could best be met by establishing separate Modem Schools of 
the first grade since the modem side of a classical school 
was apt, being apart from the main current, to become a 
refuge for boys of inferior calibre, and since the inclusion of 
fresh subjects in first grade classical schools was difficult 
without direct encouragement from the Universities. The 
Commissioners thought that in second and third grade schools 
the- industry or business of the district gave an exceptionally 
practical value to specific sciences or languages, but they 
held that, in the curriculum of all secondary schools alike, 
three leading subjects should be used as the chief instruments 
for the discipline of the mind, namely, language, mathematics 
and physical science. 

The Commissioners were disposed to agree with the majority 
of their witnesses that language was the most valuable instru
ment of the three. The humane subjects of instruction, 
of which the study of language is the beginning, appeared, 
in their view, to have a distinctly greater educational power 
than the material. " Nothing," they say," apE to develop 
and discipline the whole man so much as t e study which 
assists the learner to understand the though .• to enter into 
the feelings, to appreciate the moral judgl\ents of others. 
There is nothing so opposed to true culti,'llt\m, nothing so 

(') This pass&llO shows tho vitality and persistence of tho traditiooal 
conception of ~n•ralliberal education. Soo Appendix II, ,...n-. 

• 
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unreasonable as excessive narrowness of mind ; and nothing 
contributes to remove this narrowness so much as that clear 
understanding of language which lays open the thoughts of 
others to ready appreciation. Nor is equal clearness of 
thought to be obtaioed in any other way. Clearness of thought 
is bound up with clearness of Ianguage, and the one is im
possible without the other. When the study of language 
can be followed by that of literature. not only breadth and 
clearness. but refinement become attainable. The study of 
history in the fnll sense belongs to a still later age : for till 
the learner is old enough to have some appreciation of politics. 
he is not capable of graspiug the meaniug of what he studies.•• 

Amoug languages, Greek oonld only be taught with ad
vantage in first grade schools. but the Commissioners held 
that Latin conld be taught with good results in other schools. 
and Latin held its ground. in their view. against all other 
languages. including English. by its character as a language. 
and by the help it gave in acquiring an accurate knowledge of 
English. and in leamiug other languages at the same time or 
afterwards.(') Latin. together with French or German, or 
both. should accordingly occupy. with Mathematics and 
Science. the greater part of the school time of boys who had 
first mastered the indispensable elementary subjects. Euglish. 
Literature and History merited carefnl "attention but had 
subordinate claims on the time· of the school. Science (eacbing 
could best be made a valuable discipline if it began wj.th 
sciences that appealed principally to , the faculties of simple 
observation. such as elementary Botany. advancing to Physical. 

(1) 'The Schools Inquiiy (Amm;.,.;.,... in adbering SO dosoly tD the 
classical tradition. had completely· igDmed tbe frieDdly warning g;,..,., 
1D them by Mattbew Amold. who. in bis report on FI<DCh ~ 
schools prepared specially fol" tbis <Ammissioo in 1866, ...-as foJknr.o:.. 

•• Tbis c:auent of opinion is, indeed. on tbe ClOIItiDent. so wide 
and stroug as ID be fast growing irresistible ; and it is DOt the 
- of au~. Authority dOes all that can be ckme in fa9llllr 
of the old . tniDing : miDisters of -te siDg its praises ; 
the of the mmmissjop ~ to eyamjne the DeW Jaw 
is c:arefuJ ID y to tbe old training and its~ a homage 
am~ F )fen of the -.odd envy us a House of Commons 
........, Latin uotaticms ""' still made, scbool authorities ue full 
of stories ID Show bow boys t>ained in Latin and Greek beat the 
1>U1>ils of tbe ...,... - eveD in tbeii owu 6eld. Still in tbe 
body of society - sp1...ds a growing djsbeljef in G<eelt U1d 
L&tiD. at any rate as at pasent taught; a growing disp::JGitioa 
1D make moden> laDguages and the oatmal scieooes tab tbeii 
p1a<e. I .emarll: tbis in Germany as well as in Frauce. aDd in 
Germany too. as iD France. the movemeut is iD DO wise doe to tbe 
ocbool authorities. bot is n.a.. in tbeii despite. and apinst tbeii 
advice and testiuMJay.q ~ l'af'IU7 Cc ·mo.. VI. 512.. 

• 
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Geography as a subject which led to some general under
standing of natural objects, and ending with elementary 
Physics and Chemistry as the common groundwork of all 
the ·sciences. The Commissioners were of opinion that " the 
extent· to which Natural Science may be carried may greatly 
vary, just as is now the case with Mathematics. Indeed it 
may be highly desirable that there should be considerable 
variety in this respect ; for it must not be lost sight of that 
boys of very ordinary power of grasping other subjects may 
evince special ability in Natural Science, which ought to be 
provided for. 

" Nor would it be wise in a country whose continued 
prosperity so greatly depends on its ability to maintain its 
pre-eminence in manufactures, to neglect the application of 
Natural Science to the industrial arts, or overlook the im
portance of promoting the study of it, even in a special way, 
among its artisans." 

The J:Indowed Schools Commission (1869-1874) : The Charity 
Commission (1874-1902) 

18. Though the Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission 
made a considerable impression on public opinion at the time, 
the only step taken by the Government of the day to carry 
out the administrative recommendations of the Commissioners 
was to pass the Endowed Schools Act, 1869, establishing the 
Endowed Schools Commission. This body, which was merged 
in the Charity Commission in 1874, was vested with extensive 
powers in respect of educational trusts. From 1869 onwards 
part of the funds of educational trusts was in many instances 
applied to girls' education by this Commission.(') The new 
schemes prepared. for endowed schools for boys and girls by 
the Endowed Schools Commission (1869-1874), and the 
Charity Commission (1874-1902), frequently contained clauses 
regarding curriculum and external examinations, and did 
much to liberalise the courses in such schools and to introduce 
some measure of differentiation in the curriculum for girls' 
schools.(') 

T/t6 i"jluenc6 of ukrlkll uaminalions from about 1850 011 

t/16 cumC14lum of secondary W.ools of different lj~s 
19. The examination system in England and Wales is at 

present so closely associated with the education of boys 
and girls in both the primary and secondary schools that it is 
difficult to realise that it is of comparatively modem growth. 

(') See looAoto on p. 45. 
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Before 1850 competitive examinations had a limited place 
even at the Universities and were not much in use in secondary 
schools. 

It is true indeed that the establishment of severe examina
tion .tests for the Honoms Degree of B.A. at Oxford and 
Cambridge at the beginning of the nineteenth centmy had a 
salutary indirect inftuence on the teaching of Classics and 
Mathematics at the Public Schools and Grammar Schools, 
which, as - have shewn in an earlier section of this chapter, 
had always been intimately connected with the ancient 
Universities. For instance, from the beginning of the 
nineteenth centmy the requirements for the Honoms Degree 
at Cambridge obliged every candidate first to take Mathe
matics. Oxford, too, under the academic Statute of 1800 
required Mathematics as well as Classics for the B.A. Degree 
from 1802. Mter 1807 a special Honoms class list for 
Mathematics was established at Oxford. The prominent 
position thus assigned to Mathematics at the two Universities 
helped to give Mathematics an assured place in the curriculum 
of .the endowed schools, non-local and. local Indeed it is 
broadly true to say that the Public Schools and the Grammar 
Schools began to recover, at· the same time as the 1wo ancient 
Universities, from the condition of torpor and stagnation 
into which they bad sunk in the eighteenth centmy, and· 
that their recovery was considerably accelerated l>y the 
institution of serious examination tests for Arts DegreeS at 
Oxford and Cambridge. So, too, the establishment of the 
Natural Sciences Tripos .at Cambridge in 1851, and of the 
Honoms School of Natural Science at Oxford in 1853, · 
undoubtedly helped to prepare the way for the inclusion of 
Science in the school curriculum. · 

But after 1850 the curriculum of most of the better boys' 
schools, both endowed and private, began to be largely 
determined by the requirements of various external tests 
such as the examinations for the Indian Civil Service and the 
Home Civil Service, first held in 1855, the London Matricula
tion Examination, the Oxford Local Examinations and the 
Cambridge Local Examinations. both first held in 1858. and 
the examinations of the College of Preceptors, instituted in 
1853. The Local Examinations of Oxford and Cambridge 
were originally designed to meet the needs of what were then 
termed" middle class" schools.(') Later, when the needs of 

( 1) See §14 of tbis chapter aad T. D. Adaod. s-. ..f- t1f ... 
on,;.- Obj«;;o of u.. N .. O:ifn .ex-;_,_ (1858). 

f 
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secondary education as a whole were considered by the Schools 
Inquiry Commission in 1868, the Commissioners recommended 
the establishment of a statutory council for examinations 
in secondary schools, and provisions to this end were included 
in the original draft of the Endowed Schools Bill of 1869. 
These sections of the Bill were afterwards dropped, but the 
movement of public opinion which they reflected had two 
important effects on the development of examinations in 
secondary schools. The Endowed Schools Commission 
(1869-1874) and their successors, the Charity Commissioners 
(1874-1902), frequently included in their schemes for endowed 
schools clauses providing for annual examinations by external 
bodies. In the second place the abortive proposal made in 
the Endowed Schools Bill of 1869 for the establishment of a 
central examinations council, aroused much opposition on 
the part of the Public Schools, who were opposed to State 
intervention of any kind, and thereby contributed to the 
establishment of the Headmasters' Conference in 1870. This 
body at first tended to favour a system of leaving examina
tions conducted by the State, but subsequently decided that 
it would be more satisfactory to invite the co-operation of 
the two ancient Universities. The Universities accordingly 
established in 1873 the Oxford and Cambridge Schools 
Examination Board to act as a joint examining body for 
those schools, particularly the Public Schools, which sent 
large numbers of pupils to both Universities. The first 
exarllination instituted by this Joint Board was the Higher 
Certificate Examination for boys of the age of 18 and over, 
held for the first time in 1874 as a Sixth Form examination. 
In 1879 girls were adinitted to this examination. In 1884 the 
Lower Certificate Examination was started for boys leaving 
school at the age of 16, and in 1905 the School Certificate 
Examination was established for pupils of 17 years of age. 
Thus, the examinations conducted by the Oxford Delegacy 
and the Cambridge Syndicate and by the Joint Board were 
expressly designed for pupils in secondary schools. 

On the other hand the London Matriculation Examination, 
for which very large numbers of pupils in secondary schools 
were presented, was in its origin an examination for entrance 
into London University and had no relation to the courses 
of study in any individual schools. It gradually came to be 
used as a leaving examination in secondary schools by many 
pupils who did not intend to proceed to a university course. 
In 1902 the University of London set up an Extension Board • 
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vested with definite powers for the examination and inspection 
of secondary schools, and this body established some 
examinations on rather different lines from the existing 
Local Examinations of the two old Universities, based on an 
i,ntimate connexion between examination and inspection. 

In addition to these examinations conducted by academic 
bodies, a large number of professional bodies organised general 
extrance examinations of their- own for admission to each 
individual avocation. This had the effect of creating a large 
number of external authorities eaCh of whiCh had liberty in 
a sense to make its own rules for general sChool education. 
The bewildering var:lety of standard and requirement imposed 
by these various bodies caused muCh inconvenience in the 
schools and interfered very considerably with the systematic 
organisation· of the curriculum. 

In this context it should be mentioned that in the last 
four decades of the nineteenth century public elementary 
education as from 1861 and the development of instruction in 
Science and Art as from 1870 were Chiefly promoted by 
examinations, whiCh, as a result of ·the monetary reward 
involved in their results, had the effect of standardising and 
dominating the work of the schools concerned. While financial 
rewards were not attaChed to the results of the examinations 
in secondary sChools described above, many of these schools 
were disposed to advertise i!nduly their successes in these 
external tests. 

Another class of external examination whiCh bad a very 
considerable infiuenct! on the work of the better endowed 
sChools and private schools. was the examinations for open. 
scholarships at Oxford and. Cambridge. The Act of 1854 
giving effect to the recommendations of the Royal Commission 
of 1850-52 on Oxford, and the Act of 1856 giving effect to the 
recommendations of the Royal Commission of 1850-52 on 
Cambridge, included provisions for the removal of restrictions 
in electing scholars at the various Colleges. These scholarships, 
thus thrown open for competition, provided a strong stimulus 
to the better boys in the schools and tended on the whole 
to raise the general standard of scholarship.(') The examina
tion system, and particularly the examinations of the various 
professional bodies, had a disturbing effect on the curriculum 
of many secondary schools, but on the other hand it should, 
in justice be pointed out that English Literature and modern 

(>)See Sir Michael Sadler"s Essay on tho ScholanoiUp System in 
:e:osJand. in Ess.,. .. &....;~ (1936), pp. 1-78. 
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subjects were fostered in the last decades of the nineteenth 
century by being included in the programmes drawn up for 
the examination of boys and girls in secondary schools by 
the Universities and the College of Preceptors. Again, the 
London Matriculation Examination, which has greatly 
influenced the curricula of schools, public a.J}d private, 
imposed in effect an exacting standard of general education 
by requiring candidates to offer Latin, Mathematics, English 
with English History and Modem Geography, two branches 
of Natural Science, Greek (which was required down to 1874), 
and either French or German.(') 
Contemporary Criticisms of the Cu"iculum: The Claims of 

Science 
20. As a result of the great advances in science during the 

nineteenth century it became more and more apparent that 
the legitimate claims of science to be included as an integral 
part of the curriculum for secondary schools must be 
recognised. William Whewell, the celebrated Master of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, had urged in 1837 the claims of 
Mathematics and Science to be regarded as part of a liberal and 
academic education. The Prince Consort was keenly interested 
in the claims of science, and these were further stressed by 
the Great Exhibition of 1851, which brought home to English
men their comparative backwardness in this respect. In 
1854 three eminent scientists urged the claims of science as 
an integral part of general education. Professor T. H. Huxley 
delivered a famous address on the Educational Value of the 
Natural History Sciences; John Tyndall lectured on the 
Importance of the Study of Physics as a Branch of Education; 
and Michael Faraday, in a lecture on the Education of the 
Judgment, stressed the importance of cultivating the 
scientific spirit. Herbert Spencer, in an article in the NorlJJ 
Britislr. Revier~~, took the view that a knowledge of life was 
more important than any other knowledge whatever. In 
1859 Spencer published four essays in the W estminsler Revieu 
which were issued in book form in 1861 under the title of 
Etlucaliott: InleJkctual, Moral, Plr.ysical. This work, which 
had a very wide circulation, did much indirectly to undermine 
confidence in traditional methods of education. The section 
dealing with curriculum is for the most part a restatement of 
the utilitruian point of view. Spencer concludes that knowledge 
of the various branches of natural science is of the highest 

(') See our Report OD u..t .. liotoa illS M-y S<Aoola (1911), 
Chaptvl,,...... • 
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value, and his section on curriculum mainly consists of an 
elaborate plea for giving the teaching of natural science the 
leading place in formal education. In another passage of his 
book he strongly advocates systematic physical training. 
The most prominent advocate of the teaching of natural 
science in tl}.e 'sixties and 'seventies was Professor T. H. Huxley 
(1825-1895), who in his Essays (1) and other writings urged the 
claints of science to be included in any proper scheme of 
secondary education. His views exercised much influence 
on the development of public opinion in regard to the teaching 
of science. Huxley outlines a curriculum which consists of 
natural science, the theory of morals and of political and social 
life, the history and geography of the motherland, English 
literature and translations of the greatest foreign writers, 
English composition, drawing and either music or painting. 

The volume entitled Essays on a Liberal EducatU>n, 
published in 1867 under the editorship of Dean Farrar, who 
was at that time an assistant master at Harrow, reflects very 
clearly the widespread dissatisfaction. with the traditional 
curriculum. In regard to Science, Professor Henry Sidgwick 
of Cambridge, in an essay Qn the theory of classical education, 
points out that even if it be admitted that knowledge of the 
processes and results of Physical Science does not by itself 
constitute culture, nevertheless it is of such great importance. 
that the intellectnal man who has been trained without it 
must feel at every tum his inability to comprehend thoroughly 
the present phase of tpe_ progress of humanity, In regard to 
Natural Science and English he writes :-

"I think that acourse"of instructioninourownlanguage 
and" literature and a course of instruction in Natural 
Science ought to form recognised and substantive parts 
of our school system. I think also more stress ought to 
be laid on the study of French. While advocating these 
new elements I feel most strongly the great peril of over
burdening the minds of youth to their intellectnal and 
physical detriment or both." 

Canon J. M. Wll.son, at that time Science Master at 
Jlugby, in his essay on Science Teaching expressed the view 
that a study of two unlike branches of Natural Science was 
.a necessary part of any complete education, and emphasised 
the habits of accurate observation, exact reasoning, and power 
to judge evidence which could be developed by good scien~c 
. (') Hwdoy'a C.u..to4 Ess._,. were pnNisbed in Dine "VOlumes in 
1893-1894. • 
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teaching. Mathematics in his view did not altogether serve the 
same purpose. In another paper, written in 1866, Canon Wilson 
stated that the decided opinion of those who had given most 
attention to the subject was that Experimental Physics 'ought 
to form the staple of scientific teaching in schools. 
. The Sixth Report of the Royal Commission on Scientific 
Instruction and the Advancement of Science issued in 1875 
deals with secondary schools. The Report recommends that 
(i) in all Public and Endowed Schools a substantial portion 
of the time allotted to study should, throughout the school 
course, be devoted to Nat ural Science, and that not less than 
6 hours a week on the average should be assigned to this 
purpose ; (ii) in all general school examinations not less than 
one-sixth of the marks should be allocated to Natural Science, 
and that in any Leaving Examination the same proportion of 
marks should be maintained. It is significant that the Report 
omits to define precisely the character of the scientific teaching 
to be given. Contemporary scientists were unanimous in 
urgiflg that Natural Science should be taught, but apparently 
they had never attempted to determine what specific sciences 
should be taught. The Commissioners, accordingly, merely 
record their opinion that school laboratories should be con
structed to supply accommodation for practical work in 
Physics as well as in Chemistry, and that many persons of 
experience in education had arrived at the conclusion that 
Chemistry was not so well fitted for the practical instruction 
of young pupils as Physics. 

Thru odt~eational movements which affeeted traditional ideas 
on the Grammar School Curriculum 

21. There were three great movements in education in the 
second half of the nineteenth century which had important 
reactions on the traditional ideas about secondary education, 
nantely-

(i) The movement for the provision of higher education 
for girls and women. 

(ii) The establishment in 1870 of a national system of 
elementary schools which from the beginning had a 
marked tendency to throw up experiments in post
primary education. 

(iii) The recognition of the importance of technical 
education and the beginnings of State intervention in it. 

All three movements, like most new tendencies in education, 
were connected with wider qtovements of thought and action. 
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The movement for the provision of efficient secondary school$ 
for girls was only one phase of the great movement for the 
emancipation of women ; the passing of the Elementmy 
Education Act in 1870 was only an important stage in a great 
movement for protecting cbildren from premature employ
ment in industry and for providiitg general popular education 
which began with the passing of Peel's Factory Act in 1802(').; 
the movement for the provision, with State aid, of adequate 
facilities for technical education was one aspect of the vast 
changes in the organisation of industry which had been brought 
about by the Industrial Revolution, and was in its inception 
largely due to the pressure of foreign competition. We now 
proceed to give a brief description of these three movements. 

TIN DevelojmtetU of the Cflnievl""' fw Girls' Schools 

22. In the historical chapter of our Report on Diffet'tmlialio8 
o[ Cwrricvla behllt:e11 the Seus i• Seunulary Schools (1923), 
we traced in considerable detail the evolution of the present 
curriculum for girls' secondary schools. . We shall, therefore, 
in the present section only summarise the salient features of 
that development. 1n Eng!<md. as in the other countries of 
Western Europe, girls were for the most part educated 
privately up to about 1845, and the traditional education, 
consisting chiefly of foreign languages and " accomplishments, n 

tended to accentuate the differences between the sexes. 
The new movement for the higher education of women 

formed part of a wider. sociological movement and began. as 
in France and Germany, with an attempt to provide appropriate 
training for women who intendEd to teach. The Gova • = 6 ' 

Benevolent Association, founded in 1843, established in 1846 
examinations on the basis of which certificates were granted to 
govern=es. This led directly to the establishment of lectmes 
for them and so to the foundation of Queen's College. Harley 
Street, London, in 1848, with the support of F. D. llanrice, 
Charles Kingsley and others. It is evident from the early 
history of Queen's College that the leaders of the movement 
took as their model the traditional education for boys which 
they had themselves received. Among the fust students 
of the College were Miss F. II. Bnss and Miss Dorothea Beale, 
who became the founders of the present system of higher 
education for girls : the fust as Headmistress of the North 

(')AD Act for the presenatioll of the health and moralsof•ppwtices 
IUld otben employed ia - IUld other mills IUld - IUld other 
- 42 Gee>. Ill. c. 73. ' 
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London Collegiate School (1850) and the second as Principal 
of the Cheltenham College for Young Ladies (1853). In both 
these schools the curriculum was largely modelled on the 
contemporary curriculum for boys, except that less stress 
was laid on Latin and Greek and that subjects such as Music 
Needlework and Dancing were included. The curricula in 
vogue at these two schools were regarded as archetypal by the 
leaders of the women's movement and had profound ·influence 
in moulding the curriculum of the new High Schools for Girls 
which were established in considerable numbers after 1869, 

The influence of external examinations on the c•miculum for girls 
23. In.1863 a small Committee of ladies interested in educa

tion, which had been formed in 1862 with Miss Emily Davies as 
Secretary, secured the concession that girls should be allowed 
unofficially to take the papers of the Cambridge Local 
Examinations. In 1865 this practice was given an official 
trial for three years and in 1868 it was accepted permanently, 
In this way the Cambridge Local and similar external examina
tions came to exercise an important formative influence on 
the development of the curriculum in girls' schools. Thus 
almost from the inception of the movement for the higher 
education of women, preparation for examinations was a 
salient feature of the new schools for girls ; (i) because the 
admission of girls and women to public examinations came 
at the crucial moment of reform ; (ii) because preparation 
for examinations was the principal reason for the foundation 
of several important educational institutions for women, such 
as Queen's College, London (1848), Bedford College, London 
(1849) and Girton College, Cambridge (1873) ; (iii) because, in 
the view of the educational world at that period and of many 
of the pioneers of women's education, the capacity to pass 
e.xaminations was the principal if not the sole criterion of the 
educability of girls ; (iv) because examinations seemed to 
offer a motive for girls to study and for their parents to keep 
them at school. 

Tlt4 causes 11Jitic4 appear to haw led to the 11Siimilatio11 
of the girls' CUI'rictllum to lltaJ for b<rys ill the period 
1850-1880 

24. The main causes for the assimilation of thegirls'curriculum 
to that of the boys in the fifth and sixth decades of the last 
century may be summarised under three main heads : 
humanistic, vocational, and economic. All these implied the 
taking over of the existing sy~tem of education for boys as 
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nearly a.S was possible and the degree of asSimilation 
varied according to the character, practice and principles of 
the pioneers of women's education. 

(i) Hnmanisti~ considerations. 
Nearly all the early leaders of the movement for the 

emancipation of women stressed the idea of women's 
education as liberal and humane. The Assistant 
Commissioners who reported on girls' education for the 
Schools Inquiry Commission, 1864-1868, recommended 
for girls' schools the same subjects as were taugb.t in 
boys' schools. 

(ii) Vocational considerations. 
The pioneers of the movement for women's education 

always had in view the vocational side, but, as the 
movement at that period was essentially middle class, 
they tended to model. the curriculum for girls on 
the existing middle class conception of a liberal 
education for boys.(') The Report of the Schools Inquiry 
·Commission and contemporary statements by the leaders 
of the women's movement constantly urged the desirability 
of tea.r.hing certain subjects to girls, such as Latin, German 
and Mathematics, on the ground that they afforded .a 
good mental discipline and an effective means of training 
the mental faculties.(') · 

(iii) Economic considerations. 
The pioneers· ol the women's movement strongly 

emphasised. the aint of education as fitting women to· 
earn a living. This idea constantly recurs in the writings 
and public utterances of the pioneers of women's education 
and it was necessary to show, by identity of curriculum 
and exanrinations, that women could do as well as men 
if they were to secure opportunities of earning a living in 
professional work. 

Combined with all these· considerations, and in a sense 
controlling them, was the great movement for the emancipation 
of women(8), of which, as we have pointed out above, the 
educational movement was only one aspect or facet. 

(') See Appendix II. 
. (') See Appendix IV. . . I 

(')See pp. 127-:-130 of our Report on Diff,.mlillliOa of c...,.;..,s,1 
· ,.,,. 1M 5..,. '" SICOIIImy Sc/lt'OI& (1923). 1 
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The tlewlopmefll of girls' edueatitm after 1868 
25. The chapter on girls' education in the Report of the 

Schools Inquiry Commission(1868) produced a profound and im
mediate impression on public opinion. The Endowed Schools 
Act of 1869 set up the Endowed Schools Commission vested 
with powers to apply part of the funds of educational trusts 
to girls' education.(') In 1869 the Cambridge Higher Local 
Examination was instituted and the need to prepare women 
for it led to the foundation of Newnham College in 1871. 
Girton College, founded at Hitchin in 1869, was removed to 
Cambridge in 1873. In 1869 the University of London 
established a general e.umination for women with more 
advanced special papers. In 1870 women were admitted to the 
Oxford Local Examinations. In 1871 the National Union for 
the Improvement of the Education of Women of all Oa s 
was founded, of which the chief aims were to promote the 
!oundation of cheap day schools for girls and to raise the 
status of women teachers by giving them a liberal education 
and a good training in the art of teachiog. To this end the 
National Union in 1872 formed the Girls' Public Day School 
Company, whose purpose was " to supply for girls the best 
education possible, corresponding with the education given to 
boys in the great Public Schools.·· The Company established 
first in London, and later in other large towns, a number of 
excellent schools the curriculum of which was largely modelled 
on. that of the North London Collegiate School. By 1900 the 
Trust had 33 schools attended by more than 7,100 girls. Thus 
the standards for the secondary education of girls in England 
and Wales were rapidly raised by the admission of girls to 
external examinations and by the increased numbers of 
women teachers who had a university training. These two 
factors probably tended to emphasise too explicitly the 
academic character of the work done in girls' schools. 

• 
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The growing rec•ognimn of the claims of Natural Science. 
to which attention was direc:ted by the Report of the Royal 
C.ommissiom on Scientific lnshuction and the Advancement 
of Scienre (1875), led to the gr.ulnal introduction of N atmal 
Science, especially Botany, into secondary schools for girls. 
In the same way the inaeasing attention paid to questious 
of health and physical development prepared the way f01 the 
introduction of Physical Training into these schools The 
Head Misb , who bad mg;mised themselves as the Asso
ciation of Head Mistresses in 1874, were aa:ordiugly oompelled 
even in the 'seventies to cooside£ the c:onge;tion of studies. 
The more h"beral education which they bad received in the 
Women's CoiJeges. reiDfon:ed by the JIOfes5ional spirit which 
from the first marked their activities, enabled them to arrive 
at a working solution of the problems involved. The cmri
culum was made more edncative and more flexjbJe by the 
rec:ognition of di vasity of aptitudes in the pupils and by a 
corresponding apangement of studies, while a mmmon cme 
of basic subjects was retained in the lower part of the school 
The new High Schools for Girls were fo a great extent un
fettered by the traditions and prejudices which ol d the 
endowedschoolsforboys.andthemistressesweremorerespoosive 
to new ideas, more critical and more disposed to adapt them-. 
selves to changing cin:mnstances. RefOIIBS in the cnniculum 
and in methods of teacbmg. were, on the whole, ·readily 
aa:epted. Manual work was introduced into girls' schopls 
at a relatively early date, and :mistnosses were, em the whole. 
quicker than masters lo· J"P'XXgDise the claims of less gifted. 
pupils. The rapid development of girls' edncation after 181D 
is marked by the permission. acoonled in 1876, for girls to 
take the enminations of the Ox:fOid and Cambridge Joint 
Board. esfabljshecJ in 1873. 

Games did not fonn part of the original tradition, but 
were introdnced by the younger mistresses from the Women's 
Colleges at Cambridge, Oxford and London from about 1885. 
Drill was regarded as a J>el ry safeguard before girls were 
allowed to take part in the more vigorous games. St.l.ecmanls 
School, founded at St. Andrews in 1877, OQiltained from its 
inception some wbolly new features.. It was not menly a 
day school with boardin,a..bousts attached. but the various 
Houses formed an integrnl part of the school. and each House 
}list.ess was one of the staff, bet work being divided between. 
the School and bet House. :U:och attention was devoted from 
the 'beginning to cmt-dool- games. A numbet of boarding 
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schools for girls in England were founded largely on the model 
of St. Leonards. These schools, while retaining the ordinary 
subjects of study in girls' schools, have also adopted other 
subjects from the boys' curriculum as well as the whole public 
school plan-the house system, the prefects, house games, 
and colours-and have thus developed a particular kind of 
tradition and of esprit de corps. The ideas fostered in these 
schools are being widely spread by mistresses and old pupils 
who are now teaching in High Schools and County or Municipal 
Schools. · ' 

Towards the close of the last century housecraft was intro
duced into the curriculum for older girls in some schools, 
and improvements in the methods of teaching Art and Music 
were also introduced. In addition to sewing, which had 
always formed part of the traditional curriculum for girls, 
crafts of various kinds, such as embroidery and book-binding, 
were introduced into some schools, especially as alternative 
subjects for the less gifted girls. 

The reaction on secondary education of the establishment 
in 1870 of a national system of elementary schools, and 
of its tendency to throw up experiments in post-primary 
education 

26. The development of secondary education in England 
and Wales was profoundly influenced by the fact that the 
State organised a national system of elementary schools for 
children between the ages of 5 and 13 in 1870, more than 
30 years before it took seriously in hand the organisation 
of secondary education in 1902 after the passing of the Educa
tion Act of that year. The development of popular, as 
distinct from middle class, education in England and Wales 
was due to a combination of religious, philanthropic and 
political motives, and was largely influenced in its early stages 
by the legislation incorporated in the Factory Acts and the 
Mines Acts, designed to prevent the early employment of 
child labour. We have traced the development of the State 
system of public elementary schools in the historical chapters 
of our Reports on T114 Education of the Atklescent (19'>..6) 
and on Tlu Primary School (1931). In the first named 
Report we described in considw.;.L!e detail the rise of the 
' Higher Grade Schools.'(') We shall· aceo<dingly here only 
give a very brief account of that development. After 1870 
the School Boards in the larger urban areas were gradually 

( 1) Report on TAo Ed....no. of 1M A""'--- (1926), p. 17...:6. 
• 
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forced by pressure of facts to extend the scope of their work to 
education of a type higher than elementary. This was partly 
due to the necessity for providing some reasonable education 
for their pupil teachers betw~ 16 and 18 years of age, so as 
to secure a supply of teachers for their elementary schools, 
but it was partly due also to the natural tendency which 
education has to foster a desire for mote education. It was 
soon found that a considerable number of children remained 
beyond the legal age of 13 after passing the Seventh Standard. 
'Ex-standard' classes were accordingly organised for these 
children, but after a time it was found convenient to draft 
them into one central schooL Sometimes a building was 
erected for the purpose, and sometimes a previously existing 
school was set apart for tbis work, but in either case the school 
in question became what was called in the last two decades 
of the nineteenth century a ' Highet Grade School.' Most 
of these schools had an upper portion arranged as an Organised 
Science Course or School under the Science and Art Department 
at South Kensington ; some School Boards retained a 
few ex-standard scholars in their schools in Science Classes 
under the Science and Art Department. Some School Boards, 
especially those in large urb;m areas such as Bradford, Binn
ingham and Sheffield, devoted much attention to the develop
ment of these Highet Grade Schools. For instance, Sheffield • 
established about 1878 a Higher Central School for the Sixth 
and Seventh Standards, to which pupils were admitted by 
competition. The upper part of this school was arranged as 
an Organised Science 5qlool under the Science and Art Depart
ment, and the course of ·instruction included Mechanics, · 
Physics, Chemistry and Drawing, comprising Machine Drawing 
and Construction. The Birmingham School Board established 
a Central Highet Grade School with a three-year course. 
During the first year the pupils were Seventh Standard 
scholars earning grants from the Education Department. 
For the tenlainder of the course they became students earning 
grants on examination from the Science and Art Department 
at South Kensington. This procedure was adopted by other 
School Boards in organising and financing schools of tbis 
type, which were. known locally as Higher Standard or Higher 
Elementary Schools.(') Ae.Y were essentially an organic 
outgrowth of the sys~ of elementary education established 

(') See tho description of tho Higher Grade Schools in tho Fitt41 
Ro[>orl of liN C0111missi.,...s t>/>l>oi..ud. ID ittqtri,.. ifllo IM El-..y 
Etlucali .. A.<ls, Efllil<Bul fJIUI WGIIs (1888), C.-5485, Chapter V and 
Aac.ft __ 
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by the Education Act of 1870. These ' Higher Grade Schools ' 
were very fully discussed in the Report of the Royal Commis
sion on Secondary Education, 1895. The Report pointed 
out that the name ' Higher Grade Elementary School ' had· 
been applied in at least three senses. (i) The first type, 
which might be described as normal, was represented by 
the school which taught from the Fifth Standard upwards 
and gave an education for two years after the Seventh Standard, 
i.e., to the age of 15 at least. (ii) Another type was that which 
taught from the lowest Standard upwards, also giving an 
education for two years (in some cases even four) after the 
Seventh Standard, though the proportion of pupils remaining 
after the Seventh Standard was seldom large. A school of 
either of these two types might or might not include an 
Organised Science . School working under the Science and Art 
Department. (iii) Lastly, there was the pseudo-' Higher Grade ' 
school which charged a fee, and was supposed to be more 
sclect, while in respect to its curriculum it was almost wholly 
'eleme9tary.' 

Following the threefold classification of secondary schools 
adopted in the Report of the Schools Inquiry Commission 
(1868), the Commissioners described third grade schools as 
those of which the special function was the training of boys 
and girls for the higher handicrafts or the commerce of the 
shop and town. This could best be effected by continuing 
and enlarging the education of the elementary school, with 
such: addition of manual instruction as might be needed 
to educate the hand and eye of the craftsman and at 
once to define and illustrate the principles he had learnt. 
' Higher Grade Schools,' which were adduced as an example 
of the type required, were held to be an absolute necessity 
in any efficient system of secondary education. Properly 
organised they would become the crown of the elementary 
school system.(1) 

The Commissioners held that these schools had risen to 
meet a legitimate demand and admitted of correlation and 
development, but not of abolition or even repression.(") In 
their final recommendations the Commissioners pointed out 
that these • Higher Grade Elementary Schools • had a double 
aspect,. being in one sense elementary schools, and in another 

('l Ropon of Roy<ll C~ .. S«o 107 E- (1895), 
C.-1862, pp. 54 ft. 

(') Ropon of 1M RtJy.Z Co-.no. .. S ., '47 Ei~ (1895), 
c.-7862. PP. 143-1«. 
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Sense wholly or largely secondary schools, teaching snbject!; 
which could not be deemed elementary and not receiving 
in respect of those of their pupils who were beyond the so-<:alled 
" Sta:ndanls •• any grant from the Education Department. 
In point of fact. they did supply in those populous places 
where they existed much the same kind of secondary 
education which the Schools Inquiry Commission (1868) 
had proposed to have supplied by their schools of the third 
grade. The Commissioners accordingly recommended that such 
schools should be treated as secondary schools. placed under 
the jurisdiction of the local authority for secondary education. 
and co-ordinated with other secondary schools in the district 
by being brought into a definite and organic relation with 
other secondary schools and institutions of the districts. so 
that they should rather co-operate than compete with the 
latter where they existed. and should be made more available 
as places of preparation for advanced instruction. 

The tlevelojmtertl of Teclo11ical Etllll:llli<nl i• Eflgltmrl 41fll 
w Ilks a-. to 1880 

'D. Down to the beginning of the nineteenth centmy such 
technical education as existed was given mainly through 
the system of craft apprenticeship. which had been standard
ised in the Elizabethan Statute of Artificers. 1562. The 
industrial revolution. beginning towards the end· of the. 
eighteenth century. prepared. the way by the introduction 
of machinery on a large scale for the gradual break-up of the 
uld apprenticeship system. The master craftsman often 
developed into the capi~ employer. owning and using 
machinery. or applying to industrial practice scientific prin
ciples which he scarcely "understood ; the collection of 
machinery into factories prevented the employer from under
taking personally the training of his apprentices. even if he 
had wished to do so. Moreover. the charaLter of industrial 
skill was changed ; a smaller proportion of workmen needed 
manual skill. while a larger proportion required a knowledge 
of general principles. which could more satisfactorily be learnt 
in a technical school than acquired by practice in a workshop. 

Various Acts had attempted to check foreign competi
tion by making it penal to enlist artisans for employment 
abroad. These Acts were repealed in 1825 ; but first the 
industrial revolution in Great Britain. and then the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. which absorbed the 
energies and dissipated the capital of most of the States ol· . . 
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Western Europe, gave British industry a position of 
unchallenged supremacy, with the result that, for half a 
century or more, foreign competition was no longer feared. 

In these circumstances, the State took no action to foster 
the training of industrial recruits ; although the old apprentice
ship system was no longer generally suitable, its modification 
to meet the altered conditions was left to voluntary agencies. 
An important movement began with the establishment in 
1823-1824 of several Mechanics' Institutes, and by 1850 there 
were 610 of these Institutes in England and 12 in Wales, 
with a total membership of over 600,000. Nevertheless 
these Mechanics' Institutes did not fulfil the functions for 
which they had been founded, though they made an important 
contribution towards the development of the modern State 
system of technical education. Apart from the establishment 
in 1837 of a Normal School of Design in London and some 
annual grants made in aid of the maintenance of certain 
provincial schools of design from 1841 onwards, the State 
took no action in the direction of aiding technical education 
until the Great Exhibition of 1851, which drew public attention 
to the lack of facilities for technical education in England 
as compared with those provided in various continental 
countries. In 1852 a Department of Practical Art was 
organised under the Board of Trade. The Department later 
became known as the Department of Science and Art and 
was organised a5 a branch of the Education Department in 
!!ISS. This Department instituted in 1859 a general system 
of examinations in science (i) for teachers, who received 
certificates of competency, and (ii) for students. The examina
tions were in branches of science related to industrial occu
pations and formed part of the provision for fostering the 
study of science among the industrial population. They 
were organised on much the same lines as the examinations 
of the Society of Arts which had been begun in 1856. In 
1873 the Royal Society of Arts instituted examinations in 
technological subjects and these were transferred in 1879 
to the City and Guilds of London Institute, a body composed 
of representatives of the Corporation of London and certain 
of the Livery Companies which contributed to its funds. 

The development of public interest in technical education, 
which prepared the way for further State aid, was largely 
due to the pressure of foreign competition. At the Great 
Exhibition held in London in 1851 there were 100 departments 
in which goods were display~ and in most of these Great 
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Britain was awarded the prize. At the Paris Exhibition 
of 1867 there were 90 departments, and G1eat Britain received 
prizes in only 10 of these. British firms which exhibited 
at the Exhibition at Paris in 1878, had similar experiences, 
and public opinion at last began to be impressed by the 
inadequacy of the provision for technical education. 

A Royal Commission was ru.cordingly· appointed by the 
Government in 1881 " to inquire into the instruction of the 
industrial classes of certain foreign countries." 

The Reporls of the Royal CommissUm on T edmical 
liiSlnM:tion (1881-1884) 

28. The Reports of the Royal Commission on Technical 
Instruction (1881-1884) mark an important stage in the 
development of public opinion on the subject of technical and 
secondary education. There is in these Reports no more 
important paragraph than the passage on page 516 of Volume I 
of the Second Report (1884), in which the Commissioners 
stated that " the best preparation for technical study is a 
good modern secondary school of the types of the Manchester 
Grammar School, the Bedford Modern School, and the Allan 
Glen's Institution at Glasgow."(') The Cc>mmissioners called 
attention to the fact that the middle classes in England were 
at a great disadvantage compared with those of the Continent· 
for want of a sufficient number· of such schools. They pointed 
out that " the existing endowments are very unevenly 
distributed over the country ; in many of the large manu
facturing centres no resources of the kind exist ; priVa.te 
enterprise is clearly inadeq~te to do all that is required in· 
esta Nishing such schools, and we must look to some public 
measure to supply this, the gieatest defect of our educational 
system." 

The Commissioners made the following sPecific recom
mendations in regard to secondary and technical instruction :

" IV. Secondary and technical instruction : 
(a) ·That steps be taken to accelerate the application 

of ancient endowments, under amended schemes, to 
~ondary and technical instruction. · 

(b) That provision be made by the Charity Commis
sioners for the establishment, in suitable localities, of 

(') cf. the statement made by Mr. D. R. Fearoo in 1886, in his 
mdeoce before the 5elect Commi~ of the Ho- of Common• 011 
the working of the Endowed Schools Ac1:9, " That a pel _.....dary 
school ia the -preparation for teclmic:al study.'" 

• 
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schools or departments of schools, in which the study of 
natural science, drawing, mathematics, and modern 
languages shall take the place of Latin and Greek. 

(c) That local authorities be empowered, if they think 
fit, to establish, maintain, and contribute to the 
establishment and maintenance of secondary and technical 
(including agricultural) schools and colleges." 

The Local Government Act, 1888: The National Association 
for the Promotion of Technical and Secondary Education, 
founded in 1887 

29. Perhaps the most serious obstacle in the way of any 
adequate systematic organisation of post-primary education 
was the absence of local authorities and of administrative 
areas of suitable size. 

The Schools Inquiry Commissioners in their Report of 
1868 bad recommended the establishment of central and local 
authorities for secondary education, vested with powers to 
provide rate-aid for existing schools and for the foundation 
of new schools. Owing to the fear of State intervention and 
the widespread dislike of public control, these suggestions 
were not carried out. 

The administrative difficulty was to some extent removed 
by the Local Government Act, 1888, which set up County 
Councils for administrative purposes. This measure, with the 
Technical Instruction Act, 1889, and the Local Taxation 
(Customs and Excise) Act, 1890, which were ancillary statutes 
from the educational point of view, made advance possible 
by creating for each county, and large county borough, an 
elected local authority with specific powers and funds for 
educational development. 

In 1887 a group of members of Parliament and scientists, 
among whom were A. H. D. Acland, H. Hobhouse, T. H. 
Huxley, Sir Llewellyn Smith and Sir Henry Roscoe, founded the 
National Association for the Promotion of Technical and 
Secondary Education under the Chairmanship of the Marquis of 
Hartington. Its principal aim was to encourage educational 
reforms which would improve: the capacity in a broad sense 
of all those upon whom the national industries depended. 
The Association undertook a vigorous campaign to educate 
public opinion and to diffuse information ; and it was largely 
due to the efforts of this body that the Technical Instruction 
Act was passed in 1889, which empowered the newly established . . 
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councils of counties and county boroughs to supply, « aid 
in supplying, technical instruction, to establish committees 
for that end, and to levy a rate limited to one peony in the 
pound. The definition of technical instruction in this Act was 
so comprehensive as to include secondary edncation of a 
modem chamcter(1), and the Anthorities in question 'llrere thus 
empowaed to assist secondary schools uncia" certain con
ditions either directly or by meaus of schOlarsbips and prizes. 
In the following year the Local Taxation. Customs and Excise 
Act. 1890, made certain funds. known from their origin as 
• whiskey money; available for tedmical ednrntion. 

Tlul relmima of lednoi..Z eJ""ldi011 to secorulary ~ : 
Tlul W elsA IflletwleJiale EdtiCSJiora Ad, 1889 

30. From the character of the legislation in •espect of 
technical instruction at this period (1889--1890) it is evident that 
public attention was being dinrled to the lack of scientific 
and technical instruction bearing em industries. This attitnde 
was due in the main to the Reports of the Royal Commission 
on Technical Instruction (1&'!1-1884). lJnfortona.tely it was 
not genernlly realised that an adequate provision of good 
secondary educaticm was the indispeosable foundation for 
any effective system of higher technological instruction.. It 
is. however, interesting to note the way in which the concept 
of technical edncation was associated at this period wit,JJ. that 
of secondary education.(") The two 'llrere reganied not as 

rl Tbe e&pl . • tecJnriral iusb:iKtiou. was defiDed ia Sec:tim:J.-8 
of the Tochni<al Im.stluctiuu Act. 1889, 52 ~ 53 Vx:t.. c. 76, as 
fallows:- .... 

II Theexp:t • WI I fecbojcal iastractioa • shaD. meaD iasb:actita iD. 
the p<i&ci}*s of scieD<e - arl appli<able to iDdustrios, - in the 
appti<atilm of spocial bnDchcs of scieD<e aDd - to specific 
- ... employmeut:s. It I!IJaJl - iDdade tmcbing the 
practi<e of BDy tnde m iudusb:y or ........ Jmeuto. bat. sa"" as 

afonsUd. I!IJaJl iDdade --in the braDdJes of - -- with n!SpOCl to wiUch grauts ue for the time being made by 
-~of SciOD<e&Dd Art.-BDy-bmof---
- fmcJnding IDOCknllaDgoagos aDd aliiiiDOI<ial aDd apicaltmal 
subjects). wiUch may fao: the time being be sa ,. I by
~by a miantelaid before l"arriamaat aDd made.., the 
1epreseatatiml of a local authority that such a form ol iibU -=tiuD 
is Jeqail:ed by tbe cia II ., ......... of its di:sta:icts.. U 

1"1- Amokl, iD the last ... - sta- of his views -
.,,. a•M•• RgUds the tedmira' scboal as a type of SPIC!JIICiary SICbool.. 
See his c:bapm- .., ocbonls in n. .B.ip fl/ fl- Yido>ri4 <ditod by 
T. B. Ward,. I_..,, 1887, U. 2169. 

• Tedmira' scboals are Deeded. ...t ia ' 1 y Kbooh 
maDJa1 tnining- be giwea; ~it is -to -
iD the eleuwlaTJ' s:honl too m- p< · e ca this baiaing. 
totamtbeeleuwtaiys:honlitsdftoo-iatoal I. 1 
achooL "'be tecltpjcal ar.bool is. ill fact. • J , aclloal., tD 

- tbe I laiJ' -.. - - -- training ... tbln ... Kquiaal.-
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distinct entities, but rather as complementary aspects of one 
whole. This point of view, as will be seen below, was developed 
in the Report of the Royal Commission on Secondary 
Education (1895). It found expression at the time in the 
Welsh Intermediate Education Act, 1889, under which quasi
representative authorities for ' intermediate ' and .' technical ' 
education were set up and empowered to work out organised 
schemes for the intermediate and technical education of the 
inhabitants of each county in the Principality, and to establish 
new secondary schools in areas where they were needed. 

Section 17 of the Act defined " intermediate education " 
as meaning a course of education which does not consist 
chiefly of elementary instruction in reading, writing and 
arithmetic, but which includ,es instruction "in Latin, Greek, 
the Welsh and English Language and Literature, Modern 
Languages, Mathematics, Natural and Applied Science, or in 
some of such studies and generally in the higher branches of 
knowled,ge." 

In the same Section of the Act, the expression " technical 
education " is defined as including instruction in-

" (i} Any of the branches of science and art with 
respect to which grants are for the time being made by 
the Department of Science and Art ; 

(ii} The use of tools, and modelling in clay, wood, or 
other material ; 

(iii} Commercial arithmetic, commercial geography, 
book-keeping, and shorthand; 

(iv) Any other subject applicable to the purposes of 
agriculture, industries, trade or commercial life and 
practice, which may be specified in a scheme, or proposals 
for a scheme, of a joint education committee as a form 
of instruction suited to the needs of the district ; 

but it shall not include teaching the practice of any trade, or 
industry, or employment." 
Tl!. vitm~s of 1M Royal Commission OJS Secondary EducaliOJS 

(1894-1895} OJS 1M traditiOJSal curric11lum 
31. The administrative confusion, resulting largely from 

divided control, had produced in the public mind vague and 
rather confused notions about secondary education.(') It 

(') An official "'tum of the pupils in Pnblic and Private Secondary 
and other Schools (not boin~ Pnblic Elementary or Technical Schocls) 
in Eo!{!and on I June, 18\17, wbich was p,_,..!M to Parliament in 
1898 (l:.-8634), showed how vague and indefinite was tbe contemporary 
conception of those schools which were furnishing what was known as 
secondary or iu.termediate educati"- iu. ita di..flereot grades. 
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was felt that elledive steps should be taken to organise 
secondary education on the lines indicated by Matthew 
Arnold in 1866. In 1892 the Gov..mment introduced a Bill 
to enable counties to organise serondary education. bot this 
measure had to be chopped. In October, 1893 an important 
conference. was held at Oxfold on serondary education in 
England('), and partly as a result of this c:onference the 
Government appointed a Royal Commission on Seoondary 
Education in 1894 under the Cbaiimanship of Mr. (aftenrards 
V"ISC01Dlt) Bryce. with wider terms of refeR:nce than any of the 
earlier" Commissions, •• to consider wbat are the best methods 
of establishing a well-organised system of secondary education 
in Fnglatwf. taking into aa:ount existing deficiencies, and 
baviog regard to such local sowa;s of revenue from endow
ments or otherwise as are available or may be made available 
for this pwpose and to make ,..,...,.,mendations aa:ordiogly. u 

In their Report, published in 1895, this Commission, the fust to 
include women, of whiRU there were three among its 16 mem
bers, discussed in consider.ibie detail the c:baracter and content 
of serondary education. After summarising the views of the 
Schools Inquiry J::Ommissi'lll of U!68, they pointed out that 
sinre that time the problem had been seriously affected by 
the rise of other studies and other ideas in education Among. 
the factors of this change were the Endowed Schools Acts. 
the Elementary Ednca~ ActS. esperiaDy so far as they had 
occasioned the foundation of the higher grade and the 
oq;anised scienc:e scboe1s, the Technical Instruction Act, and 
the Local Taxation Act, 1~. The Conunissicmer; pointed" 
out that it was aa:ordiogly ne ry to cousider wbethel' 
and in what sense the idea of education in serondary schools 
n:qoiied modification Acxepting the Schools Inquiry Com
mission's scheme for three grades of semndary schooJ. the 
Commissioners pointed out that in the fust plare the standard 
of age had changed ; in second grade scbools the limit of age 
had distinctly advanced to 17 or 18, and in third grade schools 
to 15 or 16. This extension of the time spent at semndary 
scbools was due to many causes, social as well as edocational, 
bot in second and third grade schools new subjects dealing 
with problems which the Schools Inquiry Commission of 
1868 'IJIOOld bave cousidered too complicated for a semndary 
schooJ. bad been introduced to give wbat was tenned " special 

(') lllf-' "'. c-J"-- s .,. 1M YiA Ct n- of a. U: -
18!1S. a..-m 1'1-. 18!1S. 

fryE_, .. -~ 
....,. "' OsjriN. Clctobs 10 - 11, • 
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preparation for employment." Technical subjects had been 
introduced in secondary schools and the whole system of 
technical institutes and colleges had come into being. Thus 
the school curriculum had been enlarged and pupils had in 
consequence tended to stay longer. 

Secondly, the gradation of social classes adumbrated by the 
Schools Inquiry Commission, 1868, required to be modified, 
since the legislation which they recommended had done 
something to open schools leading directly to the Universities 
to the sons of men who fell into the categories neither of the 
rich nor of the educated. 

Thirdly, the growth of special and technical studies in 
schools had created a branch of secondary education which, 
while not " a substitute for apprenticeship," was yet as 
distinctly a preparation for it or for an industry as the old 
first grade school was for a profession or for the University. 

" Tlle technical college, while in the strictest sense a school 
of applied science and art, yet supplies what is so distinctly 
a propaedeutic to industry that its encouragement may well 
seem a primary duty of the bodies specially charged with the 
care of both our wealth as a State and our well-being as a 
people. And its rise has no doubt modified our ideas as to 
Secondary Education." 

The Commissioners pointed out that this modification, 
acting along with older and less obvious forces, had created 
conditions that could no longer be ignored. For one thing, 
it had tended to make what the Schools Inquiry O>mmission 
of 1864-1868 termed " a general education " at once more 
difficult and more necessary ; more difficult because the 
premium placed upon proficiency in special studies had thrust 
the preparation for them back to a too early stage in the 
educational process ; and more necessary because special 
studies without a broad basis in general studies were both 
ineffective and narrowing. The Commissioners then explained 
that their witnesses seemed to feel that no more serious 
danger threatened modern education than a too early 
specialisation. " It is instructi~-e that "'-itnesses representative 
of technical and classical education were agreed in regarding 
instruction in their special subjects as inadequate by itself, 
and in holding that secondary education suffered from a too 
narrow early curriculum, and we may add a too utilitarian 
spirit." Thus, Mr. Bothamley complained that in technical 
instruction they were " const'illtly hampered by the want of 
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mathematics and the want of foreign languages " ; and Mr. 
Reynolds said " that boys came, especially from the private 
and public schools, singularly ill-prepared to take advantage 
of the curriculum in a technical college."(') 

In the following remarkable passage, which we quote in 
full, the Commissioners expressed the view that the difference 
between technical and secondary education is one not of kind 
or character, but of emphasis :-

"We have spoken as if technical and classical instruc
tion alike fell as subordinate or co-ordinate divisions 
under the common head of secondary education. We 
are aware that there are some who would limit the term 
education to the discipline of faculty and the culture of 
character by means of the more humane and generous 
studies, and who would deny the name to instruction in 
those practical arts and sciences by means of which 
man becomes a craftsman or a bread-winner. But this 
is an impossible limitation as things now stand. We 
have just seen that the training in classics may have 
as little liberal culture in it as instruction in a practical 
art ; modern literature tnay be made a :field for as narrow 
and technical a drill as the most formal science. Educa
tion inevitably becomes more and more practical, a means 
of forming men, not simply to enjoy life, but to ·accom
plish something in the life they enjoy. We may, therefore, 
describe its general idea thus :-All education is develop
ment and discipli1le 1>f faculty(") by the communication 
of knowledge, and whether the faculty be the eye and 
hand, or the reason and imagination, and whether the 
knowledge be of nature or art, of science or literature, 
if the knowledge be so communicated as to evoke and 
exercise and discipline faculty, the process is rightly 
termed education. 

"Now, Secondary Education may be described as a 
modification of this general idea. It is the education of 
the boy or girl not simply as a human being who needs 

(') Rlflorl of Royal C...mssioto 011 SM:o•W, E4- (1895), 
(C.-7862), pp. 13Z-135. 

(') The doctriDe of the faculties of the mind, which induenced edu
cational thought c ':.r.:;:foundly during the nineteenth ceotury, had 
already .._,. so y attacked by J. F. Herbart (1776-1841). 
See Appendix IV, p. 432: cf. also F. Ryland. Psy<llolot:Y, published 
inl880 (seventh edition 1897). pp.,:;G-53. 
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to be instructed in the mere rudiments of knowledge, 
but it is a process of intellectual training and personal 
discipline conducted with special regard to the profession 
or trade to be followed. Plato in the Protag<>Tas draws 
a distinction between the man who learns the arts of the 
grammarian, the musician, or the trainer as a craftsman, 
for trade, and the man who learns them as a private 
person or freeman, for education or culture.(') But even 
culture is not an end in itself: it makes the private person 
of more value to society and to the State. All secondary 
schools, then, in so far as they qualify men for doing 
something in life, partake more or less in the character 
of institutes that educate craftsmen. Every profession, 
even that of winning scholarships, is a craft, and all crafts 
are arts. But if Secondary Education be so conceived, 
it is evident that under it technical instruction is com
prehended. The two are not indeed identical, but they 
differ as genus and species, or as general term and parti
cular name, not as genus and genus or as opposed terms. 
No definition of technical instruction is possible that 
does not hring it under the head of Secondary Education, 
nor can Secondary Education be so defined as absolutely 
to exclude from it the idea of technical instruction. 
Under the common head there are many species, each 
distinguished by the particular means and instruments 
employed and faculties exercised, but all agreeing in 

· method and end, viz., the discipline of faculty by exercise. 
Technical instruction is secondary, i.e. it comes after the 
education which has awakened the mind by teaching 
the child the rudiments, or, as it were, the alphabet, 
of all knowledge, and the better the whole of this alphabet 
has been mastered the better and the easier will the 
later learning be. And secondary instruction is technical, 
i.e., it teaches the boy so to apply the principles he is 
learning, and so to learn the principles by applying them, 
or so to use the instruments he is being made to know, 
as to perform or produce something, interpret a literature 
or a science, make a picture or a book, practise a plastic 
or a manual art, convince a jury or persuade a senate, 
translate or annotate an author, dye wool, weave cloth, 
design or construct a machine, navigate a ship, or com
mand an army. Secondary education, therefore, as 
inclusive of technical, may be described as education 

l')~31!lB. 
• n 
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conducted in view of the special life that has to be lived 
with the express purpose of forming a person fit to live 
it."(') 

The Commissioften' SNggesliofts i• regMillo 1M Cfll'ri&tll-
32. In regard to cunicula for secondary schools, the 

Commissioners refrained from laying down defiirite model 
cunicula for schools of the three main types which they had 
contemplated. They held that it should be left to the local 
authority to determine the curricula in detail " It is now 
pretty generally agreed that besides the literary and human
istic course of instruction, based upon the languages of 
classical antiquity, which tradition has established among 
us, and whose incomparable value no thoughtful man denies, 
ample provision must be made in schools for scientific teaching, 
beginning, if possible, with natural history and the other 
sciences of-observation, and working up into chemistry and 
physics. It is further agreed that mathematics, while more 
closely allied to scientific subjects, ought to enter also into 
a literary course ; that the chief tongues of modem Europe 
ought to be studied not ouly as instruments of linguistic 
training, but as the keys to noble literatures ; and that full 
opportunities to boys and girls to prepare themselves for the 
particular occupations which they intend to follow in after- · 
life, whether industrial or commercial, ought to be sftpplied 
by the teaching of the practiCal arts, snch as the elements 
of applied mechanics and the subjects connected with agii
culture, as well as of mO!Iem languages and of the kinds of 
knowledge most useful to the merchant or trader. These · 
three elements, however. which we may call the literary, the 
scientific, and the technical, may be combined in a great 
variety of forms and proportions. Experience alone can show 
which forms and which proportions are most likely to be 
absolutely best, we will not say as a scheme of intellectual 
training, but even as fitted to the needs of particular classes 
of persons inhabiting particular areas and engaged in particular 
kinds of industry.". • • " Each of the three elements above . 
named has vigorous forces behind it. Not merely tradition, 
but the influences of imagination and philosophy, commend 
the first. The second is strong in the pride of its recent 
triumphs and still swift advance. The sense of its practical 
utility in days when industrial and commercial competition 

(') R~ of liN Rtly#ll ~ .. S.. 
pp. 135-136. 
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grows constantly more severe is enough, perhaps more than 
enough, to secure its rightful place for the third. All have, 
in our view, a claim to be considered in the course of studies 
of every secondary school, and the last of the three will thrive 
all the better if the two former receive their fitting meed of 
recognition. Technical instruction must be considered not as 
the rival of a liberal education but as a specialisation of it, 
which, whether it comes earlier or later in the scholar's life, 
ought to be, as far as possible, made a means of mental 
stimulus and cultivation, and will be most successfully used 
by those whose intellectual capacity has been already dis
ciplined by the best methods ofliterary or scientific training."(') 

The Commissioners' General Recommendations 
33. In the summary of their recommendations, the Com

missioners pointed out that the first need of secondary 
education was greater unity of control. Local authorities 
were required which should be responsible for all secondary 
(includjng technical) education within their respective areas. 
There should also be one central authority which, while leaving. 
due freedom of action to the local bodies, could supervise 
the general interests of secondary education as a whole. 

In regard to the provision of secondary schools, the first 
principle should be to utilise every existing element of the 
supply which was, or could be made, good of its kind. It was 
desirable, for instance, to utilise all those private schools 
(but those alone) which were really efficient and which 
accepted public tests of efficiency. Schools of the first grade for 
boys at least already existed in sufficient numbers. The 
deficiency which seemed most general was in the supply of 
second grade and third grade schools at a cost sufficiently 
low to place them within the reach of parents of limited means. 
The rapid growth and success of higher grade board schools, 
especially in great towns, indicated the extent of the demand 
for third grade secondary education at a cheap rate. The 
higher grade elementary schools were doing much to meet 
this demand in many places ; but they could not satisfy the 
whole of it, and proprietary schools could not supply such 
education at the requisite price, unless they received aid in 
some form. 

In organising the supply of schools it was of the utmost 
importance to provide adequately for the literary type of 
secondary education no less than for the scientific and technical 
type. The means of transferring pupils of promise from a 

(01100) 
(') Ropcn. pp. 2M-2S5. 

Dl 
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lower to a higher place of education should be increased, and in 
doing this great care should be taken not to close the upward 
path against such pupils at too early an age. 

•• The training of secondary teachers should be systematic 
and thorough. At present the absence of such training is one 
of the causes which injuriously affect secondary education. 

" In every phase of secondary teaching, the first aim should 
be to educate the mind, and not merely to convey information. 
It is a fundamental fault, which pervades many parts of the 
secondary teaching now given in England, that the subject 
(literary, scientific or technical) is too often taught in such a 
manner that it has little or no educational value. The largest 
of the problems which concern the futnre of secondary 
education is how to secure, as far as posSible, that in all schools 
and in every branch of study the pupils shall be not only 
instructed bnt educated." 

TM BDMtl of Etlucr.tims .del, 1899 
34. The .Royal Commission on Secondary Education 

recommended that one central Education Authority should 
be established. This was effected by the Board of Education 
Act, 1899, which merged. the powers of the Education 
Department and the Science and Art Department, and the 
powers of the Charity Commissioners in respect of educational· 
charities, in the new Board of Education, which was aufuorised 
to inspect Secondary Schools.(l) The control of the Board 
over secondary education was greatly increased by the 
Education Act of 1902, wl)ich empowered the newly established 
local education authorities for counties and county boroughs· 
to aid secondary education and to provide new schools.(S) 
Thus, historically, the State had approached the problem of 
secondary education from three distinct directions. Firstly, 
as supervisor of educational .trusts it had come to supervise 
the administration of endowed secondary schools. Secondly, 
as promoter of Natural Science and of the instruction given in 
Schools of Art, the State came to exercise in regard to 
Secondary Schools that more detailed supervision associated 

(') Board of Education Act, 1899, secti011 S (I). "The Board of 
Education may by their officers, or, after taki!lg the advice of the 
comul:tative committee hereinafter mentioned. by any university or 
other orgamsation, inspect any school supplying secondary educati011 
ODd desiring to be SO inspected, for the purpose of ascertaini!1g the 
character of the blaching iD the school and the llStwe of the provisions 
made for the blaching and heslth of the scholais." 

Pl A book which uercised considen.ble influence on l:::?c opinion 
at "the close of the nineteenth ceutwy was a volume of ys entitled 
"What is Secondary Educati011l" e<;ited by Dr. R. P. Scott, the JoiDt 
Hem. Secmary of the Incorpotated AssociatiOD of Head Masten. 
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with the payment of State grants. Thirdly, the Board of 
Education Act, 1899, which combined the first two functions 
in one Department, vested it with power to inspect Secondary 
Schools as the central Department of State for Education. 

Higher G1-ade Sclwols: The Cockerlon judgment, 1901: Higher 
Elementary Schools (1900) 

35. The position of the Higher Grade Schools was seriously 
affected by the decision of the Court of Queen's Bench (1901) 
against the London School Board (upheld by the Court of 
Appeal) on the point raised by Mr. Cockerton, the Auditor of 
the Local Government Board, in 1839, that the School Board 
had spent the rates illegally on educating children on lines not 
provided for in the Code. This decision meant that enter
prising School Boards were stopped from providing anything 
more than elementary education, and it was clear that a new 
Education Bill was required permanently to regularise the 
situation.(') In consequence of this ruling, the Board of 
Educa_tion found it necessary to establish, by Minute dated 
6 April, 1900, a new system of Higher Elementary Schools.(") 
The Minute provided that these schools were to receive a 
higher rate of grant than the ordinary Public Elementary 
Schools on condition that they were so organised as to give a 
four-year course of instruction to children between the ages 
of 10 and 15, who had been certified by the Inspector as 
qualified to profit thereby. The curriculum was required to 
show a sufficiency of science instruction, both theoretical and 
practical, in each year, and to include one foreign language 
and elementary mathematics.(') Special attention was 
devoted to drawing. Owing partly to the requirement that 
such schools must have a dominantly scientific curriculum, 
irrespective of local conditions, and partly to the general 
uncertainty in regard to the future of Higher Elementary 
Schools, as distinct from Secondary Schools, few schools of 
this type were recognised, and in 191&-1917 there were only 
31 Higher Elementary Schools in England and 14 in Wales.(•) 

(1) R. v. Co<ltoriOfl (191ll) I Q.B. 322, and R•• v. c-., C.A. 
(1901) I K.B. 726. 

(') 'rbe expn!SSioo "Higher Elemeutary School", which _,.,. to 
bave boeD modelled on the Freuch ...U ~- "'f>lri4wro, was first 
used ao u official term iD the Board's Minute of 8 April, 1900. 

(') Coh of R,,..- for Day ScAool.s, 1901 (Cd. 513). Article 110. 
(') The Regulatioos for Higher Elomeutary Schools were .OthdraWD 

by tho Board iD 1919, iD view of tho provisions regarding Central 
Schools IUld Central Oassos ill SectioD 2 (I) (•) of tho Educatioa Act. 
1918. 

See our Report oo Tu EdwuJio•:flio A dol<_,., (1926), pp. ~1. 
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The EdtM:IIIiml A.cl, 1902 
36. In 1902 an Education Act was passed which marked a 

very important stage in the development of a national system 
of education. The Act recognised for purposes of higher 
education two types of administrative area, viz., counties 
and county boroughs. The councils of these two types of 
area were constituted the local education authorities for higher 
education as well as elementacy education. 

The council of every non-county borough with a population 
of over 10,000 and of every urban district with a population 
of over 20,000 was constituted the local education authority 
for the borough or district, as the case might be. for elementary 
education only. The councils of every county and county 
borough were required " to consider the educational needs of 
their area and take such steps as seem to them desirable, after 
consultation with the Board of Education, to supply or aid 
the supply of education other than elementacy and to promote 
the general co-ordination of all forms of education."(') No 
definition was given of higher education, which was merely 
described as " education other than elementacy." In fact, 
however, three main types of post-primary education could 
be distiuguished in 1903 ;:.._(i) the continuation of primary 
education in the Public Elementary Schools themselves within 
the limits assigned by Section 22 (2) of the Education Act, 
1902.(") (ii) Its development and specialisation in" various' 
directions in Evening Schools, Science Cia e s, Trade Schopls, 
etc. ; (iii) Its transference to a higher plane in Secondary 
Schools. Owing to the long neglect of secondary education by 
the State, post-primary schools of various types had grown up 
without any proper co-ordiJ:l.ation. As indicated in Section 
19 of this chapter, there existed a variety of standards fixed 
by numerous examining boards. A tradition of co-operation 
between the Board of Education and the new local education 

(') Education Act, 1902, soctions 1 and 2. The population reforftd 
to """' tbat aaxmliDg to the Ceasus of 1901. See 5ectioD 23 (8) of 
the Act. 

(") Secticm 22 (2) of the Education Act, 1902. nms ,__ 
" The - to provide instruction under the Elementuy 

Educaticm Acts, 1870 to 1900, aball, ezcept when! those Acts 
exprossly provide to the contrary, be Hmited to the J>IOWisiou iD 
a public eiemeDbry ocbool of instruction given uud..- tbe nogu
lations of the Boud of Edw:aticm to scholanl who, at tbe clooo of 
the school ,.,..., will not be - tbau ~ yean of 118" : 
Provided tbat tbe local education authority may, with the COUSODt 
of the Board of Educaticm, erleDd those limits iD tbe case of auy 
such school if oo suitable higher education is available witbiD a 
........,..ble distaDce of the ~" 
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autLoritie.. had to be slowly built up, due account had to be 
taken of vested interests, and care had to be exercised that 
the extension of facilities for secondary education should not 
involve any lowering of standards. With the aim of inducing 
greater clearness of thought regarding the main purpose to 
be kept in view, the Board of Education sought in their new 
Regulations for Secondary Schools for 1904-1905 to set a 
standard and to supply a working definition of the Secondary 
School as distinct from other types of post-primary education. 

In this enterprise the Board were confronted with a difficult 
problem. They had to take into account the tradition of 
grants for individual subjects established by the Science and 
Art Department which had been merged in the Board of 
Education by the Board of Education Act, 1899. Further
more, there was wide variety of type in the so-called Secondary 
Schools. The instruction provided in the smaller endowed 
Grammar Schools was still often at a low point of efficiency ; 
their teaching staffs were poorly paid and lacking in adequate 
qualifications, and in general their curriculum was frequently 
neither coherent nor liberal.( 1) 

A large number of the former Higher Grade Schools which 
had been taken over by the new local education authorities 
from the School Boards in 1903 and converted into Municipal 
Secondary Schools had, owing to the system of grants 
elaborated by the former Science and Art Department, 
becOme unduly dominated by Science subjects; indeed 
many of them had been Organised Science Schools.(') The 
merging of this important type of higher primary education, 
and also of a number of the Pupil Teacher Centres which had 

( 1) Many of tho less prosperous endowed Grammar Schools also 
arranged Science COUI'St'!S in order to earn the graJJts paid by the Science 
and Act Departmoot to Organised Science Schools and classes. 

(') Tho Science and Act Department, in order to oocounge tho 
establishment of schools giving systematic instruction in Science. 
otlered attendance grants in 1812. to such schools and institutions as 
adopted one or other of the special courses outlined in the Scieace and 
Art Di=:tory. These 0'1t-Ulisod Science Schools, aa they _,.., callod, 
increasod steadily till 11!94, when they numbered 112. lo. order to 
c:.heck. the natural tendency for the curriculum of these schools to 
become unduly develop!'<! on the scientific side. the rules in the Science 
and Art Din!c:ro~ for 1694 Rquired that tho time-tables of such Schools 
shouldJrovide • for instruction in those literary subjects which were 
essenti for a good general education:• In 18.95 both the cnrricolum 
and tbe method of pa~nt in Schools of Scienco _.., modiJied.. 
Manual "WOrk and instructiou. in literuy and commercial subjects 
becamo ao integral part of tho ~ular work of such ocbools to which 
a certain time bad to bo dovot<od. Thoro were 187 of tbeso ocbools 
Ill I :}1.)0. • 
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slowly developed since 1870, into Secondary Schools of the 
academic type marks an important stage in the bistmy of 
secondary education in England and Wales, since these new 
Municipal Secondary Schools, in11.uenced by the tradition of 
the Higher Grade Schools, attached more weight on the whole 
to scientific and modern studies than the older types of 
Secondary School. 

The Day Schools carried on in Technical Institutes which 
were in some instances converted into Municipal Secondary 
Schools at this time, had a marked vocational tendency and 
usually had a predominantly scientific curriculum.(') Nearly 
all the Public Schools and many of the Girls' Schools 
corresponding to them, held aloof from the Board and from 
other schools, and their curriculum exercised little in11.uence 
outside their own precincts. 

The Regulations for Secowiary ScAools, 1904-1905 
87. The new Regulations for Secondary Schools issued by 

the Board of Education every year as from 1904 grew up round 
the old provisions of the Directory of the Science and Art 
Department which was issued annually down to 1901-1902. 
Detached Science classes had in many instances been gradually 
consolidated into Schools· of Science.(") These Schools of 
Science had been developed into schools of what was known 
as the " Division A " type, providing a course of instruction 
in Science in connexion with, and as part of, a oourse of 
general education. Grants were afterwards given to scllqols 
of the " Division B " type in which Science did not form the 
preponderating element ·in the instruction. In the light of 
the data collected by their Inspectors after a series of systematic 
inspections of schools of diff!'l"ent types, the Board in 1904 
abolislted all grants for individual subjects and provided a 
main single grant for an approved four-year course covering 
the period from 12 or 13 to 16 or 17 years of age. The mos' 
salieftl tkfed ;,. the fltJUI Rogvlati<ms for Secowiary ScAools 
issued in 1904 is tllllllhey failed to toke fiOie of the comparaJiflely 
rich uperience of secondary ctll'ricvla of " jwaclical and ~ 
vocaJional typo which luul bem ooolved ;,. the H igll6 Gr...U ScAools, 
#he 01-g..,.ised Scimco Schooh ,...a the Technical Day Scheoh. 
The ,.... R•gtdations wero bi.Jsed wlwlly 011 the #raditi011 of the 

(') Report of the Boanl of Educatio11 for the ,.....- 1905-1906, p. 55. 
(') In the Regulatio111 for Secondory Day Schools for 1902-3 and 

1!103-4, issued by the newly establisbed Board of Education, the 
Schools of Science ......, classed as " Sec:ondary Day Schools (Division 
A)," and the Grammar Schools ......, described aa " Seoondary Day 
Schools (Division B)." • 
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Gl<ammar Schools and the Public Schools. Furthermore, the con
cept of a general education which underlies these Regulations was 
divorced from the idea of technical or quasi-technical education, 
though in reality much of the education described as ' liberal ' or 
' general ' was itself vocational education for the ' liberal ' pro
fessions. (1) In other words, the statesmanlike and far-sighted 
recommendations of the Royal Commission on Secondary 
Education of 1895, summarised in Sections 31-3 above, were 
passed by. An unreal and unnecessary division was intro
duced between secondary education and technical education. 

In the Regulations for Secondary Schools issued in 1904, 
the Board attempted to set a standard and supply a working 
definition of a Secondary School as distinct from other forms 
of higher education.(•) A Secondary School is defined as " a 
Day or Boarding School offering to each of its scholars up to 
and beyond the age of 16, a general education, physical, 
mental and moral, given through a complete graded course 
of instruction, of wider scope and more advanced degree than 
that given in Elementary Schools." (3) 

The Regulations provide that the curriculum of a Secondary 
School as so defined must include an approved course of 
general instruction extending over at least four years, and 
that the average age of the scholars in any class commencing 
the course must not be less than 12 years. 

The Regulations further provide that a Secondary School 
as thus defined must offer at the least a full four-year course 
providing instruction in a group of subjects so selected as to 
ensure a due breadth and solidity in the education given. 
This was indicated by a definite allocation of time per week 

( 1) S.e §§ 3 and 4 of this chapter and Appendix II. 
( 1) The division of education into •• elementary .. and •• higher " 

embOdied in Part II of the Education Act of 1902 is not very satisfactory. 
In Section 170 (3) of tho Education Act. 1921 the expression •• higher 
education .. is de.fi.ned as meaning educatiou other than elementary 
education. Unfortunately in the long series of Education Acts from 
1870 there is no deD.nition of elementary education. 

See our Report on T/w EdH<tlllolt ofl/w A~ (1926) pp. 265-266. 
Section 3 of tho Education Act, Ul70 defines '" Elementary School " 

u follows:-.. The term ' Elementary School ' means a school or 
department of a school at which elementary education is the principal 
part of the education there given, and does not include any achool or 
deportment of a school at which tho ordinary payments in rospoct of 
the instructioa from each scholar exceed ninepence a week. •• 

(') It should be no~ that though the Board of Education have 
de6nod tho exp..,..;.,n "S.COndary School'" they have not attempted 
to de-tine •• Secondary Educatio11.'' DOl' is there any statutory defi.nition 
of '" S<condary Education.'" See pag<10 261h:!611 of our Report on T lw 
Eol- of 1M Ad""-"1 (1926). 0 ,.,_, 
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to the principal subjects, which were defined as (i) the English 
language and literature, together with Geography and History ; 
(ii) at least one language other than English ; (iii) Mathematics 

·and Science, both theoretical and practical ; and (iv) Drawing. 
For girls Practical Housewifery must be iocluded io the 
·course, and for· both boys and girls some provision must be 
made for Manual Work and for Physical Exercises. The object 
of these rules was to ensure a certaio amount of breadth and 
richness io the cUrriculum of recognised Secondary Schools, 
and to withhold recognition from schools offering only an 
education which was stunted, illiberal, unpractical, or over-
specialised. 

"Where two languages other than. English are taken, and 
Latin is not one of them, the Board will require to be satisfied 
that the omission of Latin is for the advantage of the School ... 

This last provision illustrates the persistence of the classical, 
·or at any rate the Latin tradition, io English higher education.(') 
It will be remembered that the Schools Inquiry Commis
sioners io their Report of 1868 recpmmended that Latin 
should be iocluded even io the curriculum of their proposed 
third grade schools with a. leaving-age of 14 or 15.(") 

The Prefatory Memorandum to these Regulations states 
that the Board desired to emphasise the following three 
poiots as being essential to· Pte course of general education 
given io a Secondary Day or Boarding School for pupils up 
to and beyond the age of 16 :- • 

" (a) The iru,tiuttion must be general; i.e. must "l1e 
such as gives a reasonable degree of exercise and· 
development to the wh9le of the faculties, and does not 
confine this development to a particular channel, whether 
that of pure and applied Science, of literary and linguistic 
study, or of that kiod of acqUirement which is directed 
simply at fitting a boy or girl to enter business io a 
subordinate capacity with some previous knowledge of 
what he or she will be set to do. A Secondary School 
should keep in view the development and exercise of all 

(') cf. the following passage from the ReportoftheBoardof EdacatioD 
for 1906-1907. p. 68 :-

... The Board attach ., much importance to the iDclusicm. of 
Latin whcze possible in the curricula of Secondary Schools that 
they have for some years past made it a rule that in all Scbools' 
wbich take two languages other thao English Latin must be oae 
of the two UDles9 th""' is clear edncatiooal advantage in its 
omissi.OD." 

(') See Section 16 of this chapter. 
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the faculties involved in these different kinds of training, 
and will fail to give a sound general education to its 
scholars in so far as it sends them out, whether to further 
study or to the business of life, with one or other of these 
faculties neglected, or with one developed at the expense 
of the rest. Specialisation in any of these directions 
should only begin after the general education has been 
carried to a point at which the habit of exercising all 
these faculties has been formed and a certain solid basis 
for life has been laid in acquaintance with the structure 
and laws of the physical world, in the accurate use of 
thought and language, and in practical ability to begin 
dealing with affairs. 

(b) The course of instruction must be complete ; i.e., 
must be so planned as to lead up to a definite standard 
of acquirement in the various branches of iustruction 
mentioned above and not stop short at a merely super
ficial introduction to any one of them. But in no case 

•c.an the course at a Secondary School be considered 
complete which is not so planned as to carry on the 
scholars to such a point as they may reasonably be 
expected to reach at the age of 16. 

(c) The iustruction must be graded in its various 
branches . . • . Instruction which is not progressive, 
while it may be of some use as drill and discipline, is 
of little real educational value. It gives only a superficial 

·and transitory acquirement, while at the same time it 
fails to interest or to stimulate the scholar." 

The basic idea underlying the Prefatory Memorandum and 
the Regulations of 1904 so far as they deal with curriculum, 
seems to be that of a general liberal education as conceived by 
Wilhelm von Humboldt and Matthew Arnold.(1) These 
thinkers, however, assumed that the general liberal education 
would be prolonged at the Gymnasium or the Public School 
(or Grammar School) to the age of IS or 19, when the pupil 
proceeded to the University and continued it there. In the 
attenuated fonn in which it is embodied in the Board's 
Regulations for Secondary Schools for 1904--1905, this 
• general education ' is desigued primarily to cover the period 
between the ~ of 13 and 17, and the vocational motive, 
e\'en in its mildest fonn, is excluded. 

The Regulations imply that the main function of the 
Secondary School is to provide ' general education.' It is 

( 1) See Appendi:&'U. pp. 40&-12. 
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not easy, however. to diswoa what precisely is meant by that 
phrase since it seems to bear at least two meanings which may 
or may not be traceable to a oommon soun:e. Thus in (•) 
above, summarised from page 7 of the Prefatory Memorandmn 
to the Regulations. ' general education • is viewed as a 
comprehensive comse Clllllprising the study of a nmnber of 
specific branches of knowledge in contrast to a type of 
ednca.tion based on a narrow r.mge of subjects. Bot an 
attempt is made to think of a ' general edncatinn • as pro
ducing other results than merely the acquisition of particoiar 
kinds of knowledge in terms of the subjects specified. Thus, 
"A Secondary School should keep in view the development 
and exercise of all the faculties involved in these different 
kinds of training, and will fail to give a SOlllld general 
education to its scholars in so far as it sends them out. 
whether to further study or to the busiu-ss of life, with one 
or other of these faculties neglected. or with one developed at 
the expense of the rest. u This is an entirely different 
oonception which is meq:ed into the notion of the oompre
heosiveness of the course.. 

It would seem. therefore, · that amsiderable ambiguity 
attaches to the tenn • general education • Indeed. it can 
hardly convey any clearly defined meaning so long as the 
problem of education in Secondary Schools is approached from 
the point of view of the subjects to be studied rather tban from 
that of the development of the pupil as an individual 

A c:arefol pernSll of paragraph (•) of the Prefatory 
Memorandum to these Regmations, quoted above, shows that it 
was chiefly inftoenced by_ the now discarded ' faculty •. 
psychology, according to which every normal individual 
was supposed to p certain faculties of mind which could 
be exercised and disciplined by appropriate studies,.inespective 
of the intrinsic value of the studies tbemselves.(') • 

The result of this doctrine of developing the various 
' faculties ' would be that teachers would attach special 
importance to certain subjects, particolarly Latin and 
Mathematics, which were considen!d to be specially valoahle as 
intellectual disciplines, and the ouly restriction apparently 
would be that tbey would be prevented from making the 
mistake of the Organised Science Schools and Higher Grade 
Schools and concentrating their attention unduly on a 
particular group of non-humanistic subjects. Their task 
would be to deal with four or Jive gronps of subjects and to 

1'1 See C~~aptor m. Plu\11. 119, aDd~ IV. 
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see that no one group occupied much more time than the 
others, or was carried too far in advance of them. 

It is, however, by no means clear in the wording of the 
Prefatory Memorandum and the Regulations whether the 
distinction had been appreciated between two wholly 
different forms of ' faculty training '-the ' unitary' form, 
which postulated that one subject or group of subjects could 
be made to yield training for all the faculties, and the 
' multiple ' form, which assigned each faculty to a separate 
subject. On the whole, it may be inferred that the 
Memorandum inclines to the latter interpretation, though 
present day opinion would regard its logic as unsound and the 
identification of a faculty with a subject as wholly arbitrary. 
The use of the term ' faculty ' is now commonly avoided, 
not as denying the existence of mental powers and abilities 
that are capable of being trained, but because these powers 
and abilities cannot be regarded as separate and self-contained 
qualities and are not capable of the sort of training which was 
formeily envisaged. 

It is laid down in the Prefatory Memorandum that the 
course of instruction must be graded (or progressive) and 
complete. It is hardly possible to say when a course is 
complete unless the aim be first defined. Where, as in this 
case, the aim is so indefinite, it is not possible to do more than 
to say that a course is complete when the pupils have gone so 
far in it as they may be able to go at a particular age and in 
particular circumstances. 

In the philosophy underlying these Regulations ' the general 
progressive complete course ' is considered without relation 
to the child. This view is contrary to the idea which is 
now generally accepted, of the pupil as a developing organism, 
assin1ilating what best suits him or her at each successive 
stage of growth, and always dealing with material which he 
can understand and control.(') 
Til4 iflj/UMtU of 1M Board's Regulations for Secoftdary SclJools 

for 1904-1905 afld subsequem years on 1M Curriculum 
afld CdMral C ltaracler of SecOflllary SclJools 

38. Perhaps the most striking feature of the new Secondary 
Schools provided by local education authorities, which have 
so greatly incrt'ased in numbers since 1902, is their marked 
disinclination to deviate to any considerable extent from the 

( 1) See tho H...Jbook of S-«WioNS for 1114 """'~dnohotl of 14«'-s 
.U ...... ""ll<II:H i• 1M .,..k of Pwbli< EU_,.,., Scltools (1937), 
published by tho Board of Education. in which tho idea of the child 
as a developing organism is disc:usse<\ in detail. 
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main lines of the traditiooal gralliinar<scbool auricolam. 
That amservative and imitatm: tendency which is so salient 
a cbar.u:teristic in the evulution of Euglisb politi£al and soc:ial 
institutioos, is partic:ularly noticeable in this instance The 
natmaJ. tendency, m-ver, to keep within the ambit of the 
grammar school tradition was greatly re-enforoed. and in a 
seose fostered, by the RegoJaticms fiJI" Semndary Schools 
issued by the Board of Education in 190f-1905 and .... • eeting 
:yeaiS. and later by the Fust School (Certificate) Fxaminatinn 
as organised in 1917.(I) 

As will be seen from the detal1ed aa:oont of the Regoiatioos 
of 1904 given abo-. the Board took the existing Public Schools 
and Grammar Schools as their geoerni auln .,.. arehetype for 
Sf'COI!dary schools of an kinds. The further development of 
post-primary schools with traditions staneWhat different from 
those of the Grammar Schools, such as the Higher Glade 
Schools, the ()q:aDised Science Schools and the Day Technical 
Schools which bad sprung into aistence in the last quarter' 
of the nineteenth century, was definitely discouraged and new 
Secondary Schools were in effect aJDlpelled to take as their 
model the cmriculmn of the existing Public Schools and 
Grammar Schools.. The . tendency of Seoondary Schools 
maintained 01" aided by local educ:atioo authorities to imitate 
the Public Schools and Grammar Schools has since 1902 beea 
considerably aa:entuated by the facf that eamnmjc djfficoltie,s. 

have fon:ed many of the oid en<lowel schools to aaept 
financial aid from pohlic funds and thus to beavne an integral 
part of the public system of edocatinn From some points of 
view the new Secondary Schools benefited by having a . 
definite model to copy. It gave them standanis of scholarship 
and internal organisation and an ideal of a~~potate spirit 
.mich. if somewhat limited. were also high; and it prnmoted 
healthy aiDlpetition with the older schools for Uni -sil:y 
and other scholaiships which has done much to open the pohlic 
and local services' and the learned professions to poorer 
children of ability. Indeed within limits it would be di.flic:ult 
to appraise too bi,<>hly the valuable contribution which the 
new type of Secondary School has made to English education 
as a whole.. On the other band, on a dispassionate retrospect 
of the history of post-primary education since 1900 we cannot 
but deplore the fact that the Board did little or nothing after 
the passing of the Education Act of 1902 to foster the develop
ment of secondary schools of quasi-vocational type designed 

(') s... p.IIO. Seo& aloo Olapts' vn. 
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to meet the needs of boys 3lld girls who desired to enter 
industry and commerce at the age of 16. 

The need in a highly industrialised society for post-primary 
schools of non-academic type with an orientation towards 
commerce or industry was shown by the development of the 
Central Schools in London and Manchester in 1911-12, 3lld 
of the Junior Technical Schools from 1913 onwards.(1) 

The present difficulties in the field of secondary education have 
arisen largely out of the confusion UJhich began about 1904 
betUJeen a type of secondary education appropriate to the needs 
of boys and girls betUJeen the ages of 11 to 12 and of 16 to 17 and 
the traditional academic COime orientated toUJards the Universities. 

In 1904-5 there were on the Gr3llt List only 575 Secondary 
Schools containing 94,698 pupils. On 1 October, 1936, there 
were on the Gr3llt List 1,397 Secondary Schools containing 
484,676 pupils. This vast increase in the provision of 
Secondary Schools of the academic type 3lld of the nwnber 
and variety of pupils attending them conld hardly have been 
fo~in 1904. 

The Regulalions for Secondary Schools for 1906-1907: F,ee 
Places : the Bursary System: individual subjects 

39. In 1907 the Regnlations were considerably modified 
and provided, inter alia, that in all schools in which a fee was 
charged a proportion of places must be open without fee to 
scholars of Public Elementary Schools. The ordinary 
proportion was fixed at 25 per cent. of the admissions in 
each year. In order to secure that this provision wonld not 
have the effect of lowering the standard of education provided 
by the school, applicants for Free Places were required to 
pass an entrance test of attainments and proficiency suited 
to their age and previous instruction, and of a standard such 
as the Board conld approve as ensuring their fitness to profit 
by the education given in a Secondary School(") 

In 1906-7 the Board of Education began to abandon the 
pupil teacher system and issued Regnlations for an alternative 
system known as " the Bwsary System " whereby the general 
education of future teachers might be continued uninterrupted 
in Secondary Schools until the age of 17 or 18. Boys and 
girls who intended to become Elementary School teachers and 
had receh-ed their previous education at a Secondary School, 

(') S.. S 4S of tbts ch&pter, aod our Report on Tu u-- oJ IU 
d<k~. pp. 31...:1. 

(') Rop/..nOfll /"" So ' «""Y ScAools ito E-.r'-4. 1907 (Cd. 3952) 
RecuJ&bOD 20. 
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might receive , a special grant from the Board as bmsaJs to 
continue at that Seamdary School for an additional year.(1) 
The adoption of this new policy for educatiog in Seamdary 
Schools boys and girls" who intended to bemme Elementary 
School teachers, and the alr.mgmrents for Free PW:es intro
dw:ed in 1907 had the eHect of bringing very large numbers 
of pupils from Pohlic Elementary Schools into the Semndary 
Schools maintained or aided by local education anthorities. 
In many Seamdary Scbools maintained by local education 
anthorities a large ptopm: tion of the pupils who Jl'lllained 
beyond the age of 16 were intending teachers.. 

In ltSpect of cmriculmn the Rego1ations for 1907 provided 
for greater variety of aim and flexibility of anangemenL The 
four-year comse for scholais between roogbly 12 and 17 years 
of age was now merged in a genernl cmricuimn for the whole 
school. and RaJgllition might be withheld or withdrawn if an 
adequate ptoportion of scholais did not Jl'lllain for at least 
four years in the school or did not Jl'lllain in it up to the age 
of 16.. Bot in rmal areas and small towns, where these 
conditions could not be wmed,. and yet the provision and 
support of a 5emndary School were cJearly advantageous. a 
thn!e-year school life and a leaving age of 15 might be aa:epted. 

The Regulations for 1907 and subsequent years provided. 
that the cmricuimn should make appropriate provision for. 
mganised games, physi<:al ~ mannal inst{oction. 
and singing. The Regolations stated that provision sbould 
be made for the elements of housewifery in the <ase of gills. 
For girls above the age of 15, comses in practical housewifery 
might be taken instead of scienre. 

In rq:ard to individnal subjects, the Board early took into 
consideration both the actnal state of teaching and the genernl 
lines on which imp:o•ement might be sought. From 19M 
onwanls a special section of the Board's Anonal Report has 
frequently been devoted to some subject in the corriculmn 
such as English, Geography. Science; and Cin:olars em the 
methods of teaching subjects in Semndary Scbools English, 
History, Latin, Modem Languages, Mosie, Vatbematir.s and 
the Jilre have been issued from time to time.(") In this context 
mention sbould be made of the founding of various Associations 
laJgely composed of secondary school teachers of subjects such 

(')See pp.-0(- Plelatmy --1D- &p'rt •J
IM ~.-y ~ ., a ""7 Sdlool r-.. 1001, -
aloD~Vltbon:of (Cd. Mi-l). 

(")A Repod by tile Coasa1tatmo Committm - Pt :"., W""' iD. 
s.. f..,. sw.or.-P'- iD. 1913 (Cd. 6SI9). 
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as English, History, Modern Languages, Classics, Mathematics 
and Science. All these bodies have at least two aims in 
common-to secure for their subject its appropriate place in 
the curricuiwn and to advocate all possible steps for the 
improvement of its teaching. 

The reaction against purely genera/. courses as reflected in the 
Reports of the Board of Education for 1912-13 and 1913-14: 
the Board's Memorandum (Circular 826) on Curricula of 
Secondary Schools (1913) 

40. In their Report for 1912-13 the Board stated that their 
Reguiations for Secondary Schools were sufficiently elastic to 
allow a considerable amount of specialisation in the curricuiwn 
where local circwnstances or the particuiar aims of the school 
appeared to require it. " It wouid clearly be improper to 
allow pupils to concentrate their attention upon a single 
subject or group of subjects before a good foundation of 
general education has been laid, or to carry specialisation 
so far as to encroach upon the sphere of the Technical School ; 
but subject to these limitations the Board are prepar~d in 
suitable cases to approve schemes of instruction which vary 
considerably from that of the normal Secondary School. The 
variation rna y take the form of specialised work in the higher 
classes alone, or the school course may be given a certain bias 
throughout with the object of developing interest in and 
capacity for the occupations, whether rural, industrial, or com
mertial, which the majority of pupils are likely to take up." 

In 1913 the Board receded still further from their original 
policy of insisting on general courses and in their Report for 
1913-14 outlined their future policy in regard to specialised 
and vocational courses in Secondary Schools. After pointing 
out that the existing Reguiations aimed at encouraging 
considerable variation in the curricuiwn according to local 
circumstances and the legitimate aims of particuiar schools, 
the Board stated that such variation might be effected by 
means of specialised work in the higher courses or by means 
of a definite bias, rural, industrial or commercial, given to 
the whole school course. -~t the same time, care must be 
taken to prevent specialisation among pupils who had not 
a sound foundation of general education, or such specialisation 
as wouid encroach upon work proper to Technical Schools. 
AU school work might in some sense be regarded as vocational, 
since it shouid be planned with due regard to the probable 
future of the pupils. The Report stated that some 70 or SO 

• 
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Secondary Schools already bad a deinite vocational bias. 
The courses in these schools might be generally classed as 
(a) rural or agricultural; (b) commercial ; (c) domestic for 
girls ; (tl) engineering for boys. 

In an important memorandum on Curricula of Secondary 
Schools (Circular 826), issued in 1913, the Board pointed out 
that Secondary Schools bad a two-fold function. They 
provided a general preliminary education for those who 
aimed at occupations or professions requiring highly trained 
intelligence and who meant to carry on their educational 
preparation for life to a considerably later age. Many such 
pupils would pass from school to the Universities or other 
places of higher education. The Secondary Schools were also 
responsible for the education of a very large number of pupils 
who would leave school at or about the age of 16 and, 
contemplating no further full-time education, would at once 
proceed to posts in public offices, commercial houses, and 
manufactories, or enter upon such occupations as farming 
and retail trade. In many schools these two groups of pupils 
bad to a great extent to be taught together and one of the 
chief problems of school organisation was to devise a common 
course of work suitable fD<" both groups. It was specially 
important that Secondary Schools should not further com
plicate the problem of organisation by attempting additional 
work of a kind that lay outside their proper sphere. The 
relation between the TechniCal School and the Secondary 
School was materially affected by the increasingly widespread 
conviction that even the. general education of boys and girls 
would gain in effectiveness if their work at school were to· 
some extent brought into direCt connexion with their probable 
occupations in after life. Mally interesting experiments were 
already being made in this direction and there was room for 
a much wider development of activities of a definitely practical 
kind which, hitherto, had been generally held to lie exclusively 
within the scope of the Technical School. 

The Board stated in this Circular that in certain instances 
they were prepared to accept special courses of a vocational 
character, such as courses in commercia\, agricultural, and 
domestic subjects. In the uiiddle Forms of Secondary 
Schools the special work in commercial subjects for pupils 
over the age of 15 uiight include Shorthand, Business Methods, 
Typewriting, and the Principles of Accounts ; but special 
courses in Commercial History and Commercial Geography 
would not be accepted for middle forms, and the work in 

• 
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Modem Languages should not be primarily concerned with 
their commercial use; This special commercial work should 
not in the Board's view begin before the age of 15 and should 
not as a rule occupy more than one-fifth of the whole school 
time. In regard to domestic courses the Board, under Article 
9 of the Regulations for Secondary Schools, might approve for 
girls over 15 the partial or entire substitution of a combined 
course in Housecraft for Nat ural Science and for Mathematics 
other than Arithmetic. This combined course should include 
both Laundry-work and Cookery but not necessarily 
Needlework. If the combined course extended for more than 
one year, courses might be added in one or more of the 
following subjects :-Home Nursing, First Aid, Care of 
Children, Hygiene, or Household Management generally. 

The suggestions made in Circular 826 (1913) in respect of 
the provision in the main portion of Secondary Schools of 
special courses designed to prepare the pupils for their future 
occupations in life, though well judged and based on sound 
principles, appear to have had very little effect. This was 
partly due to the outbreak of war in 1914, but in a far greater 
degree to the standardisation of the First School Examination 
in 1917, which we describe in Section 42 of this chapter. 

Th8 injl~ of Modem Psychowgy 011 traditi<mal ideas about 
1M Currictdum 

41. The traditional psychology of the earlier nineteenth 
century, with its emphasis on faculties and its belief in the 
doctrine of formal discipline or mental transfer, played an 
important part in perpetuating a curriculum common to all 
pupils. It was tacitly assumed that most boys and girls were 
equipped with the same natural endowments, that most of 
them developed in much the same way and at almost the 
same rate of progress, and that all learned by the same methods. 
Little attention was paid to individual differences in interests 
or abilities. If it were objected that the content of the 
curriculum was uninteresting or difficult, it was agreed that 
at any rate it was gnod for mental training. Too frequently, 
however, little effort was devoted to the selection of rontent 
appropnate to the needs, interests, and abilities of the pupils, 
and time and attention were concentrated on • drill • · and 
exercises.. 

Towards the close of the nineteenth century the faculty 
psychology was shown to be fallacious(') ; and in the early years 

I') See AppoDdiz IV . 
• 
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of the present centmy the doo h ine of fonDaJ. discipline « 
tr.ID!!fer". while it was not wbolly discanJed. was redefinnl with 
seftre reBVa1ioDs on its OJI"G'tion r) Anot:helc important 
c:baDge. resulting in part from theoretical amsideratioos and 
experimentation. and in part from practU:al experience with a 
constantly in<reasing body of pupils in secondary scbook. 
has been the .light thrown upon individual difiawces in 
interests. abilities, and rates of physical development and 
intellectual jllogttSS. Fmt:beonore. in<reasing infocmation is 
being c:ollected on the effects on pupils of difli:&aaes in 
coltmal. social and ewntHDic envirooment.. Fmally. the wbole 
approach to the learning Jlloces& has been modified in the 
light of these change; ; it is •"' ngui....J to-day that be Jeams 
best who Jeams with interest and with a pwpose, « to put it 
in another way. be Jeams best who sees meaning and 
significance in wbat be leams. 

It is evident that these change; in the psydlological 
fouodati<Jos must be foiJo.....J. by change; in the mganisation of 
tbe cunicolmn and its o:tBrtenL The cmricu1om. to have 
meaning for tbe Ieamer.;, most be adapted to the stage of 
development of the pupils oanc:emed and most be related to 
the general enYiroomad: in ..mich they are being Rluca""L 
In practice this must result in the discaiding of a good deal of 
content in most subjects that has survived from the days 
when drill and exercises were emphasised for the sake of 
mental tiaining. It means further that the content must be 
more realistic in tbe sense that it grows ont of and develoPs 
with the expanding experience of the pupils. It means. 
finally. that teac!MT> most be on their guaM. first. to see that 
instmction is adapted to tbe. interests and abilities of the 
pupils. and. seamdly. to I1!IDI!mber that subjects were not 
invented for scbolastU; pwposes. but are tbe tools and iostm
ments which the human r.u:e has aystallised ont of its 
e&P"'ieoce in orde£ to understand tbe world in which it li-.es.. 

E.zl4nwl &.•iflllliOJIS aJiiz 1902: n.. s~ of Ill& 
Finl Sdool E~ -.llll& SetmrdSdool ~ 
fiml ill 1917-1919: I~ of Ill& Finl Sdool E• 
,.,..""'""' "",_ c~ 

42.. The Boaid•s Inspectioos of Secondary Schools from 
1902 onwards tended to sbow that extemal examinations were 
having unfavourable reactions em the work of many schools, 
often leading to crnmming and over-Jll Ll!; that they 

(') See ApJ: rfiT v . 
• 
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frequently set wrong ideas before schools and pupils; and that 
by their syllabuses and papers they often impeded improve
ments in method. The schools themselves drew attention to 
the restrictive effects of these external tests on their methods 
and curricula, and to the difficulties caused by the conflicting 
requirements of the various examinations for which they were 
obliged to prepare pupils. In 1904 the Board, with a view to 
remedying this state of affairs, inserted provisions in the 
Regulations for Secondary Schools, prohibiting the presentation 
of pupils under the age of 15, without their sanction, for any 
external examinations, except one which comprised the whole 
school, or one held solely for the award of scholarships or 
exhibitions. In 1909 a fresh regulation was introduced 
empowering the Board to require any school to submit such 
part of the school as the Board might think fit, for an 
examination approved by the Board for the purpose. In 
1909 the Board referred the problem of examinations in 
Secondary Schools to the Consultative Committee, whose 
Report, published in 1911, substantially confirmed the con· 

'elusions at which the Board, in their inspection of the schools, 
had arrived. The main findings of the Committee were :~ 

(I) That the presentation of young and immature 
pupils for external examinations was mischievous. 

(2) That the various examinations were in urgent need 
of co-ordination and that for ordinary pw:poses each 
school should be connected with one Examining Body 
only. 

The main needs were to reduce the number of examinations; 
to ensure that their syllabuses should be appropriate as an 
indication of the degree and the type of knowledge that might 
reasonably be expected of Secondary School pupils of various 
tastes and capacities at successive stages of development; to 
secure a reasonable uniformity in the standard and method 
of awards in all examinations taken at the same age ; and 
to arrange that examinations of similar standard should be 
accepted, with reasonable conditions, by Universities and 
professional bodies in place of their own preliminary 
examinations. The Consultative Committee recommended 
that for the solution of the problem application should be 
made to the University E.ttmining Bodies. 

After prolonged negotiations in 1914, 1915 and 1916 the 
various examining bodies consented to modify their existing 
examinations in accordance with the Board's suggestions. 
Fourteen examinations were. accordingly recast or brought 
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into eristence betwun 1917-19, sevm of which h01wu as 
the Fusl: School (CertiJicate) Fxaminatjnn a ae for pupils 
of about 16. and seww bmm as the Seamd School Examina
tions for pupils of about 18. The former were gaaera1 in 
c:haiacter and required that at least five subjects sbouid be 
offered. one from each of three groups. namely English subjects; 
foreign 1auguag1s; science and matbematics The Jatts-
specialised examinatioos in one of three groups : classics ; 
modem studies; scieuce and mathematics Iu September-, 
1917, the Board established the Seoondaiy School Examina
tions Council as au advisory body to co-ordinate the standard 
of these examinations and to secure that the methods of 
a'Wald were satisfactory. 

The Fust School Examination as~ in 1917 bad. 
Oil the whole. beneficial eflecls ou Seoondaiy Schools, and the 
Certificate. 01" School Certificate. as it was popularly called. 
SOODIWJu:Ued 'VCIY ooosidernb!e prestige with employer.;. The 
exaurinatinn had the effect of setting a standard before the 
Schools and of bringing the weaker- Seamdary Schools up to a 
onaiu level of efliciency. Ou the other baud. the fact that 
thiS enminatinn soon came to be generally regarded as the 
"'""iWIIS 114 vw- for pupils lmder the age of 16, had the effect 
of stemotypiDg and uamnring the cmric:uium.. The examina
tion unqnestiooab!y c:hecked ef&dively any tendency to" 
develop special wmses in tlie main prtioos of SeCondary 
Schools for pupils below the age of 16 OD the Jines indkat,ed 
in the Board's Memorandum ou CmricuJa (1913). summarised 
in S... I;."' 40 above. Though the various remgnised examining_ 
bodies offered and mntiuue to off6 a wide raJ1f:C of 
a1temalioes in their syU•Jvryes for this e'll!urinatiou, the 
majority of the pupils presented for it off6 a ~ 
restricted D~ of subjects. namely-English Freocb, 
llatbematics,. Science, Geography. History. Latin. and to a 
Jess extent Art.(') This is prohab!y Jazgely due to the staffing 
ammgements in Seamdary Schools. Iu Cin:ular 10:U. mued 
in )[an:b, 1918, the Board of Edncatiou explained that it was 
a c:udina1 principle that this enmiuatMo sbou1d follow the 
cmriculum and not detenniue it. Iu the actual wmkiug of the 
Examination this principle bas been Je-sed. and there can 
be little doubt that in many Seooodai'J' Schools the Certificate 
Fnminatiml is .Ow the cJominant facto~- in detenuining 
the cmriculmu for the majority of the pupils below the age 
of 16. 
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Three causes tending to produce uniformity in the curriculum 
for pupils below the age of 16 

43. In general it is possible to distinguish three main causes 
which have combined to produce thal uniformity which 
characterises most of the e:<isting Secondary Schools particularly 
in the provision made for the training and instruction of pupils 
up to the age of 16. Firstly there is the traditional prestige of the 
Public Schools and the Gt-ammar Schools which has tended to 
assimilate the newer types of Secondary School, and particularly 
those maintained or aided by local education authorities, to the 
grammar school type. In the second place this natural adherence 
to a traditional type of higher education was greatly reinforced 
and C011Solidated by the Regulations for Secondary Schoals 
issued by the Board of Education in 1904-1905 and subsequent 
years. In the third place the First School (Certificate) Eumina
tion as organised i11 1917 has undoubtedly had the effect of 
strengthening and intensifying the tendency lmtlards uniformity. 

It is true indeed that the various examining bodies offer 
~ comparatively wide range of alternatives in their syllabuses 
for the Certificate Examination, but as we have shown above, 
there is a strong tendency to present candidates in the 
traditional subjects in which the teachers feel most at home. 

Official Reports on the pritltipal subjects of the Curriculum, 
191S-1921 

«. In 1915-1919 four special Committees were appointed 
to inquire into the position of Natural Science, Modern 
Languages, Classics and English in the educational system. 
The Reports of the Committees on Natural Science and on 
Modern Languages were published in 1918, and the Reports 
of the Committees on the Classics and on English in 1921.(') 
These Reports contain many important and valuable sugges
tions, bringing under review the organisation of the secondary 
school cwriculum and the scope of instruction in the four 
subjects in question. One result of these Reports was to 
direct attention to the congestion of the cwriculum and the 

( 1) R~ •liM c-o .... -ffoi- lo ;"f";,. iwte 1M PoriJW~o •I 
N-.l ~ i• 1M E.tw...- Sy- of G...a Brilaito (Lolld011, 
1918) : R~ oiiM c-...ou.. •J>I>oi"'" by 1M Pri- M- 1o 
iiOpi,. ;.,.,1M PoriJWJa •I ,\loUr. ~ i• 1M E._ ~ 
0/ G...a BriNi• (London. 1918) ; R.,._, of 1M ~ M..,._.• 
Co .._ .. 1M Ponti .. •I Classia •• 1M Ed--~ 
u .. w Ki..po. (London, 1921): Tb R~ of 1M 
Co . .._ •l'fx>i- lo ......... ;_,., 1M Posib<>tt of Ettt:lisl J. 1M 
E-.rl s,.,_ of Ettt:/-4 (Tu Tooching of Engl.isb. ill Eqliuld), 
Loadoa. 1921. 
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overcrowding of the time-table. In an important Circular 
(Circular 1294, dated 8th December, 1922) the Board of 
Education attempted to co-ordinate the recommendations 
in these four Reports, and came to the conclusion that it was 
only possible to satisfy the minimum demands for time made 
for the four subjects by abandoning the principle that the 
curriculum should be " general " in the sense that it dealt 
with all the traditional subjects.(') 

Tlu deuelopmmt of Trade Schools and Junior Tecllnical 
Schools 

45. A number of full-time day Trade Schools, mostly for 
boys, were established, especially in the London area, from 
about 1900. The first of these was the Trade School for 
Furniture and ·Cabinet-making founded at the Shoreditch 
Technical Institute in 1901 with a three-year course. These 
Trade Schools were designed to take boys on or near the 
completion of their elementary school career for a period of 
one, two or three years and to give them a specialised training 
that would fit them to enter into wor-kshop or factory life 
about the age of 16 with a definite prospect of becoming skilled 
workers. The basic aim of-the courses was to afford such an 
initial training in Handicraft and such an understanding of 
the principles underlying workshop practice as would make 
the learner an asset of value when he entered the workshop.(") 
These Trade Schools received grant as Day Technical Classes 
from 1904-S onwards imder Article 42 of the Board · of 
Education Regulations • for Evening Schools, Technical 
Institutions, etc., which enabled Technical Schools to receive· 
aid for Day Technical Classes attended by pupils who had 
completed their elementary education. Many of the full
time Trade Schools were organised as courses within a 
Technical College or Institute. The Board deliberately 
adopted a cautious policy in respect of these full-time day 
Technical Classes from 1905, in view of the fact that the 
improvement of the teaching of drawing in Public Elementary 
Schools since 1890, and the introduction of practical subjects 
such as woodwork, metalwork and cookery into the curricula 
both of Public Elementary Schools and of Secondary Schools, 
seemed to render the need for Day Technical Classes of the 

(') See Chapter IV, p. 188. 
('l See the report Oil the l.olldon T!ade Schools for boys and girls 

;,. L.c.c. Educati011 Committee's Report oil eight years of technical 
educatiOil and contilluatioll schools (No. 1576), 1912, pp. 63-$, 

The original conception of the aims and scope of work iD these 
T!ade Schools was prohsbly iJ111uOil!ed by the FreDch l&olls iUs,_,_ 
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type contemplated in Section 42 of the Regulations for 
Evening Schools, etc., less urgent than would otherwise have 
been the case. Nevertheless, it soon became apparent that 
there was a distinct demand for whole-time Day Technical 
Classes. The movement for the establishment of " Junior 
Technical Schools ",as these full-time classes for ex-Elementary 
School pupils came to be called, was especially rapid in London, 
partly on account of the concentration of certain trades and 
industries within a limited area and partly on account of the 
decay of apprenticeship and the very limited opportunities 
aliorded by employers for the training of young persons wishing 
to enter skilled occupations. In view of the marked increase 
in the number of full-time Day Technical Classes, the Board 
decided in 1913 to recognise these schools under a special 
set of Regulations and to pay grants to them " to a degree 
more commensurate to their importance ". Mter prolonged 
consultations with representati•·es of local education authorities 
and teachers in technical institutions, the Board drew up 
Regulations which came into operation as from 1 August, 
1913, 'l..nder which Junior Technical Schools might be detached 
for administrative purposes from the other somewhat mis
cellaneous full-time or part-time courses aided as Day Technical 
Classes under Article 42 of the Regulations and encouraged 
and strengthened by means of increased grants. These 
schools were definitely not intended to provide courses furnish
ing a preparation for the professions and Universities, or for 
higher full-time technical work, or commercial life. They 
were designed to prepare their pupils either for artisan or 
other industrial occupations or for domestic employment. 
Under the Regulations the minimum age for admission is 
13+. and tbe courses, which ordinarily last for 2 or 3 years, 
are normally planned to provide for pupils who enter them 
from Public Elementary Schools at the age of 13 or 14. The 
original Regulations for Junior Technical Schools issned in 
1913 stated that the school hours in such schools were to 
cover not less than 30 hours a week, and that no pnpil was 
to be admitted except upon a certificate gh-en by the parent 
or gwudian that he "-as intended to enter into an employment 
for which tbe school provided a preparation. Practical work 
would be required in all suitable subjects, and tbe stall must 
contain a reasonable proportion of members with practical 
trade experience of the occupations for which the individual 
school prepared. Wherever possible, an Ad'-isory Committee 
should be appointed, containing representatives of employers 
and employ1!d in these occupatials. 
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The existing Junior Technical Schools fall into two quite 
distinct types, differing not only in· their curricula, but in 
their relation to industry :-

(i) The Trade School(l), which provides training re
cognised by the trade or occupation concerned as at 
least equivalent to that given in the corresponding period 
of normal apprenticeship. In other words, these schools 
substitute for part of the apprenticeship in the workshop 
a training given in the schooL Though these Schools 
pay adequate attention to the general subjects of the 
curricnlurn, the proportion of time devoted to craft 
work is greater than that assigned to it in the schools 
described under (ii) below and frequently amounts to 
50 per cent. or more of the total time. Unlike the pre
apprenticeship schools described in (ii) below, the Trade 
Schools prepare their pupils for a defined occupation, 
such as printing, silversmiths' work, book-binding, 
musical instrument making, women's needle-trades, 
hair-dressing. Most of these Schools are situated in 
London, where they are now known officially as Junior 
Technical Schools. Outside the London area they are 
still usually described as Trade Schools. 

(ii) The pre-apprenticeship school, which reCeives 
pupils between the ages of 13 and 14 who have decided: 
that they will probably 'enter a particular indtistry or 
group of industries, but not necessarily a specified trafte 
within the industry, and who are being prepared to 
enter it about the age of 16. Most of these schools prepare, 
boys for the engineering and building industries. 

Akin to the schools of type (ii) are the Junior Technical 
Schools designed to prepare girls for home management, 
which give general preparation for home management rather 
than in any particular section or aspect of it. There are also 
a number of Junior Technical Schools akin in aim to type (ii) 

(") The e:qnessiou " Trade School " has been in use since the middle 
of the last century to describe a School in which special attention was 
devoted to various branches of practical and ~rimental science with 
Jefereuce to their practical applications. See, fur iDstaDce, the 
description of the Bristol Trade School (1866) in the footnote on 
- 32 of Chapter I. The Scheme prepared by the Endowed Schools 
Coll'missiou for Wakefield Gr.uumar School d&ted 13th .May, 1875, 
contains in Part V l?'rovisions relating to the Technical or Trade School 
of the Foundation, m which the subjects of secular instruction were to 
be, in addition to the 3 R'o, " English, Geography, .Mathematics, 
Dn>.wing (with special reference to Mechanics and Engineering), and 
such other branches of practical and experimental science as the 

"'"- Governors may direct '". • 
.,....,#' 
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known as Junior Commercial Schools, which prepare boys and 
girls for entry to commercial life. 

Trade Schools preparing boys or girls for one defined 
occupation are essentially vocational schools. On the other 
hand, Junior Technical Schools which prepare boys for the 
engineering and building industries, Junior Technical Schools 
which prepare girls for home management, and Junior Com
mercial Schools which prepare boys and girls for clerical 
occupations and the office arts, might well be described as 
quasi-vocational, since they prepare not for one specific 
trade or occupation, but for groups of related occupations. 
Nevertheless, since both types of school have in common the 
aim of preparing boys and girls between the ages of 13 and 16 
for efficient work in industry and commerce, they have hitherto 
been classed for administrative purposes as' Junior Technical 
Schools'. Though all these schools have a distinct vocational 
tendency, their curricula are not confined to crafts and 
technical subjects. They devote considerable attention to the 
social and physical welfare of their pupils, though many of 
them are deficient in provision for physical education. They 
include the study of subjects such as English, History and 
Geography, which were begun in the schools from which their 
pupils are drawn, and which are (i) directly useful in an 
occupation; (ii) necessary to elucidate its place in the structure 
of human life and society; (iii) necessary to enable an 
individual to take his place as a citizen of a democracy. 
Some schools include in their curriculum a modem 
language. In Junior Technical Schools it is possible to 
integrate the several subj~cts of the curriculum so that 
each makes a definite contribution towards the fulfilment 
of the primary aim of these schools, which is to train 
youths and girls for entering industrial and commercial 
occupations. The freedom of these schools from the require
ments of external examinations facilitates this treatment 
of the curriculum and renders it possible for each school to 
frame its course in the light of local requirements. In con
sequence, though the names of the subjects in the curricula 
arc the same as those in other types of school, the content 
and the treatment may be very different. In general the 
instruction is less academic, since it is possible to relate it 
to the known aims and future circumstances of the pupils. 

Up to the present these schools have deliberately aimed 
at not turning out more pupils than can be absorbed by the 
specific local industry or grot~ of industries. It is evident 
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that both the Junior Technical Sclioo1s proper and the Trade 
Schools have a curriculum differing in content and in out
look from the curricula of other types of post-:pimaly schooL 

Note.-We do not in this chapter attempt to give any 
detailed aa:ount of the history of the development of Modem 
(Central and Senior) Schools for popils between the ages of 
U+ and 14+ or 15·h as we have dealt with these schools at 
cousiderahl~: leugth in our Report an De Ethu:tdim& of 0.. 
Atfolesrm (1926). It is evident. however. that the curricula 
wbich have been and are being evolved in IIodem (Central 
and Senior) Schools for pupils a:bove the age of 11 +.in aa:cnl
ance with the sogge;tioos in our Report on Tu Utteefiat~ of 0.. 
Atlolosellfl. have had amsiderable inftnence in modifying the 
traditional ideas a:bout the academic cmriculmn of the 
Grnmmar Schools 

We have also refrained in this chapter fnm attempting to 
give any aa:ount. however brief. of the development of Sixth
Form work in Grammar Schools since 190<l. and of the iaftoence 
an such work of the Sec:ond ·School Examinatim and the 
Board's Regulations for Advanced Courses. since in this Report 
we are primarily c:onanj!d with thecmric:o1mn for pupils up 
to the age of 16+ in the middle part of the Grammar School . 

In a.apter XI('} we give a nlllllher- of IXIIldosims based 
Clll this chapter. • 
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CHAPTER II 

THE PRESENT POSITION IN RESPECT OF 
PROVISION FOR SECONDARY AND JUNIOR 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN ENGLAND AND 

WALES 

In the present chapter we have used statistics prepared by 
the Board of Education. We have accordingly throughout 
the chapter used the term Secondary School as meaning a 
school recognised either for grant under the Regulations for 
Secondary Schools or as efficient under Rules 16 issued by the 
Board of Education. Elsewhere in this Report, as we have 
explained on page XVIII of the Introduction, we have 
employ;d the term Grammar School for this type of school. 

The existing prOIIision for the education of children OTJer the 
age of 11 

1. In taking account of the many and varied aspects in the 
present situation which bear ·on our Reference we begin by 
quoting the following table (from page 89 of Edt4Calion in 
1937, being the Report of the Board of Education and the 
statistics of pwhlic education in England and Wales), which shows 
the present distribution of children in the age group 11 + to 
16+ among the various types of post-primary school. 

Jn this table the pupils with whom we are primarily 
concerned are those in grant-aided Secondary Schools and in 
Junior Technical Schools. To obtain a useful picture of 
present conditions it will be necessary to refer to some of 
the particulars, especially to statistical details, covering the 
period between the educational years 1924--5 and 1936-7-a 
period of 13 years. It should be remembered, however, that 
further developments continue. 

The 10 years from the outbreak of the War to 1924 were 
marked by a growing demand for secondary education, which 
resulted in an increase of over 80 per cent. in the numbers of 
pupils attending Secondary Schools. This increase has con
tinued steadily, though at a lower rate, since then. 

• 



TABLE I 

Numbw •I ~11 b1twut1 th1 ag11 •I 11 tJtld 17 on th1 flglslm of CII'IGin typ11 of 1ehool, UJilh th• comsponding population 

81 March, 1937. 
Estimated total 

Total child entation 
Age, Elemen- Grant- I Junior Pnll,U· Rural 81 March oft ... :!.,. 

aided Technical Teac era ;.u~- Total. 1936. groups 31 arch tary. Second!p'y. ete. in Centres. T ra. 1937. 

I. 2. 3.' 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. -
• 10-11 .. .. .. 566,954 '12,165 579,129 595,609 613,000 

--- -
11-12 .. .. .. 552,366 44,535 596,924 604,878 629,000 
12-13 .. .. .. 622,304 60,154• 1,135 603,593 624,949 641,000 
18-14 .. .. .. 530,122 63,902 4,886 618,910 632,957 658,000 
14-15 .. .. .. 158,303 79,380 11,401 26 249,120 267,923 681,000 
16-16 .. .. .. 19,743 73,833 9,037 71 102,164 108,177 728,000 
16-17 .. .. .. 2,393 47,718 2,972 12 80 53,185 51,645 770,000 

-
Total (11-17) .. .. 1,785,253 409,033 29,431 12 187 2,223,916 2,280,729 4,107,000 

• Jt should be noted that in Woles the numbera of children admitted at tha age of 12 to Secondary Schoolo slightly exceed the 
numbera of thoBB admitted at the age of II. . 
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Classification of the existing Secondary (&ammar) Schools 

2. From the point of view of administration the Secondary 
(Grammar) Schools in England and Wales fall into Jive classes. 

(i) Schools in receipt of no public money ; 

(ii) Schools in receipt of a grant from the Board of Educa
tion but no grant from the local education 
authority(') ; 

(iii) Schools in receipt of grants from both the Board of 
Education and the local education authority ; 

(iv) Schools in receipt of a " deficiency grant " from the 
local education authority, receiving no direct grant 
from the Board of Education ; 

(v) Schools wholly maintained by the local education 
authority. 

In no case, however, do these purely financial distinctions 
correspond to any more general differentiation between 
schools.' At no point can a sharp line be drawn. 

The existing Secondary (Grammar) Schools may also be 
classified from another point of view, traditional and 
sociological. It is possible broadly to distinguish four types 
but the lines of division here are not quite rigid, and 
distinctions should not be pressed too far. 

(i) Since 1902 a large number of County and Municipal 
· Secondary Schools have been established which 

receive the great majority of their pupils from the 
public elementary schools. The education given in 
them is thus closely linked with that given in the 
public elementary schools and most of the pupils 
enter these schools at the same age having received 
similar preliminary training. When these schools 
were first established in 1902, the age of trans
ference from the public elementary school to the 
Secondary School was often as high as 13. Normally 
pupils from public elementary schools in England are 
now transferred at the age of 11 + ; in Wales, the 
practice still prevails of transferring most at a 
later age, generally about 12. Formerly the 
great majority of pupils in these schools left at or 

(') Aid by a local ..ducation autbority to pupils. whetber by way of 
fees. maiote-nance allol'"&DC'eS or- travelling expenses. does not count aa 
grant to tbe ocbool. 
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before the age of 16, but now an increasing number 
remain to the age of 17 or 18, and appropriate 
work beyond the School Certificate stage is provided 
for them. 

(ii) The second class may be grouped as regards boys 
under the 'heading of non-local schools ; these are 
mainly boarding schools. A large number of the 
pupils attending such schools receive their earlier 
education either in Junior Departments or in 
separate Preparatory Schools, in which the courses 
of work are deliberately planned with the object 
of making them a suitable training in preparation 
for the Public Schools. Many of these Public 
Schools, however, also <:Ontain a considerable 
number of boys who have entered them direct 
from public elementary schools. For girls the 
place of such schools is taken by the High Schools 
and the girls' Endowed Schools and to some extent 
by a number of large boarding schools of a semi
Public character. Many girls' schools of this type 
have Junior Departments or Preparatory Schools, 
a large proportion of the pupils entering them having 
been educated either by governesses or in private 
schools of varying degrees of efficiency. Further~ 
more a certain proportion of the pupils in girls' · 
day schools have come from public elementary 
schools, but in general there is much greater variety 
in the previow; education of pupils attending these 
schools than is f'!und in the previous education 
of those who enter the County and Municipal 
Secondary Schools.· 

(iii) Day Secondary Schools for boys and girls which are 
aided but not maintained by local education 
authorities. There is a large group of Grammar 
Schools for boys. many of them as old as the ancient 
Public Schools, and of High Schools for girls 
established by Corporations such as the Girls' 
Public Day Schools Trust, most of which are aided 
but not maintained by local education authorities. 
Owing largely to their character as local schools, 
this group has been more responsive to public 
demands, and the modernisation of the curriculum 
began in these schools somewhat earlier than in the 
Public Schools. From the scholastic point of view 

• 
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the best of these schools compete on equal terms 
with the Public Schools, and while they are 
traditionally connected with the two ancient 
Universities, many of them have also established 
close relations with the new Universities. So far 
as conditions pernii.t, the ideals of the corporate 
life of the Public Schools are maintained in these 
schools. Fees are charged, but as a large number 
of these schools are aided by local education 
authorities or receive ' direct grant ' from the Board 
of Education, Special Places are provided !or pupils 
from public elementary schools. 

(iv) There is a large number of private schools of a 
Secondary or quasi-Secondary character which 
have not been inspected by the Board of Education 
or by the local education authority. 

The-development of Secondary Schools from 1914 to 1937 
3. The following table shows the developments that have 

taken place during the period 1914--37 inclusive. For the 
purpose of this table all Secondary Schools which have been 
recognised by the Board of Education are included for this 
period, a distinction being made between those schools which 
are recognised for grant under the Regulations for Secondary 
Schqols, and those which are recognised as efficient under 
Rules 16, but are not grant-aided. As on 31 March, 1937, the 
former cousisted of 765 Council Schools, i.e., schools for which 

TABLE 2 

SICOWdtJry ScAools rocopiud by 1/u BOMtl Dj EdMCalio11 

1 Ott. I Cot. I Oct, I Oct. l Oct. 1 Oct. J Oct. 
nns.• 19:u.• 1025. 1028. 1 .... 193$. 1937. 

-- --
GnntU•t-

111 Wl1 bet of ICboola •• 1.027 1,249 1,301 1,!1:!8 1,378 1,999 l,ll97 
Number of puJ:I• •. Ut1,647 sa,cw ........ 903,185 4-41,717 481,767 ot86,678 
A.wnp:U. ICbool 182 ... ... ... ... ... .. , 

Bf6dtnt U.t-
Nwnto. of IICboola 

(ucl'lklibf Pft. 
Ott ..... ;';;}' S<hooloj Ill ..... ... 078 ... ... 

Number puJ:Ia .. ...... 46,610 Sl ..... .....,., ...... ,..... 73.421 A...,.a. IGbool 1 .. 1.1 1 .. 181 112 IU 185 

•AI~ the a,u.. b tbt .tuc:&tioaal ,_n Jtls-tc aDd 1911-21 an DOt al fc 
I Octot.t.U., 1MJ t.. ,.....s.l u _....,.. wiU. \bel ~ ipnsal_.. ~ · 

(410101 • • 
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local authorities are responsible (this group includes not only 
schools provided by local authorities singly or jointly, but 
also Endowed Schools for which a Council has assumed 
responsibility and become trustee of the Endowment Funds 
or of the School Site Foundation) ; 393 schools aided by local 
education authorities and not in receipt of direct grant from 
the Board (Indirect Grant Schools) ; and 235 schools in 
receipt of direct grant from the Board (some of these schools 
receive also aid from local education authorities). 

The above figures illustrate the actual growth in numbers 
of both schools and pupils and the concurrent increase in the 
average size of the grant-aided schools. But though the 
average size of these schools has incieased, there inevitably 
remain many quite small schools as is 6hown by the following 
table:- · 

TABLES 

100 ISO .... ... ... ... ... ... 
UDder .... ... .... .... ..... .... .... """ ~ 100. - ...... - - ---..... 

ISO. .... .... .... .... .... .... 
I • • • • 8 7 8 • 10 II 

Total .. 107 148 ISS 195 ... ... ISO .., , ..... -:: .. .. ... 135 181 ... ... ... ... a.:: . Walol •• • II 17 18 .. .. .. • -
e Five DeW' Secoadary School8 ._. I I 1 fer &raDl betweai 81 llan:b azad J Octiabar1 

1937. ID. addit:Dt. .. scbool•: iced ... diad. 

In this table 633 schools----nearly half the total on the 
Grant List~ schools with less than 300 pupils and 28S . 
are schools with less than :WO. 

TM ifiCI'eau itt 1M -mber of j>llpih itt Seanulilry Scllool$ 
from 1925 to 1937 

4. A more illuminating picture of the increase in the number 
of pupils in grant-aided Secondary SchOC)ls during the period 
1925-37 may be obtained by comparing (a) the number of 
children in those schools with the total population of the 
country and (b) the number of children admitted to grant
aided Secondary Schools with the number of public elementary 
school children between the ages of 10 and 11 on 31 Marclt in 
the preceding year together with the number of these 
admissions coq from public elementary 5Chools &inlilarly 
pompared. 
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TABLE 4 

93 

Proj>OI'IionaJI jipriS for pupils in, t>nd f01' lhoso t>dmilled lo, grt>n~t>ided 
Slf<ondary Schools 

1925. 1928. 1931. 1932.1' 1993. . .... 11135. 1936. 1937. 

------ -- -- ---- --
Number of children In 
~1-oidodSeoo...,.,. 

ools J:'i 1,000 of 
the c=- tlon (Octo-
ber 1) •• •• 9·7 10·0 ll·O 11·2 11·3 11·5 11•8 11•8 11·8 

Number of children ad-
mlttecl to grant-aided 
:;?:!:2' Schooll 

•• a per-
cen~ of the number 
of pu ·a eJem&Dtary 
school children be-
t~o the DIU of 10 
and 11 on Sl Marchio ... ,.........,.,... .. 18·0 15·7' 1S·8 13·5 13·8 15·0 15·8 18·0 18•8 

Number of then adml1-
lions, timilarly es-
......... coming """' 
pubtio elemmtary ....... .. .. 8·5 ll•S" 10·3 10•5 10·8 11·9 12·8 13·0 13·7 

Although the figures given in the upper line do not appear 
to indicate a continuous increase since 1932 in the number of 
pupils in grant-aided Secondary Schools there has in fact been 
a regular increase each year. The proportion, however, has 
not varied in the same way owing to variations in the yearly 
intrease in the total population of the country. 

In the middle line the percentage rise in the total number of 
pupils annually admitted since 1932 to grant-aided Secondary 
Schools is due, almost entirely, to the continuous decline in 
the number of pupils in successive 10-11 age-groups in public 
elementary schools. The annual total of admissions, except 
for the year 1937, has been less than in 1932 although an 
increase, in some years, in the number of admissions from 
public elementary schools has partly counterbalanced the 
fall in the number of entrants from other sources. The 
important fact brought out by the rising percentages in total 
admissions is not, therefore, that increasing numbers have 
been admitted since 1932 but that each year a larger pro
portion of the children in public elementary schools, including 
in some years an increase in the number, has been admitted 
to Secondary Schools. All the foregoing facts are strikingly 
evident when we compare the numbers which the proportionate 
figures represent. 

flea>j 
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Year, 

1931 .. 
1932 .. 
1933 .. 
1934 .. 
1935 .. 
1936 .. 
1937 .. 

PRESENT POSITION ' 

TABLES 

Total number of 
Pupils in the Admissions 

SchoolS: 

Per 
1,000 of Per-

the Total c:entage From 
1 October total .=t as Public 

figures. popu- defined 

~~ lation 31 July, in men 
as on Table.&, Schools, 

30June, 

433,576 11·0 89,682 13·6 63,230 
449,717 11·2 96,342 13·5 75,15.& 
457,594 11·3 92,652 13·8 72,630 
467,217 11·5 92,490 15·0 73,755 
478,085 11·8 94,546 15·6 76,383 
481,767 11·8 93,850 16·0 75,975 
484,676 11·8 97,115 16·8 78,912 

Per-
c:entage 

as 
defined 

in 
Table4. 

10·3 
10·5 
10·8 
11·9 
12·6 
13·0 
13·7 

Incidentally two facts-the regular inCrease since 1932 in 
the total number of pupils in attendance at grant-aided 
Secondary Schools, and the absence of any material increase 
in the annual total of admissions-indicate that there has 
been a steady lengthening of ~oollife. 

PreuWtls Education of Secmulary School Clsildrm : Free Plaas 
and Special Plaas; EzamiMlitms for tis& fZI/Iard of Free 
or Special Plaas . • 

5. In 1924 approximately 67·6 per cent. of the pupils 
attending grant-aided Secondary Schools had received their 
previous education in public elementary schools, and by 
31 March, 1932, this percentage had risen to 73·1. In the 
same period the percentage of free pupils increased from 38 · 4 
to 48·4. These increases were largely due to a modification 
of the Regulations in 1930, under which the normal percent
age of Free Places which might be awarded at the discretion 
of the school authorities was raised from 40 to 50. 

As from 1933 new regulations operated which introduced 
substantial changes. These changes were designed to ensure 
that scholarships should be awarded to the pupils adjudged 
on examination to be the most capable of profiting from the 
education provided, and that none of those successful 
candidates should be debarred by poverty from entering the 

• 
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schools, while parents who could afford it should contribute 
at least a portion of the cost of their children's education. 
These new regulations were applied to all grant-aided schools 
other than those in receipt of direct grant, the latter type of 
school being free to continue under the regulations previously 
in force except in so far as the awards were met out of the 
funds of local education authorities. These Special Places were 
substituted for Free Places. 

The normal maximum percentage of Special Places, which 
hitherto could ouly be exceeded by permission of the Board, 
was removed as from 1 August, 1936. The number of free 
pupils is now supplemented by the number of pupils admitted 
to Special Places by the payment of part fees.(') In addition 
the full standard fee is often reduced for post-Certificate pupils. 

The following table shows the 1,393 grant-aided Secondary 
Schools, on 31 March 1937, classified according to the 
Percentage of Special Places or Free Places at the beginning 
of the school year 1936-7. 

TABLE& 
S<Molo dauijUd tJtX<W<li"t lo PerUftlag• of sp.c;al Plaeu "' Fru Plaeu 

u..o.. 25 percent. 50 per oeat. 75 per c:eat. 100 ...... ......... ......... .......... .... TOI>L ..... 50 ~cent. 15pll'cmt. 100 pel' CDDt. cont. 
I • • 5 • 7 

Total .. 140 ... ... .. ... 1 ..... Eo.<W>d •• .. 140 ... ... 74 . .. 1,240 
Waloo .. .. - IS •• 10 .. 151 

E:taminatimos for tluJ 11111ar<l of Free or Special Places.-In 
different parts of the country the examinations for the award 
of Special Places assume very different forms, not only as 
regards organisation and administration, but also as regards 
the type of test employed. The Board published in 1928 a 
pamphlet on this subject (M miDI'IIMtnll 0t1 E:taminatimls for 
SclwlaTslups 111'14 Free Places ;,. S~ Sclwols, Educational 
Pamphlet No. 63). A Supplementary Memorandum to this 
pamphlet, based on funher investigations. was published in 
July, 1936. 

Lntgtlt of sdtoollif• 

6. It is not possible to produce any figures showing the length 
of school life in recent years which are strictly comparable 

(') 01131 March 1937 then......, 77·0 por coat. ex-public e..._..,. 
ocbool, 46·0 por-. fnMI. &ad 7·4 por ceat. putiall:y-. 

• 



with those relating to the years prior to 1928, since up to that 
time it was the Board's ptactice to exclude periods spent at 
Secondary Schools before the age of 12, and to treat a pupil 
who transferred from one Secondary School to another as 
having completed his school life at the first school and started 
a fresh school life at the second. From the year 1928-S 
onwards the average length of school life has been calculated 
so as to include the whole time spent by pupils from the age 
of 11 upwards in the grant-aided Secondary School system and 
not to regard a transfer within that system as effecting a break 
in school life. 

But in this matter a picture of the pupils in Secondary 
Schools distributed according to ages in selected years of the 
period 1925-37 is perhaps more useful than a mere statement 
on the average length of school life. The following table 
shows the ratio of pupils of various ages from 16 upwards to 
those in the lower age-groups. 

1.10.1925 1.10.1928 1.10.1931• 1.10.1832" 1.10.1936 1.10.1837 

A.,a 11-18 •• 190,010 314.277 8S9,144 S51,288 ltlrl,976 ..... ..., 
Apd 15-18 •• 49,184 ...... 

-~:= ...... ...... ·= Aged 1&-17 •• ....... ....... ...... ...... 
""~·-"' I 18 apo -- 51•5 <18•8 .... 54·1 .... .... .... .. 
A&od 17-18 •• 10,488 Jl,l!81 1<,67 .. 1 ..... 8,851 10.444 ,...,....,....... .. 

1&-17 ... -- .... ..... 50·4 48•7 .fl·O 40•1 ,J:t' 18 ..;a . .... 
Wi 

.... 1 2.890 S,ISOO 3,999' ... 10 1,990 
A&od 18 ...... 37,531 ss.ssa 43,780 st.n7 ....,.. ...... ,......,.. .... ;,; 

11-18 age.. _ ......... 
12·8 11•1 IC·.f 14·7 11·8 11•8 ...... .. 

It will be seen from Table 7 that the pupils of 16 years and 
over amount to nearly on~ghth of the number of pupils 
between 11 and 16, or· one-ninth of the number of clilldren 
over 11 in the school ·as a whole, and what is more striking is 
the increase in the size of the 16+ age group since 1925 
although the proportion of pupils remaining to form this 
group is not so high as in that 1ear and there has been some 
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falling away recently in actual numbers. On the other hand, 
in 1937, 23,965-about 27·6 per cent.-Ieft between the ages 
of 14 and 16, the number of these paying fees being about 4 ·8 
per cent, greater than the number paying no fees. 

The following tables are also of interest. 

TABLE B 

Gt-MII-aided Secondary Schools 

Number of pupils who had remained for 6 and 7 years, expressed as a 
percentage of the number of pupils admitted, aged 11 years and over, 
6 and 7 years earlier. 

School ENGLAND WALES 
Year ended 

81 July 6 yoam I 7 years 6 yoam I 7 years 

% % % % 
1982 .. .. 15·8 10·8 13·8 7·0 
1~33 .. .. 16·9 10·8 13·8 8·6 
1934 .. .. 16·9 10·6 14·1 8·8 
1985 .. .. 14·6 10·4 13·7 9·2 
1936 .. .. 15·0 9·4 13·0 8·5 
1937 .. .. 15·0 8·9 13·2 7·3 

In Wales the majority of pupils a.re admitted at 12+ years of age as 
compa.red with II+ years of age in England. 

TABLE 9 

ENGLAND AND WALES 
Pupils in grant-aided Secondary Schools. 

Pupils of Pupils pursuing a Col. S as a 
16 course beyond the percentage 

and over School Certiticate of Col. 2 
stage• 

1 ll 3 .. 
% 

1 October 1934 .. 41,962 34,170 81·4 
1 October 1935 .. 88,519 86,849 96·6* 
1 October 1936 .. 45,924 39,597 86·2 
1 October 1937 .. 46,082 40.589 68•1 

• ColumnS indudes a certain number of pupils onder 16 years of age. 
Thio accounto for the high pei'COntage in 19.'<5 by the incluoion of a 
large number of pupils of 15 to 16 born during tbe peak period. 

• 
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Ctmicul""' 
7. The course of work in Secondary Schools is divided into 

two stages, the termination of each being marked by an 
external public examination. In this section we deal only 
with the fust stage, wbich leads up to the School Certificate 
Examination and oocupies four or five yeaxs of the pupil's 
school career. 

The following Tables 10, 11 and 12 are taken from the 
Board's Report Etlvealimt ifl 1937. In Table 10 similar 
statistics from the Report for the school year 1925-6 are 
added for purposes of comparison. Tables 11 and 12 give 
comparisons between the number of pupils in grant-aided 
Secondary Schools taking the Fil:st and Second Examinations 
respectively. 

Table 10 brings out clearly the slight differences that have 
taken place in the subjects chosen by the candidateS for 
examination since 1926. Of all the subjects in which over 
10 per cent. of the candidates ofier themselves for examination 
only three show any striking change. Religious Knowledge 
shows a drop in the percentage of entrants from 32·2 to 17·7, 
Botany a drop from 25·4 per cent. to 11·0 per cent., and 
Biology a rise from 0·2 per cent. to 19·6 per cent. 

This table also confums the statements of the InvestigatotS 
in their Report on the School Certificate Examination for the 
summer of 1931.(1) They give lists to show the order of . 
preference-or, as they ·put it. "the relative popularity u

among the various subjects ~ shown by the percentage of 
pupils taking them for examination. English, French, 
Mathematics, History and Geography are easily fust in that 
order : but Science would probably come fourth were it not 
for the fact that the science subjects are entered sepuately. 
If the total percentage of entrants in 1926 be compared with 
the total percentage in 1937 it will be seen that the numbers 
taking Science have increased. In no other major subject 
has this taken place. 
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TABLE 10 

Fll'Bt Examination. Total number of Entries in the principal subjeeta 
from all types of school. 

A comparison 

Percentage of 
Number of entrants offering 

Subject. 
entries. the subject. 

1926. 1937. 1926. 1937. 

% % 
English •• . . . . . . 54,360 78,071 100 99·0 
History •• .. .. . . 48,084 63,397 89·8 82·0 
Geography •• . . .. 37,043 53,351 69·2 69·0 
Religious Knowledge .. .. 17,272 13,700 32·2 17·7 
Economics .. .. .. 352 350 0·2 0·5 
Latin .. . . .. . . 22,127 29,841 41·3 38·4 
Greek .. .. .. .. 1,999 2,201 3·7 2·8 
French .. .. .. 52,231 73,367 97·5 84·9 
German •• .. .. .. 3,485 9,425 6·5 12·2 
~anish •• .. .. .. 556 1,312 1·0 1•7 

elsb •. . . . . . . 1,950 2,899 3·6 3·8 
Mathematics . . .. 50,956 71,124 95·1 92·0 
Additional Mathematica .. 4,311 3,906 5·1 5·1 
Botauy .. .. . . .. 13,627 8,487 25·4 11·0 
Chemisby .. . . .. 21,527 27,246 40·2 35·3 
Physics •• .. .. .. 13,255 20,826 24·7 26·9 
Physica-with-Chemisby .. 3,042 7,956 5·7 10·3 
General Science .. .. 1,340 4,779 2·5 6·2 
Mechanics .. .. . . 2,138 1,660 4·0 2·1 
Heat, Light and Sound .. 2,980 2,785 5·6 3·6 
Electricity and Magnetism .. 1,729 2,724 3·2 3·5 
Biology • • • • • • • • 86 15,119 0·2 19·6 
Domestic Science or Hygiene .. - 434 - 0·6 
Muslo .. .. . . .. 607 1,543 1·1 2·0 
Art .. .. . . . . 23,739 29,552 44·3 38·2 
Handicraft .. .. .. - 2,607 - 3·4 
Domestic Subjects .. .. - 4,468 - 5·&-
Commercial Subjects .. .. - 1,443 - 1·9 
Technical Drawing .. .. - 448 - 0·6 

1937.-In addition, 62 (32) candidates offered Ancient History, 
13~5) Logic. 215 (195) Italian, 3 (2) Russian, 2 (2) Hebrew, 6 (2) Irish, 
33 10) Zoology, liS (69) Agricultura1Sdence,l9 (18) Geology, 9 (4) Heat 
and its Applicatioua. 97 (54) Mechanical Engineering, 63 (36) Mechanical 
Science, 4 (4) Elementary Su""'finl!· Tbe figorea in brackets denote 
the number of ~ with credit m the subject. 

1928.-Tbere were then included: Italian. Dotcb, Russian, Applied 
Science and Agricultural Science : but the subjects above to which no 
entry i.s madolur that year were not included. 

• This subject i.s taken by girls only. A oonjectuial pen:entage based 
on girl entrants only would bo about 11. 

• 
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The following table shows the number of pupils in grant
aided Secondary Schools who sat for the School Certificate 
Examination in certain years during the period 1~. 

TABLE 11 

Pint School E:amiDation (School Certificate) 

Entered for the E:amiDatioa. 

Boys. GDis. 

1924-5 •• .. .. .. .. 21.962 19,485 
1~ •• . . .. . . . . 23,488 19.634 
1928-41 •• .. .. . . . . 27,811 20,344 
1931-2 •• . . .. .. .. 33,618 24,063 

lsaH .. . . .. .. .. 34,776 23,572 
193>6 •• . . .. .. .. lf1,779 27,050 
1936-7 •• . . .. . . . . lf1,221 26,784 

It is important to note, however, the proportion of children • 
leaving at ages over 14 who ·have not sat for the School 
Certificate. The percentage of snch leavers would seem to be 
about 40 per cent., the figures for 1936-7, for example, being 
36 · 6 per cent. boys and 44 s4 per cent. girls. 

.A.tlrJafiCell Work 11tul Secotul School E1Uimitudiorl 

8. The number of pupils who remain at school after taking 
the School Certificate in order to pursue a more specialised 
course is slowly but steadily increasing as shown in Table 9. 
Some of these pupils spend one further year only at school. 
but an increasing proportion remain for two years with a 
view to taking one or other of the Higher School Certificate 
"Examinations, the Intermediate Euminations of some 
University, or an examination for an open scholarship. 

The following statistics show the number.! of pupils in 
grant-aided Secondary Schools who have been entered for the 
Second School Examinations. 
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TABLE 12 

Second School E::r;amJnationa (Higher Certificate) 

101 

Entered for tho Examination. 
Second Examination. 

Boys. Girls. 

192~ •• . . . . . . . . 3.383 2,411 
1925-6 •• .. .. . . .. 3,828 2,552 
1928--9 •• .. .. .. .. 4,795 2,859 
1931-2 .. .. .. .. . . 6,954 8,771 

193~ •• .. .. .. . . 6,328 3,485 
1935-e .. .. .. .. .. 6,214 8,284 
1936-7 •• . . .. . . . . 6,652 8,405 

Ajter-Oareers 
9. Table 13 below shows the distribution of occupations 

among pupils who, after reaching the age of 14, left grant-aided 
schools in 19~. 1931-2, 1934-5, 1935-6 and 1936-7. 
Table 14 shows the numbers of pupils entering the Universities 
or University Training Departments direct from grant-aided 
Secondary Schools during the years 1931-2 to 1936-7. It is 
somewhat difficult to make a generalised statement, which shall 
be accurate over a series of years, about the particular careers 
which pupils from Secondary Schools take up. The fluctua
tions in the openings which different forms of occupation offer, 
obviously affect the numbers entering. Nevertheless certain 
features clearly emerge from the figures. 

It will be seen that what are popularly called the black
coated occupations still absorb the great majority of pupils
both boys and girls-from Secondary Schools. Between 
60 per cent. and 70 per cent. enter some institution for higher 
education, become teachers, or take up a professional, 
commercial or clerical occupation, and of this 60 per cent. to 
70 per cent. over two-thirds enter one or other of the last 
three categories. The 1936-7 figures, however, need explana
tion in this conne.'Cion. A different classification has now been 
adopted and a number of occupations which, in previous 
tables, were placed in the industrial and manual group have 
now been transferred to the commercial and clerical. 

The most striking change is among the girls, the proportion 
remaining at home being less than half those doing so in 1925, 
and the proportion taking up clerical work being about 
50 per cent higher. 

• •• 



TABLE 13 
tf/l#r-«~~lm PapU1 who left after 14 yean of 1p --· 

192H, 198W. lflliH. IIIIH. 1988-7. 

ao,.. Glrl1. Total. ao,.. Gld1. Total. Boy~, Glr!l. Total, Bo,., Glrll. TotaL ao,..~ Total. -------
J, Total Ho. of PupUI 88,184 82:,028 88,210 40,820 85,057 78,877 89,848 flli,D<S 78,586 45,90& 88,828 84,52:7 48,808 88,091 Bli,SOf 

1. Entered Uolvent- ~ 
llo % % % % "' % % % "' % % % % "' tiesarU.T.Dt, •• 1•9 4•4 1·2 

8, Bnt.ered other Io• 
V·4 4•0 1•8 8-5 8•7 1·11. ,.. 2·8 4·2 1•8 2•8 4•1 

Jtltutlonl of 

• 

Hlgher :&lucatloo 
8•2 14•2 9•9 ,.. . 12·9 8·9 1·1 11·2 10·8 8•8 17·8 11•8 8•8 17•4 10·9 (escept T.~ .• 

4. Becanie P.Tt. .T., 
U.Ts. or ::rae- . meotlry~ an 
or entered T.C. • 
~other than Col· 
egelforDomettio 

4•1 Subjects)' • , 
8. Bnterod • Profes-

18•8 8•8 8·8 11·8 7•2 1•8 9•4 8•8 1•8 7·8 4·4 1•8 7•4 4•1 
tlooal, Com-
tnen~lal orClertaal 
OccupaUon ,, .f7•5 

t. Bntered an Indu'" 
80•2 89•11 48·1 88•8 40·0 44·8 41•7 43•1 48•1 48·9 48•1 IN 48•1 80•8 

trill! or Mao.ua1 
Occupat!ao •• 

7. Entered ao Agrl· 
cultural or Rural 

18·8 1•8 8•9 IN 8•8 11•7 2;.2 8•9 11·7 12·9 4•7 14•8 18•4 4•0 10•8 

"""'.r.:"•• ....... aed at 4•8 0•8 2·8 8·8 0·7 2•2 1-9 0·4 1•7 1•8 0·8 1·8 1•8 0•8 1•8 
bomo 0·8 80·8 10•1 0·1 21-1 8·9 0•1 18·8 7•7 0•1 10·0 4•7 0•1 8•8 ... e. Weota~,wor 

8·8 4·1 • 8·1 Sol 41c4 .. •• 1·8 ... J·l 4•8 Sol 1·7 1·4 1·8 1·8 8•8 2-8 10. Uoknown or UD· 
cluiiJ1ed •• .. 11·8 8·1 9•8 17•8 8•8 11•2 11•4 8·1 7•8 19·8 9•0 11•4 12•8 8·9 10·9 

• lD the year J&u-e lea vera who ~ntencl Colle&ellor Domeatto SubJeots are Included under Head .f. 
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TABLE 14 
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Pupils who proceeded direct to Universities or University Training 
Departments from grant-aided Secondary Schools during the yeam 
1931-2 to 1936-7. 

Year Pupils who entered Universities Pupils whe> 
ended or U.T.Ds. A1J a percentage of entered 

31 July. the total number of Leavem of U.T.Ds. only. 16 and over. 

ENGLAND 
No. % 

1932 3865 8·1 224 
1933 3646 7·2 108 
1934 3479 7·8 100 
1935 8164 7·1 96 
1936 2992 5·6 166 
1937 3035 5·4 134 

WALES 
1932 695 13·1 27 
1933 743 12·3 10 
1934 713 12·0 16 
1935 660 10·9 24 
1936 586 9·2 39 
1937 552 8·1 29 

Staff 
10. The following table sets out the increase from 1924-S in 

tbe number of teachers, in tbe proportion who are graduates, 
and in tbe proportion who had undergone courses of training 
for teachers. (The earlier development was dealt with in 
tbe Board"s Report of 1923-4, p. 32.) 

TABLE 15 
Tee.chen 111 rrnmt...tded SecoodarT SchooiJ:. 

Pvcentap of 
Pm:t!ntateof Tral11ed Teachen. 

No. of Teacben. Graduatea. (e.Ecludiq Special 
Do to. SobjoctaTood>en). 

lloa Womea Tbtal lloa Womoa Total lloa w_. Total 

-- -- -- ---- - ----
st.S.tS ~· 8,210 1.&. 11.081 78·3 .... ..... .... ..... ... ~ 
SU:U7 ,, 8,572 ....... IIJ,254 79·1 61·5 70·3 .... .... 45·7(' 
:n.:u9 .. 10,Vd JO,tt\.5 10,514 .... ... , ,. .. .... 48·1 .... 
SI.S.S.i •• ll,ii:M 11,007 12,193 .... ... , 75·7 .... .. .. .... 
".S..M •· 12,0.S0 ll,:'t75 13.4::5 .... .... 77-8 55-1 .... .... 
su .. :M •• 12,401 11,80! ....... .... .... 75·0 .. .. ... .. ., .. 
ll.S.S7 , . lll,d78 11,n1 14,451 88·8 .... 78·1 57·1 61·1 58·1 

I') The term • tn.i.lled ' haa been used in a JDOnl restricted ....., from 
1927 than previously. ~ 
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It will be seen that the proportion of graduates and of trained 
teachers has steadily increased. 

The ~ conducts annually a number of Short Courses 
in different subjects for Teachers in Secondary Schools. 
Tile courses last for a fortnight and are held for the most part 
in various University centres. In the past 18 years the total 
number of Courses organised has been 292. The Board 
received applications to attend these Courses from 22,985 · 
teachers, of whom 13,128 attended. In addition local 
education authorities provide a number of courses of varying 
length. 

junior Technical Schools: Junior .A.rl Deparlmeflls: 
Schools of Nafltical Training 

11. The evolution of the Junior Technical Schools has 
been described at some length in Chapter I. Their general 
position in 1936 was reviewed in the Board's Educational 
Pamphlet No. 111-.A. Rer>imt of Junior Tedlnical Sclwols 
ill EtJglaflll-which followed a systematic survey, by the 
Inspectorate, of their distribution, organisation and work. · 
We accordingly give here only a brief summary mainly of the 
statistical facts relatiog to them. 

The schools recognised by the Board of Education under the • 
name " Junior Technical School" fall into the following 
four classes :- · 

(i) Those preparing boys to enter certain specific 
industries or groups of industries without restriction 
to particnlar . occupati<¥1S within such industries. 

Most of these schools prepare their pupils for the 
engineering or the building industries, but some of 
them . prepare for the chemical or the mining 
industries or for the mercantile marine and the 
fishing industry. 

The schools in this class are popularly known as 
Junior Technical Schools. 

(ii) Schools preparing boys and girls to enter specific 
occupations, such as furniture and cabinet-making, 
tailoring, printing, silversmiths' work, musical instru
ment making, women's needle trades, hairdressing, etc. 

As might be surmised from the character of the 
occupations into which their pupils enter, these schools ·. 
diller from those classi1i~ under (i) above in that the 
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proportion of school time devoted to craft work is 
greater and frequently amounts to 50 per cent. or 
more of the total time. These schools, however, pay 
adequate attention to the other subjects of the cur
riculum. Practically all these schools are situated in 
London, where they are now known as • Junior 
Technical Schools' though they are still often popu· 
larly described as ' Trade Schools.' 

(iii) Schools intended to prepare girls for home manage
ment. These schools have more in common with 
the schools classified under (i) above than with those 
under (ii) because they aim at giving a general pre
paration for home management rather than a special 
preparation for any particular department of it. They 
devote a considerable proportion of school time to 
domestic crafts and are known as • Junior Housewifery 
Schools.' 

(iv) Schools preparing boys and girls for entry to com
mercial life, as book-keepers, cashiers, general clerks, 
telephone operators, shorthand typists, etc. TjJ.ese 
schools are generally known as • Junior Commercial 
Schools.' In addition there are the Junior Art 
Departments in Schools of Art, and the Schools of 
Nautical Training. The numbers of the various 
types and of their pupils were, in 1937, as follows :-

TABLE 16 

Pllpils. 

Schools 

Boys. Girls. Total, 

~or Technical Schools •• 220 19,285 7,228 26,513 
nior Art Departments .• 41 1,344 1,022 2,366 
oolo of Nautical Training • , 6 882 - 882 

Total .. .. .. 267 21,511 8,250 29,761 

17 Junior Technical Schools iD Walea with 1,352 Pllpils""' included 
In tho above figu,.,., 

The term school, as used here, implies only a group of 
pupils organised under a separate head teacher. There may 
be two or more such schools in a single institution. 
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About 85 per cent. of the Junior Technical Schools are 
housed in Technical Colleges and Institutes and have the 
use of the laboratories, worksl)ops and equipment. Almost 
all the schools are small; only about 16 per cent. have more 
than 200 pupils and· 54 per cent. -have fewer than 100. This is 
rather to be expected as the schools were originally established 
to meet .the needs of local industries. It was thought necessary, 
therefore, to ensure, as far as possible, that the number of 
pupils being trained should not exceed the capacity of the 
particular trade or trades to absorb them. 

Compared with the number of pupils in Secondary Schools 
the number in attendance at these schools is small-29,761 
in the year 1937. It should be noted, however, that since 
1925, when there were only 11,954 pupils in these schools, the 
numbers haw more than doubled. For the most part the 
Junior Technical Schools receive their pupils from public 
elementary schools at the age of about 13. ·The number of 
transfers from Secondary Schools is negligible. Except in a 
few cases the number of candidates for admission exceeds 
the number of places offered, and the number of entrants who 
do. not complete the course is very small. 

The staffs are highly qualified. About 55 per cent. are 
graduates, and the great majority of the other teachers, 
engaged on subjects in which tJ>ere is no university d~ee, 
hold equivalent professional qualifications. A salient feature 
is the employment of teachers who have had experience 
in industry and commerce. 

. . . 
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CliAPTERill 
A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE MORE SALIENT 
FEATURES IN THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF·CHILDREN BETWEEN THE 

AGES OF n+ and I6+ 

PART 1.-THE PHYSICAL DEVEWPMENT OF 
CHILDREN BETIVEEN THE AGES OF 11 + AND 16+ 

1. There is a large body of traditional doctrine regarding 
the physical and mental development of boys and girls 
between the ages of 11 and 16 or 17. These views represent 
the cumulative experience and observations of successive 
generations of parents, teachers, inspectors and administrators. 
Of late years, however, the accuracy and validity of some of 
these time-honoured notions about children at the adolescent 
stage have been called in question by scientific investigators, 
both physiologists and psychologists. 

We accordingly regard it as important for the purposes of 
our present Report to summarise briefiy such knowledge as 
is available regarding certain salient features of the general 
physical and mental development of children at the adolescent 
stage. Teachers and parents will appreciate the significance 
of the inferences that may legitimately be drawn from this 
brief outline of the basic facts. It is true no doubt that the 
extent to which teachers may modify their methods to meet 
the needs of individual children will vary, but the necessity 
for recognising adequately the general physical and mental 
characteristics of their pupils during this critical period 
will justify a careful consideration of such physiological and 
psychological evidence as is available. 

It may on a first view be thought that there is a certain 
lack of proportion in this chapter as between the space devoted 
to physical and mental development respectively. It must 
accordingly be emphasised that the conditions to which 
reference is made in Part I of this chapter, dealing with 
physical development between the ages of 11 + and 16+, 
are those which constitute special problems of the age-group 
in question. For instance, dental defects are much more 
pre\'alent among children of this age-group than postural 
def~ts, but dental decay is a problem common to children 
of all ages, whereas the liability to postural defects tends to 
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increase with the onset of puberty and •adolescence. For 
similar reasons we do not propose to deal with the problem 
of suitable nutrition. The rapidly growing boy or girl requires 
relatively more food than the adult whose growth has ceased, 
but the question of nutrition in the age-group which we are 
considering, is substantially the same for all children, whatever 
their ages, and is a large subject which it would be impossible 
to discuss adequately in this Report. At the same time we 
are not unmindful of its importance though the amount of 
attention which has recently been given to it has perhaps 
tended to obscure the fact that it is by no means the only 
essential factor in healthy development. The question of 
adequate sleep, for example, is always a difficult problem in 
childhood, but at an age when the boys and girls have begun 
to imagine that they have practically grown up and are 
accordingly entitled to follow the practice of adult members of 
the family, the problem may become one of considerable 
importance and difficulty. 

Tlu Significat~U of this Stage itS the Ph:Jsical Gruwth of Boys 
tm4 Girls from the Elucatiotfal Poiffl of Vieuo 

2. We have described liriefiy in ·Chapter II(') of our 
Report on ltSfam a114 Nursery Schools {1933) and in , 
Chapter II(") of our Report .on the Primary School. (1931) 
the physical development of children from the pre-natal stage 
up to the age of 11, and have pointed out that the growth 
of the normal child, at any rate on the physical side, does not 
proceed at a perfectly 11niform rate, but is characterised . 
by fluctuations which some have thought point to an 
alternation between stages of. more rapid development and 
stages of relative consolidation. The former are commonly 
described as ' springing-up ' periods, the latter as ' filling-out • 
periods. There is some difierence of opinion among anatomists 
and physiologists as to whether there are two or three periods 
of each type, but there is general agreement that the stage 
between the age of 11 and that of 16 constitutes a ' springing
up ' period and that the succeeding years constitute the 
final • filling-out ' period. It should, however, be clearly 
understood that such a division does not imply that growth 
in respect of height occurs only during the ' springing-up ' 

(') Based on the Memorandum by Professor H. A. Harris, printed 
as Appendix II to our Report on It~/-' ...a Nvrury ScAools (1933). 

(') Based on the Memorandum by Professor H: A. Harris, prin11ocl 
as Appendix II to 011r Report oa T.U Pri-, Scltool (1931). . 
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periods, it merely means that there are certain stages during 
which such growth takes place at an accelerated rate. The 
comparatively rapid growth between the ages of 11+ and 16+ 
and the striking physical development and changes in mental 
attitude that are taking place in each child by reason of the 
onset of puberty, invest this period with special interest. 

As the characteristics of childhood gradually disappear 
and those of the adult are acquired, the boy or girl for some 
years displays a constantly changing blend of childlike and 
adult qualities, and must in consequence be handled with 
knowledge, understanding and sympathy. In the age-group 
of children between the ages of 11 and 16 there is a wider 
range of variation than in the age-group of those between 7 
and 11, and it is accordingly important that each boy or girl 
should be regarded and treated as presenting an individual 
problem. Physical development is a factor which must be 
taken into account not less than the chronological or the 
mental age of the individual child. 

In Appendix V to our Report on Differentiation of Curricula 
between 1M Sexes in Secondary Schools (1923) we printed 
an interesting memorandum by the late Dr. J. G. Adami on 
anatomical and physiological differences between the sexes. 

We do not propose in this chapter to repeat, even in a 
condensed form, the considerations summarised in Dr. Adami's 
memorandum. We only attempt to give a brief account 
chiefly based on memoranda prepared for us by Professor 
H. A. Harris and Professor Winifred Cullis of certain aspects 
of physical development in children between 'the ages of 11 + 
and 16+, which are specially significant at this period and 
which more or less directly affect their education and training. 
We summarise here very briefly the physiological facts there 
set forth which appear to point to certain definite conclusions. 

Skelelal Growill tluring Puberty alt<l Arlokscence 
3. During the whole period of growth each long bone 

in the human body consists of a shaft and two articular ends 
separated by an actively growing plate of cartilage. All 
growth in the length of these bones takes place as the result 
of proliferation of the cartilage, a portion of which is slowly 
but steadily converted into calcified cartilage and finally 
into bone. In this way the shaft increases in length at both 
ends, but towards the close of adolescence the growth cartilage 
ceases to develop. On its calcification and replacement by 
bone the shaft and the ends are closely welded together • • 
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Before growth in length is completed, all .the joints are 
especially susceptible to injury from over-strain, and the bones 
being as yet unknit, are liable to injuries, deformities and 
damage to the growth cartilage. Furthermore, the areas of 
actual growth are liable to disease, in accordance with the 
well known fact in plant and animal life that the growing 
tissue is especially sensitive to harmful influences. For this 
reason aloM, no adolescmt, until calcification is compl81eil, 
shovl4 be allowed to do heavy contifiUovs mt~Scvlar work eit/ur 
in or ovl o~ school, particularly if it involve:r postural fatigue. 
The union of the bones described above does not occur at the 
same time in all the bones. For instance cessation of growth 
at the elbow occurs at the age of 15 or 16, but at the shoulder 
growth is not complete till the age of 19. In the same way, 
the bones of the forearm cease to grow at the elbow about 
the age of 16, but at the wrist they continue to develop 
to the age of 18 or 19. It is evident that these characteristics 
of bone growth in the human organism should be taken into 
consideration in arranging and planning physical exercises, 
games, and practical activities (e.g., in workshops and domestic 
science rooms) for boys and girls in secondary schools. 

Great care should be lakett to ensure that children do not 
overtax their strength in lhe garden, in digging, ,.,.a wheeling 
barrows, ,.,.a at lhe bench, in plAning ,.,.a SAwing. Planing • 
affords a good example of an exercise which requires careful 
oversight ; hen benches are ol uniform height, small boys 
may have to adopt a stance in which forcing the planes along 
i:auses strah . Some teachers have obviated this by supplying 
ready plane wood to young pupils ; this means that serious 
exercises in Ianing have to oo postponed to a later stage 
in the course Alternatively, ai platform might be available 
for the use o the smaller boys. In the domestic science 
room there is ot the same danger of overstrain from heavy 
physical opera ons, but harm may be done to young girls 
if they spend lo g periods in unhealthy postures. 

. The Curves of lhe SpiM : Lordosis 
'· During antenatal life the embryo is in a position of 

general flexion, so that the spine presents one continuous 
curve. 

In the upper part of the back and in the region of the hips 
this curve persists in some degree throughout life, but with 
the development of the erect attitude two compensatory 
Clll've$ develop, namely, convex forward curves in the regions 
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of the neck and of the loins. The curve in the region of the 
neck is called cervical and that in the region of the loins 
is known as the lumbar curve ; when the latter is grossly 
exaggerated, the condition is known as lordosis. Extreme 
degrees of this defect are, however, rare. 

Lordosis is often associated with poor development of 
the muscular system and of the abdominal muscles in particular. 
Children who are undernourished, often display an increase 
of the dorsal curve and also an increased lumbar curve with 
prominent abdomen. Their cervical curve is not well marked 
and the bead in some instances may be in a ' hang-dog ' 
position. 

Othel' forms of Spinal Curvature: Adolescent Kyphosis and 
Scoliosis 

5. From the orthopaedic point of view, one of the main 
objections to attendance at school is the dominance of 
' compulsory sitting '. Unsuitable arrangements for seating 
play a part in the production of curved or bent back (kyphosis) 
and the bent and twisted back (scoliosis), which not infre
quently occur in children between the ages of ·11 and 16. 
Mild degrees of curved or bent back arising at puberty are 
transient, but others persist throughout the adolescent 
period. This postural defect is unsightly, and although an 
improvement may be effected, it can seldom be completely 
rectified. 

Fatigue plays some part in the production of this condition, 
the onset of which tends to be insidious rather than sudden. 

Scoliosis is a more severe deformity than kyphosis since the 
lateral curvature of the spine is accompanied by rotation of 
the vel'tebru so that one shoulder stands out while the trunk 
as a whole is lacking in symmetry. Scoliosis is pre-eminently 
a deformity of puberty and adolescence. These postural 
defects have their origin to a great extent in a certain lack 
of tone in the nervous and muscular systems, some of the 
principal contributory causes being general debility, unduly 
rapid growth and overwork resulting in fatigue. 

Sometimes the mental equipment and nervous system 
of the individual are not fully equal to the task of supporting 
an erect attitude, though as a rule this weakness will not 
give rise to a postural deformity uuless it is associated with 
poor muscular tone. Since fatigue plays such an important 
part in inducing this maladjustment, U.. im~ of 
AUpaU rm i11 • ~ positio!l shovl4 reuiv1 car4f!IJ 
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consideration. The remarkable power of the back muscles 
and the ease with which they can be developed by appropriate 
exercises, bave perhaps tended to obscure the necessity for 
making more generous provision for adequate rest in school 
hours. 

Scoliosis both in boys and girls may be induced or aggravated 
by carrying on the anns heavy satchels and overcoats to and 
from school ; among girls it may also be caused by their 
having to take charge of younger members of the family, 
and to perform domestic duties in the home which involve 
carrying heavy weights on one side of the body. Partmls of 
girls in secondary schools sJwukl nol expecl of them any wlllltu 
amownt of domestic work in the hotM. 

The importance of good posture in the various types of 
work done in school could be illustrated in several ways. 
It is probable tbat sufficient importance bas not been attached 
to the maintenance of good posture in writing. If in the 
earlier years of school life a faulty posture bas been adopted 
it will not be found easy to correct it during the adolescent 
stage though that is, of course, no excw;e for not making an 
effort to do so. This difficulty of eradieating an established 
fault should be borne in mind when a new study is begun. 
If, for example, boys and girls when learning typewriting do 
not adopt a proper posture from the beginning, serious . 
effects may ensue at a later stage when it becomes necessary 
to spend several hours at a time in typing. The risk of adoptitfg 
permaftefltly an unhygienic poslure in typitfg may be obviated 
if the work is supervisetl ftom the beginnitfg by a skilletlleacher, 
anl if appropriate modem equipmem is prooidetl for typftfC · 
as for all class 'lllork, e.g., adjwslable chairs anl desks of suilable 
height.(') 

Similar considerations app~ to the equipmml of domestic 
scietlcs rooms, in which stools of variable height, or fitle4 umJs 
adjwslable bfl(;ks and foolrests, should be supplied for need.leulork 
lessons. In laboratories, loo, similar arratfgemmls should be 
made to meet the needs of pupils of varyiffg heights. 

The Dtlclless (Endocrine) Glafuls anllheir injluenu on grtmJth : 
the thyroid glanl : the pituiltiry glanl 

6. There are varipus types of glandular structures in the 
human body. There are glands producing secretions, which 
are conveyed by ducts to the place where their in11uence 
is to be exerted. The salivary glands afford a good example ; 

(1) Thia baa boon ~ Blld suitable clesks have boon dosipol. 
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they produce substances which having passed through the 
ducts into the mouth assist in the mastication and digestion of 
food. The glands of the lymphatic system aze of a different type. 
They aze concerned in the production of white blood corpuscles 
and, by acting so to speak as a bacterial filter, they play an 
important part in the defence of the body against infection. 
Of another type again are those structures usually described 
as ductless glands, the best known examples of which aze 
the thyroid and pituitazy. Glands of this type produce 
secretions which are not conveyed to other pazts of the 
body by ducts, but aze absorbed by the blood stream 
circulating through the glands themselves. These secretions 
are known as hormones, and when absorbed into the blood 
stream they are capable of producing general, and not merely 
local effects. Some of these hcwmones exercise a potent 
influence on growth and development. 

The thyroid gland situated in the front of the neck affords 
a good illustration. If in childhood the thyroid hormone 
is not produced in sufficient quantity by this gland, the 
condition known as cretinism may result. The skeletal 
growth of the child then almost ceases, and his bones do not 
increase in length, though they may become thicker. Mental 
development practically comes to a standstill, so that at the 
age of 25 or 30 yeazs the person so affected may be a child 
both in body and mind. If extract of thyroid gland be 
judiciously administered by the. mouth to cretinous patients, 
a temazkable improvement can be effected. It must not be 
assumed, however, that under-functioning of other ductless 
glands can be similazly compensated by oral administration 
of appropriate glandulaz extracts. Up to the present such 
administration in respect of the other ductless glands has 
been disappointing in its results. 

The pituitazy gland, situated at the base of the brain, 
consists of two distinct paits or lobes. The anterior lobe is 
closely associated with growth, and over-activity on its part 
produces disorders of growth. Such over-activity during 
childhood may result in an abnormal increase in the length 
of the limb bones producing the condition known as gigantism. 
Under-activity of the anterior lobe may lead to arrested 
development : children so affected are small, fat and lacking 
in development of the sexual functions. 

The conditions described above are chazacteristic of 
extreme over- or under-activity of the thyroid and pituitazy 
glands, and it should not be assumed that in the absence 
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of these marked features the glands in question are functioning 
quite normally. For instance, laziness and general sluggish

. ness in a child may be due to a variety of causes, of which 
under-nutrition and constipation are probably the most 
common, but in some cases a moderate degree of under
. activity of the thyroid gland may be wholly or partly 
responsible. If in such instances there were noticeable 
physical signs, such as gross aberrations of growth, it would 
be apparent that the mental sluggishness might have a 
physical basis, but as these physical signs are rarely evident, 
the underlying cause of the laziness may be dillicnlt to 
identify. Another point worth mentioning is that some of 
the 1aormotw counteract the action of other laormotw, so that 
under-activity of one gland may be eharacterised not so much 
by symptoms attributable to that gland as by symptoms 
indicating the apparent over-activity of another gland, 
which is in fact functioning normally. A number of morbid 
conditions, both mental and physical, the causes of which are 
still somewhat obscure, may eventually be shown to be the 
result of a lack of balance in the endocrine glands. 

Th4 Gt:toiW Syste... :. Pflherly aflll M~Jf~Sbwalima 
7. The onset of puberty is characterised by well-marked 

physical and mental changes, most of which are too wellJ 
known to require desaiption here. These changes are largely 
due to the activities of some· of the ductless glands. For 
instance the testes, though producing an external secreti6n, 
also produce an internal.secretion-a '""""- absorbed into 
the blood-stream. 

The sexual beha vi.our of a human being reflects one aspect 
of his or her personality, and there is much to be said for the 
view that human personality is to a considerable extent 
determined by the activities of the ductless glands. The 
profound physical and mental changes which result from 
removal of these glands, or lrom defects or disease in them, 
indicate that the substances which they secrete have a very 
potent inlluence on behaviour. Some of the behaviour 
difficulties which occur in children during the stages of puberty 
and adolescence, are undoubtedly due to lack of balance in 
the secretions of the ductless glands. An endeavour should 
be made to understand these difficulties, and not to treat 
them as examples of mere naughtiness. It is not for a 
moment suggested that the individual child should be regarded 
is free from all J;eSpODSibility for the consequences of his or 

• 
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her behaviour, or that actions which are anti-social in 
character should be condoned as the inevitable result of 
glandular disturbances. To do so would be to deny or belittle 
the value of self-control. Tho important point to bear in mind 
is that self-control is comparatively easy for some children, 
but very difficult for others, and that such differences may have a 
physical basis, for which the individual child is not wholly 
responsible. 

As a rule puberty occurs at a somewhat earlier age in girls 
than in boys. The physical and mental changes which then 
take place may impose a certain amount of strain on growing 
boys and girls, and for this reason special attention should be 
directed during adolescence towards the provision of a liberal 
dietary and well-balanced periods for exercise, rest and sleep. 

Under such conditions the life of the healthy boy or girl 
should proceed unaltered through this period of growth. 
The results of many investigations show that for both boys 
and girls a normal and active life is the most practical solution 
for difficulties associated with puberty. 

As regards menstruation, in a well-arranged school 
curriculum no change should be necessary for the average 
girl. It is assumed that attention is given to the avoidance 
of constipation, the provision of baths, and of a special 
compartment with hot water and an adequate supply of 
towels for ensuring a scrupulous personal cleanliness at all 
times. If real pain be experienced, the help and advice of a 
doctor should be obtained. It is a useful practice also, where 
the school medical staff (as is usually the case) includes a 
woman doctor, that she should hold occasional meetings with 
women teachers and parents for general advice and discussion, 
and for the purpose of ensuring that all necessary appliances 
are available. 

Acute Rheumatism and its after effects 
8. It seems desirable to lay stress on the fact that the 

age-group which we are considering is a particularly healthy 
one(') and that the majority of boys and girls between the 
ages of 11 + and 16+ give little cause for anxiety as to their 
health and general physical development. This warning is 
particularly necessary before referring to acute rheumatism 
and its after effects. The incidence of these conditions falls 

(1) For tho yean 1921-30 the death-rate for England and Wales 
at ages 10-15 yean was only 1·6 per 1.000-a rate lo""" than that 
ncorded for auy other ap-croup ,tabulated by tho R~ 
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comparatively heavily on the age-group now under considera
tion, and it has been calculated that in 1934 16 per cent. of 
all deaths occurrlng in England and Wales during the ' age
period' 10 to 15 years were due to rheumatic fever or to heart 
disease arising from it. This percentage was higher than that 
from any other single cause. Our knowledge of the causation 
of rheumatic fever is incomplete, but it is important for 
parents and teachers to realise that so-called ' growing-pains ' 
may in some instances be a manifestation of the disease in a sub
acute form. Teachers aftd pumts may also play a mos1helpful 
pari by msvring compliance with medical advice as to the physical 
activities which may safely and apjwopriately be uftderla~m 
by a child who has had a11 attack of rheumatic fever aftd has thm 
returned to school, possibly with a damaged hearl. 

Medical I 11Sj>ecti011 aftd Treatmem i11 Grammar Schools 
9. So far as medical inspection and treatment for pupils 

in Grammar Schools are concerned, the powers and duties 
of local education authorities for higher education are 
set out in Section 80 (2) of the Education Act, 1921 ('), and in 
Grant Regulations No. 19 (Statutory Rules and Orders, 
1925, No. 835). Such Authorities must provide for the 
medical inspection on certain occasions of children and young 
persons attending various specified types of institutions for 
higher education, and may provide for the medical inspection 
of children and young persons attending other types ot 
institution. They may also make such arrangements as may 
be sanctioned by the Board of Education for attending to the 
(') Section 80 (2) of the :Education /l.ct. 1921, I'UilS :-

" A local education authority for higher education with zespect to 
childn>n and young pom!Oil9 attending- · (il secondary schools provided by them ; 

(ii any school to the governing body of which in pursuance uf 
any scheme made under the Welsh Intarmediate Education 
Act, 1889, any payments are made out of any general fund 
administered by a local education authority as a governing 
body under thet Act, and any school of which a local 
education authority are the governing body nuder that 
Act; (ilil continuation schools under their direction and control : and 

(iv spcb. nther schools or educational instituti01l9 (not being 
"'.I elementary schools) provided by them as the Mini.ster uf 

HOall:h may diiect ; 
have the duty to provide for the medical inspeotion of such 

'children andt-young persons immediately bo.fore, or at the ~o. of, 
or as aoon a.s iiossible after, their admission to the school or inst::i'tu:tion, 
and on suchf other occasi01l9 as the MiDister of Heslth msy direct, 
and the power to make such arrangements as msy be oanctioned by 
th<! MiDister uf Heslth for attending to the heslth and phyaical condition 
uf such childron and JOUI18 persons.·~ 
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health and physical condition of pupils attending institutions 
for higher education, and in the exercise of this power a few 
Authorities offer to all pupils in Grammar Schools the same 
facilities for treatment as are available for children in 
public elementary schools. Other Authorities provide for 
grammar school pupils one or more types of treatment, 
while other Authorities limit such facilities to pupils who 
have previously attended public elementary schools. 

The fact that some Authorities do not provide any treatment 
for pupils in Grammar Schools is, in our view, a matter for 
regret. When the power to provide medical, including 
dental, treatment for the children in 'secondary ' schools 
was first given by the Education Act of 1918 to the local 
authorities, treatment of children in the elementary schools 
was still in an early stage of development. The legislature 
may well have hesitated to impose the treatment of grammar 
school pupils as a duty before the older and more formidable 
task of treating the public elementary school children had 
been ' well advanced. During the past 20 years, however, 
the medical services in the public elementary schools have 
reached a high state of efficiency ; and, in the meantime, 
the practice of providing treatment for visual, dental, and 
orthopaedic defects, and for minor ailments, for grammar 
school children under the same conditions(') as for those 
attending the Primary and Modern Schools, has become 
~mmon.(1) In view of the fact that in most areas more than 
80 per cent. of the children in the local Grammar Schools 
have received their previous education in the public elementary 
schools, we are strongly of opinion tllat this practice slloulll 
110110 b1 ma.U universal. 

We consider that thl work of thl medical offieers who impect 
pupils in Grammar Schools migllt be ma<U mor1 fruitful in its 
riSults if 11 wider scop, of inquiry wer1 undmakm. To some 
important matters, such as the proper arrangements for seating 
the children, and the disposition of periods of work and of 
intervals for games and for rest in school, we have already 
referred in this chapter. There are also other matters to 
which hitherto comparatively little attention seems to have 

(') Tho conditions are :-(•) that there is no obligation to accept 
tho treatment ol!eted by tho Authority: (b) that tha panmt sbould 
pay such amount not oxoooding tho cost of tho treatment as the 
Authority may determine, uuloso tho panmt is l1111lblo, by roasoR of 
circumstan<eo other than his own default to pay tho amount. 

(') At pn!S<'nt over ISO Authoritioo in England outd Wales provide 
oome form of modic:al treatment for childrol1 in GraauJtu Scbools 

• 
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been given, e.g., the possible efiect on children's health of 
certain activities out of school hours, such as domestic duties 
in the home and lengthy journeys to and from school ; the 
provision of midday meals in school ; the arrangements for 
drying and changing clothes and boots. These are all 
questions which merit special attention from school medical 
officers in consultation with the teachers. 

In particular, there is the question of school dinners. 
The arrangements made by the local authority for midday 
meals, planned on a healthy dietary and supplied at a moderate 
cost, in many of the newly-established Modern Schools, 
have not only proved to be beneficial to the children physically, 
but have also provided for them an educational and social 
experience of great value. The charge for these meals has 
been within the means of the majority of parents.(') We 
think il rlesirable thai pupils in Grammar Schools vihic/s are 
either maintained or aided by the local authority shoul4 also be 
able lo oblain midday meals al a moilerale chMge, anil thai 
in arranging the dietary of svch meals the school medical slaff 
should be consulted, as already is the case ·in some areas. The 
charges mentioned in the illustrative footnote do not allow 
for a margin of profit and are minimum charges. In some 
schools it may be necessary or desirable to charge more. 

(') The charge to the parents is ,frequently as low as from. Is. to 
Is. 54. a week for live two-course meals. The experience of one Connty 
Authority, where the charge is Is. 54. a week, may be of interest. 
Dining rooms and kitchens (suitably equipped both for cooking anll 
washing-up, with larder and pantry) are provided in all new Modem 
Schools ; the original equipment also is supplied by the Authority. 
The salary of the school cook (part-time), together with that of any 
necessary assistants, is met by tblo Authority, and the girls attend 
by turns in small squads to receive a<\ditional practice in the preparation 
and service of meals ; there is no aeparate charge made againat the 
dinner account for fuel. The Authority supplies 1,800 meals a day 
in 20 Modern Schools. Of the receipts, 75 per cent. is expended on 
food; and the remainder covem the cost of laundry, and the replace
ment of equipment, leaving a credit balance of about £800 per annum. 
If the payment to the cook and her assistants were included, the cost 
of the meals at present prices (1937) would be Is. 911. a week. 

In Grammar Schools there is often a greater variety of food, although 
possibly not a better balanced food value ; many of the children, too, 
are older than those in the Modern Schools. The Authority in question 
calculates that the comparable charge in the Grammar Schools would be 
2s. 34. for a live-day week, including the payment of cook a.nd assistants 
or Is. 84. excluding this payment; always assuming thet the same 
facilities were made available as in the Modem. Schools, and that the 
arrangements for the meals were subject to the same expert supervision. 

We a.re, of course, aware that in a number of cases it may not be 
possible to supply dinners at the low prices just quoted, but we believe 
that the ctuestion as to what is possible in clliferent cases requires 
careful exploration. .. 
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If such facilities are to be extended to Grammar Schools 
generally, adequate dining rooms and labour-saving kitchens 
will be necessary, and the arrangements for the meals must be 
placed under expert supervision. The planning of the dining 
rooms and kitchens should accord so far as possible with the 
Board of Education's Suggestions for the Planning of New 
Buildings f0'1 Secondary Schools.('-) 

We are of opinion that tactful and sympathetic inquiry 
is especially needed in the case of many children who undergo 
added strain on account of poverty or unfavourable housing 
conditions, or by reason of undue pressure exercised by 
ambitious parents. The Head Mistresses of Grammar Schools 
for'girls have repeatedly called attention to breakdowns among 
pupils drawn from poor homes. Such breakdowns may in all 
probability be attributed to the combined effects of under
nutrition or unsuitable nutrition, of home duties performed 
out of school hours, and of the lack of adequate facilities for 
private study and recreation. It is probable that no single 
factor is responsible, but the cumulative effect of these 
unfavourable conditions may easily impose too heavy a strain 
on the adolescent. The suggestions of the school medical 
staff may the more readily be acted upon, where close contact 
with the parents of the pupils is maintained by periodical 
conferences, parents' days and parents' associations. 

We regard the question of physical and mental fatigue in 
b~s and girls between the ages of 11 + and 16+ as one which 
mmts special attention, and we would suggest that medical 
officers should be encouraged, in consultation with the teachers, 
lo consider and report on any evitlence of physical or mental 
strain occurring in the course of school WfYik (including 
homework).(') Thus will suitable data be provided for 
research, and appropriate measures may be devised to obviate 
or relieve physical or mental strain which may be due to 
games, travel or school work. The results of such inquiries, 
if they were given at some length in the annual reports of 
school medical officers, would provide the Board of Education 
with much valuable information on a subject about which 
comparatively little seems at present to be known. 

(') Board of Education: Educational Pamphlet, No. 86, S"CP'IiOfiS 
for llw Pl<~••i"' of N- BuilJi"'' frw 54ctntdary Scltools (1931). 

(') cf. Recommendation 18 on pago U9 of our Report on 
lNf~ of c-. -. 11to s-. ;,. ~ sc~too~s. 
(19:!3). 
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In this context one matter of purely administrative detail 
is important. Means should be takm to ensure thal, so frw as 
possible, teadlers rwe enabktl to Y<fM susf>ecleil cases of swain, 
whethM 1M1Ital DY f>hysiciU, to school medictU ojficMs as soon 
as they rwe obsmJel, inskatl of waiting jOY a routine inspection. 

In recent years a great advance has been made in devising 
schemes of physical education, and syllabuSes of suitable 
exercises have been published by the Board of Education and 
other authorities. The Physical Training CollegeS for both 
men and women teachers have assisted to bring this important 
subject into conformity with the most recent physiological 
research as it affects the growing boy and girl ; and those 
Grammar Schools which have appointed suitably qualified 
teachers from these Training Colleges have shown the improve
ment which can be expected from a well-constructed scheme 
of physical education. This is the more encouraging, because 
much remains to be done which the pooling of experience 
will help to achieve. 
, In view of the increased attention which is rightly bcing 
devoted to physical education in its various aspects, we would 
suggesl thaJ systematic inquiries should be tmderlakero with a 
view to ascerlaimng what f>hysiciU exeYcises atul games al'e 
most af>pyopriate jM boys and giYls at successive stages betwem 
the ages ofll+ and 16+ in schools of diffBYmt types('), with ' 
special YBfBYmce to the f>e<:Uliar ~ of day pupils who liave to 
b'avel consideYable distances to antl from school.(") 

PART 11.-THE MENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF 
CHilDREN BElWEEN THE AGES OF 11 + AND 16+ 
Non: Part II of this cliapter is baSed on a Memorandum prepared for 

the Committee by Professor Burt. 
The G-al Charac~BY of Adolescence 

10. Adolescence, or the transition from the status of 
childhood to that of an adult, is not a sudden change occurring 
at a definite period. In primitive communities the initiation 
ceremony is fixed for a certain age and is completed in a few 
days or weeks. But among civilised races the real intro
duction to adult life has become more and more delayed and 
protracted ; and, partly as a result, partly perhaps as a 

(') Thus, for some children the more strenuous games, such aa 
hockey and Rugby football, may be found altogether inappropriate. 
or unbealthy at certain stages of their growth. The inclusion of certain 
ae10batic feats aa part of a regular cour.;o in physical training may be 
fo1111d aimilarly inadvisable. . 

(I) ct. Recommendation 19 on page 149 of our Report on 
Diffwmlialiot~ of ,..........,.. Nlu1Hto

0
1ho s,, ito S•~ S~. 
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teason of this, the psychological process of adolescence takes 
place gradually and at a comparatively late age. Nevertheless, 
the belief that adolescence is an abrupt event with well marked 
characteristics still survives and, until the beginning of the 
present century, was accepted by the majority of psychological 
writers. More recent research, based on the accumulation of 
first-hand observations, the study of private diaries, and the 
measurement of mental capacity by means of quantitative tests, 
has shown that this opinion is erroneous. Puberty is now 
regarded not as a sudden interruption overtaking all children 
at the same age, but rather as the culmination of a slow process 
of growth whlch has been steadily proceeding from birth at 
varying rates in different individuals. Furthermore, many 
of the new characteristics of children at the adolescent stage 
which were formerly attributed to the effects of some 
mysterious internal revolution taking place at about the age 
of 14, are to a great extent induced by external changes in 
the scholastic, economic and domestic conditions of the 
indiv!dual child. For instance, children attending public 
elementary schools leave school at the age of 14+ and this is 
accordingly the age at whlch they become comparatively 
independent of their parents and wholly independent of their 
teachers. Since these external changes occur at varying ages 
in different social classes, the mental phenomena of adolescence 
vary even more than the physical. · 

In part, mental changes, like physical, are doubtless the 
reSult of an internal development ; but the view adopted as 
to the character and modifiability of this development will 
largely depend on the view taken of its ultimate cause. Two 
explanations have been advanced. 

(i) Till about 1910, most psychologists had assumed 
that a large and miscellaneous group of innate tendencies, 
dormant during earlier childhood, awaken and rapidly 
become active at adolescence. These tendencies were 
regarded as hahlts inherited from past generations. On 
the assumption that the development of the individual 
recapitulates the evolution of the race, it was supposed 
that the final phase of adolescence must repeat in 
minuscule the final stages in the Wstory of mankind 
during the transition from the prehistoric to the civilised 
era. More detailed knowledge of physical and mental 
inheritance has, however, made it difficult to reconcile 
this view with what is known about the mechanism of 
reproduction ; and closer study has shown that the 
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supposed parallel between the developmental stages of 
the child and the culture epochs of the past is far less 
close than previous speculations had assumed. 

(ii) The best contemporary opinion now, on the whole, 
favours a simpler theory. All the apparent modifications 

· of character are regarded as being only the secondary 
results of the one fundamental change. Directly or 
indirectly, they are mainly due-at any rate so far as 
they are produced from within-to the maturing of the 
sexual glands and organs. Now at last the child achieves 
what has so long been postponed-sexual maturity, 
And the glandular changes, which the maturing involves, 
are now known to be capable of initiating profound 
changes in physique, intellectual growth, emotion and 
temperament. 

Mental Characleristics 
11. Until about 30 years ago it was commonly assumed 

by psycholo~ and educationists that the salient feature 
in mental development was the successive emergence of 
specific intellectual faculties sensation, movement, speech, 
memory, imagination, reasoning-each appearing at fairly 
definite periods in the child's life. It was held that all these 
faculties could, and shonld, be trained as they emerged. 
Thus the main function of the· Infant School was conCeived 
to be the training of the senses and of the power of speech anc;l 
movement ; the task of the primary school for children under 
the age of 11 was to train. their memory and to rely on this 
for the acquisition of the fun~ental subjects. Inasmuch 
as reason and imagination were not supposed to mature until 
adolescence, the special function of the Secondary (Grammar) 
School was to train the rational and imaginative faculties 
through literature, languages and mathematics. It was 
supposed that at this stage the mind could best be developed 
by a basic education of a humanistic type providing a general 
foundation of culture, applicable to every child without 
regard to individual differences or to subsequent specialisation 
of careers. The theory that the mind is composed of distinct 
intellectual faculties each in a separate organ of the brain 
and maturing at fairly specific periods has now been generally 
abandoned. Moreover, careful research has thrown a good 
deal of doubt on the view that the mind as a whole and its 
seVW<ll faculties can be trained merely by exercising them. 
Education rather c;oll$ists in developing specific habits, 

• 
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memories, ideas, forms of manual and mental skill, intellectual 
interests, moral ideals, and a knowledge, not merely of facts 
and conclusions, but also of methods. Furthermore, the 
application of mental tests to children at successive years of 
school life has shown that intellectual growth in general and 
in its more specific aspects is not spasmodic, but remarkably 
uniform up to the time that development ceases. Memory 
and the power to reason steadily improve from a very early 
age, and mental development in every direction is continuous. 
Even when individual children appear to display new talents 
or special gifts at a fairly definite date, it is probable that 
such changes are the outcome of emotional rather than 
intellectual causes, being due to the acquisition of new interests 
rather than to the emergence of fresh aptitudes. For adminis
trative and other reasons, it may be advisable to transfer 
children from one school to another at the age of 11 and 
generally to delimit instruction into separate phases ; never
theless, education, like mental development, should form 
one continuous process, and the education of the adolescent 
child should be the culmination of all that has gone before. 

Intellectual Characteristics: Generalintdligence 
12. From the point of view of modern psychologists the 

most noticeable feature of the period after the age of 11 on 
the intellectual side is the gradual retardation and ultimate 
arrest in the development of 'general intelligence '(1), or in 
other words, in the maturing of those measurable capacities 
which have hitherto evolved at a fairly uniform speed and in 
close association with one another. Certain qualitative 
changes in the child's personality, particularly the apparent 
emergence of specific aptitudes and interests, become noticeable 
after the a,ae of 11, though these may probably be attributable 
more to temperamental and environmental causes than to 
any spontaneous ripening of fresh capacities. 

Intellectual developmenl during dlildhood appears to progress 
liS if it fHI'I g011ttnk<d by a singll centralf~J.cltw, USNally /moulls liS 

'general iflldligmu ', '111/oich may be broadly tkscrib,J as innate 
aU-round intelllctual ability. It appears to ent.er i1llo everything 
rllhich the child attempls to think, or say, or do, and seems on the 
'111/wU to b. the most imporlald facto' in :Mennining Isis _,,. 
in the dfJSS1'00Ifl. Our psychological witnesses assured us that 
it can be measured approximately by means of intelligence 
tests. General intelligence, if assessed in this manner, is seen to 

(')See our R~port Oil~ :r,.q of £4....., ~ (1924). 
pp. 67-77 ; 2:15 2'18 , 

( .... , 



increase fairly steadily up to the age of about 12, but thereaftes' 
the speed of inaease begins perceptibly to dedine From the 
age of about 16 furthor growth in geoeral intelligeoce. as 
shown by paf•"""'oce tests. appears to be very small. and 
this early awnp!etim of intellectoal maturity is probably 
doe to the same causes as the awnp!etim of physical develop
ment. Psyd:tolocisls are mnfident that there are wide 
individual ddlaaa:esin the clevelopiwsJt of geoeral intelligmce.. 
F..- inst;nV"e, there is evideoce to show that the able£ child 
... ,. imoes to develop. tbcJucb. at a CllliDJlGil"'ift!y slow paa: 
after puberty. till lata- than the a~ child. The less 
able c:hiid. and still more the mentally defirimt child aJIDIS 

earlie£ to a final stage in the deve1opmeot of geoeral iDtelli
gence.. w • ..,, iaf-- o..t. ...,.. .t-~ il is 
joss>Dk Ill a wry ...ny ~ ID jwMU:l 8il4 _, ~- of 
-.cy t1u: rlti-rl• lad of • dliU"s ia""ert."' ~ 
Inti tJU& is ,_ ardy of gaenl i-W'igellcs al ioes _, itJU 
~ ia resjJ«l of sp..ciJU; •l'i'"'es or ia' ats.. Tie -~ 
dli/4 is ~ ID allaia tlu: ejfecliw &it of ~ ia 
c-111 ia!d1igellcs t .tr .. tlu: ~~ges of 16 al 18. Our 
psydlological wjh explajned that this statOIDfDt, which 
is .,.., ... inoes misunderstood. does DOt imply that oldelc boys 
and gids stop Jeamiog ... that their a.:quired attainments, 
as dis! ind from their innate capacity, do DOt mntinue to 
iDcrease.. The child's geoeral intelligeoce. wbi£h has been. 
inamsing up to the age of aliout 16 to 18, bas, in the view 
of modern psydlologists, then practically attaiDed "its 
marimnm . . 

1-ialaiiri,l Di./ft:n:~~C~:S 
llodem psJddogy insists Oil the wide individual di1ftaaa:es 

that are mticmb!e in intellectoal aDd emotiooal character
istics. One child dilJas from ano~ far more than is geoerally 
supposed. ;md the DOtion that ew:cy oonoal child follows the 
same geoeral romse of dewdopment is mistaken.(') 

Siqce the ratio of eadl child's rnegta! age to his clmmolngical 
age rauaios appozimately the same while his clmmolngical 
age ioamses, the rnegta! diffaaa:es Jw1:a D ODe child and 
~will grow~ and~ and will reach a marimmn 
dmiDg a& "...,. Thus a child who is a ymr badtwaid at 
the age of 4. is more likdy than not to be ~ J'l'3lS badtwaid 

..,. at the age of 8, and still more badnr.ud at the age of 15.. In 

. geseal. minol" diiLst51tJCS. wbi£h - baJdly ~ in 

~ d. Q.tiatibaa. Irv'ri'rtir ~ n. &. 7. •!faa l*"i · tz"" 
~d..pce-,._ -----
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the Infant School, will be distinctly observable in the primary 
school, and by the age of 11 will have increased so much that 
it will no longer be sufficient to sort out different children into 
different classes. Different children from the age of 11, if 
justice is to be done to their varying capacities, require types 
of education varying in certain important respects. 

Special I ntdlectual Capacities 
13. Little is yet known about the character and development 

of those more specific intellectual capacities which are more or 
less independent of general intelligence. In the main, it seems 
probable that their development is comparatively uniform. 

Motor Capadties.-From the age of 11 to that of 14, both 
boys and girls increase steadily in muscular strength ; on the 
other hand, muscular dexterity or skill improves in a more 
irregular fashion and towards puberty there is frequently a 
definite deterioration in nicety of control This is doubtless 
due in part to physical causes. The child's bones are growing 
at rather different rates and often he seems to be developing 
not ouly too rapidly for his strength, but also too rapidly for 
neatness and precision. It is probable that this deterioration 
in nicety of control is also partly due to nervous or emotional 
causes. There is a definite increase in nervous and emotional 
instability at early adolescence and this shows itself, among 
other ways, in a temporary decline in neuro-muscular co
ordination. Fingers may lose their deftness, indeed the 
symptom that is most often observed by teachers at this stage 
is a passing wave of apparent slovenliness in handwriting and 
drawing. The growing boy suffers most in this respect ; the 
growing girl usually in a lesser degree. The boy's voice not 
only breaks, but becomes less delicately controlled. 

Set&SO')I Capacilies 
14. Visioii.-Our witnesses told us that between the ages 

of 11 and 16 there appears, as a rule, to be little or no change 
in the sense organs themselves. Myopia, or short sight, 
appears to become more common, and this fact was formerly 
attributed primarily to continued close work at school and 
to intensive preparation for examinations. In fact, however, 
the primary cause for the change in the shape of the eye-ball 
inducing myopia is not known, but there can be no doubt 
about tho importance of early attention to myopia when it is 
detected.(') 

, ... ) •• 
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The child's use. of visual perception no doubt genera.Ily 
improves during this period, but such improvement depends 
,chiefly on the development of intelligence and the increasing 
range of interest and knowledge. The power to observe is 
infiuenced by interest, vocabulary, and a specific knowledge ; 
arid by increasing these, skill in observation in particular fields 
can be improved. It is doubtful, however, whether observa
tion in general can be cultivated by training, except by 
inculcating an ideal of accurate and systematic observation 
for its own sake. Such habits, instead of improving frequently 
seem to cl.eteriorate between the ages of 11 and 16. This 
.deterioration is sometimes ascribed to the predominantly 
,literary character of the traditional curriculum. It may 
however be due largely to temperamental' changes, since 
certain children during adolescence become more self-absorbed, 
and consequently pay less attention to their surroundings. 

Hearing.-The power of listening seems to improve in much 
the same way. There appears to be a definite progress in the 
ability of the ordinary child to concentrate on pure hearing 
·with little or no aid from the more coacrete sense of sight. 
During adolescence the child becomes more capable of 
appreciating abstract music: It would seem that lessons on 
the sounds of speech may at this stage have a definite infiuence 
on his pronunciation. 

Altetttims 
15. Our witnesses pointed out that the most striki!lg 

,development in menta,!. power during the school life of 
ordinary children is the mcreasing scope of their attention. . 
_They not only become capable of concentrating for longer 
periods, but also in a single efiort of attention become able to 
grasp statements and problems of increasing length and 
complexity. The development of attention seems to depend 
mainly on the development of • general intelligence.' This 
increasing range of concentration has an evident bearing on 
the organisation of the time-table and on the length and 
complexity of the· tasks that may appropriately be set. 
Lessons may be longer, and in general the pupil may reasonably 
be expected to listen and to think continuously for longer 
periods. 

Mamory 
16. This development in the scope of attention brings with 

it a corresponding increase in capacity to learn and remember. 
lt i3 sometimes supposed that ?ildrell have better memories 
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than adults, and that a boy of 10 may have a better inemory 
than a boy of 14.(1) Apparently mere mechanical retentiveness 
in memory usually reaches its maximum by tlte age of II, 
but tlte power of intelligent recollection goes on increasing. 
Older children are tlterefore less disposed to rely on mere 
memorisation. They dislike drudgery and drill, and accordingly 
mechanical repetition is less appropriate for pupils above the 
age of I I. They prefer to base tlteir power of recollection on 
interest and comprehension, in other words, on ability to 
grasp and reason out afresh the essential facts for tltemselves. 
Thus, tlte mechanical accuracy of the memory of a child above 
the age of II may at tintes fall short of what the teacher is 
tempted to require, but on the other hand his memory for the 
gist or substance considerably expands. 

Imagery 
I7. Our witnesses pointed out that not only tlte strengtlt, 

but also the type of memory seems definitely to change after 
the age of 11. Up to that age most children grasp and 
remember things best if they are conveyed in tlte form of a 
vivid mental picture. They are also helped by motor intagery
the memories of movement. In fact, up to the age of 1I the 
average child's memory is concrete rather than verbal. By 
the age of 11 this concrete type of thinking tends to give 
place to inner speech. This may be partly due to the fact 
that at these stages the ordinary education has become more 
and more verbal. As the result of listening, reading and trying 
to express himself through speech and writing, the pupil has 
now acquired the capacity to formulate his ideas to himself 
more concisely in language instead of thinking in the old 
inadequate fashion by means of mental pictures. However, 
as adolescence advances there is often a revival in the vividness 
of intagery.(") For instance, girls' compositions about tlte age 
of I3 sometintes become highly picturesque and even fanciful, 
and boys of the same age, if encouraged, can sometintes 
produce remarkable efforts in verse and story-writing. There 
is, accordingly, both a possibility and a need for training and 
disciplining the intagination at this stage. 

In addition to these changes in reproductive intagination, 
as it is sometintes called, changes which up to the present have 

(') See tho discussion of memory in children nnder tho age of II in 
our Report on H• 1'rilury S<Aool (1931), pp. 39-40. 

(') The cinema probablr exera- considerable in11uenc:o, both good 
and bad, 011 tho imaginabOII of ~y children at this stage. 
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been but little investigated, are taking place in the child's crea
tive or interpretative imagination. At this stage the child often 
sees or feels in an object elements which are not in strictness 
present but the importation or imputation of which deepens 
and widens the significance of what is there. Thus, for 
instance, the sight of a bed of daffodils in flower may evoke 
thoughts and emotions based on :).SSociation with Wordsworth's 
famous poem. 

Reasoning 
18. It is still often assumed even among teachers that 

reasoning is a power which only emerges towards the period 
of adolescence, but as we have shown on pages 42 and 43 of 
our Report on The Primary School (1931), recent researches have 
thrown considerable light on the process of reasoning and 
indicate that even in young children under the age of 11 the 
processes of deductive and inductive reasoning can be traced 
in a rudimentary form. 

Reasoning is essentially dependent upon the power to 
perceive relations and to relate those relations to each other, 
so as to form a coherent and consistent syStem. Our witnesses 
pointed out that by the age of 9 or 10 the average child can 
deal to some extent with spatial relations. The power to 
argue logically about time relations develops rather later. 
Causal relations are . not clearly understood, as a rule, till ' 
about the age of 13 or 14. It is largely owing to their increased 
power of dealing with verbal concepts that older childrep 
become more capable of abstract thought and inference. 
Our witnesses were disposed to think that the reasoning 
capacities of children are rather under~timated by current 
methods of education. Child:rel,;t can be taught to argue quite 
logically if they are given concrete problems that are simple 
and within their range of interest. They are, however, unable 
to deal with problems that are at all complex or involve a 
number of successive steps until they have acquired some 
practice in setting out abstract ideas and relations in words 
or in symbols upon paper. Logical reasoning must not be 
regarded as a specific faculty, but rather as a tecloniqve that 
can . be taught. At present children often accept their 
conclusions and beliefs on the strength of suggestion from 
their teachers or on the authority of text-books. Ideas of 
proof and of systematic discovery and experiment are still 
to a great extent foreign to the ordinary pupil. Hence the 
.importance of attempts to encourage systematic and accurate 
thinking in all types of sch~l. Furthermore, it is most 
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important to ensure not only that a child learns to think in a 
calm and dispassionate way within the limits of this or that 
' subject,' but that he should realise the need for disciplined 
thought in every field. 

Having regard to this evidence, we urge that children should, 
so far as possible, be trained a# school w #hink and reason for 
themselves in order that they may be in a position as adults w 
examine carefu/Jy and appraise in a judical" spirit the many 
forms of mass suggestion which wilt inevitably meet them in 
later life. While we fully recognise that it is desirable that 
children should be encouraged to reflect about political, social 
and economic problems, we #hink on #he whole that their 
capacity w deal effectively TJJi#h #hese problems in later life can 
best be trained on the one hand by encouraging #hem w #hink 
objectively about problems which arise in the ordinary life and 
work of the school and on the other hand by inculcating the need 
for a similar atlitucle i11 later life. The habit of illclepenclent 
judgment may be fostered by providing #hem at school TJJi#h 
suitable opportu11ilies of #hinking and reasoning for themselves. 

Formal Training and Tra11Sfer of Trai11ing 
19. According to the traditional view commouly known as 

the doctrine of ' formal training ' or ' men tal discipline ' the 
effects of mental exercises are of general application. This 
doctrine, in the form in which it was commouly held, is 
closely associated with the now abandoned doctrine of separate 
mental faculties which is briefly discussed in Section II of this 
chapter.(') It was believed that if children practised one of 
their mental capacities on some specific subject such as 
Mathematics or Latin, that particular capacity as a whole 
was developed and thus its efficacy in respect of any subject 
on which it might be exercised in future was thereby improved. 
For example, it was assumed that, if a child learned mathe
matics and thereby trained his powers of reasoning, he became 
more logical in dealing with problems not ouly in other 
subjects of the traditional curriculum, but also in the affairs 
of daily life. It will be seen from Chapter I and particularly 
from the passages on the curriculum in the Reports of 
successive Royal Commissions such as the Public Schools 
Commission (1864), the Schools Inquiry Commission (1868) 
and the Royal Commission on Secondary Education (1895), r> 
that this view of oertain subjects such as Latin and 
Mathematics as mental disciplines for training the powers of 

( 1) See abo .~ppendix IV. 
(') See pp. 27-&; PJ>- Sl-5; pp. 57-61. 
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reasoning and so forth. was implicitly agsmnOO (') Ho'll'eWI', 
during tbe last 30 yoms tbe docbioe of fonnal training. like 
tbe dochioe of tbe faculties with which it was so closely 
associated, has been subjected to severe aiticism both by 
pr.u:tic:al teachers from tbe point of view of geoer.al educatiooal 
experience and by psychologists on tbe basis of tbe re;ults 
obtained by syslematir. researches. We haw priDted as an 
Appendix to this Reprt a llemor.mdom speriaDy prepan!d 
fur us by Professor Hamley which sets out tbe views -
held by leading psyd>ologists regarding tianst"er- of training.(") 
We make here. howeva. an attempt to summarise tbe cuueut 
views on formal training. It sbonid be pointed out at tbe 

. ooset that much of tbe apparent disagreement betwa:n 
theoretical psychokJgisls and practical teac!Jer5 is due to the 
fact that they are not dealing with pecisely the same problem. 
The psychokJgisls in their expa:imads haw been 001• a 1m 
~with tbe theoretical issue. and haw eliminated as many 
irrelewnt amditions as poss~"ble.. The teachers, on the otha
hand, are thinking ~of the total and U»lUete efiect and 
take into aaotmt, at any rate 1TIINI!lSri.oosly. the emotional 
elanent in tbe situation. 

The efiects of training may undoubtedly in some sense be 
tr.msfeued,. bot it has berome evident as a result of systematic 
reseaKh that the amount of such tr.msfer is smaller than 
teachers and edncati'lllists were folmedy aa:ostomed to 
assume. The question at issue is acaJrdingly not •• Does such 
transfer oa:ur l •, bot ~ .. Under what amditions does 
tr.msfer oa:ur and what is. its oomparatiw amount l u When 
tbe field of training is wry difierent from the field to which 
it is desired to tr.msfer the training. there is no doubt that the 
amount of transfer is much less than would be the case if the 
field of training and the field of testing were similar. What is 
sometimes called direct training is more productive than 
indirect training. and specific training is more productive 
than gaeal training. Incidentally the efiects transfand 
may be unfawurable as well as fa'V'OUlable. In earlier 
psychological work the identical or transferable eJements on 
which stress was principally laid, were elaneuts of mental 
content, ie.. seJlSOIY elaoents. similar images. similar ideas 
and so forth. It is now J'I'CYIGDised that ahstr.u:t ideas and 
principles, roles and method, maxims and OO!lduct, schemes 

• and patterns of work may also be transfared. Lastly attitudes 

(')See~IV. 

" See An •iz V • • 
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and ideals may be transferred so as to become operative in 
another field from that in which they were originally acquired. 
The mere presence of common or identical elements does not 
necessarily make for transfer. In. fact the precise conditions 
facilitating such transfer are rather obscure. One condition 
however seems important. If the trainee is conscious of the 
common elements and also conscious of the fact that they are 
transferable, he is more likely to make such transfer. 

Unfortunately the most important principles that require 
to be transferred, are too complex to be stated explicitly and 
too numerous to be described to the pupil in full. Nevertheless, 
without any such explicit formulations children often acquire 
a consciousness of the basic principles and consciously transfer 
them from one field to another. Nevertheless, mere grasp 
of the principles even combined with the knowledge that they 
are transferable, will not in itself assure transfer. In general 
it seems important that the pupil's knowledge should be 
active knowledge. A boy may write better English if he has 
discovered the principles of English composition for himself 
than if he has merely learnt these principles from a teacher 
or text-book. This does not necessarily imply that the pupil 
is to make the discovery unaided. The skilful teacher should 
be able so to arrange situations that the need for the principle 
involved and eventually its basic character are gradually 
brought home to the child as a result of active work. The 
ear~er psychologists, who maintained that there was no 
transfer without identity of materials, overlooked the fact 
that identity of method might be an even more important 
factor. If therefore transfer be aimed at, more stress should 
be laid upon method than on mere results. 

It seems probable that in stressing the importance of 
consciousness of the transferable elements contemporary 
psychologists frequently overlooked the wide prevalence of 
unconscious or incidental learning. For instance, most 
English children have learnt to speak English without being 
conscious either of the grammatical rules or of the wide 
transferability of those rules. It seems probable therefore 
that without any ell.-plicit consciousness of their character the 
child's mind gradually builds up mental patterns (sometimes 
called Gestallnt, shapes or forms by modern psychologists) 
which it correctly applies without knowing that it is doing so. 
This especially holds good in matters of aesthetic taste. It 
seems probable that a great part of the final elements of a 
liberal education are as a rule 1!-cquired in this incidental and 

(411110) 
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tiJJOODSCi'ltiS fashion. '(;namscioos training and incidental 
learning most operate in school as elsewhere, but as so little 
is known about its conditions, the most satisfactory method 
must be. in geueraJ. to make the child oonscious, so far as 
poss>Ne, of the method which he is to pursue and apply. 

Psychologisls who have ezplored the problem of tr.msfeo- of 
traiDing. have been interested primarily in intellectual ex
perience and there is aa:ordingly little experimental evidence 
as to whether the results of emotional experience are tr.msfened 
in similar fashion. The newel" psycho-analytic schools of 
psycholocists think that such tr.msference of emotional 
experience may ta1re place on a large scale. The mgauisation 
of emotional experience most depend on elementary p<pnJO!oresses 
of much the same charader as those that are operative in the 
org:misation of intellectual experience, and most of them are 
subject to the same laws. Just as theo-e is an association of 
ideas, so thel"e is an association of emotions, not only with each 
other, but also with ideas with which they have been ....._-ted 
Further these associatioos probably result in complex mental 
patterns oc systems which tend to function as a whole. These 
emotional patterns. which are variously described aa:ording 
to their cha:rad:er as • ~aes • 01' • sentinw-•••s. .. are 
probably best described for ordinary pwflll&'S as interests. 
H one of these organised interests be aroused by some fresh 
stimulus, it will tend to react.. as a whole and amdoo;e to a 
transfer of training. In other words, if an emotional intelest 
has been built up in association with one subject, it 188¥· 
tmder ;app<Up<iate CXlllditions, be tr.msfened and lead to an 
intel"est in another subject. Such intel"est may be either 
fawmable oc tmfavomable. · For instaoce, it has been 
frequently OOae.t ved that the attitude which a pupil tabs up 
towards his first teacha- of a - subject may inftneno e his 
attitude to that subject foc the rest of his school life. H he 
disliJres the teacher, he may dislike the subject. On the oth« 
band. if he likes the teache£, he may beo • "'"" an enthusiastic 
student of the subject. In fad: the intellectual and emotional 
aspects of mental life cannot be separated. The conditions 
of w-atory experiments on tr.msfeo- of training are usually 
such as to eliminate, as far as possible, any potent emotional 
stimulus. In school. on the oth« band. the emotional aspects 
of the learning p<octss may be of gn:at importance. This is 
doobtles5 one of several reasons why teachels have always 
been disposed to believe in the ~ of training on a more 
extensive scale than that which is usually revealed in typical 
labtntory upaineds 
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The following quotation from a section written by Professor 
Cyril Burt in the Report on Formal Training, published by a 
special Committee appointed by the Education Section of the 
British Association in 1929 summarises the present view of 
psychologists on transfer :-

" The current view can be summed up as follows :
Transfer of improvement occurs only when there are 
common usable elements, shared both by the activity used 
for the training and also by the activity in which the results 
of that training reappear. The more the influenced and 
the influencing activities resemble one another, the greater 
t!le influence is likely to be. Practice in subtraction will 
improve accuracy in division, because the latter involves 
the former, but it may have little or no effect on accuracy 
hi multiplication. The study of Latin will aid the study 
of French, becalli?e many French words are derived from 
Latin roots, and because many of the methods of work 
used in learning Latin-e.g., the use of a dictionary-will 
also be required in learning French. 

On the other hand, the fact that the functions employed 
in both training and test are popularly called by the same 
name--' imagination,• 'observation.' 'memory.' or the 
like-is no guarantee that general improvement will be 
secured. Transfer of training appears, to put it cautiously, 
to be much less c<.rtain and of much narrower spread than 
once was belie~ ;,1.,-ile'·t.-

' 
_;:, ·1{1, EMOTIONAL DEVELOPliiENT 

,ru;~th.J Gt11eral Emotional Characteristics 
shOUld '- .. dill now attempt to describe briefly the emotional 
"S c 'l'istics of boys and girls at the period between the ages 
·'a · 16+. We consider it, however, important to emphasise 

i 
_witnesses assured us that many boys and girls, 

PI'\. Lu 1 indeed the great majority, pass through this period 
of e opment without any serious emotional disturbances. 

he tost salient characteristics of puberty are changes not 
~-o mu in intellect or aptitude, as in character and 
tern U'f'nt. The simpler or primary emotions seem to be 
most directly -'\ffected, and these are now known to be closely 
dependent on t.">~Wldular secretions. It is accordingly not 
surprising to find •"at the final maturing of the giWldular 
system should be aa. "mpanied by noticeable changes in 
feeling and impulse. The l"'l.cher at this stage will probably 
be confronted with rather diffi~··lt problems in the conduct and ... 
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unconscious fashion. Unconscious training and incidental 
learning must operate in school as elsewhere, but as so little 
is known about its conditions, the most satisfactory method 
must be, in general, to make the child conscious, so far as 
possible, of the method which he is to pursue and apply. 

Psychologists who have explored the problem of transfer of 
training, have been interested primarily in intellectual ex
perience and there is accordingly little experimental evidence 
as to whether the results of emotional experience are transferred 
in similar fashion. The newer psycho-analytical schools of 
psychologists think that such transference of emotional 
experience may take place on a large scale. The organisation 
of emotional experience must depend" on elementary processes 
of much the same character as those that are operative in the 
organisation of intellectual experience, and most of them are 
subject to the same laws. Just as there is an association of 
ideas, so there is an association of emotions, not only with each 
other, but also with ideas with which they have been connected. 
Further these associations probably result in complex mental 
patterns or systems which tend to functi<?n as a whole. These 
emotional patterns, which are variously described according 
to their character as • C<?mplexes • or • sentiments.• are 
probably best desaibed for ordinary purposes as interests. 
If one of these organised interests be aroused by some fresh • 
stimulus, it will tend to react. as a whole and conduc;e to a 
transfer of training. In other words, if an emotional interest 
has been built up in association with one subject, it may. 
under appropriate con4itions, be transferred and lead to an 
interest in another subject. Such interest may be either . 
favourable or unfavourable.· For instance, it has been 
frequently observed that the attitude which a pupil takes up 
towards his first teacher of a new subject may infiuence his 
attitude to that subject for the rest of his school life. If he 
dislikes the teacher, he may dislike the subject. On the other 
hand, if he likes the teacher, he may become an enthusiastic 
student of the subject. In fact the intellectual and emotional 
aspects of mental life cannot be separated. The conditions 

'! of laboratory experiments on transfer of training are usually 
· ~ as to eliminate, as far as possible, any potent emotional 

Sthnulus. In school, on the other hand, the emotional aspects 
of the learning process may be of great importance. This is 
doulltles!! one of several reasons why teachers have always 
been disposed to believe in the transfer of training on a more 
extensive scale than that which is usually revealed in typical 
laboratory experiments. 
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The following quotation from a section written by Professor 
Cyril Burt in the Report on Formal Training, published by a 
special Committee appointed by the Education Section of the 
British Association in 1929 summarises the present view of 
psychologists on transfer :-

" The current view can be summed up as follows :
Transfer of improvement occurs only when there are 
common usable elements, shared both by the activity used 
for the training and also by the activity in which the results 
of that training reappear. The more the influenced and 
the influencing activities resemble one another, the greater 
t!J.e influence is likely to be. Practice in subtraction will 
improve accuracy in division, because the latter involves 
the former, but it may have little or no effect on accuracy 
in multiplication. The study of Latin will aid the study 
of French, becall!;e many French words are derived from 
Latin roots, and because many of the methods of work 
used in learning Latin--i!.g., the use of a dictionary-will 
also be required in learning French. 

On the other hand, the fact that the functions employed 
in both training and test are popularly called by the same 
name--' imagination,' ' observation,' f memory,' or the 
like-is no guarantee that general improvement will be 
secured. Transfer of training appears, to put it cautiously, 
to be much less c<.rtain and of much narrower spread than 
once was belie~ ~e"'. 

';: 

~~·ttl· EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
~~th_J General Emoti<mal Characteristics 

shOUld 1- .. Au. now attempt to describe briefly the emotional 
"'S c mstb of boys and girls at the period between the ages 

· 'av· 16+. We consider it, however,important to emphasise 
thaJerj • witnesses assured us that many boys and girls, 
p~· u. 1 indeed the great majority, pass through this period 
of e opment without any serious emotional disturbances. 

he •ost salient characteristics of puberty are changes not 
olO mu in intellect or aptitude, as in character and 
tern u-P.nt. The simpler or primary emotions seem to be 
most directly "'.ffected, and these are now known to be closely 
dependent on !,-.landular secretions. It is accordingly not 
surprising to find '-'>at the final maturing of the glandular 
system should be ae<. -.mpanied by noticeable changes in 
feeling and impulse. The l"~tcher at this stage will probably 
be confronted with rather difli~··lt problems in the conduct and ... 
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attitude of his pupils. In dealing with children under the 
age of 11 the teacher's main task has been to adapt the 
curriculum and the methods of teaching to the immature 
intellect of his pupils. Now any such adaptations must more 
and more take into account peculiarities of feeling and 
emotional reaction. The main changes may be described in a 
single generalisation ; all the primary emotions are intensified, 
but not to an equal degree. 

First of all, the maturing of the organism gives rise to a 
marked reinforcement of the sex instinct. The sex instincts 
are present in an inchoate form in small children, bpt at 
puberty these interests are temporarily reinforced. 

The changes in the sex organs themselves, and their 
immediate anatomical and physiological consequences, inevit
ably attract the child's attention ; they arouse a 'secret 
curiosity, and directly or indirectly may lead to repressed 
feelings of alarm or disgust. Sometimes these new interests 
are furtive and concealed ; sometimes they are oniy too 
evident. 

This is perhaps the main justification for what is called 
sex-enlightenment either at or just before this ;Stage, 
Injudicious .efforts, however ·well meant, may aggrav.:o.te the 
very tendencies they are intended to relieve. It acco' · ly 
seems desirable that such instruction sl!ould not be gi by 
itself, but should arise incidentaJiy, out llf the ordin eourse 
of lessons on botany, natural ~cm:r.""f.'l.ysiology, ygien_e, 
and social life. With a few iJ>o&-llduals a pr: vate and nai 

wUle differences between one child and atJOiher '"> 'elailetl 
lmowletlgs and in specific emotiofo, and tlu dang . ~ -. _ 
arise, if euery pupil be 17...tetl alike. fp: ;:{. 

Social Impulses If hl 
21. Another change at this period which is closely 

with the changes already described, is the rapid de 
of the social impulses or instincts. A good illus 10n 
afiorded by the changes in spontaneous play. By e "'IS 

of 10 or 11 children are less individualistic in thei ay ~ 
begin to take more notice of others. Com petit· rather' than 1 

co-operation is the ruling motive ; rivalry the element of 
~competitive skill predominate. ~o e age of 12 or 13 
boys tend to play more an~ more. in K(u'ps and they willingly 
join in team games, and, 1f left.rth~ves, form cliques 
and bands. The same ten~!icy is evident in girls. TIN 
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pericrl of early adolescenu is accordingly the most appropriate 
time for organising co-operative work, in classrooms anrl outside, 
and for enrolling boys and girls as members of some team or 
club, if this has not previously been done. In the classroom 
itself these social impulses can be usefully guided and con
trolled by developing a spirit of class-unity, centring round 
the work of the class or form. 

Self-Asserlion anrl Submission: Pride anrl Humility 
22. Two further instincts of great importance usually 

develop in boys and girls at this stage, namely, self-assertion 
and self-submission, and corresponding to them two emotions 
which may be roughly identified with pride and humility. As 
a cause or as a consequence of the new desire for social 
contacts, both these impulses are strongly reinforced at this 
period. Parents anrl teachers ca1mot expect at this stage the 
saf'U! degree of blinrl obedience or frank confidence that they 
ha~ hitherlo received, and to demand it may be to induce the 
opposite effect. Chilrlren must be treated more anrl more as 
equals anrl as adults, though their experience and self-control 
are still insufficient for them to be allowed the full privileges 
of adult freedom and responsibility. Much tact is accordingly 
required in those who have to deal with children at the 
' awkward age.' As far as possible, outlets shoulrl be provirlerl 
for these new impulses, anrl in school every reasonable opportunity 
sho,ulrl be afforrlerl for initiative anrl inrlepenrlent work. 

Curiosity anrl other Self-Assertive Impulses 
23. Another impulse or group of impulses for which outlets 

should be provided, is that which may loosely be described 
as curiosity. This, if thwarted, may give rise to tiresome 
behaviour. The adolescent often desires to pry into life, to 
experiment with existence, and to explore the world and its 
ways. At the same time, these impulses may clearly offer 
a powerful handle for intellectual instruction. If curiosity b. 
..cow aced rather tha11 repressed, theN the pupil's m.r~ illsistmt 
I{U4SJions anrl inquiries may ojlell fumish valuable hinls for the 
liMS .. hidt school iNStructiofJ allrl school Methotls MaY vsifulJy 
jolla... This is an additional reason for applying a heuristic 
procedure within reasonable limits to the principal subjects 
of the curriculum. 

Other self-assertive impulses are often more or less reinforced 
at puberty, for instance, what is sometimes called the instinct 
of pugnacity. A charactenspc which often disturbs both 
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parents and teachers and whlch appears to be a secondary 
consequence of these self-assertive tendencies, is an outer 
hardness of attitude towards other persons, amounting at times 
almost to definite cruelty. .t\n incident which would prompt 
either a younger or an older person to sympathy and sorrow, 
will often elicit at the time nothing but apparent indifierence 
from adolescents. This seeining callousness in general 
represents merely a .. temporary phase. In various other ways 
there will probably be minor disciplinary difficulties both in 
and out of school with children at this stage. Some children 
seem to go through a definite phase of petty crime or vice 
particularly towards the end of this period, and most of these 
offences should be treated primarily as symptoms rather than 
as sins. . 

Depressive Emoliotts 
24. All the emotions, inhibitive as well as aggressive, 

are strengtliened at this period of development. The instJpcts 
and feelings briefly described above show themselves more or 
less openly, but there are others which l!lanifest themselves in 
less obvious ways and whose presence can only be dimly 
surmised from a general ~owledge of the psychology of 
children at this stage. Side by side with the self-assertive 
display of power and vanity there is often present a secret . 
feeling of humility, and a tendency to follow a lead. rather 
than to take it. The boy venerates some hero ; the girl 
manifests an admiration for a Mistress. Children of both 
sexes are now apt to. d~v«;lop fresh fears, fresh sorrows, a new 
sense of inferiority and fresh capacities for disgust. These · 
inhibitive feelings frequently· produce moods of depression. 
Feelings and desires being driven inwards are sometimes apt 
to become morbid. _Some children become shy, reticent, and 
awkward, and this in itself may produce a neurotic state. 
Further, social conditions and more especially fears as to their 
own future or the future of the family must necessarily 
aggravate any such tendency. It is to be noted in this context 
that a mood of self-assertion may frequently be followed by a 

·mood of lethargy and indifierence. 

'' The .Appa.-em I~ of .Adolescenls 
-25. It is just because these opposite groups of impulses 

,u:e simultaneously reinforced that the adolescent appears such 
·a bundle of contradictions. At one moment he seems bashful ; 
''and at the next moment aggressive ; at one moment a coward ; 
and at the next an audaciouS rebel. Sometimes his apparent 
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shyness may hide a repressed ambition or pride ; and often an 
exaggerated vanity or show of self-conceit may compensate for 
hidden feelings of personal incompetence-a sense that he is 
unequal to the new responsibilities of life. 

The essential characteristic of adolescence, therefore, is the 
strong intensification of emotional energy with a tendency 
to mental disorganisation as a temporary result. · The child's 
impulses towards action are for the time being stronger than 
his powers of intelligent control. The overflow of these 
excessive animal spirits often leads to frequent collisions with 
authority at home, at school, or elsewhere, and, even within 
his own mind, the inequality of the two conflicting forces 
produces unstable or unbalanced conduct. If his unbalanced 
attitude be treated with tact and sympathy, the wild 
irresponsible behaviour usually disappears as the child settles 
down towards the close of adolescence. 

Self-Consciousness 
26: In many cases it is only slowly and painfully that the 

child begins to group these new impulses around definite 
aims and ideals. Most of the new aptitudes which appear to 
emerge at this stage are really the indirect effect of fresh 
interests in new aspects of life, interests in poetry, painting, 
music, or in biological or physical science. In the same way, 
the religious and philosophical problems which so often 
exercise the adolescent mind may probably be due more to 
temperamental than to intellectual changes. This is 
accordingly a very appropriate time for implanting fresh and 
wholesome interests and for bringing the child into contact 
with persons and subjects which may serve as desirable 
centres round which these emotions may crystallise. 

The most important interest at this stage is the child's own 
interest in himself. The remarkable changes that are taking 
place within him and the consciousness that he will soon be 
expected to play his special part as a responsible and indepen
dent adult, constantly tend to focus his thoughts upon 
himself. The novel contacts that his instincts now impel him 
to make with other children of his own age continually bring 
home to him his social potentialities, both good and bad. He 
becomes sensitive to criticism and is often his own severest 
critic. For instance, children at this stage are sometimes so 
critical of their achievements and so impressed by external 
standards that their own attempts at creative work in literary 
composition or music or dra'fing tend to decline and in some 
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cases almost to disappear unless care be taken carefully to 
bridge tbe gap from childhood to adolescence. Thus a new and 
vecy varied self-consciousness is one of tbe most salient 
features of adolescent boys and girls and provides one of tbe 
most teady means for moulding tbeir moral character. 

EfWironmental Injluencu 

'Zl. The changes described above are not due wholly to a 
spontaneous internal development-to tbe maturing of fresh 
capacities or impulses. They are, in large measure, tbe 
natural reaction of children to tbe impending change in tbeir 
position. A large number of tbe children concerned will 
shortly be leaving school. They know tbat tbis will be tbe 
case and tbat tbey will probably soon be able to earn tbeir 
own livelihood, and tbat tbeir daily life will tben no longer 
be controlled and supervised by tbeir parents and teachers. 
They expect to have a new and sudden access of freedom. 
They are accordingly tempted to become impatient and try 
to accelerate tbis culmination by showing some independence 
in advance. At tbe same time, tbey ate probably secretly 
apprehensive as to whetber tbey will really be able to shoulder 
tbe responsibilities entailed by an independent life, and so 
tbey are led to reassure themselves beforehand by making a 
few experiments. The outcome of tbese factors in tbe situation 
is tbat many of tbe traits descijbed above are characteristic 
of what may be called the pre-independent phase in socia). 
development ratber tban of any definite age. Professor Burt 
suggested to us that it· might be instructive to draw up a 
character sketch of tbe typical .adolescent boy or girl such as 
might be compiled from Dr· Stanley Hall's work on 
Adolescence (1904) or tbe publications of bis successors in 
the same field, and present it for tbeir comments to Masters 
or Mistresses whose experience was limited to pupils whose 
education terminated at a particular age. Teachers in Central 
and Senior Schools would probably say tbat such a sketch aptly 
described children about tbe age of 13. Masters and Mistresses 
in Grammar Schools, in which most of tbe pupils would 
be remaining up to tbe age of 18, would probably say that it 
was a tol(rably accurate portrait of a child of 17. Heads or 
Tutors of Colleges in which tbe undergraduates remain in 
slaiN pvpillari till they take tbeir degrees, would probably 
say tbat such a character sketch was a just description of a 

1 youtb or girl of 19 or 20. Furthermore, tbe degree of control 
and supervision exercised by parents varies greatly from one 

• 
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family to another. Many parents find it difficult to realise 
that their children are almost adults. Partly by force of 
habit, partly because they unconsciously resent the implication 
that they themselves have aged, they may continue to treat 
a son or daughter who is as tall and intelligent as themselves 
as still a child. It is important to add that the proper treat
ment of the adolescent youth or girl demands not only 
understanding on the part of the teacher and sympathy between 
the home and the school, but also a wise attitude on the part 
of the parent, and harmony in the home. 

What has been said in this chapter emphasises of necessity 
the special factors which arise in adolescence and afiect the 
character. We desire, therefore, to conclude with two observa
tions. First, faults of character do not cease to have a moral 
significance because they are aggravated by these factors. 
Secondly, even at this age among the most serious and 
aggravating conditions are others not specially connected 
with adolescence, e.g., heredity, environment, the social milieu. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CURRICULUM OF THE GRAMMAR 
SCHOOL 

1. Our terms of reference iostrnct as, when dealing with the 
.mgauisation and interrelation of scbnnls other than those 
administen!d at p: •t unde£ the ~laJy Code, to have 
reganl in particular to "the fiamewod and mntent of the 
edncatim of pupils wbo do not remain at scbool. beyond the 
age of about 16.- The Consoitative Committee is deeply 
mmmitted by its Report llll n.. E& ..W. of lie Ale' "" 
to the view that the edncatjop of boys and girls from the age 
of 11 + is to be envisagOO as far as Jl"S'"Die as a single whole,. 
whether- it ends at oc before the age of 16 oc at the age of 
18 oc 19{'), and in our survey of the untifDbun - maintain 
this view. We do not. therefore, amsider that llodem Schools, 
whether- selective « not,. cin be wholly em:lnded from our 
aJDSideRtion. There is in fact DO clear line of demarcation, 
physial. psychological « soo;iaJ. betwtut the pupi!s wbo 
attend Gr.umoar Scbools and those wbo attmd llodem 
Schools, and an the evidence that - have heard Oil the 
existing methods of s ' •;.., foc one oc other type of school 
mnfirms us in our opinion that the line as drawn at p:esent 
is always artificial and often_ nristalrm · But our terms of 
reference exdnde llodem Scf¥lols. and a]tboqgb they have 
nevel" been far from our thought. in what follows - sbaU 
deal primarily with the c:w • imbun of the Gr.umoar Scbool as 
it is,. and as - think it sbould be.(S) 

(') • PtillmJ edacatioa sboald be ._.- as ..tiq at -
tbe a&e of II+. At that a&e a -.I 51aF. wl!idl b tbe ~-
llllaJ' be p.... tbe ... less........, •poot-pjmary.- - b<Pa: -this-- .... - papils-- at 16+ ..... -at 18,.. 19,. - b tbe majomy at 14+ ,.. 15+. sboald be .......... 
m far as pGIII50ble as a smpo ~ widJia wbich- 'lrill be a ->ety 

iD tbe types of-- supplied. --will be - by tbe _,...--that its aim is to poride btbe -a( c:l!ildns 
wiD are t11beriug aDd Jl'l'll5iDg tluoagh tbe -ce of_.,+ • TM 
F' *•lf"'A'' r,p..7L 

rt Tbe c-lll j•i -.... - - ............ will, - -
... 1~ · • apply allo to tbe Twbnical ffi&la 5<booL We dall Wk tbe 

-"'--.. pp. 175-7. 
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PART I.-THE NEED FOR RECONSIDERATION OF 
THE CURRICULUM 

2. The framework of the grammar school curriculum was 
first defined by the Board of Education in its Regulations for 
Secondary Schools in 1904, and in broad outline this framework 
remains unchanged. The salient articles in the current issue 
of the Regulations (1935) are :- • 

" 2. (b) The School must be a School for pupils who 
intend to remain for at least four years and up to at least 
the age of 16. It must provide a progressive course of 
general education of a kind and amount suited to an 
age range at least from 12 to 17. 

" 7. Except with the previous permission of the Board, 
adequate provision must be made for instruction in the 
English Language and Literature, at least one language 
other than English, Geography, History, Mathematics, 
Science, Drawing, Singing, Manual Instruction in the 
case of boys, Domestic Subjects in the case of girls, 
Physical Exercises, and for Organised Games." 

3. In these Regulations the grammar school education is 
described as a ' general education.' This is one of those 
question-begging phrases which are so frequently used when 
speaking of education, the meaning of which only becomes 
definite when the aims of education have been formulated. 
It .may mean a curriculum which includes a wide range of 
subjects as opposed to the study of one or two different 
branches of learning. It may mean a training which is con· 
sidered suitable for every future occupation as opposed to 
a training which specifically prepares for a single calling. 
It may mean a training that aims at the development in the 
pupil of cenain attributes, habits, skills, sentiments and 
attitudes of mind ; as well as the possession and use of knowledge. 
It may mean all of these. In the 1904 Regulations it is used 
so vaguely that, apart from the fact that it refers in part to 
the doctrine of ' faculties ' which was then commonly 
believed but has since been abandoned by psychologists, it 
is not easy to see what was really intended. In the present 
chapter we shall as far as possible avoid the use of ~e ~hr..sa. 

4. Although the Board's Regulations have alw .. ys permitted 
exceptions and have been administered in a liberal spirit, 
they have undoubtedly e_"refcised a strong influence in the 
direction of uniformity, first on the grant-aided Secondary 
Schools, but since 1907-8, w~ tl:.e Board began to make a 
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list of Secondary Schools which it recognised as "efficient", 
on the non-grant-aided schools also. But the position has 
changed very considerably since the institution of the School 
Certificate Examination in 1917. No one who can remember 
·the welter of examinations in the years before the War, for 
which schools had to prepare pupils who desired to enter 
'particular profe,ssions, can doubt that the institution of a 
single examination has simplified the work of the schools 
·enormously, and no one will dispute that " under proper 
conditions they are a necessary and a valuable part of the 
·educational machinery of a good school system."(l) But our 
witnesses are almost unanimous in their opinion that, despite 
all safeguards, the School Certificate Examination has not 
escaped the danger proverbially inherent in all machinery, and 
now dominates the work of the schools, controlling both the 
framework and the content of the curriculum.(") 

5. Various considerations point to the necessity of a thorough 
reconsideration both of the framework and of the content of 
the .curriculum. As we have seen in Chapter I, the existing 
framework was completed in the second half of the nineteenth 
century during a phase of civilisation which was largely 
static, and is accordingly more suited to a static than to the 
dynamic phase in which we live to-day. The last 40 years 
have seen many and great changes, and the world in which the 
modem child is born and in ·which he grows up is a very 
different world from that of the 'Victorian child. The advance 
in technological knowledge and practice in these 40 years 
has been greater than. in. the whole previous history of our 
civilisation. We live at· a faster rate, the old lines of social 
cleavage have become blurred· and are breaking down; with 
improved means of inter-communication and transport the 
world has contracted and its peoples have been brought 
nearer together, and their lives, thoughts and actions are in 
closer contact. 

These 40 years have also seen a great advance in the science 
.of psychology. We know more, though still not enough, of 
the processes of thought than our fathers knew, and we no 
longer accept without question their view that there is a 
~~al virtue in particular studies by which they develop 
partiCUJ."a:. "'lUalities of mind that necessarily function in other 
connexions: ·'¥e know more, though still not enough, about 

(') R.porl of 1M CtMNII<Jiivo CommiU.. 011 E:r.,.iftali.,.. ;,. Su011dtuy 
StAOoh (1911), p. 4. • • 

(') The extent to which •.his ~omination has grown may ~ JUdged 
by the fact that most of oui Witnesses ~ec;I unabl~ to think of the 
Curriculum except in terms of thtf exammation. while some defined 
tha curriculum entirely in sucl terms. 
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the natures of boys and girls, and our whole attitude towards 
them has changed as a result. We recognise that they have a 
personal interest in their upbringing, something to contribute 
to its problems, and a point of view that we treat with 
greater deference.(l) The emphasis in educational theory has 
shifted from the subject to the ~hild. We are more conscious 
of the differences between children, their varied aptitudes, 
sentiments and inclinations, and are' no longer satisfied to 
put them all through the same mould. We have in particular 
learnt the importance of interests or ' sentiments ' in 
education, and that the performance of a distasteful task is 
not necessarily a valuable discipline. We have learnt that 
just as men work best when their hearts are in their job, so 
boys and girls work best when they are interested in their 
work and see its purpose. · 

The last 25 years have also seen a large increase in the 
number of pupils attending Grammar Schools. In the grant
aided Secondary Schools in England and Wales the number 
has risen from 165,570 (4'6 per thousand of population) in 
1911-12(") to 466,245 (11'3 per thousand of population) in 
1937(8), that is to say there were nearly three times as many 
pupils in these schools in 1937 as in 1912. In the same period 
the percentage of ex-public elementary school pupils has grown 
from 63·2 to 77·0. This evidence of an increased and 
increasing demand for secondary education raises new 
pro]>lcms. In the first place, a curriculum suited to a Iiruited 
group of pupils is not necessarily adequate to meet the widened 
range of abilities of a far larger group, drawn from a wider 
range of social and cultural backgrounds, and selected on the 
basis of an examination which in itself is not necessarily a 
guarantee of ability to pursue a curriculum which is narrowly 
defined. In the second plaoe, English secondary education 
has by tradition come to be regarded essentially as preparatory 
to the Universities or some other form of higher education. 
With the increased numbers attending Grammar Schools, 
the majority of the pupils do not continue their studies 

('! Thus we ..,., indebted to two Committees of boys at Winchester, 
for mtwesting ~ports on experiments iD curriculum which had been 
introduced in the>tr classes. 

(') These figures are ta~n from Slalislia of Pwblil: Edt<Utiott, Prm 1, 
Ed•c•ti .. Stolisliu, 1912-13, p. 110. 

(') Tb""' figu""' (taken from tbe Board's Report fur 1937, p. 126) 
include pupils under II, in 1937 numbering 29,542, and ought probably 
to be c:orrecmt so as to sh-e the number of pupils over 11 who belong 
to tho stage wbich we call sn<ntdary. But th~ is oo definite frontier 
betwoen the primary and oocondary stages that can be -ted enct1y 
in terms of chronological ago, tho Jrontier ....Uy dependioc oD meatal 
ago, 
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beyond five years, and a substantial number leave before 
these are completed.(l) As has already been proved in most 
European countries, there is considerable danger both to the 
individual and to society in looking upon secondary education 
as only, or chiefly, preparatory to higher institutional 
education ; such a situation must inevitably lead to an over
production of 'intellectuals • ·and the unrest consequent on 
their inability to find -the niche in an economic world for 
which they regard themselves as fitted and prepared. We 
have not yet reached .this point in Britain, but we were 
assured by some of our witnesses that the capacity of the 
professions in the widest sense to absorb the product of 
secondary schools is less than it was, and may be further 
reduced. 

Lastly, the new edition of the Handbook of Suggeslions for 
the Comideration of Teachers and Othei'S C01IU1'fled in the Work 
of Public Elementary Sclwols (1937), with its enlightened 
analysis of the aims and problems of the Modem School, is 
a challenge to the Grammar Schools to take stock of their 
position which cannot be ignored, for the Modem School is 
not only an essential part, but numerically the larger part, 
of the national provision for the education of the adolescent. 

6. All these cirCumstances have led in recent years to • 
criticism of the curriculum and -its content, much of which has 
been brought to our notice by oilr witnesses and in the memo
randa which we have received.(ll) It has been represent~d 

(') The number of pupils proceeding direct to Univenities from . 
grant-aided schools ill Eoglaud BDd Wales appears to be iDcreasmg 
faster than the size of the ochools.' Thus. iD 1910, 977 pupils did so, 
and in 1937, 3587; that is to say tl1ere """' nearly 3i times as many 
entrants to Univenities in 1937 as in 1910. The average number 
for the six yeatS 1932-7 was 4021. See p. 103. 

(') The criticisms cummt in the early post-war yeatS are discussed 
at length in the Report of the Consultative Committee on Diffn11111iatiMJ 
of Cwrrl..,z.. b•tw"" tlul s.,,. ;,. S""""'ary Sclwols (1923), pp. 5S-75. 
This Report admitted that there was some substance, especially ill its 
bearings on girls' schools. in the criticism that the cu.nicu1um was 
modelled too mach on the requirements of those boys and girls who 
were preparin~ for university and professional examjnatinns, and 
failed to provtde safli.cient contact with practical work (p. 58). It 
thought that there is much truth ill the contention that the congestion 
of the curriculum frequently entailed serious consequences for the 
meatal and physical welfare of many pupils, and suggested that the 
Board should devise suitable mOilDS of dealing with this problem, which 
appeared to be especiully urgent in girls' ochools (p. 61). It also found 
much truth in the con-tion that the existing curriculum ia unduly 
rigid. eepecially for girls' schools, and made recommendations to meet 
the case of girls who might with advantage take a di11erent C01II8II 
(p. 62). Fiually It made a stronr p1.., for the development of the 
Uethetic oide of aeconclaly education w both boya aDd girls (pp. 87-70). 
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to us that secondary education is still strongly influenced 
by the discredited conception of an all-round training of the 
faculties, and by the idea of a liberal(') education which 
corresponds neither to the circumstances of the pupils nor to 
the needs of modern civilisation ; that we think too much of 
education in terms of information and too little in terms of 
feeling and taste ; that a university objective is tacitly 
assumed throughout the course ; that the schools provide 
instruction in a number of subjects which are in danger of 
falling out of relation with one another ; that the curriculum 
.is too diffuse in sonie directions and too narrow in others, 
too rigid, and too much dictated by examination requirements ; 
that too many subjects are carried up to the same level; that 
the time-table is overcrowded and congested, and leaves too 
little time to consider and discuss the wide implications of 
the subject-matter with a consequent limitation of the ability 
to think ; that there is a strong tendency to adjust the pupil 
to the curriculum rather than the curriculum to the needs and 
abiliti«;s of the pupil, and in particular that the needs of 
the less academic pupil receive inadequate attention ; that 
there is a grave tendency to over-work and over-strain 
adolescent pupils. especially girls. 

It is not our intention to discuss these criticisms in detail 
at the present point.(") That many of them are dispassionately 
believed by many who are competent to express an opinion 
is rertain. That none of them is wholly without justification 
is also certain. We enumerate them here because they form 
part of the data of our problem, and will have to be faced in 
their appropriate setting. 

7. One other preliminary point remains. One of our 
witnesses told us that " it is difficult to see what end is aimed 
at nowadays " by secondary education, and doubtless it is 
true that in the daily task of attending to the immediate job 
in hand the ultimate objective may not always be evident.. 
On the other hand we have received convincing evidence that 
those who are intimately concerned with the conduct of 
Grammar Schools have clear ideas of the aims which they have 
in view, and that these aims are concerned with the training 
of the pupil, first as a person with a body, a mind and a 
spirit, second as a future citizen of a democratic country, and 
third as one wbo will have work of some kind oc other to do 

(').See App<18<1iz II. p. 403. 
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for a livelihood. With varying emphasis, now on one and now 
on another of these aspects, this aim is implicit in all schools.('J 

8. The reconsideration of the framework and content of 
the grammar school curriculum is accordingly the theme of 
the present chapter. Some Grammar Schools are for boys 
alone, otherS for girls alone, and others contain both boys and 
girls('), but unless the context implies otherwise, no distinction 
is attempted between these three types of school. We begin 
with an analysis of the principles which we believe should 
underlie the whole curriculum of the school in the widest 
sense of the term. 

PART 11.-THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CURRICULUM 
9. The curriculum of a school is, in the strict sense of the 

phrase, a statement or programme of its courses of teaching 
and instruction. There have been times and places in which 
the carrying out of that programme has been, in effect, the 
s.chool's sole activity, any others being subordinated to it ; 
but that could hardly be said to-day of any school in this 
country. To account fully for the broader views now 
incorporated in general educational practice would involve 
a diagnosis of contemporary life, but it is clear that the newer 
ideas have entered into the main body of schools from several 
distinct sources. In this country some of the most significant 
have simply filtered down from the Public Schools, where they 
have long prevailed. Others are an evident and direct response 
to the needs of an age which has seen an immense development 
in the political and in<hlsj:rlal organisation of all the great 
nations. Others, again, are expressions of a profound 
modification in the old individualistic basis of English life
changes in opinion and sentiment which require the schools to 
accept responsibilities formerly borne elsewhere. Lastly there 
has been a notable advance in the technique of education, 
accompanied and fostered by an incessant discussion of ends, 
wa}'s and means, by no means confined to those whose interest 
in the subjects is that of the teacher or the administrator. 

The outcome of the changes thus brought about is that a 
typical school of the present day is to be regarded as not 

{') Thill is in hannony with tho conclusion in the last edition of tho 
H....U....A of Sugguliotls f., T..,.Tt.n, p. 12 : "tho aim of education 
should be to develop to tho full tho potentialities of every child at 
school, in acoonl with tho general sood of tho community of which. 
he is a member ... 
. {') On Sl Man:b. 1937. th""'- in EnglaDd and Wales 511 Second

ary Schools for Boys. 495 for Girls, 387 for Boys and Girls recogmsecl 
for grant by tho Boanl of Education. 

' r 
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merely a ' place of learning • but as a social unit or society of 
a peculiar kind in which the older and the younger members, 
the teachers and the taught, share a common life, subject to 
a constitution to which all are in their several ways consenting 
and co-operating parties, pursuing purposes which, though 
not coincident, are nevertheless correlative. It is of necessity 
an artificial entity, in that it is deliberately created and 
maintained as a means of bringing to bear upon the young 
formative influences deemed to be of high importance either 
for their own development or for the continued well-being 
of the community. But it is, or should be, also a natural 
society in so far as the conditions of life in it, particularly 
those we think of as discipline and order, should enable its 
members to live on easy terms with one another, the older 
members exercising due influence upon the growth and 
characters of the younger, and the younger having space and 
freedom for many-sided individual development. In such an 
' organisation of childhood ' formal learning, the curriculum, 
in the- narrower sense of the word, must always retain its 
central place, but there will be much more-activities of a 
less formal nature and other activities entirely informal, which 
make equally essential contributions to the life of the society. 

10. To consider the purposes of that life is to discuss the 
aims of education. Upon this subject it has been said that 
" every scheme of education being, at bottom, a practical 
phl!osophy, necessarily touches life at every point. Hence 
any educational aims which are concrete enough to give 
definite guidance are correlative to ideals of life-and as 
ideals of life are eternally at variance, their conflict will 
be re11ected in educational theories." We do not wish to 
enter into the conflict and, in fact, do not find it necessary 
for our purpose to reduce the aims of education to a single 
formula. It is, however, desirable that we should keep before 
our eyes the several parties whose interest in and influence 
upon the educational process need to be borne in mind. 

Of these the first and foremost is the community, acting 
either formally through its organ, the State, or less explicitly 
but none the less effectively by imposing its • form and 
pressure ' upon schools that are not subject to State regulation 
as well as upon those that are. Speaking broadly, the interest 
of the State is to see that the schools provide the means by 
which the nation's life may be maintained in its integrity 
from generation to generation ; to make sure that the young 
are prepared to preserve-and some of them to advance-its 

• 
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st;mdanls in an modes of activity which are hnpoxtaut to the 
awnnvJO weaL Iu a clemoaatic oommunity it must • edgrate 
its masters • ; in mmmunities of otbe£ types it must see that 
the citizens are tiaiDed f..- obedient and willing seni<:e.. 
U...ter._th this explicit. overt edocatinnal activity of the 
State. ...-king through Jaws and regu1ations. there is the 
unfoonulafed but wry real demand of the mmmunity that the 
JUIIIIg shall gR".J up in amfonnity with the naficma! d.ios. 

The second party to be ClOIISider'ed is the parent.. It must 
be JPNJgnised as a governing p1inciple that parents, ems and 
ahMe their general rights as ritirens, "bave a cfmrinant 
interest in the edncatinn of their own c:hiJdren.. Education 
must always begin at home. and to . the end of scbool life 
oontinues to be shared between home and school The 
degm:s and modes of partnership vary widely asuu illlidaDOeS 
diile£. Where parents may choose their cbildren's scbooJs, 
their inftuenc:e in favouring c:erlain types and maintaining 
c:erlain disriplinacy and c:u1tunl traditions is umnistabbJe 
r where e&bdlkl poverty at home and defective standards 
may create special problems f..- the schOol ; but here, as in 
the fonnelc case. the scbool's sncxeso; depends in the big ron 
upon a good understanding lietwtui parties who,~ they 
are conscioos of it or not. are partners in the cbildren's 
apbrioging. • 

The function in the scbool "society of the teaching slafl 
fmdoding the Heads of the schools) is mmple& Fna 
one point of view teacbe:rs are the parents' substitutes and 
agents, doing what in tbe last resort is the parents' work . 
and clothed f..- the pwpose with a D"9sure of parental 
authority. At the same time they are also ageots of the 
mmmunity, the means by which it secuus from tbe schools 
the senias it expects tbem to Ielldos. This is true ~ 
their salaries are or are DOt a public charge. and ~ 
their work is or is DOt c:ontmiied or insper:led by the State.. 

The slafl has a cbaracleristic part to play in the life of a 
scbooL Boys and girls show, especiaDy during add ri't 

years. a slroog fmdency to organise their Jiws in relatiw 
iDdeJ"".-Imo e of adult ideas and reguJatioos. The teOOency 
is hoalthy and should be accepted sympathetically, yet if 
left wholly to itself is prone to I1Hid towards barbarism 
instead of leading towards civilisation. The hnportaDt 
fnnclim of the feacbjng staff outside their t I -a 
activities is to act as uuobtrusive obsa vas of the general 

• 
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school life, refiaining from interference with it where inter
ference is unnecessary, but prepared to safeguard its moral 
qualities when these appear to be threatened. In brief, 
their influence should take the form of guidance-a guidance 
which, more than any other factor, creates and conserves the 
individuality of a school. 

11. The changes whif'h we have described as the conversion 
of the school into a society have had a marked effect upon the 
attitude of modem boys and girls towards their education. 
If the schoolboy no longer creeps like a snail unwillingly to 
school, it is not merely because the school has become a 
humane institution wherein Orbilius uses his special privilege 
sparingly and sometimes repudiates it altogether, nor merely 
because modem subjects and in many cases better teachers 
engage the pupil's interests as those of his ancestors were often 
not engaged ; it is because, in a well-planned and well-ordered 
school of to-day, he finds open to him a life that satisfies 
most of his present needs, physical, intellectual, social and 
moral.' 

That the value of a system of education is to be estimated 
by its success in doing this, is a position not likely to be dis
puted ; but the application of the principle raises questions 
as difficult as they are important. In our Report on The 
Primary Scloool(1) we had to insist that, while the teaching 
at that stage must necessarily look forward to the child's 
post'primacy studies, yet it was by no means to be considered 
merely or even chie.fiy as a preparation for them. The child's 
life during the primacy school years has, we argued, its special 
needs and its intrinsic values, and the prime object of his 
education at that stage should be to satisfy those needs and 
to develop those values. We maintained further that the 
more completely these immediate aims are achieved the 
sounder will be his later intellectual growth. 

We apply the same principle to the secondary school 
stage, and hold that the resolts of neglecting it here, though 
not so obvious as in the earlier stage, are equally injurious. 
In the secondary school the pupil's studies must be retrospective 
in so far as they are based on what has gone before, and 
prospective in so far as they should look forward to maturer 
studies or to his occupation on leaving school. But before 
everything else U.. scJwol sMuld prwid4 for U.. pr~ 
""" uolescml years a l•f• aoAicl .--s lo u.e;, speaal 11«4 

('I n. ~ S<i<* (1931), p. 92. 
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and brings om their special ~- It is doubtful whether this 
requirement is at present generally satisfied ; the view is, in 
fact, widely held that teaching at the secondary stage is 
prejudiced by the undue influence of the university curriculum. 
If this is true the resulting harm is, we suggest, not confined to 
the secondary school. Again there is little doubt that the 
content of the curriculum in some secondary schools is such as 
to distort the teaching in the primary ·or preparatory schools. 
Where this happens, the cbild who passes from the earlier stage 
to the later must generally sufier loss on both sides of the 
frontier. We do not claim that intuition, however highly 
trained, can discern infallibly the proper shape of any section of 
the ideal educational curve ; even those who are most confident 
that they have found it will do well to regard their views about 
it as provisional and open to criticism. But to say this is 
not to admit the right of those responsible for any educational 
stage to fix the conditions of entrance thereto without regard 
to the intrinsic nature and requirements of the stages that 
precede it. 

12. From the community and the State, from the parents, 
from the teachers, and from the nature and needs of boys and 
girls issue the forces that· are to shape the school society. 
Their varying prominence is a main feature in the difierences 
between one school system and another and between one 
school and another within th~ same system. For fustance, 
history and custom have, in England, endowed the teacbjng 
stafi with a degree of authority in determining the curriculum 
which puzzles and sometimes scandalises visitors from abroad ; 
for in most of the contine1J,tal countries, and even in the 

. British Dominions, minute regulation gives the educational 
system a uniformity which ·the English mind views with 
uneasiness. But an English school which departs widely 
from the average practice can do so only with the support 
of a body of parents of unusual views, and its divergences are 
limited by the necessity of preparing its scholars for the public 
examinations that guard the entrance to bigbet education, 
the professions and other desired walks in life. Th'lS even the 
most independent school is subject to the nonnalising 
influence of social demands, in addition to the silent but 
powedul national influences from which none is free. 

The question, how much autonomy should be granted to 
the individual school, cannot be wholly separated from the 
more difficult question, how much is to be granted to the 
individual pupil. Every lllal\ is autonomous in so far as he 
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is responsible for his acts and for his character, but the 
conditions of his life and upbringing may have greatly 
circumscribed his freedom of development and in that sense 
have limited his autonomy. A nature rich in creative force 
may break through the borders of a narrow environment and 
in defiance of limitations produce the fruits of genius. Less 
gifted natures accept the limitations perforce and are shaped 
by them. A happy result of the modern enrichment of school 
life is the greater scope now offered for individual reaction 
and growth. Boys or girls are free to pursue private 
scientific hobbies or to cultivate the arts without incurring 
the contempt or condemnation of their fellows, and, in 
addition to such opportunities outside the class-room, 
' options ' in the official time-table offer an increasing 
latitude of choice in school studies. This enlargement of 
the scope for individual development at school is no small 
thing, but the issue it involves is trivial compared with one 
forced upon our attention by the trend of events in other 
countries. The doctrine that the provision of education is a 
national concern has long been accepted among us, as well as 
the correlative doctrine that agents of public authority may 
usefully help the schools to express in their teaching and 
general life the best traditions of national culture and 
Character. No one proposes to return to the position of 
thinkers like Herbert Spencer, who would exclude the State 
wholly from the field of education. But observing, as one 
cannot now fail to do, how completely and exclusively the 
State may occupy that field-turning the schools and the 
teachers into mere instruments of its policies, vehicles for 
the dissemination of the ideas it approves, and means for 
excluding from the minds of the young all ideas of which it 
disapproves-then we feel bound to assert our faith in the 
English compromise between State regulation and freedom of 
teaching, and to express the hope that circumstances will 
never arise to endanger its continuance. For where the 
schools lose their freedom, the freedom of the individual 
citizen is in peril. The State may through its schools offer 
much which the young will accept, even with enthusiasm ; 
nevertheless, though they may not know it, their minds are in 
prison. We find it impossible to believe that a community 
will not, in the long run, suffer by such drastic limitation 
of intellectual autonomy, and that, on the other hand, it has 
not everything to gain from the free growth of individuality 
among its potential citizens. I" ow vU. • sc1tool fvlfo i4 

• 
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pr&jler purposes in so far as it fosters that growth, helping IJIJer:Y 
boy and giYl to achieve the highest degree of individual diJIJelopmenl 
of which he 07 she is capable ; and all that file say abOfll the 
~- of the school is to be applied in the light of this 
declaration. 

13. From these· preliminary observations we pass to the 
curriculum, using the term in the wider sense that accords 
with the position we have taken up. We are to legislate for 
a society and are to indicate the scope and nature of its 
chief activities. We have agreed that these are to be chosen 
with a view to ·the pupils' physical, intellectual, moral and 
social development and must reflect what is best in the life 
and traditions of the community. And we have adopted the 
further principle that, while studies should fiDt be inl7oduced 
which aye beyond the present comprehension and ""'elated to 
the present experience of pupils, yet, espedally loflluds the 
end of the course, studies may weU be inl7oduced to a limited 
extent which have a tkfinite b8Uing on the next stage of their 
life, whether that be a future occupation or continued 
education at a school or university. · 

We wish to reaffirm a view expressed in our Report on 
The Prift147Y School (1931)(1), in which we urge that ~ 
CIR'ri&vlum " should bs thaught of in terms of activity and 
experience f'atiler than of lmowledgs to be acquired tm4 facts · 
to be stored." Learning in the· narrower sense must no doubt 
fill a larger place in the secondary than in the primary school, 
but the principle we quote is no less applicable at the later 
than at the earlier stage. . To speak of secondary school 
studies as ' subjects ' is to run some risk of thinking of them 
as bodies of facts to be stored 'rather than as modes of activity 
to be experienced ; and while the former aspect must not be 
ignored or even minimised, it shoJJld, in our opinion, be 
subordinate to the latter. This remark applies most clearly 
to • subjects ' such as the Arts and Crafts and Music, to which 
we attach great importance, but which have generally been 
relegated to an inferior place in the school programme ; 
but upon our view it holds good also of more purely 
intellectual activities, such as the study of Science or 
Mathematics. An unfortunate effect of the present system 
of public examinations is that it emphasises, perhaps inevit· 
ably, the aspect of school studies which we deem to be the 
1~ important. 

,j . (') Tu ~ Sfl-l (1931), p. 93. 
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The intellectual and other activities to be specified are, 
we have said, to represent or reflect what is of highest and 
most permanent significance in the life and traditions of the 
community. By the ' community • we mean here, in the 
first instance, the national community of whose life the 
schools are a part. It is true that the elements which have the 
highest and most permanent significance for our national life 
are not, in general, things denied to other nations ; they 
have the highest value and significance for the human family 
as a whole. But for education one needs the influence of a 
concrete tradition or way of life, and there can hardly be 
said to be a common human tradition. There is, undoubtedly, 
a common Western European tradition, derived mainly from 
the Grzco-Roman civilisation as it was transformed by 
Christianity, and one of the chief functions of secondary 
teaching is to make boys and girls conscious of it and regard 
it as something to be reverenced and preserved. But the 
right way to do this is to begin by making them conscious of 
that tradition as it exists in their own country. Hence the 
importance of fostering in our schools the special traits of the 
English character at its best ; of giving English letters a chief 
place in the studies of youth ; and of cherishing English 
traditions in the arts and crafts, including our once proud 
art of music. To speak thus is not to accept Ihe ignorant 
and presumptuous doctrine that we have nothing to gain or to 
learn from other nations. On the contrary our pupils should 
discOver, as occasion offers, how much our national develop
ment owes, in many of its aspects, to the influences of other 
peoples, should learn to respect great civilisations which are 
widely different from our own, and should understand how 
essential international co-operation has become to the progress 
of science and invention and the. applications of knowledge 
and skill in increasing the health, wealth and convenience of 
mankind. Neveriheless, 1M fl<lliaMl ITaJi#mt i• ils WIICI'eU 

ifklillidtullily .....U, Jtw 1M ri<ISOfiS .JJNUJ, b. 1M basis of -
eff«<iw ,CIIC4liofo, 

14. A broad survey of the activities of a community shows 
that they fall roughly into two types, which may be 
distinguished as t:tmSenXlliWJ and crullWJ. The former are 
the multifarious activities which secure the community's 
continued existence and Inaintain its ' standards of life • ; 
that is, Ihey are Ihe activities that go on in a myriad factories 
and offices and households, on farmlands and on the seas. 
Tbo latter u. most clearly exemplified in the activities of • 
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poets, of dramatists, of painters, of musicians, of men of 
science, inventors and the higher classes of administiators 
and legislators. The difference between them is not ultimate ; 
·for the routine performances of to-day were the creative 
achievements of yesterday, and may-as in the use of wheels, 
·of weaving, of the fundamental agricultural processes, of 
·writing-have been among the highest creative achievements 
of all time. It is, indeed, a commonplace that purely creative 
activities--<;uch aS the theories and discoveries of ' pure • 
science-generally prove sooner or later to have conservative 
value. Conversely, activities which are conservative in their 
genesis, such as the vast industrial organisations of to-day, 
may have an impressive creative aspect. The antithesis-<md 
the synth~f the two types appears in the individual as 
well as on the large scale in society. We are all, to a con
siderable degree, creatures of routine, clinging to familiar 
conditions and sequences, finding a certain satisfaction in 
their repetition, and prepared to devote energy to their 
maintenance. It is less obvious that every man is also a 
·creator, yet, if one looks closely enough, the generalisation 
becomes acceptable. For instance, although the use of 
language as a means of oommunication--obviously a con
servative function-consists of routines learnt in cbildhood 
and made habitual by endless repetition, there is yet some' 
intrusion of the creative spirit even into the speeclr of the 
stupid : it has been said that no one can begin a sentence with 
any certainty of what it will become by the time he reaclies 
the end of it. And it is obviously true that the dullest person 
constantly adjusts the common idioms of his native tongue· 
to the task of reporting events or thoughts or wishes which, 
at least for him, are new. , In poetry this creative spirit, which 
is 'scarcely anywhere wholly excluded, takes control of the 
situation, and the common means of communication becomes 
material for the highest and most individual art. What we 
have said about the effect of creative in raising the level of 
conservative activities does not fail here ; for the national 
idiom has in many cases been greatly indebted for its vigour, 
beauty and efficiency to great literary artists who have made 
it their medium of creative expression. 

Mflllltisi#IJulandis, what we have said about letters may 
.,.Vidently be said about other arts and crafts. It is also true 
'91 activities of very different type, such as physical science. 
·"fhe outstanding discoveries and inventions which p~ctuate 
the progress of civilisation w~ bom in creative moments of 
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which no record remains, except the technical processes 
derived from them that spread from community to community 
and were handed down from generation to generation. Many 
of these involved acute observation and exact knowledge, 
but they were not science any more than forcible speech ~ 
poetry. Science, in the proper sense of the word, appeared 
only when the creative spirit of man began systematiCiilly to 
seek satisfaction in building up intelligible pictures · ~f 
nature's intimate ways for the pure purpose of understanding 
them. 

The bearing of these ideas upon our problem is direct and 
important. In the first place they remind us that a school, 
if it is to reflect truly the activities of the 'great society,' 
must both give the knowledge and training reqlrired for the 
routine duties of adult life and also foster the creative impuls€l!l 
needed not merely for new enterprises and adventures but 
even for the daily adaptation of routine and technique to 
changing situations. Surveying the work of the secondary 
schoola as a whole, we cannot feel that the reminder is 
unnecessary. In spite of modem advances, didacticism ~ 
still overweighted in comparison with originating activity. 
On the one hand, the pupils assimilate too much and do too 
little ; on the other hand, the schools are inclined to stand 
too long upon the ancient ways and to be out of touch with 
the modem movement. 

In the second place they suggest that the activities· which 
are 'the richest in the creative element have the strongest 
claim for a place in the curriculum. For these spring from 
the deepest needs of human nature, and represent cultural 
movements, geQerally of great antiquity, which have 
developed characteristic modes of discipline and technique and 
mark out the main lines of human achievement. 

15. It does not follow, because we expect to find both these 
elements contained in school work and school life, that a 
recognition of their presence provides any basis for a division 
into different classes of what are commonly known as school 
subjects. As we have said already, the difference between 
the creative and conservative activities of a community is 
not ultimate. It may be that this difference is particularly 
hard to distinguish in a community of adolescents, whose 
capacity both lo maintain what is traditional and to create 
and assimilate what is new is related, no less to their social 
tendency to learn from and imitate each other, than to their 
ability as individuals to respond directly to adult teaching 

• G 
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and infiuence. In every subjoct both elements are pieSent, 
and the relative prominence of one or other will depend ·not 
only upon the content of what is taught but upon the teacher's 
·personality and mode of thinking and even, it may be, upon the 
actnal methods which he employs in the classroom. 
· In some of the main lines' of human thought and feeling 
with which it is one of the functions of education to make 
children familiar--in religion, art, morality-it is often 
·impossible to make any valid distinction, and say when 
they are to be regarded primarily as safeguarding the con
·ditions and maintaining the standard of individual and social 
,life, and when they represent adventures of the human spirit 
into· the previously unknown and unexplored. 

We have cited already the use of language as one example 
of how the two elements are combined ahnost inevitably 
in ·one field of mental and physical processes An example · 
of a diiferent kind may be found in the actual organisation 
of the school society itself and of those many ilctivities 
outside the classroom, including the generally accepted 
'school games, which the tradition of the English Public 
School and Grammar School has committed, in greater or 
lesser degree, to the control of boys and girls themselves. 
The boy who is learning to exercise responsibility, in whatever 
position may be assigned to him in the structure of the school" 
society, will have continually in mind a traditimr to be · 
'maintained and strengthened, and a continuity to be preserved. 
But it is equally important that he should feel that eai:h 
~uccessive generation may have something ot its own which 
1s· fresh and useful to contribute to that tradition ; and that· 
~uthority in permitting him to take his part.. within carefully 
considered limits, in the regdlation of school life is giving 
him the opportunity, in CCH>peration with others, to initiate 
as well as to conserve, to make precedents as well as to follow 
them. 

Nevertheless we repeat that bol4 eltmUffls fiiKSI H 
rejwesetllell i11 1114 ~. A1fl t1t111 11 lm'g• piau tM8 
ltitherlo mwsl 1HI JOMrul for l1wse tldi'llilies wlticA - belit:tHt 
opi..W.. WIOflld g-aily agree lo ull t:l'etl.liw. This con
sideration does not, however, lead us to any revolutionary 
cimclusion as to the actual content of the curriculum, though 
it leads us to advocate a · rather drastic revision of the 
&notment of time as ·between the diiferent activities and 
eourses· of instruction. We believe that on the basis of the 

. foregoing considerations there is justification for including 
j - •. 
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in the curriculwn of the child during adolescence religious 
and moral teaching and training in the care of health, bodily 
efficiency and grace, manners and social organisation ; and 
also that time must be found for those lessons which consist 
to a greater extent of direct teaching. They comprise 
(I) Letters : that is the use and appreciation of language, 
including at least some study of the native literature ; 
(II) some forms of Art, including Music, the most unive~ 
of the arts ; (III) Handicrafts, taught with emphasis eitheJ! 
on the aesthetic aspect, as in weaving, carving, handwriting, 
or on the constructional aspect, as in carpentry and needle
craft ; (IV) Science, including Mathematics as the science of 
nwnber, time and space. To these must be added History 
and Gecgraphy, which appear in two-fold guise. History is 
in one sense literature and is read for more than the information 
that it contains. Similarly, Geography has a strongly marked 
scientific sid~ which entitles it to a place in our fourth group. 
But the two subjects have, taken together, the special function 
of recor.ding and interpreting the hwnan movement-History 
explaining the genesis of the present from the past, Geography 
teaching the dependence of men's activities upon the natural 
environment and their interdependence all over the globe. 
In these aspects History and Geography may be said to be 
central in tl1e curriculum, and in our opinion are beth 
indispensable. 

We believe that of the activities which we have mentioned 
those associated with moral and physical training in the 
widest sense are fundanlental and should be the concern of 
aU pupils. But it might be contended that differences in 
ingenium sometimes justify choice among the others, though 
we hold that they should all be represented in the secondary 
school curriculun1. We admit that there are extreme cases : 
boys and girls who are on general grounds suitable members of 
a secondary school but who seem to have a ' blind spot ' which 
prevents them from gaining any good from some particular 
form of instruction. Where these cases are due to absorption 
in some other line of study for which the pupil discloses a 
marked talent, they are not much to be regretted : nature's 
own way of establishing her balance should be accepted. 
They are, however, much more often due to defects, positive 
or negative, in the pupil's early training, and may then be 
curable by patience and understanding. We belie\"e that, 
speaking generally, the common needs and impulses of human 
nature are distributed with rough impartiality, and that there 
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are few pupils of normal intelligence whose imagination is not 
stirred, whose intetest is not awakened, and whose powers are 
not engaged when they are brought, under wisely chosen 
conditions and by competent teaching, into contact with any 
of the great cultural traditions. A well-rounded education 
involves some degree of contact with all of thetn, although not 
hecessarily contact with all at every stage. It is, in fact, 
the gravest defect of the present systetn that a boy or girl 
may pass through a secondary school having made no contact, 
or next to none, with one tradition-that of the arts and 
crafts-which is certainly not the least noble or the least 
ennobling. 

Not to recognise important difierences in ingenium and 
ability would, however, be to shut one's eyes to plain facts. 
While, then, we think that, in principle, every pupil should 
make acquaintance with all the groups of activities in our 
second class, yet we also think that, where possible, there 
should be varied provision for pupils of varying talents and 
taste. Our group (IV) may be taken as an illustration. 
Mathetnatical thought is one of the greatest gifts of the Greek 
mind to the modern world, and the spirit of natural science 
the factor which above all .others has made that world ·what 
it is. Without some acquaintance with these, much that is 
fundamental in modern life is unintelligible. But althougb 
the essential features of mathetnatical thought and the broad · 
aims and achievetnents of sCience are almost universally 
attractive when properly presented, many minds-and by "no 
means the least bright-;u-e oppressed by the arid technique 
and the excess of detail with which the teaching of these" 
subjects is too often darkened and encumbered. There is, 
therefore, a need for courses,· both in Science and in Mathe
matics, which shall bring out the essential characters of those 
modes of creative activity and illustrate the part they play 
in the business of mankind, but shall be, for certain pupils, 
alternative to the standard courses. And we wish to make 
it clear that we contetnplate a flexibility in the public ex
.aminations which would permit these-possibly unexamjnable 
-'-(:ourses to be .taken under proper safeguards by aspirants 
for a School Certificate. · 

16. In the foregoing paragraphs we have, for the reasons 
explained, constantly spoken of • activities ' rather than of 
• subjects.' In avoiding the latter term we do not wish, 
however, to reject one of its important connotations or im
plications. Some writers on education. maintain that a 
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'subject.' such as History or Mathematics, is a kind of museum 
collection of activities, made after the life has gone out of 
them, and for that reason is not to be made the basis of 
school studies. Intellectual growth, it is urged, should be 
nourished not upon these dead materials docketed and classi
fied in text-books, but by presenting the scholar with problem
atic situations to be dealt with by means of ideas and 
methods which may now have the historical character, now 
the mathematical, now the physical or biological. These 
ideas and methods are to be acquired as the need for them 
emerges, without reference to tl)e logical categories to which 
they belong. Seductive as this doctrine is, even the authority 
of Dewey does not make it wholly acceptable. As will be 
seen below(1), we attach much importance. to the 
' problem method ' which is itkin to the ' project method.' 
and in our Report on The Primary School(') have stated 
that in our opinion the ' project method ' in the full sense 
of the term has a very useful place in the teaching of young 
childrell. We recognise, moreover, the great value of occasions 
(the production of a school play or the building of a cricket 
pavilion are obvious instances) which invite the application 
and synthesis of a considerable range of acquired knowledge 
and skill But our general doctrine forbids us to go much 
farther than this ; for its essence is that the school ' subjects ' 
stand for traditions of practical, aesthetic and intellectual 
activity, each having its own distinctive indi\iduality; and 
we hold that the profit a pupil derives from them does not 
come from casual or episodical contacts, but by his being, so 
to speak, put to school to them, and so getting to make their 
outstanding characters part of the equipment and habit of his 
mind. If this is to happen, the subjects must be pursued 
as such-though we have urged_ that they should be pursued 
actively and not merely be assimilated by memory and 
understanding. 
· For these reasons we think that proposals for unifying 
subjects should be entertained with some caution. There is, 
for instance, a good deal to be said for unifying History 
and Geography ; there would result a useful economy of time, 
and the topics treated would receive complementary eluci
dation from two points of view. Is it, however, certain 
that Geography, if combined with History, could retain 
tht> valuable distinctive character which it has acquired in 

( 1) Seep. ISS. 
(') Tlu Pri.-y S<Aool, p. I 02, I 84. 

• 
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the hands -of modern scholars and teachers ? If not, the 
apparent gain might actually be a loss. On the other ha:nd, 
there is everything to be said for intimate working alliances 
betv.een subjects, provided their essential autonomy is pre
served. The teaching of Physics and of Mathematicg...... 
especially, perhaps, of Mathematics-suffers much at present 
'from a separation which Newton would have found incom
prehensible ; and, as some of our witnesses have pointed out, 
the teaching of History loses a great deal because it neglects 
the contribution which the teachers of Science and Art could 
make to it. Again ' education for citizenship ' could be much 
assisted by a careful planning of syllabuses which would, at 
suitable times, concentrate upon the relevant topics the light 
of several subjects. 

It is, however, not inconsistent with our position to deprecate 
the needless subdj.vision of subjects-a subdivision which in 
some cases, such as Mathematics (e-.g., the separation of solid 
from plane geometry, of elementary calculus from algebra), 
Physics, and Biology (e.g., the neglect of zoology in comparison 
with botany), tends to distort rather than to bring out the 
characteristic architecture of the subject. 

17, The views on the cUrriculum here set forth may meet 
with objections or doubts from two directions: There are 
some critics of school teaching whose simple criterion of its 
value is its direct usefulness 'in after-life; to these we shall 
address ourselves in the next section. There are others, a 
large body with the support of a long tradition, who think 
that the school subjects·are to be valued for the sake of thE; 
special or general training they impart to the mind. There 
are some who reduce this· creed to a single article : ' It does 
-not matter what you teach a boy so long as he dislikes it.' 
Others, however, express ideas which have been the faith of 
philosophers and schoolmasters from the time of Aristotle. 
Modern psychology has attacked them and shown that some 
of them are indefensible; it has, however, not convinced 
either experienced teachers or mature students that r the 
faithful study of one of the major subjects does not impart 
some. virtue to the mind. We believe that our view about 
these subjects makes the nature of that virtue clear: file 
subjects in question represent, it has been said, typical modes 
of activity which have been established through the centuries 
by the labours of a few men of supreme genius, a larger group 
of practitioners of outstanding talent, and an immense army 
of journeymen. • We are apt to think of them in a too abstract 

'· 
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and narrow way, forgetting that for the poet, the craftsman; 
the scientist, his poetry, his craft, his science is a way of life 
with ethical as well as intellectual or aesthetic characters. 
There is a characteristic integrity of the poet, of the musician, 
of the mathematician, just as there is a characteristic ethical 
code of the medical man or the seaman. And just as the 
young doctor or sailor in the making not only acquires certain 
knowledge, skill and habitual reactions, but also undergoes 
a special kind of ethical permeation, so the student who is 
put to school to one of the great cultural traditions acquires 
something of the ethical as well as the other characteristics 
that individualise it. We may, then, speak of the 'training' 
he receives in Art or in Mathematics, using the word to mean 
essentially what it means when we speak of the training 
of the doctor or the seaman. This training may quite properly 
be described also as 'mental discipline,' For it involves 
the submission of the pupil to the influences of the great 
tradition ; it is his endeavour to learn to do fine things in the 
fine wa.y. 

18. With regard to the other possible line of criticism, 
we accept fully the position that school studies should fit 
boys and girls for the practical affairs of life, and that if 
they do not do so they, must be badly planned or badly 
conducted. There is, ho~ver, in our view no educational 
heresy so serious as the belief that culture and practical 
utility are mutually exclusive. We even accept with some 
reserve the view that education should train for the right use 
of leis~ound as the doctrine is-lest it should lead to 
a dichotomy between studies important for serious life and 
those pertinent only to hours of leisure. In brief, we are 
not prepared to admit that any of the activities of the 
secondary school, assuming them to be pursued in the spirit 
we have indicated, are not 'useful' in the sense that they 
tend to raise the level and quality of life in all its phases and 
moments. 

Moreover, the conception we have set forth by no means 
excludes what is called vocational education, provided that 
certain conditions. are satisfied. There are a number of 
occupations--those of the engineer, the cabinet-maker, the 
builder, the farmer are instances-which meet no trivial or 
transient needs. They have long filled an essential place 
in the life of civilised peoples, have a characteristic ethical 
tradition, have nursed fine characters and given scope to 
originating minds and great practical pow.:rs. They cannot 

• 
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be worthily carried on without scientific knowledge or trained 
artiStic sensibility. To school a boy in any of these ancient 
occupations is to ensure (if it suits bis sngmium) that he 
will throw himself into bis work with spirit, and derive from 
it a definite organisation of mind and character. There are, 
in fact, minds whose energies are released only ·by studies 
which have the directly envisaged goal of a vocational training. 
In such cases the vocational education is in the fullest sense 
also liberal. 
· ·We accept, then, vocational curricula, provided they comply 
'!ritb our general principles-provided, in short, that what is 
s:Pecial in, them is merely the pursuit of a specific aim and 
a -corresponding adjustment of direction and emphasis among 
the 'activities proper to a secondary education. But we go 
farther, and agree with many of our witnesses that the studies 
'Of the ·Of'dinary sectmdary school should be lw011gld snlo closet' 
contact than Ill present witli the pracncal affairs of life. This 
eontention is entirely in accord with our view of the 
curriculum. It has been pointed out by more than one 
writer .on education that a certain rhythm characterises the 
progress of the secular movements which the several subjects 
represent in the school curriculum. For instance it is well 
known . that the history of electri~ science, since it began 
to move forward m the eighteenth 6tury, has shown such a: 
rhythm or succession of phases. It began with a period of 
wonderment !Uld delight in- marvellous and bizarre phenomena 
fot the first time brought to light-the wonders of the electriCal 
machine, of the Leyden. jar, of the voltaic' pile ; it passed 
to the' exploitation of el~city in the service of man-· 
the phase which began with the electric telegraph and enriched 
the Victorian age with new utilities ; and was completed by 
the contemporary phase-initiated by the great work of 
Clerk Maxwell-in which the physicist seeks to construct 
a picture of the whole material world in terms of electrical 
entities. The expert will recognise that the rhythm thus 
~hited in tl)e history of the science as a whole is constantly 
repeated on a smaller. scale m its parts ; and there is good 
reason to think that other great cultur.o,.l traditions exhibit 
their own rhythms. 
. · The writers quoted do nQt fail to obselve that the interest 
of children m a subject tends to~bit a rhythm corresponding 
to the rhythm of its history. ~is a phase in which the 
t~ubject makes its first appeal to the se of wonder or romance. 
This is jollowed by a more so phase in which interest 
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fastens upon the practical utility of the new knowledge and 
is disciplined to precision in its application. Lastly comes 
the phase in which constructive logic takes the central place 
-the phase of generalisation. or system. Now on the larg~ 
scale, now on the small scale, this rhythm seems to govern 
the natural movements of young minds. 

Following the line suggested by this analysis, we point 
out that no cultural tradition is adequately represented by 
teaching which fails to give a proper place to each of its 
characteristic phases or aspects. The charge that the 
secondary school curriculum is out of touch with the interests 
of practical life is a charge-we fear not ill-founded-that 
it concentrates upon the ' system ' stage and neglects. the 
earlier stages of the rhythm. If such subjects as Languages, 
Art, and Needlecraft as well as Mathematics and Science are 
better taught than formerly, it is because that neglect has tQ 
some extent been repaired. We are, however, of opinion that 
1101 mough is al presem made of lhe ' utility phase ' in lhe 
develt>Pf'lenl of the pupils' imerests. The curiosity of children 
of secondary school age about the practical concerns and 
activities of the great world is frequently so strong as to 
amount to a passion. In Mathematics and Physical Science, 
for instance, the ' problem method ' should be the standard 
mode of procedure-practical questions of wide interest and 
utility being made the occasion for the introduction of new 
mathematical or scientific knowledge or technique. In Art 
and Handicraft the applications of the notion are obvious. 
If the utility phase were adequately developed in all the 
subjects of the secondary school curriculum, everything 
which those concerned about ' education for citizenship ' 
rightly demand would probably be granted. Pupils would 
leave school with a better equipment for practical affairs of 
many kinds and with some understanding of the way in which 
those affairs depend upon exact knowledge, and would be 
better prepared to pursue such knowledge with intelligence 
upon the technical plane. 

19. We have stressed the 'utility phase' because in our 
view it is at present insufficiently developed. We are, 
however, far from undervaluing the importance in secondary 
education of the final phase of systematic knowledge and 
general ideas. We deem it unfortunate that any pupil should 
leave a secondary school without some inkling of the 
stupendous influences which ideas of abstract thinkers have 
had upon the world. and without some notion of the aims and 
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tedmiqoe of eiad thought.r) FoB adoJescmre is, indrffi, 
the epoch of life at which an intelligeut boy oc girl first feels 
the attr.u:tion of great geoenlisations and of views and 
spemiatinos which seek to briJ:Jg an time and eDstmre within 
their scope. This eflkaesct5MZ of the growing intellect does 
not always appear at scbool and is not to be fon:ed. But it 
may safely be said that the relatively abstract and systematic 
leaming which we have here in view is always most profitable 
wbeo it comes fresh to minds which bave, in amfonnity with 
a natural rhythm, given tbemtoelves previously to studies of 
a directly pr.u:tical bearing • 

• 
PART ll.-THE CONIENT OF THE CURRICULUM 

m. This analysis of the principJes which we OOilCleive to 
underlie the cmriculmn of the secondary school leads us to 
no revolutionary amclosions. So far as the activities and 
subjects of the cmriculmn are concerned, we have reached 
the 1KUJDal cmriculum of an Grnmmar Schools and, where 
cin:umstanas are favomable, of most :U:odem Schools There 
are of oomse difficulties of OJg3IIis:ation and time-table in 
its pl'8d:ical vuddng which IDli-Y limit the possilulity of doing 
an that - should like to see done, and these will be discussed 
late!- in this chapter. But if we admit, as we do, that it is. 
the duty of a school to initiate its pupils into the great 
baditions of culture of which we have spoken, and while so 
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doing to provide for the growth of each pupil's powers of 
body, will, emotion, intellect and conscience, it ought not to 
omit any of the recognised subjects and activities, and none 
of our witnesses suggested that any should be omitted. Where, 
however, we believe change is necessary to meet the conditions 
of modern life is in the emphasis to be laid on particular 
subjects, in their content, and in the methods of teaching 
them-and by emphasis we do not mean the amount of time 
allocated to a subject in the time-table. Thus, there can be 
no doubt as to the value of the natural sciences when vitally 
taught, both for the part which they play in the modern 
world and from the interest they naturally excite in boys and 
girls. But we do not suggest that this value should be 
emphasised by ari increase in the time usually allotted to these 
subjects. When the aim is to arouse a general interest in 
science and its applications in everyday life, a course for 
this purpose may well requirt- less time than would a more 
formal treatment of the subject. 

21. So far we have been thinking of a national system of 
secondary education for the abler children of the nation, 
beginning at the age of 11 + and continuing in general up to 
the age of 18 or 19. That course is at the present time 
divided into two stages, the first ending about the age of 
16 and the second covering th!' years from 16 to 18, and 
the termination of each stage is marked by a public e.xamina
tion, It is far from being the case that all pupils remain at 
school for the whole course, and still less is it the case that all 
carry their education further in a University. Statistics are 
only available for the grant-aided Secondary Schools, but 
in these schools only 16·2 per cent. of the pupils were over 16 
years of age on 31 1\larch, 1937, and only 5·7 per cent. of the 
pupils who left school during the year ended 31 July, 1937 
after attaining the age of 16 proceeded direct to a University.(') 
These figures raise serious and difficult problems ; first as 
regards those pupils who continue at school for a year or 
more after the age of 16, with or without taking the 
School Certificate Examination, but do not intend to 
proceed to a University; secondly, as regards those pupils 
who leave school at about the age of 16, immediately after 
taking the School Certificate Examination, or without sitting 
for it. 

(') In tho Public Schools those proportions are higher but ligu
ue not available. In ODe such sChoOl we went informed that only 
S pe< cent. of tho pupils left bofont 16, while between 30 and 40 pe< 
cont. procoodod d~t to a Ullive"!'lity. Other statistics !elating to 
tho l•ngth of ocllool life, etc., 1rill bo fonnd ill Chapt. IL 

(tleiO) 
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22. The fact that many pupils who are riot intending to 
go to a University remain at school after 16 is now generally 
recognised; It is a natural growth from the life of the schools 
themselves, from the keenness of the teachers and pupils, 
from the longer views of parents. It is a spontaneous growth, 
and its vigour is derived from its spontaneity. These pupils 
contribute a new and important element to the Sixth Form.(l) 
The Sixth Form is indeetl the most cluwacteristic and most 
valuable feature in a GrammM School in the training of 
cllaracter and a' sense of responsibility, and on its e:<istence 
dependS all thot is best in the grammar ·school tradition, 
Not only ·does it make possible that free and yet ordered 
self-government which is the admiration and envy of educa
tionists of other lands and a national asset, but it acts as a 
perpetual stimulus to the work of both teachers and pupils, 
providing both with a new and wider horizon. At one time 
the Sixth Form was composed almost entirely of pupils 
looking forward to a University career, and, since we are 
agreed that all those pwpils who are capable of making proper 
l'Se of a university education shoultl have the opportunity thot 
the Grammar Scllool prwitles, we regard it as essential that the 
organisation and curriculum of Grammar Schools should 
continue to fulfil ~ function as adequately as possible.(") 
But we are also agreed that the tentlency of other pupils to· 
remain longer at school shoultl.in general be encourag/ld, and 
particularly by the extension of the special courses which 
some schools are already arranging for pupils who are not 
going on to a University: In many cases these courses will 
naturally take the form of a .preliminary vocational training· 
of such a kind that the pupil. will recognise its value for the. 
next stage of life, But all these special Sixth Form courses 
will not be of a vocational character. Our witnesses have told 
us of successful courses in Modern Studies, in Economics, in 
Music, and in other directions. We welcome these, and we 
think that a wide liberty should be left to the schools in the 
choice and arrangement of these courses, and that no obstacles 
should be placed in the way of their development. 

. 23.' The second problem is that specially mentioned in our 
terms of referenee0 the curriculum for pupils who do not 
remain at school beyond the age of 16. Here we have to 

(') We use the expression ' Sixth Form ' to co- all post-Certificate 
classes, tho members of which exercise a special responsibility and ' 
play a special part in tho lifo of the school. 
• ('),See Chapter llt. Part XI, PP·, 333-7, 
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safeguard the interests both of those pupils who are going on 
to a Sixth Form and perhaps to a University, and also of the 
85 per cent. who are not remaining at ·school beyond 16. At 
present, education in Grammar Schools up to the age of about 
16 is tested by the School Certificate Examination; and, 
with a few exceptions, the courses which this presupposes, 
and which are therefore provided, are those which are 
principally designed as a foundation for further study. Are 
they equally suitable for pupils who in fact will not often have 
the opportunity of further study ? The answer is not so 
simple as may at .first sight appear. 

24. There is no general factor which determines the age at 
which a pupil leaves the Grammar School. In many cases it 
may be influenced by the terms of the undertaking which many 
Authorities require a parent to sign before his child is admitted 
to a Grammar School. This usually pledges the parent under 
penalty to keep his child at school for a period of five years, 
i.e., up to the end of the school year in which he reaches the 
age of 16. Our witnesses tell us that parents frequently 
defer their decision on the question of continued attendance at 
school until their children are about to take; or have just 
taken, the School Certificate Examination. Doubtless in 
many cases economic conditions, for which the pupil himself 
has no responsibility, compel pupils to leave school as soon 
as they are free to do so, while the evidence of success at 
school afforded by passing the School Certificate Examination 
is a factor which weighs with parents in retaining their children 
at school. The important fact in all these cases is that it is 
impossible at the age of 11, or even at 13, to pick out with any 
certainty the pupils who will stay beyond 16. This rules out 
any solution by organising two types of Grammar School, 
the one with an age-range of 11 to 16, the other with an age
range of 11 to 18 or 19. Indeed all our witnesses strongly 
opposed such a separation as inconsistent with the policy laid 
down in Th6 Educati<m of tJu Adolescettl. Even if such a 
solution had been practicable, we should have rejected it, 
believing that the doubtful advantages which might be obtained 
by the establishment of separate schools for pupils expected 
to leave at 16 would be outbalanced by the loss of the stimulus 
of working in a school with a Sixth F onn and all that a Sixth 
Form implies.(') 

The same considerations apply to any organisation of 
' sides • in a Grammar School on the basis of the probable 
length of the pupils' school life, and in rejecting this solution 

l') Soo also pp. 333-4. 
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also we are again supported by our witnesses. We consider . 
that the prime duty of lhe secondary sclwol is to /Wovide for 
lhe needs of children wlw tWe entering and passing tlwoug4 lhe 
stage of adolescence. If in its organisation and curriculum the 
Grammar School puts first things first, and provides adequately 
for the effective training of boys and girls between the ages of 
11 and 16, then, so far as the training during these years is 
concerned, it matters. little whether the pupil leaves at 16 or 
ts: Our problem indeed proves to be part of a larger one. 
Wbat, if any, changes in the curri~ulum for pupils between 
the ages of 11 and 16 are desirable in order that it may better 
subserve the needs of adolescence, and the differing interests 
and capacities of individual pupils ? And the real difficulty 
lies, not in the fact that many pupils leave 'at 16, but that the 
rapid growth in the number of pupils in Grammar .Schools 
during and since the War has resulted in the inclusion in the 
schools of a number of pupils who are not quick at seizing 
the relatedness of things or ideas, and who find French and 
Mathematics difficult, and so find the School Certificate 
Examination beyond their reacb. These .pupils, who are often 
described as ' non-academic,' and sometimes less charitably 
as ' mis-fits,' are to be found both among those wh<1 are 
admitted from public elementary schools and among those 
who are admitted from private schools. The number of these • 
pupils varies from area t<1 area; but it was represented to us 
that in certain areas they may amount to as many as from 
25 to 35 per cent. of the pupils in a particular sehoul. · 

We hope that our recommendations to secure .parity of 
status for all forms of seCD!J.dary education will make it · . 
easier to transfer pupils · to schools better suited to their 
needs, and that without creatiilg any sense of slur or failure. 
But it would be wrong to think that the presence of ' non
academic ' pupils in the Grammar Schools is all loss to them
Selves, to their abler fellows, or to their school, If we regard 
the school as a social unit with a life that is in a sense a micro- , 
cosm of the larger life in which pupils will later share, and a 
training ground for that larger life, then we believe that t<1 
restrict that school society rigidly to the intellectual cream 
of the adolescent population would be to impair its social 
value. The less academic pupils have something of value to 
contribute to the life of the school society, and in fact many 
do contribute to it. Later in this chapter we shall make 
suggestions to meet the intellectual needs of these pupils.(') 

' .l'l See p • .178. 
• 
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25. We adopt as a governing principle that the course of 
instruction for pupils between the ages of 11 and 16 should 
fulfil the following conditions :-

(i) It should cater for the special needs of adolescence t 
that is to say : it should be related to the natural activities 
of body and mind during that period, and both illuminate 
and guide the pupil's experience. - ' 

(ii) It should develop and harmonise the powers of body, 
will, intellect, emotion and conscience. 

(iii) It should not consist to any considerable extent In 
courses which are only of value if the subjects are carried 
further. 

(iv) It should be reasonably 'all-round,' while giving 
full opportunity for the pursuit of individual Interests. ' 

(v) It should stimulate or create the desire to· continue 
some form of study whether or not pupils leave school 
at 16. " · · ' 

Provided these conditions are satisfied, we desire to leave 
as much freedom as possible to schools in the selection of 
studies and i11 theiY content, and in the methods of teaching, 
which in their several circumstances seem best fitted . to 
produce a generation of young men and women sensitive to 
beauty and to moral values and trained to concentrate their 
attention, to think consecutively and readily, to expresS 
ideflS exactly and coherently, and to exercise due caution in 
accepting evidence and drawing conclusions. In the following 
paragraphs we discuss in outline the kind of curriculum 
that seems to us most suitable to satisfy our governing 
principle, but the last thing we should wish to do is to erect 
a rigid framework. 

26. We have already in paragraph 15 arranged the content 
of the curriculum in what seems to us its natural grouping. 
For practical purposes, however, we find it more convenient 
here to adopt a different system of grouping, viz :- ' 

I. English, Religious Knowledge (Scripture), JW tory, 
Geography, literature. 

II. Languages. 
III. Mathematics, Science. 
IV. Music, Art, Handicraft, Domestic Science. 
V. Physical Education. 

This classification must not be taken to imply that we 
recognise any hierarchy among these subjects by the order in 

• 
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which we <have arranged 'these groups. We have simply 
adopted the 'usual practice of schools in the construction. of a 
time-table. Otherwise, in view of the paramount part that 
health of 'mind 'and body play in the· happiness of every 
individual, we should have placed Religious Education-" the 
education which inculcates duty and reverence "-and Physical 
Education, in its widest. sense, in the forefront, as we have 
done in our analysisof the curriculum in paragraph 15. We 
recognise complete parity between the other subjects included 
in our groups I-IV. 
. 27 •. .When. we include Religious . Know ledge in the first 
group, we are thinking mainly of the religious or moral 
.educatiqn · :which. can be given in the classroom, though 
Religious. Instruction. or ' Scripture ' is, of course, only a 
part of. Religious Education. We discuss in our next chap
ter(1)' tl;le difficulties presented by this subject and 'the way 
hi which we think that they can be largely overcome. The 
teaching of religion is not, and cannot be, examinable ; but 
we believe that thiS is not necessarily ~o the case in the 
teac'!rlng of Scripture, provided a principle be adopted which 
we' regard as, in itself a right principle. We consider, in 
short, that Scripture should be taught primarily with a view to 
the understanding of what the · books of the Bible were ;, • 
Jact im.ndetl to mea" by their .authors. Such an objective 
treatment of . Scripture reduces 1:he difficulties in teaching it. 
Moreover, all who believe that the Bible is " an inspired recol'd 
of a unique revelation " must welcome this systematic study 
-of the Bible as provid.ink an essential background for religion. · 
Even those who believe otherwise must admit that Christianity 
has played ' the most important part in the development of 
our civilisation, and that without a study of the meaning of 
the Bible any .adequate knowledge of what that civilisation 
means is impossible. Finally, we are convinced that such 
an objective study of the meaning of the Bible will increase 
chil~n's intellectual respect for, and interest in, religion. 
We · ·eve also that this result is more likely to be secured 
m s ools whose' staff contains one teacher with a considerable 
teet 'cal equipment in Scripture comparable to that of 
~alists in other subjects, who could take a substantial 
part of the higher teaching and who would inspire and guide 
Se1ipture teaching throughout the school. · Such specialists 
have been introduced into a number of girls' schools, but into 
. .,er:y .j~w boys' scllools ·; and we are satisfied not only that this 

' · ' (') Seol p. 206. , 
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policy has been justified, but that the result has been to place 
girls' schools markedly ahead of boys' schools in their handling 
of this problem. 

28. Physical Education is. now recognised as a matter of 
national concern, and as such is likely to claim greater em
phasis in the curriculum and a larger share in the time-table. 
In a school it means more than the physical training appro
priate to the individual pupil, gymnastics and games, or the 
training in dexterity of hand which is gained in the workshop. 
Its aim is to foster the habit of healthy living which is founded 
on an active belief in the value of health and the knowledge 
what to do to ensure it. But a knowledge of hygiene divorced 
from regular practice of its teaching is of little value ; it is 
not what a pupil knows but what he does and how he live5 
that really matters. Here we have something to learn from 
the rising generation in other countries. Respect for the body, 
pride in posture, cleanliness, grace, poise and hardness of 
muscle, these are the evidences of the habit of healthy living. 
Of the importance of physical education for the hours of 
leisure there is no need to speak. To some aspects of sex
education we have referred briefly elsewhere.(') 

29. We take next the subjects which we have included in 
our fourth group. We take first Music and the Arts for their 
value in awakening and developing that aesthetic sensibility 
which is one of the most valuable of human gifts, and which, 
although its possibilities vary greatly from one child to 
another, is wholly denied to none. In the past, particularly 
in boys' schools, these subjects have often received too little 
attention, but we believe that their importance is now more 
generally recognised. We still, however, feel it necessary 
to reaflirm the recommendation which we made in our report 
on Differentiation of Ct<rricvla betwem 1M Sexes ;,. Sectmdaty 
ScAools (1923, p. 138): " TIW a tnorl promi.....t aflll esla/r 
lo"sMd p/4<1 ;,. 1M ordiroary ~ of scl!ools both f01' boys 
aflll girls slwtdd b. assignd Ia tuSthmc std>jecls, irodudifl{: 
Music, Arl aflll other fomos of tJeSlloeto"c lrai~tifl{:, aflll tloat special 
•ttnotion slwHld b. paUl to tkoJelof>i"C ~ capacily f01' tJrt.istic 
apprecialiort as distirtel from euctlliv1 skiJl." We feel this 
training to be as important as the training of the intellect 
through Languages, Science and Mathematics, and should 
like to see a larger proportion of the school hours available 
to subjects of this nature. 

(') Seo p. l:U 
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. In the same group we place the Handicrafts, the Domestic 
Arts and Gardening. As we have said above (paragraph 13}, 
we regard these subjects as of great importance, and regret 
that so. often in the- past they have been relegated to, an 
inferior place in the school programme. Even to-day in 
many schools for gh:ls the accommodation and equipment 
for the domestic arts and home crafts, and in many of the 
older· schools for boys that for handicrafts, are insufficient 
to permit of a proper development of these subjects. This 
is especially true of the provision for work in metal. It 
will be seen below(1} that we propose that these subjects 
should receive a larger proportion of the time-table. 

ao, We now come to the subjects in which the intellect 
.is, more, intimately ,concerned. We have agreed · that the 
t~chaol should povide opporlM,.Jties fD1' the study of all of 
.the subjects included in our.ftrst three groups. But this does 
not mean that all pupils musl study all these subjects at the 
.same time . 01' f01' the whole of their school life. It is impossible 
to accept the definition of an educated person as one who 
" knows something of ev~ and everything of some
thing." That. idea was ol)ly tenable at a time when the 
extent of knowledge was far smaller than it is to-day, and 
'when it was believed that each subject was necessary for the• 
training of particular faculties. Education means fac more 
than " the acquisition of a number of disconnected fragments 
•of information with such power of observation, clear thought 
'and expression as may; ~ve been picked up by the way." 
The value of information has been grossly exaggerated in all · 
systems of education, and is ·grossly exaggerated in popular 
esteem. Hilaire Belloc's lines-

" The path of life, men said, is hard and tough 
Only because we do not know enough. 
When science has discovered something more, 
We shall be happier than we were before " 

......only ridicule a common nrlsjudgment. The accumulation 
of facts leads too often to a surfeit of inert uncodified know
ledge leading nowhere. It is unfortunate that it is a general 
tendency of school examinations to attach a far greater • 
value to a knowledge of facts than to the ability to use theiQ.. 
As Henri Poincar6 once said : " Science is built up with facts 
as. a house js built. up witl\ stones, but a collection of facts 
is no more a science than a heap of stones is a house,'' and 

(') See p. 187.' .. • 
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this statement is not without its application to other subjects• 
We do not wish to depreciate the value of information, but 
unless facts are utilisable and intended to be used they serve 
no purpose. 

The educative effects of any branch of study consist in 
its suitability and usefulness in providing material for thought, 
for the perception of relations, for matter on which the pupil 
may strengthen his powers of reasoning ; in its invitation 
to the pupil to form interests or sentiments about a subject ; 
in its assistance in the building up of such habits as perse
verance, sanity of judgment and initiative ; in the building 
up of that complex of habits which constitutes a skill. But 
these values inhere, not in particular subjects, but in the 
spirit of study. To obtain these values it is not necessary 
to study a wide range of subjects. For a future writer a 
training that consists solely in the study of the classics may 
be a good training, and the addition of some science or mathe
matics would not necessarily make it any better for him. 
From 1he educational point of view, it is not the subject, 
but the methods of teaChing that matter. This is not to 
say that the choice of subject is of no importance. It must 
be worthy of study. And this means, as we have said before, 
that it represents a line of activity, intellectual, aesthetic or 
practical, which has played an essential part in the evolution 
of the human spirit. · · 

31. It has been said that "the principal weakness of 
the secondary curriculum, taken as a whole, is that too often 
it is not centred round any core, or related to any one main 
stem of learning, or way of looking at life." We believe 
that this is true, and that the lack of a unifying principle, 
such as used to be provided by a classical education, is re
sponsible for a great deal of wasted and misdirected effort 
in the classroom. It is true that a talented pupil will often 
create such a core for himself, but for the majority of pupils 
w think tltaJ 1M scltool itself slwu1d adopl 11 tmifying principle 
in its cwrictdurn, and ,., r«<1ff1ffettd tltaJ il be found in the 
IMclling of Englislo and that assembly of subjects which are 
often loosely spoken of as the English subjects. Chief among 
them is the training in clear and precise expression of ideas 
in English, both orally and in writing ; we have still, we 
believe, much to learn from the methods of teaChing corn
position employed in the French State schools, and we should 
welcome these and other exercises designed to develop powers 
of comprehension and expression. It is a common and grave 
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!2iticism that many pupils pas5 through the Grammar School 
(and even through the Un.iiiasity) without uquiring the 
capacity to expess tbernselves in English Secondly there 
is History. primarily bot not exclusively the history of Britain. 
taught especially in the later year.; of school life with particular 
refbbiCie to the history of the past century ; yet we caonot 
neglect earliel' and also classical paiods if we are to teach 
our pupils to appreciate English liiEI'atore and to uudelstand 
British ioslitulions. Tbinlly there is Geography which, 
though really a link subject betwU5i the sciences and the 
humanities and drawing its ma.taial from both, is traditionally 
Rgaided as an ' English subject.' Fomthly thae is a reason
ably wide reading of English liiEI'atore itself. Fdthly there 
is Scripture. of which ~ have already spoken.. 
. 32. The importance of History, and in particular of recent 

history, foc its own sake is obvious ; mOROva-, since with 
{lUJiils tlllfB 16 the theoretica1 diS! •'SS;.., of erontMDic questioos 
is impracticable, and the objections to the direct discussion 
of CUIIaJ.t political qneslioos are aJO.Sidenhle,. recent political 
and erontM!!ir history is the best inuodnction to the study of 
p>litics Not cmly does it supply the ...,. ry iofonnatim, 
but it can be taught so as to indooe a balanad attitude which 
recognises difleriDg points of view and sees the good 011 both 
sides. As we have said t! where it is in this way, by prettpt" 
oc still more by the breadth ·91 their own sympathiffi, that 
teadwn can best ednrate pupils tore .. ne riri7A'QS ol a modem 
danocratic oountry. · 

Geography also can give a c:ooception of the wodd and of its. 
diwrse blvirooments and peoples. which should enable boys 
and girls to see social and _political problans in a true£ 
p:o:spective. and give than sympatbetir uodastaDding of 
other peoples. For the oiiH pupils a oomprebeusioe ..-heme 
of W<ldd-study, based 011 weJl.grounded principles. can o1ia" 
scope foc the coosideration of a variety of vital proNems 
bearing on sociaJ,. eo nmic: and political life. Such a COIII'Se, 

in our opiDioa. is to be prefared to the isolation of ooe aspect 
of geography, foc. instaooe physical. political O£ ecmvmic 
geography. 

The reading of Litrr.ltme is not only an important side ol 
the work in English bot, with llosic and the Arts, also plays 
ils part in awalrening and cultivating aesthetic sensibility. 
literature is, of c:ourse, not the only subject ol the c:uniculum 
in which the emotions are wocemed. There is a stroug 
emotional . elemeD\ in the ..,.timml.s that a pupil develops 
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for any subject, but in the study of Literature emotional 
training is more direct and more easily developed. This is 
one reason why the value of wide reading in Uterature is now 
universally admitted. We have, however, grave doubts as 
to whether books should be used and studied at this stage in 
the manner that is necessary if English literature is to be an 
examination subject. We believe that prescribed books do 
more to injure the growth of a budding sentiment for literature 
than to encourage it, and therefore recommend that books 
should no longer be preseribed in the School Certificate 
Examination. 

33. One important aim of the English teaching will be to 
give the pupils some idea of the meaning of civilisation and 
of their own country's contribution to it ; some recognition, 
in fact, of the heritage into which they enter and . the 
responsibilities awaiting them as citizens. But other countries 
have contributed as much or more to the building up of 
westefJ! civilisation, and some knowledge of their differing 
contributions and attitudes to life is needed for a sympathetic 
understanding of them. This is one reason why we believe 
that all pupils should be given the chance of learning at least one 
language other than their own. We leave the decision as to 
what language should be taught first to the schools. The 
majority of schools have for traditional reasons adopted 
French, but if the first language is to be a modern one, the 
claims of other languages are at least as cogent, and have led 
several schools to adopt German or Spanish. Other schools 
in which two languages are included in the general curriculum 
prefer to take Latin first, a course of procedure which, in the 
case of schools sending many pupils to the older Universities, 
enables them to compete on more equal terms with the 
Public Schools. 

The cultural value of the linguistic study of a modern 
language consists largely, it is true, in a quickened realisation 
of the way in which words express thought, and in greater 
clarity and precision in the use of the mother tongue ; but it 
consists not least in the enlargement of sympathy and interest ; 
and in an age dominated by the spoken and written word and 
a world in which distance is ceasing to count, these qualities 
are of outstanding importance. These cultural values may be 
obscured by bad methods of teaching or by the necessity of 
bringing pupils with little linguistic ability up to the standard 
in composition required in the School Certificate Examination. 
But many boys and girls who will never write a prose in a 
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modern foreign language can learn to read a book or news
paper in that language intelligently and to understand and 
speak on simple topics, and may acquire some understanding 
of the people who use that language and of their contribution 
to civilisation. There is, too, the further gain that in a foreign 
language, in the early stages at any rate, answers are in 
general right or wrong, and the difference between knowing 
and nearly knowing is clearly defined. 

In the fo'st yeat' of the study of 11 foreign language it should 
receive as much as one lesson 11 tlay; aM those IIJ/w, after 11 fair 
trial, sJun. tt0 signs of an aptitude for languages should be llllouled 
to !bop it. 

34. We think that all pupils IIJhose taste liM aptitude justify 
the study of 11 s&Clnl4 language should begin tAis about 11 year 
after lakittg wp the first. The case for a modern language is 
obvious and in certain circumstances may be unanswerable. 
There are, however, strong arguments for choosmg an ancient 
language, especially in the case of a pupil who is going to do 
Sixth Form work of an academic character. By experience of, 
and contrast with, an earlier civilisation' we obtain a clearer 
knowledge of our own ; and Latin should probably be chosen 
in preference to Greek becalise of its bearing on our ordinary 
non-1!cientific vocabulary and of the cultural background which . 
it so often supplies in our literature.(') The claim of Latin 
to a place in the modern curriculum has often been hotly 
contested, but this is largely due to the traditional methods 
of teaching it. In no other subject has the end been placed 
at so great a distance, a.iJ.d·the realisation of its value emerged . 
so late. leV e regartl it as essmtial tAat Latin should be so lawghl 
tAat somethi11g tkfinite is gained .lofiC before the university stage. 
Interest in Rome should first be awakened through some 
knowledge of Roman life and achievement, and through the 
large Latin element in our non-technical vocabulary ; the 
first Latin passages read should include many which illustrate 
Roman life ; the grammar should be simplified and the rules 
of syntax dealt with as they occur in the matter read ; while 
~or very many pupils the time given to the writing of Latin 
should be very greatly reduced. We believe that in this way 
it is possible· to give Latin a value and an interest that the 
pupil can appreciate even if he leaves school at 16. 

35. No school subject, except perhaps Classics, has suffered 
more than Mathematics from the tendency to stress secondary 

· (')It ahonld be noted, however, that a few IChools prefer to make 
Greek the second foreign laogoap. 
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rather than primary aims, and to emphasise extraneous rather 
than intrinsic values. As taught in the past, it has been 
informed too little by general ideas, and instead of giving broad 
views has concentrated too much npon the kind of methods 
and problems that have been sometimes stigmatised as 'low 
cunning.' It is sometimes utilitarian, even dude!y so, but 
it ignores considerable truths in which actual mathematics 
subserves important activities and adventures of civilised 
man. It is sometimes logical, but the type and ' rigour ' of the 
logic have not been properly adjusted to the natural growth 
of young minds. These defects are largely due to an imperfect 
synthesis between the idea that some parts of mathematics 
are useful to the ordinary citizen or to certain widely followed 
vocations, and should therefore be taught to everybody, and 
the old idea that, when mathematics is not directly useful, it 
has indirect utility in strengthening the powers of reasoning 
or in inducing a general accuracy of mind. We bdieve thai 
school mathematics will be put 011 a sound footing only when 
teachas agree thai il slwuld be tauchl as A rl and Music and 
Physical Science slwuld be tauchl, because it is 011e of the mai11 
lines u·hich the creative spirit of man htJS follouled i11 its develop
meNt. If il is taucht in this way we believe thai il wiU no Ianger 
be tnu to say thai " the study of mathematics is apt to commence 
i11 disappointtneHt "(1), and thai il wiU no Ianger be necessary to 
give the number of hours to the subject thai are """' gmeraUy 
assu1ned to be necessary. 

36. The part played by the Natural Sciences in modern life 
is so important an element in the experience of boys and girls 
that its inclusion in the curriculum needs no justification. 
But there is a general feeling that the com101011 practice of 
concmlrating 011 11 syslemtUic study of ~ scieftces lays 
too early a stress on the ' phtJSe of gmeralisatitm ' 11nd too littU 
011 the earlier phtJSes of roma11ee atld tltili.ry('), and accordingly 
is not the best approadt to scie11Ce for cdolesceftl pupils. This 
feeling has already led to the provision of courses (and papers 
in the School Certificate Examination) in General Science as 
alternatives to courses in particular sciences. These courses in 
General Science aim at relating science to everyday life and 
experience. They avoid what is of a purely academic nature 
and illustrate laws and general principles by special reference 
to practical applications drawn from the pltysica! and biologica!.. 
-r?~~~b;;~~~~;;~~~JY~~~~k;;!~~-(') A. N. WbitebNd, A• I- .. Net•-·,;" (H011111 1." 
venity I.ii>Rly), p. 7. 

(') S... pp. 162-3; p. 183 and p. 244. 
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world around. In this way General Science makes a more 
direct contact with life and creates real.interests. It appears 
probable that, as experience is gained, these courses will move 
further away from the particular sciences both as regards 
material and method of treatment. Some account of relatively 
advanced work might well be included.(') . 

:fl. So far we have been dealing with the subjects which 
we beljeve are desirable for the general mental equipment of 
the adolescent pupil aS an individual and a future citizen, 
and have said little or nothing about his equipment as a 
future worker. We have done so, not because we do not 
recognise that preparation for a vocation is an important part 
of education, but because we believe that specialised training 
should come last in time. But the extent to which a ' general ' 
training is prolonged must depend on circumstances, such as 
the ~tural capacity of the pupil and the ability of the parent 
to .continue to support his child. We have already called 
attention to the less academic element in the Grammar 
School at the present time. In the Metropolitan area and in 
other large towns, these pupils mostly seek to obtain clerical 
posts in industry and especially in commerce, and leave in 
large numbers at, or very shortly before, 16. We think that 
their circumstances are such that some preliruinary vocational 
training is in their interest. Further, it is claimed-and the' 
claim must be allowed-that' for these p..pils the Jrl'wisiolt 
of comtnel'cial subjects is 11 strOtJg incemifle to renet11ell fligour 
tm4 industry liM likely to read /llfJOUf'ably 011 all their Nk. 
We consider it is essential that such training should be given 
with an equipment and accommodation that does not fall 
below the standard required for other subjects, and by teachers 
of equivalent qualifications. . We agree with our witnesseS 
who have said that it is not so much commercial education 
which is needed as education for commerce, and this means a 5omewhat different treatment of such subjects as English, 
Geography and Mathematics, though not necessarily so 
different a treatment that these subjects lose all cultural 
value. Bnt under present conditions what is most important 
{or the immediate objectives of the ' non-4cademic • pupils is 
a mastery of the mechanical skills of Typewriting and Short
hand. We are told that a sufliciently high standard in each 

. 'l.f these can be obtained with five lessons a week during the 
morlh year (15-16) of the grammar school course without 

· (') ') In ChaC::, VI we deal at greatm leugth with some of the S1lbjocta 
~ bave diac;uaood in the prec:ediDf paragraPhs. 
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jeopardising success in the School Certificate Examination. 
We accordingly recommend that for these pupils opportunities 
to acquire these mechanical skills should be given after the 
age of 15, that their arithmetic should include something that 
might be called book-keeping, and that their instruction in 
English, History and Geography should lay stress on those 
aspects which will be of vocational advantage for them. 

38. We have been pressed by some of our witnesses to 
include other subjects in the curriculum, and in particular 
Economics, and we have considered with some care the case 
put forward for this subject. We have come w fhe con
clusion tJuU we cannot recommend its inclusion as a specific 
subject before fhe age of 16. As we shall see later, it is 
hardly possible to find time in the time-table for existing 
subjects, all of which we regard as indispensable constituents 
of the grammar school atmosphere. But beyond this, we 
are not convinced that a serious introduction to the science 
of economics is within the capacities of the normal grammar 
school pupil under 16. Nearly all the evidence of successful 
courses that we have reoeived relates to Sixth Form work, 
and therefore clearly supports our attitude. This does not 
mean that nothing can be done to prepare and dispose the 
pupil for a later study of economics. It is clearly unsound 
to deal with the history of the last two centuries. without 
reference to economic conditions and their bearing on the 
social and industrial problems of that period. The economic 
aspects of geography have obvious importance in this connexion 
and the course in Mathematics ought to lead to an awareness 
of the importance of statistical method. But in all this the 
reference to economics should aim at little.more than showing 
the pupils how the science of economics links on to the branches 
of study of which they know something, so that when they 
want to study it later they know its relations to their existing 
knowledge. 

39. It is usual to supplement the lessons given in school 
by e:.:ercises to be done by the pupil out of the regular school 
hours, either consequent on or preparatory to these lessons. 
In the boarding school these are known as • preparation • 
and present no difficulty. In the day school they are known 
as ' homework.' and the widened range of social and cultural 
backgrounds from which pupils are now drawn, the long 
school day, the distances which many pupils travel to and 
from school and the distractions of wireless have aeated 
difficulties. These difficulties are real, but it is easy to 
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euggerate them. Some can be reduced if the school is able 
to secure the sympathetic co-opera.tiou of parents. 

We believe that homework plays a Dei ry part in the 
education of the adolesamt, and especially in consolidating 
knowledge. in perfecting skiDs, in developing the po118'el' of 
acquiring infonnatiou from books and the self-amtrolled JlO'i"'r 
of application. AU of these have to be mastered by each 
pupil for himself, aud though the first steps can be made in 
the classroom under guidance, it is only coutiuued peBOUlll 
practice that can give any mastery. It is very diilicult to 
find snfiicient time for this within the regular school hours 
with the existing range of subjects, if the present staudanls 
of attainment are to be maintained.(') 

We believe oo the other- hand that it is possible by a careful 
regolation of homework to secure these results without undue 
euaoachment ou the pupil's spare time. The circumstances 
of schools and the rate at which different pupils work vary so 
greatly that we hesitate to suggest any pJEsuiptious as to 
the time to be spent oo homework. Elqlerieuce shows that, 
'where a time is prescribed, pupils commonly disregard it in 
order to finish the job in hand. It is the business of the school 
to see that what is asked is not unreasonahle, and that where 
diflaeut teachers set work for the same evening the sum total • 
of the different demands is '!]so not unreasonable. . Here 
we believe that the • tutorial system • which we suggest below 
may provide a couveoieut check. · 

The regulation of hQDl!!WOik is of particular importance 
during the mouths preceding an external t>xaminatiou. At · 
such times many of ·the more· ronscieutious pupils, amongst 
the girls especially, may spend over their hooks almost the 
whole of their time between arriving home in the afternoon 
and going to bed, perhaps at a late hour. The bow which is 
always beut loses its spring. 

Brotlllly speakirrg. IN 1/oiM tlull tiO "'-II s'-14 .. 
sd to ] llftiqr ForMS ita •lido 1M flllljorily of 1M p.pils •• 
.U. n: tlullless s'-14 '-r~ of 1M Yf'II"Cel' Forwu 
U.... of 1M oldel' ; fUid tlull 1M 1J11011J sd for 1M ~ slwtiU 
tiOI eu«<l tlull sd 0t1 1M oiJiel' My$ of 1M ..U. so that the 
chii<Jren may theu have a free evening to share fully in the 
taml:Iv life.(") We think also that another free evening is 

(') d. Boud of Eclacatioo: EclucotMmal Pampblet. No. 110, 
B- l (!937}. • • 

(") Tbio ._..... - - IS DO liChool em Saboday IDCJI1IUJ8, ODd 
tbal: Saaclay io a - -
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desirable in the course of the week, and that this may well 
be chosen to fall on a day when pupils remain after school 
hours for various corporate activities other than games. 
A free evening in the middle of the week is refreshing to a 
child, and has a good effect on the work done on other evenings: 
These suggestions would mean that homework should never 
be required to occupy more than five evenings and where 
possible only four.(l) 

There are certain considerations of a purely social character 
to which attention should be given in the regulation of 
homework, since they all have a bearing upon the time which 
should be allotted to it. The most important of these is the 
question of general home conditions ; where these are adverse, 
the possibility of substituting preparation at school for home
work might well be examined.(1) Other considerations which 
we have in mind are the length of journeys to and from school, 
insufficient sleep, and employment after school hours. Where 
fatigue is ascertained to have been due to such causes, and not 
to homework alone, the school medical officer should be brought 
into consultation, and special steps should be taken to ease 
the burden either of homework or of home duties. Watchful
ness in the matter of home duties is especially necessary in 
the case of girls, and mutual adjustment of the claims of 
school and home is a delicate task for teacher and parent. 
The teacher should be aware, too, of the extent to which 
children may expect help in their homework, and of the 
extent to which anxious parents may themselves set additional 
tasks, a practice which we emphatically deprecate. 

Informal extensions of school work which are not ordinarily 
classed as home,vork include general reading, play-acting, 
local studies and direct observation, practical science, art 
and crafts, and music ; in addition to a multitude of hobbies 
of a more general kind. Some of these activities can be 
developed through school clubs and societies ; others the pupils 
will follow independently, and the teacher will reserve his 
advice till he is asked for it. They all add variety to the 
class work, and in pursuit of them the pupils learn something 

(1) In making this suggestion - assume that the recommendatioua 
made on p. llllllor light..niDC the curriculum will he adopml. 

( 8) Even where tbe home conditions are comparatively favoura.ble. 
many childn!D, lor the sake of quietness, may do their bomrwork in 
some comer of the sitt::i.ng·room. or in their bedroom. w!'le:re the 
artiticialligh · is insutlicient or unsuitable. Tho attention of pu=to 
might W\ill ~ ..... to the resulting daDger of eye stiain ard to the 
............. they should adopt lio obviate it. · 
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of .the wise use of leisure. There is, of course, no guarantee 
that children will learn to use their leisure wisely, but they 
$hould. have the chance of doing so, and the school can give 
them active guidance in employing their free time not merely 
for pure recreation, but for forming useful interests of their own. 

40. We recommend that in fill G1-ammar Sclwols, fill lh4 
pupils ·should, fot' 1114 first lwo years after entry, i.e., up lo 1114 
age of ab0flll3l, follortJ a curriculum which contains 1114 subjeds 
iftClflded i,. our groups I, III, IV and V. Broadly speaking, 
we should like to see this curriculum common to all types 
of secondary schools in order to reduce the curriculum diffi
culties in transferring pupils from one type of secondary 
school to another. In addilion we recommetullhal1114 grammar 
school ~ fot' lh454 years should ifJClude OM fot'eign 
language, and the consideration which we have just mentioned 
implies that a foreign language should be included where 
possible, for suitable pupils, in the curriculum of Modern 
Schools.(l} We recommend the inclnsion of one foreign 
language at this stage because we are assured by psychologists 
imd teachers alike that the special aptitudes and interests 
concerned in the study of a foreign language or mathematics 
do not as a rule declare thetDselves much before 13, and the 
best way to establish their absence is to try out the pupils 
and observe their response to. the teaching. As we. have 
said above, pupils who after a year show little linguistic 
aptitude had better drop the foreign language. Those who 
on the contrary show linguistic ability should begin a second 
foreign language in the second year. We admit this exception 
to the common curriculum up· to 13i in the interests of the 
abler pupils who would be· seriously handicapped by a later 
start in a second language if they intend eventually to proceed 
to a Uuiversity. 

"l A~ !he end of 1114 second year we suggest that each school 
s11Qf114 make a careful review of ils pupils ifJ the lighl of whal 

bem observe<i of their progress, tleveloptnefJI and las~ 
tluri 1114 1wo preceding years, and thai 1114 opporlflflilies fot' 
b-am 1o schools beUer adapted lo their abilities ot' imeresls 
.should b4 freely use<i.(") 

also seems to us the right moment to sift out the 
• non-a demic pupils and to make suitable alternative provision 

<'l Hl!lllllbooA of suu~ for T•aclNn (1937), pp. 145-146. 
Section . · · 

(") The problems of transfer ...., ctisc11SSOCI more fully 011 pp. 338-41. 
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for their further education. If this sifting out is done carefully 
at the age of 13!, a second sifting out at the end of their 
third year of school should yield very few more ' non-academic ' 
pupils. To defer the provision for the needs of these pupils 
until the age of 15, in the hope that some belated development 
of ability may take place, is clearly unkind to the majority 
of them. 

41. In a Grammar School with at least an annual three
Form entry, the usual and obvious way to deal with variations 
in pace and ability is to organise the school in parallel Forms. 
This system of organisation has already been found necessary 
in the larger Modern Schools and has been found to work very 
successfully. In a Grammar School with a two-Form entry 
this is still possible, but the Forms are necessarily less homo
geneous. Only in the small Grammar School with a one-Form 
entry is this impracticable. In these schools there is no 
obvious way to secure equality of treatment for the abler 
and less able pupils, and it will require all the administrative 
skill of the Head Master or Mistress to secure a reasonable 
compromise. The pupils also will have to rely more on them
selves and less on formal lessons. . It may be necessary to 
omit some of the subjects which are normally studied in 
larger schools. For the most part these small schools will be 
found in less populated areas, and we shall have more to say 
about them when we deal with ' The Country Grammar 
Scliool • in the fourth section of this chapter.('-) 

So far as ' subjects • are concerned, we do not envisage 
much difference between the parallel Forms in a school, 
except in the number of languages taken : the differences 
will be partly in the content of subjects, partly in thl" pace 
of the work, but more in the methods of teaching. What 
we have said already about the natural rhythm exhibited in 
the growth of the great cultural traditions, and the use to 
be made of this rhythm in the teaching of a subject applies 
with increased force to the methods of instruction in the 
Forms which contain the less able or less academically minded 
pupils. While we think that eacll of the three phases of 
wonder and romance, of utility, and of generalisation and 
system should be experienced by all pupils, whatever their 
ability, we are convinced that the interests of the less able 
pupils will always be best met by a greater stress on the 
utility of a subject than on the phase of generalisation. 

(1) See p. lila. 
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The adoption of the method of organisation suggested 
in this and the two preceding sections-a common course for 
'the first two years, followed by parallel but difierent cour.;es 
in the next three yeaxr-will, we believe, make it possible 
to meet with substantial justice the varying interests of pupils 
of difierent abilities. difierent tas.tes and difierent outlook 
for their future year!; without injury to the conception of the 
school as a natural society. The organisation can also be 
'elastic enough to deal with the more exceptional pupils, who 
are genuinely unable to profit from particular subjects and 
·not merely discouraged by defects in their previous training, 
or who are absorbed in some other line of study for which they 
have real ability. 

42. In our discussion so far, we have deliberately omitted 
one consideration which nltimately must be the deciding factor 
in determining what it is possible for a school to attempt, and 
that is the time-table. It is often said that the grammar 
11Chool cmriculum is overaowded, that it is trying to teach 
more subjects than it has the time tci do properly. The 
time-tahle is certainly fuller than it was before laboratory 
work· was required of all pupils and not only of pupils 
.specialising in Science, before Modern Languages had gained . 
their present importance, and .Physical Education hacj. been 
taken seriously.(') The justification for the criticism really 
lies in the growth of content in difierent subjects. The increased 
use of specialists for the teaching of subjects has beyond doubt 
been of great benefit to ihe schools in improving the technique . 
of teaching and in arousing sentiments for particular subjects, 
but specialists, and in particular-the associations of specialists, 
do not always escape the danger of estimating too highly 
the share which their subject can play in the intellectual 
training of a boy or girL Their attitude towards the content 
of their subject is more often " What can I put in l " than 
" What can I leave out l ", and the result is a demand for 

(') It may be of interest to contmst the time-tabl<s given in the -
with one which existed in one of the smaller Public Schools about 1880. 
The timo-table consisted of 21 periods per week. wzying from 70 to 
85 minubol in length. Su~e, History, Geography. Science and Art, 
su:h .-ived one period: glish and Physical Tnining. two periods; 
Latin, G<eek or Gennao, Fn:nch and Mathematics. three periods. 
The majority of the boys went into busiD<so, but it - a few boys 
eKb year to the University. and they do not seem to have been bandi· 
capped by the small amount of time g;..., to many subjecta, since 
live fellowsbipe were gained in Oessics. Mathematics, History and 
Science by old pupils who bad been educated under this timo-tabla. 
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more time for their subject which can only be granted by a 
reduction of the time given to other subjects. (1) 

The position becante sufficiently serious in 1922 to be th~ 
subject of a Circular (No. 1294) of the Board of Education. 
The intmediate occasion was the publication of the reports of 
the four Committees appointed by the Prime Minister _to 
report on the positions of English, Classics, Modem Languages 
and Science in the educational system. Each of these reports 
had suggested a minimum time as necessary in Secondary 
(i.e., Grammar) Schools for its subject. The Science Committee 
asked for not less than six periods per week, the Classics and 
Modern Language Committees for five periods for one language 
and nine periods for two, the English Committee for from 
two to four periods. The Circular examined how these 
recommendations fitted in with the demands of other subjects, 
using as their basis a week of 35 periods of 45 minutes, and 
produced a time-table which we rearrange in accordance with 
the gr~uping we have adopted in paragraph 26. 

One T11o 
Language Languages 

I. English (2-4). History (2), 7-9 7-9 
Geography (2), Scripture (1). 

II. Languages 5 9 
IIL Mathematics (6), Science (6). 12 12 
IV. Drawing (2), Music (1), Manual 5 5 

Work (2). 
V. Physical Training 2 2 

Total . 31-33 35-37 

From this time-table the Board drew the conclusion " that 
the minimum claims of individual subjects (in boys' schools) 
can be satisfied, if at all, only if no additional provision what
ever is made to meet the particular needs of individual 
schools," and for girls' schools that " the satisfaction of the 
minimum claims of all subjects represent a much more 
difficult, if not an almost insoluWe, problem." 

We ha\-e ourselves made a similar though more detailed 
analysis of the tinte-table as affected by what we should like 

(')Thus a ..cent lll_,..onod..,. .. U.. T-.b~ of~lty (1935) 
states that a minimum allocation of tb..ree periods per week for the 
whole of a five-yNJ" course is necessuy for the adequate treatment 
of the geognopby course, and thinks that such an allocatioa of time is 
•. just rather' thaD ceaerous.... •. . 
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to recommend.. assuming for the pmpose a school with a 
three-Form enay and a time-table of 35 periods per week. 
each of 45 minutes. which is given on page 187. In this 
time-table we assume that there will be a normal murse, 
·mmmon to all pupils for their first year, and taken in the 
later years by the majority of the pupils who will leave about 
01' shortly after the age of 16. In addition we assume the 
·provision of the following alternative murses :-

X for pupils learning a seamd foreign language from 
· the second year onwards. 

Z for pnpils learning a third foreign language from their 
third year onwards. : 

Y for pupils specialising in Science- or Mathematics 
from their fourth year onwards. 

W for pupils learning a seamd language who desire to 
give inaeased attention to artistic or prnctica1 subjects 
in their fourth and fifth years. 

C fOI' • non-acadMUic • pupils in their fifth year who 
desire to do some Commercial Subj!!Cts in their last year. 

We have also endeavoured to leave a • pool' in each murse 
to meet the requirements of individual schools. 

This experimental time-table{1) is suffi.cieot in our view to 
show that our recommendations are practicable in the sense" 
that they do not necessarily iillpose a heavier burden" on the 
schooJs than they are at present called upon to bear. . 

43. On the other hand. our rerommendations do little to 
ease that burden, and We" think that it should be eased. The. 
necessity is greater in the case of girls than in the case of 
boys because the dMDands of the home on the girl tend to be 
heavier and reduce the oppodunities for rest and· recuperation 
that her out~f-dool hours ought to provide, while the 
adolescent years make a heavier dMDand on a girl's vitality 
than they do on a boy's. There would appear to be three 
possible ways of easing the burden, and only three : to reduce 
the number of subjects studied by a pupil, to reduce the 
mntent of subjects, or to do both. 



EXPERIMENTAL TIME DISTRIBUTION (35 periods Weekly) 

Jot I Year 2nd Year 3rd Year . I 4th and 6th Years I 6th Year 

Normal Normal Coune Normal Coarse Course Normal Course Course Course Co\Ulle Course 
Course Course X Counoe X z Course X y z w c 

woup r. 
Engliab, Scripture, 

10 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 10 8 10 10 liiotory, Geography •• 

c;,.oup 11. 
LangiJ&ieo .. . .. 5 4 8 • 8 12 4 8 4 12 8 4 

woup III. 
Matbematica, Science 7 7 8 7 6 6 7 6 10 6 4 4 

woup IV. 
MWJic, Art, Houeec;:raft, 
Domootic Scleoc;o .. 7 7 4 7 4 • 7 4 4 4 8 4 

Group V. 
Phyaical Education •• • • • • 4 4 4 4 •4 4 4 4 

Commercial Subjocta •• - - - - - - - - - - - 8 

Pool .. .. .. 2 3 8 3 3 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 

• 
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The first involves the abandonment of the general principle 
that the curriculum should be ' general ' in the sense that it 
deals with all the traditional modes of intellectual activity. 
As is stated in Circular 1294," in practice a general curriculum 
is only justified in so far as it is a nucleus curriculum, and 
leaves sufficient margin of time for the individual tendencies 
of schools and their staffs to operate." We have already 
urged that the educative effect inheres not in a subject but in 
the spirit of study, and are therefore prepared to agree, in the 
third and later years of the course, to a reductron in the number 
of subjects studied al any one time, prooided these include English 
itself, some Science, and, in the case of the abler pupils, alleasl 
one f"'eign language.(') 

As regards the content of subjects, we have already 
recommended a reduction in the content of Mathematics and 
a simpler course in Science. We think that some further 
relief is possible if greater variation in the level to which 
other subjects are carried is accepted in the School Certificate 
E"aminalion. If a subject is carried so far as is necessary 
for the pupils to realise its utility for life-which is a very 
different thing from its utility for this examination-and has 
given them the opportunity of developing sentiments about 
it, that is sufficient for the needs of the stage of adolescence.· 
The only unity that we cWm for the curriculum during 
adolescence is that it deals with the natural and cultural needs 
of that particular stage Df life. Whether all the pupils leave 
at 16, or some at 16 and some later, the work of the school iS 
well done if it has fostered· the impulse towards continuing 
education, and there can be "no more certain way of stiffing 
that impulse than to suggest that the education is in any 
sense complete when, at whatever age, a pupil leaves school. 
It is a common metaphor to speak of the tree of knowledge 
and the branches of knowledge. We are not greatly concerned 
with the complaint that ' loose ends ' are left in the teaching 
of subjects, for we remember that every branch and shoot of a 
tree has a ' loose end,' and that these are the active points 
of growth. The teacher who has stimulated the vital force 
that makes growth a moral and intellectual necessity has 
done well. 

(') Wo contemplate that it will still be a condition of m:ognition 
ior grant that the ~ool offers _opportunities for ~ction in all tho 
•11bjects enumerated m Regulatio!l 7 of tho RegnlatiOns for Sec:cmdary 
Scbllols. 
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We are convinced that it is a grave mistako to ftll a titM
tabZ. with periods of formal instruction. If pupils are to 
acquire a habit of forming reasoned conclusions, they must 
have time in which to practise it. There should be definite 
periods in the time-table in which no formal teaching is 
undertaken, in which all kinds of questions, at times relating 
to the formal work in hand, but more often to other matters 
of general interest-and among these we include many of the 
problems of citizenship-may be informally discussed by the 
pupils themselves. In these discussions the teacher, divesting 
himself for the moment of his authority, will, as opportunity 
offers, join, but always on ' level • terms with his pupils and 
with no attempt to override the opinions of his pupils except 
by fair argument. Head Masters and Mistresses should also 
be able to count upon a certain number of periods in which 
they can give a pupil what they think he needs most at the 
moment without thought of a future test or further objective. 
Unless the time-table can be lightened, neither of these real 
necessities in the training of the boy or girl can be satisfied. 

44. Finally we realise that our recommendations necessarily 
involve some reform of the School Certificate Examination, 
since it is inevitable that the syllabuses in the different subjects 
for that examination should be generally followed in the 
schools from which pupils sit for it. This is too large a question 
for the present chapter, and we content ourselves here with 
one ·quotation from the Circular which laid down the principles 
and purposes of the Sehoul Certificate Examinations : " II 
is a cardinal principk that tho examination should foUo,. the 
curriC.Uum and not determint1 it." With this we are in absolute 
agreement. 

PART IV.-THE COUNTRY GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
45. All that we have said above about the curriculum of 

the Grammar School applies alsa to the country Grammar 
School. If we devote a separate section to these schools it 
is not because we regard them as a separate type of school, 
but because they have their own difficulties and also their own 
opportunities, and it is convenient to deal with these separately. 
The country Grammar School has to serve many purposes 
which may be served in large towns by a range of secondary 
schools with a variety of curricula. The capacity of the school 
to do this is frequently limited by its size and the difficulty 
of offering to its pupils a wide choice of optional subjects ; 
and it is often an arduous task for both teacher and pupil 

Bl 
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to pursue special comses of study to a high Jevel.. At the same 
time. the setting of the school affords valuable compensaljogs : 
the resonn:es of the countryside are at the disposal of the 
teacber, and provide a wealth of phenomena which should 
enable him in an exceptiooal degree to impart a live rolomiog 
and a JFatistic quality to his teaching" There is yet another 
quality which his teaching may I" The student of 
Nature is not faad by wbole truths ; if he 1IIISIISpeCf:iny 
aa:epts ewsy asoertaioed fact as a whole troth, he will be 
ill-fitted to deal with the problems which Nature presents. 
This point, in its application to school pl'3dice. was sta :! 
by several wiM , notably by Sir John Russell, DirectO£ 
of the Rotbamsted Expetimental Station.. "Numerous 
el1311lples." he wrote, " are given in my lessoos on Soil. in 
which I set out the experiments designed in consnltatjon 
with the scholais in the village school at Wye. The obsenlr 
tioos were made in the field ; the current exphmatjon was 
ROOrded, but it was often seen to be inadequate or in con1lict 
with some other explanation o1faed elsewhere ; an experiment 
was therefore cJesi8ned to test the matter." eo-t.y :dools 
a- enjoy - ·, ·Unl ~ of fr-"'1: syllilbtlscs aoii&i 
lotmtl • higl Jwlldical ...... "len-~ frtmo 1/tN dos. "..fiflily 
1D 1M .,.,Wlllllsitle 1M sdJool, .M ..Mc1 Ill 1M smwe tiMe sTto..u 
tletJeJop ill 1M p.p;z ... ifuJwiri"': .-. t:riliall ..... .-. 1M 
jJorsel-of~ fw1l:r-t. ·. • 

Nevmheless, our evidence shows that the desirability of 
planning their syllabuses apd of detBmining their methods of 
teaching with relation to the enviromnent of their schools is 
not nniversally accepted by colintiy schoobnasten, apparently 
for fear of beawning too wcational in their outlook. This 
has made the Natjonal Farmeos' Union " feel that the present 
cnnicohnn tends too mnch to emphasise the abstract and 
academic type of study." 'Ihe Head Mastet of a conntiy 
Grammar School was quoted as holding the view that "in 
rmal aJFaS the 1:\ias in Seoondaiy (i.e., Grammar) Schools 
should be on the cultural side if anywhere." " Cmmtiy boys," 
he said, " need special attentjon to language training and 
literary studies, including the language, literature and culture 
of at least one great mnntiy other than their own. I believe 
also in the value of the study of Latin for boys living in a rmal 
area. • • • I stroogly adwca.te a cultural bias in rmal schools ; 
there wonld, I think, be S(IIDI'thing to be said in fawur of 
giving a rmal bias. to urban schools, if practicahle... Even 
such a policy as this. if it were not pmsued too ardently, 
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might not exclude other more practical interests ; but it 
implies a narrower iriterpretation of the term ' culture ' than 
we have implied above, and it represents in an extreme form 
the flight from vocationalism. Few, perhaps, would share this 
opinion as to the special needs of country boys and girls, 
and the opportunities of country Grammar Schools. On the 
other hand, the great majority of those best qualified to judge 
agree in holding that a country Grammar School which takes 
full advantage of its setting provides a form of schooling 
which is equally valuable for the pupils who will find their 
careers in the towns ; the whole of their education will have 
been made the more vivid and effective through their 
familiarity with the phenomena of the countryside, and 
through the illustrations which it has been possible to draw 
from this source. This we confidently believe, and indeed it 
has been largely recognised throughout Western Europe, 
where the education of boys and girls in town and country 
alike ,~:ommonly includes the study of plant and animal life. 

We hardly need to stress the value which such a treatment 
of school subjects as we have indicated will have in increasing 
the practical wisdom of the worker on the land, and in pre
paring pupils for other careers which have a background of 
agricultural interests. The number of those pupils who go 
on to the land from any particular school may be small ; 
the number of those who will follow occupations mainly 
concerned with agriculture is much larger. Colonel I.e Breton 
instanced a small country Grammar School in which out of 
140 leavers, although only 24 had gone on to the land, at 
least 60 more would in their future careers be mainly or largely 
interested in agriculture. The degree of their connexion with 
agriculture varied from the close affinity of estate agency 
to the occasional business done by engineering firms ; but in 
all the occupations he enumerated, such as bankers, solicitors, 
auctioneers, accountants, rating clerks, grocers and butchers, 
a more or less intimate knowledge of agriculture was needed. 

46. Some 40 Grammar Schools were recognised by the Board 
of Education, in their pamphlets on Rural Educatiott (1926) 
and EdUCIJtictt and 1M CounbysiiU (1934), as "making a 
conscious effort definitely to relate their curriculum to their 
rural environment " (') ; and they appear to fall roughly into 

( 1) Board of Education : Educational Pamphlet No. .a : Rwlll 
EdM<dti011 (1926), p. 23. Both in this Pamphlet, and in the later 
Pamphlet 00 EdM<dtiOII - 1M c"""""n.u (1934). the Board com
mented oo tho fact that tho dowlopment of such schools bod DOt been 
"' the outcome of anv ccmsi.dered plan,'' but had •• generally beeu due 
to tho initiative and lotorest of individual Head lllastors." 



f;wo groups. aa:ording to the exteot to which this has been 
attempted. This distinction amesponds to that drawn by 
some of our witnesses between schools which have imparted 
a ' rmai colour ' to a cmriculnm of the tr.iditional type and 
those which have developed an • agricoltoral bias.' Thus, 
the Natio~Fanners' Union said that what they had primarily 

· in view was that an opportunity should be given to an pupils 
" tn gain a working knowledge of the scientific principles 
which are the basis of a tme application tn the life and problems 
of the countryside." At the same time, they added that 
they viewed with approval " the institntion of separate 
agricnltnral forms in the laJ:ger well-staffed Grammar Schools 
in Counties where agricnltnral pursuits are predominant, and 
where the grouping of pnpils for specialised training is practic
able " ; and they welcomed proposals for further development 
in this direction, though such proposals, in their view, should 
not in any way con11ict with " a revision of cmricnla capable 
of general application." 

This revision of cmricnla should in om opinion begin abont 
the age of 13! or 14. We have aheady recommended(') that 
an secoudaiy schools should follow a similar cmricnlnm for 
the first two years of their comse. and lH 111'11 fiOI tlisposetl 
to Milke '""Y t=eptiot& ;,. thll CIISI: of 1M <Otlftby Gr- Scltool· 
;,. 1M fr-k. of 1M Cfln'iclll., for thestl yt!IITs, llllltmlglt 
'IH 1tope tJuzt fvll llllvtmlage of iM opf>orltmities off~etl by 1M 
selti"f: of 1M sdwol 'lllill be tokert i11 1M ill...Vatiot& of till svbjeds. 
What may be said in general regarding cmricnlnm after the 
second year of the conrse is applicable to both gronps of · 
school as described in the preCeding paragraph. In the third 
year the di11erence will be malnly one of emphasis, and may 
affect the periods allocated to the various subjects in the 
school time-table rather than the treatment of these subjects. 
In the three or four country Grammar Schools wbich aheady 
provide more than a ' rural colour ' in their syllabuses, the 
divergence begins in the higher Forms at about the age of 
15, with a oonrse of more specific agricnltnral trnining. for 
which specialist instructors, a school fann, and more extensive 
equipment become necessary, together with modifications of 
the time-table involving a louger school day and remission of 
homework. At a later stage we refer, as an alternative to 
Technical High Schools of an agricultural type.to the possibility 
of developiug on a regional basis more Grammar Schools 
of this type, having the special characteristics described by 

( 1) See p. 182. 
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the Board of Education in the two pamphlets we have 
mentioned.(') In what immediately follows we refer in 
general terms to the curriculum with a ' rural colour ' which 
we consider to be desirable in a greater or less degree for all 
Grammar Schools in country districts, and which will be more 
fully developed in its technical aspects by schools with an 
' agricultural bias.' In regard to both types of school we 
desire merely to suggest a few leading principles, not to 
prescribe syllabuses or teaching methods. 

Among the features which should be specially prominent 
in the curriculum of a country Grammar School, the Director 
of the Rothamsted Experimental Station mentioned the Local 
Survey and the School Garden. There are two types of 
survey: the general survey of the surrounding region and the 
intensive survey of a small area. A general survey should 
form the basis of much of the teaching in Geography and 
History. He said that such a survey should enable the 
teach!ll" to present geography as " the mark left on the face 
of the earth by nature and by man " ; the pupils should be 
taught to observe and to record accurately, using the 6-inch 
map, of which tracings could be made for working purposes. 
From the survey material the teacher would also draw concrete 
examples to illustrate general laws and movements, and to 
show the development from the older country life and systems 
of agriculture to the present time : historical data could be 
obtained from old estate and tithe maps : the Church and 
Manor House would offer data of local interest for entry on 
the historical chart. 

In connexion with the school garden, Sir John Russell called 
attention to the extensive service for agricultural research which 
was now in operation, and suggested that rural schools should 
be made to feel that they could play an active, even an 
important, part in this service. He gave details of an experi
ment which the Rotharnsted Station had conducted in recent 
years for the purpose of ascertaining whether school gardens 
could attain the necessary standard of accuracy. The problems 
were of educational significance and of commercial importance : 
the value of a new fertiliser extracted from colliery spoil heaps, 
the comparative efficiency of new slags produced by steel 
makers, the fertiliser value of a new compound derived by a 
simple process applicable to small gasworks, the fertilising 
properties of dried poultry manure. The' pupils were inspired 

(') See pp. 323-S. 
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by knowing that they were employed on a joint enterprise 
by a great scientific institution, and that this was not an 
exercise book problem, but something which mattered. The 
investigation was satisfactory even from a professional stand
point, and showed that the schools could do work of real 
importance which made the gardens centres of living interest. 
There is no doubt that the educational value of school gardening 
becomes very high, when trials associated with the science 
work of the school can be conducted under the statistical 
control of a local or national experimental station. 

The sclwol garden and orcltard, and a little land on which some 
lives/Qck, such liS blliiS and poultry, are kept, are the ovtdoor 
laboratories of the covntry Gf-ammar School. It is essential for 
their proper maintenance liS . an integral part of the science 
accommodation of the sclwol that there should be some hired 
labour for routine manual work. In his use of the outdoor 
laboratories the teacher will recognise, as one of our witnesses 
said, that " lessons should spring from the soil or from the 
things that grow upon it." Material for indoor teaching 
will be provided ; and, out of doors, large-scale experiments 
suggested by classroom discussion and laboratory discovery 
will be carried out. The principles underlying tillage and 
cropping, and the control of certain plant and animal pests 
of the farm, the market garden, and the commercial orchard, 
can be illustrated. The records of the soil-physics plbt and 
the weather station will supply useful data for lessons in 
geography and mathematics, as well as in science. In con
junction with the advisocy staff of the local authority, and 
the lecturers and research workers of a neighbouring agri
cultural college, work of an adVanced character should become 
possible in the higher Forms, e'Ven when a school farm is not 
available. 

47. The country Grammar School is well situated to pursue 
the study of Arithmetic and simple Geometry in their more 
practical aspects. 0\lculations may be based on the work 
of the farm, such as erop yields, manure and seed requirements, 
the content and value of hayriCks and clamps, conversion of 
live weight to dead weight, and the general costing of farm 
operations. Geometry should include the measurement of 
gradients, and simple surveying with the use of the plane 
table. 

·The broad outlines of the curriculum in General Science, 
which we indicate in Chapter VI, admit of adaptations to 
meet the special requirements of country schools. W' .ovid, 
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however, particularly emphasise the neetl f01' more Biological 
teaching. Some progress has undoubtedly been made towards 
removing the reproach made at a meeting of the British 
Association 10 years ago, that, except for some botanical 
teaching in girls' schools, Biology and Zoology were " hardly 
known as school subjects " ; that very few boys had any 
biological instruction beyond the nature study taken in their 
first year. There is, however, stiU neetl w bring home to teachers 
the imporronce of Biology as a fundamental element in any 
course of science teaching judgetl w be suitable for a rural school : 
not only because of its practical application w the problems of 
plant and animal life, but also because a knowletlge of Biology 
creates a fresh consciousness and appreciation of the manifotJ 
interests which life in the country has w offer, atad a new attitude. 
of mind wwards the agricultural industry. 

If lessons are to " spring from the soil or from the things 
that grow upon it," such practical interests as the following 
will provide some useful sources from which to derive material 
for the teaching of General Science : (i) the more common 
wild life of the countryside ; (ii) farm and garden crops ; 
weeds of grassland and arable land ; fungoid diseases ; 
injurious and beneficial insects; (iii) the surface geology of the 
district ; soils and soil studies ; (iv) the principles of hygiene, 
based upon simple bacteriological studies ; the necessity for 
cleanliness at all stages in the production and handling of 
mjlk and other food substances ; (v) the principles of nutrition, 
e.g., in poultry husbandry ; (vi) the use of the internal com
bustion engine and of electricity on the farm ; (vii) farm 
machinery, and its relation to the study of Mechanics. Some 
of the necessary data connected with these fundamental 
interests can be obtained by country children incidentally, 
and as a possibly unobjectionable form of homework. 

Craft training in the country school does not differ materially 
from that in the town school. In the wood and metal work
shops, the pupils should be trained to do a workmanlike job 
with the ordinary tools which are in common use, especially 
on a farm. This does not mean that sound training in technique' 
should be neglected, or that appreciation of fine craftsmanship 
need be lacking. Courses for girls should include training in the 
utilisation and preservation of farm and garden produce. 
If the school possesses a dairy. such courses should also include 
dairywork. 

Owing to the mechanisation of agriculture, the teaching of 
Handicraft for the older boys in a country Grammar School 

•• 
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will approach closely to what may be described as • elPJDe!!tary 
eugineering.! An engine 01' a machine wiD 'he diqnantled. 
and simple repairs will be 1ll1dertaken.. Pupils will be 
initiated into the operation of tractors, pumping machinery 
and power units; the eflicient working and upkeep of the 
,....mm:u agricultmai implements will be taught. AD such 
.... ching should,. Loweva, be closely related to the principles 
wbich are inwlved. 

Where a district is not mainly agricultma], an education 
8.ntbority may desire. in the interest of some of the pnpils. 
to develop such pradicai activities as these beyond the point 
requited for agricultural teaching, .......,.nse they have a general 
bearing upon a local engineaing industry. lnstrnction of 
this c:baracter should not be desai'bed as an • engineaing 
mmse, • but should be regarded as an altanative science 
course amtaining engineering elements. It is important that. 
in attanpting to be tedmical. the school should not fail to 
provide tbe necessary scientific baclrgronnd. 

Atry llllerrudiw cot~TU of liAs elttrtlder .-.I fall lrilhi• 1M 
g,_,.lllfr-k of •cr-dool diiCIIIioa. There should 
be no attanpt to ropy the cm:rkulum of an Eveoing Institute 
in wbich. the number of .... ching bours being limited and the 
pupils being older and aheady engaged in industry, it becomes 
necessary to take 'Vllrious short cuts which do not give a 
broad foundation for such lmbwledge of mecbanks as is 
desirable in a Grammar School They either presuppose that 
the foundation of scientific; knowledge has aheady been laid,. 
or assume that the ontlook of the pupil is limited to his 
immediate industrial needs. 

A grammar school comse coniaining such pradicai activities 
will thus be fundamentally a course in simple engioeering 
Physics, with such changes of anpbasis in tbe teacbing of 
mechanics as arise from the greata stnss laid m the applica
tjous of tbe science and the appropriate illustratious drawn from 
engioeering pnctice.(') In orde£ that mechanics may haw 
the right kind of bukgronnd and illustrations. it is essential 
that the masta" in charge should be a graduate or have an 
equhalent qualification, and that be should baw had alsO 
actual practice in engineering. or some similar form of indostry. 

(I) 'Ibis c:baDgeof -pbasjs may-..,......, departano from e:DstiDg 
ayJlaha9os of phyaial desiped to - tbe ""!uilemeol3 of tbe School 
Ccl1:ificate Fnminatim We hope tbat a .,tati<m of tbe diJiicalty 
may be ioaacl by tbe pow.- ol an altematioe aci<:aal syllabas aoil 
~ 
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The other special element in such a course, mechanical 
drawing, will begin with geometrical drawing, including soli!! 
geometry, before the pupil attempts to draw parts of machines ; 
and, when he comes to draw them, he will do so with some 
knowledge of the materials from which the machines are 
made and why these materials are used, of the reasons for 
their form of construction, and of the purposes for which they 
are intended.(1) 

PART V.-THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIETY 
48. We have said above in paragraph 9 that a school "is 

to be regarded not merely as a ' place of learning ' but as a 
social unit or society." The~e was a time when the only 
substantial activity of the school outside the classroom was 
the playing of games. It is now recognised that this is not 
the only, and not the most important, function of the corporate 
life of a school. The social life of a school enables it to deal 
practically with the training of boys and girls for life in a free 
comniunity by providing opportunities in which to foster the 
habits and practise the virtues which are essential for the 
well-being of that life. For, as has been well said : " the 
English ideal of education is a ' liberal ' one, that is to say, it 

(1) We append a note on the equipment which u desirable for such a 
general course of elementary engineering. 

W orAdop for H aruliaoft i" Wood : The workshop for woodworking 
crafts should contain as a minimum in addition to the benches, which 
might be donbl.,.sided-ch side fitted with a parallel vi~the 
foUowing simple machine toob :-

2 wood-turning lathes, about &-.inch centres. 
1 wood-turning lathe, about 4-inch centre. 
1 emall circular saw, with an approximately IS-inch aw. 
1 amall planing machine, about 10 inches. 
I band ... w with wheeb from 14-inch to 16-inch diameter. 
I grinder for grinding ,Plane irooa and chisels. 

Although it ia desirable m a modem Junior Workshop to have 
power-driwn woodworking machinery, this should be used with care 
under personal direction of the teacher, in the first place as a demon .. 
otrutiOD, and probebly not by pupib uutil they are in their later years. 

Wor/tdop for MlltllfiiOJ'/Ii"f : Filli"f, T....U"f '""' Slltil.\s' WorA : 
In addition to the usual fitters• benches. with a vice for each of tbe 
pupil• tlsin~ the shop, there should be at least 6 simple lathes, 2 sill:- inch 
and 2 four-mch slidinK, surfacing and scn!w-<:utting lathes. and 2 small 
"""""' lathes, about :!l-inch centres; 2 or 3 drilling machines, a small 
ab.apil\8' machine, a small universal milling machine. a tool grinder, a 
power-driwn blacksmith's hearth, a hearth for bruing, au anvil, and the 
usual smith's tools: a power saw; a surface grinder. 

With the introduction of power-driwn plant it wiU probably be found 
<15SeJ1tial to have additional staffing owr and above what would be 
required if band work only _, taught. This C&ll be accomplished by 
the u• of demonsttatnn, who will O<:t as assistants to the teoclle< 
in chaqe. , ..... , u•a 
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conceives of human beings as essentially free, and not only 
el[cludes anything which would render those in tutelage 
servile-minded or would hamper the growth of the best that 
is in them, but (more positively) encourages initiative and 
the shouldering of responsibility from the earliest years. On 
the other hand it is not 'individualistic.' That is to say, it 
exalts public service above self-advancement, and regards 
the corporate life of teachers and taught in the common 
society of school or college as one of the most important 
instruments of education, whether for the character or for the 
intellect."(') 

That the school society is artificial in that it is ordered for 
a definite purpose, simplified in. that it excludes all economic 
factors, and defective in that it is often confined to a single 
sex, and therefOre is only an imperfect microcosm of the 
national life, is true. But it has one great compensation. The 
day school draws its pupils from homes and environments of 
very different kinds at an age when the desire for companion
ship is strong and social distinctions cotmt for little, and, 
receiving all on equal terms, it becomes a· classless society to 
whose well-being all can contJ:!bute of their best. 

It is natural that the conception of the school as a society 
was first developed in the boarding school where the welfare 
of the community depends largely on the organisation of the 
out-of-school hours. Every boy or girl is conscious of belonging 
to two societies, the home and the school ; but the boardei 
belongs to them for altemating periods of time and the day
pupil belongs to them both simultaneously. In the case of the 
former there is no corifiict betWeen home and school ; in the 
case of the latter every school a:ctivity pursued out of school 
hours necessarily encroaches on the pupil's free time and may 
easily clash with the arrangements of the home. Many schools 
have fotmd that the concentration of their corporate activities 
(other than games) on a single afternoon of the week has 
eased many difficnlties("), and the recommendations we have 
made above (page 180) as to homework, especially those 
relapng to the week~d, will, we believe, ease others. We 
recognise that bo home and school contribute to the 
education of the yo , but the fact remains that, for the 

(') Professor :oc.- 11, ill his introduction to Miss Grier's Lif• 
of Wirti.fn4 M.m. (I P· zvi. 

('l In theoe cases, the . pits usually leiDaiD at ocbool far au .ny 
tea. lono- by various corporalio activities, aud opocia1 ......._a 
are made for tho i01111lflY ~ of pupils who liw at a cJista"'"' 
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child, schooling is a whole-time job and makes more demands 
on his physical and emotional sides than is often realised. It 
is only fairness to the child that, so far as is possible, the 
home should refrain from making social and other demands 
on him, except at the week-end, when the home life naturally 
comes in, and by so doing gives to day schools a valuable 
characteristic. All this makes it important that parents should 
understand what the school is doing and give it sympathetic 
support. Many schools have accordingly established 'Parents' 
Associations ' which hold regular meetings in which the aims 
and plans of the school are explained, and in which difficulties, 
such as those arising from its corporate life or from the setting 
of homework, are discussed. The evidence which we have 
received as to the success of these associations, in securing the 
willing co-operation of the home, leads us to attach high value 
to them. 

It is obvious that the success of the social life of a school 
hangs on the provision of adequate playing-fields, on the 
sufficiency and convenience of the school buildings, and on 
both playing-ficlds and buildings being available outside the 
regular school hours whenever required for corporate purposes. 
As we have said in a previous Report : " to use the premises 
of the day school for evening school work seems an economical 
device ; in reality, if it involves the sacrifice of any profitable 
activities of the day school, it is very extravagant.'' (I) 

'49. We have spoken of the school as an ordered society, 
and this implies that there must be school rules. But these 
should not be many in number, and should certainly never be 
made arbitrarily ; their purpose should be obvious or easy of 
explanation to the boys and girls. The only rules that seem 
to us necessary are those compelled by the nature of the school 
buildings and surroundings, those essential for the promotion 
of the health and general convenience of the school community 
in order that the work of the school may best be carried on, 
and those which aim at preserving the actual structure or 
reputation of the school society and preventing the claims of 
that society from being infringed or the reputation from being 
impaired. Such rules play their part in the education of the 
pupils. Through them they come to recognise the place in 
civilised life of external authority expressed in terms of Ia"', 
and learn that discipline is a help and not a hindrance to a 
useful life. If, as has been attempted with success in some 

(') TAo ~- of lAo d-..,_ p. 247, 
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schools,. the pupils themselves take a share in the making of 
the school rules, they will also Jearn how a free society makes 
its laws for the general good. 

50. In this ordered society we wish to provide ample 
&ppm tunities for the exen:ise of respoosi'bility, initiative and 
public seo:vic:e in ordel' that its members, young and old alike, 
may play a full and directly useful part in its life. It is the 
English traditioo to leave much of the organisatioo of the 
school games in the hands of the boys or girls themselves, 
and also to delegate considerable responsibility for the good 
order and weJl..being of the school to a body of school prefects. 
We attach value in this form of seH1:0vemment to the placing 
of authority in the hands of senior boys or girls selected from 
those who have most intellectual ability (a system associated 
with the name of Dr. Arnold) and we welcome the fact that 
this is nonnally the case in day schools owing to the constitu
tion of their Sixth Forms. In the fiist place. such a system 
tends to increase respect for intellect as such, and therefore 
acts as a useful corrective to a natural. and wholly propel' 
appreciation of athletic ability. In the second place. it 
fon:es deve~: boys and girls to take responsibility and to face 
practical problems. It is an immense gain to have inculcated 
into growing boyS or girls that. if they have more than 
ordinary ability in any field. this ought to mean that. they 
should be prepared to take more than an ordinary part. and 
face more than ordinary responsibility, in the general life of 
the community in whi.ch.~ey live. We believe this to be the 
case even although care is I+" ry to safeguard Olertain 
pupils from finding general respong"bility or particular duties 
an excessive strain.~) 

There is a further consideration that we wish to emphasise 
In so far as seH1:0vemment is plac:ed in the hands of the boys 
or girls who have shown the greatest intellectual ability, we 
shall best secure not merely an honest attempt to do what 
seems to be required for the good of the school. but real 
reflection on the nature of its problems and real fon:sight as 
to these. It is an immense gain to a school that this should 
be'secmed. But it is just as relevant to Jater life. There 
has seldom been an age of which it was more true that good 
intentions fJI' even. unselfis'mess are not enough. when it was 
more nee: ry to encourage children to realise from the fiist 

(') The - b- can is perbapo specially llft'll: ia tile case of girls 
lll>li"-~ girls from - ia - tile cia . -• rily Unohe __ straia. 
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that the problems of any society, whatever it may be, demand 
for their solutions not only good intentions and self-sacrifice, 
but real intellectual effort and reliance on the resnlt of such 
effort. 

In some schools the experiment has been tried of giving to 
a greater number of boys and girls than is permitted by the 
prefect system in its traditional form a collective share in the 
internal administration of the school. We have had evidence 
of the success of these experiments in a few schools in which 
the Head Master has deliberately entrusted to such a largel' 
group of boys powers of action and legislation within a defined 
sphere, and we think that further experiments of the kind may 
well be made where circumstances are favourable. 

51. The school itself, however, is generally too large a 
unit to provide opportunities in the exercise of responsibility, 
initiative and service for more than a minority of its members. 
Some use is often made of the Form organisation in making 
indivfdual pupils, or, better, groups of pupils in rotation, 
responsible for the good order and tidiness of the classroom, 
and this has the advantage that even the youngest pupils 
can take their part. But the Form is not an ideal unit 
because it is confined to too narrow a range of age and is too 
impermanent in constitution for the purpose. Some other 
system of organisation is wanted, and it is usual in day schools 
to. adopt what is called a • house system • on the analogy of the 
separate Houses of the larger boarding schools. Pupils are 
assigned on admission to a particular House for the whole of 
their school life, and the House becomes a permanent group 
within the school. Such a House has the psychological 
advantage of being a real microcosm of the larger school unit, 
which can reproduce in its organisation the main features of 
the school organisation, and the practical advantage of 
extending the opportunities for competitive games and 
activities within the school.(') 

There are other • groups,' supplementary to the • House,' 
which many schools have found valuable for their younger 
boys and girls, for whom the School and House offers too 
limited a scope for their gregarious tendencies. Chief among 
these are companies of Scouts and Cubs for boys. and of 
Guides and Brownies for girls. In these every member can 

(') The house system has the further advantage that it distribuuo 
authority and pn>veuts uy 011e pupil from oxelcisiDg mono authority 
thaD Is aood for him. 
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lind satisfying scope for mutual service for the general good 
pf the group and for gaining a general handiness and resource
fnln<=, together with a practical acquaintance with the 
countryside. 

· There are two further considerations that arise in counexion 
with the organisation of the school as a society to which we 
attach importance. In the first place, are thiflk ~ is ._""1: 
to aJlOfJI tM orga11isali<m to rxmlrol tM rtihole of tM "'-s 
that twe sper.t Ofllside 1M classl-oom. We cannot accept the 
docbine which was common not so very long ago and may 
still be held by some teachers, that the whole of the life of a 
boy or girl during the year5 of schooling should be occupied 
only in work, organised recreation and sleep. We believe that 
what we have said in Section 43 of the time-table applies 
equally to the homs outside of the classroom. There is a real 
danger that the demands of the House and the School may be 
so great that they leave the pupil no time of his own in which 
to pmsue his own interests and hobbies, and no time in which 
to assimilate and consolidate his experience. 

In the second place, as we have said in paragraph 10, the 
function of the staff in the CQrporate life of a school is one of 
guidance, not one of control. The broad lines of the organisa
tion of the school society will naturally be planned by the 
staff, but the ifllemlll org~ for specijie pwposes shoNU 
lHI left to tM p.pils, _,. 1/wuglt it """ lHI tiMuJ fiiOre ~ 6y 
tM slalf. It is far easier for a teacher to interfere too much 
than to stand aside and watch, only taking a hand himself 
to avert serious catastrophe: There must be small catastrophes 
if the experiences of boys and girls are to be real They 
will miss much of the value of. school life uni.... they have 
had many opportunities of making mistakes('). and uni.... th""' 
have had opportunities of showing by their oollective a'"' · 
by the action of their leaders that tJ,!ey have I"" 
mistakes and can rectify what has gone g. --52. The major activities of the school society are undertaken 
by the School itself or by its Houses. Among these we include 
the- daily assembly, the school chapel (if the school is 
fortunate enough to p<JSS ess one), the common midday 
meal("), the School and House games. and School or House 
functions such as the lecture, the concert (both formal and 

(') T.U - 11/Mo A.W Jll (1926), p. 246. 
. ("i Seepp.IIS-9,&Ddpp.302-S,&Dd TAd\" "'7~(1931),p.203.. 
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informal), and the acting of a School or House play in the 
preparation for which many besides the actual performers 
are engaged. To these we may add the educational visits 
to museums, factories and places of historical interest which 
many schools find valuable in connexion with the work of 
the classroom. Many schools also arrange for school journeys 
or for a stay in a school camp, and attach great value to 
these for the scope they provide for the exercise of leadership 
and public service. We have no doubt as to their value in 
the corporate life of a school. 

There are other activities in which groups smaller than the 
House are usually concerned, and our witnesses, and the many 
memoranda for which we are indebted to Masters and 
Mistresses of schools, have told us of school clubs and societies 
of many kinds, literary, scientific, musical and debating, clubs 
for chess and other indoor games, others for photography and 
hobbies of difierent kinds, school orchestras, etc. No school 
probably attempts all of these, nor is it advisable that it 
should do so. Many are doubtless ephemeral, and designed 
to meet the needs of a particular moment. It is not by the 
multiplicity of its clubs, but by the enthusiasm and vigour 
of their life that they contribute most to the corporate health 
of the school. These activities have the added advantage that 
in a mixed school they can be shared by both boys and girls . 

.But these activities need not be, and in fact are not, 
restricted to school or personal interests. Further activities 
take the form of adventures in altruism and social service by 
which the school transcends the confines of its normal life. 
There are schools which take an active interest in settlements 
and boys' and girls' clubs in poorer neighbourhoods, others 
which maintain a hospital cot or support societies and 
organisations for the benefit of children, others which support 
schools at home or abroad, such as the Fairbridge Schools 
and the Eton Memorial School at Ypres. In others again 
there are branches of the League of Nations Union which help 
the pupils to take an interest in current international problems. 

53. W• .Nw bMt flhld improssed by 1M ~ wllicll 
- ri!Uiwtl as to 1M IHilua of • ' llllorilll syst.m1 ' i• 1M 
W4nud lldlflirtislralitnl of • scltool, lnl4 - r~ IMI 
Sid • syst.ml sJwwU 66 ...wly lrUd ifl all typ4s of S«<OI4flf'Y 
scltools. This means that pupils are enrolled on entiy in 
tutorial groups containing from SO to 40 pupils, each group 
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being in the charge of a member of the stafi who is responsible 
to the Head Master or Mistress for keeping close contact with 
the pupils in his group and with their progress, including 
out-of-school~tctivities, throughout their whole. school career. 
We think it probable. that such Tutors gain a view of their 
pupils' development more general than is possible for Form 
Masters. or Mistresses, and more intimate and detailed than 
Heads of schools can hope to obtain, and that they would as 
a result be able to advise the pupils in .their charge as to their 
choice of future occupation. In those schools which have 
already adopted this system, the Tutors often get to know the 
parents of their pupils well and sometimes visit their pupils 
in their homes. We think that the contacts established in 
tbis and other ways will often be of great value in the critical 
years immediately after leaving school. · And we believe that 
for suitable teachers such a system would give work that would 
be at once a new and real interest, and a most valuable 
preparation for later promotion. Ow euitlence lllsu leads us 
lu comme1fll tM grtnlling paaictJ ifl luge schools of ifiClutling 
M tM sluff 11 ' CMurs M IISiw ' who, by establishing friendly 
relations with employers and employment bureaus, is able to 
help pupils in finding posts when they leave school. In 
smaller schools this position .is naturally filled by the Head 
Master or Mistress. · 

. 54. Through an organisation Of the school society fotinded 
on the broad principles which we have developed in the 
preceding par~igmphs, boys and girls learn to recognise 
themselves as. members· of a community-first the group, 
then the house, and finally the school-with common interests 
and purposes. in which it is good. to live. They will. also 
realise something of the obligations and of the call for service 
~hich such a membership involves. Pride in their school, 
esprit tk CMps and loyalty to their school will naturally 
follow. These are worth much, but pride and loyalty are 
worth more when they are founded on a clear perception of the 
features that justify them, and this involves the possibility 
of comparison with other similar units such as are provided by 
the hause system. EsjwU tk curps is a dangerous thing, very 
apt to ·degenerate into a kind of chauvinism and an' 
unwarranted self-satisfaction, rather than to secure progress, 
just in proportion as it. is cultivated for a particular body 
when .there is not reasonably close contact with other .similar. 
bodies. Loyalty to .a House or School must be realistic,. 
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seeking to recognise and to remove defects, and m11St be 
governed by a due recognition of the claims of other similar 
bodies, and of society as a whole. 

In this chapter we have been chiefly concerned with the 
general principles and conditions which govern the curriculum, 
a.nd have only indicated in brief outline the variollS subjects 
a.nd activities which we consider should be represented in 
the programme of studies offered by the Grammar School. 
Between these subjects we recognise complete parity.. We 
have therefore not thought it necessary to discllSS all the 
subjects of the curriculum in detail, particularly because we 
desire to leave as much freedom as possible to schools in the 
selection of studies and their content. But in the course of 
our inquiry we reached the .definite conclusion that radical 
changes are necessary in respect of Scripture, English, Latin, 
Mathematics a.nd Science, in the scope and content of the 
syllabus, the time allocated to the subject, and the aims and 
methods of teaching. We found that the nature of these 
changes could only be made clear by writing at greater length 
on these subjects, and we accordingly devote Chapter V to 
Scripture, and Chapter VI to English, Classics, Mathematics 
and General Science. 
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CHAPTER V 

SCRIPIURE 
We believe that there is a wide and genuine recognition 

of the wiDe and importana! of religious insbuction and the 
teaclringof Scripture in sch<wifs. and that the time is fawmable 
foc a fresh coosidention of the place that they should occupy 
in the education of boys and gids of semndaiy school age. 
The subject has been hith<rlo admittedly di/ljcn!f and some
times rontrovasial. No kind of religious instruction can fail to 
Iaise issues relating to the meaning of life and to human 
dostiny which in the wudd outside the school are the subject 
of pofoonddisagreemonL The poblem of religious education 
in the senmdary school is largely the poblem of finding an 
appmach to the subject which can eulist the disintaested 
eotbnsjasm and give smpeto the pllf ·mal ability of teachers 
who may difJel" widely in their per~ ron vic•;. ms We 
believe that the present temper of public opinion is such that 
the educatjmal issues involved in the teaching of Scripture 
may be faoed fairly on their Own lllfrits, and that they are no 
loog8" obsuntd by past aJDtroftiSj'. The fact that during 
na:nt years it has been found _possible in so many parts of 
the amntry to use agnltd syllaboses of religious instroction 
in public elemenbuy schools povided by Jocal education 
authorities is ooe of many signs which enoourage ns to hope 
that a poblem which liaS been sohtd with a coosidernble 
measure of so(! ess in the pimaJy school may be found equally 
capable of snJntion in the labs .stages of school life.. 

There is ample evidence that the subject is attracting 
graater' attention both inside and outside the teaching po
fession. As ooe instance of this may be quoted the ioreption 
of the Asmciation of Teachers of Religious Knowledge. a 
spontaneous growth from within the teaching pofessioo. 
which has DOW been magtd in the Institute of Olristian 
F dncation This Iustitote, founded in 1935. aims at the 
pomotion of Olristian edocation at home and o~ and 
ooilects and distributes infonnatjm 00 an matters dea'fing 
with the teaching of Scripture. We have nottd that a coo
fereooe on the povision of impowd oppm:tunities b teacben 
to equip themselves foc giving religious instua:tioo. which 
met at the Board of Fdncation in 1933-4 uncle~" the Olairman
~of Lord Halifax then President of the Board. repeated 
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that " as regards secondary schools, the Conference have 
little doubt that ..• increasinginterestinreligiousinstruction 
is being shown by Local Education Authorities, by Governing 
Bodies and by the teachers themselves and that as a result 
the general level of teaching is being raised."(') Witll iliat 
opinion we are in agreement and we assume that implied in 
the ' increasing interest • is a belief-which we certainly 
share-that if religious instruction of any kind is to have 
a place in the curriculum it should be as well taught and 
effectively planned as any other branch of study. We feel 
indeed that religious education can only be justified as a 
regular part of the education of older boys and girls if at the 
end of the course they feel that it has included some serious 
study to which their teachers .have given not less thought and 
skill than to their other studies, and that some part, at least, 
of the course has demanded tilat degree of concentration and 
awakened that interest which makes even immature minds 
aware_ that time has been spent to good purpose. 

It is true that, though the number of secondary schools 
making no provision at all for religious instruction is small, 
there is a considerable number in which tile subject is not 
included in the time-table of the higher Forms. In some of 
the latter religious instruction is discontinued in tile Si.xtll 
Form only ; in others it is discontinued in tile year in which 
the School Certificate Examination is taken, or even earlier. 
It Is true, too, that we have been informed tllat a large number 
of teachers have shown in recent years unwillingness to teach 
Scripture. Their disinclination to take part in religious 
instruction does not, however, necessarily mean tilat they 
believe this instruction to be without value. It may indicate, 
not so much that they are indifferent to this side of education, 
as that they are uncertain about both its purpose and 
methodology, and that they are naturally reluctant to teach 
a subject to which they do not feel that they are qualified to 
do justice. We do not think, tilerefore, tllat this fact should 
be interpreted as disproving that growing interest in tile subject 
as to which we have already expressed our opinion. Nor 
does the discontinuance of religious instruction when the 
Certificate Examination is approaching necessarily argue 
indifference or hostility to the subject. Scripture is not tile 

(1) R~ of• Corof- luU Ill 1M B_, of E-.,. oro N-w-
301A, 1933, ....r M- 20L\, 1934, 011 T/w ProoUioa of I.,._ 0/>f><w
,_ihH for T_.... lo ~ ,.._-.for P"' Rllliti- li&Sinoaioro 
I 19.14). 
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only subject to be Sacri1iced in the fourth and fifth years of 
the sChool course to the real or supposed· pressure of the 
examination system. We find no reason to believe that 
there is any large body of opinion definitely favourable to 
an entirely secular secondary education. The fact that the 
nwilber of boys and girls withdrawn from religious instruction 
is a small minority. does not point in that direction. ·On the 
contrary the present position seems to indicate that the 
great majority of parents prefer, no doubt for many different 
reasons, that their children should continue to receive some 
kind ·Of religious instruction during their post-primary 
education. 

It is often maintained that the study of the Bible should 
have a place in the curriculum for its literary value alone. 
We do not wish to underestimate that value. The English 
Bible is one of the glories of the literary heritage bequeathed 
to the English-speaking peoples. For that reason there is 
much to be said in favour of the inclusion of portions of the 
Bible in the syllabus of English literature. But it is also 
true that no boy or girl can be counted as properly educated 
unless he or she has been made. aware of the fact of the existence 
of a religious interpretation of life. The traditional form which 
that interpretation has taken in this country is Christian, and 
the principal justification for giving a place in the curriculum 
to the study of the Scriptures is'that the Bible is the classic 
book of Christianity and forms the basis of the structure of 
Christian faith and worShip. The content of the Bible has, 
therefore, inevitably itS own dignity and associations. It CaD 
neither be treated merely as a part of English literature, 
nor can· it be merged in the general study of history, 
though its meaniug is, in the first instance at least, historically 
c::Onditioned. 

. There are, therefore, obvious reasons why many members 
of the teaching profession do not and cannot regard the 
study of the Bible merely as one among a number of class
room subjects. This fact does not, however, in our opinion 
afford the slightest justification for the idea that the teaching 
of Scripture cannot .be as expert and effective as any other 
teaching. We hold that the Biblical literature contains a· 
body of perfectly intelligible ideas, which can be systematically 
presented ·and studied ; and that it is possible for a teacher 
so to approach that literature and present those ideas that the 
difiiculty of appearing to take sides in traditional controversies 
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may be avoided. Not only is the Bible a unique record of 
one side of human experience, but its study provides a valuable 
intellectual discipline and quickens the interest of many 
young minds. 

The approach to the study of Scripture which we have in 
mind is historical and objective, the temper and the method 
of the teaching being such that the teacher's primary purpose 
will have been attained when he or she has made the pupil 
understand the meaning of the book which is being studied ; 
and by ' meaning ' is to be understood the meaning, so far 
as it can be ascertained, for those who wrote the book and 
for those for whom it was written. By the word ' objective • 
we do not mean that teachers of Scripture should confine 
themselves to literary criticism and the provision of an 
' historical ' background ; nor, certainly, that they should 
not themselves have a strong sympathy with a religious 
interpretation of life. It can hardly be disputed that the 
best ~eacher is one whose interest in the subject and desire 
to teach it proceed from religious faith. We recognise, too, 
that in practice a teacher will often travel beyond the limits 
which we may have seemed to define, if only in order to answer 
the questions naturally presented to him by his pupils. But 
it is one, and in our opinion not the least, advantage of the 
treatment of the subject which we have indicated, namely, to 
understand the original meaning of Scripture, that it enables 
teachers to take a position from which they can most easily 
and effectively reply to questions raised incidentally by their 
pupils, as well as explain the historical divergencies in 
Christian thought, without incurring the suspicion of either 
insincerity or prejudice-personal or denominational. We 
hold, too, that Scripture taught with this purpose in view is 
the best foundation for any other religious education given 
in the school concurrently or subsequently. 

There are three main departments into which Biblical study 
in schools is likely to fall :-the religious ideas and experiences 
of Israel, of which the record is to be found in the Old Testa
ment, the life and teaching of Jesus Christ, and the beginning 
of the Christian Church. Anyone who wishes to teach the Old 
Testament intelligently to adolescents, and to ensure their 
grasp of the meaning of the book which they are reading. must 
possess more than a superficial knowledge of ancient history 
and Biblical criticism, and be able to explain to his pupils 
the moral and religious conditions of the world in which 
Hebrew religion developed. This applies more particularly 
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to the prophetic literature, but it is troe also of the Pentateuch 
and the historical books.. For the teacl- of the New Testa
llll!llf.. a knowledge of Biblical criticism is at least equa]Iy 
necessaiJ', if on1y lwanse the c:znbal ideas of the New Testa
ment grow from Old Testament roots, and can be undeastood 
oo1y in this organic mationship. Bnt the teacM will need 
more than this. The lllOI'al teaching of the New Testament is 
subordinate to its religious a1lirmations.. Theoiogical oon
ceptious are Unmediately involved in the explanatioo of the 
meaning conveyed by the words of the text to those to whom 
they were origina1ly addressed, and in the questioos which 
will be asked by intelligent and interested pupils. Teachers 
will require that particolar kind of training and experience 
which will equip tbem for meeting those issues, and indeed 
increase their sense of re;ponsihility for facing them with 
minds UBJRjudiced and informed. 

It follows that if the study of Scripture is to be 
approached objectively, some inaeased professional knowledge 
is needed by the teacher. We hold that the time is past 
when the teaching of Scripture could be enb usted to any 
members of a staff who did not object to undertake it, irre
spective of some preparator}' training.(') For the kind of 
teaclring which we bave in mind good will and entlmsiasm, ho-- BecessaiJ', are not enough. Just lwanse the COI}tent 
of that teaching touches life at more points than that of any 
oa- snbject and is so cimely related to individual thought. 
and c:ondnct, we hold that Form Masters and Form 1lisbes!;es 
provided they desire to do '10 should take part in a kind of 
instruction which may mean so much to their popils.(S) Bnt 
we are of the opinion that t11es1: teachers, nn1ess they bave 
themselvestereived some special training. would benefit from 
the advice, or even the directioo, of a specialist mDeague. and 
that especially in the higher forms the actual teaching might 
with advantage be mttosted to such a specialist The 
tendency in seamdaty crbooJs, so prooounced in the case of 
oa- sobjects. to make use of the specialist teacll« bas not 
on the whole been applied to Scripture, and we believe that 
the teaching of the Bible bas suffaed in c:onsequence. Nor 
can we aa:ept the assumptioo, still not 1JDDRD!IIOII, that the· 

(') We haw iD miDd iD puti<:u1g tlae -ani-1D wbicla 
---~214. 

('t 11- a .,.. clesint ID - tlae impodaoce of Saipbae teadrins -- -..,....it- !ja) tbat bllertyof . -be 
ptSSwulb.., hr:.s u well as b pueata of papilL 
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teaching of Scripture must necessarily form part of the duties 
of a Head Master or Head Mistress who may, or may not, have 
special interest in the subject. That idea is, partly perhaps, 
a heritage of the time when Head Masters of Grammar Schools 
were frequently in Holy Orders and had therefore received a 
professional training. If, however, Scripture is to be taught 
as a subject valuable for its own interest and intellectual 
discipline it requires, to the same extent as any other subject 
of primary importance, the direction of a specialist teacher. 

There is reason indeed to believe that the practice of 
entrusting the teaching of Scripture to those who have no 
particular qualifications-and sometimes no desire-for the 
work has led in many cases, not only to the results which 
might be expected in the case of any subject treated thus 
casually, but to others equally unfortunate which arise from 
the character of this particular study and the teaching 
traditionally associated with it. We have grave doubts 
whether in secondary schools taken as a whole the syllabuses 
of Scripture are as well adapted as those of other subjects 
to provide coordinated and progressive instruction. It is 
often asserted that many boys and girls leave their secondary 
schools without even an elementary knowledge of the Bible, and 
with little or no respect for the religious instruction which they 
have received. There may be more than one reason for this ; 
but in part, at least, it may be due to the fact that they have 
failed to find in those who have instructed them a knowledge 
of the subject comparable with that possessed by those who 
have directed the rest of their work. It is likely, too, that 
the teacher who is dubious of his own capacity to do justice to 
the subject through lack of knowledge is often the teacher who 
is most ready to permit the Scripture lesson to be nothing more 
than an opportunity for ethical exhortation, or even for general 
discussion. There is sometimes a real need for lessons allocated 
in the time-table to Scripture to be protected against the 
intrusion of teaching and discussion which would be at least 
equally relevant to the matter of other lessons. However 
desirable or even necessary these may be, it is unfortunate 
that a recognised time cannot be provided for them inside 
school hours without causing any curtailment of the Scripture 
lesson.(') 

We therefore advocate the employment of a specialist 
teacher of Scripture in every school in which such an appoint
ment can be justified by the number of pupils, and we are 

(') OpportoDity for this is provided ill the iDlormal periods sugested 
011 p. 189. 
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encouraged to make this recommendation by what we have 
been told of the experience of schools in which this arrange
ment has been tried. We are not advocating that the specialist 
teacher shall necessarily give the whole of the teaching of 
Scripture throughout a school. Other members of the staff 
who are willing to take part in the work may well do so, and 
we have been assured that the presence of a specialist on the 
staff does often lead to his or her non-specialist colleagues 
taking a keener and more intelligent interest in the teaching 
of the Bible. The function of the specialist is rather to act 
as the focus for the technical aspects of tM subjects, to advise 
on syllabuses and to represent the academic seriousness of the 
study of Scripture. In larger schools we envisage the specialist 
teacher as responsible for part of the Scripture teaching in 
each block, more particularly in ~e higher blocks, and, where 
the work of the school is organised in departments, as holding 
the same status as other heads of departments. On the other 
hand we regard it as important that teachers primarily 
responsible for organising the study of Scripture in a school 
should not be specialists in the narrow sense that their own 
teaching has been confined to that subject, or that they have 
pursued no course of study other than theological at the 
University. They are all the more likely to be recognised as 
effective exponents of their own subject if they have had the 
opportunity to prove themselv<!!? proficient in other kitJ.ds of 
teaching .. 

We recognise that in a number of small schools the provision 
of a specialist teacher may be difficult. We hope that even 
in these schools it may often ·be found possible to arrange 
for some member of the regular staff, who has the necessary 
inclination, to take some specialist course of preparation for 
teaching Scripture. In some cases the possession of a qualifi
cation for teaching Scripture as a second subject could be 
taken into consideration when appointments are made to the· 
staff. In some areas, too, it may be found practicable and 
desirable for a visiting specialist teacher to be responsible 
for the Scripture of a group of Grammar Schools. In excep
tional cases this may be the right course to meet what is 
admittedly a difficulty. But Scripture, like any other subject, 
is commouly at a disadvantage when it is not taught by 
someone who is a regular member of the staff and therefore in 
a position to relate it 'to the work of the school as a whole. 
It is, moreover, inevitably associated with other influences 
bearing upon the thought and conduct of boys and girls ; and 
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for this reason alone we should prefer that the responsibility 
for its direction should not rest on anyone who is not in the 
fullest sense a member of the school society. 

It will be one important function of the specialist teacher 
to take an active interest in the selection of the books 
which are used in the classroom, for private reading and for 
reference. There has been some improvement in recent years, 
but it is still too often the case that the format and printing 
of books used in the Scripture lesson compare unfavourably 
with those of books which boys and girls are obliged or 
encouraged to read in connexion with other literary subjects.(') 
The specialist teacher should also be in a position to secure the 
provision in the school library of a sufficient number of books 
bearing on the subject which are suitable for the use of both 
staff and pupils. 

There remains the question how to secure a supply of 
teachers adequately prepared to teach Scripture in the 
historical and objective manner which we have advocated. 
The number of those teachers who in reading for a University 
degree have devoted one or two years to the study of Biblical 
and immediately kindred subjects, and who have subsequently 
passed an examination in those subjects, is likely to be far 
from sufficient to meet the demand. We regard it of great 
importance that every possible facility may be provided where
by ·those who have already proved that they are capable 
teachers of other subjects may qualify themselves by special 
preparation to undertake the teaching of Scripture. It is, 
perhaps, to be expected that the number of women teachers 
who wish so to qualify themselves will be greater than the 
number of men if only because for men there is the Christian 
ministry. We do not believe, however, that there need be 
any shortage of men able to teach Scripture as intelligently 
and systematically as they teach other subjects, provided that 
every facility is given to those who wish to obtain the necessary 
qualifications. In some cases it may be possible to grant 
leave of absence to a teacher to enable him or her to devote 

(1) See page 21 and pages 29 to 31 of our R•port on Books i• PtlblU; 
E-""Y ScAools (1928), and also recommendation 25 (•) on pap 113 
of that Report which runs .. follows>-

• • We suggest that one or more weU printed copies of the Bible 
in large and attractiw type and form sbould be included iD each 
achool hbrary, and we recommend that every Elementary School 
child who can read su11iciently ,..,g sbould be provided witb a 
copy of one or more portions of tbo Bible, suitable for -dy, ill 
& similar typo and form." 
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a period of full time study in preparation for" the B.D. clegiee 
and othel: diplomas in Theology provided by artain Univer
sities,. and for" the An:bhishop's Diploma. 

Furtbeomore. an reasonable facilities should be aflmded to 
teachers who desire to attend the extra-mmaJ. UAUSCS of 
Iectw:es in Divinir:y which are now organised by various 
~- As ._.......~ ~ · n· init. • it. • UU&Ya.:::ii.I.IC::i. a'"6 ...... ~ '93~ UMUstS m \li Y• IS 

desiJahle that . gr.mts in aid should be awarded by Local 
Fdncatioo Authorities to defray the whole of the bavdling 
ea1oeo of teachers and a pailiw, at least, of the fEes. We 
are entirely in aoconi with that sertjm of the ReJ-1 of 1M 
Cmrft1U111:11 011 &:ligimls Eirm'i,. (19M), to which Jefaenc:e 
has aheady been made. in which it is stated that u The Con
faen<:e believe that there is at the p t! time a stroog 
desire ~ wry many teacher.; aheady qaged in the 
srhao1s for" Oppat bmities for" fm"tbls study which 1IUilld be of 
'V3loe to them in the teaching of Suiptme. They wish to 
chaw the attmtioo of the Boanl of Effi• a• i+ m, Local Fdnrntioo 
Authorities, Teachas' Assriatiws and Volontaiy Bodies. 
to the great opportunities which this presents, and to the 
wJnabJe nsdts which ha-been sa:medfromsacb.UAUSCS."(') 

As a nsult of that impm: tant aJilfeRnce. there ha$ been a 
wry amsiderahle inaease in the provisioo of vacatioo CUiilsaS 
and ~.._ ···- ·. n·· ·t ·ny~ · uua::a acaoenuc OJUists m sa:vnn y. est*"* •a m cases 
where the teacher.;' org:misatiws have mllahorated with .tbe 
local eduratioo authorities and with various vohmtaJy 
assriatiws in organising soitab!e Iectwos and tutorial aclaas9!s,. 

The q..,.om wbetha- Suiptme can and should be 
enmioeil is 011e 1IJIOil which there is a wide divasity of 
01oinl!w DOt least ~ those who are qaged in teadring 
it.. In so far as the Bible is read for" its JitaaJy qualities, -
believe that the pocess is directed to a nsult which canDOt 
be tested by formal enminatioo It is sufficient to refer
to what - say ' where in this Report ahaol the 
enminatioo of Engtisb 1itaatwe as a separate subject.(') 
On the othel: hand. when the ._.,ing of Suiptwe is hlstiaical 
and objective a wtitlw eld!!oinafioo may a1furd a~ test 
of wbetha- a rancJidate has aa:quiaed an adequate hiowiedge 
of the OJDiwt of what has been read. llorwva, some 

-2 =..::,~..:-. =.,"'.,:-~., !'. ot L":-N.= 
-frtr r_ .. .,. frtrpMtc R .,. •I- ·· 
(l!IMJ, p. "" 

"' Soe pp. 174-5; pp. z:!l5.8. 
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experienced teachers hold the view that, so long as external 
examinations are of their present importance, Scripture will 
be regarded as ranking below other subjects unless it is 
retained as a subject in these examinations and given the same 
value as other subjects. We feel bound to attach weight to 
these opinions, but many of us hold that the unique value of 
the subject is enhanced when it is entirely freed from exami
nation, and the idea of direct or indirect gain or advantage is 
eliminated. We think that, since the approach to the subject 
is made by teachers of different experience and different 
attitudes, the schools should be left free to decide whether 
the subject should be examined or not. There are cases in 
which an examination in Scripture may be a valuable test of 
effective and sympathetic teaching which would be appreciated 
both by the teacher and the taught, and there are others in 
which the teachers would feel trammelled by the thought of 
any examination arid the value of their teaching would thereby 
be lesse?ed. We therefore advocate complete freedom.('-) 

Whether the subject in all its aspects be examinable 
or not, we attach great importance to extending an existing 

·practice whereby Scripture takes its place with the other 
subjects and activities of the curriculum as a subject for inspec
tion.(') This opinion assumes that in any system of inspec
tion there will be inspectors sympathetic to the study of 
the Bible, and recognised as competent to appraise both the 
content of the lessons and the methods of instruction. 

We believe, then, that Scripture, taught with the purpose 
of securing an accurate understanding of the original and 
historical meaning of the books which are read, is normally the 
soundest basis for other religious education in the secondary 
school. That is not to imply that it is all the religious educa
tion which a child requires, or which a school may properly 
undertake. We realise that there are teachers who believe' 
that religious education, particularly as given to boys and 
girls who will shortly be leaving school, should deal more 
directly with the application of Christian principles to the 
problems-personal and public-with which they will be 
confronted in adult life. There are others who would probably 
maintain that the primary purpose of teaching the sacred 
literature of Christianity is to attach some significance to the 

( 1) At tho moment there is & marked tendency not to present 
cripture u a.u examination su~ject. but Wales is a notable esceptioo.. 
(') Subjoc:t to tho ezisting right of tho ochool to say wbethu it wishoo 

Scnptun~ to be iaspected 0< not. 
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a period of full time study in preparation for the B.D. degree 
and other diplomas in Theology provided by certain Univer
sities, and for ~he Archbishop's Diploma. 

Furthermore, all reasonable facilities should be afforded to 
teachers who· desire to attend the extra-mural courses of 
lectures in Divinicy which are now organised by various 
Universities. As regards vacation courses in Divinity, it is 
desirable that ·grants in aid should be awarded by Local 
Education Authorities to defray the whole of the travelling 
expenses of teachers. and a portion, at least, of the fees. We 
are entirely in accord with that section of the Reporl of the 
Confermc• on Religious Education (1934), to which reference 
has already been made, in which it is stated that " The Con
ference believe. that there is at the present time a strong 
desire among very many teachers already engaged in the 
schools for opportunities for further study which would be of 
value to them in the teaching of Scripture. They wish to 
draw the attention of the Board of Education, Local Education 
Authorities, Teachers' Associations and Voluntary Bodies, 
to the great opportunities which this presents, and to the 
valuable results which have been secured from such courses."(') 

As a result of that important conference, there hal: been a 
very considerable increase in the provision of vacation course$ 
and other academic courses in Divinity, especially in cases · 
where the teachers' organisations have collaborated with ~e 
local education authorities and with various voluntary 
associations in organising suitable lectutes and tutorial cla•ses •. 

The question whether Scripture can and should be 
examined is one upon which there is a wide diversity of 
opinl:on-not least among those who are engaged in teaching 
it. · In so far as the Bible is read for its literary qualities, we 
believe that the process is directed to a result which cannot 
be tested by formal examination. It is sufficient to refer 
to what we say elsewhere in this Report about the 
examination of English literature as a separate subject.(") 
On the other hand, when the teaching of Scripture is historical 
and objective a written examination may afford a proper test 
of whether a candidate has acquired an adequate knowledge 
of the content of what has been read. Moreover, some 

(') R.porl •I• Ctn~f.....,.. M/4 Ill 1M B"""' of Etl11&111itn1 "" Nt10mrbor 
301A, 1933, •114 MtwcA 201A, 1934, .,. Tlul ProoUitm of Imjwrnllltl Of>p.,... 
,..,.;u .. for T•IICIJor• ID 'f"ip llulms<lv .. for tivi"'f Rlligiou< lflllrlulitnl 
(1934), p ... 

(') See pp. 174-5; pp, 226-8. 
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This does not imply that the time given to different aspects of 
the work should necessarily be distributed in the same manner 
at every stage of the course. The distribution of time in the 
two years preceding the Certificate Examination is likely to be 
determined by the fact that a school does, or does not, present 
candidates in Scripture for that examination, and, in the 
former case, by the character of the' syllabus. It will be 
agreed, both by those who approve and by those who dis
approve of the external examination of Scripture, that, if it 
is to rank with other subjects in the scheme of examination, 
it must represent a comparable standard of achievement and 
an adequate body of knowledge. This is equally desirable 
whether the course leading to the examination is the final 
course of Scripture to be taken in the school, or whether, as 
we hope will be increasingly common, the course is preliminary 
to further Biblical study in the Sixth Form. We believe 
that it should not be impossible to devise a syllabus of Scripture 
for e~amination at the stage of the School Certificate which 
should be adequate for the purpose of that examination, and 
yet would not require in the two years preceding the examina
tion more than some two-thirds of the time which we have 
suggested may be reasonably assigned to Scripture and religious 
education as a whole. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CERTAIN OTHER SUBJECTS IN WHICH THE 
COMMITTEE HAVE RECOMMENDED 
SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES, NAMELY: 
ENGLISH; CLASSICS; MATHEMATICS; 
GENERAL SCIENCE 

ENGUSH LANGUAGE AND UTERATURE 

We have already stated that the cuniculwn should be 
developed round an attitude to life and one main core of 
learning, and that we find this core in what are commonly called 
the English subjects ; and of these subjects it is probably 
that which is in the nanower sense called • English ' which 
is most capable of giving a meaning and a unity to the whole 
course between 11 i and 16. The reading, discussion and 
reflection which this study provides and stimnlates are capable 
of exercising a wide influence upon the life and outlook of 
the adolescent, more general and lasting in its efiects than 
that normally exercised by any other subjeCt in the cuniculwn. 

This view is of course ~dy widely held, particularly 
since the Report of the Departmental Conunittee on ·The 
Telllilmg of English ;,. England (1921) ; it has found frequent 
expression both in the words and writings of respoDSible 
educationists, and in the rapid progress made in the 
methods and general attitude of teachers of English in the past 
20 years. But, though it \Y(l~d be absurd to claim that English 
can take the place which French or Latin or Mathematics 
or Science should have in a balanced cuniculum, and still 
more absurd to decry the necessity for History and Geography, 
yet we are convinced that English, in the nanower sense, 
does not yet hold that position in the studies of secondary 
schools to which it is entitled. For a subject which is in our 
view of such central importance there seems to be still too 
much indecision as to the main objective to be achieved ; 
and the Report of the Investigators of the School Certificate 
Examination, 1931('), indicates that the teaching of the 
subject in Grammar Schools does not at present realise to the 
extent it should some of its essential aims. 

We propose therefore to outline what should in our view 
be the main purposes of this study and some of the general 
me.ans by which these purposes can be efiected, without any 

(') T.U Scltool Cntijicalo E:<...,.iiUIIioto (1932). H.M. Stationery 
Oflice. pp. 71-3. 
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detailed discussion of method or syllabus. It is hoped that 
our reasons for attaching such value to the subject will appear 
in the course of the following pages. 

The first aim of all English teaching. should be to enable 
a child to express clearly, in speech or writing, his own thoughts, 
and to understand the clearly expressed thoughts of others.(1) 

This whole process has been summed up in the Report on The 
Teaching of English in England in the word' Communication'. 
It is perhaps misleading to divide this single process into its 
two aspects, ' Comprehension ' and ' Expression', since 
such a division suggests that these two processes can be 
studied and trained independently, and ignores their incessant 
and valuable interaction upon each other. Though we must 
in our brief discussion of this main objective treat of these 
two aspects of communication separately, we wish to make 
it clear that this is a convenient and artificial distinction 
rather than a natural one. 

The second objective, which can only be attempted after 
the fir5t is more or less successfully attained, is the development 
of the power thus acquired to benefit the clilld as a social 
being, and to help him to take his place as a thinking individual 
and a wise citizen. Ability to communicate with clarity and 
intelligence has a vocational value whicll is too evident to 
need emphasis, particularly for those whose work will be in 
the world of books and papers, documents and files. But it 
should also lead to an ease in social relationships, a desire to 
know facts, and an ability to think clearly, whicll are essential 
elements in the education of the citizen of a democracy. 

The third and last objective is the training in appreciation 
of literature. How far this can be taught at all is still a matter 
for argument. But there is a general agreement that no 
course in English is complete whicll does not introduce pupils 
to the richness and beauty of the literature whicll is our 
proudest heritage. Love of reading, joy in the discovery of 
llterary beauty, enlargement of imaginative experience, these 
are an10ng the most treasured fruits of a sound English 
education. 

It must be assumed that the elements of the art of 
Commw1ication have been l=t in the primary stage; but 
it would be idle to pretend that more than a small minority 
of children have, at the age of lll. learnt to ex-press themselves 

(') The achievement of this aim is much rarer and much more diffi.. 
cult than is commonly realised, and there is a real necessity both for 
the ~ful tr.Uning of teachers and further research iuto m~tbods. 

(4101101 I 
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clearly or to understand clearly and quickly the straight
forward expression of thought by others. The fact that 
English (of a sort) is the means of communication regularly 
employed out of school is as much a hindrance as a help. The 
English of common usage at this stage is slovenly, ungram
matical, and often incomprehensible to a stranger ; yet it 
~ its purpose on all normal occasions, and so makes the 
child self-satisfied and impatient of attempts to implant a 
higher standard. <It is therefore impossible in Grammar 
Schools to dispense with the elementary technical instruction 
in such matters as grammar, spelling and punctuation. 
Experts are still at variance, and often in direct opposition, as 
to the part. formal teaching of grammar and syp.tax should 
play at this stage. We do not propose to discuss this matter 
in detail ; it is probably one of those where each teacher will 
teach best on his own lines. Bad spelling is now recognised 
as a disease which submits reluctantly to slow treatment ; 
it is only necessary to draw attention to the value of JwejJa7etl 
dictation, since more is learnt from learning first and then 
writing correctly, than from writing a wrong form and then 
trying to learn the correct one. All that need be said about 
punctuation is that it shou!d not be treated as a separate 
science ; stops ought not to be ' put in ' after a passage is 
written, but recognised as integral parts of the structure of 
every sentence, linking and dividing thoughts on paper as 
spoken thoughts are connected· and separated as the voice 
pauses or runs on. In this connexion it is well to 
emphasise the importance of the arrangement of words and 
clauses within a sentenCe 5o as best to secure clarity. The 
same is true of the arrangement of sentences in the paragraph. 

Methods of training and tesling the power of expression 
and comprehension in the early years of the secondary course 
are too many and too vaned to be discussed in any detail. 
Sir Philip Hartog and other investigators have sufficiently 
discredited the abstract ' essay ' at this stage for it to need 
further discussion here. There should of course be oppor
tunities given for the free exercise of imagination in writing, 
and the class magazine is the place for the best of such 
adventures. But for the purpose inunediately in view what 
are needed, in addition to an adequate vocabulary, are clarity, 
directness, and simplicity of expression, and accuracy and 
rapidity of comprehension ; power of invention, facility, 
attempts at style, ornament, tbese are for the moment 
irrelevant. 
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It follows that certain rules can be laid down for the 
teaching of the subject commonly called ' composition ' at 
this stage. In the first place composition should be both oral 
and written, the former preponderating during the first year 
or two of the secondary course. Opportunities for oral work 
can be given in the form of brief prepared lectures, debates, 
reproduction, discussions and descriptions. All written com
positions should be restricted in length, concrete in subject, 
and, in general, objective in treatment, written with a definite 
reader in mind (apart from the teacher). Once this discipline 
has had its effect some attempt should be made at more 
ambitious forms of expression. Instruction can now be given 
in planning and executing longer compositions, with an 
emphasis on the necessity fot a clear and logical arrangement 
of thoughts before these overflow into an essay. These 
' schemes ' (on the French model(')) should be more 
frequently employed and written out with greater care than 
they are in most cases at present. There should be practice 
in expanding or ' writing up ' a subject from notes or para
graph-headings, as well as in the still more valuable work of 
pr~is or compression, and in the study of the structure of 
chosen examples of English prose. At the same time oral 
composition will be given greater freedom, until it issues in 
the speaking of impromptu plays or charades. 

Se\•eral of the methods suggested above are of use in teaclting 
comprehension as well as expression, since the two cannot 
(as we have sa:id) be nltimately considered apart. For 
instance, two of the best ways of teaclting comprehension 
are reproduction, which demands ability to grasp the essence 
of a story at first hearing, and pr~s work, which tests the 
power to extract the essential ' bones ' out of a story or 
correspondence ; and since both these forms of instruction 
can be graded in difficulty U1ey should be freely used through
out the course. But there are other ways too in which 
comprehension can be trained. The use of anthologies con
taining passages of good thought or narrative well expressed, 
both in prose and verse, should be habitual throughout the 
secondary schools. If the passages are graded in difficulty 
and sufficiently numerous it should be possible to pass, even 
within the covers of a single book, from the simplest training 
in the comprehension of thought to advanced exercises in 

(1) For a full discussion of tbe ~ncb methods of teaching composition 
..., ospccially Ch. Ill of Sir Philip H&rto&"s book :ru wnn.., of E"'lid 
(1907). 

(41111!0) II 
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clearly or to understand clearly and quickly the straight
forward expression of thought by others. The fact that 
English (of a sort) is the means of communication regularly 
employed out of school is as much a hindrance as a help. The 
English of common usage at this stage is slovenly, ungram
matical, and often incomprehensible to a stranger ; yet it 
~ its purpose on all normal occasions, and so makes the 
child self-satisfied and impatient of attempts to implant a 
higher standard. It is therefore impossible in Grammar 
Schools to dispense with the elementaiy techuical instruction 
in such matters as grammar, spelling and punctuation. 
Experts are still at variance, and often in direct opposition, as 
to the part formal teaching of grammar and S)'!ltax should 
play at this stage. We do not propase to discuss this matter 
in ·detail ; it is probably one of those where each teacher will 
teach best on his own lines. Bad spelling is now recognised 
as a disease which submits reluctantly to slow treatment ; 
it is only necessary to draw attention to the value of fwep•ell 
dictation, since more is learnt from learning first and then 
writing correctly, than from writing a 'l'l:rong form and then 
trying to learn· the correct one. All that need be said about 
punctuation is that it sho~d not be treated as a separate 
science ; stops ought not to be ' put in ' after a passage is 
written, but recognised as integral parts of the structure of 
every sentence, linking and dividing thoughts on paper as 
spoken thoughts are connected· and separated as the voice 
pauses or runs on. In this connexion it is well to 
emphasise the importan~ of the arrangement of words and 
clauses within a sentence 5o as best to secure clarity. The 
same is true of the arrangement of sentences in the paragraph. 

Met:Jiods of training and testing the power of expression 
and comprehension in the early years of the secondary course 
are too many and too vaned to be discussed in any detail. 
Sir Philip Hartog and other investigators have sufficiently 
discredited the abstract • essay ' at this stage for it to neell 
further discussion here. There should of course be oppor
tunities given for the free exercise of imagination in writing, 
and the class magazine is the place for the best of such 
adventures. But for the purpose immediately in view what 
are needed, in addition to an adequate vocabulary, are clarity, 
directness, and simplicity of expression, and accuracy and 
rapidity of comprehension; power of invention, facility, 
attempts at style, ornament, ili_ese are for the moment 
irrelevant. 
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pervading influences of the hoarding, the cinema, and a large 
section of the public press, are (in this respect as in others) 
subtly corrupting the taste and habits of the rising generation. 

Probably the greatest social value of a good English training 
is the feeling of self-confidence which follows it, just as its 
greatest vocational value is the ability to write a clear memo
randum and extract the gist of a lengthy document. These 
two objectives are hardly ever consciously present in the 
mind of the teacher, but they are steadily more fully attained 
as the child passes from the simple to the more complex forms 
both of expression and comprehension. A still more important 
end is being achieved if clearness of thought is growing at 
the same rate as clearness of expression, and if practice in 
comprehension is leading to a ready distinction between the 
essential and the otiose, the sincere and the affected, the 
true and the false. Here the wise teacher will be aware of 
his responsibility and opportunity, and will train his pupils 
to recognise and allow for their own prejudices and those of 
others ; to speak and write dispassionately when a matter is 
s11b judice ; to make sure of their facts before they launch 
out on their crusade ; to despise specious or selfish argument ; 
to distinguish between principles and slogans ; to understand, 
if they can, the mind behind the written word, the man behind 
the book ; and so, in the end, to understand their own 
emotions and reactions as well as experiencing them. 

· This is all going on wherever more advanced instruction in 
communication is being faithfully given. At times the method 
will be informal, and discussion and argument "will be suffered 
to range where they will. At others there will be set lectures, 
or it may be a class debate, in which the 15-year-old has to 
summon all his resources to hold his own and forgets altogether 
that he is being educated. Forced to verify his own (or his 
newspaper's) dogmatic assertions, he will be driven to one of 
the two right uses of books, to ascertain the facts ; faced 
with damaging assertions by his opponents, he will set his 
wits to work to find flaws in the argument ; and all the time 
the teacher, in the background, guides and controls the 
discussion, intervening only to rob the argumentative bully of 
his false and wordy triumph. What better training could we 
wish for the future citUen of a democratic state, and what 
better defence against the assaults and seductions of the 
popular press 1 

We have said that the third main objective of the 
English course is the appreciation of English literature. The 
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deJiher.de attempt to ednrate the powus of appe iatioo IUid 
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of the COOISe, tboogb natmally there is fnxn the bq;i1111ing 
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it is of course not enough for him to have studied, as a whole 
and in detail, certain select masterpieces. We may not' be 
convinced of the danger of 'tasting the Pierian spring' but 
certainly it is our aim that all English men and women should 
of their own will ' drink deep ' of it. 

This brings us to the question of reading, which lies at the 
root of the whole matter. Here. the teacher can assist but 
not compel. It goes without' saying that every school should 
have a library, and small class libraries are often an additional 
help. The library should not merely contain books ; there 
should be comfortable chairs, lists of books recommended, 
and someone available to help and advise. There is often 
more real education going on in a good school's library than 
in any of its classrooms. Here boys and girls can make their 
own voyages of discovery and dig up their own treasures. 
Any knowledge or beauty which we have found by our own 
efforts is worth more than all the riches handed out to us by 
our teachers ; and there are few of us who are not still grateful 
to the wise man or woman who first gave us the taste for such 
adventures. The reading habit can also be induced by' silent 
reading • periods in school hours, where books of the child's 
own choice can be read, with at first no censorship by the 
teacher, only a subtle forcing up of the standard by comment 
and encouragement. To impose preferences or dictate 
judgments is dangerous; but children are imitative by nature, 
and if the teacher reveals his own delight in a book they will 
often be impelled to try and share it. And much can be done 
by occasional reading aloud, without comment, of a short 
poem or prose passage which the reader obviously enjoys. 
In short a good teacher can do almost anything to induce a 
love of reading except teach it. 

The last year's work in appreciation should include two 
additional exercises. First there should be much encourage
ment of, and some insistence on, the writing of original verse ; 
this not in the hope to create poets, nor so much as a training 
in expression, but to give that appreciation of the art of poetry 
which can only be felt (in any art or skill) by one who has 
tried and failed to do as well himself. Secondly there should 
be opportunities for unguided full-length critiques of poems 
or prose passages by unspecified authors, to be followed not 
only by individual comments on the criticisms made, but by 
a joint class discussion of the passages selected. There are 
few exercises so valuable, and few so humiliating to intellectual 
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pride. It has been said that a man who has learnt to love 
either a poem or a person he at first disliked has gone far on 
the road to salvation. · 

It is worth adding a note on the value of dramatic per
formances as an aid to appreciation. The drama has now a 
sure footing in all schools, and its usefulness in cultivating 
self-confidence and good speech and developing initiative need 
not be stressed here. But it al'so has its place as one of the 
best means of revealing the strength and beauty of great 
literature; This is . of course primarily true of the actual 
performers ; it must he diflicult to play a part in one of the 
great plays of Shakespeare without abiding profit. But it is 
also, for the school audience, one of the surest ways of com-
municating the secret of great literature. · 

The value to the individual in later life of an appreciation 
and love of literature is generally recogoised, and is becOming 
more marked as the amount of available leisure time increases. 
But an added argument in its favour is the bond it can create 
between all who speak the same langUage, whatever their 
circumstances may he ; it is part of the common inheritance 
which helps to build up a national consciousness and to forge 
invisible links of union between those who at first meeting , 
may think they have little in common. Moreover, in days 
when literary standards are threatened on every side, there 
are few safeguards stronger than a widespread devotion to 
those great writers who " spoil our taste for twitterings." 

How far will ext~ai examination of English help or · 
hinder the teacher at this stage ? It seems clear that a 
fundamental distinction can l!le made between the English 
teaching which is examinable and that which is not. " Examin
ations are necessary to test efficiency, and a great many of 
them do not test it at the present moment ; but I have long 
believed that when examinations attempt to test culture, 
which is sensitive and individual, they tend to kill the plant 
which they wish to grow." ('-) Any teacher of English 
literature will have his own methods of ensuring that his 
pupils are active and not merely passive participators in their 
joint enterprise ; and there may he no valid objection to 
internal examination of this or any other subject. But we 
believe that external examination of set books at this stage is 
undesirable, and has in the past done little good and much 

(') Sir Philip Hart<>g, S""""""' Scllool Exomi~UJiiotOS afld tiN Cu"*"l• 
of si&Ofld..,. Scllools (1937). 
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hann. However, the. same objections do not hold good 
when we are considering the other, and more immediate, aim 
of English teaching: We can and should ' test efficiency,' 
and we probably should test it more thoroughly than any 
examining body does at present. This is not the place for 
detailed suggestions; but we think that the compulsory test in 
English should include exercises in writing clear and accurate 
English with definite objects in view (e.g., a letter, a report, a 
description, the elaboration of a set of notes; the interpretation 
of a series of pictures) ; a precis, well selected and not too 
long ; and questions designed to test the com prehension of 
given passages of prose and verse. 

We are well aware that none of our suggestions, whether 
as to ultimate aims or general methods, is original, and that 
many teachers have for years been practising and in some 
cases gone beyond all that is here put forward. But we feel 
that, even where the importance of English teaching is 
fully recognised, practice still lags behind precept. This is 
largefy due to the inadequate supply of well-qualified teachers. 
There are few subjects which depend so directly upon the 
personality of the teachers concerned. A poor method will 
serve if a good teacher uses it ; but the best possible methods 
of English teaching will fail in unqualified hands. The quali
fications required are not only those that are evidenced 
by the possession of a good university degree in English, 
though this i~ a sound foundation. It is important to 
secure such teachers on the staff of a school, for they can 
render great service, not only by their own example, but by 
putting their knowledge and experience at the disposal of 
their colleagues. But culture, by which we mean width of 
sympathies and a receptiveness to beauty, is also important, 
and this is often possessed to a marked extent by teachers 
who have taken their degree in classics or in other literary 
subjects. It should be more clearly realised that these may 
often make excellent teachers of English. Knowledge and 
culture, however, by themselves may easily prove ineffective 
unless they are accompanied by skill in teaching, and much 
can be done for the right teaching of English Language in 
the earlier years of the course by well-informed and more 
definite instruction in University Training Departments and 
Teachers' Training Colleges. 

But for the right teaclung of literature something more 
is required, which no training can supply. This quality 
is sincerity ; a belief in the value of English literature for its 
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pride. It has been said that a man who has learnt to love 
either a poem or a person he at first disliked has gone far on 
the road to salvation. 

It is worth adding a note on the value of dramatic per
formances as an aid to appreciation. The drama has now a 
sure footing in all schools, and its usefulness in cultivating 
self-confidence and good speech and developing initiative need 
not be stressed here. But it al'so has its place as one of the 
best means of revealing the strength and beauty of great 
literature: This is of course primarily true of the actual 
performers ; it must be difficult to play a part in one of the 
great plays of Shakespeare without abiding profit. But it is 
also, for the school audience, one of the surest ways of com-
municating the secret of great literature. · 

The value to the individual in later life of an appreciation 
and love of literature is generally recognised, and is beooming 
more marked as the amount of available leisure time increases. 
But an added argument in its favour is the bond it can create 
between all who speak the same langilage, whatever their 
circumstances may be ; it is part of the common inheritance 
which helps to build up a national consciousness and to forge 
invisible links of union between those who at first meeting . 
may think they have little in common. Moreover, ip days 
when literary standards are threatened on every side, there 
are few safeguards stronger than a widespread devotion to 
those great writers who " spoil our taste for twitterings." 

How far will ext~ai examination of English help or 
hinder the teacher ·at this stage ? It seems clear that a 
fundamental distinction can be made between the English 
teaching which is examinable and that which is not. " Examin
ations are necessary to test efficiency, and a great many of 
them do not test it at the present moment ; but I have long 
believed that when examinations attempt to test culture, 
which is sensitive and individual, they tend to kill the plant 
which they wish to grow.'' (1) Any teacher of English 
literature will have his own methods of ensuring that his 
pupils are active and not merely passive participators in their 
joint enterprise ; and there may be no valid objection to 
internal examination of this or any other subject. But we 
believe that external examination of set books at this stage is 
uiJ.desirable, and has in the past done little good and much 

(ll Sir Philip Hartog, S•cofldrny S<Aool Ezanti..,.liOfiS atl4 U.. Cumeulo 
of SW>f!dary Sc/Jool• (1937). 
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The traditional methods of teaching Latin (and indeed 
any language) have concentrated on the formal study of 
grammar, and have attempted to carry simultaneously the 
powers of reading and of writing Latin to an equal level for 
all pupils. The preliminary stages are frequently given up 
to formal and abstract grammar, and the content of the 
grammar is overloaded with variations of such rare occurrence 
that it may be years before the pupil meets with them in his 
reading. The amount of Latin actually read in the earlier 
stages is very small, and the vocabulary acquired very limited, 
while the words and phrases read convey very little to the 
pupil because he has only faint ideas of what they represent. 
The conversion of English into Latin begins as soon as, and 
sometimrs before, the conversion of Latin into English, and 
the sentences to be put into Latin are often of the same 
difficulty as those to be translated into English. In order to 
secure proficiency in turning English into Latin, great stress 
is pla~d on syntactical rules, with the result that the whole 
process becomes rather like an exercise in algebra. 

We have no intention of depreciating the value of 
linguistic study, but we believe that the traditional methods 
of this study are fundamentally wrong. In the emphasis 
which its exponents lay on formal and abstract grammar, 
they are apt to lose sight of the fact that language is not a 
series of formulae, but a living function of the mind whereby 
it expresses living ideas ; and hence they are apt to destroy 
the pupil's interest both in the ideas, and in the method of 
expressing them. 

More serious still from an educational point of view, the 
traditional method of linguistic study tends to develop a 
habit of mind which asks, not " How can I best express this 
idea ? ", but " What formula am I e:~:pected to use here ? " : 
in other words, not an independent exercise of the intelligence 
and judgment, but a submission of these to an authority 
imposed wholly from without. What is needed in educational 
method to-day is a reconciliation between two methods and 
aims. The first requires pupils to master laws and rules 
dogmatically stated, and then to apply or watch their applica
tion to phenomena or examples ; its aim is the sureness 
that comes from obedience to system or authority. The 
second invites pupils to collect and observe phenomena, to 
study relations and to formulate laws; its aim is the indepen
dence which comes from personal search and reasoning. 

(411!00) I' I 
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Both methods and aims must find a place in education ; by 
their reconciliation unthinking obedience to authority or law 
gives place to the self-discipline which comes from under
standing of the authority or the law. To this reconciliation 
linguistic study, properly conceived, holds an ideal key, for 
language provides material for inference and the formulation 
of laws which is comparable with that produced in other 
fields, e.g., the field of scientiAc phenomena, and, in comparison 
with science, it has the added merit that its material is not 
inanimate nature, but the workings of the human mind itself. 
And so, while in any study there must be correct observance 
of usage and obedience to rule, rule becomes less arbitrary 
if it has been observed and studied by the pupil before it 
is imposed upon him. To meet, in 'the course of reading, 
several instances of a usage, to note and compare them in 
their contexts, is half way to understanding and accepting 
and employing that usage ; after the instances comes the 
formulation of the law as the culmination of the whole process. 
Not that the pupils can ' induce ' the whole syntax of a 
language : but they can go some short distance in such a 
method, and in meeting authority part way, they view it more 
intelligently and instead of accepting it as imposed upon 
them, they help to impose it upon themselves, and blind 
discipline becomes intelligent self-discipline. 

Latin, like every other language, has two aspects. On 
the one hand it is used to convey a meaning, on the other 
it conveys that meaning in a particular way, and the study 
of Latin in schools is cdncemed with both aspects. ThrOugh 
the ideas that are expressed we learn much about the Roman 
people, their problems, their. interests, their ideals, their 
actions. Through the manner in which the ideas are expressed 
we learn the peculiar texture of the Roman mind, how emphasis 
was secured by word-order, and how a practical concrete
minded people achieved clarity of statement. Both aspects 
are also important in relation to English studies. The 
contrast between Latin with its inflective grammar, its 
synthetic structure and explicit idiom, and English with its 
non-inflective grammar, its loose structure and allusive idiom, 
is at least as suggestive ann valuable as the contrast between 
the social and political circumstances of Rome and modem 
Britain. It is by constant comparison between Roman and 
British ideas, and between Latin and English methods of 
expression, that boys and girls will learn best to appreciate 
Latin as a language. 
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This involves a much wider reading of Latin all through the 
course than has been usual with the traditional methods. 
We believe that the teaching should be based on the reading 
of Latin and the close and intelligent study of the live word 
functioning in a live context, that the grammar taught should 
be simplified and rare irregularities left until they occur in 
the course of reading, and that the conversion of English 
into Latin should not be attempted too soon. And in all 
this, there must be no less a demand for effort and certainty 
of knowledge than has been made heretofore. 

It is common experience that boys and girls work 
better when they have some idea of the bearing of their 
studies and can link them on to their growing experience. 
We believe that long before they are to begin Latin, and 
even if they are never going to learn it, they should be given 
experience of some of the ways in which Rome and its language 
have affected their environment. Many of the legends of 
early Rome (and Greece), and the stories of many of its heroes, 
are in fact part of our national cultural tradition to which 
all children should be introduced. Through early familiarity 
with these, through pictures and antiquities, through the 
surviving traces of the Roman occupation of Britain-the 
Wall, the town, the villa and the road-and through the 
Latin element in English as seen in such common words as 
str~t, camp, cheese, butter, pepper, rose, minster, candle, 
mile and inch, children can be made aware of ancient Rome, 
its language, and its contribution to civilisation, and can be 
given an experience which later studies will enrich, illuminate 
and extend. And we believe that the evidence of these 
homely contacts with Rome and Latin will be far more fruitful 
in giving this experience than any early and self-conscious 
treatment of the ' legacy of Rome.' 

We have said above that the teaching of Latin should 
be based on the reading of Latin, and that linguistic training 
should be founded on the close and intelligent study of the 
live word functioning in a live context. It remains for us 
to show how this can be carried out in practice. 

In the early stages (which may be taken as roughly covering 
the first two years of Latin), the readi"{f of l..alitt should 
occupy the chief place, the reading matter being • made up • 
Latin in the very earliest stages which will be replaced as 
early as possible by suitably simplified passages from Latin 
authors, chosen primarily as illustrative of Roman life and 
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custom. The pupils should get on to this reading at once, 
and read as much as possible so as to get the ' feel ' of the 
language. This means that a minimum of grammar should 
be taught at first, but the grammar as seen at w<irk in the 
passages read should be thoroughly known. Matters of 
syntax should be taken as they occur without first being 
formalised into an ordered system. Every effort should be· 
made to ensure a steady increase in vocabulary throughout 
the whole course, and in this connexion it is important that 
pupils should have passages read aloud to them, should them
selves read aloud passages which they understand, and should 
be trained to cany in the head and to repeat short phrases in 
Latin without wishing to see them first written on paper. 
Writing of Latin should not be attempted too soon, it should 
always be based on the matter read, dealing with the ideas, 
vocabulary and constructions occurring in that matter, it 
should be continuous rather than the writing of isolated 
sentences, and it should always consist of less difficult matter 
than the Latin which has been read. Throughout there 
should be continual comparison with .English methods of 
expression : as we have said already, if pupils are to appreciate 
Latin as a language, they should be constantly contrasting 
it with English. Probably somethiug like half the time spent 
at present in translating English into Latin can be saved by 
this procedure, and the time thus saved will be most profitably 
filled by increasing the time spent in reading Latin. 

If the language is to mean anything to the pupils, they 
must know something· of the things for which the words 
stand ; for instance the word a- should call up the image 
of a Roman house, not a mo!iem home. This means that 
pupils need some study of antiquities, especially through 
pictures, and some knowledge of Roman life. We believe 
that this knowledge will be most vital if it is gained incidentally 
and naturally in connexion with their reading, and that the 
use of a manual of Roman life or history at this stage is not 
only unnecessary but likely to become over-elaborated, 
formalised and dissociated from the books read. If the 
matter of the books read at this stage is carefully chosen to 
illustrate Roman life and thought, we believe that it will 
provide sufficient matter for the moment, and that the pupils 
will make the first steps towards a vivid understanding of 
the social, political and historical significance of Latin literature. 
If the reading material is suitable, very few words from the 
teacher will give unity to the incidental treatment of the 
subject-matter. 
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The work of the next two years (in Grammar Schools 
up to the School Certificat3 Examination) should, we think, 
continue on similar lines, but a wider selection of Latin authors 
of increasing difficulty of vocabulary or of ideas will be read. 
This does not necessarily mean the feading of a complete 
book of an author, a single book of Caesar or a single oration 
of Cicero. It may often be more useful for a realisation of 
the achievement of an author or of his contribution to Latin 
literature, to select fairly lengthy passages from his different 
works. Thus in reading Caesar, his description of his first 
expedition to Britain might well be supplemented by his 
account of the events leading up to the siege of Alesia and 
including the siege itself. Due attention should be paid to 
the rendering of Latin into idiomatic English, by no means 
an easy task. We look to these years also for a wider reading 
of authors and works chosen for their value in illustration of 
Roman life, thought, method and achievement.(') In this 
way the knowledge of Roman life and thought obtained in 
outline in the earlier stages will be 1illed in and consolidated 
again through a first-hand contact with what the Romans 
themselves wrote. Soine teachers may prefer to devote a 
few lessons in succession to Roman history as a whole, or to 
particular aspects of Roman life, and we have been told of 
successful teaching in this way ; we believe that it will be 
possible to find time for this, though we think that such a 
C<!urse will gain in value the more it is related to the concurrent 
reading of original authorities. 

In all that we have said above, we have primarily 
had in mind the needs of the ordinary pupil who is not likely 
to pursue Latin studies after he leaves school. But, as we 
have said in a previous section of this Report(2), we are 
confident that what is right for the ordinary pupil up to the 
age of 16, is also right, and indeed the best preparation, for 
the pupil who is going on to higher studies in a University. 
We believe also that it is equally right for pupils in Preparatory 
Schools. 

We realise that our suggestions will necessarily involve 
changes in the School Certificate Examination, e.g., that 
grammatical questions and exercises in composition should 
be strictly related to the passages set in translation, or to 

(') Somo passages of mediaeval ud ren&SCODce prose. ud some 
l.atiD hymns, might ....U he sboWD to pupils to give them .., idea of 
the part which Latin bas played ill history. 

l'l See p. 16&-9 and Dili. 
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the authors read for the examination, but we refrain from 
making definite suggestions as our main concern is with the 
methods of the schools. But there is one thing we must say. 
In our suggestions •we have endeavoured to make it possible 
for pupils to secure a better knowledge of Roman life and 
history in close connexion with a first-hand acquaintance with 
a wider range of Latin literature. We do not think that that 
knowledge should ,be . examined otherwise than under the 
conditions through which it was gained. Questions on the 
historical or social bearing of passages in the reading of the 
pupil seem to us admissible ; questions a!>out Roman history, 
institutions or manners which are unr~ated to his actual 
reading, will inevitably distort and injure the aims which 
we have tried to expound. ' 

B.-GREEK 
We would w~come any'measure wbich ·might .encourage 

the study of Greek by pupils in the third and following years 
of the grammar school course, and we regret that the number 
of those who are actually studying 'Greek at present is not 
larger.(1) We hope that many pupils· of linguistic aptitude 
who are capable of studying a third foreign language (for 
whom we have made provision in our specimen time-table 
on p. 187, under the heading-Z) will choose Greek as that 
language ; and all those who hope to go on to an advanced 
course in Oassics after the School Certificate Examination 
will naturally choose Gr~e~. 

But it is not necessary to daborate here views upon' the 
teaching of Greek. The need for· change is not so great as 
in Latin ; for, though the teaching of grammar 'and come 
position un~ated to reading is undoubtedly to be found in 
schools, on the whole the approach to reading is more rapid 
than in Latin, and,· apart from a general recoinmendation 
that pupils should read Greek authors at a very early stage 
in their Greek studies, we would not wish to make any special 
application· of our observations on Lati11 to the teaching of 
Greek. We think that changes in .the teaching of Latin are 
lik~y to affect indirectly the teaching of Greek, and teachers, 
whether of English or Latin or Greek, will no doubt take 
whatever opportunity- they. can to make sure that Greek 
myths are not neglected at some stage of the pupil's education, 

(') In the years 1933-35, less than 3·.5 per cent.· of the candidates 
taking the School CertiJicate Examinatinn ofiered Greek, as compared 
with 4 I ·5 per cent. offeling Latin aud 95·5 per cent. offering F-nnch. 
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and to impart as much of the geniusof the Greek spirit as 
they may. For, though knowledge and understanding of 
Greek art, literature and thought are more likely to come 
after the age of 16 than before, something can be done by 
incidental treatment in Greek or other lessons to give pupils 
some idea of the Greek view of life. 

MATHEMATICS 

We have said above that we believe that Mathematics 
should be taught as Art and Music and Physical Science are 
taught because it is one of the main lines which the creative 
spirit of man has followed in its development, and that if 
mathematics is taught in this way it will no longer be necessary 
to give the number of hours to the subject that are generally 
assumed to be necessary.(') It remains for us to explain and 
justify these conclusions. 

The broad principle which in our opinion should deter
mine the lines of the mathematical teaching in schools has 
been admirably stated as follows :-" Mathematical truths 
always have two sides or aspects. With the one they face 
and have contact with the world of outer realities lying in 
time and space. With the other they face and have relations 
with one another. Thus the fact that equiangular triangles 
have proportional sides enables me to determine by drawing 
or calculation the height of an unscalable mountain peak 20 
miles away. This is the first or outer aspect of that particular 
mathematical truth. On the other hand, I can deduce the 
truth itself with complete certainty from the assumed 
properties of congruent triangles. This is its second or inner 
aspect. The history of mathematics is a tale of ever-widening 
development on both these sides. From its dim beginnings 
by the Euphrates and the Nile mathematics has been on the 
one hand a means by which man has constantly increased his 
understanding of his environment and his power of manipulat
ing it, and on the other hand a body of pure ideas, slowly 
growing and consolidating into a noble rational structure. 
Progress has brousht about, and, indeed, has required, 
division of labour. A Lagrange or a Oerk Maxwell is chieJly 
concerned to enlarge the outer dominion of mathematics over 

{') An examination of & large number of school time-tabl.,. shows 
that Mathematics stands easily first in the amount of time allotted to 
it. and that it is usual to give from live to seYeD periods per week to 
Mathematics. while some schools give as many as Dine periods. 
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matter ; a Gauss or a Cantor seeks rather to perfect and 
extend the inner realm of order among mathematical ideas 
themselves. But thes.e different currents of progress must not 
be thought of as independent streams. One has never existed 
and probably never will exist apart from the other. The 
view that they represent wholly distinct forms of intellectual 
activity is partial, unhistorical, and unphilosophical. A 
more serious charge against it is that it has produced an 
infinite amount of harm in the teaching of mathematics. 

" Our purpose in teaching mathematics in school should 
be to enable the pupil to realise, at least in an elementary way, 
this two-fold significance of mathematical progress. A person, 
to be really ' educated ; should have been taught the import
ance of mathematics as an instrument' of material conquests 
and of social organisation, and should be able to appreciate the 
value and significance of an ordered system of mathematical 
ideas. There is no need to add that mathematical instruction 
should also aim at ' disciplining his mind • or giving him 
' mental training.' So far as the ideals intended by these 
phrases are sound they are comprehended in the wider purpose 
already ~tated. Nor should we add a clause to safeguard 
the interests of those who are to enter the mathematical 
professions. The treatment of the subject prescribed by our 
principle is precisely the one which best supplies their special 
needs."(1) • • 

It is unfortunate that the mathematical teaching iB 
Grammar Schools has always tended to concentrate on the 
second of these aspects; a:nd to pay far more attention to 
the logical arrangement and development of mathematical 
ideas in the abstract than to the.utility of these ideas in actual 
life. Though ultimately we must classify mathematics as an 
abstract science, in teaching it in schools it is more important 
to think of it simply as a science, and to treat it as a science, 
following the same inductive treatment that we adopt in the 
case of other sciences. This is the natural and historical 
method, for mathematics arose from the necessities which 
men experienced in such practical affairs as required counting, 
the measurement of time, the determination of direction, and 
in the problems of the builder and sailor. Throughout the 
ages renewed vigour has always come to mathematics by the 
tightening of its touch with the business of everyday life, and 
every advance has been heralded by the appearance of a new 

(') NWll\.~ TTN TM<loifftl of df.rll>r• (1914), pp. 16-17. 
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practical problem occasioned by new human activities, for 
which the existing corpus of mathematical ideas and methods 
could provide no adequate solution. 

One result of this tendency in teaching is that sub
division of mathematics into different branches or subjects of 
study which has often been criticised, but still remains implicit 
both in the teaching and in the examinations for which pupils 
are prepared. We have already(1) deplored this separation of 
branches as distorting the characteristic architecture of mathe
matics. That the professional mathematician, more interested 
in the growth of his subject and the improvement of its 
technique, should find it most effective to develop a special 
group of allied topics by themselves, is only natural, but to 
present a branch of mathematics to the beginner with all its 
consequent formal elaboration of technique and divorced 
from other branches, is surely a mistake. It means on the 
one hand that important mathematical ideas are presented 
pi~· h ·. "Jld in so narrow a field that the pupil's conception 
of t•ilec almmc>.,.~ clarity. Thus, to take a simple example,. the 
• ) S, OSL f • d rti' uall fir t 1mt.. ........ _ .,s o ratio an propo on are us y s 
developed in arithmetic where their application is most 
limited, next developed in algebra where the treatment is 
almost entirely abstract, and only at long last in geometry 
where their utility first becomes really evident. How great 
would be the pupil's gain in clarity if these ideas were 
developed in all these fields at one time I On the· other hand, 
it obscures the vital relationships of different branches, and 
postpones the beginnings of branches of great practical power 
so late that many pupils leave school before they reach them. 
Recognition of the utility of expressions for the tangent, 
sine and cosine of an angle emerges from very early applica
tions of arithmetic to interesting geometrical problems, 
and as soon as the symbols for the trigonometrical ratios 
are found capable of use in a formula, they should be added 
to the vocabulary of algebra, and their subsequent development 
treated as a feature of algebra on the same footing as " or x•. 
In the same way we hold that the ideas of the calculus, both 
differential and integral, should be reached through the graph 
and through the course in algebra.ical methods before the 
majority of pupils leave school, and that the mathematical 
ideas or topics which are included in the school course of 
study should be deliberately selected to make this possible. 

r1 s.. P. 100. 
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We believe accordingly that the right way to introduce 
young pupils to mathematics is not to teach arithmetic, 
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, etc., as separate branches or 
facets, each with its own technical apparatus and methods, 
but to treat mathematics as a science in which the topics are 
chosen so as to develop a grasp of mathematical ideas, and 
that these topics should be suggested and introduced by the 
examination of p~ctical questions which in their day have 
been of urgent interest and utility to man in his affairs. If 
these idea$ are developed in their historical sequence and 
setting, we believe that they will be given a human value 
and meaning for pupils, and that pupils will acquire that 
sense of the purposefulness of mathem!'tics without which it 
may so easily become little more than a dead language to 
many boys and girls. As we have said above(') the ' problem 
method ' should be the standard method of procedure in all 
early mathematical teaching. 

(v) Every mathematical idea develops its own by ,1tiate 
tools, and every tool possesses its own t "der p~ 
expert in mathematics is necessarily a t .., •• ...._1 a 
mastery of his tools. It is ap essential part of the teachiiib' 
in schools to equip its pupils with mathematical tools, and to 
give them sufficient practice with each so that they may handle 
them easily. Some of these tools are designed for use with a 
particular material-arithmetic,· geometry, etc.-and it l$.. 
obvious that pupils must for a time specialise in the use of ~ 
particular tool. Tools, however, become obsolete and better 
ones take their place ; it haS been well said that every advance 
in mathematics has been accompanied by the invention of 
new tools and by the liquidation- of clumsier ones which have 
served their purpose.(") There is little profit in spending 
much time in perfecting the command of a tool which will be 
rarely used in later years, and it is a mistake to delay the 
introduction of the newer and better tool which has replaced 
it. It is still usual to require a high standard of expertness 
in simple multiplication and division before the use of logarithm 
tables or the slide-rule is permitted in the mathematical lesson, 
though no craftsman would insist on proficiency in the use 
of the mediaeval bow-string lathe before allowing the use of 
the modem foot or power-driven lathe that has taken its 
place. The assumption would seem to be that pupils must 
understand the underlying principle of the new tool before 

(') See p. 163. 
(') cf. L. Hogben : Malh,.atic.s for 1/ao MilliOA (1936), p. 26. 
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they use .it. Few people would buy wireless sets if it were a 
condition of sale that they understood the scientific principles 
of their working. Confidence in the use .and value of a tool 
comes, not from a knowledge of the principles of its construc
tion, but from the ease and success with which it does the 
work which it is called upon to do. There is no need to 
postpone the use of logarithm and other mathematical tables 
until the principles of their construction have been taught, 
and we believe that the regular use of these tables, the slide
rule and the graph in the solution of real problems should 
begin earlier in schools than has been usual, and that they 
should be more systematically used. 

Preoccupation with the mastery of particular tools, rather 
than mastery of the ideas· for which they were devised, is 
responsible for another practice which we regard as mistaken. 
There are still examinations which set papers in particular 
branches of mathematics in which the conditions are limited 
to the use of tools peculiar to that branch. It is the mark of 
the technician that he knows the capabilities of all his tools. 
Pupils, almost from the start, should have complete liberty 
to choose the tool they prefer for a particular purpose, whether 
it be an algebraical or geometrical tool for a problem in 
number, or an arithmetical or algebraical tool for a problem 
in geometry. 

In our Report on TM Primary School(') we outlined the 
topics which we recommended should be taught in these 
schools. In general, the Grammar School may reasonably 
expect that boys and girls on admission at the age of 11 are 
able to deal competently with the addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division of whole numbers, money, lengths, 
tin1es, weights, and capacities and with the process of sintple 
reduction, provided the quantities involved are not unduly 
large or complex ; with vulgar fractions, provided the denom
inators are small; with the mensuration of rectangles and 
cuboids ; with sintple problems involving any of the foregoing 
processes. They will also have been introduoed to the decimal 
notation, be able to add and subtract decimal fractions, and 
know the meaning of a percentage.(•) 

The first objective of the Grammar School will be the 
consolidation of this knowledge and its extension to decimals. 
For a short tinte this may occupy all the available tinte, but 

(') TAo Pri,_, S&Mol (1931), pp. 178-a2. 
(') See Board of Education: Educatiooal Pamphlet No, 101 ;· S..UW 

Sdool M- (I!IJ4), pp. 10-11. 
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quite early the teaching should proceed to the introduction of 
new mathematical ideas or topics and spend some time in the 
development of each in turn. There are three ideas which 
claim precedence, not only because they arise naturally out 
of attempts to apply mathematical ideas to practical problems, 
but also because they are the necessary preliminary to other 
ideas that will be developed later. These are :-

(a) The use of itlgebra as a symbolic language specially 
adapted for making statements of a numerical kind about 
matters with which the pupils are already more or less familiar, 
or, in other words, the use of the formula and the manipulation 
of the formula.(1) In the course of ~ manipulation, the 
arithmetical processes employed by the' pupils for non-directed 
number will be extended to algebra. 

(b) The clarification of spacial ideas which is the theme of 
geometry, through problems involving the determination of 
position and direction(•), and through questions of shape and 
size suggested by observation, handling and measurement of 
objects of regular shape, by the dimensioned sketch, the plan 
to scale and the construction of models, in the course of which 
the pupil will learn the use of the ordinary geometrical tools. 
The study of the cube, cylinder and sphere will make clear 
what mathematicians mean by surface, ruled surface and " ' 
plane. Constructive work with" .strip-wood will establiSh the 
importance of the triangle in giving rigidity of shape, anQ 
suggest the importance of further study of triangles. Two 
other ideas should also be developed early, that of symmetry 
of form and of sameness of sha,pe or similarity. 

(c) The use of the graph as. possessing something of the 
nature of a pictorial formula and as an important instrument 
of analysis and generalisation of which much use will be 
made later. 

We do not propose to deal in detail with the further 
content of the course up to about the age of 16, since we have 
already indicated sufficiently the nature of the course which 
we should like to see adopted. The course will not aim at 
completeness in a limited sphere, it will not pursue the mastery 

. (1) It Is of fundamental importance that from the start pupils should 
be trained always to associate the formula and the result o1 any maaipu
l&tion of the formula with the realltieo for which it ataods, aod tho 
teaching should oonstootly refer back to these realities. 

('I T..b.ose problems will naturally lead to a description, and possibly 
to the use, of the tools employed by craftsmen in their work, e.g .• tbe 
spirit-love! and p!umblino. 
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of technique beyond what is required for use, but will endeavour 
in its choice of topics and ideas to show how man has faced 
and solved problems the solution of which was vital to his 
progress, and will take care to introduce the pupil to the tools 
which are most useful for the problems of today. It will 
ignore many topics which are still included in text-books but 
have little value for any except the professional mathematician, 
and not always for him. But trigonometry and the calculus 
will no longer be sealed books for the majority of pupils in 
the schools. 

We recognise that our proposals mean that much greater 
attention will be given to that side of mathematics which 
faces and has contact with the world of outer realities in time 
and space than is usually given in schools. This we regard 
as a vital necessity for the well-being of the subject. But we 
are also confident that our proposals will conduce to a much 
better understanding of mathematics as an ordered system 
of ideas than is possible under the present procedure. Except 
in geometry, few text-books, and probably few teachers, 
explain or attempt to justify the order in which they introduce 
different topics, and there is no evident principle behind an 
order of a!gebraical topics in which ' ratio and proportion ' 
follows ' the solution of quadratic equations ' and is followed 
by ' the progressions.' When ideas are introduced in their 
historical setting it is possible to see how one idea grows out 
of other ideas in response to a realised want, and how ideas 
are fitted together and contribute to the gradual growth of a 
living structure. In one direction alone do we contemplate 
a lower standard than what is normal today, and that is in 
the ability to manipulate long and complicated algebraical 
and trigonometrical expressions and elaborate exercises in 
geometry. But this we contemplate with equanimity, 
recognising that there is already a consensus of opinion 
among teachers that this facility is only appropriate to the 
professional mathematician. The pupil with natural gifts for 
mathematics will have time and opportunity to acquire a 
greater measure of this skill than his less gifted fellows, 
while following a common course. 

A few remarks on the traditional branches of mathe
matics may be added. 

In the early stages of arithmetic, the main aim is to sec,;re
exactness when working with exact numbers. In later 
arithmetic where "the data are often only approximate; the 
aim should be to secure the utmost reliable information from 
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approximate data. Text-books often stress the inver.;e of 
this : given enct data. find an approximate answer. Many 
of the aJIIIIIIercial rnles in the books are opposed to modern 
mmmercia1 practice ; if inclnded in the general murse. the 
mmmercia1 methods should be adopted. Some simple treat
ment of statistics is desirable towards the end of the oomse.. 

In a1gebm far too much attention is given to the solution 
of equatioos ; if equations are treated as examples in the 
change of subject in a fonnula. they will lose much of their 
triviality. and ronsiderable time can be saved foc more fruitful 
work. Pupils too often are introduced to graphs by examples 
wbich they can do more easily in otheo- ways instead of by 
examples wbich they cannot wurfr. and so fail to realise the 
value of the gmph as a tooL Both algebra and trigonometry 
are clogged with exucises in pure technique of little practical 
interest or vaine.. 

Geometry is still dominated by the notion that it should be 
a deductive scienre,. and by the use of a form of argwnent 
wbich is diflerent from ti!at employed. in the sciences or in 
actoal .life. Only very few of the • propositions • usually 
learnt have any import:anc:e exc:ept fm- the development of a 
Jogical seqlJelltle. and a drastic r..Jnctiou in the number 
taught wuuld leave time fm- more attention to solid geometry 
with a oonsequent impooantnt in the power of visnalising · 
a third dimension · " . 

We think that we have said snffirimt tn show how the 
amount of time I10'ill' given to mathematics may be r..Juaod 
without II& to the value nf-tbe subject. We realise that there 
are serious difliculties in carrying om po.PJSii.ls to effect. both 
in finding teacbels who are willipg to abandon the traditional 
methods in which they have bem brought up.- and in the 
Rqllirements of existing examinations But we are Qlllviooed 
that a refonn in mathematical teacbing is long overdue. We 
look to University Training Departments and Training 
Collq:e; to do their best to ~ refonn p><Sible by training 
a gmeration of men and women who will. be equipped and 
ready to lead the way. 

GE."mRAL SCIENCE 

.A1thoogh we shall refer later to the edncation of those 
pupils who remain looga' at school. we are here mainly 
Qlllcemed with pupils who leave about the age of 16. and 
with the kind of scienc:e wbich they ought to be tangbL 
Pbvsics and chemistry have bem traditional Science was 
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introduced into the curriculwn at a time when scientific 
inventions had focused public attention on man's physical 
and chemical environment, and had created a demand for 
instruction in physics and chemistry. Pupils who proceeded 
to the University automatically continued there the subjects 
they 'bad begun at school, and on leaving the University 
taught the physics and chemistry which they had studied. 
But since that time the horizon has widened very considerably. 
Biology has attracted more and more attention, and is now 
recognised as being of fundamental importance to man in 
relation to medicine, nutrition, public health and the social 
services. 

If Science is to be a living subject, it must deal with the 
pupil's own experience and,~ on the basis of that experience, 
extend through interest his horizon. But courses in science 
have not corresponded with the extending interests of the 
pupils. The teaching of science has lost close touch With 
life itself and, for this reason, has often failed either to give 
the knowledge required or to stimulate the pupil's interest. 

In the Report of the Elementary Science Sub-Committee 
of the Science Masters' Association, published in 1934, the 
subject is defined as" a method of presenting the fundamental 
princi pies of science based on the interpretation to youth 
of the world in which he lives, involving not only an under
standing of the fundamental principles, but also of the 
attitude and method of science generally. Science is here 
regarded as a living whole, comprehending all the sectional 
sciences necessary to give youth an intelligent understanding 
of his biological, chemical and physical surroundings." As 
recently as 1937 the Interim Report of the Sub-Committee 
of the same Association appointed to enquire into the teaching 
of General Science defined it as " a course of scientific study 
and investigation which has its roots in the common experience 
of children and does not exclude any of the fundamental 
special sciences. It seeks to elucidate the general principles 
observable in nature, without emphasising the traditional 
division into specialised subjects until such time as this is 
warranted by the developing unity of the separate parts of 
that field, and by the intellectual progress of the pupils." 

We believe that there is a general body of knowledge, 
not confined to either of the physical or biological fields of 
science, which ought to be known by the average citizen and 
also by those who may ultimately specialise in a-partic'l)ar 
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part ofone of these fields and that we should aim, in general, 
at giving to each boy and girl this minimum knowledge of 
both the physical and biological worlds. Nothing but the 
broadest outlines requires to be included, nor is the issue 
affected by the fact that some of these pupils may ultimately 
become specialists in any one field. 

Science has been established too short a time in the 
curriculum ·for an enduring tradition to have grown up. A 
generation ago the methods employed may have been criticised 
on the grounds that there was too little practical work in the 
schools and that as a result the knowledge imparted fell a 
good deal short of reality. This may have been, in part, due 
to a shortage of weli-<J.ualified teachers, but a more important 
factor is to be found in the insufiicient laboratory accommo
dation and equipment at that time. This condition has 
almost passed away, and all Governing Bodies now realise the 
necessity for ample provision of room and material for work 
in Science, even if they have not always provided it. Today 
critics of existing science courses complain that the content 
is too small, and the range covered is too riarrow to be regarded 
as satisfactory ; too often the boy or girl is, in effect, restricted 
to a single-subject course, IIiainly in physics or chemistry or 
botany. In more recent years a wider course in biology has 
replaced botany and some little chemistry may even be «dded. 
but in many schools, especially boys' schools, there is still 
little beyond physical science, and this is too often restricted 
to chemistry together with some sections of physics. The 
Investigators of the School Certificate Examination criticised 
the scope of the examination syllabus very freely in 1931, and 
these criticisms have in general !>een endorsed by the teaching 
profession. The Science Masters' Association, after very full 
discussion, have adopted the view that, for children up to the 
age of 16, science should be taught on a much broader basis, 
and the ·Committee of the Association has produced a Report 
to give further precision to the ideas connoted by the term 
• General Science • .(') This section of our Report is intended 
as a contribution to the solution of that problem. 

Among the chief aims to be sought in the teaching of 
Science in schools, we suggest the following :-

(i) It should give pupils some knowledge of the natural 
laws which operate in the universe and of their appli
cation. Thii is an appeal to wonder and to interest, 
as well as to utility. 

--,')_ TM T-=iitr,r of 6--' sa-, lmdon, Jolm llamoy (1936). 
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(ii) As a complement to historical studies, it should reveal 
the influence of scientific thought and achievement in 
the evolution of our present-day civilisation and 
perhaps even more important, it should indicate its 
possibilities, for good and evil alike, in the future 
of the human race. The appeal here is to social 
interest and social utility. 

(iii) It should give children an introduction to scientific 
methods of thought and investigation. This appeal 
is essentially one to the intellect and, in so far as it is 
achieved, Science takes the place of the mediaeval 
study of logic. · 

It is useful to give some consideration to the relative value of 
these aims, since most existing courses appear to have con
centrated unduly on the third to the exclusion of the first and 
second. Training in scientific method has a special value for 
pupils who will pursue a career in which science is of prime 
importance, but we feel that there are valid arguments for 
teaching sciencA to all girls or boys without reference to their 
future careers, and we would claim that science should be 
taught, as Latin was taught in the Middle Ages, because it is 
useful-useful to the individual as an element in his own life 
and useful to him as the indispensable background of mucb 
current thought. 

If this be accepted the science syllabus should be drawn 
very widely indeed, and the acquisition of a body of know
ledge on a number of topics becomes at least as important 
as an appreciation of the methods of science. The great 
difficulty facing teachers is that of selecting from the multitude 
of topics available. We suggest that for a syllabus to be 
effective it must succeed at every stage in stimulating the 
interest and imagination of the pupils. This, we suggest, is 
best achieved when it is linked with something within the 
experience of the child. It is, therefore, most desirable to 
adapt the syllabus to the local environment. The syllabus 
should aim at imparting a knowledge of both the physical 
and biological worlds in which the children live. 

Under the heading of Physical Science, astronomy, physics 
(including mechanics), chemistry and possibly geology, have 
claims for a place in the syllabus. No course of science 
can be taken to be satisfactory unless it includes some idea of 
the nature of the earth, its place in the universe, and its relation 
to othPr hnrlies th~rein; in other words a little <JS/roiiOffiJI. 
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Ordinary day school conditions impose certain limits on night 
observations, and practical work may have to be confined 
to day observations (which frequently form part of the geo
graphy course), wqrk with an orrery, and possibly to the use 
of stellar maps. We have, however, primarily only in mind 
such an outline of knowledge as can be given with the assistance 
of good popular works on astronomy well illustrated with 
plates.r) -

We consider geology next, partly because it can be deait 
with in small compass, and partly because the considera
tion of it falls most naturally after discussion of astronomy. 

We tli.ink that children, by the age of 16, should have 
become familiar with the main geological features of their 
neighbourhood and should have 'acquired a reasonable 
knowledge of the relation of geological formation to scenery. 
The extent to which geology and astronomy are taken in the 
geography or the science course is a matter of internal school 
organisation. It is important that they should be taken 
seriously in one or other. . 

Physics.-(a) Properties of matter.-One of the first 
things necessary for any w:ork in science is an acquaintance 
with the different forms of matter. This topic, therefore, 
which is almost invariably placed first in any syllabus, musil · 
come quite early in any science course. Under this heading • 
a generous treatment of the· different and differentiating 
properties of solids, liquids, and gases should be given. By 
the time children have reached the age of 16 they should 
know the essential differences between these three states of' 
matter, not excluding (as is· so often the case) a first-hand 
knowledge of the phenomena .of surface tension. We would 
like to emphasise the importance of a much wider scope than 
the conventional work, which is so often limited to rather dull 
mensuration culminating in equally dull work on the subje~;t of 
' density.' Once a knowledge of the various properties of 
the three different states of matter has been obtained, their 
passage from one to another bringing in the phenomena of 
fusion, solidification, vaporisation, condensation, and subli
mation, should be dealt with together with applications of these 
phenomena in human life.(') 

(l) La.o.tem slides and tho uso of the epidiascope assist iD giving 
further information about the sun, the planets, fixed stars, nebulae i and 
towards. the end of the science course, the use of the spectrum in 
astronomical research. 

(') Thill too would be a very oonvenient stage to deal with tho nature 
of crystala, and to sbow some of their beauty. 
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(b) The La111s of M olion. By the time the pupil has 
reached the age of 16 he should have a first-hand knowledge 
of the fundamental Laws of Motion. This does not mean a 
rigorous treatment of traditional ' Mechanics ' ; that subject 
is more suited to the mathematician, and for those who pursue 
a more formal course in addition to ' General Science ', It 
does not seem unreasonable to expect pupils to have such a 
knowledge of mechanics as will give them clear ideas of the 
technical meanings of the terms pressure, force, energy and 
friction ; and of actual machines by which man is able to use 
natural forces for his own purposes. Further, a boy or girl 
should come to know that no machine exists which produces 
even as much energy as is put into it. 

(c) Other forms of energy~heat, light, sound, electricity
have all a strong claim for qualitative or roughly quantitative 
treatment. The syllabus, however, should be relieved of much 
unnecessary lumber which has accumulated largely through 
the inljuence of examinations, and of text-books which have not 
kept pace with the resources and outlook of the schools. For 
example, while it is important that pupils should understand 
what is meant by a quantity of heat and should have a fairly 
clear idea of latent and specific heats and of vapour pressures, 
they might give much less attention than has become con
ventional to laboratory experiments on expansion and on 
calorimetry. Whilst the transference of heat by conduction, 
convection and radiation is important, more stress should be 
given to radiation, upon which a number of flmdamental 
experiments can be shown. It will not be possible to deal 
with the mechanical equivalent of heat at this stage, but it is 
posSible to show-qualitatively-the conversion of heat into 
other forms of energy and vice versa. At all stages the 
subject should be dealt with in relation to everyday applica
tions, and in this connexion it may be suggested that the 
production of cold and the use of refrigerators have so far 
received less attention than they deserve. 

(d) Sotottd. Sound has so far not been a popular subject 
in the schools. It demands for its proper exposition apparatus 
which is rather bulky, and which does not lend itself to 
individual practical work. Nevertheless it is possible to 
introduce children to the conception of wave motion and 
vibration by means of simple experiments. 

(e) Ligllt. Two things in connexion with light might be 
demonstrated at the outset (I) that it appears to travel 
in straight lines and (2) that closer investigation shows that 
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it does not. A dramatic inuoduction on these lines to the 
subject of interference prepares a child for considering light 
as a wave motion. This is one of the great points to be achieved 
when dealing with light, and the other common phenomena 
of refraction, refiexion, dispersion and the phenomena of 
colour can all be dealt with fairly quickly in an experimental 
fashion. We suggest that it is not important up to the age of 
16 that boys arid girl~ should work equations involving fl, v, 
and/, and even p: but it is important that they should know 
how a lens works, and in what circumstances they would use 
a long, and ip. what a short focus lens. We might even expect 
them to know by the time they come to use a camera what is 
meant by mystic figures like //11. 1Pis is very rarely known 
to-day by pupils who can solv~ quite difficult problems 
involving "· v, and f. The velocity of light is a story which 
might be shortly told. 

(f) Electricity. In electricity pupils should have a quali
tative knowledge of the thermal, chemical and electromagnetic 
efiects of a current and of their applications in modern life. 
Such phenomena in electrostatics and magnetism as are 
relevant to these ends might be included, and, at any rate in 
schools or courses giving more than the minimum time to 
science, qualitative work should be undertaken so far as to• · 
give precision to the commoner units used in ordinary life, · 
volt, ampere, ohm and watt. More advanced topics, such as 
the essential differences between direct current and altematiDg 
current and the principl~ of wireless communication, should 
receive where possible a popular treatment by means of · 
lecture demonstiations. · 

Cliemistry. The present practice in the schools Is to 
take pupils through a course of non-metallic inorganic 
chemistry with little regard to the applications of the subject 
to ordinary human life. 

We think the~efore that schools should experiment with 
courses designed to show how man has made use of the products 
of the earth and we see no objection to the statement .of the 
atomic theory as a postulate-which will be investigated at 
the 16-18 stage by those who pursue science at that stage. 
The experimental study of water, of air, of combustion (and 
fuels of various kinds) must all claim a place, whilst the various 
mineials or othei substances obtained from the earth and 
their. more important compoun~ should also be studied. 
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We should like to see experiments in teaching the properties 
of the simpler and commoner organic substances and pro
cesses on the lines already followed in some American schools, 
e.g., the processes of fermentation and saponification should 
find a place in the course. 

Biology. However well physics and chemistry may be 
taught, a cbild should get something more out of the teaching 
of science than these two subjects can bring. That something 
more can be obtained by a study of biology. Considerable 
progress has been made, especially in girls' schools, but there 
is still a long way to go before we can say that its possibilities 
have been fully apprehended, let alone fully utilised. In the 
earlier years of the course we suggest that the approach 
should be through natural history. While they are yet young, 
children should be taught to recognise quickly and to know 
the names of as many of the plant inhabitants of their area as 
possible. We think that this should be done much more 
systefl)atically than is generally the case, and this 'kind of 
knowledge and recognition need not be limited to the flowering 
types. The animal creation should be similarly known, but 
probably to a smaller extent. 

In later years the centre of interest will shift to a study of 
the general characteristics of living organisms, and the various 
life processes-metabolism, respiration, sensitivity, movement, 
reproduction-and to the interrelation between different 
groups of organisms. In dealing with these the instances 
studied should be drawn both from plant and from animal 
life, and often from the human organism, where this is suitable. 

The foregoing bare outline of suggestions is clearly not 
a syllabus, still less does it suggest the order in which the 
many various topics might be taken. Teaching sylla
buses, in which the various topics are arranged according to 
the maturity of the class, are needed in each school,- and 
probably in no two schools are they, or should they be, quite 
the same, In making our selection of topics we havl! covered 
a very wide range and we risk the criticism that the range is 
too wide. \\'hat we wish to secure in all courses of Science is 
that the full and rich potentiality of natural science in the 
whole world of phenomena should be realised. We must 
emphasise the justice of the current revolt from the con
ventional practice of beginning the study of science by means 
of elementary courses in one or two subjects, e.g., physics or 
chemistry or botany, which are often in no way related. 
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Science will, we believe, make its best contribution if early 
specialisation in any one branch is a voided. The course 
should be ' general,' beginning as ' nature study ' in name,
and remaining so in fact at least for the first two or three years, 
and for many up to the age of 16, the term ' nature ' being 
interpreted in the widest possible sense to include the whole 
range of natural phenomena. On the other hand we recognise 
that with boys or girls who show scientific ability, elementary 
formal courses in ·one or two sciences might advantageously 
be begun at about the age of 14. 

We foresee, and try to meet in advance, two criticisms. 
The first is that such a course may prejudice the future careers 
of those who will later become specialists in' some branch of 
science. We do not believe that moie specialisation than we 
have indicated is either necessary or desirable before the age 
of 16, and we believe that it is desirable before children settle 
down to the formal study of certain branches of science that 
they sho\Jld first be given a bird's-eye view of the wider field. 

The second criticism is that there is insufficient time to 
cover the field. This, we believe, depends more largely than 
is generally realised upon . making . better use of the time 
allotted to Science, as was indeed suggested in the Report on 
Natural Science in EaucatiOfJ, commonly known as the Report- • 
of Sir J. J. Thomson's Committee.(') Much of the time, we . 
believe, now spent in ' experimental work ' could be better 
employed. The term is commonly used to denote practital 
work in a laboratory, <iop.e by the pupils themselves. Much 
of this might with advantage be done by the teacher as· 
demonstration. In this way a larger variety of experimental 
work, covering more ground and carried out more accurately 
and skilfully, will provide more data over a wider variety of 
topics than is possible where the only, or the main, experimental 
work is done by the pupils. By a greater use of good demon
stration we believe that science teachers will more commonly 
stimulate wonder and imagination. 

We realise that such a change in methods of teaching makes 
even more imperative than ever the necessity for the pro
vision of adequate skilled laboratory assistance. We under
stand from our witnesses that many schools are not so provided, 
and we endorse the view that, if we are to do more than lip 
service to science teaching, this assistance must be provided 
universally. 

(') Nahwal Sci#rot» i11 Educali011, H.M. Stationecy- Office (1918). 
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We have referred to the Report of Sir J. J. Thomson's 
Committee (1918).(1) Though more than 20 years have 
elapsed since that report was written there is no reason to 
dissent from its general doctrine. In one particular indeed 
we feel it necessary to emphasise the views then expressed by 
the Committee. In § 56 the Committee says: 

" There is a tendency at present in some cases to discourage 
hoys from reading anything about their Science work except 
the notes which they take in class and in the laboratory. We 
consider that this policy is most pernicious. If a boy is 
interested in his subject he will naturally wish to read about 
it and should be encouraged to do so. A part of the time 
given to preparation, which is now often devoted to the mere 
transcription of laboratory notes, might be spent in this 
way, and hoys should have access to good scientific books 
suitable to the stage of knowledge reached. The practice 
of discouraging ppvate reading is responsible for the tendency, 
whic!Lhas become more noticeable in recent years, for students 
of Science at the Universities to rely entirely on the instruction 
they get in lectures. Some of them seem to have lost any 
desire to read for themselves and for want of practice lack 
the ability to use books to any advantage. Boys who have 
acquired the habit of reading hooks of Science when at School 
are more likely to keep alive in after-life their knowledge and 
interest in the subject." 

We would remind science teachers of these remarks, and 
would affirm our belief that they afford a warning that is still 
necessary. 

Probably many schools which would like to adopt 
syllabuses on a broader basis than that of the existing specialised 
work in the single subjects may find it difficult to do so because 
of the lack of teachers with sufficiently wide previous traming. 
In the future it is to be hoped, perhaps expected, that intending 
teachers of science will be able to select at their Universities 
courses which are wide, in place of the single subject courses 
which so many have hitherto followed. The present university 
requirements in the way of an advanced knowledge of mathe
matical and e1.:perimental physics or of chemistry are now 
becoming so highly specialised for those who intend to use 
these subjects in the research and design departments of 
modern industrial concerns, that it is very doubttul whether 

(') N-.J .sew- i• Ell_,;.., H.M. StatioDery Ofli<:e (1919). 

(4lllflll K 
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such courses can be made suitable at the same t:iJ:ile for the 
intending science teacher unless he contemplates only SiXth 
Form work. · 

We are, therefore, of opinion that degree-giving courSes 
which involve the knowledge of at least three sciences, such as 
already exist at .certain Universities, ought· to exist more 
widely, since it is likely that there will be an effective demand 
for such courses if our recommendations are adopted. . . 

The younger generation of existing teachers should, it may 
be suggested, find it possible and advantageous to broaden 
their science interests. The conferment of a degree finishes 
no man's education, and the younger generation of teachers 
i:nay be expected to add to their knowledge and interests by 

· attending courses which are already available, or can be made 
available, in most parts of the country, either as extra-mural 
students at Universities or at Technical Colleges and Institutes. 
In general the need will be for men teachers:, to add biology to 
their qualifications in physical science, and for women to 
add physical science to their existing .qualifications in a bio
logical subject. Older teachers, often with other claims on 
their time, may find it mo.re difficult to extend their horizon 
in this way, but instanres are not rare where, by means of 
special courses conducted by the Board of Education or by, 
other bodies, a teacher has been stimulated to make a start. 
in a new subject, and subsequent unhurried study by a mature 
mind has resulted in this, rather than the subject of the 
degree, becoming the go!Jllnant interest in his life. 

We believe that, in the Il).ain, the science teachers of the 
country may be relied upon to adapt themselves, by one dr 
other of these means or by a combination of them, to new 
courses of work, if they are convinced of the desirability of 
the change. 

We recognise that in many cases our recommendatioru. 
must involve teachers being seconded for courses of training 
and we feel sure that Local Education Authorities and 
Governing Bodies will co-operate readily. 

Finally we would urge that, both in the wider courses in the 
Universities and _in the special short supplementary courses, 
there should be a greater emphasis on experimental demon
stration of natural phenomena in addition to laboratory 
experiments. This is vital to our conception of science teaching 
in school!, and we feel that in many cases the emphasis has 
been inadequate. · 
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In some cases teachers have not been given the opportunity 
of seeing many demonstrations during their training, and in 
some cases the actual teaching hours are so great that they 
have not the time necessary for the proper preparation of 
experiments. We feel that the latter important point in 
particular demands recognition, and that in all such cases 
provision should be made for laboratory and lecture-table 
assistance. The presence or absence of adequate help of this 
kind may often make all the difference between the success or 
failure of science teaching. 

··- II: I 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION 
History and original aim of the examinalion; the grOIIjl 

system 
1. The histoxy of the School Certificate Examination· as now 

organised and conducted by the various examining bodies may 
be said to begin in 1912, when the Board of Education, after 
considering our' Report on Examinations in Secondary 
Schools('), addressed a letter to the Universities inviting them 
to confer on the scheme of examination which the Board had 
prepared as a basis of discussion. Subsequently, in Circular 
849 the Board invited criticism of these proposals from local 
education authorities and other bodies and persons responsible 
for the management of Secondaxy (Grammar) Schools or 
interested from various points of view in the question of 
school examination. The Board also consulted a number of 
professional bodies with regard to the acceptance of certificates 
for the purpose of entxy into the professions: 

From Circular 849 and subsequent clrculars it is possible to 
learn the principal objectives of the Board's proposals, and 
the character of the exan1ination which they contemplated. 
Among the former was a desire to limit the number of examina.-, 
tions which might be taken by pupils in Secondary (G.rammar). 
Schools. It will not be disputed that this end has been secured 
by the establishment of the ' First • or School Certifieate 
Examination intended for pupils about the age of 16. " Even 
its critics," it was stated in evidence, " will agree that it has· 
served a very useful purpose in freeing the Secondaxy Schools 
from the nightmare of a multiplicity of external examinations." 
The simultaneous recognition of the ' Second • or Higher 
Certificate Examination, intended for pupils about the age of 
18, further clarified the position by removing the temptation 
to txy to provide in one examination for two different classes 
of candidates. Further, it was proposed that the Universities 
should be recognised as the responsible bodies through whom 
the examinations in Secondary Schools should normally be 
conducted, and that in order to secure the necessaxy equality 
of standard and to provide machinery for enabling the scheme 
to be improved from time to time the Board of Education 
should perform the function of a co-ordinating authority with 
the help of an Advisoxy Committee containing representatives 

(') RBf>orl of lA• C011.HUialiu1 COIIIIJfitlu mo Ex,....ifttllioiU ill Sm>tldal'j/ 
S.Mo/s. Cd. 6004 (1911). 
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of the Universities and of local education authorities. This 
Advisory Committee was established in 1917 and designated 
the Secondary School Examinations Council. 

It was a further point in the Board's proposals that the 
School Certificate Examination should not have the entirely 
external character which belonged to former examinations, 
and " that Teachers should be brought into touch with the 
Examining Bodies by some system of representation or 
consultation ; by the right to submit their own syllabuses for 
examination ; and by a provision that Head Masters and 
Head Mistresses should submit their estimate of the merits of 
candidates from their schools in each of the subjects for 
examination.'' (') 

The School Certificate Examination, according to Circular 
849, was to test the results of the course of general education 
before the pupil began such a degree of specialisation as was 
suitable for a Secondary School. The Form and n'!t the pupil 
was to be the unit for examination, and it was contemplated 
that a large proportion of the pupils in the Form should be 
able to satisfy the test. The examination would be suitable 
for Forms in which the average age of the pupils ranged from 
about 16 years to, say, 16 years 8 months. It is clear, to 
quote the report of the Panel of Investigators, appointed by 
the Secondary Scl1ool Examinations Council in 1931, that "the 
primary purpose of the examination was to provide a suitable 
test of the ordinary work of a Secondary School at the Fifth 
Form stage, suitable in the sense that whole.forms, and not 
only picked pupils, would probably be presented for it, with the 
expectation that a large proportion would pass (what proportion 
was never stated), and that without special preparation or 
undue disturbance of the normal work of the Form." 

The initial proposals treated the subjects for examination 
as falling into three main groups: (1) English subjects, 
(2) Foreign Languages, (3) Science and Mathematics; and a 
candidate in order to obtain a Certificate would be expected 
to show a reasonable standard of attainment in each of these 
groups and would be Judged by this test rather than by his 
power to pass in a prescribed number of specified subjects. 
In addition to these three main groups of subjects, there was 
a fourth group including Music, Drawing, Manual Work and 
Housecraft, in which it was not proposed to require candidates 
to be tested, though every facility would be given to examining 

( 1) Boanl of Education: Circular 933, Decem),. 1915. 
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bodies to offer examination in any subject in this category ; 
nor was success in these subjects to be considered in the award 
of Certificates. The reason for the discrimination between 
these subjects and those in the other three groups was not any 
assumed inferiority in their educational value, but the fact 
that they were not, in the same way as the others, capable 
of being tested by written examination, and the apprehension 
lest " harm might be done to them at this early stage of their 
existence in Secondary Schools by bringing them ·prematurely 
into the sphere of examination." (1) 

Subsequently, in consequence of the criticism raised by their 
original proposal, the Board agreed that provision should be 
made for giving these subjects a fair'·place in the scheme, and 
success was permitted to count towards the attainment of a 
Certificate. 

The effects of the examination on scllool work 
2. It cannot be disputed that the School Certificate 

Examination has in fact performed important services for the 
education provided by Grammar Schools. During the past 
20 years it has been one factor in raising the general standard 
of attainment in the ordinary school subjects to a level which 
could hardly have been reached without the incentive ofiered 
by the prospect of success in a public examination. ' ' 

The Certificate ExaminatiOn has also been a PoWerful ' 
preventive of narrow specialisation during the period of school 
life which ends about the age of 16. With the passing of 
time, however, and the increased importance attached to the. 
examination as shown by the numbers presented for it,(") 
the character of the examination and its influence upon the 
education of the Grammar School have been the object of 
much criticism both from inside and outside the teaching 
profession, and it has been widely felt that the examination is 
afiecting, and often adversely, not only courses of study and 
methods of instruction but also the physical health and mental 
outlook of children in ways which were certainly never 
contemplated by those who framed the original regulations. 
Having regard to the evidence which has been presented to 
us, we believe that this criticism contains much substance; 
and we hold lhal j,. several importafll respects the it~ftuence of the 
examination aflll the procoss of preparllli<m for il ar~ immieal 
al presem lo the healthy grOUJih ;,. miflll aflll body of a largd . 
number of childrm who pass through the Grammar School. .~ 

(1) Circular 933. 
(') See Cbaptor U. Table 11, p. 100. 
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This exami·nation now largely determines the curriculum Jot< 
pupils under the age of !6 

3. It is a point of much significance that at the time of the 
inception of the School Certificate Examination it was regarded 
as " a cardinal principle that the examination should follow 
the curriculum and not determine it." (') We cannot fail, 
however, to note the many indications that in practice this 
principle has been reversed. Our witnesses, as we have stated 
already, almost unanimously held that the School Certificate 
Examination controls the curriculum, and we cannot avoid 
the conclusion that the requirements of the examination have 
put a heavy premium on certain subjects to the detriment of 
others, and have compelled. schools, in the interest of 
pupils desiring to obtain the Certificate, to teach certain 
subjects to all pupils throughout their course, even when they 
might be deriving greater benefit from taking alternative 
subjects or from taking fewer subjects to a higher level. 

Overstrain and pressure on individual pupils 
4. In a previous chapter we spoke of easing the burden that 

the schools are at present called upon to bear, and we believe 
that this burden, conceived in terms of pressure placed upon 
individual children is often wholly excessive. One of our 
witnesses spoke of " that feature of secondary education (") 
which causes the gravest alarm at the present moment among 
those who are closely in touch with young people-the 
tendency of secondary education to overwork and overstrain 
the adolescent pupil." Another witness found .the "chief 
cause of this overpressure in the new examination system," 
adding that" those who know schools from the inside are only 
too familiar with the sense of rush, huny and overstrain." 
It may be that the nervousness of children due to this, their 
first public e:~:arnination, is sometimes aggravated by the 
anxiety not only of parents but of teachers. No doubt, the 
better the school the more likely will be its pupils as a whole 
to face this as other tests with equanimity. But we believe 
that tluJ demands of tluJ uaminatio11, as Ill present constituted, 
tluJ rigotW of 1M preparation Jot< iJ and the importa"IICII attacltd 
ta tluJ cmijiCIJu by etttplcym ar• StK.Ia, takeN i11 COIIjunclion, as 
oftnt to cat<SI overstrai11 and excessive t111X1~1y ..,.,. 111hell t:J.i!Jrm 
are rtceivi..g tluJ ~ guid<111U Ill sclwol. An additional factor 

(') Cimllar 1034, March 1918. 

(') i.e.. grammar - edu<:ation. 
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is that in certain cases the poss1"bility or degree of financial · 
help for further education depends on the result of the 
examination. 

Dval fu1Jdion of the ez.isting e.mminat,.,._(a) as testing the 
jiTst stage of grammar school edf4CIItion; (b) as 4ft~ 
live to matri&tllati"" 

5. A dominant .cause, however, of the pressure exercised by 
the preparation for the Certificate Examination is the fact that 
the examination has been used at the same time for two 
distinct purposes-to test the results of the first stage of the 
education provided by Giammar Schools, and also to enable 
the pupils of those schools to obtai~\ a certificate acceptable 
for the purpose of matriculation. · 

Circular 849, expressing the original conception of the 
examination, stated that, if the examination were conducted 
on the principles of easy papers and abigh standard of marlring, 
the difference between the standard for a simple pass and that 
required for matriculation purposes would not be so great as 
to prevent the same examination being made to serve both 
purposes ; and with that object a lllliik of credit was to be 
assigned to those candidates who, in any specific subject or 
subjects, attained a standard wbich would be appreciably 'higheP • 
than that required for a simple pass. The practiGal con- . 
venience of this arrangement was obvious. The abler pupils 
intended for the Universities would take one examination 
instead of two, and the. o~tion and time-tables of schools 
would to that extent be simplified. Experience, however, has· 
shown that the attempt to combine the two different objects 
in one examination bas been disastrous. A • matriculation 
certificate,' wbich should mean nothing more than a certificate 
entitling the holder to admission to a University, has come 
to mean a superior kind of school certificate with its own 
special value in the eyes of employers and the general public. 
and to be the " aim of thousands of Secondary School pupils 
who neither intend nor desire to enter the doors of a 
University." Indeed many children (and their parents) are 
oppressed by a mistaken sense of failure if they obtain a 
School Certificate but do not satisfy the regulations which 
make it a ' matriculation certificate.' 

Though our evidence leads us to believe that employers are 
becoming more familiar with the meaning of the School 
Certificate and more aware that the Matriculation Certificate 
does not by any means necessarily imply a higher educational-

"" 
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performance, the traditional respect for matriculation and 
especially in oertain circles for "London Matriculation "(1) 

still prevails in the minds of many people not interested in 
education exoept as a preliminary to employment ; and Head 
Masters and Head Mistresses are in conseq uenoe often urged 
by parents to enter their children for matriculation when on 
educational grounds it would be far better for them to take a 
different selection of subjects in the School Certificate Exami
nation. The choice of subjects already restricted by the 
' group ' requirement is still further narrowed by the require
ments for matriculation. " Subjects which are of no value 
for matriculation purposes are definitely at a disadvantage. 
Nor would this matter seriously, if only those pupils were 
concerned who proposed to prooeed to a University. In fact 
matriculation requirements dominate the situation. 
This goes far to render nugatory the idea of the School 
Certificate Examination as essentially an examination which 
provides a test of the Secondary School curriculum, but does 
not itself determine the curriculum."(") 

With regard to the content of the curriculum, the association 
of matriculation with the School Certificate Examination has, 
perhaps, been most unfortunate in diminishing the importance 
attached to those practical and aesthetic subjects which were 
not at first permitted to count on an equality with others 
towards the award of a Certificate. We recognise that there 
have been other causes why, particularly in boys' schools, the 
development of these subjects has lagged behind that of 
others-the prevalence of a strong tradition in favour of those 
subjects which a university degree best qualities a man to 
teach, the qualifications of existing staffs and in many cases 
the lack of adequate facilities for pursuing those subjects which 
require more practical work. Nevertheless it must be held 
that 1M conjuPICJion of 1114 llf atrictdatio11 Certijicate and 1M 
School Certificate has hdped to upset thai balaroce between what 
tu~ coNventionally know11 as academic and 1101t-academic subjects, 
which w~ belkv~ slwuld b~ mainlailled, 

It was not surprising, therefore, that the Report of the 
Investigators appointed by the Secondary School Examinations 
Council, from which we have quoted, recommended that the 
School Certificate Examination should no longer be accepted 
by the University as alternative to their own matriculation 
examinations, and that as an immediate step Matriculation 

('I Which is more than ordinarily rigid iD its tequirements. 
(1 Report of the Panel of Investigators, p. 50. , ..... ) 

• 
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Certificates should no longer be awarded on the School 
Certificate Examination. Severance between the two certifi
cates is under consideration by the various examining bodies 
and has already been effected by the Northern Universities 
Joint Matriculation Board.(') A committee representative of 
the Joint Committee of the Four Secondary Associations and 
the Association of Education Committees has had under con
sideration during the past two years the purpose of the School 
Certificate Examination, its linkage with the Matriculation 
Examinations of the Universities and the consequences arising 
from that linkage. In a memorandum which has attracted 
much attention they express the opinion that " this association 
of examinations designed to different ends has proved to be 
harmful and rigidifying to the curriculum of the secondary 
schools, the form of the examinations themselves, and the 
regulations relating thereto," adding that evidence for this 
statement came from both teachers and administrators. The 
Committee urged that the School Certificate Examination 
should be considered entirely apart from the considerations 
relating to criteria for entrance to the' Universities. 

With these recommendations we are in complete agreement, 
and we believe that the disappearance of the gvalifo;ation for 
matriculation by means of the School Cerliftcate Examination 4 . 
imperatively necessary. We . take this view not S!> much. 
because we believe that this change will by itself lead 
immediately to that wider choice of subjects by individual 
candidates which we desire (though combined with other 
changes it will certainTy "contribute to that end), but because 
we are of the opinion that sa long as the present attempt to 
combine divergent purposes continues, there will be in many 
schools and classes a constant drive of the weaker pupils to 
keep up with the stronger in the attempt to reach an objective 
for which they are not suited at a pace which they cannot 

\maintain. 

\

School Cerliftcate or its equivalent should be a first condition 
for matriculation, but matriculation should not be obtainable 
on0' on this tl%amination 

6. if' e welcome the proposal that matriculation should not be 
obtai~e solely on the School Certificate Examination, but are 
consider 1/Jat with a vieur to preventing premature concmration 
on one or ~o subjects a School Cerlijicate or its equivalent should 

(1) Tho position at Oxford and Cambridge is peculiar, since admission 
has in general depended not only on satisfying university requirements, 
but on satisfying further requiiemonts imposed by the collogeo. 
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be a first rondiliml for matriculation. We think it is unfortunate 
that a Matriculation Certificate is so often regarded by com
mercial and industrial firms as the proper test and objective 
of a grammar school education, and as necessarily an index of 
the suitability of the holder for employment by them. We 
do not feel that it is necessary in the best interests of children 
leaving school or of employers that the School Certijicaie slwuld 
record, as at present, only thase subjects in which credit has been 
obtained. We are in sympathy with the recommendation of 
the Panel of Investigators that Certijicaies slwuld have recorded 
on them not only, as at present, thase subjects in which credit is 
obtained, but also thase in which the full pass standard is reached, 
the level of performance, pass or credit, obtained in each subject 
being clearly stated on the Certificate. 

The disadvantages of the e%isling group system; the • five subjects ' 
requirement 

7. We hope that a wide consensus of professional opinion 
will at length prevail to secure for individual candidates the 
exercise of a greater freedom of choice as between the different 

0 

subjects of the examination. The principal restriction on this 
freedom has been the requirement in respect of the groups into 
which subjects were classified when the School Certificate 
Examination was instituted. The regulations have required 
that for a candidate to obtain a Certificate he must obtain a 
pass in one subject from each of Groups I (English subjects), 
II (Foreign Languages), and III (Science and Mathematics), 
and a pass in at least five full subjects of which two might 
be taken from Group IV (Aesthetic and Practical Subjects). 
The continuance of these requirements was recommended by 
the Panel of Investigators who reported in 1932, though they 
also recommended that some modification might be permitted 
in the standards of Group II or Group III if a candidate 
passed in the other two of the first three groups and obtained 
three credits out of five subjects. These modifications, 
partially adopted by the examining bodies, have been little 
used. There can be no question, however, that within the 
past few years a movement in favour of a wider choice in 
subjects has grown rapidly among both teachers themselves 
and others interested in education.(') The policy of those who 
have advocated the most drastic changes in this direction 
may be illustrated by the recommendations of the committee 

('}To a CODSiderable enent this movement was iDitiated by the 
Head 14istzesoos' Associ&tioa. 
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representing the Four Secondary Associations and the Associa
tion of Education Committees ; their recommendations in
cluded the total abolition of the group system and the 
recognition of all subjects of the examination as of equal value. 

Between those who have wished to adhere to the existing 
regulations and those who would willingly see an entirely 
unrestricted field of choice offered to candidates there is room 
for several gradations of opinion. We attach weight to the 
contention that the compulsory ' spread ' of subjects, and in 
particular the obligation to pass in both Groups II and ill, 
has contributed to overpressure on candidates, and has 
caused the failure of a large nnmber who have accomplished 
a generally meritorious performance in the examination, and 
who might properly be regarded as having concluded satisfac
torily that stage in their education which the examination is 
designed to test. We believe, too, that it has often meant 
in practice the diversion of a child's energy from a subject in 
which he is beginning to find meaning and interest to one from 
which no lasting benefit can be expected. " If," it has been 
said, " in our schools, we are to develop lively minds, keen 
interests and sound judgments, it is essential that the material 
of education should be adapted to the quality of the mind to be 
educated. Some patience and steadfastness may be developed 
by the prolonged effort to. master the niceties of French 
idiom or of Latin grammar oil the part of the child with slight 
linguistic ability, or to learn enough book-work to scrape a 
credit in a geometry. Jl!lper on the part of a girl or boy to 
whom mathematics makes no appeal But the time expended, 
is out of all proportion to tlie result achieved. Precious time 
has to be taken from subjects in which the mind rejoices and 
in which, for that very reason, a pass may be considered safe, 
that there may be additional grind at weak subjects which are 
put aside with joy as soon as the minimum of marks has been 
.obtained in an examination paper."(') 

Moreover, we cannot believe that the classification of subjects 
into the present groups is based on any principle so profound as 
to justify it in exercising so decisive an influence as it has 
done on the character of the examination. " Why," it has 
been asked pertinently, " should there be anything particu
larly sacred about this special grouping ? Only the first three 
are compulsory, presumably being supposed to indicate the 

(') Miss I. !II. Drummond in the Supplement to The Joumal of 
Educatino, I April, 1938, on The Form and Aims of tho School Certilicate 
FnminatioD. 
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minimum of a good general education. But can we regard 
as a good general education one which neglects the human 
or social sciences (if we may so designate history and 
geography) and the aesthetic subjects--art and music ? 
Surely these are as important for the majority of the pupils 
as the elementary stages of a foreign language. Why should 
mathematics be regarded as a satisfactory representative of 
tbe whole group which includes the physical sciences and 
biology ? Why should mechanical drawing be in the same 
group as art and music? "(1) It seems probable, too, that 
the group classification rested originally upon a conception of 
the all-round training of the faculties which is now largely 
discredited. The principle of parity between subjects, which 
we have advocated in Chapter IV, is hardly consistent with 
an arrangement which places certain subjects or groups of 
subjects in so sharply preferential a position and has in fact 
permitted one subject, French, to become in the greater number 
of schoois virtually compulsory. The arguments which have 
sometinles been advanced to prove that the ' five subjects ' 
requirement is a more common cause of failure than the 

· Group II or Group III requirements do not seem to us to carry 
conviction. The two causes are indeed barely, if at all, 
distinguishable. An excess of time and energy devoted by a 
child to a compulsory subject in which he knows himself 
to be weak will inevitably affect adversely his work in other 
subjects. 

We suggest later sucll a further change in the regulations 
governing the examination as will permit a Certificate to be 
obtained by taking subjects on an examination syllabus less 
extensive than that whicll is now required for a pass. This 
change would not in our opinion make it any less desirable 
to extend the choice between subjects. Provided, however, 
that this change be made, we see 110 objection to the requirement 
tltal " Cllltdi<la~ must pass in at least five subjects ; and we are of 
opinion that this rtqtlirtment is valuable as disc0t1raging undU<! 
specialisation ..t this stage. 

Tlu special importance of Englislt; suggested requirtment tltal 
a CllndiddU musJ pass in E nglislt, and either in a foreign 
WIO,"ttttgl or in so"" scietthjic subjed 

8. Vie do not feel that by attributing educational values to 
the study of any subject wisely pursued we are committed to 

('l l'rofcssor C. W. \'alentino, Exo•i•Gtiou • ...r U.. EJ< .. i- (1938), 
p. 211. 
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the position that passes in any five subjects, however widely 
or narrowly they may be selected, should entitle a candidate 
to a Certificate without any further requirement. We regard 
the training in the c:omprehension and expression of Eoglish 
as of such special importance, both for successful work in other 
school studies and for the c:onduct of practical affair.; in later 
life, that - tlll'llOUie 11 simple test i• lite ._ llllll ~"1: 
of lite E"f:lis/J lmlf:wage liS 11 1leUSSIIry ljtllllijictzliotl ftw oblailli"f: 
II _Scllool Cmijialle. 

Again, while we realise that •• educational 'V3lues inhere not 
in particular subjects but in the spirit of study, u and that 
methods of teaching matter more than the subject, we recognise 
also that certain studies, each, as ~ haft said, with its own 
distinctive individuality, have won a special place in the 
curriculum of the Grammar School,. either because they 
represent great cultural and educational traditions, or for 
their direct bearing on the physical world in which children 
are living. Notable among these are the study of various 
Foreign Languages and the study of _Mathematics or of the 
various branches of Science. It may be expected that a 
number of the abler children admitted to a Grammar School 
will always find the ClOre or unifying principle which can give 
so much life and meaning to their work in Foreign Languagas 
or in Science. For the majority this <Jelltre of interest should 
be found in English and the English subjects. For some, 
though not perhaps for a great nmnber of those for whom the 
education of a Gr-ammar School is most suitable, it may lie 
naturally in the practfcai or aesthetic subjects. It was of these 
last two classes that we were primarily thinking when we· 
expt II our agreement (') to a reduction of subjects in the 
curriculum, but in doing so we made it a condition that they 
should include English itself, some Sciencer>, and, in the case 
of the abler pupils, at least one Foreign Language. We have 
also rec:ommended that a child who, after a fair trial, shows 
no aptitute for a Foreign Language should be allowed to drop 
it ; llllll - 1lol4 lAIII 1M regu!rlliOfiS goperlli"f:IM ""• ,-,.flll-011 
s1IOul;l 11<1 so fr~ 1/tal M etJ•tb"iltrf• sl!owl4 11<1 pr.oe..., .frr
oblaitcUq: 11 Cerlifiule solely by r- of 1M l4ck of litlf:VisiU; • 
•11111-diCI!l or sciewtijie •bilily. Gr-ammar scbooi education, 
however, unless it is to be altered fundamentally in character 
and objective, can scaroelyimplyless than that some recognised 
standard has been reached in Eoglish and in at least ooe of 

('-) Chopller IV, p. 188. 
(") We iDdude Va._.tin with Ciciewx. 
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these two other main branches of learning. We are tkerefore 
prepared to accept the requirement that a candidate in order to 
obtain a Certificate must Pass in English and either in a Foreign 
Language or in some scientific subject. 

Reduction in content of syllabuses ; papers corresponding to 
varying ranges of work in different subjects; limitation 
on number of subjects to be offered 

9. If the restriction on the candidate's choice of subjects is 
limited only to this extent, it will go a considerable way 
towards bringing the examination into conformity with the 
recommendations we have made for lightening the tendency 
to overwork and overstrain on adolescent pupils which exists in 
Grammar Schools to-day. In order that the schools may be 
assisted to obtain the full relief which we had in mind in 
Chaptc;r IV, another reform of at least equal importance with 
the reform of the ' group system ' is essential, namely, a 
reduction of the content of the examination syllabuses them
selves. We recommended in that chapter a reduction in the 
content of Mathematics and a simpler course in Science ; 
and we have indicated that further and desirable relief would 
be possible if there were greater variation in the level to which 
certain other subjects are carried. These proposals imply 
some lightening of the syllabuses for the ordinary papers, 
without a lowering of the standard of marking ; so that these 
papers may correspond to such ranges of work in the various 
subjects as we have recommended for all pupils in Grammar 
Schools.(1) We see ""reason why additional papers, or, in tile 
case of Science, papm in particular sciences as well as a General 
Science paper, slwuld not be priJVided. The syllabuses on which 
these papers are based w01Jd differ in scope and character from 
thase adopted for the ordinary papers; but they shauld t10l, 
in our opinion, be of heavier content than existing School 
Certijic4U syllabuses. On the wnderstanding lllaJ, for success 
in the examination as 11 who/8, 11 pass in each of five subjects will 
be required, as well as 11 pass in 'compulsory English,' we are of 

( 11 In this context, we state our opinion that full use should be 
made of tho • upper margin • of marks, so that tho better candidates 
may have tho opportunity of obtaining high percentages. Wo thiuk 
it equally important that tho number of candidates •·bo are allowed 
to pass the whole examination should depend npon tho attainment of 
a particular standard. aud should not be determined on a percentage 
basis. 
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opinion that an' additional pape1' '(I) should rank as a 'subject.' 
We desire, howeve1', to add the prooiso that the number of subjects 
offered for examination purposes by individual candidates, apart 
from ' compulsory English,' should be limited to six; or, if one 
or more 'additional papers '(1) are taken, that the number .of 
subjects offered, including such additional papers, should twt 
exceed seven. We consider that a credit mark shauld be obtainable 
both on the ordinarY papers and on the additional papers. 

The exact form and measure in which the changes here 
outlined may be brought about is a matter for expert con
sideration by the various examining bodies and the Secondary 
School Examinations Council. We ,trust that their special 
experience will enable them to make such modilications in the 
examination as will assist the schools towards giving practical 
effect both to the governing principles which we have laid down 
for the grammar school curriculum in general, and to the 
proposals which we have made as to the character and range 
of the instruction in particular subjects. 

We cannot sufficiently emphasise that our recommendations 
in respect of the curriculum must in the main be fruitless unless 
and until. the School Certificate Examination is modilied so 
as to conform to these recommendations. 

The danger of regarding this eXamination as the main objec(ive 
of grammar school education; the use of school records 

10. We have said nothing so far about one of the gravest 
results of the present system; the danger, well recognised by 
teachers, that the examination should be regarded alike by 
parents and children as the main, or even the sole, objective 
of the education given in the Grammar School. " The modern 
mania for examination results,'' one of our witnesses said, 
" renders many recipients of the School Certificate less cui tured 
and efficient than they might have been without it.'' As a 
curriculum comes into being which may be thought of " in 
terms of activity and experience rather than of knowledge to 
be acquired and facts to be stored,'' we may be sure that 
children will increasingly find a value in what they are studying 
for its own sake, and form interests quite unrelated to any 
extraneous objective or resultant advantage. The more 
closely, however, the work of a school approximates to that 

(1) Among these we include for this purpose papers in particular 
sciences. 
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idea the less likely will it be that any single external examina
tion can test adequately the knowledge that children have 
assimilated, the skills that they have acquired, and the powers 
of originating, persevering and enjoying that they have 
developed. The ablest children will continue to pass such an 
examination, and the least able will continue to fail. But, 
at least for those who are near the border-line between success 
and failure, the estimate will be more just if it takes into full 
account the knowledge and experience of those who have 
watched them at different stages of their growth, who know 
something of their home conditions, and have seen them 
working in the normal conditions of school life. 

It was pointed out to us in evidence that, in so far as 
matriculation requirements are dissociated from School 
Certificate requirements, consultation with teachers may 
become even more important, and that there should be fewer 
objections to it on the part of examining bodies. We believe 
that the changes which we have advocated will render it more 
difficult for examiners to assess the results of school work with
out having before them school records, and in the event of these 
changes being adopted we think that school records should be 
brought increasingly into consideration in connection with the 
award of Certificates, provided that this can be done without 
lowering the esteem in which the examination is held by 
professional bodies and employers. It has been represented to 
us· that this practice will be wholly in conformity with the main 
purpose of the examination as originally conceived. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS 
AND OTHER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 

PART !.-;-TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS 

1. In our Report on The Education of the AtlolesCMJI (1926) 
the aims and work of Junior Technical Schools did not receive 
more than brief mention in Chapter I (pages 32-33) and in 
Chapter II (pages 64 to 68), and three recommendations 
No. 13, 14 and 15 on pages 176 and 177 of the Report in 
question. These recommendations recognised that both 
types of Junior Technical School, viz., the Trade School 
which trains pupils for particular occupations, and the school 
which trains pupils for the general group of industries connec
ted with engineering in its various branches, " are doing 
valuable work within. their own province and should be 
encouraged wherever the needs and requirements of local 
industries provide an adequ'lote demand." The terms of this 
recommendation might have been taken to imply that these 
schools were only partly in the sphere of education and that . , 
their encouragem.ent and development was rather a matter 
for the industrial than for the· educational world. 

On the other hand, in the final paragraph of the historical 
chapter of that Report (pages 34-35) it was pointed out that 
at every stage of developmen~ there had been a tendency to 
throw up experiments in post-primary education, and that 
this fact in itself seemed to indiC::ate the half-conscious striving 
of a highly industrialised society to evolve a type of school 
analogous to and yet distinct from the Grammar School, and 
providing an education designed to fit boys and girls to enter 
the various branches of industry, commerce and agriculture 
at the age of 15. 

The aims and salient features of J"nior Technical Sclwols 
based on the engineering and building industries 

2. Our terms of · reference, make it necessary to give a 
more detailed consideration to the aims, objects and work of 
the Junior Technical Schools, and to determine their actual 
and potential relation to secondary schools of other types . 
. ~inee very little is known about these schools, except by the 

"'- •laratively small number of teachers, administrators and 
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inspectors who are in actual association with them, we have 
collected a large hody of evidence both oral and written bearing 
on their work, and have visited a number of representative 
schools so that we might obtain for ourselves a true picture 
of their work, of the conditions under which that work is 
carried on, and of their stafling, equipment and corporate life. 

We find that both in the industrial and educational spheres 
there has been considerable ignorance and much misunder
standing as to the aim and scope of these schools and of their 
undoubted contribution to education, and we are accordingly 
making recommendations which we hope will bring about afuller 
recognition of the efforts which are being made to· evolve a 
type of secondary school providing a liberal education based 
on a more realistic and scientific curriculum than that of a 
Grammar School. We have come to the conclusion that 
although these Junior Technical Schools may have as their 
general aim the provision of a liberal education for those who 
intend to enter industrial occupations, nevertheless their 
curriculum, and the method of its treatment, will also develop 
best the ability of certain types of pupil, whatever occupation 
they may subsequently adopt. 

H OfJI these sclwols have surmounted the dang" of premature 
specialisation of a vocational character 

S. Much of the fear of ' vocationalism ' and of early 
• specialisation ' in secondary schools has arisen through 
misunderstanding and failure to define these terms and to 
face the facts of all educational development. It is not 
always realised how much truth there is in the view expressed 
in a memorandum submitted to us by a distinguished American 
educational administrator, Dr. John L. Tildsley, of the 
New York Board of Education. " There is no subject," 
he wrote, " in the curriculum of any type of vocational 
school for any age of hoy or girl that might not be Iiberalised 
while at the same time furnishing the highest degree of 
vocational effectiveness."(') Certainly, in any subject worthy 
of inclusion in a school curriculum it should J:>e possible to lead 
the pupil to look beyond the immediate processes in which he 
is engaged to a wider human and social background. A 
subject which requires the e.xtreme accuracy of working 
necessitated by many forms of workshop training can scarcely 
fail to provide a real moral and intellectual discipline. The 
dominant position in liberal education held so long by the 

rl See Appendu: II 
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study of Greek and Latin was largely based on the claim 
that that study combined a similar insistence on accuracy with 
an understanding of the place of classical literature in human 
life and history. Any subject which is so taught as to per
form this dual function, demanding a high standard of 
accomplishment and at the same time awakening in the 
Ieamer a sense of its wider meaning, serves in a sense the same 
end, whether in conventional terminology, it is called academic 
or technical;- liberal' or vocational. Its effect is the same, 
" the unfolding '', to quote Dr. Tildsley again, " of all the 
powers in the man, the making of them usable to the utmost 
degree in the special phase of production or the special phase 
of living in which he may chance to engage ". 

' From what we have seen and heard, we are satisfied that 
it is the aim and purpose of Junior Technical Schools to 
liberalise every subject in thejr curriculum. We find that 
the teachers do in fact combine a high standard of working 
with a real regard to the wider aspects of their subjects. 
Their wide experiences are a great 85$tance to this end, 
since a very large proportion of technical teachers have had 
industrial as well as academic. training and the great majority 
of them are also partly engaged in teaching adult students. 

We have found in the schools we visited an atmosphere 
of vitality, keenness and happiness that was not only refreshing. 
but afforded a sure index that the curriculum and its methods 
of treatment so appealed to the pupils that the process of 
education was developing smoothly and unrestrainedly. 

1M btlo flllli11 gr011ps of J ,,.;o, T edollical Scllools 
4. The existiug Junior Technical Schools fall into two 

groups. In the one group are those schools (the Trade Schools) 
which are frankly and definitely preparing their pupils for 
entry into a specific occupation within an industry. They 
aim at continuing and enlarging the general education of their 
pupils and also at developing a substantial measure of personal 
skill in the processes of the occupation for which these pupils 
are being prepared. As a rule about one half of each educa
tional week is devoted to general education and the other 
naif to the acquirement of the particular craft or skill. It 
should however be noted that the number of school hours 
per week is greater than in other types of secondary school 
and that the general educational content is accordingly more 
extensive than would appear on a first view. These Trade 
Schools recruit pupils at the age of 13+ and as a general rule 
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provide a two-year course. They are almost confined to the 
London area and till recently they were known as ' Trade 
Schools ' though the London County Council now describe 
them as 'Junior Technical Schools'. 

In the second group of Junior Technical Schools the outlook 
and the educational provision are different. Their aim is 
to provide an educational foundation and background for 
those pupils whose broad intention is to enter industry on 
leaving school about the age of 16. The object of these 
schools is to provide a wide and general education which will 
enable their pupils to adapt themselves to whatever con
ditions they may meet and upon which they can build their 
further education in more specialised directions according to 
the branch of industry and the form of occupation which 
they select. 

It is desirable at this stage to point out that there is a great 
difference between the deliberate preparation of a pupil for 
entr)r to one specific occupation or trade within an industry 
and the provision of an educational foundation for entry to an 
industry or group of industries, within which there are many 
occupations and trades. The great industry of engineering is 
an example which may best be taken because of the fact that 
most of these Junior Technical Schools have drawn up their 
curriculum with entry into engineering as the broad objective 
of their pupils. The engineering industry is many-sided. 
Its main groups are civil, marine, mechanical, electrical, 
aeronautical, automobile, railway and shipbuilding. Each 
group has various branches and within each group or branch 
there are many different occupations, manual, mechanical, 
scientific, artistic, technical, administrative and commercial. 
The field' is therefore very wide and the Junior Technical 
Schools based on the engineering industry provide the broad 
educational foundation suitable for the pupil whose intention 
is no more definitely expressed than by his saying in effect, 
" When I leave school, I think I would like to be an engineer 
of some sort ". 

Tlu cvrriC1Jum of juiJior TW.ttic<Jl Schools bearing on lhe 
enginuring indusll)' 

5. It is clear that there is nothing narrow in the educational 
preparation for entry into so wide a field, and the Junior 
Technical Schools based upon the engineering industry have 
neither professed nor attempted to turn out ready-made 
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engineers. They have framed an educational curriculum on a 
broad scientific and realistic basis. In the first place, they 
teach the engineering subjects so as to develop a grasp of 
principles and to cultivate a scientific imagination, and in 
the second, their curriculum gives a place to English. subjects 
comparable with the place assigned to them in Grammar 
Schools. We are strongly of opinion that for certain types of 
children the educaijon provided by this curriculum and the 
practical method of approaching the different subjects, 
e.g., science, mathematics and engineering drawing, will best 
develop their ability and in consequence is indeed the most 
appropriate course for them whatever ·occupation they may 
eventually choose. 

NommclatuYe: Technical Schools and Technical High Schools 
6. Before proceeding further we must deal briefly with 

the problem of nomenclature in relation to Junior Technical 
Schools. In the first place we urge that the word ' Junior ' 
should be abandoned. This word was ficst used to indicate 
the relation of these schools to those Technical Institutions 
and Colleges in which they were usually housed and which 
themselves provide Senior and Advanced Courses for students 
of post-secondary standard. So long as the word was used 
in this sense it was comprehensible, and conveyed · some 
meaning to those engaged in the administration of these 
colleges and institutes ; but we regard it now as a matter ol 
primary importance that the nomenclature of schools should 
be understood not merely by administrators and teachers, 
but also by parents ·and employers and all sections of the 
educational world. The word • Junior ' as used in relation 
to schools at the present time is usually understood as de
scribing a Primary School for pupils between the ages of 
7+ and 11+. We accordingly recommend that the name 
Technical School be used as a general term to describe all those 
Junior Technical Schools which rtci'Uit at the age of 13+ and 
pyovide a couYse of two or thYee j/eaYS duration. This will 
embrace both the specifically vocational Technical School and the 
Technical School providing a two or three-yeaY course in prepara
tion for entry to the engineering and building industries witlwu# 
restriction to any particular occupation within those industries. 
We furtheY recommend that those Junior Technical Schools 
which are accorded equality of status with secondary schools of 
the grammar school typo having an age of recruitment of 11 + 
and providing a five-year course shall be known as Technical 
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High Schools. Though we recommend these terms for the 
purpose of official classification, we expect and hope that 
each individual school will have its own local name, and we 
think that as far as possible this name should be descriptive 
of its work. The titles of most of the London Technical 
Schools provide good examples of what is in our mind. 

Recruitmmt of pupils ed the age of 11 + for the proposed 
TechnicaJ High Schools; transfer of pupils at the age of 13+ 

7. We fully realise that in selecting children ed the age 
of 11 + the wishes of the parents, assisted by the advice of the 
Heads of the contributory schools, shotdd always have a pre
dominant weight in determining the choice of school for children 
of theU age. Btn there should be another age point, namely 13+, 
in all schools at which transfers should, if desirable, be made 
from one type of school lo another with the object both of 
eliminating any misfits which may have occurred, and with 
the purpose of encouraging any special aptitudes which may 
have developed in children between the ages of 11 + and 13+, 
and furthermore of allowing a change of choice on the part 
of the parents. The establishment of a more or less common 
curriculum for pupils between the ages of 11 + and 13+ in 
all types of secondary schools would render it comparatively 
easy to effect mutual transfers at the age of 13. We feel 
very strongly that the advantage gained by placing a child 
in . the educational environment best suited to his or her 
aptitudes and interests far outweighs any disadvantage 
caused by having a second ' break ' at this age. Indeed, if 
an approximately common curriculum were provided for 
children between the ages of 11 + and 13+ the disadvantage 
of a possible break at 13 would be almost wholly confined to 
matters associated with the corporate life of the school. 
We do not attempt in any way to minimise this disadvantage 
but we feel strongly that if a child be transferred to a school 
which makes an immediate appeal to his interests and aptitudes 
he will necessarily be happier, will do better work and will 
rapidly develop in his new environment, thus falling auto
matically into line with the corporate life of the new school. 

At the present time and under the e.'<isting administration, 
the Technical Schools do not admit pupils before the age of 
13+. The Grammar Schools have hitherto secured the 
majority of the more gifted pupils from primary schools by 
means of the selective examination at the age of 11 +. 
Secondary schools of other types. more especially selective 
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Modern Schools, have secured those candidates on the 
examination list who were just not able to gain admission 
to Grammar Schools. Thus up to the present the Technical 
Schools have been" at a great disadvantage in respect of the 
quality of the pupils who were admitted to them at the age 
of 13+. It may also be said at once that the number of 
pupils transferred from Grammar Schools to Junior Technical 
Schools and vice xersa at the age of 13+ has hitherto been 
negligible. 

This state of affairs has had a serious social consequence. 
The natural ambition of the clever child has been turned 
towards the Grammar School and the professional occupations 
rather than towards Technical High; Schools and industry. 
This tends inevitably to create a disproportion in the distri
bution of brain power as between what may be broadly 
termed the professional and industrial worlds. Furthermore, 
there is the regrettable and undesirable difference in social 
esteem. We are concerned to secure and to emphasise 
the parity of all types of secondary scl)ool, but there is no 
point at which this is sociologically more important than in 
regard to the relative positiQn of the Grammar Schools and the 
proposed Technical High Schools. We believe that our con
structive proposals will, to a great extent, help to remedy these. , 
serious defects in our educational system. · 

Technical High Schools jwooiding 11 jive-year course for pupils 
between the I'C~ of 11 + and 16+ 

8. We are convinced that it. is of great importancs to establish· 
a new type of higher school of technical character, whoUy distinct 
from ths traditional academic' Gt-ammar (Secondary) School, 
and as a first step to this end we recommend that a number 
of the e"isting ] unior Technical Schools which at jwesent jwooitle 
a curriculum based o11 the engineering industries (and among 
these we include the building industry), and any others (1) which 
may develop training of such a character as (a) to provide a 
good inteUectual discipline, altogsther apart from its technical 
value, and (b) to have a technical value in relation not to one 
particular occupation but to a group of occupations, should be 
converted into T schnical High Schools in the sense that they 
shoultl be accorded in every respect equality of status with schools 
of ths grammar school type. 

(') Such for example as a School of Navigation designed to prepere 
boys to gn to sea as apprentices with tho object of bocomiDg Navigating 
Oflicera. 
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We recommend that the age of rtXI'uitment for these sclwols 
should be 11 + and that the method of rfXI'uitment should be through 
the general selective e"amination by which children are rfXI'uited 
for the Grammar Schools. The selection of children for the 
Technical High Schools should be made (from those children 
who have attained the necessary standard in the e"amination) in 
accordance with :-

(a) the choice of the parents; 

(b) the report of the Head of the primary school; and 

(c) the result of an inUroiew of the child and its parent or 
parents, with the Head of the Technical High School, 
and a representative of the local education authority. 

We attach considerable importance to an interview of this 
character, both in the interests of the children and their 
parents, and as constituting a really valuable step in the 
process of selection. 

The cu"iculum for pupils befuleen the ages of 11 + and 13+ 
and the cumculum for pupils abOfJe the age of 13+ in 
Technical High Schools 

(9) In making these recommendations we consider that the 
cu"iculum for pupils befuleen the ages of 11 + and 13+ in these 
proposed schools should be broadly of the same character as the 
cumculum i,. other types of secondary school of equal status. 
We recognise that from the first there might be a somewhat 
different method of approach arising out of the different 
environment but this difference need not and should not be 
carried so far as to preclude the transfer of any pupil at the 
age of 13+ to or from an ordinary Grammar School or any 
other type of secondary school. A foreign language would, 
of course, be included. 

For pupils of 13+ and onwards the cumculum should be 
desigtted to prOfliJe a liberal education ll>ith Science afld its 
applications as tlu core afld impirah"on. The subject matter 
would be English, History, Geography, Mathematics, Science, 
Engineering Drawing, practical crafts in the workshops, 
Physical Education and aesthetic subjects together with a 
continuation of the foreign language for those pupils capable 
of profiting by it. 

It m4;ht be thought that this cuniculum does not differ 
greatly, if at all, from that of the science side of the normal 
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Grammar School, and we agree that in the matter of subject 
titles there is close approximation. It is in the methods of 
approach and treatment that the interpretation of the 
curriculum in the Technical Schools differs so materially 
from that of the Grammar Schools, and it is diflicult to trans
late this difference into words except through the medium 
of a detailed teaching syllabus. The Technical School has 
first hand knowledge of the application of science both to the 
processes of manufacture and to the operation of the devices 
and plant manufactured, and it is through . this· knowledge 
that it makes its approach to science and gives it a different 
emphasis and a different treatment. ,It is not hampered by 
ready-made examination syllabuses and it is competent to 
seize upon the desire of its pupils to know ' how things work • 
in order to lead them back to a knowledge of natural phenO
mena and its laws with a realistic sense of balance and 
emphasis. 

We do not think that this note on the curriculum 'of the 
Technical School requires any further expansion. We 
merely urge that its interpretation be continued along the 
lines already in existence ahd already well known to those 
members of the Inspectorate of the Board of Education whose 
particular duty it has been to report upon the work of the ' · 
Technical Schools. · · · • 

We must, however, draw attention to the provision whii:b. 
we recommend in the -curriculum for the continuance of a· 
foreign language right through the school for those pupils who. · 
are capable of benefiting by it. 

In the past the Junior Technical Schools have been dis~ 
couraged from their attempts to introduce a foreign language 
into the curriculum of the 13 + age-group, but we are of 
the opinion that 11 foreign langvage-prefallbly Gemotl,._ 
slwuld be pyooided. It slwuld fiDI be 11 comf>tllsory svbject for 
all pupils, but it slwuld be 11V11ilable for those pupils filM have 
shown tMt they are tt~PIIble of ftl'ofiting by il. In making this 
recommendation, however, we would emphasise that we are 
not thinking in terms of examination requirements. 

Finally, we offer an example of time allocations of the 
suggested subjects. The example is not intended to have the 
force Qf a recommendation and we realise that the time 
allocation of subjects will probably vary in the successive 
years of the course. · 
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In a school week of 27! teaching hours, an average allocation 
of subjects in terms of hours per week might be :-

English subjects 6 hours 
Mathematics aud Science 8 hours 
Workshop 4t hours 
Engineering Drawing (including Practical 

Geometry) . . 3 hours 
Physical Training and Aesthetic subjects . . 3 hours 
Pool 3 hours 

271 hours 

We have chosen hours P.r week instead of 'periods' 
because of the fact that the subjects and methods do not 
admit of equal periods and in such work as Drawing, Workshop 
and Laboratory practice longer periods will be required for 
each lesson. 

The time required for the foreign language would be taken 
from the pool, and those pupils who do not take the foreign 
language would be given extra time from the pool for other 
subjects according to circumstances and needs .. 

Accommodati011 for Technical High Schools; government and 
administrati011 

10. Several important points emerge from our recommenda
tions, namely, the question of suitable accommodation ; 
staffing and equipment; the fees of pupils at Technical High 
Schools; the granting of an appropriate leaving certificate 
and the general relation of any such leaving certificates to the 
certificates granted on the result of the School Certificate 
Examination. 

On the question of accommodation we have no doubt that, 
~~there possibl<J, Tultnical Higlt Schools slwuld be ltoused ;,. 1M 
premises of Technical Colkges and Technical Institutes. The 
Technical High School would be a department of the college 
and the Head Master of the school would be the Head of 
that department. 

This arrangement would necessarily vest the ultimate 
control of the school in the Principal of the college. At the 
present time the majority of Technical Schools are in fact so 
controlled and thus no new principle is being introduced. 
[t is evident that the technical equipment of the various 
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departments of the college or institute can best be made 
available for the -pupils of the school through the Principal 
and that he can most effectively secure and maintain the co
operation and interest of the Heads of the specialised de
partments and their staifs in the work and life of the schooL 

Moreover, the Principal is in close contact with local 
industries and is thus in the best position to direct and regulate 
the flow of pupils·leaving school both into indnst:Iy and into 
the senior fnll-time and part-time courses of the college. 

The general atmosphere of the college, which is largely 
attended by adult students. is a constant stimulant to tbe 
pupils of the school, and the fact that its popils have tbe 
privilege of using the laboratory and worl<sb.op equipment, 
much of which has been installed primarily for senior students. 
is a great advantage. Furthermore, there is much evidence 
to show that the contact of tbe pupils of tbe school with many 
members of the college staff wbo are also concerned with 
teaching adult students has a beneficial effect both on teachers 
and pupils. · 

I • uses .,.._ il is fiOt ~ ID Moise tile Tedmieal Higl 
Sclwol U. 11 Teclmicol Co/kg& ..., lAid i1lal it is MOst tlesirab/4 
tloal its btlilditJCS s1wtdtl be li..ul llfitAo tile btlilditJCS of tile· 
co/legtJ i• order ID ft~ct1iW. 14is parlicipatiort i• eqrtifrn-1 
tmd siDJf. 

In the Technical High School the general conduct, the 
discipline and the corporate life are necessarily distinct from 
those of the college. and fm: all these the Head Master is 
re;ponsible. W & sugg&sl tJIIIla Sflb.Co::a 1 'UetJ of t/Je GooenwTs 
s1oowl4 be appoifllell 1D ~ VIe sciJool, tloal t/Je Hetlll Master 
s1wtdtl iaJno tlired 11CUSS iD t/ois Sflb.CDIZILili'tetl llftd t/oal t/Je 
appoittlmelll of leiu:Mn ezdusiwly tmgag&tl i• t/Je ...,..,. of t/Je 
sc1Jool s1wtdtl be ....U ajteT CIJfiSflllalior llfitAo hiM. Subject 
to these provisions we are satisfied that the organisati<m and 
administration of a Technical College through its Principal 
and Heads of Departments allow a suflicient measure of 
autonomy to the Head Master of tbe Technical High School, 
whilst securing tbe vital contact of tbe school with tbe 
equipment and tbe staff of tbe college which we regard as of 
primary importance. 

Fees 
11. On tbe question of fees we need only say here that 1M 

Ju systeM iA Teduoi&tll Higl Sdtools _, iA Gr- SdltiDls 
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;,. the same uea slwuld be the same, since otherwise whichever 
school has the higher fee system, will be regarded by some 
parents as being superior in status and they will accordingly 
seek to enter their children for the school which they regard 
as having the higher social standing irrespective of other 
considerations. 

Leaving Certificates for pupils ;,. Technical High Sclwols 

12. We slrongly recbmmend the establishmetlt of a new type of 
leaving certijicaJe for pupils in Technical High Sclwols. We have 
been impressed by the fact that Junior Technical Schools have 
been hitherto wholly free from any system of external examina
tion, and by the emphatic statements made by witnesses 
representing these schools that this freedom from examination 
has been an important and vital factor in the successful 
development and progress of schools of this type. We would 
not, therefore, seek to impose upon the Technical High Schools 
any system of external examination with the necessarily 
uniform and rigid syllabuses which would inevitably follow 
in its wake. We think, however, that in order to give reality 
to our recommendations for the complete equality of status 
as between Technical High Schools and Grammar Schools, 
and also in order to bring before parents, employers and the 
public generally, the fact that these schools are of equal 
status with the Grammar Schools, some kind of school leaving 
certificate having general currency is required if it can be 
provided without the imposition of a rigid external examina
tion. We are of opinion that such a certificate could be 
instituted by means of internal examinations based on the 
school curriculum, and subject to external assessment by 
assessors appointed or approved by the Board of Education, 
in order to afford an adequate guarantee for a uniform 
minimum standard of certification in Technical High Schools 
throughout the country. The leaving examination which we 
recommend would be conducted on lines similar to those in 
use for the existing examination for National Certificates
a system which the Technical Colleges know well, and which 
has produced e:tcellent educational results since its inception 
some 15 years ago. In this system the examination papers 
are set for each school individually by the school authorities, 
the e.xternal ass esSJrs having power to alter 40 per cent. 
of the draft papers. The scripts are marked by the school 
staff, and these marked scripts are then forwarded to the 
ass :ss ~who may lower or raise the marks assigued for any 

• 
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answer. The final allotment of marks is made by combining 
the marks obtained by the examination, after ass: =ent, 
with the marks obtained for class work and preparation 
work at school during the year; giving 70 per cent. of the 
examination marks and 30 per cent. of the class marks to 
determine the final position. 

We recommend that some similar system of school leaving 
certifi.cate should be adopted for Technical High Schools. 
These certifi.cates must carry weight, and to that end it is 
essential that they should be endorsed by the Board of Edu
cation. We suggest that only Technical High Schools 
approved by the Board of Education shonld be allowed to 
award these leaving certifi.cates. and we recommend that before 
according approval the Board of Education should satisfy 
itself fully in regard to such matters as the curriculum of the 
school ; the sufliciency and qualifications of the stall ; the 
adequacy of the premises and equipment ; the arrangements 
for the examination ; the methods ·and standards of assess
ment, and the assessors. We do not propose to go into detail 
ou this point, as we are fully satisfied that such a system can 
be carried out easily and effectively by the Board of Education 
in collaboration with the school authorities, and we have 
sufficient evidence through the successful working of the system 
of National Diplomas and National Certificates for Senior· 
Cia rs in Technical Colleges to satisfy us that there- would 
be uo real difficulty in puttmg into immediate operation 
such a scheme as we advocate. The leaving certifi.cafes 
would be endorsed bytbeBoardofEducatiou,andon these there 
would be clearly set out the attainments of the holders in an· 
the work done in the Technic8I High School. 

"This recommendation may· strike some as being revolu
tionary : others may feel that it gives too much freedom to 
the schools : others again may feel that it reposes too much 
coufi.dence in the teachers. 

So far as the first point is concerned, the system we suggest 
is uot as revolutionary as it may seem, for it exists in Senior 
Technical Courses and, in effect. it has been the system of our 
Universities for generations. But even if it were revo
lutionary, we should still advocate it as an experiment 
desigoed to determine whether we can obtain a method of 
certification of attainment for pupils on leaving school which 
shall allow a wider freedom of curricula, and of the educational 
process generally, than can be obtained through the compara· 
tively . rigid and uniform curricula which must necessarily 
follow a common external examination. 
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On the question of freedom of the schools and confidence 
in the teachers we have no fears. We are satisfied that 
the schools will use any freedom they can get in the best 
interests of their pupils, and that the teachers will use the 
confidence reposed in them with a high sense of their obliga
tions to the community. 

. One further important point we would establish is that 
. this leaving ceriliicate of the Technical High Schools and 
the "School Certificate" should be regarded as equivalent 
i.e., equally creditable to their holders, of equal value in their 
respective fields, and equally acceptable as fulfilling the first 
condition for matriculation. 

The importance of close ~;()-operation between the proposed 
Technical High Schools and employers 

13. Jn the course of our inquiry we have considered the 
evidence of industrialists and of many individual firms, 
representing most of the basic industries of the country. We 
find that there is much ignorance and misunderstanding of 
the aims, scope and work of the Technical Schools. On the 
other hand some individual firms are well informed about 
the work, and spoke in the highest terms of the capability 
and adaptability of the pupils. We have no doubt that 
industry as a whole will have an equal appreciation of these 
schools, when the precise character of the education and 
training given by them becomes known. In this context we 
think that education authorities might be well advised to 
give greater publicity to the aims and character of their 
Technical Schools, both to industry and to the general 
public. ' 

There are two important matters which we think should 
·receive the earnest and immediate coDsideration of industry. 
The first relates to the age of entry and the period of completion 
of apprenticeship or its equivalent in the engineering groups. 
There appears to be no uniformity of practice. Some firms 
refuse to accept a boy for apprenticeship after the age of 16 : 
some firms will accept a boy after 16, but demand that his 
apprenticeship shall not end until five years after the date 
of his acceptance : some firms will accept him after 16 and 
will remit a period of apprenticeship equal to the period 
between the date of his sixteenth hirtbday and the date of 
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his entering their works, provided that he has been a pupil 
in a Technical School : some firms will remit one year of 
apprenticeship to a boy who has satisfactorily completed a 
three-year course at au approved Technical School after the 
age of 13+. It is our view that a wise industrialist will be 
prepared aud even eager to take as apprentices boys who 
have completed a technical school course at the age of 16+ 
aud should at I~ grant remission of that period between 
the sixteenth birthday aud the date of actual commence
ment of apprenticeship, so that in all cases the apprenticeship 
would be completed on the twenty-first birthday. There 
could be nothing but advantage to the individual industry, 
to the boy aud to the schools if this plan were universally 
adopted by those industries which 'have a five.year basis of 
apprenticeship or its equivalent. We would urge therefore 
that this matter should receive the urgent and sympathetic 
consideration of industry-by which we mean not only the 
Federation of British Industries, and other organisations of 
employers, but also the Trade UJlion9..-.,and that a definite 
pronouncement of policy should be niade.. 

The second point relates to the form and character of the 
qualification which is required by employers as evidence 
of a good general education. We have had evidence that' 
many engineering firms are f!ot prepared to aaept "boys for 
some forms of apprenticeship unless they p ss ss a Matricu-
lation Certificate, or its equivalent. ·' 

. . 
We are now unhesitatingly recommending the establishment 

of Technical High Schools, which shall have complete equality 
of status with Grammar Schools. We are also urging that 
they should not be subjected to any system of external 
examinations, but that they should e.nmine their pupils 
under au internal system, duly approved and ass tl. by the 
Board of Education,. and that they should issue a form of 
school-leaving certificate. We are anxious that the proposed 
Technical High Schools should not present their pupils either 
for the School Certificate Rumination or similar examinations, 
and we desire that our scheme of school-leaving certificates 
shall be given every chance to establish itseli To this end. 
we have urged that these certificates should be regarded as an 
equal token in all respects to the certificates of the School 
Certificate Examin'ltion obtained from the Grammar Schools. 
We ask employers to co-operate with us in this and to aaept 
the proposed new school-leaving certificates of the Technical 
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High Schools in the same way as they now accept the certificate 
of the School Certificate Examination. 

· 1"he historical significance of the curriculum which has been 
evolved in ] uniOf' Technical Schools based on the 
engineering industry 

14. A steady development of educational work has been 
going on almost unseen in our Technical Schools and Colleges 
during the past 30 years. Without any traditions and almost 
without any administrative restrictions they have experi
mented and progressed. They started with the specific 
purpose of providing an education to meet the immediate 
needs of those engaged in industry. Through that they 
discovered on the one hand the requirements of the industrial 
world and on the other the limitations in the existing educa
tional background. Gradually, from the provision of the 
narrowest kind of trade or vocational classes they developed 
courses dealing with fundamental principles. Naturally the 
teachihg of those principles was coloured-and vitalised-by 
first hand knowledge of their applications and they boldly 
rejected the purely academic and did not hesitate to stimulate 
learning through technical application. 

From their experience in teaching adults they proceeded to 
develop schools for adolescents. As a matter of history, the 
first schools which so developed were the vocational schools 
preparing for entry into a particular occupation or trade 
within an industry. Then carne the schools which prepared 
for entry to a specific industry or group of industries without 
restriction to any particular occupation. In the development 
of this type of school they framed an educational curriculum 
on a broad scientific and realistic basis in which they gave a 
place to English subjects comparable with that assigned to 
them in Grammar Schools. We are confident that our 
recommendation for the establishment of Technical High 
Schools will add a valuable contribution to educational 
provision. 

PART 11.-0THER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 

J-iOf' COfllllf4TCi4l Schools 111111 HOtM Trai11i"C Schools 

IS. We have considered very carefully whether Junior 
Commercial Schools and Home Training Schoo!sp) should 
be developed into additional types of Technical High School 

(') We ~ this. t.enn.. The pn!SODt ollicial deocriptioD by the 
Bot.rd of EducabOD as Jwuot H........ru.y School• · 

'"'., I. 
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and should recruit at 11 +. We are entirely convinced of the 
importance of the work done by these schools and of the 
real educational value in themselves of the special subjects, 
as these are often taught. We are not satisfied, however, 
that either form of education affords a full alternative to a 
grammar school education. · In order to reach that conclusion, 
we should have to hold that a number of children who have 
sufficient academ!c ability to profit substantially from a 
Grammar School, and whose parents are willing that they 
should remain at school till the age of 16, should go to a 
Technical High School based on commercial subjects 
or homecraft as the case might be. We believe that this 
will be true in the case of schools based on engineering subjects 
for the reasons we have given. At' least so far as present 
experience goes, we do not think that a similar statement 
can be made in regard to schools based on either of the other 
groups of subjects. It is possible that further experience 
and further development of the schools in question may lead 
to a different conclusion. We think, however, that this is 
improbable and that the true future, ·in our judgment the 
important future, of commercial subjects and homecraft lies 
rather in full-time courses at Technical Colleges after leaving 
school, or for certain pupils in Junior Technical Schools. 
recruiting at 13 or 14, and also in greater provision fqr these 
subjects both in Grammar Scliools(') and in Modem Schools. 

Our reasons for holding this view are implicit in what lias 
been said in regard to Technical High Schools based on 
engineering. The techi:li.Ca.J. subjects which would be taught 
in such schools are grouped round and built upon a range of 
systematised knowledge and theory which on the one hand 
is within tile grasp of pupils of the relevant ages and on the 
other hand affords an intellectual discipline comparable to 
that of a grammar school education. In the case of commerce, 
the study of economics affords corresponding co-ordination 
·of experience and relation of particular problems to general 
theories. In our judgment, however, a study of economics, 
capable of playing this part to any considerable extent, is 
almost certainly beyond the capacities of pupils under 16. In 
the case of the Home Training Schools we find that, as with 
the Junior Commercial Schools, there does not seem to be a 
suitable corpus of subjects to form a curriculum comparable 
with that of a Grammar School. In General Science the 

· (') We have in mind primarily Sixth Form cow:ses, but also a limited 
provision of courseo of instruction after the age of 14. 
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chemistry of cooking, for example, is far too difficult and 
complicated to supply what is required. We think, in con
sequence, that the necessary basis of General Science is best 
taught in Grammar Schools and in 1\fodem Schools, and then 
specialised and applied in the higher Forms of these schools 
or in Home Training Schools to which girls are transferred 
on the completion of their ordinary school careers. 

]uniiJ1' Commercial Schools 
16. We have already expressed the opinion that strictly 

vocational subjects should not be begun before the pupil 
has secured a good groundwork in all the general subjects.(l) 
But there appear to be some pupils, perhaps a considerable 
number, whose interest in acquiring this groundwork can be 
fully maintained only by the relation of these general subjects 
to others of more immediate practical value ; and experience 
has shown that the introduction of these other subjects 
alongside, and in relation to, the general subjects often vitally 
and advantageously affects the whole education of these pupils. 

We have examined the time-tables and the curricula 
of a number of typical Junior Commercial Schools, and we 
find that only about one-third of the total time is devoted to 
subjects that are directly vocational. This means that the 
general edueation is continued up to the age of 15 or 16, 
although, as would be expected, there is a tendency to stress 
th~ commercial side of the general subjects ; and it is hardly 
necessary to say that we welcome this continuation of the 
general subjects for pupils up to these ages. The success of 
these schools in commercial subjects is due to the circumstances 
under which the work is carried on-appropriate equipment, 
teachers fully qualified in one or other of the commercial 
subjects (some teachers having had also commercial experience) 
and the general atmosphere of definite purpose in the work 
of the Commercial Schools as a whole.(") 

Htnt~~~ Trai11inc Schools 
17. In Home Training Schools, we have a much smaller 

body of expeiiertce from which to draw conclusions. Out 
of a total of 220 Junior Technical Schools there are only 
9 Junior Housewifery Schools giving this training. Such 
evidence as we have, however, shows that in these schools, 

(')See Chapter IV, p. 17& 
(') See Report by the Comm.ittm of the Faculty of Teochon in 
~ R~ .. F~_~blo fw c-u-.. ;,. 
D.y s.Moir-.. L.-.IIU....,_ ..f .......... (1938). . 
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also, the general education in a modified form has to be, and 
is, continued with pupils recruited at the age of 13 or 14. 
About half the school time is allotted to general subjects, 
while some of the practical subjects such as Art and Needlework 
usually form part of any girl's general education. Therefore, 
the opinion, formerly held by many parents, that these schools 
provide a training merely for domestic service is contrary to 
fact. Whatever in the past may have been the courses of 
work, the present courses offer a wide range of subjects, 
including some general science in its application to the many 
factors which make up the daily routine in a modern house. 

A brief consideration of the matters involved in the intelli
gent management of a household ;shows how wide these 
courses may be. Personal health 'and hygiene, including 
First Aid, cooking, sewing, cleaning, laundry-work, ventilation, 
sanitation, heating, lighting, water supply, the furnishing and 
decoration of rooms, and the use of various appliances, 
together require a wide range of knowledge in which simple 
mathematics, elementary general science and art are obviously 
essential. Furthermore, a background "of history and litera
ture and a considerable vocabulary are essential to enable the 
pupil to make full use of 'the many books, magazines and 
pamphlets published specially in the interests Qf the home ... 
Outside the home women are intimately concerned with anum
ber of social services, and they :i{e no less concerned than men to • 
give thought to general matters which may affect the country 
as a whole and their own localitY in particular. To be of any 
value such thought requires an even wider knowledge in the . 
English subjects, and a considerable degree "of general educa
tion. In these schools, therefore, the vocational trend 
directly affects a wide range "of subjects with a consequent 
stimulation of the pupil's interest. Moreover, as the course 
tends. to rellect the environment of the pupils they more 
easily understand the knowledge which underlies what is 
already familiar. 

A home training course thus liberally interpreted creates 
for the pupil a wide field of opportunity. While it is an 
excellent training for home duties or domestic service it 
provides a good foundation to the further and more specialised 
training required for welfare workers, women supervisors in 
hotels, hoarding houses, large stores and the catering trades. 
It is also useful as a preliminary training for girls proposing 
either to become cbildren's nurses or to enter the nursing 
professfdi. 
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The place and significance of quasi-vocational subjects in the 
curriculum for pupils under the age of 16 

18. These facts all emphasise the view that with pupils 
admitted at the age of 13 or 14 the general education must be 
continued even though the future career of the pupils is 
supposed to have been decided. This is not only true as a 
broad principle, but it is fundamental to the effective teaching 
of the vocational subjects. On the other hand, the evidence 
is clear that the whole education of certain pupils is beneficially 
affected by a limited and carefully considered introduction 
of such subjects at this age. At the same time we are of 
opinion that when and wherever this work is begun there 
should be adequate equipment, suitably qualified teachers, 

. and a sufficient allowance of time, in order that a useful 
standard of attainment may be reached. We think it highly 
important, therefore, that where economically possible there 
should be somewhat greater provision of equipment and 
qualified teachers than at present exists for the teaching of 
Comn1ercial Subjects and Domestic Science alike in Grammar 
Schools and Modern Schools and also in special schools 
admitting pupils at a later age than 11+. 

Trade Schools 
19. Trade Schools are few in number and almost with

out exception are established only in London. The pupils 
prepare definitely for specific trades and both parents 
ani:! pupils understand that this is the case and that the 
specific trade for which this preliminary training is being 
given is the occupation which the pupils propose to adopt. 
Their future prospects appear to be safeguarded by the 
number of admissions being regulated according to the 
probable demands of the individual trade or occupation. 
We desire, therefore, to reaffirm the view which we expressed 
in our Report on The Educati011 of the Adolescenl (1926) 
that these schools " within their own province are doing 
most valuable work and should be developed as far as is 
possible in accordance with the needs and requirements 
of certain local industries." We are also convinced that 
admission to these schools should not be obtained at an 
earlier age than 13+ and we would prefer 14+. We think 
that in areas where there is a steady demand for the entry of 
young people to permanent employment in established trades, 
schools of this type are justified. 

We are acutely conscious of the fact that the tendencies 
of manufacturing processes to quick and radical changes 
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seem to indicate that the educational training in Trade 
Schools must be such as to develop versatility. We are 
satisfied, however, that this need is fully rerognised by those 
in control of the schools. 

TraiiSfer of pupils 

20. There are two further points to which we wish to draw 
attention. We have no donbt that certain pupils who have 
been educated in Grammar Schools np to the School Certificate 
standaro may do best, for vocational reasons, to transfer 
about the age of 16 to full-time courses at Technical Colleges. 
It is important, however, to recognise that courses for such 
pupils would have to be carefully designed and well taught. 
Courses extendiug over two years should be available and in 
certain cases (e.g., courses for prospective nurses) even louger 
courses may be desirable. We deprecate, however, in general 
transfer at an earlier age from a grammar school course to a 
Junior Commercial School or a Home Training School; 
since we believe that, if a pupil is pz:ofiting substantially 
from a Grammar School, loss and not gain will ultimately 
result from narrowing and SP-ecialising his or her education at 
an earlier point to the extent which would be involved. 
When, however, the pupils are not profiting from a grammar . 
school course, a marked improvement in their general and 
intellectual development may re;ult by transferring them to 
just such realistic and vocational courses as are provided in 
'Junior Technical Schools '(1), which we have already suggested 
should in future be desciibed as Technical Schools. · 

].,00, Arl Deparlmettls 

21. There remains the question of Junior Art Departments. 
Much of our evidence as to these was tinged by satisfaction 
with the present and optimism for the future. . Yet there was 
throughout an insistent note that these departments should 
be established not simply because facilities exist for them, 
but only when they are judged to be the best means of 
securing the future careers of the pupils, in areas with specific 
local industries in which design plays an important part or in 
which artistic ability is an important asset. Before, tllerefore, 
a kx:al educalioll al4llwrily decides lo ad4 lo ils A.rl Scltool 11 

Jtmi<w A.rl D~. it slwul4 11. satisfied tllalllte tUUSSIJI'Y 
variety of teaehi"f: pm.er itt A.rl subjeds catt 11. f014111l Offly itt Ute 

(') See p. 338 11114 p. 2'13. 
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Arl School, and that the future occupations of the pupils are of 
such a character that speciftc art teaching cannot be deferred until 
the age of 15 or 16. 

We do not believe that these specialised departments afford 
the best means of giving a general artistic training to boys and 
girls. Attendance at a Grammar (Secondary) School with 
a sympathetic leaning towards art teaching, followed by full
time attendance at an Art School, for which the scholarship 
schemes of most local authorities provide the means, is a far 
more suitable alternative for pupils who require a general 
rather than a specific training in art. 

A Junior Art Department, in our judgment, ought to be 
regarded as a junior department in an Art School rather than 
as a school in i tseli. These departments are included by the 
Board of Education in the category of Art Schools : they are 
not included in the general list of Junior Technical Schools, 
among which are to be found all those schools whose special 
purpose it is to teach a definite trade or occupation. In so far, 
however, as they correspond to any other kind of school, they 
correspond most closely to 'Trade ' schools for those trades for 
which artistic ability is of primary importance. Only a small 
amouht of time is, as a rule, given to general school subjects 
(including Physical Education) ; rarely more than half the 
total time in the first year, which may be reduced as the course 
progresses to as little as a quarter of the total time in the 
third year. This makes us the more anxious that, even 
where specific art training is heid to be necessary for the 
children, the local authority should clearly ascertain to what an 
extent this training may be provided, in the preliminary stage, 
under conditions in which the children may have the benefit 
of a wider general education, and of participation in the 
corporate activities of an ordinary Grammar School; espe
cially if such a school is enabled to use the teaching power and 
the equipment for crafts and artistic processes of a neigh
bouring Art SchooL 

The small size of Junior Art Departments proves in many 
cases to be a serious disability, since with so limited numbers 
it is very difficult for a healthy corporate life to be developed. 
We ha,·e heard of one case in which it has been found possible 
to combine with another school for games and other purposes. 
This at least is a hopeful practice ; for the aloofness from 
ordinary worldly affairs, which is so often characteristic of 
those who follow artistic careers, is aggravated if they are 
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debarred during adolescence from mixing freely with their 
contemporaries in corporate school activities. 

Our witnesses expressed the view that the age of 13 was, 
as a rule, the earliest age at which it was possible to determine 
whether a boy or girl could with any advantage receive the 
type of education provided by a Junior Art Department. 
With this view we fully agree; special aptitudes cannot 
readily be discerned at an earlier age. We would indeed 
desire a later age of admission wherever this is practicable ; 
and we think that it might often be made practicable by 
agreement with those industries in whose interests the Junior 
Art Department is established. The Head of the Art School 
(who will also be Head of this Department) is in close contact 
with the future employers of the pupils. In return for the 
special advantages which the department may be held to 
confer, and in amelioration of the disabilities which, apart 
from their specific art training, the pupils may suffer, employers 
might well be disposed to agree to a later leaving-age, which 
would render possible a later age of entry. They might also 
be induced to provide opportunities for the pupils after they 
leave school to supplement their Evening Classes in the Art 
School proper by a substantial amount of instruction during 
the day time until the age of 18. 

Junior Art Departments, ~hich now number about 40 
throughout England and Wales,.have sprung up in the past 20 
years ; though some of them are of recent growth, the majori~y 
have existed long enough for some general conclusions to be 
drawn. We would like the line of thought that we have 
followed to be closely examiRed. In particular, we would 
desire that the question of go:neral education should come 
under examination, as regards both the balance of appropriate 
subjects and their efficiency, and the number of teaching 
periods which are given to them in the successive stages of 
the course. If such an investigation is held by the Board of 
Education, it will doubtless embrace also such questions as 
the local circumstances which best justify the establishment 
of a Junior Art Department, how the disability arising from 
the size of this department may best be remedied, and what 
should be the appropriate age of admission. 

22. We consider that all the schools which are discussed 
in Part II of this chapter and such Junior Technical Schools 
as are not converted into Technical High Schools, should 
remain under the Regulations for Further Education. 
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1. We have discussed at some length in the Introduction to 
this Report the interesting and attractive proposal for a 
multilateral type of secondary school. We recognised the 
many benefits that would accrue when children after the 
age of 1 I were being educated together in the same set of 
buildings : how in such a school the transfer of pupils at 
various ages to courses of teaching most suitable for their 
abilities and interests would be facilitated, and how great 
an advantage there might be in the close association of 
children differing in background and objective. With some 
reluctance we hav• come to the conclusion that we could not 
advocate the adoption of multilateralism as a general policy. 
Among the reasons which led us to this decision were the 
necessarily large size of multilateral schools in general ; the 
relatively small number of children who would be available 
for the Sixth Form; and the possibility that in this country 
we might find, as has occurred elsewhere(l), that the prestige 
of the academic ' side ' would prejudice the free development 
of the Modem School form of secondary education. To these 
we might add one further reason, important to the adminis
trator, that the general adoption of the multilateral idea 
would be too subversive a change to be made in a long 
established system, especially in view of the extent to which 
this system has been expanded in recent years by the building 
of new Grammar Schools and Technical Schools, and also in 

( 1) Dr. I. L. Kandel, Professor of Education, Columbia Univetsity, 
stated in his evidence : " The problem is not simplified even in such a 
country as the United States, where the single or comprehensive high 
ochool, organised end-on with the elementary school, has attempted 
to meet the needs of all the adolescent population and to provide 
curricula and courses suited to the capacities of each individual pupil. 

. • . • It is beginning at last to be admitted that the single 
school may cater to the average but it does justice neither to the bright 
DOl' to the dull pupils. that the attempt to provide general cultural 
and vocational cour9eS side by side in tho same institution tends to 
militate ogainst the success of both . . . • Although opportu
nities for academic, semi-academic and vocatioaal training are provided. 
tho academic courses seem to be preferred by the majority of parents 
and pupi.ls. despite tho fact that manual occupations enjoy a higher 
status than iu less democratic countries." 

This swing towards tho more academic • side • had been penonally 
observed, too, in American ochools and elsewhere by several mom~ 
of our Committee. 

(410001 
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view of the success with which the ancient framework of the 
system has, on the whole, borne the strains and stresses to 
which it has been subjected by the growth nf the new type of 
Modern School. · 

We do not wish to deprecate experiments in multilateral 
~chools, especially in areas where the lasMnentioned difficulties 
do not arise, as in areas of new population. We hope, too, 
that the various i:ifficulties may be surmounted in sparsely. 
populated rural areas where a Grammar School and a Modern 
School may be formed into a multilateral school.(1) The advan
tages of a multilateral school might, in these cases, be held to 
outweigh its disadvantages, or the disadvantages might be 
ameliorated through the personality t>f a Head Master con
scious of the pit-falls which, expericmce has shown, have 
most to be avoided. 

2. Since we are making no recommendation for the general 
adoption of the multilateral school, we are not immediately 
concerned with its special problems. But, throughout our 
discussion, our assumption has been tha,t each type of secon
daiy school will have its own place in the national system, 
and that each will have its ~pecial educational task clearly in 
view. The mo~e we tune up a school to play its individual 
part, the more important it becomes that the child should. 
go to the right kind of school .. and that in the great body of 
schools maintained or aided by the Board of Education and 
the local authorities, educational considerations alone shouid 
determine the parent's choice, just as if the different schools 
were alternative sides of 'the same school. The multilateral · 
idea, though it may not be expreSsed by means of the multilateral 
school, should permeate the system of secondary education as we 
conceive it. The problems which remain, even after the 
multilateral solution has been rejected, are similar in kind, 
and have at least an equal effect upon all phases of educational 
administration. · 

• 

'' A froward retention of custom ", wrote Francis Bacon, 
" is as turbulent a thing as an innovation " ; but he added, 
" it were good that men, in their innovations, would follow the 
example of Time itself; which indeed innovateth greatly 
but quietly." . WhenJ in our Report on The Education of the 

(1) It is important to ·.;,phasise that we have in view not merely 
• ·modem ' or • science·' sides. What we have in mind is a combination 
of a GramxnlU'. Scllool and a Modern (Senior) School in a single school. 
We assume that &II or practically &II Grammar Schoob will have 
' modern • or • science • aides. 
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Adolescent (1926), we proposed that the terms' primary' and 
' secondary ' should be generally used to describe the first and 
second stages of education, and urged that education in Modem 
Schools, while difiering in kind, should not be inferior in its 
promise or quality to the older type of secondary teaching, 
we anticipated that the complete realisation of our proposals 
would ultimately involve some innovations in educational 
administration. , The implication of the multilateral idea, that 
so far as possible there should be equality of status among 
all schools in the secondary stage, and that the difierences 
between them should be dependent ouly upon the educational 
work which they were called upon to'tlo, was accepted in our 
former Report. Time has quietly prepared us for the more 
general acceptance of this conception of parity of schools, 
through a truer understanding of the relations which secon
dary schools should bear to one another in a national system 
of education. But the changes in the framework of educa
tional administration have not advanced pari passu with the 
development of educational thought, and the administrative 
system is still marked in some respects by " a froward 
retention of custom ". 
For~ compleu realisation of our recommendations regarding 

ct4rricula and ' the inU..elation of schools ', parity of schools in 
~ secondary stage of education is essential. This principle 
was implicit in our Report on The Education of the Adolescent, 
and. we desire to assert 01., sense of ils importance. The barriers 
between difierent types of secondary school which we seek to 
remove are the legacies of an age which had a difierent edu
cational and social outlook from our own. Differences in the 
codes of regulations under which the schools are administered, 
in the conditions as regards both entrance tests and school 
fees under w;,.ich the children are admitted, in the conditions 
of teaching service, in the amenities of school buildings, in the 
size of classes and in the minimum school leaving-age, have 
given to certain schools a prestige which secures their preference 
on other than educational grounds. If schools of difierent 
types are to be made equally acceptable to parents, and 
opportunities of entering the type of school which can best 
develop their particular abilities are to be made equally 
available to the children, equality in the above-mentioned 
respects is a fundamental requirement. ThrONf:houl lhis 
c/uJpw •• lll4k<l • .. ,....w of C6fiCreU r~ • .tlh 11 

vi~~~~ to msurilfllh<ll pllrily ~ llll types of secoflll<uy $Cioool 
fiiii.)'H~ 

(&I IIIII L•l 
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3. ln our treatment of Administrative Problems, we begin with 
a minor proposal, that of the • Small Grammar Schools whicli 
incorporate Modern (Senior) Schools ', not in order of impor
tance, but because it presents, as it were, a microcosm of 
larger problems ; and because it connects naturally with 
proposals contained in our former Report, and may, therefore, 
have an influence upon schemes of school reorganisation now 
in process of completion by the local autl\orities. In the 
sections that follow, we consider these larger problems in 
their more general bearings, and other issues of equal impor
tance which are involved in the conception of parity of 
schools in the seconda.!1> stage of education. First we take 
the fundamental problem of • Establishments of Teaching 
Posts '. This is followed by a sectiod on • School Buildings '. 
The question of ' School Fees ', the advance in ' The School 
Leaving-Age • and the necessity of a Single Code for all forms 
of secondary education come next. A mention of • Autono
mous Areas • is necessitated by our recommendation as to a 
Secondary Code, and by the general consideration of the inter
relation of schools. The first part of the chapter closes with 
' The Amount of Provision of Education of the Grammar 
School and Technical High School Types •. The remaining 
issues are the ' 100 Per Cent. Special Place System ', includiug 
a note on the ' Inspection of Private Schools ' ; and ' The' 
Special Place Examination '. · We reach the fringe· of our 
reference with the consideration of • Post-Certificate Work'. 
We approach this subject from the administrative standpoint 
only, and for the special purpose of uamining its bearing_ 
upon • the interrelation of ·schools •. We conclude with a 
section on ' Transfer of PupilS •. 

PART I.-SMALL GRAMMAR SCHOOLS WHICH 
INCORPORATE MODERN (SENIOR) SCHOOLS 

· 4. The pruuisUm of varied types of seconliuy edf~Catiott may 1¥ 
assisted irs some 111'et.JS, parlicularly inllwse of sparse populalion, 
by the combination of a wammar School fllilh 11 Modem School 
in one sel of buildings. The County Councils Association, 
speaking of the difficulties of single-Form entry schools in 
scattered areas, suggested that they should be enlarged 
" by combining in one,institution more than one of the existing 
types of post-primary school". Other witnesses saw the 
necessity for a multi-bias school " in certain circumstances 
in some rnral areas ". In general, this would be ·effected by 
the incorporation of a Modern School with an already existing 
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~rammar School. Where this is possible, there are obvious 
advantages. In staffing, and in the provision of special 
teaching-rooms, the small Grammar School is often a rela
tively expensive unit in the educational system. The distri
bution of specialist teachers in both parts of the school would 
tend at once to economy and to an increased efficiency. The 
common use of playing-fields, assembly hall, dining room, 
gymnasium, library, clinic, craft rooms, science rooms, and 
staff rooms would relieve the Authority of the necessity to 
provide twice over some of these costly appurtenances of 
school buildings of modem design. School transport, too, 
where this is mainly provided by means of motor vehicles, 
would be simplified, and reduced in cost. 

In the Modem School, courses of teaching suitable for 
pupils up to the age of 15 would be more easily planned, 
since this part of the school would share equally the benefits 
of the wider range of teaching power and the fuller provision 
of buildings and equipment which we have mentioned. 
Nowadays, although there is a marked difference in the 
assessment of school places, there is little material difference 
in the building requirements for a Grammar School and a 
Modem School : such a combined school as we suggest would 
help to remove the difficulties in the way of fully satisfying 
these requirements in sparsely populated rural areas. 

We recognise at the outset that the suggestion we make 
woUld necessitate a modification of the Code of Regulations for 
public elementary schools. We deal later in their more 
general aspects with the important issues arising from the 
existence of different Codes of Regulations for the secondary 
stage of education, and recommend the introduction of a 
single Code ; but we think that this particular difficulty 
can be surmounted even pending the adoption of such a Code. 
An Establishment of Teachers such as is described below 
would, however, be essential for our purpose; and the pro
visions made would have to be such as to render it possible 
for a teacher to teach, if necessary, on either side of the school. 
We tloi"k il emiMfllly cksirabU lhaJ as liltk differmtia#on 
bthrl- 1M hro parts of lh• school should mst ;,. 1M II# of 
leaching pot#er as ;,. 1M orgamsatiOJJ of g,.,...,al school actioilies. 
IV • do lfol Usi,. 11 combi"atioft of s.parau sckools "filler OM 

roof. We accordingly invite close attention to the later 
section of this chapter which treats of the important matter 
of' Teaching Establishments'.(') 

(') See pp. 297-301. 
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5. The normal age of admission would be 11 + as at present, 
with special provision for an earlier admission at the age of 
10+ for cbildren of exceptional promise or ability. The 
common entrance examination taken by the secondary school 
age-group in the public elementary schools would afford, as 
at present, the main criterio_n for the initial classification of 
the pupils. up to the age of 13, the school woultl be organised 
on a CMmiUl1l basis. It would not be necessary, during this 
period, to introduce greater differences in the curriculum of 
parallel Forms than already exist in many Modern Schools, 
where a proportion of the pupils follow the more academic 
course of study which includes a foreign language. At the age 
of 13, bifurcation would become necessary and pupils would be 
allotted to the grammar school side, if their parents so wish, 
and if their place in the common entrance examination, or 
their subsequent progress, or both, justify this course. We 
mention these two criteria, because the advantage of deferring 
transfer till the age of 13 is that it often enables a juster 
estimate to be formed of the capacity of a cbild to benefit 
by a grammar school education than did the examination at 
the age of 11+. Nor do we consider that the age of 13 is 
necessarily the latest age at which, in some cases, such a 
transfer may profitably be niade. In this respect, the schooL 
would enjoy all the advantages that are claimed j.or the 
multilateral school. · 

It is clear that education in such a school as we sugg~t 
would be free until bifurcation takes place. So long ·as 
education under the RegUlations for Secondary SchoolS is not· 
free, admission to the grammar school side would be subject to 
the conditions of the 100 per cent. special place system, and 
the parents' ability to pay either whole or partial fees would 
then be assessed. There is precedent in Scotland for schools in 
which fees are charged for some but not all of the classes. The 
school would be able to admit also at the age of 11 + cbildren 
from other than public elementary schools. If the parents 
wish that such cbildren shall continue their education at a 
later age on the grammar school side, and if the cbildren are 
considered .suitably qualified to do so, school Jees will then 
become chargeable. Whether a system in which fees are 
charged for one form of education and not for another can be 
regarded as permanently satisfactory is a different matter, 
and one to which Jwe retum later. 

6. Where th~ Modern Schqol is non-selective, in order that 
this part of the school may not unduly preponderate, the area 
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from which the general transfer of children at the age of 11 + 
is made will have to be more restricted than the original 
grammar school area. We consider it important that the 
grammar school side shall not be submerged, as it may well 
be if the grammar school element (from the age of 13 onwards) 
forms less than about 25 per cent. of the whole school. Thus, 
even after allowance has been made for the different length of 
the courses, for the existence of a Sixth Form, and for the 
transfer of pupils not originally intended for a grammar school 
education, it will be found that the admission of pupils whose 
parents express at the outset their intention of giving them a 
grammar school education should be at least one-third of the 
total number of annual admissions. This is a factor which 
Authorities would have to take into account before completing 
their schemes of reorganisation. Pupils from the wider area, 
whose parents desire them to receive a grammar school 
education, would, if suitably qualified, be admitted to the 
school at the age of 11 +· Alternatively, they might be 
admitted to the grammar school side at the age of, say, 
13 from a Modem School serving the outer fringes of the area. 

We belUtie tilat the organisation of a combined school wiU prove 
to be moro efficiB11t in actual operation, if tile modern scilool side 
is of a selective cilaracter. Where, therefore, a selective 
Modem School is considered to be a desirable unit in the 
Authority's general scheme, and where provision can con
veiriently be made in a non-selective Modem School for the 
remainder of the children, it will be better if the combined 
school is not multilateral in the generally accepted sense of 
accommodating, during the secondary stage, all the children 
over 11 years of age. 

The nar;rower range of ability and attainment which will 
be found in a selective Modern School will simplify the prob
lems which arise in converting a small Grammar School for 
the dual purpose that we have in view. Moreover, the 
complications which may occur in the admission of pupils to 
the grammar school side from a wider area than· that of the 
other side will disappear. W • ll~erefor• UJelcomtJ the possibility 
of • combined school 'llihicll incorporates • selective. M adem 
School, dnming its f>t4Pils from "" area similar to that of the 
G'""'""" School fwot-. 

PART 11.-ESTABLISHMENTS OF TEACHING POSTS 
7. I" the .pi..W.. of SOIIU of ow wihsessiS, and i" ow judgllletd, 

a ff«dSS<lry skp W..ards pi4cing Modern Schools oil the S4IIU 
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plam 4s wamnuw Sclwols is tAe reorienlati01J of tAe priHCiples 
tm which the natitmal salary scales for teacheJ's are founded. At 
present ·these two fonns of secondary education are sharply 
divided by the fact that the basis of the teacher's remuneration 
is the type of school in which he serves. So complete a 
differentiation cannot be maintained indefinitely, if the salaries 
of teachers are to be in any way consistent with parity of 
schools in the secondary stage. 

A consideration of at least equal weight is the attitude 
of the teacher towards service in a particular type of school. 
In Modem Schools, no less than in Grammar Schools, there 
Is scope for variety of experience, of background, and of 
academic achievement among the teaching staff. As things 
are, however, there can be no doubt that the greatly superior 
prospects which are offered by the Grammar Schools must 
cause some teachers to accept service in a Modem School, 
even if it be a selective Central School, as a pis aller ; to them 
the Modem School does not offer a career. If, on the other 
hand, there existed for each type of school an establishment of 
teachers, with posts in the Modern School, though fewer in 
number, equal in their rewards to similar posts in the Grammar 
School, the young teacher's choice of school would cease to be 
so invidious. There would no longer be the same feeling of 
limitation ; he would realise that not ouly were there poSitions 
in his own school to which he inight aspire, but that a ~ 
interchange of teachers between both types of secondary 
school had been made possible. 

We have already seen how the whole question of Teaching 
Establishments is involved in the proposal to add a modern 
school side to small Grammar Schools, as one of the means of 
providing in rural areas suitable forms of secondary education 
for all children over 11 years of age ; and how effective 
organisation in such a combined school would be impracticable 
if the service of individual teachers were confined to a par
ticular side of the school. This disability can be removed 
only by the general adoption of an ' establishment ' system 
for Gra.J_IUDM an<!. Moqern Schools alike. 

• 8. Such a reconsid8rAAtm of tAe basic principle of the leacilers' 
salary scales •as '1/Je are ""'"' eot~kmplatit<g involves fi:ring 
establishments of leaching posts, so that tAe salary of the teacher 
ilriU 110 longer depmll direcflji·vptm the type of school in '!JJhicll 
he happens lobe """'king. Lord Eustace Percy; in his evidence, 
favoured 'the adoption of this principle, although •he realise4 
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that it would involve a " reconstruction and consolidation 
of the Burnham scales as a whole ". There would still be two 
scales of salary for teachers in C,ammar and Modern Schools, 
but these would no longer be ' elementary ' and ' secondary ' ; a 
proportion of posts on the higher scale would be allocated to each 
type of school. This higher scale we conceive as corresponding 
generally to the existing Burnham graduate scale for" Teachers 
in Secondary Schools " (with an additional reservation as at 
present for posts of special responsibility) ; the lower scale as 
corresponding generally to the existing ' elementary ' scale for 
Certificated Teachers, and to the non-graduate 'secondary' 
scale which is very similar. In Grammar Schools and Modem 
Schools alike there would be posts on both scales, but in the 
Grammar Schools the proportion of posts on the higher scale 
would be larger owing to the preponderance of more advanced 
work. 

In Grammar Schools the teacher would be appointed to 
the particular post vacant under the establishment, but if 
appointed on the lower scale, and if a graduate or holding 
an equivalent qualification, he should have the opportunity 
of promotion on the recommendation of the Head to a 
post on the higher scale in the same school when one becomes 
vacant. 

In the Modem Schools there would similarly be a fixed, 
thOugh smaller, proportion of posts on the higher scale, open 
to trained teachers who have graduated, or who hold qualifi
cations which are deemed equivalent to those of graduates. 
In Modem Schools a general distinction could be drawn 
between those of the selective and those of the non-selective 
type, the proportion of posts on the higher scale being 
larger in the former than in the latter for the same reasons 
as determine the higher proportion of such posts in Grammar 
Schools. 

As between Grammar Schools so simple a distinction could 
not be drawn. We contemplate that the principles underlying 
the salary scales and the salary to be attached to each grade 
would be determined by the Burnham Committees, but that 
the establishment for each Grammar School would be approved 
by the Board of Education. 

' 9. It will be remarked that we have not suggested a break 
with the tradition of requiring specific training in the art of 
teachit.g for posts in a Modem School. On the other hand, 
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we have not suggested that such a requirement should be made 
universal in Grammar Schools. While we would not be held to 
depreciate the ·importance of specific training, we recognise 
that teachers who are required to ~o specially advanced work 
in Grammar Schools may often spend their fourth univeiSity 
year more profitably in increasing their mastery of their 
special subjects, than in following a course in the University 
Training· Department.(') This is an important consideration 
in determining the extent to which technical training should 
be required for teaching in a Grammar School ; and, although 
we express no definite opinion on the desirability of change, 
we cannot but feel that in some Modem Schools also some 
relaxation of the present ' Code ' requirements as to the 
necessity for specific training for teaching may be found 
desirable in exceptional cases(1), in order to secure other 
specialist training or ~ven practical experience. 

Under the eXisting national salary scales, the salaries of 
Head Teachers in Modern Schools (whether selective or non
selective) are ordinarily related by a system of promotion in
crements to the salaries of Assistan,t Teachers.(") This practice 
might be preserved, provided that the salaries of Head Teachers 
are related by the addition of promotion increments to the, 
higher grade scale for Assistant Teachers. Nor does there 
appear to be, as a result of ol!r proposals, any necesSity for · 
change in the existing practice whereby appropriate rates for 
the payment of the Heads of Grammar Schools are formulated 
oil the basis of Ininimumsalaries recommended by the Burnham. 
Committee. · 

We recognise that such a "Change of policy as we have 
foreshadowed might have to be introduced gradually, as has 
happened before, during the period in which any necessary 
alterations in the structure of the salary scales are taking 
effect, and that all existing interests would have to be safe
guarded. Further, we recognise the special experienu and 
junction of the Bumham Committees in rogard to salaries ; and 
we recommend that the proposals we have made should be submitted 
for thet'r consideration. ,, ~ J• · 

('} Wo consider that in such exceptional Caso9 candidates training 
"'\teachers should bo allowed to spend their fourth year in this way. 

.
X l) ~Code of Rogu. lations for Public Elementary. Schools, 1926, 

Schedul I, para. (!}(•}, ·•· . , . . , 
/ (ll Th ~ .,exceptions to this rule. jus.t as under the e.."Usting 
pr&Ctic& there· are exceptional payments to enhante the' salaries of 
principal ..Assistant Teachers in Modern Schools. · 

". 
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We would make it clear that throughout these proposals 
we have been exclusively concerned with the Grammar School 
proper, and not with preparatory classes or departments. It 
has been further assumd that Teachers in Technical High Schools 
wiU receive equality of treatment with those in Grammar Schools. 

PART III.-SCHOOL BUILDINGS 
10. We have already stated,in discussing the possible addition 

of a modern school side to small Grammar Schools, that 
nowadays there is little material difference in the building 
requirements for a Grammar School and a Modern School. 
Apart from the fuller provision in Grammar Schools for 
certain branches of the curriculum, and the addition of 
smaller classrooms for Sixth Form use, the teaching rooms in 
both types of school are similar in size and construction. 
Such difference as there is lies not in the kind of premises 
provided but in the dissimilar methods of assessing their 
accommodation. The number of pupils that at present 
normhlly occupies a classroom is assessed at 30 in a Grammar 
School and 40 in a Modern School, with the result that, size 
for size, the Grammar School has four classrooms to each 
three in the Modern School. Since, however, each pupil in 
the former is allowed 16 square feet of floor space as against 
12 square feet in the latter, the size of room is the same. 

It will be obvious that the nature of the curriculum and 
th.e more advanced work undertaken in the Grammar 
School necessitate a more generous provision of laboratories 
and of special rooms and equipment for such subjects 
as History, Geography, and Art. In the Modern School, 
for example, only one room accommodating a whole 
Form might be needed for General Science. On the 
other hand, the Grammar School which is carrying its 
pupils if only to the standard of the School Certificate will need 
at least separate laboratories for Chemistry and Physics, and 
a room specially equipped for the teaching of Biology. 
Again, in the upper range of the grammar school course, and 
in the Sixth Form especially, Forms will perforce be small 
in order that the pupils may receive the needful amount of 
individual attention. But, while we recognise the necessary 
differences in premises consequent upon differences in 
curriculum, we feel that parity of schools iR 1M serondary stage 
calls for " more cmosistent assesstnml of IMir requirements in 
btUIJin,as. We cannot accept a basis of assessment which 
assumes that a modem school pupil requires in the classroom 
a quarter less breathing space than his contemporary in the 
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Grammar 'School; and we recammend that the maximum size 
of classes slwuld be the same in both types of sc/wol.(') 

In other respects, Modem Schools are being ' levelled up ' : 
amenities which Grammar Schools have long possessed, such 
as gymnasiums, laboratories and playing-fields, are now 
requisite in the planning of Modem Schools, though it should 
be remembered that a more generous provision of playing
fields (and therefore larger sites) is still required in the planillng · 
of Grammar Schools. 

11. Owing to the difference in assessment and to the other 
causes we have mentioned, the present cost per place of 
grammar school buildings remains roughly one-third more than 
the cost per place in Modem Schools. We would welcome any 
economies that can be effected by modification of the regulations, 
without sacrifice of efficiency, in regard to the adaptation of existing 
Grammar Schools. The heavy expenditure at present required 
may act as a deterrent in those areas in which the provision 
of grammar school places is as yet insufficient, and may delay 
unnecessarily the addition to the older schools of the facilities 
for practical, cultural, and social education afforded by such 
rooms as gymnasiums, handicraft and housecraft rooms (1), 
music rooms, libraries and dining halls. 

The importance of physical education in schools and else-, 
·where has recently been emp~asised in relation to ' qational . 
fitness '. We regard it as essential that the prooision made 
slwuld include adequate changing rooms for boys and girls, with 
shower baths and facilities for the airing and storage of gymnastic 
clothing. . • 

12. Elsewhere in this Report(") we have referred to the ex
perience gained in recent years, in the reorganisation of Modem 
Schools, of the value and importance of school meals, not only on 
grounds of health, but as a means of social training and as a 
feature of the communal life of the schooL The County 
Councils Association regarded the midday meal " as one of 
the most educative features in a rural secondary school ", 
and considered that there was a further benefit in that " the 

(1) Regulation S of the Regulations for Secondary Schools, 1935, 
runs " The number o1 pupils taught together at one time must not 
without the concrumm.ce of the Board exceed thirty. and must uever 
exceed thirty~five.'" 

(')The Standing Joint Committee of Industrial Women's Organi
sations suggested that, in view of the increased use of electric and 
other labour-saving devices in the homes, it waa desirable that the 
schools should be furnished with domestic apparatus, even though such 
apparatus were ill advance of that which would be likely to be found 
in all homea. ' · .... 

(') See pp. 118-9. and p, 202 
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pupils came under the influence of the school for an unbroken 
period of six to seven hours each day". We feel that in 
every school in which any substantial number of pupils stay 
at midday (and we conceive that most Grammar Schools 
can be so described) a hot meal at suitable cost should be 
available for them. The Board of Education in their Sugges
tions for the Planning of New Buildings for S~ary Schools, 
issued in 1931 and reprinted in 1937, state that "it is difficult 
to justify the allocation of a room to be used exclusively as a 
dining room ". We consid..- that in most schools a case can be 
made out for a dining hall, with its own kitchen and pantry 
attached. We can see, however, no reason why the dining hall, 
subject always to its primary purpose, should not be made use 
of for other school activities. In schools in which a con
sid..-able numb..- of pupils travel long distances to and from 
school and remain on the premises for the midday meal, St<itable 
common rooms also should be provided for both senior boys and 
senior_ girls. 

Provision for the use of visual and auditory aids in teaching 
has assumed a fresh importance owing to the recent 
development in the use of the cinematograph, epidiascope, 
gramophone, and wireless transmission. In new schools of 
both types, facilities for the darkening of rooms and suitable 
wiring for loud-speakers are now generally to be found. It 
appears desirable that further consideration should be given 
to· safety requirements for the use of films, more especially 
in classrooms. 

13. Finally, we desire to call attention to two matters of 
importance in the general planning of grammar school buildings, 
tast.J in design and planning for quiet. While functional 
considerations and economy must, of necessity, be kept 
prominently in the mind of the architect, he should not 
overlook the powerful influence in the aesthetic training of the 
pupils that is exerted by the design and decoration of the 
premises in which they work day by day. The absence of 
distracting noises, whether from outside or from other rooms 
in the school, is recognised as a vital requirement for con
centration upon school work. In this regard we invite 
attention to the Sections on Gnleral Planning, Decoration, and 
Acou.mcs in the Board of Education's Suggestions for the 
Planning of Buildings for Public Elemenlary Schools(1), as 

( 1) Boanl of Education: Educational Pamphlet No. 107. S-esliolu 
for 1M ~ of Bllildilfl•f"' Pwi>IU: ~ S<4oots (1936), oee 
pp. 81, and 90-92. 
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dealing more fully with these important questions than does 
the cotresponding publication on the planning of new buildings 
for Gl'aiJ!llllll" Schools.(') 

· (1) We add a footnote on Heating, Ventilati011, Lighting, and on one 
important item of School Equipment. 

During the last 15 years the heating and ventilation of schools has 
been studied by investigators of the New York State Commission on 
Ventilation, the .Industrial Health Research Board, and the Building 
Research Station. of the Department of Scientific and Indnstrial 
Research. More recently these have been followed hy more extensive 
investigations conducted by the National lllstitnte of Industrial 
Psychology, which embreca also .the natuml and artificial lighting and 
the design of eqnipment of schools. 

In one of these investigations it was found that children of 9 to 13 
were able to work best, as judged by the results of psychological tests, 
at the temperature of 53"F. (±2') and with a cooling power of 8·5 
(± ·5~nditions corresponding approximately to an eqnivalent 
temperature of 56°. The National Institute has also made a series of 
studies of the different types of heating installstions in classrooms from 
the physiological point of view. 

Similarly, the conditions produced by different types of window have 
been examined in relstion to the type of heating employed. As regards 
the natumllighting of schools, the lllstitute has found that improvements 
and economies can frequently he effected by the careful planning of 
window positions after the daylight factors .on the working surface 
have been evaluated. The artificial lighting of rooms used at night 
time has received considerable attention. and the Institute recommends 
an illumination of 8 to 10 foot candles on the working surface in class
rooms. It is important that the lighting over the whole of the desk 
area should he as uniform as possible. Lighting plans for classrooms. , 
of standard size have been worked out, but in laboratories and special 
subject rooms it is most important 'that the lighting should he 'planned 
with regard to the particular visual tasks involved. In many cases 
special lighting fittings and directional lighting fittings are nee y 
and for some tasks higher intensities of illumination are required. 

In considering equipm011t, tho Institute first turned its attention 
to the blackboard. It has bOon shown that children can copy on to · 
white paper ten per ce~t. more in the same amount of time from a. 
primrose-yellow board using dark blue chalk than they can from a 
standard blackboard. Experiments 011 adults and reaction time 
apparatus have shown still greater advantsges to be gained hy nsing 
light-coloured boards and dark chalk. , 

Referenoo in the above footnoi:s is made especially to the following 
publications :-

School Vl'ttlildti0t1, New York State Commission on Ventilation. 
1923 and 1931. , 

A Slwdy of Hltlli"'ff mod VmilatiOfl ;,. Sclwol8, by Vernon and 
Bedford, Report 53, Industrial Health, Research Board, 1930. 

Rodianl H•al: A conlribt<tiOfl lo U.. sludy of 1/oo looati"'(f of scllool 
btrildi"'(fs, by A. F. Dufton, lllstitute of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, .1931. 

TM •ff..U of Iliff.,..., condili.,.. of -~--· mod WfOiilatiofo 
.,. U.. ......W ovl/>14 atfd mmltJljatigru of scllool cMidrm, by A. H. 
Seymour. (Not yet publiShed in full; available in tho Ubrary of 
tho University of London.) 

• An Improved Blackboard ', by W. Douglas Seymonr, Brilisi 
]<fWifiiJl of Educatiolo41 P$YCI!ology, November, 1937. 

lmfWIIDi"'ff U.. BldcAbo•4. Report No. 7, National lllstitute of 
Industrial Psychology. ' · · 
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PART IV.-SCHOOL FEES 
14. In view of the recommendation we make in' a later 

section of this chapter('), as to the more general adoptibn of the 
' 100 per cent. Special Place' system, it is of some interest to 
note the point which has now been reached in the provision 
of Free Places in Grammar Schools, and to consider what the 
future may bring. Within the memory of people not much 
past middle age, the provision of free education in Grammar 
Schools was entirely confined to those school foundations 
having endowment funds administered under schemes which 
allowed a limited number of children to be admitted to the 
school without payment of fees. The opportunity of free 
education depended entirely upon legacies of the past, and 
happy was the lot of those children who happened to be born 
in places where such benefactions had been made. Under 
the Technical Instruction Act, 1889, limited public funds 
became available for higher education; and from this new 
sourc~ another tiny stream of free scholarships began to flow. 
By 1895, the number for the whole of England was nearly 
2,500 ; by 1900 this number had doubled ; in 1906, owing to 
the enlarged powers of the new local education authorities 
created by the Education Act, 1902, and owing also to the 
provision by the Board of Education that boys and girls 
preparing for the teaching profession should be educated in 
Grammar Schools, it had reached about 23,500. In the 
following year the system of Free Places took shape as a 
national policy. The Board's Regulations for 1907 provided 
for the offer of them to pupils entering from public elementary 
schools ; they were to be normally 25 per cent. of the total 
number of the pupils admitted to the school during the previous 
year.(•) Eleven years later, at the time of the passing of the 
Education 'Act of 1918, 30 per cent. of the children in grant• 
aided Grammar Schools in England, and 42 per cent. in Wales, 
were holding Free Places derived from the awards of education 
authorities and from local endowments. 

When it was enacted, by the Education Act of 1918, that 
the schemes of local authorities should make adequate pro
vision " in order to secure that children and young persons 
shall not be debarred from receiving the benefits of any form 
of education by which they are' capable of profiting through 

(') See pp. 325-31 
(') cf. The statement by Mr. McKenna, President of the Board of 

Educatioo in the House of Commoos oo IS IIIey. 1907 " The achools 
might have as many more Free Pia.- as they liked, and where the 
ochools ......., provided by the local educatioo authority he trusted they 
-uld all bo free" 174 Part. Debate. (IS IIIey, 1907) 1054. 
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inability to pay fees,"(') it inay well have been thought by 
those pet"SOits who estimate the probable effects of a legislative 
ena9tme11t by what appear to be its logical consequences, that 
~he limitation upon the number of Free Places would imme
diately cease. But the· complete fulfilment of this statutory 
requirement has depended upon more than one factor : the 
interpretation of the phrase ' capable of profiting ' ; the 
relation which the leugth of school life bears to the ' benefits ' 
of a grammar school education ; the reasonable capacity of an 
{\uthority to build schools. For the purposes of practical 
administration, the Board of Education in 1924 made awards 
of Free Places up to 40 per cent. permissive ; from this date 
until 1930 the normal percentage became in fact 40 per cent. ; 
in the meantime, the ban on other than public elementary 
school children had been removed, and Free Places had been 
made open to all children. In 1930, the percentage was 
increased normally to 50 per cent. ; but percentages in excess 
of this figure have been freely allowed. 

15. The volume of free education in Grammar Schools con
tinued to grow steadily until 1932. (8)' In the year ended 
31 March, 1932, out of 389,525 pupils in grant-aided Grammar 
Schools in England, and 42,536 in Wales, 180,357 or 46·3 per 
cent. in England, and 28,734 or 67·6 per cent. in Wales, held, 
Free Places. In England and Wales 79 schools were ~tirely 
free. As from 1 April, 1933, the'l3oard of'Education substituted 
for Free Places ' Special Places ', which, in case of financial 
need, carried total or partial exemption from fees.(8) The 
normal maximinn percentage was not altered, although in 
a number of cases the normal .maximum was exceeded for the 

(') Education Act, 1918: 5.4(4), ·re-eDacted in Education Act, 1921, 
5.14(4). 

(') The following table shows the number and percentage of pupils 
in grant-aided Grammar Schools for England and Wales together, and 
separately, who paid no fees from the years 1920 to 1932. 
' . E"fltmd on<! Wolu. E"flon<!. Wo/u. 
Y•., Olldetl Tolol. Poyi"f Tolol. Poyit1g Tolol. Pttyit~g 
81 MMcJJ. t10 f .. s. t1o f.... 110 f .... 
1920 .. .308,266 101,875 282,996 89,867 25,270 '11,508 

{82·9%) (81·8%) (45·5%) 
1923' 354,165 !36,890 323,929 120,480 30,236 16,410 

(38·7%) (37·2%) (54·3%) 
1926 360,503 143,242 328,074 124,291 82,429 18,951 

(39·7%) '" (87·9%) (58·4%) 
1929 386,993 169,254 351,112 147,582 35,881 21,672 

(43·8%) {42%) (60·4%) 
11132 432,061 209,091 889,525 IS0,357 42,536 28,784 

(48·4%) (46·3%) (67·6%) 
(') ~ of Education: Circula&' 1421, IS September, 1992 • 

• 
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first time, and where a percentage of Free Places in excess of 
50 per cent. had already been approved by the Board, a similar 
or higher percentage of Special Places was approved ; free 
schools became ' 100 per cent. special place ' schools. The 
effect of this was twofold. In the first place, the number of 
schools awarding 100 per cent. of Special Places became 
considerable: on 31 March, 1937, though the number of free 
schools had previously reached only 79 in England and Wales, 
the number of ' 100 per cent. schools ' was 209 in England 
(out of a total of 1,240) and 90 in Wales (out of a total of 153). 
The second effect was that (a) the percentage of pupils paying 
full fees in England was actually reduced under the special 
place system from 54 per cent. on 31 March, 1932, to 49 per 
cent. on 31 March, 1937; and in Wales from 32 per cent. to 
24 per cent. ; (b) the percentage of Free Places was also slightly 
reduced in England from 46 per cent. on 31 March, 1932, to 
44 per cent. on 31 March, 1937; and in Wales from 68 per cent. 
to 66 per cent. ; (c) an intermediate class who pay partial fees, 
amounting in 1937 to 7 per cent. in England and 10 per cent. 
in Wales appeared.(') The change brought about by the 
substitution of the special pJace system for the free place 
system cannot, therefore, as yet be regarded as phenomenal. 

( 1) The following table shows the number and percentage of pupils in 
grant-aided Grammar Schools in England and Wales together, and 
eeparately. who paid no fees or partial fees from 1932 to 1937 : the total 
number of pupils in the schools is also given. 

• E.,Ia..., • ..., wo~u. 
y...,.....u4 Told/. P•yi"l 110 Jus. 
31 Morclo. 
1932 •• 
1933 •• 
1934 .• 
1935 •• 
1936 •• 
1937 •• 

y, ... ,...,.., 
31 MonA. 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

432.061 209,091 (48·4%) 
441,883 216,400 (49·0%) 9,269 (2·1 %1 

15,152 (3·4%) 
21,593 (4·7%) 
27,684 (6·0%) 
34,288 (7·4%) 

448,421 216,255 (48·2%) 
456,763 215,759 (47·2%) 
463,906 215,591 (46·5%! 
466,245 214,694 (46·0% 

E"ll<m<l. 
Told/. Poyi'"l 

IIOj-. 

389,525 180,357 
(46·3%) 

398,165 186,252 7,847 
(46·8%) (2·0%) 

403,689 185,400 12,9-43 
(45·9'¥,) (3·2%) 

411,291 184,618 18,516 
(44 ·9••) (4 ·5•~) 

418,403 185,056 23,817 
(44·2"<.) (5·7%1 

420,6&3 184.720 29,576 
(43·9%1 (7·0%1 

Told/. 
Wlllu. 
Poyi., 

fOIJjtM.S. 

42,536 28,734 
(67·6%1 

43,718 S0,148 1,422 
(69·0%1 (3·3°~) 

44,732 SO,SS5 2,209 
(69·0%) (4·9%1 

45,492 31,141 3,077 
(66·5%1 (6·7%) 

45,503 SO,SSS 3,867 
. (67·1%1 (8·5"',1 

45,552 29.974 4.712 
(65·8%) (10·3%) 
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16. In 1936, a step was taken which,. as we have said, persons 

unacquainted with the gradual progress of administrative 
change might have thought likely to be taken nearly 2(} years 
earlier. In their Administrative Programme of Educational 
Development issued in January, 1936(>), the Board of Educa
tion announced their proposal " to remove all maximum limits 
on the number of Special Places which may be awarded 
annually", and to give to local authorities complete discretion 
in this respect. There was the suggestion that the Authorities, 
in order to compensate themselves in some measure for the 
loss of fee income, might be disposed to consider some increase 
in the standard fee, seeing that " income scales governing the 
total remission of fees. can be so framed as to ensure that no 
parent is called upon to pay more by way of fee than he can 
afford, whatever the standard rate of fee may be ". 

This question of a standard fee is an interesting. one. So 
long as the principle is accepted that fees shall be charged to 
parents who can afford to pay them, and in proportion to 
their ability to pay, it seems relevant to have regard to the 
ratio which the fee shall bear to the actual cost of education. 
Striking anomalies in this fee ratio are to be found even in 
different schools under the same local authority. The 
charging of abnormally low fees in certain schools is liable, also, 
to complicate relations with those neighbouring A uthoriti55 who· 
pay the difference between the lo111 fee and the total cost in the case 
of emigrant children (i.e., those· who pass over the border to 
attend school), and who, in their own schools, charge fees that 
are nearer to a reasonable :;tandard. There will be no cause to 
make the standard fee unreasonably low, when the 100 per 
cent. special place system becOmes obligatory, and all parents 
are subject to it,-paying either no fees at all, or that proportion 
which they can aff~d to pay. 

To what an extent, the Board of Education's action in 
removing permissively the percentage limit may increase the 
number of Free Places, is not yet calculable. In the meantime, 
we are recommending, on grounds to be stated later, that the 
obliga_tion to make all vacant·places Special Places shall be 
imposed upon all Grammar Sch/)p!s which are maintained or 
substantially aided by local autho~~ies. We confine ourselves 
to the prob.l.ble influence of our own, recommendation, which 
brings the local authorities nearer to :fU.Uii1ing the requirements 
of the Educatlo.n Act, 1918. Owiog t(, the effect which the 
admission of pupils more strictly on educational qualifications 

(') Board of Eih>.cation: Circular 1444, 6 };u>ua.ry, 1936. 
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will have upon the proportion of those exempted under the 
income scale, it is obvious that the 100 per cent. special place 
system will increase the percentage of Free Places in the schools. 
On a calculation of the steadily progressive results of the 
administrative changes of the past 30 years, it may well be 
that the increase will be at least as high as an additional 20 per 
cent. On the other hand, the 100 per cent. special place 
system reacts, as the free place scheme of 1907 in its unchecked 
development would not have done, against the introduction 
of a universal system of free secondary education. 

17. On the general question of free education, it may be of 
interest at this point to note (a) the inevitably downward 
trend in the ratio of school fees to total expenditure, owing 
to the growth in the number of Special Places, and increased 
costs ; (b) the considerable sum which is contributed by way 
of fees towards the cost of grammar school education. Twenty
live years ago, the amount paid in fees towards the upkeep of 
G~ar Schools was £1,100,245, and the amount contributed 
by the Exchequer and local rates, £1,304,218: a ratio of 
1 to 1 ·19.(1) In the financial year 1935-6, the amount of fees 
paid by parents or guardians was £3,212,187, and the amount 
of those paid by Foundations and other bodies, £73,186, a 
total of £3,285,373 ; the burden on the Exchequer and local 
rates was £9,328,054: a ratio of 1 to 2·84.(') 

The Departmental Committee on Scholarshi'j>S and Free 
Places,1920;recommended: "That the discol\.'o."muance of all fees 
in secondary schools should be reg:o~Oed as a prospective 
policy to be carried out as soon as tbe conditions of national 
finance allow." (1) 

We cannot ignore infiueqces which have been brought 
under our notice in the co,.tr'se of our evidence, and which 
might ultinlately lead to iliis further change. If parity of 
scJsods '" 1M seco11dary !jlage, so geroerally advocakd by our 
lfthoesses, aM regarded ld us as essential, S$ lo be established, 
payment of fees i11 01111 sq!-1 aM 110l '" a1101Mr becomes S1ICOIS
grvous. W 1 hold lhal fM umdiUoltS wllicA apply s11 M odeno 

(') Board of Education,\ Sllllisties. i~ Pwbli<: EdU<tlli"" i~ El\flaM 
""" W.olu. p, II, Fi.-.cW SIMisMs 1912-13. Cd. 8054. 

(1) The io.oome from ~ndowmeuts and Miscel.laneous receipts was 
.£-4~.937. making the total 'grammar school' income (i.e.. roocipts in 
respect of school maintenance) £13.043.364. Endowments and Mis· 
cellaneous roceipts re~t 3·3 per cent.: Foes 25·2 per cent.; 
Government Grants .,.u Local Rates 71·5 per cent. of total cost. 

(") R•p:•rl of 1M L'~ Co-i'W "" Sdt.U..sllips ..., Froo 
~ (19:!0) p. 49 •. 
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Schools should be extended to other types of secondary schooJ, 
and thal this should be secut'ed as sotm as th• national finances 
Yender it Possible. F M the intervening Pmod w• make pyoposals 
with Yegard to Special Places. 

PART V.-THE SCHOOL LEAVING-AGE 

18. The lengthening of school life seems in the past to have 
followed upon progressive adjustments that have been made 
in the national system of education to meet social, economic, 
and political needs. From the beginning of the century the 
longer school life in public elementary schools has been most 
marked in those areas in which the local authorities have been 
at pains to improve the provision made for the older children. 
As we observed in our Report on The Educatitm of the Adoles
cent (1926), the success of these efforts "has met its natural 
but welcome response in a heightened appreciation of the value 
of education, and in an increased willingness on the part of 
parents to make sacrifices .in order that their children may 
continue to receive it ". We had already noted an upward 
trend in the school leaving-age. Measured by the standard 
of the age-group ' 10 to 11 years ', in the year 1913-4 the 
number of children who continued their schooling after the 
age of 14 in the public elementary schools and special schoo~ 
"w~.7 per cent.; in 1919-20 it was 18·8 per cent.; in 1922-3 
it _; ~~J?:;x" cent. Although in this last year the lncrease 
had just beeri"t!tect~ by the obligation for ~he ch!ldren. t.o 
remain at school ilf>'til the end of the term m which theu" 
fourteenth birthday ~ it was not wholly attributable to. 
this cause. As we. said ~.our former Report, there had 
already been a marked increas'\z in the number and proportion 
of children remaining at sch '1 beyond the age at which 
attendance ceased to be ob >atory. Although progress 
towards the reorganisation of scho •ls, which we recommended 
in our Report, has been unequal, d in so~e. areas is still 
insignificant, the proportion of chil ren remammg at school 
beyond the age of 14, measured by th . standard_ of the' 10 to 
11 years' age-groups of 1931 and 1 ~32, was m 1935 28·4 
per cent., and in 1936 29·3 per cent. ese later percentages 
are affected by the expansion of the -ammar school system 
of education ; the admissions to G ar Schools from these 
age-groups account for a further IO· per cent. and 10·8 
per cent. respectively. 

These figures seem to provide some groun i for the contention 
that successive advances of the school lea · ~agehaveoccurred 
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as political events in response to a forward urge, which in its 
turn has been caused by a fuller provision of education for the 
older children, and by an increased appreciation on the part 
of parents of the value of a longer school life. 

We have yet to see how soon Industry will become impatient 
of the conditions of exemption contained in the Education 
Act of 1936, and how soon the operation of the Act, from this 
and other causes may result in a general leaving-age of 15. 
We have yet to see also whether such a leaving-age can in 
fact become general, without provision in some cases of 
maintenance allowances similar to those which have been 
found necessary at a like age for children attending Grammar 
Schools. 

19. In the meantime, we are bound to look even further ahead. 
Parity among schools in the secondary stage, so that they will 
differ only in the kind of education they provide to meet the differ
ing abilities and interests of the pupils, implies the raising of 
the minimum leaving-age to the same general level in all schools. 
The more complete provision of various types of secondary 
education, especially of Modem Schools and Technical High 
Schools, foreshadowed in this Report will undoubtedly prove 
to be, as in the past, a powerful incentive towards the length
ening of school life ; and, from this cause alone, the second 
stage of education may be made continuous for most children 
fro!p. the age of II to the age of 16. The advance in the school 
leaving-age will, however, in our judgment, receive even 
greater impetus from the general recognition of the parity of 
secondary schools. The adoption of a minimum leaving-age 
of 16 years may not b• immediately attainable, but in our judg
ment must even now be mvisaged as inevitable. 

PART VI.-A SECONDARY CODE 

20. Throughout our evidence, the opinion was generally ex
pressed that there should be " a unified, though not uniform, 
system of secondary education ". Perhaps the point was most 
plaiuly put by the Workers' Educational Association : "The 
present division of education after 11 + into elementary 
and secondary is the legacy of historical conditions which are 
now largely .obsolete". The Association of Education 
Committees affirmed that it was desirable " to regard the 
education of all children from the age of 11 + to the age of 16, 
or thereabouts, as belonging to one general organisation, 
designed in its difierent parts to meet the req~ts of 
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children falling within these age-limits ". Thjl County 
Councils Association said : " The unification of the regulations 
of the Board of Education· for all post-primary schools· should 
be seriously faced, with a view to helping the development of 
the various types of school in balanced proportion, having 
regard to the needs of individual areas ". The Trades Union 
Congress General Coun<f:, referring particularly to our Report 
on Tho Education of 1M Adolescmtt, considered " that the most 
urgent reform required to-day was that full effect should be 
given to the Report " ; but that, in their view, the intended 
results could not in fact be achieved " except under a single 
code of regulations applicable to all post-primary education ". 
The Association of Directors and Secretaries for Education 
stressed the point that equality of status for all types of 
secondary education was the main object, and that a single 
comprehensive Code of Regulations for all secondary schools 
would facilitate the proper and coherent organisation of this 
stage of education. The Standing Joint Committee of 
Industrial Women's ·Organisations held the same views; 
as did many individual witnesses : e.g., that all schools 
providing for pupils over 11 years of age " should be ad
ministered under the Secondary Code " ; that " the unification 
of the whole secondary system of education seems to be the 
primary essential " ; " that the present overlapping with its 
unfortunate implications belong to an obsolete social llrder " ; ' 
and much more to a like effect. 

We stated in our Report on Tho Educan01f of the A.Wlescent 
that our proposals migh£ ultimately involve " some amount· 
of change in the substance of educational administration ". 
It has fWIJI become int:1'easitlgl;y erJidem 1/JM the fUW prospect 
in education muslleatl lo itmO!JaliOM in the system Uffder which 
secondary schools gmerally an organised. The operations of 
the past 12 years have shown that there is a fundamental 
need for parity among all schools in the secondary stage, 
consequent upon new factors in ' the interrelation of schools •. 
Hence the importance which our witnesses have attached to 
the creation of ' one general· ·organisation • which, as the 
Association of Education Committees said, should " embody 
within itself intelligent and effective means of transfer of 
pupils from one type of school to another". · This, in ejfocl, 
means a fUW Coda, suited lo the cotlditiOM of an educanOfflll 
system, which (though il has evolved llorough the ufnllarll 
deueloj>!Mfll of olller school types) is, in its essmtial pllrls, a 
- s;•~,m. 
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We have quoted characteristic extracts from our evidence to 
show how freely the opinion was expressed that a new Secon
dary Code had become indispensable. We realise the serious 
character of such an innovation, involving, as it appears to do, 
a clearer definition of the first two stages of education, with 
all its administrative consequences. 

'21. Nowhere in the Education Ac'ts is there to be found a 
statutory definition of • elementary education '. The Edu
cation Act of 1870(1) selected out of the voluntary schools 
whiclt were then in existence those schools at whiclt " ele
mentary education " was " the principal part of the education 
there given ", and at which the scholars paid a school fee of not 
more than 9d. a week. These schools, and similar schools to 
be established under School :Soards, were described as " ele
mentary schools ". A study of the 1870 Act and its amending 
Acts, and of bye-law procedure under these Acts, shows that 
the normal type of • elementary education ' was what would 
now be regarded as ' primary ' or even • sub-primary ', 
especially during the period when the standard of efficiency 
required for scltool exemptions was ' Standard II •. The 
reference to scholars' fees also shows that educational 
characteristics were not the only distinguishing features of an 
' elementary scltool '. It is not necessary to trace the upward 
development of ' elementary education • in all its various 
forms. In the Education Act of 1918('). it was made clear, 
if it was not clear before, that education " other than ele
mentary " could be given in an " elementary school ". The 
significance of this Act is that it now became a " duty " of 
local authorities so to exercise their powers that " practical 
instruction " and " advanced instruction " should be ade
quately and suitably provided in public elementary schools. 
After a period of experiment, it was realised that the effective 
provision of these types of teaching required a rigid age-break, 
preferably at about the age of 11, at whiclt age the children 
should be transferred to separate scltools large enough to 
permit them to be classified adequately according to their 
varied aptitudes and interests. These scltools, in our former 
Report, we called Modern Scltools, representing a new secon
dary stage in the scltooling of the children. Our witnesses 
urged that this type of scltool should find its proper place in 
a new Secondary Code, whiclt would establish it not only in 

rl Education Act, 1Si0, S.S. 
(') Education Act, 1921, 5.20 (nt-enaeting Education Act, 1918 

S.2(1)(a)). ' 
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the mind of the administrator, but also in the public esteem, 
as a real alternative to other forms of secondary education. 

22. In our former Report, we were already conscious that the 
term ' elementary ' had become misleading, and we therefore 
desired to abolish it altogether, and to alter and extend the 
sense of the word ' secondary '. The abolition of the name 
' elementary school ' in its statutory meaning might, however, 
involve drastic changes in the system of local administration, 
and in the methods of distributing Exchequer grant. Never
theless,. in view of the volume of evidence we have received, 
we feel bound to seek some means of preventing the continued 
asSociation of this name with schools which have ceased to be 
elementary in any just sense of the word. We can find no 
other means of removing a misconception prejudicial to the 
educational status and the natural development of such schools 
than by suggesting their inclusion in a new Secondary Code. 
We the1-efore considet< it ess~al to a popet< ' inten-elation of 
schools ' in the secondary stage that M odet"fl Schools, both 
selective and non-selective, should be administered undet< a new 
Code which comprises also Grammar Schools and Technical 
High Schools. (1) The meaning of the word ' secondary ', which 
has no statutory definition, would, thus, be extended to 
include in official regulations part of what falls at present 
under the statutory definition of ' public elementary school •; 
as well as various forms of 'higher education'.· Under 
existing conditions (the permanence of which we propose. to 
examine later), autonomous Authorities for elementary edu
cation, i.e., Part III Autb.orities, would have to conduct their 
adminstration, as do the existing Part II Authorities, under· 
more than one Code. · 

In the distribution of Exchequer Aid, either the Grant 
Formula applicable to schools falling within the statutory 
definition of ' elementary schools ' should be applicabl~ to 
Modern Schools, or a Grant Formula not less favourable to 
the local authorities should be devised. The powers of local 
rating exercised by Part III Authorities would continue to 
embrace the provision of Modern Schools. The additional 
powers for Higher Education (also defined in the Education 
Act of 1902(") as ' education other than elementary '), which 
are possessed by County Boroughs and County Councils, 
would not be affected. 

('} We assume that all other Teclmical Schools will remain uuder tho 
Regulations for Further Education, 
, ('}Education Act, 1902, 5.2(1}, ·"""""""ted in Education Act, 1921, 
5.170(3}.. 
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We accordingly recommend that, even though it may be found 
necessary to preserve the terms ' elementary school ' and ' higher 
education ' as statutory definitions, means should be found so to 
accommodate them to actual requirements as to allow the words 
' primary ' and ' secondary ' to be used in Codes of Regulations 
relating respectively to schools attended by children up to the 

. age ofll+, and to the three types of secondary school which we 
call Modern Schools, Grammar Schools, and Technical High 
Schools. (1) 

PART VII.-AUTONOMOUS AREAS 

23. In our Report on The Education of the Adolescent, we dis
cussed at some length the position of those local authorities 
which are commonly known as • Part III Authorities ', 
i.e., Boroughs (not being County Boroughs) and Urban Districts, 
within a County area, which were large enough to be endowed 
by the Education Act of 1902 with autonomous powers for 
elementary education. The existence of these Authorities 
has entered as a complicating factor into our consideration 
of ' the interrelation of schools ', and of the desirability of 
bringing Modern Schools within.the compass of a new Secondary 
Code of Regulations. The course of our evidence confirms us 
in the opinion that it is not less urgent now to seek a satisfac
tory solution of this administrative problem than it was 12 
years ago. 

The Association of Directors and Secretaries for Education 
believed that " at the end of the transitional stage from which, 
owing to the progress of reorganisation and other factors, the 
organisation of primary education is now passing ", a recon
sideration of the principles by which the administrative areas 

(1) The Scottish Education Department have under consideration a 
Dri>.lt Code, which, " subject to the approval of Parliament, it ia 
proposed to bring into operation on 1st September, 1939." Thia 
combines in one document " the existing Day Schools Code and 
Seoondary Schools R•gulations." Tho Department are going farther 
than we have suggested above, since the new Scottish Code will embrace 
not only all eecondary schools. but " the whole provision of primary 
and secondary education in day schools throughout Scotland.'• The 
Mcmomndum explanatory of the Draft Code makes mention. however, 
of the •• multiplicity of orga.nisatioos and tenns " used in connexion 
with education in tbe secondary stage. which be-gins in Scotland at 
about the age of 12, and adds: .. Thl"se descriptions appE"ar to create 
unuec:e.ssary and artificial distinctions in a S)"Stem which should be 
determined by educational considerations." lt should be o~ that 
two of the obstacles in the way of unification to which we have had to 
rder have already boen removed in Sootland, "·here OllO oet of regula· 
lions no.v governs tbe payment of grants to all h-pes of school, and 
tbe Minimum National Scale$ of Sal...,- apply to all teachers. 

II 
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for education have hitherto been determined would become 
inevitable. This statement is typical of a large body of 
evidence which we received. 

The issue was starkly presented by the Incorporated 
Association of Head Masters, who had recorded as their 
opinion that it was " essential to the economical and efficient 
development of the national system of education that the 
existing smaller education authorities should be merged in 
larger administrative areas ". At the same time, this Asso
ciation recognised, as did others of our witnesses, that some 
of the smaller Authorities had accomplished a great pioneer 
work in the reorganisation of schools, and that, frequently, 
progressive Part III areas had made a provision of Modern 
Schools which was relatively more generous than that of the 
surrounding County area. 

At this point, there was a curious twist in our evidence. 
The progress of certain Part III Authorities in providing 
Modem Schools made some of our witnesses call the more 
loudly for reform. The policy had, 'in their opinion, -been i 
followed too exclusively, and had consequently deterred the 
provision of other types of secondary education. The : 
Incorporated Association of Head Masters recalled a reference 

1
: 

in our Report on T/18 Education of the Adolescent to the neceS- , 
sity of ensuring in the develoj>JUent of other forms of secondarY I 
education that nothing should be done to cripple the devdop- , 
ment of secondary schools of the existing type, i.e., Grammar ! 

Schools. Our contention had been that the growth of Modern 
Schools would increase the .demand for secondary education· 
in general. They said that this might be true of those areas 
where both types of school were under the same Authority, 
but that, where this was not the case, there sometimes un
doubtedly arose undesirable competition. Other witnesses 
similarly drew attention to the "fUiJ'Ull tlistrilnltion of the 
various types of secondary school which had occurred under 
the present system. In some areas, the position appeared to 
have worsened during the past 12 years. In other areas, 
however, it was evident that a remedy had been discovered 
through the co-operation of AuthoritieS ; and the Association 
:~f Directors and Secretaries for Education assured us that the 
two types of Authority displayed a growing inclination to 
::o-operate adequately with each othet". 

24. The possibilities of co-operation in their practical aspects 
were considered by the Association of Education Committees 
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and the County Councils Association in March, 1935. The 
Joint Memorandum whlch the two Associations issued gave 
administrative reality to the suggestion we had made that 
adequate co-operation might be secured, if fuller advantage 
were taken of the various provisions in the Education Act of 
1921. The recommendations contained in the Memorandum 
were made " without prejudice to the views of the Associations 
as to any future organisation of the national system ". Their 
intent was " simply to suggest the most effective use of 
existing legal sanctions by neighbouring authorities ". The 
Memorandum outlined several proposals, the choice among 
which would depend " on local circumstances and historical 
and geographical considerations, and upon the ability and 
goodwill of the representatives of the Local Education 
Authorities concerned to participate in common schemes." 
In the forefront of their suggestions, the Associations placed 
co-operation in planning. Other forms of co-operation in
cluded. (a) proportional representation on the Governing 
Bodies of Modern Schools and Grammar Schools ; (b) regional 
committees. But, next to co-operation in planning, the 
recommendation of greatest importance was undoubtedly 
that concerning devolution of higher education powers. Such 
devolution, subject always to statut01y limitations upon 
policy, estimates, and capital expenrliture, might, in the 
opinion of the Associations, be made either (i) to a Higher 
Education Sub-Committee appointed by the Part III Authority, 
or (ii) to a Joint Committee representative of both parties. 
Sir Percy Meadon informed us that Lancashlre had found, 
for the past 30 years, a measure uf devolution to be " a work
able scheme ". We understood that it had tended to overcome 
one of the principal objections advanced by our witnesses 
against the present system, in that the Part III Authorities 
had been encouraged to foster the Grammar Schools within 
their own borders as if thPy were their own schools ; and that, 
by this means, inequalities in the provision of various types 
of education in the secondary stage had been smoothed out. 
Thls, however, was not the opinion of all our witnesses ; 
many still urged that undue competition would arise even 
under a system of devolution. 

25. We have ref<llTed in some detail to this Memorandum, on 
account of its bearing upon the fust suggestion which we made 
in our former Report. We do not thlnk it necessary to do 
more than call attention again to the further progressive 
steps, whlch. we thought, might ultimately fullow. These 

Ill 
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were (i) the introduction of legislation " for transferring to 
Authorities for Higher Education all the powers and duties of 
those Authorities for Elementary Education only which are 
concemeci with areas that do not reach a certain minimum 
standard of population, and vesting with full powers in n:;pect 
of Higher Education those Authorities which are concerned 
with areas that attain such a minimum standard" ; and 
(ii) the creation of ' new provincial authorities •• 

Having regard to the experience gained during the last 12 
years. we have no reason to believe that the objections raised 
by practical administrators to the creation of • new provincial 
authorities ' wonld be less outspoken than they have been in 
the past. On the other hand, our ·evidence suggests that 
there is, in many quarters, a growing inclination to seek an 
nltimate solution of the problem along the lines of our alter
native proposaL The methods by which such a solution will 
be reached are not immediately evident, nor can they be 
made evident without a close examination of actual conditions. 
For example, it may not be found inevitable that, after the 
larger Part ill Authorities have been endowed with Part ll 
powers, the smaller Authorities shonld be merged in the 
surrounding Administrative County. In some cases, there 
may arise the possibility of amalgamating two or more 
contiguous Part lll Authorities, which will together fornr 
an effective administrative uillt, and the further J?OSSI"bility 
of merging a neighbouring Part ill Authority in a County 
Borough. We need hardly state, however, that we wonld 
regard as a condition precedent to such alternative a.rrange.. 
ments that the integrity of tlie county authority shonld not be 
seriously impaired. In no case shonld the county authority 
be so reduced in popnlation and rateable value that it wonld 
cease to be an efficient unit for the administration of all forms 
of education. . . 

The prooz- is OM of so great imj>orl4ftc6 -4 COIIIplezily tAM 
il shouU, i11 0111 opifliofl, lNI remilletl to • ~ tw 
I ,.U,-Dep111tnt.mlol CommiUee, w/W:4 'IIIOIIUl fUJI seek ay 
getWal solllliofl bejOTe illlad tltmoughly irwesJigllktl 1M cin:rutt
slaftces of iflllillid..al tveas ; 1M cluulll:leT of 1M fJIOI'k llketllly 
fi&COfflplishel. by Pan III Atll1oorities; 1M possibly tlelerreffl 
efftds of • dual tulmiflislrllliofl ; 1M ejJiclll:y of deoolvAtn&; 
1M miJCimNm sloflllud of sdtool j>oplllaJiott reqtAsiU for 1M 
eutciSil of full educlllionlll por.e.rs; 1M effea of amalgllllllllioft, 
tw lraJCSfer of powers, •pot& 1M admit~isl'l'atiw ejJicieRcy of 
fYicltbotlrifll Alllllorilies; Cfld otlw r--.,. .....u.n.. . 
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PART VIII. THE AMOUNT OF PROVISION OF 
EDUCATION OF THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND 

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL TYPES 
26. The conception of parity among schools in the secondary 

stage vitally affects any consideration of the amount of 
provision of Grammar Schools and Technical High Schools. 
Thus, the County Councils Association suggested that " the 
high esteem which the Grammar School holds, largely for 
historical reasons, has tended to lead in some areas to dis
proportionate development of that type." This view was 
confirmed by the Association of Education Committees who 
found therein " the reason for much distortion and lack of 
balance of our educational system." "Notably", they 
added, " is this the case in the disproportionate development 
of Secondary (i.e., Grammar) Schools, as compared with other 
types of school, particularly those providing courses leading 
up to the work of advanced technology." With these 
opinions we agree : parity of schools is essential to a proper 
solution of the problem ; unless this is conceded, disproportion 
is almost bound to ensue, with a supply of one or other form of 
secondary education which is not justified by local circum
stances. At the same time (taking Grammar Schools first), the 
experience of local authorities during the period of expansion 
which has followed the Education Act of 1902 has made it 
clear to us that the amount of provisiotJ whU:h is desirabu 
cannot be precisely laid doum for the country as a whoU ; to 
such a high degree does it depend iH each area OtJ the character 
aHd traditions of the populatiON, industrial cOHditiom, and the 
future careers of the claildrm. 

There is yet another factor. The use that has been made of 
Grammar S~hools by different Authorities has varied greatly. 
Where, for example, the curriculum of a Grammar School 
has been conceived as being markedly academic, a com
paratively small provision of such schools has been made, 
these being supplemented (as in London notably) by a liberal 
supply of selective Central Schools, of Day Technical Schools 
(some of which are, in fact, Technical High Schools), and of 
trade and commercial schools. On the other hand, in some 
areas of similarly urban character, where it might have been 
conceivably possible to develop other types of secondary 
school, Grammar Schools have multiplied, and, by a wide 
range of ' options •, have provided almost exclusively the 
means of education for pupils who are remaining at .~ as • 
up to and beyond the • .,.. of 16. ..rablo to 

'""Q- .!s. and to ........ 
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In what follows, we do not attempt to form an estimate of 
the number of grammar school places which may be generally 
advisable for the country as a whole. We seek rather to arrive 
at a standard by which local authorities may measure their 
provision of gralnmar school education, having regard to 
what they judge to be the particular needs of their areas. 

27. The number of grammar school places which is desirable 
has often been expressed as so many per thousand of the total 
population. On account of the changes in the relation of 
school population to total population, such a formula is 
misleading.(1) We prefer a formula which relates the number 
of grammar school admissions to the number of children in a 
suitable age-group in the public elementary schools. We 
propose to call this the ' secondary school age-group '. It has 
been the practice of the Board of Education to select the 
age-group 10 to 11 years for this purpose. Although the 
majority of admissions belong to the succeeding age-group 
11 to 12 years, statistics based on these latter :figures are 
vitiated by the fact that . the group it!!elf has already been 
creamed, and creamed unequally, by earlier entries to the 
Grammar Schools. For 193?-7, the percentage of this' 10 to 
11 years ' age-group adtuitted to Grammar Schools varies 
from 4·2 per cent. to 26·4 per cent. in England, and from. 
17·7 per cent. to 55·0 per C!lllt. in Wales. This variation 
cannot always be attributed to the considerations we have 
mentioned, the character of the population, industrial 

(') The following table ~ows how, owing to the declining school 
population. the relation betWeen the total number of pupils in the · 
Grammar Schools po: thousand of population, and the annual 
admissions expressed as a percentage of the secondary school age-group 
has varied during the l!l-st few yean :-

Year. 

Total number of 
pupils in Grammar 

Schools per thousand 
of population. 

Admissions to Gtammar Schools ex
pressed as a percentage oi the number 
uf Public Elementary School pupils aged 

10 and under II. 
(4) (b) 

Annual admissions Total annual 
from Public admissions. 
Elementary 

Schools. 
1930 9·9 12·9 17·5 
1931 10·3 10·3 13·6 
1932 10·8 10·5 13·6 
1933 11·0 10·8 13·8 
1934 11·1 11·9 15·0 
1935 11·2 12·6 15·6 
1936 11·4 13·0 16·0 
1937 II ·3 13·7 16·8 

- · ~ in Col. I above giving the total number uf pupils J10< 
or • ~ ~f population diBer slightly from similar ligures in Chapter II, 
netghbos: 93, becaWIO the fonner are the mean ligures for March 

.. tter the ~ligures for October. 
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conditions, and the future careers of the children. There is 
sometimes to be suspected a lack of guiding principle, and also 
a want of discrimination in the development of one particular 
type of secondary education. The average percentage for 
1936-7 of annual admissions in England and Wales was 
13·7 percent. (England 12·8, Wales23·9).(1) The percentages, 
are exclusive of pupils who entered the Grammar Schools from 
other than public elementary schools.(') On 31 March, 1937, 
the total number of pupils on the grammar school registers 
amounted to 11·3 per thousand of population (10·9 England, 
18·4 Wales). This shows what a high average the annual 
admissions to Grammar Schools have reached during the past 
30 years, as compared with any conception of the need for this 
type of education which had' existed previously, even at a 
time when the only alternative type was provided to a limited 
extent by so-called ' higher grade ' schools. 

28. The local authorities were enjoined by the Education Act 
of 1902 to " take such steps as seem to them desirable, after 
consultation with the Board of Education, to supply or aid 
the supply of education other than elementary, and to promote 
the general co-ordination of all forms of education." Since 
the adoption by the Board of Education of the main recommen
dations of our Report on The Education of the Adolescent (1926), 
the duty imposed on the local authorities " to promote the 
general co-ordination of all forms of education " has received 
a fresh emphasis. We accordingly assume that alternative 
forms of secondary education wiU be provided, on the one hand 
by the developmenl of Modern Schools both of the selective and of 
the non-selective type(3), and on the other hand by an increased 

( 1) Ed•l<lllion• '" 1931 : being tho Report of the Board of Education, 
Table 40, pp. 130. 131. 

(') See footnuto (1). r· 320. r) Tho falling schoo population has an important bearing upon the 
interrelation of Modem Schools of the • selective • and • non-selective • 
types. Where the number oi annual admissions to ' selective • Modem 
Schools is m&inta.ined at its fonner level, the standard of selection is 
necessarily lowered. with the result that the school conforms more and 
more to tho character of the • non-selective • Modern School in which 
tho highest ' track' only attempts specially advanced work. At the 
same time, the growing proportion of the children who are removed 
may so lower the level of ability in neighbouring • non-selective • 
ocbools, tbat they have difficulty in maintaining themselves as satis
factory educational units. 

Tho matter is not une on which a genenil recommendation can be 
made : iD. different aroa.s dift'crcnt solutions of tho problem may bo 
reached. But we have no doubt that local authorities who include 
'" their educational system Modern Schools of tho • selective • type will 
doslro that these schools shall continuo to be selective in character as 
'lnlll a.s in name, and that they may, therefore. 1illd it desimble to 
concentrate tho more highly 'lualilied pupils in fewer schools. and to 
COllveR cem.in of their • oelect>ve ' schools to ott>or educational uses. 
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supply of Technical High Schools. On lhis assvmption, file 
are disposed w think lhM 15 pet' cent. of the secontlary 
school age-group, as defined above, might fM the fwesent be 
fl&Cej>tal as a standard, aparl from any margin that may be 
required fqr pupils entmng Grammar Schools from other than 
public elementary schools. Our evidence('-) shows that this 
margin during the last few yeazs can be expressed for the 
country as a whole as a constant figure of 3 per cent. of the 
secondary school age-group in public elementary schools. 
We would rather bring the margin into account separately, 
because the additional number of places required for other 
than public elementary school pupils will vary widely With the 
character of the area. We state below what appeazs to us to 
be the essential governing condition ln regard to an adequate 
supply of grammar school places. We are here only con
cerned to estimate a working figure based on the present 
position, excess or reduction of which might even now be 
regarded as raising immediate issues. 

In suggesting this figure of 15 per ce,nt., with an additional 
3 per cent. margin, as a standard for the time being, 
we do not mean to imply that those Authorities which are 
found to be below this standard are necessarily under-supplied, 
or that those above this standard are necessarily over-supplied. 
We suggest that Authorities_ below this average line should. 
make a careful survey of the needs of their areas, with special 
regard to the future careers of the children and the wishes of 
parents. And we further suggest that Authorities much above 
this average line should' consider whether the supply of this 
particular form of secondary education is in any way excessive. 
The question for them to decide is whether their general 
provision is sufficiently varied in type to match the individual 
interests and aptitudes and the future occupations of the 
children. It may be found desirable, in appropriate circum
stanoes, that some of their Grammar Schools should become 
schools with a strong technical bias. 

The standard file have mentioned may therefore require, on 
rletailetl e<msirleration, 11 wnsirJerable modification in parlicult.lt 
are..s in qrrJer w confqrm w OtW goo-•"ng principle that the 
supply of grammar school plllces slwNltl be regarded as a4equato 
tmly when a grammar school education is available fM all those 
pupils ..,!Jo fllill beflejil tllfJrO from such II C<>IWSO than from .,..,.. 
other fqrms of secondary education as a'e f#ovirJell •11 Technical 
High Schools 11nil Modem Scho9ls. In l1iefll of the prooisiof& of 

(1) See footnote (1), p. 320. 
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Technical High Schools which tve are recommending for boys, 
a somewhat higher grammar school provision is likely to be 
required for girls. This is the more necessary since the 
provision for boys is already more generous than that for girls. 

29. We have as yet dealt only with the basis of calculation to 
be adopted in the provision of education of the grammar school 
type. The situation is very different when it is viewed from 
the standpoint of the Technical High School. The only 
schools which at present at all correspond to the Technical 
High School are certain Junior Technical Schools. Under 
the general title of "Junior Technical School" the Board of 
Education includes not only (i) those schools which prepare 
their pupils for a specific trade or occupation, and which have 
been generally known as ' Trade ' Schools, but also (ii) those 
schools which prepare for a group of occupations with a common 
educational basis, as well as (iii) the schools which afford a pre
liminary training for some pupils who, after further 
education in a technological college of University grade, 
may enter the higher branches of Industry. The total number 
of annual admissions to all kinds of Junior Technical Schools, 
including also Junior Housewifery Schools, is only about 
one-tenth of the number of annual admissions to Grammar 
Schools.(1) With the demand for more oft hose Junior Technical 
Schools which are essentially • Trade ' Schools, and for more 
Junior Housewifery Schools, we are not for the moment 
concerned. IV e are, however, strongly of 1M opinion that there 
is room for a considerabk development of Technical High Schools. 
IV e cannot attempt to make an exad estimate of the additional 
number of T~ehnical High Schools which are needed, because 
lhis form of s~eondary education is inlimalely linked up with 
widdy divergtnl industrial conditions. We commend 1M 
pr~blem to local education authorities for their careful 
consideration ; and we suggest tliat 1M provision of Technical 
High Schools in association with Technical Colleges is not a 
problem 111hicll concerns oxclusively 1M more highly indus
trialised areas. 

30. In the course of our evidence on the curriculum of the 
country Grammar School, two questions arose which have 
some bearing upon the provision of technical teaching of an 

(') It will bE' obsorvt'd that the actual number of pupils in attendance 
at Junior Technical Schools. as given in Chapter II. Table16, p. 105. is 
considt>rably less than one-b-nth: this is due to the earlier admission 
&&" and the longer avefagt' school life in the Grammar Schools 
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agricultmal character.('). It will be remembered (a) that a 
distinction was made between ' rural colour • and' agricultora1 
bias ' ; (b) that the Board of Education in 1926. and again 
eight years later, c:ommented npon the fact that the develop
ment of rural education in Grammar Schools had not been 
' the outcome of any considered plan on the part of I.ocal 
Education Authorities or of the Board of Education for the 
establishment of. rural schools in suitable areas '("); but 
had • generally been due to the initiative and interest of 
individnal Head Masters'.(") We are here concerned with 
the second group of schools, those which have an ' agricultmal 
bias ', and with the policy of establishing such schools 
on a regional basis to meet the particular needs of the 
countryside. ' 

The rural colouring of education is a sound method of 
instruction ; we have already seen how the teaching of various 
subjects may be related to rural surroundings, and how impor
tant this is not only for those pupils who will work on the land, 
but also for the large number of other pupils whose profession or 
trade will have a background of farming interests. The Board 
of Education have called attention to some 35 country Grammar 
Schools in which this has been successfully attempted.(') 
On the other hand, there appear to be only three or four 
schools in which the cmriculum is directed towards agricultmal · 
pursuits in the same way as that provided for various branches 
of urban industry by the Junior Technical Schools, lind 
such as we hope will hi: iJ!creasingly provided by the Technical 
High Schools. . 

31. Intherareinstancesmenponed by the Board of Education, 
it has been shown how an agricultmal' side • may be developed 
with marked success in the higher Forms of a country Grammar 
School The provision of a school of even more specialised 
type is becoming increasingly possible, owing to the estab
lishment of small Technical Colleges in some of our country 
towns. The preliminary training for rural and urban 
industries has much in common. The laboratories and work
shops of a Technical College designed to meet the requirements 
of a large rural area will normally provide a suitable iftd<xw 

(') See Cbapter IV, Part IV, pp. 189-197. 
(") Board of Educati011 : EducatiODal Pamphlet No. 46, Rw"' 

Edtl«<tiDil (1926), p. Z4. 
(') Board of Education : EdvcatiOilal Pamphlet No. 99, Edtl«<ti .. -1M Cooltolry.W. (1934), p. 66. 
(') l1>i4. p. 70. 
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equipment for a Technical High School of agricultural 
character. The outdo111' equipment of field, orchard, and 
garden, may be provided in one of two ways, both of which 
have been found practicable. (i) The school will have its 
own small farm worked by the older pupils with the aid of 
outside labour ; the extent to which stock is kept will depend 
upon the farming of the neighbourhood ; there will be the 
usual farm and garden crops ; and a fair-sized orchard with 
a variety of tree and bush fruits. (ii) The work of the school 
will be associated with that of a neighbouring estate, where, 
as described in one case by the Board of Education, the older 
pupils " spend half their time on the farm, in the garden, in 
the estate workshops or in the power station, and during the 
other half continue their education in the classroom, laboratory, 
or school workshop ".(1) 

W • are of opinion tluU the provision of Grammar Sclwols 
with an ' agriCftltural bias ', 111' alternatively of Technical High 
Sclwols associated with Technical Colleges in rural areas, should 
be seriously undertaken. The decision as to which type of 
school may most profitably be established, will depend upon 
existing local resources ; but in any case lhe development of 
such sclwols should not b• kfl entirely lo individual interest and 
initiative, but should be planned by the local authorities on a 
regional basis. We believe that, if full advantage is taken of 
modern means of transport, schools and colleges may be found 
which are suitably situated to meet the requirements of a 
wide area. 

PART IX.-100 PER CENT. SPECIAL PLACE SYSTEM; 
INSPECTION OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS , 

32. We have given very careful consideration to the important 
questions which are bound up in the system of 100 per cent. 
Special Places. This system, as generally interpreted, 
means that all the vacancies in a Grammar School are filled 
annually on the results of a common entrance examination. 
In the case of successful pupils the parents who elect to send 
them to the school are required to pay full fees, partial fees, 
or no fees at all, according to their circumstances. An 
important feature is that, once the pupil has been appointed 
to a Special Place, the ability of the parent to pay a school 
fee may at any time be re-assessed, and changed circumstances 

!') Board of Education: Educatiooal. Pamphlet No. 99, LIIIUIIi011 """,..c.....,.... (1934), p. 69. 

(41""1 .... 
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can be brought into account. In our judgment, no objection 
is possible to the general principles underlying this system, 
namely, that pupils should not secure admission to the schools 
in question merely because of the greater wealth of their 
parents, that admission should be detennined only by the 
extent to which each individual is likely to profit by the course 
of instruction provided, and that, where educatioual awards 
are made by pul>lic bodies, the amount of any assistance 

_given should vary according to the circumstances of the 
parents. In· consequence, while for reasons which we will 
explain we think that certain safeguards are important both 
in regard to the method of selection and in certain other 
directions and also that it may be desirable to omit, at least 
for the time being, the ' direct gdnt schools ', we are of 
opinion that the 100 per cent. special place system ought in 
general to be adopted. 

33. So far as the method of selection is concerned, the 
difficulties and objections which have been raised are of a 
practical character and depend in the .main on the use of a 
single test of educational capacity for all pupils, without 

' regard to the character o! their primary education. It is 
usual, in the I 00 per cent. special place areas, to hold an 
examination which, so far as attainment tests are concerned. , 
is practically identical with t.he examination previously held, 
for the award of Free Places, ·which was designed mainly for 
pupils from public elementary schools. This examination was 
restricted to papers in English and Arithmetic, because it 
was ouly in these subjects that a sufficient uniformity of 
content and method between school and school existed to 
make the test reasonably fair .for all elementary school pupils. 

The examination can still claim to be reasonably fair as 
between difierent elementary schools, especially in those 
areas which have supplemented a basic test in English and 
Arithmetic by group tests of intelligence, by consultation 
with Head Teachers, and by the inspection of school records. 
The type of primary education which is given in the public 
elementary schools is not, however, the only type existing in 
this country. There are Preparatory Schools and Depart
ments, both public and private, in which a different education 
is given, with a wider range of subjects and differences of 
emphasis and method. A common entrance examination, 
in which the written papers are confined to English and 
Arithmetic, may easily penalise children who have had a 
difierent early training or, in the alternative, may cause 
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certain schools to adapt their curriculum to the needs of the 
examination, and so to abandon special features of their 
work which are of great educational value. 

There is no considerable experience as to how the 100 per 
cent. special place system works when there is not a sub
stantial number of alternative schools available for children 
who desire a grammar school education, but who are excluded 
by its operation. Most Authorities who have adopted the 
system appear to have schools either in their own area or in 
contiguous areas which are not subject to it and which admit 
fee-paying pupils who have not been submitted to the common 
entrance examination. So far as the examination is concerned, 
we consider that the practical difficulties can be met by that 
form of the system which alone appears to us to be inherently 
justifiable. We desire to emphasise, however, that the 
successful working of this or, indeed, any system is dependent 
on the provision of sufficient secondary education in its 
various forms to secure that no pupil shall be debarred from 
receiving that type of secondary education by which he can 
best profit. Grammar Schools (and Technical High Schools) 
are intended for pupils who are remaining at school until at 
least 16 years of age and who possess a relatively high 
degree of general intelligence of such a type as to make it 
desirable that they should receive an education involving 
the )lSC of abstract ideas to a greater extent than is appropriate 
in Modern Schools. 

34. Subject to '"' adequate provision for grammar school and 
technical high school educalion, we belieue, as has been said, 
that the gtmMal adoption of the I 00 per cent. special place system 
is desirable, provided that the system lakes a form whic/1 it has 
already been· givm in various areas and which appears to us to 
b• necessary if equitable results are to be secured. We consider 
that the pupils sitting for the examination at 11 + ought to 
be divided into three classes. We consider that those pupils 
whom the examination shows to have marked intelligence 
ought to be placed in a separate class and to have an absolute 
right to a Special Place although not an absolute right to a 
Special Place in any particular school. We consider that the 
line defining this class should be so drawn as to allot in this 
way something of the order of 50 per cent. of the Special 
Places. We consider that a second line should be drawn 
and that no pupil below this line should be admitted by a 
Head Master unless he can satisfy a referee appointed by the 
local authority that, as a result of some special cause, e g. ill 
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health, the examination was misleading and, on independent 
grounds, that the pupil's intelligence corresponds to a higher 
leveL We consider however that this second line should be 
drawn so as to place below it only those pupils who, whatever 
their previous education, clearly do not possess sufficient 
academic intelligence to profit from the education afforded 
by a Grammar School or a Technical High SchooL Provided 
the examination is of a balanced character we do not consider 
that it should be impossible, or even excessively difficult, 
to draw either line. 

We consider that selection should be made to fill the re
maining Special Places from among the children who faR 
between these two lines, regard being had not ouly to the 
results of the examination, but also to other factors, and that 
this should involve, in consequence, in certain cases preferring 
pupils who get lower marks to those who get higher. In 
recommending such a system which, as we have said, has been 
adopted in principle in certain areas, we have in mind three 
considerations. First, we believe that an examination is 
capable on the one hand of picking out the pupils of marked 
ability and on the other hand those whose academic ability 
is not such as to make suitable for them the fonns of education 
with which we are immediately concerned : but we do ncit 
consider that any examination is capable of artanlling th~ 
intervening pupils in a real oi:der of merit, even if they have 
all been through the same preliminary education, and still"less 
if their preliminary -education has taken different forms. 
Secondly, the relative ca~ties of pupils to profit from a 
grammar school education, subject always to their being able 
to reach a satisfactory stanilard of book learning, depends 
partly on qualities of character and personality which cannot 
be assessed in marks and reckoned towards a total. Thirdly, 
it is not strictly the case that in fiiliug a single vacancy the 
right course is always to take that pupil who will gain most 
from the schooL But it is true that in filliug, say, tOO vacancies 
the object must be to secure that the I 00 pupils are so chosen 
as to gain most as a group. The predominant consideration 
in selecting each pupil, with a view to securing this end, has 
regard to the probable gain by that pupil, but consideration 
must also be given to the pupil's power to contribute as well 
as to gain. Nothing is more true in education than that the 
pupils educate each other, a factor which tends to be obscured 
when the test is an intellectual one. We believe it is easy and 
dangerous to exaggerate the importance of this consideration 

• 
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and to make it the basis for attaching improper weight to 
social and economic considerations, but we are clear that it 
cannot be ignored, if schools are to do as much as possible for 
the child population as a whole. 

The problem of selection from the middle group remains. 
This might be entrusted to the Head Master or the Head 
Mistress of the intaking school, or be placed in the hands of a 
small ad hoe Board including the Heads of the schools. We 
fully recognise that any system of selection will be criticised, 
and in individual instances may be open to criticism. We are 
satisfied, however, that no system which does not involve 
this element to the extent indicated above can be satisfactory, 
and we wish to insist that the primary consideration must be 
to secure that the schools in question are doing all that 
is in their power for the child population rather than to avoid 
criticism or, even, to avoid the possibility of favouritism. We 
have more than enough confidence alike in the Head Masters 
and Head Mistresses concerned and in the sense of justice of 
such Boards as would be appointed, to have no doubt both that 
criticism would not in general be convincing and that cases of 
real favouritism would be few. 

35. W • ar• cloar as to 1M principk that, in so fu as 1M cost 
of grammar sclwol edtu;ation is substantially reduced to par.nts 
by assistaJtC• from public fuKlls, the 100 par cont. spocial placo 
sys!4m oughl to b. g....,ally adopted, and we have made 
recommond41ioos whicls appoar to t4S to remoue cortain possibk 
objeclions based on 1M undesirability of selection ,..,.zy by 
•uminati011. 

We recognise, however, the importance of a consideration 
which complicates the position. At present it is a marked 
and most va!uable feature of English education that, whatever 
the differences, whether they be famous Public Schools or 
recently established maintained schools, all schools giving a 
' grammar school • education are conscious of a real unity. 
This is due in large measure to the fact that they have a 
common curriculum and a common method of school organi
sation. It is, however, due also to the very remarkable 
degree in which it is not possible at any point to draw a line 
between schools giving grammar school education, in such a 
way that all schools on one side of the line differ substantially 
in academic success or even in reputation from all schools 
on the other. From the point of view of administration there 
are at present five classes among the schools which are con
cerned : (i) schools in receipt of no public money; (ii) schools 
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in receipt of a grant from the Board of Education but no 
grant from the local education authority(') ; (iii) schools in 
receipt of grants from both the Board of Education and the 
local education authority ; · (iv) schools in receipt of a 
' deficiency grant ' from the local education authority and 
receiving no direct grant ; (v) schools wholly maintained by 
the local education authority. In no case, however, do these 
purely financial distinctions correspond to any more general 
differentiation between schools. At no point can a sharp 
line be drawn. 

We would regard it as a grave disaster if anything were 
done which resulted in a sharp differentiation of the schools 
concerned into two classes. We recognise that, if the 100 per 
cent. special place system were introduced unwisely or without 
safeguards, it might have this efiect. In cOIISequmce, we 
recognise that 11ot llflly on jiflaflcial but also on other groufllis 
it may be desirable to exlefld this system gradually. Further, 
we think that certain safeguards are desirable. We would 
.wish to see the following provisions : (i) that separate 
Governing Bodies should be retained ; (ii) that no school 
should be required to fill more than half its vacancies from 
children above the upper of the two lines which we have 
suggested should be drawn on the 11 + examination, althougl:i 
it should be free to do so; it· should be required to fill other · 
vacancies from the middle group(") ; (iii) that those school&
whether direct or indirect grant-which now have their o\vn 
exanlination for their Fr~:e Places or Special Places should be 
allowed, if they wish, to use this exanlination for filling all their' 
places, subject to stich control as the local authority and the 
Board consider necessary to· ensure that the ex&nlination 
is not weighted against pupils educated in public elementary 
schools ; and. (iv) that preparatory departments should be 
encouraged rather than discouraged, subject to their still 
being required to be financially self-supporting. 

36. We believe that the above safeguards should do much 
to secure what we have in view, but we consider a further 
safeguard to be necessary. We thi11k that, i11 the case of 

(1) Aid by a local education authority to pupilo whether by way of 
fees, maintenance allowances or travelling e..,;:penses, does not count aa 
grant to the school. 

(') It will be remembered that we ouggested two lineo, tho first being 
so drawn that the children above the line would fill 50 per cent. of all 
the available Special Placeo in the area, and should have a right to Special 
Places at some school in the area. The second would be drawn to 
exclude cbildren who appear unfit for a grammar school education. 

• The children between tho two linoo form tho middle group. 
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schools in the second and third groups, the Board of Education, 
after consultation with the local education authority, might 
continue to require less than 100 per cent. Special Places, when 
they ars satisfied both that it is in the public interest to take this 
course and that the number of Special Places in the area as a 
whole is, or can independently bs made, adequate for local nseds. 
We hold that the Board are entitled to take account of 
national as well as local· considerations and in particular of 
the desirability of avoiding a rigid line between schools. We 
think it desirable that, at least for the time being, thsre should not 
merely be two classes of schools, those with no Special Places and 
those with 100 per cent. Special Places, but that schools should 
be retained of an intermediate type. We consider, howsver, 
that the desirability of maintaining this exception should be 
rsviewed five or six years hence. 

87. The proposal to introduce the 100 per cent. special place 
system brings into prominence the question of Private Schools. 
The Departmental Committee(') which reported· on private 
schools in 1932 stated that many wereexcellentand themajority 
above serious reproach. But there is no guarantee that this 
will be the case and we think it of the first importance that the 
recommendations of the Departmental Committee should be 
put into force. 

Private Schools are not required by the Education Act, 1921, 
or ·by any regulation of the Board of Education, to be placed 
open to inspection. The Education Act does indeed provide 
in Section 147 that it shall not be a defence to proceedings 
relating to school attendance that a child is attending a school 
which gives efficient elementary instruction, unless that school 
is open to inspection either by the local authority or by the 
Board of Education. But this is simply to suggest a line of 
defence to a parent, if the school which the child attends 
satisfies the conditions named in the section ; and to block 
such a line of defence if the school does not satisfy these 
conditions. The local authority is, of course, in a strong 
position when proceeding against a parent for failure to cause 
his child to be under efficient elementary instruction, if the 
school does not offer itself for inspection ; but inspection 
per se is neither a duty nor a right of the Authority, and no 
private school is at present compelled to be inspected. 

The State therefore which insists on children going to some 
kind of school does nothing to safeguard the mental, moral and 

t'l R.,., of IHfw-"""' c-•"· ... PnHto ScAoo~s (1932), p. 84. 
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physical condition of the schools they attend. Anyone, 
however ill-qualified, can start a ' school ' in premises however 
unsuited to the purpose. At present only a small proportion 
of private schools is inspected, although the proportion is 
relatively high among schools giving a grammar school 
education. We think il impurlant that compulsory inspection 
of privaJ.e schools should be introduced. 

PAR'r X.-THE SPECIAL PLACE EXAMINATION 
38. We have deliberately made no attempt to discuss in this 

Report the selective examination at 11 + for secondary 
schools. That topic was dealt with at considerable length 
in Chapter VII of our Report on The Education of the Adolescent 
(1926) and in Chapter X of our Report on The Primary School 
(1931). In consequence, any discussion of it in the present 
Report wonld have been confined to a review of the position 
in the light of such further evidence as was now available. 
As, moreover, a Committee of Inspectors is at present con
sidering the examination in detail, it appeared to us that no 
usefnl purpose wonld be served, and that the preparation of 
our Report wonld inevitably be delayed, if we tried to cover 
the same ground. 

We desire, however, to make three observations on the 
bearing of our present Re~rt on this examination. We 
believe lhal the examination is capable of selecting in 11 high 
proporlion of cases those pupils who guile cerlainly have so 
much intelligence, liM• intelligence of such 11 character, lhal. 
without doubt they ought to ~eceivs 11 secondary education of 
the grammar school type, and also those pupils who guile 
cerlainly would not benefit frrim such an education ; and we 
believe that the examination will be so much improved in the 
light of experience and in the light of the report of the 
Committee of Inspectors, as to increase the accuracy with 
which these two classes are delimited. We ue recommending 
lhal choice for grammar school places as between pupils 'tllho 
fall into neither of these classes should be mad• on the result of 11 

malhod of selection, including an inlmJie'IIJ, in which facts other 
than their relative place in an order datermined by the examination 
are brought into ~~ecount. We make this recommendation, as 
we explain, in part for the reason that the question as to 
which of these pupils will benefit most from and contribute 
most to a Grammar School will very often depend on qualities 
which no written examination can test ; but we make our 
r~ommendation the more readily since, even in regard to 
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examinable capacities, an examination, however devised, is 
far less trustworthy as a means of placing in order of merit 
a middle group tban in selecting those definitely above and 
below tbis group. 

Secondly, we think it important to recognise that a Special 
Place Examination on tbe present lines is better suited as a 
test of children educated in public elementary schools than of 
children who have received some other form of primary 
education. This consideration supplies a further argument for 
some other means of selection from the • middle group.' 

Thirdly, we desire to emphasise that no metbod of choice 
can work satisfactorily if there is not an adequate supply of 
grammar school places. We recognise that an " adequate 
supply of grammar school places " does not mean such a 
supply as will ensure tbat children can obtain a grammar school 
education merely because their parents so desire ; but we are 
clear tbat tbe supply is not adequate until there are enough 
graminar school places to secure a grammar school education 
for those children who, all things considered, will benefit more 
from such a course than from such otber forms of secondary 
education as are provided in Technical High Schools and 
Modern Schools. 

PART XL-ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
POST-CERTIFICATE WORK IN GRAMMAR SCHOOLS 

39. We have here to touch upon post-certificate work from an 
administrative standpoint, on account of tbe influence of 
Sixtb Forms upon those earlier activities of a Grammar School 
to which our terms of reference strictly apply ; and on 
account also of the bearing of post-certificate work, in its 
administrative aspect, upon that part of our reference which 
concerns ' the interrelation of schools '. 

We have already expressed our opiuion as to tbe supreme 
importance of cultivating SLxth Forms, botb for tbeir effect 
upon the corporate life and internal affairs of a school, and for 
their effect upon the length of school life and the after-careers 
of individual pupils.(1) This opiuion is upheld by evidence 
from Teachers' Associations, and other witnesses. Thus, the 
Incorporated Association of Head Masters, referring to tbe 
suggestions which have from time to time been made for tbe 
• grading ' of Grammar Schools, with the result that advanced 

( 1) Seep. 166, ancl ~ 
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work in the post-Certificate stage would be concentrated in 
' central ' Grammar Schools, pointed out that " if such a 
policy had been adopted in the past, many of the largest and 
most efficient secondary schools of to-day would never have 
arrived." Attempts have been made to seek an analogy 
between this ' grading ' of Grammar Schools and the system 
of education advocated in our Reports on Ths Educatio" of 
the Adolescent and. Ths Primary School, which contemplated 
the affiliation of primary schools to centralised Modern Schools. 
There exists in fact no such analogy. In our former Reports 
we made it clear that the primary school had a specific 
function in the first stage of education, that it was a self-con
tained school with its own special prol!lems and opportunities, 
and that, according to the evidence we had received, the 
break at the age of 11 had benefited not only the children 
over 11, for whose advantage it had been originally intended, 
but also those under 11. In our judgment none of these 
considerations would apply to a ' beheaded ' Grammar School : 
rather would the opP,!)Site be true. Gr;unmar Schools of all 
kinds exist as a means of education in the sec<mtl stage; and, 
as the Incorporated Associ~tion of Head Masters stated, the 
growth of the higher work in them has been one of their 
main sources of strength, " for not only has it acted as a. 
stimulus to the work of the tea,::hers and the pupils, but it has, 
above all, made possible that free and yet ordered self
government, which shows itself in all the school activities·''. 
The Head Masters' Association mentioned, too, a practical 
aspect of the problem, "inlportant to the administrator, that · 
efforts to transfer· older pupils had, in the past, frequently 
caused their withdrawal from school ; and they inferred 
that any such action on a large scale, being doomed to 
failure, would result merely in " a check in· the rise in the 
average leaving-age and a corresponding waste of public 
funds ". As we have made clear elsewhere, we concur in 
this opinion. 

40. These considerations appear to us decisive for educational 
administration. The only questions that seem to arise are 
(a) whether there are any circumstances in which some 
modification of these general principles becomes desirable ; 
(b) to what extent small parallel Sixth Forms are justified, 
and how best they may be avoided. Both of these questions 
have an important bearing upon the ' interrelation of schools '. 

On the first question, file flloultl say .U OfiU lllal fll8 l'egard 
the ' lJeheading ' of small Gra.,._ Schools as a wsmsel of 
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despair, The parents of the children are becoming used to 
the view that a Grammar School provides normally for the 
education of pupils who stay beyond the age of 16 ; and it 
would have a retrograde effect if the term ' Grammar School ' 
ceased, even in a minority of cases, to have this connotation. 
Rather should every effort be made by the small Grammar 
School to give practical encouragement to parents to continue 
their children's schooling after 16. We believe that the real 
solution lies not in ' beheading ' but in another direction. 
As we have already indicated(') we think it highly importafll 
that tho Govmoors and Heads of Grammar Schools should give 
careful consideration ta the framing of post-Certificate courses, 
appropriate for pupils who are not going on to the University, 
of a general character but eontaining where possible elements 
definitely related ta tho future careers of the pupils. These 
courses would not be designed for the Higher School Certificate, 
but would be such as to induce parents to keep their children 
at sch~l at least'for a further year. (1) 

We consider of great value the possibility of advanced 
work from the point of view of the teacher, since this work 
quickens his zest and enthusiasm. We believe that to a 
considerable and growing extent this result will be secured by 
the opportunities afforded in teaching such non-University 
Sixth Forms as we have adumbrated above. There is no 
doubt, however, that, when possible, preparation for a 
Unlversity should be given in at least one subject, both in 
order that Masters or Mistresses who are qualified to do so 
should have the opportunity of preparing clever pupils for 
the University in their own subjects, and because of the 
effect on the pupils' intellectual life of the presence among 
them of some who are taking such a course. We believe 
that there are relatively few schools in which it would not be 
possible to secure at least one teacher who could prepare 
pupils for the University in his own subject, and who would 
welcome the opportunity of doing so. Further, the existence 
of a non-University Sixth Form would remove much of the 
objection to the retention of a small number of pupils who 

(') This matter is diocussed at greater leugth on pop 166. 
(') Such coul"S<'S might be reinfon:ed by put·time atteud&Dce at a 

neighbouring Technical College. On this point th..., is a lack of 
unanimity in our evidence and we would not be regarded as laying 
down any general principle ; but' we feel that. where conditi.ODS are 
lavouR.ble, the possi btlity of supplementing in this way the t..oching 
powe< of a Gn.mmar School, and of avoiding the duplication of cootly 
equipment, might .....U be -mined 
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would necessarily be working privately for a considerable part 
of their time, since they might with advantage devote the 
rest of their time to attending different parts of the non
University Sixth Form course in successive years. 

41. We recognise, however, thatin a large number of schools 
it will not be possible to provide teaching up to a University 
standard in more than one subject save by imposing an 
altogether improper strain upon individual teachers or at a 
financial cost, by way of providing additional teachers, 
which would be prohibitive. In consequence, ciYcvmstaJIUS 
very often arise in which fruPils jwej>Ming jOY the Univasity, 
OY JOY the HigheY School Cerlijicate, should not be ntained in a 
small GYammaY School, because they cannot be prooided in that 
school with teaching in /heiy best subject. I" S11Ch cases we 
consitla that IYansfa is impOYiam. We consider also that 
Head Masters and Head Mistresses ought to be careful not to 
press children into taking what is not their best subject in 
order to retain them. If additional cost is thrown on the 
parent through such a transfer, it is cm;npetent for the local 
authority to contribute, and we consider that this is an 
obligation which the local a)lthorlty may reasonably assume. 
But, while we believe that such individual cases of transfer 
at a late age may be met by sympathetic administration, we, 
would prefer that they should not arise. Generally speaking, 
the problem is one for a County rather than for a County 
Borough Authority. In some county areas a precedent 
exists for recognising c~ain large schools as affording special 
facilities for highly quiililied pupils, whose parents express 
the desire that their children should remain until 18 years of 
age, with a view to obtaining. the Higher School Certificate 
and possibly to competing for a University Scholarship. 
It is made known to the parents that applications on behalf 
of such pupils (if they are shown to possess high qualifications) 
to be admitted at the age of 11 to the larger school, instead 
of to their local Grammar School, will receive favour
able consideration, subject to the completion of any necessary 
undertaking. 

42. We turn now to the question of the extent to which small 
parallel Sixth Forms are justified even in larger Grammar 
Schools. The attempt to develop several types of courses 
for the Higher School Certificate may, in certain cases, prove 
to be a costly experiment for the Governors or the local 
authority, and for the Board of Education. A period, 
sometimes a considerable period, inevitably elapses before the 
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success or otherwise of the experiment can be ascertained. 
There must, however, come a breaking point in the financial 
administration of a Grammar School, unless some clear 
understanding is arrived at, after a reasonable time, as to 
what number of courses is ~ fact practicable. An instance 
is afforded by a Grammar School of some 25~ pupils, 
in which a laudable effort was made to organise the work of 
Sixth Forms, so as to allow all pupils to follow that course of 
study for which they appeared to be individually best fitted, 
up to the Higher School Certificate stan~d. The experiment 
was continued over a period of seven years. At the end of 
this period, there were three parallel Sixth Forms, of which 
two were taking full courses for the Higher School Certificate ; 
the third consisted of pupils taking varied one-year courses. 
Owing to the fact that the school life of the pupils had not 
been appreciably prolonged, the numbers had risen only to 
6 and 8 respectively in the Higher School Certificate Forms, 
and to 9 in the Form taking the one-year courses. These 
23 children were receiving the equivalent of the full-time 
attention of three senior teachers, with part-time attention 
from others, the tuition, especially in Art and Science, being 
sometimes individual. After seven years, the position had 
to be faced that so liberal a provision of post-Certificate work 
was financially impossible. If the school had been situated 
in a large town, a lengthy and over-costly experiment might 
have been avoided by a mutual understanding with another 
school. The Board of Education referred, as far back as in 
the year 1919, to the desirability of these mutnal under
standings.(') We cannot go the whole way in agreeing with 
the Board's opinion as then expressed, that effective organi
sation is impossible " if each school is treated as an isolated 
unit free to take its own line independently of all other 
cc.nsidcrations except its own efficiency and prestige, competing 
and not co-operating with other schools". We agree rather 
with the Association of Directors and Secretaries for Education 
in deprecating " on general grounds any drastic disturbance 
of pupils at the post-School Certificate stage ". Nevertheless, 
.,, lhittk lltal, fr- U.. poifll of t!ier~~ of practical admittis
IT!Iliott, tAen may "- Ill limes a us• for a mulual lriJflSfer of 
p..pils among larg• 10111'11 scJwols, altd ocusiOMlly evm among 
scllools itt a Cot~ttly "'"'· so lltal siTOIIg Sixlh Forms may 
exist i" MeA school for pulictdm- types of Higha Sdtool 
Cmific~ ..,,_ 

(1) Board of Education: Circular 1112, 1919. 
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PART XII. TRANSFER OF PUPilS 
43. In Chapter IV we have urged that there should be a further 

review of the distribution of children among all schools in 
the secondary stage at or about the age of 13.(1) We have here 
to add a note on the general que!tion of transfer, mentioning 
certain administrative aspects of the problem on which special 
emphasis has been laid by our witnesses. 

Our evidence has sometimes thrown light upon the types of 
school between which interchange of pupils should be genemlly 
encouraged ; and the circumstances in which transfer should 
be exceptional. We refer later to the close relations which, 
we conceive, should exist between Grammar Schools and 
Technical High Schools. On the other hand. it was repre
sented to us that a child selected for a Grammar School has 
displayed qualities fitting him for a course of study of the 
more academie kind, which is so planned as to extend over a 
period of at least five years ; and that, if he does not belong 
to the small and (as we hope) diminishing class described by 
our witnesses as • misfits', he should stay the course. We 
concur in this opinion ; and, consequently, while we would 
reserve all possible diseretion to the Head of a school to 
consult the wishes of the -parent in partieular cases, 'Ill& iUJ 
fiOI considel- Iller& llliU be ""Y gmerlll fUed for ll'fmsfel' from 11 

Grammar School befor& IJu age of 16 to other 1!11111 r edl11iclll, 
High Scloools.(') Th& fll&llll4l '~~~• u& OOfiSciot<S ofllu mstmu 
of cases i11 'lllhich lra11Sfe1' may be of doubtful value, tmly briY~gs 
ifllo Uarel' perspeaiw OU'I' llitM 1114lllu of>Porluflity for lr1111Sfe1' 
sAoultl be " reality ; · t11at il should tlepmd 011 eduumOfllll 
considel-llliofls lllOfl& ; llfl4 lll4l il ea11f101 be&ome gmerlll, ufllil 
..U sc1oools i11 IJu s«<fUltuy stage ue ma.tk equally aeceplllhle 
to IJu puBfll. 

44. The Workers' Edueationa!Association said that "transfer 
at a later age should be facilitated, in order to make possible 
the correction of initial errors ". This is undoubtedly the 
ehief reason why every local system of administration should 
contain machinery for this purpose. All our witnesses 
insisted that a selective examination at about the age of 11 
eannot safely be regarded as decisive for the rest of the child's 
school life, especially when they considered the effect which 
success or failure might have upon the whole of his future 
eareer. But the correction of errors in the original estimate 
of a child's quality is not the sole reason for making transfers 

(1) See p. 182. 
("} See also Chapter IV, pp. 17S-9; and Chapter VIII, p. 288-9. 
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from school to school at a later age possible and easy. Some 
witnesses spoke of children who ' go oft ' after entering 
their new school, apparently like plants after a change of 
soil, and it is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of 
individual attention to these cases. Happily, more numerous 
are the children who ' come on ', and who have to be carefully 
watched for the late appearance of general ability or for the 
development of particular aptitudes, The whole situation 
was summed up by the Incorporated Association of Head 
Masters in these words : " On the wider curriculum, and in new 
surroundings, new strength or unexpected weaknesses may 
appear in individual pupils, fresh aptitudes and tastes may 
become more clearly indicated, and thus justify the transfer 
of pupils ", The Association· of Education Committees called 
attention to yet another class of children, those who display 
considerable ability in academic subjects, and prove equally 
capable in practical work. The number of such children is 
not §lllall, since intelligence in practical work goes with 
academic ability far more often than with the absence of it. 
In view of the needs of industry on the technical side, this 
class should receive particular care and attention. If there 
is to be in their case complete freedom of transfer (as the 
British Association for Commercial and Industrial Education 
pleaded "not merely in theory, but also in practice"), u is 
~sential thal schools with a str-ong technical bias slwuld have 
tqfl<ll pr~tige with GramlfUU' Schools. There will probably in 
the future be lillk difficully in tr-ansferring such pupils, when 
the alUrnaJive school is a Technical High School. But, some
times, especially in rural areas, a Modern School with a technical 
side, working possibly in association with a neighbouring small 
Technical College, will be the only alternative type of school 
available ; ·and transfer will not be easy, even when this 
school is of the 'selective' character, until there is a clearer 
and more general recognition of the parity of all schools within 
the secondary system. 

Instances of the transfer of technically-minded children 
seem as yet to be rare; though several witnesses referred to 
cases of pupils, definitely intended for an industrial career. 
who had passed into Junior Technical Schools after some 
three years in a Grammar School This is a foreshadowing 
of the intimate relations which, we hope, will exist in the 
future between Grammar Schools and Technical High Schools.(') 

('I See also Chapter vn1, I 7, pp. 273-4. 
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At the same time, the incidence of transfer will probably 
become less, when the Junior Technical Schools that we have 
in mind are classed as Technical High Schools. with the 
same admission age as Grammar Schools, and with complete 
equality of status. • 

45. Not only have transfers to schools of technical character 
been IBre, but, as our evidence shows. all transference of 
children from school to school is uncommon, and in most 
cases difficult, owing mainly to a lack of understanding of 
the relations which ought to exist between schools in the 
secondary stage. We have therefore pressed for a closer 
relationship, and for a freer interchange of pupils. Never
theless, while we feel that the opportunities for transfer 
should be greatly enlarged, we do not contemplate anything 
in the nature of a • general post ' ; nor do we think that the 
need for transfer is equal in all cases. Thus, there is much 
greater necessity for transfers from a Modem School to a 
Grammar School or Technical High School than in the 
opposite direction. As the Association of DirectoiS and 
Secretaries for Education stated, it is reasonably simple to 
select at II+ pupils who ~ve marked academic ability ; and, 
as methods of selection become increasingly successful, there 
will be a corresponding reduction in the number of • misfits ': 
Moreover, as we have mentioned in the case · of the 
Technical High Schools, the more general recognition of the 
parity of schools will induce parents to choose a Modem 
School at the outset, if they are persuaded that it is more 
suited to the aptitudes" and actual requirements of theii 
children. When once a child has been admitted to a Grammar 
School, transfer to a Modem School will, therefore, as a 
general rwe, remain rare. The exception to this general 
rule is that which we have already mentioned as occurring in 
areas where it has not been found possible to establish a 
Technical High School, and where, as the next best thing, a 
Modem School has been organised with a special technical 
side. 

Til& ki111l. of lrtmSfer •hido ,.. COfiSities- lo be tltldoubledly of 
highest imporlaflctl and of mosl frequml occummce is tltal from 
Moden! Schools to Grammar Sclwols or Tedmical High Schools. 
These are the cases to which we have referred as needing 
careful watching for the late appearance of general ability 
or of particular aptitudes, especially when the parent has in the 
meantime changed his view as to the length of school life 
and the future career of his child. We, accordingly, welcome 
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the recent ' Grading Settlement ' contained in the new 
Clause 8 of the Burnham Committee Agreement, whereby 
the grade of a school, and consequently the salary of the Head 
Teacher, is protected against any fall in the number of pupils 
which is due to such transfers. 

46. The Association of Directors and Secretaries for Education 
held the opinion that the further review, at about the age of 13, 
of the distribution of children should not take the form of a general 
examination, but that it should be incumbent upon the Heads of 
schools to prepare returns in respect of those pupils who, in their 
opinion, would be better placed in other types of secondary 
school. We are of the same opinion. We contemplate that 
this piece of educational machinery will include consultation 
between the Heads of the schools concerned, and also with 
the parent ; and that in this latter consultation an officer of 
the local authority might be invited to join, since questions 
of ways and means will probably arise . 

. On the special point of facilitating the transfer of pupils, 
our witnesses confirmed an educational principle which we 
have advocated on other and more general grounds, that the 
courses of study between the ages of 11 and 13 should not 
differ to any marked extent in the various types of school in 
the secondary stage, and that, in particular, an opportunity 
should be afforded to the cleverer pupils in Modern Schools 
of beginning the study of a foreign language before the age 
of 13. The adoption of this principle has an important 
bearing upon the whole question of transfer. 
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CHAPTER X 

WELSH PROBLEMS 

The imptwtance of special Welsh problems ; the W tlsh 
lnlemlediate Etlucatims Au, 1889 

1. While many of the problems raised by our terms of 
reference proved to be the same in Wales as in England, it 
became clear' at an early stage in our inquiry that Wales had 
problems of its own, and on these we heard considerable 
evidence. An appreciation of these special problems is 
necessary in applying to the schools of Wales many of the 
recommendations we have made as to the internal organisation 
of Grammar Schools and their relationship to other types of 
secondary education. 

In the Welsh Intermediate Education Act, 1889, Wales with 
Monmouthshire received a special legislative measure dealing 
with secondary education. This enactment was in itself 
evidence of the great demand in Wales for that type of 
secondary education which we have described generally as 
' grammar school ' education. Among the consequences of 
the Act have been the relatively larger percentage of Secondary 
(Grammar) School pupils in :Wales than in EnglandA and the, 
higher percentage of these pupils who enter the University. 
The schools established under this Act were described. as 
' Intermediate ' because they were intended to bridge simply 
and completely the gap in Welsh education between the publie 
elementary schools and the. University Colleges, which had · 
previously been only partially bridged by the old endowed 
grammar schools, few in number, and with limited financial 
resources. When the school leaving-age was raised efiectively 
to 14+, the schools ceased to be 'intermediate • in their 
original sense; and, further, they tended to grow at both 
ends, on the one hand by admitting more pupils at the age 
of 11 and even at that of 10, and on the other hand by 
retaining pupils till they had attained the age of 18 or 19. 

The comparative neglect of provision for Uchnical etlucatims in 
the Welsh Inlemlediate Etlucation A.c#, 1889 

2. The early founders did not, however, envisage as the 
only function of their schools that they should prepare pupils 
for admission to the University Colleges or for entry to the 
professions. For such pupils ' intermediate' education was 
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provided. For the remainder, it was intended that there 
should be ' technical ' education, and this was defined as 
including, inter alia, instruction in subjects " applicable to 
the purposes of agriculture, industries, trade or commercial 
life and practice suited to the needs of the district " ; but it 
was enacted that " it shall not include teaching the practice 
of any trade or industry or employment ". 

Some County Committees in framing their Schemes adopted 
a less ambitious attitude towards the ' technical ' side of 
education than the Act appeared to intend. A common 
formula in the Schemes was : " So far as may be consistent 
with the working of the school, special attention shall be given 
to instruction in such branches of Natural Science as bear 
on the trades and industries of the neighbourhood, including 
agriculture." The framers of some Schemes omitted even 
this cautious statement of aim, and left the selection of 
subjects wholly to the discretion of the School Governors. . . 

At the same time, owing to the deficiency of Technical 
Schools of all kinds, there was in fact a great need, especially 
in rural areas, for schools which would undertake both 
'intermediate' and ' technical' education. Until recently, 
few schools have provided courses " applicable to the purposes 
of agriculture, industries, trade or commercial life and practice" 
for pupils who cannot follow, or do not for their own purposes 
reqllire, the ordinary courses in literature, science, and 
mathematics. Perhaps the environment of the schools in 
their formative period, full of the traditions of the Eisteddfod, 
the Sunday School and Y Gymanfa Ganu (Singing Festival) 
also weighed against the development of the ' technical ' side . 

. 
Dll1nllnd in cMiain areas for a modification of the grammar 
school curriculum : difficulty of providing alternative inter

mediaU and lechnwu courses in small schools 
3. It was, however, brought to our notice that recently in 

some industrial and in a few rural areas there had been a local 
demand for a modification of the curriculum for those pupils 
who proposed to find a career in industry or agriculture. As a 
consequence, the intention of the authors of the Welsh Inter
mediate Education Act is now being more fully realised in 
industrial districts, and to a less extent in rural areas. The 
recently formed Advisory Council for Technical Education 
(South \\'ales) has published mt>moranda showing the necessity 
for relating the teaching in all types of schools to technical 
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needs, both industrial and rural. In this connexion, we would 
call attention to the recommendations we have made in the 
section on the Country Grammar School in Chapter IV(1) 

for the further development of technical, and especially 
agricultural, education in grammar schools which serve areas 
where the establishment of Technical High Schools is 
impracticable. 

We fully recogruse that the small size of many of the Welsh 
schools during the major period of their development has made 
it difficult to provide successfully alternative ' intermediate ' 
and 'technical' courses. In. 1916, when the Central Welsh 
Board investigated the position, about 25 per cent. of the 
schools had less than 100 pupils, an,d a further 25 per cent. 
had between 100 and 125. The numbers in attendance, 
however, have increased considerably since 1916, and it may 
be found that the schools generally are now in a position to 
cany out more completely the schemes of education which 
were foreshadowed by the authors of the Welsh Intermediate 
Act(1). The small size of the schools has not been the only 
deterrent factor. Limitations of staffing, curricula and general 
facilities are common to all small Grammar Schools, but in 
Wales there has been the additional handicap of the late age 
of admission. There is a marked tendency for pupils to enter 
at the age of 12, or even later, with a consequent shortening 
of the course. Parents, teacliers, and managers of schools in 
rural areas are even inclined to restrain children from 
entering at an earlier and more appropriate age. Welsh 
parents · and Governing Bodies should give immediate
attention to this question. 

The prestige of the I nlemlediats School in Wales ; our 
suggestion for the eslablishnsem of small Gf-<un,_ Sdwols which 

inetJ1'j>orats Modem (Senior) Schools 

4. There 5een1S to be little doubt that concentration on the 
development of the ' Intermediate School ' has had a retarding 
influence on that general school reorganisation which we 
recommended in our Report on The Education of the Adolescent 
(1926). We understand that there is some apprehension lest 
the status and efficiency of the Intermediate School may 

(') See pp. 189-97. 
(') Of late yearn, much has been done towards improving the 

eccommodation and equipment of the Intermediate Schools. and we 
~ told that it is now exceptional to find a school which is not provided 
with. fl\cilities for Domestic Scieuce. Handicraft. and .Phrsicsl Education. 
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suffer through the proximity of Modem (Senior) s~hools, 
even though experience in areas where these conditions prevail, 
has proved that the contrary has been the case. The suggestion 
we have made for the establishment of small Grammar 
Schools which incorporate Modem (Senior) Schools('), may 
therefore be found to be specially applicable to th• conditions 
in some Welsh areas, and may assist also towards a solution of 
the problem of providing for the '.technical ' sid• of education. 

So far as Wales is concerned, the idea of such a combined 
school is not new. Official representations have already been 
made to extend the function of the Intermediate School, and 
to develop it into a multilateral school providing, if not for 
all, at least for a large proportion of those children for whom 
no special provision is at pre5ent made in the secondary stage 
of education. In 1929, the President of the Board of Education 
received from a Departmental Committee which was then 
inquiring into the public system of education in Wales and 
Monmouthshire, particularly in relation to the needs of rural 
areas, a suggestion-

" that alterations in the Secondary School Regulations 
should be made which would render it pemrissible to 
carry on in the same Secondary School building the two 
types of education : (a) that for children up to the age 
of sixteen and over and (b) that for children up to the 
age of fifteen." 

The Board of Education (Welsh Department) Circular 168, 
which was issued in December, 1929, referred to this 
suggestion, but found it administratively impracticable 
owing to the e:'Cisting difficulties of separate Codes and Salary 
Scales, which we have discussed in Chapter IX('), and towards 
the removal of which we have made concrete recommendations. 
The Circular, however, suggested a solution whereby Modem 
(Senior) Schools might be established in close association 
with Secondary (Grammar) Schools, some of the accommoda
. tion in the Secondary Schools, such as halls, gymnasia and 
special rooms, being shared by pupils in the two types of 
institution. No experiment on these lines, however, has up 
to the present been tried out. The Welsh Department, after 
some consultation with a Joint Committee consisting of 
representatives of the Board of Education. the University of 
Wales, the local education authorities and the teachers, have 
since issued memoranda dealing with the relation between 

(') See pp. 294-7. 
(')See pp. 297-l!Ol and pp. 311-S. 
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schools providing secondary education, and have suggested 
schemes of curricula and methods of transfer. We accorditigly 
rtx:Ommmd t.hat 1M 'IIJhok questitm be r ... ezami.ud, and t.hat lhe 
particular solution of 1M problem contemplakd by lhe Deparl
mmtal Committu in 1929 be swiously consickrd, in 1M lighl of 
1M suggeslion '111e have made for lhe eslablishment of ' SmaU 
Grammar Schools whi&h incorporak Modem (SmiDT) School$.' 

The bilingual probkm 
5. We turn now to some other features which give to Welsh 

education its special background. Those features which have 
affected the curricula of the schools have been the subject of 
anxious consideration by both teachers and administrators, 
ever since the enlargement of the opportunities for education 
in the secondary stage began to throw a high light upon them. 
We refer particularly to the problem of biiingualism. It has 
been for many years the policy of the Board of Education and 
of the local education authorities to give to the Welsh language 
a prominent place in the curriculum. For the pupil in an 
English Grammar School, a classical or modern 'foreign 
.language is a second language ; for the Welsh child it 
is very often a third language. This necessarily creates a 
serious problem and for a number of pupils it may well ~ 
desirable not to attempt a third language. We had ~vidence 
of the various methods proJ>OS!ld for the prevention of undue 
strain, and we have noted with satisfaction the memoranda 
published by the Board of Education (Welsh Department) for 
the guidance of the schools in this matt~r(1). But whatever
the difficulties caused by th.e native language may be, we 
suggesl, and we think Welsh educalionisls generaUy Ulill agree, 
t.hat 1M wenlual slandard in English lo be ezpeded of lhe bl!)l or 
girl in a Welsh Grammar School ned nol be loulw than t.hat 
in 1M Grammar Schools of E11(!,land. 

In our Report on Books in Puhli& Ekmenlary Schools(") we 
recorded our opinion that the existence of the bilingual 

(')See Sugguliomfor l/16 COfi.Sitl8rlllio" of Eavcllli<na AuiAorili<s au 
TNClwrs, Memorandum No. I, Part II, entitlEd lA"Pfflf• T_,i"'l 
avri"fl tM prriotl of CAiklllooa, pp. 37-66, issued by the Welsh Depart
ment of the Board of Education, 1929. 

Svgg..UO... for tM COfJSiUrllliot& of l.ocGl Eavcllli<na A wlloriliu au 
TNC/wrs, Memorandum No. 2, entitled E..Wa"" Tuls for Aa...is.rioft lo s-.,.. S<ltooh, p. II, § 31, iasued by tho Welsh Depostmout of the 
Board of Education, 1930. 

See also the Report of the Departmental Committee, entitled-Wold 
i•-""vt:alitno au Lif• (1927). 
~ tola .~t u. ..... ..,.., Consultative Committee on Boolts i• PublW; EIMcnt-
'"th fa,c;ilitiea for P p. 56. · · 
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problem in the public elementary schools warranted the 
provision by Welsh education authorities of more generous 
grants for books than had hitherto been customary. We 
are glad to learn that this recommendation has been adopted 
in some areas ; and we desire strongly to rtcommend a similarly 
generous provision of books both for class use and for library use 
in the ' Intermediate ' or Grammar Schools. 

The demand for free secondary education 

6. Another special feature of Welsh education is the 
markedly high proportion of the child population already 
attending the Intermediate Schools ; and not unrelated to 
this is the insistent demand for free secondary education 
which was mentioned by several of our witnesses. This demand 
is not unnatural in a country in which the two once prosperous 
industrial counties, containing the great majority of the 
population, are now scheduled as ' special areas,' and where 
the remaining counties are almost wholly rural in character. 
As we have remarked elsewhere, there are in Wales fewer 

• fee-paying pupils, and the 100 per cent. special place system 
has been more extensively adopted, than in England. From 
an administrative point of view, these characteristics make the 
Welsh Intermediate Schools riper for the form of development 
we have advocated than are similar schools in England('). 

Importance of provision for the tea.clling of arts and crafts 
speech lrai11ing, music, dramaJ~ arl, And the history of Wales. 
Tl-..e lt!a.ching of Scripture 

7. There are certain features of Welsh education which must 
retain a prominent place in the grammar school curriculum, 
whatever changes the future may bring. The long association 
of the Welsh people with rural pursuits, and the traditions of 
skill and pride in simple forms of craftsmanship, poetry, 
vocal music, oratory, dramatic power, and physical prowess 
which this association has produced, make it desirable that a 
liberal provision should be made for the teaching of Arts 
and Crafts, Speech Training, Music, Dramatic Art, and 
Physical Education. In particular, the time seems opportune 
for giving to the teaching of Art a similar measure of 
attention as to the teaching of langua,oes and science, in view 

(') We "'"" to the possibility ol incloding in oome Schemes of school 
reorganisatioa the incorporation of AWderu (Semor) Schools with 
oxisting • lll~te. Sdlools. 

• 
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of the efforts made by the University of Wales through its 
newly appointed Art Committee to give the subject a proper 
standing in an Welsh educational institutions. 

The distinctively national traditions of Wales. in onr 
opinion, require also that a piare should be given in an schools 
to the history of the Principality, which should be taught 
so far as possible in close connection with Welsh liter.rtnre and 
with physical and economic gecgraphy. 

Lastly, we oommend to Welsh schools the full nse of the 
methods of religious instrnction proposed in this Report. 
The witnesses wbo IeJiesented the Federation of Welsh 
Edncation Authorities insisted that Welsh Snndav School 
traditions dearly demanded this. .. There is probabiy," they 
said, •• no part of the connay where there is so genernl an 
agreement in favour of Biblical instrnction for the children as 
in Wales. It is the view of the Federation that Religious 
Instruction and a knowledge of the Bible should be an integral 
and active part of the cmriculum f<ll" Secondary School 
pupils."(') 

Tlt6 Cerrb'al W tlsi B0tal 

8. Wales has an interesting institution in the Cenbal Welsh 
Boanf. an examining and inspecting body established in 1896 
by Scheme under" the Welsh Intermediate Education Act; 
1889. This body, which includes among its members many 
elected members of the local education authorities in addition 
to members re.{llesenting the pnrely expert or academic 
elements, roJ)ducts the inspection and examination of 
Intennediate Schools established under the Act, and the 
examination of other Secondary Schools in Wales and 
:Monmonthshire by arrangement with the school anthorities 
concemed. The Cenbal welsh Board wurks in close co
operation with t.11e Welsh Department of the Board of 
Edncation and with the University of \Vales. We receivei 
some evidence on the desirability of mganising on similal 
lines a National Council deating with an forms of edncatiot 
such as was recommended by the Departmental Committee 
on the Organisation of Secondary Education in \Vales, 1920. 
We do not feel, howe\"e£, that we are in a position to offer a 
definite opinion on this proposal to expand the Cenbal W elsL 
Board into a National CoUDcil of Education. 

(') We may plaa: oa R<Oid ben! aa iDteftstiDg saggostioD wbicb has ._made to us foo" the Cllii<UD'I:Dt study of Webb and New Testamea 
Gr<elt by able stu- who caa andertake this witboat &Ddae e11ort. 
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CHAPfER XI 

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS, 
SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our conclusions and recommendations are as follows :-

I.-Conclusions based on Chapters I and n 
1. The training and education given in the Endowed 

Grammar Schools, local and non-local, down to the passing 
of the Grammar School Act, 1840, was originally vocational, 
since the instruction in the trivium, which the Grammar 
School professed to give, was preparatory to and inextricably 
connected with the instruction in the quadrivium which, in 
theory at any rate, was given at the University. The general 
training in the seven arts or sciences was regarded as the 
indispensable foundation for the specialised stuilies in the 
superior faculties of medieval universities. The Grammar 
Schools were thus institutions preparatory to the Universities, 
but in course of time the original aims of their curriculum 
were to a great extent forgotten and the education which they 
gave, largely based on the tlassics, especially Latin('), was 
regarded in itself as a ' liberal education '. (Chapter I, §§ 2, 
3, ~ and 9; Appendix II.) 

2. The Grammar Schools, local and non-local, have hitherto 
been regarded as the standard type of higher school in England 
and Wales, partly because of their intimate connexion with 
the ancient Universities of Oxford and Canlbridge, partly 
because they were endowed foundations. (Chapter I, §§ :rl, 
38 and 43.) 

3. In the sixteenth and still more in the seventeenth century 
it became evident that only a minority of the pupils did in 
fact proceed to the Universities, and it is significant that the 
statutes of some Grammar Schools founded or further endowed 
in the seventeenth century contain provisions for binding 
some of the grammar school pupils to a trade. The distinction 
between the so-called liberal education given by Grammar 
Schools which consisted chiefiy in the study of Latin literature 
and particularly Latin grammar, and the contemporary 

{1) The expression • Latin School ' is still widely used in the Central 
Euro_., rouotriee as a popular name for Gy.o....v. in which Latin 
fonns an imp:artant element iD the curric:ulum. 

Nl 
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system of apprenticeship, which corresponded broadly to the 
technical education of modem times, was thus by no means 
so definite as is often supposed. (Chapter I, § 4.) 

4. In the second part of the eighteenth century and during 
the nineteenth century the Public Schools added considerably 
to the traditional curriculum based on the Classics and evolved, 
largely unconsciously, the idea of a general liberal education, 
which was vaguely conceived as affording a preparation for 
the liberal professions. The great reputation and position of 
these schools led to an exceptional prestige being attached 
to this conception of a general liberal education, as distinct 
from any form of secondary (higher) education based largely 
on technical or quasi-vocational studies directed towards 
industry, commerce or agriculture. (Chapter I, §§ 8, 10 .and 
Appendix II.) 

5. Many attempts were made in private and unendowed 
schools to develop types of curriculum which corresponded 
mo.re nearly with the requirements of contemporary life. 
This tendency may be traced in the Nonconformist Academies 
of the seventeenth century, in the Commercial Academies 
and Commercial Schools est~lished by private effort in many 
of the towns during the eighteenth century, in the Proprietary 
Schools and the Middle Class Schools founded in the middle • 
decades of the last century, .in the Higher Grade Schools 
established by a number of School Boards from about 1875, 
and in the Organised Science Schools conducted under the 
auspices of the Deparbl!ent of Science and Art. Nevertheless, 
partly owing to the f~t ihat most of these schools were not · 
endowed institutions, schools providing newer types cif 
curriculum were not always able to acquire in popular esteem 
the prestige and respect attaching to the Public Schools and 
the endowed Grammar Schools. (Chapter I, §§ 8, 11, 13, 14, 
26 and36.) 

6. Extensive traces of this phase in the development of 
ideas about education still survive in the latent prejudice 
against technical or quasi-vocational studies and in the great 
prestige which still in many quarters attaches to the academic 
ciirriculum in the widest sense, as distinct from handicraft 
and those studies which have some more direct bearing on 
industry, commerce and agriculture. (Chapter I, §§ 31, 1f7, 
40, 45. and passim.) 

7. From the date of the publication of the Second Report 
of the Royal Commission on Technical Instruction in 1884, 
well-informed educational opinion in England and Wales 
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was disposed to hold the concepts of teclmical education and 
secondary education in close association. This tendency 
found expression in the Welsh Intermediate Education Act, 
1889, which contains definitions of intermediate and technical 
education, and in the Technical Instruction Act, 1889. The 
theory underlying this view is clearly stated in a passage of 
the Report of the Royal Commission on Secondary Education, 
1895, which we quote in full in Chapter I, § 31. (Chapter I, 
§§ 28 to 33.) 

8. This point of view was not taken into account in the 
Regulations for Secondary Schools for 1904--5, in which great 
stress was laid on the provision of general courses for boys 
and girls between the ages of 11 or 12 and 16 or 17, and in 
which any specialisation of a vocational character at this 
stage was discouraged. These Regulations thus introduced 
an unnecessary and unreal cleavage between secondary and 
technical education. (Chapter I, §§ 37 and 38.) 

9. Although there had been many suggestive and fertile 
experiments in the direction of developing other types of 
secondary education, such as commercial schools, quasi
vocational schools, technical schools, etc., the force of tradition 
was so great that, when, under the Education Act, 1902, 
the State undertook for the first time the general organi
sation of Secondary Schools, the ancient grammar school, 
Iota! or non-local, was taken as almost the exclusive model for 
Secondary Schools. This was perhaps almost inevitable, but 
we consider it unfortunate that little or no attempt was made 
at this stage in tl1e development of secondary education to 
foster the provision of secondary schools of technical or quasi
vocation~ character. (Chapter I, §§ 37 to 38.) 

10. In 1913 the Board receded from their policy of encourag
ing purely general courses and, by allowing within reasonable 
limits some specialisation and incipient vocational work for 
pupils below the age of 16 in the middle school, reverted to the 
point of view expressed in the Report of the Royal Commission 
on Secondary Education, 1895. (Chapter I, § 40.) 

• 
II. The enco~ragement given to incipient vocational work 

for pupils below the age of 16 in the Board's Memorandum on 
Curricula (Circular 8!!6, 1913) had little effect in checking the 
tendency to uniformity in the general curriculum for the 
middle part of Grammar Schools which had been becoming 
more and more marked since the issue of the Regulations for 
Secondary Schools in 190·1. This tendency was greatly 
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reinforced and consolidated by the arrangements adopted in 
1917 for the organisation of the First School (Certificate) 
Examination. 

In general, three main infiuences, which have combined to 
produce uniformity in the curriculum for pupils below the age 
of 16 in most Secondary Schools, may be distinguished, viz. :-

(a) The prestige of the Public Schools and Grammar 
Schools which has tended to assimilate the newer types of 
Secondary School and particularly those maintained or 
aided by local education authorities to the traditional 
grammar school type ; 

(b) The reinforcement of this natural adherence to a 
traditional type of higher education by the Regulations 
for Secondary Schools issued by the Board of Education 
in 1904-1905 and in subsequent years ; 

(c) The institution of the First School (Certi1icate) 
Examination in 1917, which has had the effect of strength
ening and intensifying this tendency towards uniformity. 
(Chapter I, §§ 40, 42 and 43 ; Chapter II, § 7.) 

12. In the last three decades the traditional views about the 
academic grammar school Curriculum have been considerably 
modified by the development of at least two main types o( 
non-academic secondary ed~cation, namely the C)lflicula 
which are being evolved in Modern (Senior) Schools, for pupils 
above the age of 11 + in accordance with the suggestions- in 
our Report on The Eaucatitm of the Aaolescenl (1926) and the 
realistic curriculum whlth has been developed in Junior· 
Technical Schools for boys associated with the engineering and 
building industries. It is beiQg realised that it is possible to 
develop types of secondary (post-primary) education of high 
educative value on non-academic lines with a certain 
bearing, more or less direct, on industry, commerce, and 
agriculture. (Chapter I, § 45 and Note on p. 86.) 

13. We are of opinion that the present difficulties in the 
field of secondary education have arisen largely out of the 
confusion which began about 1904 between a type of post
primary education appropriate to the needs of boys and girls 
between the ages of 11-12 and 16-17 and the traditional 
academic course directed towards the Universities. (Chapter I, 
§ 38.) 

14. A careful study of the development of secondary 
education in England and Wales, particularly since 1900, 
and an examination of the present position as revealed by the 
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statistics summarised in Chapter II (which show a striking 
disparity between the provision for secondary education of 
an academic type and that for whole-time junior technical 
education) leave us with the general impression that the 
existing arrangements for the whole-time higher education 
of boys and girls above the age of 11 + in England and Wales 
have ceased to correspond with the actual structure of modem 
society and with the economic facts of the situation. 
(Chapters I and II passim.) 

II.-Conclosions and recommendations based on the evidence 
regarding the physical development of boys and girls 
between the ages of eleven and sixteen. 

Skeletal growth during puberty and adolescence 

15. Since the growth and union of the different bones at 
the elbow, shoulder, forearm, and other parts of the human 
body is not complete till between the ages of 16 and 19, we 
consider that no adolescent should be allowed to do heavy 
continuous muscular work either in or out of school, particularly 
if it involves postural fatigue. Great care should be taken to 
ensure that children do not overtax their strength in the school 
garden or at the work bench. It is evident also that the 
known facts about bone growth should be borne in mind in 
arranging games and physical exercises for boys and girls at 
this age period. (Chapter III, Part I, § 3.) 

Liability to spinal curvature 

16. SinCP. children above the age of 11 are rather liable to 
various forms of spinal curvature, and since fatigue plays an 
important part in aggravating any tendency to such curvature, 
we recommend that the importance of adequate rest in a 
suitable position should receive careful consideration. We 
would stress the importance of maintaining a good posture in 
writing, and in typewriting ; and the necessity of providing, 
for typewriting especially, appropriate modern equipment with 
skilled supervision. Like considerations apply to the equip
ment of Domestic Science rooms, in which stools of variable 
height or fitted with adjustable backs, and foot-rests, should 
be supplied for needlework lessons. Similar arrangements 
should be made in laboratories to meet the needs of pupils of 
varying heights. (Chapter III, Part I, §§ 4 and 5.) 
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17. Since the form of corvatme resulting in bent and 
twisted back known as scoliosis, may be induced or aggravated 
by carrying on the anns heavy satchels and overcoats to and 
from school or, among girls, by performing domestic duties 
which involve carrying heavy weights on one side of the body, 
we recommend that care should be taken not to allow 
adolescent children to cany habitually unduly heavy weights. 
We are strongly of opinion that the parents of girls in Secondary 
Schools should not expect of them any undue amotmt of 
domestic work in the home. (Chapter ill, Part I, § 5.) 

GUutdlllal' tlisltiTINmees td j>flberly 

18. In view of the glandular disturbances which are apt to 
occur at puberty, we consider that teachers should bear in 
mind that self-alDtrol is comparatively easy for some children 
but very difficult for others, and that such differences may 
have a physical basis for which the individual child is not 
wholly responsible. Since the physical and mental changes 
which take place in boys and girls at puberty may impose a 
certain amount of strain, we strongly recommend that special 
·attention should be directed during adolescence towards the 
provision of a h"beral dietary, and well balanced periods for 
exercise, rest and sleep. (Chapter m. Part I. §§ 6 and 7.) 

Tlul ajle7-effeds oJ il&tlle rlteumatism . 
19. Since the available statistics indicate that a considerable 

proportion of children· ia the age group 10 to 14 sufier from 
rheumatic fever or. its effects, we suggest that parents and · 
teachers should bear in mind. that so-called • growing pains • 
may in some cases be a manifestation of this disease in a sub
acute form. Teachers and parents may play a most helpful part 
by ensuring compliance with medical advice as to the physical 
acmities which may safely and appropriately be undertaken 
by a child who has had an attack of rheumatic fever and ba.q 
then returned to school, possibly with a damag...· 
(Chapter ill, Part I, § 8.) 

Mel.iul lf~Sj>edioro arul Treabtlenl i11 er,_ Scloools 

20. For the reasons stated in Section 9 of Chapter III, we 
are strongly of opinion that the practice of providing medical, 
including dental, treatment for pupils in Grammar (Secondary) 
Schools should now be made universal. (Chapter III, 
Part I.§ 9.) 
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Systematic Inquiries by School Medical Officers 
21. We consider that the work of the medical officers who 

inspect pupils in Grammar Schools might be made more 
fruitful in its results if inquiries of wider scope were undertaken 
on various important matters affecting the health and well
being of pupils, such as those mentioned in Section 9 of 
Chapter III. (Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

School Dinners 
22. We think it desirable that pupils in Grammar Schools 

maintained or aided by the local authority should be able to 
obtain midday meals at a moderate charge, and that in 
arranging the dietary for such meals the school medical 
staff should be consulted, as is already the case in some areas. 
(Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

23. To this end adequate dining rooms and kitchens with 
modem labour-saving equipment should be provided in 
Graminar Schools, and the arrangements for the meals should 
be placed under expert supervision. (Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

Physical and Mental Fatigue 
24. We consider that the question of physical and mental 

fatigue in boys and girls between the ages of 11 + and 16+ 
merits special attention, and we suggest that medical officers 
should be encouraged, in consultation with the teachers, to 
consider and report on any evidence of physical or mental 
strain occurring in the course of school work, including 
home-work. (Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

25. We recommend that means should be taken to ensure 
that, so far as possible, teachers are enabled to refer suspected 
cases of strain, whether mental or physical, to school medical 
officers as soon as they are observed instead of waiting for a 
routine inspection. (Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

26. We think that tactful and sympathetic inquiry is 
particularly needed in regard to many children who undergo 
added strain on account of poverty or unfavourable housing 
conditions, or by reason of undue pressure exercised by 
ambitious parents. In such cases, the suggestions of the 
school medical staff may more readily be acted upon when 
close contact is maintained with the parents by periodical 
conferences, Parents' Days, and Parents' Associations. 
{Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

•• 
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Physical Exercises and Games 
· '1:1. We suggest that systematic inquiries should be under
taken with a view to ascertaining what physical exercises and 
games are most appropriate for boys and girls at successive 
stages between the ages of 11 + and 16+ in schools of different 
types, with special reference to the peculiar needs of day 
pupils who have to travel considerable distances to and from 
school. (Chapter III, Part I, § 9.) 

III.-tlonclusions, soggestions, and rec!'mmendations based on 
the evidence regarding the mental development of boys 
and girls between the ages of eleven and sixteen 

The general characln of adolescenc6 
28. Adolescence or puberty is now regarded by psychologists 

not as a sudden interruption overtaking all children at the 
same age, but rather as the culmination of a slow process of 
growth which has been proceeding steadily from birth at 
varying rates in different individuals .. (Chapter III, Part II, 
§ 10.) 

29. Many of the apparently new characteristics of children 
at the adolescent stage are to a great extent induoed by 
external changes in the scholastic, domestic and economic 
conditions affecting the individual child. (Chapter III,' · 
Par.t II, § 10.) . 

30. The mental changes and modifications of character 
which occur at the adolescent period are now regarded as . 
being mainly due. to the . maturing of the sex glands. 
(Chapter III, Part II, § 10.) . 

. Mental characteristics ; The F at14lty Psychology 
~ 31. The theory that the salient feature in mental develop
ment was the successive emergence of specific intellectual· 
faculties-sense, movement, speech, memory, imagination, 
reasoning-each appearing at fairly definite periods, has now 
been generally abandoned, and much doubt has been thrown 
on the view that the mind as a whole and its several intellectual 
faculties can be trained merely by exercising them. We now 
regard education as consisting in the development of specific 
habits, memories, ideas, forms of manual and mental skill, 
intellectual interests, moral ideals, and a knowledge of methods 
as well as of mere facts and conclusions. (Chapter III, 
Part II, § 11 ; Appendix IV.) 
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32. Recent research indicates that intellectual growth in 
general and in its more specific aspects is not spasmodic 
but fairly uniform up to the time that development ceases. 
Even when individual children appear to display new talents 
or special gifts at a fairly definite date, it is probable that such 
changes are the outcome of emotional rather than intellectual 
causes, being due to the acquisition of new interests rather than 
to the emergence of fresh aptitudes. (Chapter III, Part II, 
§ 11.) 

GeMral Intelligence 

33. Intellectual development during childhood appears to 
progress as if it were governed largely by a single oentral 
factor, usually known as • general intelligence ', which may be 
broadly described as innate all-round intellectual ability. 
It appears to enter into everything which the child attempts 
to think or say or do, and seems on the whole to be the most 
important factor in determining his work in the_ classroom. 
(Chapfer III, Part II, § 12.) 

Intellectual characteristics 
34. The most noticeable feature of the period after the 

age of 11 on the intellectual side is the gradual retardation 
from about the age of 12 in the development of ' general 
intelligence ' as measured by psychological tests. The average 
child appears to attain the effective limit of development 
between the ages of 16 and 18. (Chapter III, Part II, § 12.) 

35. Psychologists claim that it is possible at a very early 
age to predict with some degree of accuracy the ultimate level 
of a child's general intelligence, but this holds good only of 
general intelligence and not of specific aptitudes or interests. 
(Chapter III, Part II, § 12.) 

36. Modem psychology stresses the wide individual 
differences in intellectual and emotional characteristics. 
One child differs from another far more than is generally 
supposed, and the notion that every normal child follows the 
same ~.neral course of development is mistaken. (Chapter III, 
Part II, § 12.) 

37. Since the ratio of each child's mental age to his 
chronological age remains approximately the same, while 
his chronological age increases, the mental differences between 
one child and another will grow larger and larger and will 
reach a maximum during adolescence. It is accordingly 

• .. , 
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evident that different children from the age of 11, if justio 
is to be done to their varying capacities, require types o 
education varying in certain important respects. (Chapte 
III, Part II, § 12.) 

Motor capacities 
38. Towards puberty there is frequently a definite deteriora 

tion in nicety of control, due partly to physical causes anc 
partly to a definite increase in nervous and emotional instabilii:J 
at early adolescence, which shows itself in a temporai'J 
decline in neuro-muscular co-ordination. The growin1 
boy suffers most in this respect, the growing girl usually to ; 
less degree. (Chapter Ill, Part II, § 13.) 

Sensory capacities: Vision: Hearing 
39. Though there seems to be little or no change in thE 

sense organs themselves between the ages_.!>fJl..JIIld 16. 
myopia or short sight appears to become more common. 

The power of listening appears to improve at this period, 
and there is definite progress in the ability of the ordinary 
child to concentrate on pure heariog with little or no aid from 
the more concrete sense of sight. (Chapter Ill, Part II, § 14.) 

Attenti<m 

40. The most striking development in mental po~r in 
children at this age period is the increasing scope of tbeh 
attention. The developm_ent of attention seems to depend 
largely on the "development of general intelligence. This 
increasing range of conoehtration has an evident bearing 
on the organisation of the time-table and on the length and 
complexity of the tasks that may appropriately be set. 
(Chapter III, Part II, § 15.) 

Memory 

41. The development in the scope of attention brings with 
it a corresponding increase in capacity to learn and remember. 
Mere mechanical retentiveness in memory seems to reach 
its ma.ximum by the age of 11, but the power of intelligent 
recollection goes on increasing. Older children are accordingly 
less disposed to rely on mere mechanisation, and dislike 
drudgery and drill, preferring to base their power of recollection 
on interest and comprehension. (Chapter Ill, Part II, § 16.) 
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Imagery : Rejmxluctive imaginatibn 
42. Not only the strength but also the type of memory 

seems definitely to change after the age of ll. Up to that 
age the memory of the average child is concrete rather than 
verbal By the age of ll as the result of listening, reading 
and trying to express himself through speech and writing, 
the pupil has acquired the capacity to formulate his ideas 
to himself more concisely in language instead of thinking in 
the old inadequate fashion by means of mental pictures. 
(Chapter III, Part II,§ 17.) 

43. As adolescence advanoes, there is often a revival in 
the vividness of imagery. There is accordingly both a possi
bility and a need for training and disciplining the imagination 
at +his stage of development. (Chapter III, Part II, § 17.) 

Reasoning 
44. ;Reasoning is essentially dependent upon the power 

to perceive relations and to relate those relations to each 
other, so as to form a coherent and consistent system. By 
the age of 9 or 10 the average child can deal to some extent 
with spatial relations. The power to argue logically about 
time relations develops rather later, and causal relations 
are not clearly understood, as a rule, till about the age of 
13 or 14. Owing to their increased power of dealing with 
verbal concepts, older children become more capable of 
abstract thought and inference. We agree with many of 
our witnesses in thinking that the reasoning capacities of 
children are rather under-estimated by current methods of 
education. Logical reasoning should be regarded as a technique 
that can be taught. We accordingly consider that it is most 
important to> foster and encourage systematic and accurate 
thinking in all types of school, and to give the pupils ideas of 
proof and of systematic discovery and experiment. (Chapter 
III, Part II, § 18.) 

45. For the reasons stated in Section 13 of Chapter III, 
we urge that children should, so far as possible, be trained 
at school to think and reason for themselves, in order that 
they may be in a position as adults to examine critically and 
objectively the many forms of mass suggestion which will 
inevitably meet them in later life. (Chapter III, Part II, § 18.) 

46. While we fully recognise that it is desirable that children 
should be encouraged to reflect about political, social and 
economic problems, we think on the whole that their capacity 
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Social impulses 

361 

49. Since the social impulses or instincts develop rapidly 
about the age of 12 or 13, the period of adolescence is the 
most appropriate time for organising co-operative work in 
classrooms and outside, and for enrolling boys and girls as 
members of some team or club if this has not previously been 
done. (Chapter III, Part II, § 21.) 

Self-assertion and submission 
50. Since the instincts of self-assertion and self-submission, 

and the corresponding emotions which may be broadly 
described as pride and humility, usually develop in boys and 
girls at this stage, parents and teachers cannot expect the 
same degree of blind obedience or frank confidence that they 
have hitherto received. Children at this ' awkward age ' 
should be treated more and more as equals and as adults; 
as far as possible outlets should be provided for their 
new impulses and in school every reasonable opportunity 
should be afforded for initiative and independent work. 
(Chapter III, Part II, § 22.) 

Curiosity and other self-asserliv• impulses 
51. We consider that the group of impulses broadly described 

as curiosity which emerge at this period may offer a powerful 
handle for intellectual instruction. If curiosity be encouraged 
rather than repressed, then the pupil's own insistent questions 
and inquiries may often furnish valuable hints for the lines 
which school instruction and school methods may usefully 
follow. This is one reason for applying a heuristic procedure 
within reasonable limits to the principal subjects of the 
curriculum. (Chapter III, Part II, § 23.) 

DeJmssivo mwlions 

52. All the emotions, inhibitive as well as aggressive, are 
strengthened at this point of development. The instincts 
and feelings mentioned above manifest themselves more or 
less openly, but there are others which show themselves in 
less obvious ways. Side by side with a self-assertive di.<play 
of power and vanity there is often present a secret feeling of 
humility and a certain sense of inferiority associated with 
fresh fears and fresh capacities for disgust. We would suggest 
that teachers should be on the watch for symptoms of these 
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depressive emotions and should take appropriate steps to 
prevent children from becoming unduly shy, reticent, awkward 
and even neurotic. (Chapter III, Part II, § 24.) 

The apparent inconsistencies of adolescents 

53. The essential characteristic of adolescence is a strong 
intensification of emotional energy with a temporary tendency 
to mental disorganisation. The child's impulses towards 
action are for the time being stronger than his powers of 
intelligent control. We accordingly suggest that the unbalanced 
attitude of some children at this stage should be treated with 
tact and sympathy, since the tendencies to wild irresponsible 
behaviour usually disappear as the individual child settles 
down towards the close of adolescence. (Chapter III, Part II, 
§ 25.) 

Self-consciousness 

54. A new and very varied self-consciousness is one of 
the most salient characteristics of adolescent boys and girls, 
and we would point out that it provides one of the most 
ready means for moulding their moral character. (Chapter III, 
Part II, § 26.) 

Heredity and environmental influences 

55. While we think that due account should be taken by 
teachers and parents of the special factors mentioned above 
which arise in adolescence and affect the character, we 
recognise that the most important influences. such as heredity 
and social environment, are not specially connected with 
adolescence. Moreover, faults of character do not cease to 
have a moral significance because they are intensified by the 
special conditions which arise at adolescence and by other 
factors. (Chapter III, Part II, § 27.) 

IV.-Conclusions and Recommendations regarding the curri
culum for the secondary stage in education 

56. Schools of every type fulfil their proper purpose in so 
far as they foster the free growth of individuality, helping 
every boy and girl to achieve the highest degree of individual 
development of which he or she is capable in and through the 
life of a society. (Chapter IV, Part II,§ 12.) 

57. The national tradition must be the basis of an effective 
education. (Chapter IV, Part II, § 13.) 
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58. The prime duty of a school providing secondary 
education is to cater for the needs of children who are entering 
and passing through the stage of adolescence, giving the pre
adolescent and adolescent years a life which answers to their 
special needs and brings out their special values. (Chapter IV, 
Part II, § 11 and Part III, § 24.) 

59. The curriculum should be thought of in terms of activity 
"and experience rather than of knowledge to be acquired and 
facts to be stored. (Chapter IV, Part II, § 13.) 

60. Both the conservative and creative elements in the 
activities of the community must be represented in the curri
culum and a larger share must be found for those activities 
which are creative. (Chapter IV, Part II, § 15.) 

61. The studies of schools providing secondary education 
should be brought into closer contact than at present with the 
practical affairs of life. (Chapter IV, Part II, § 18.) 

62. While studies should not be introduced which are 
beyond the present comprehension and unrelated to the present 
experience of pupils, yet, especially towards the end of the 
course. studies may well be introduced to a limited extent 
which have a definite bearing on the next stage of their life. 
(Chapter IV, Part II, § 13.) 

63. A • tutorial system ' should be widely tried in all types 
of schools providing secondary education. (Chapter IV, 
Part V, § 53.) 

64. We recommend the growing practice in large schools 
of including on the staff a ' Careers Master •. (Chapter IV, 
Part V, § 53.) 

C Offdus1om a ltd Recommendations with special rejel'~ 'to 
Grammar (Secondary) Schools 

65. Grammar Schools should continue to provide a ·~uitable 
education for boys and girls who are likely to proceed to a 
University. (Chapter IV, Part III, § 22.) 

66. The Sixth Form is the most characteristic and most 
valuable feature in a Grammar School in the training of 
character and a sense of responsibility ; the grammar school 
tradition depends on its existence. The tendency of pupils, 
other than those preparing for the University, to remain longer 
at school should be encouraged by the extension of courses for 
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pupils who are not going on to the University, and wide liberty 
should be left to schools in the choice and arrangement of 
these courses. (Chapter IV, Part m, § 22.)(1) 

. fU. The School Certificate Examination d01ninates the 
curticulum unduly. It should follow the curriculum, not 
deterinine it. (Chapter IV, Part I, § 4, and Part Ill, § 44.)(') 

The eurriwlum of Grammar Schools 

68. Grammar Schools should continue to offer opportunities 
for instruction in all the subjects laid down in the official 
Regulations for Secondary Schools, Regulation 7. This does 
not mean that all pupils must study all these subjects at the 
same time, or for the whole of their school life. (Chapter IV, 
Part I, § 2, Part II, § 15, Part III, §§ 20, 30 and 43.) 

69. As much freedom as possible should be left to schools in 
the selection of studies and in their content. (Chapter IV, 
Part III, § 25). 

· 70. In all Grammar Schools, all the pupils should, for the 
first two years after entry, i.e., up to the age of about 13l, 
follow a curticulum which contains English subjects (including 
English itself, Scripture, History, Geography), Mathematics, 
Science, Music, Art, Handicraft or Domestic Science and 
Physical Education, and in addition one foreign language. 
(Chapter IV, Part III, § 40.)(') 

71. At the end of the second year, each school should make 
a careful review of its pupils ,in the light of what has been 
observed of their prngress, tastes and general development 
during the two preceding years. (Chapter IV, Part III, 
§ 40.)(') 

~~ In the third and later years, schools should be allowed to 
reduOCI the number of subjects studied at any one time, 
provide<l these include English, some Science (or Mathematics) 
and in mpst cases one foreign language. The content of 
school mathematics should be reduced, and the course in 
Science simplified, and greater variation in the level to which 
other subjects are carried should be accepted in the School 
Certificate Examination. (Chapter IV, Part III, § 43). 

(•) See also Rec:onuoendations 156-al. 
(•) See aJso Chapter VU, The School Certificate Examination. 
(') See Recommendation 92. 
(') See also Rec:otllDmdations 119' and 144-a of this chapter 

doaliD8 with t;raDSier of P>pils at the age of 13+, and Chapter Vlll, t 7 • 
• 
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73. Each school should adopt a unifying principle in its 
curriculum, and this should be found in the teaching of English 
and the other English subjects. (Chapter IV, Part III, § 31.) 

74. The study of specified books in English literature should 
no longer be prescribed in the School Certificate Examination. 
(Chapter IV, Part III, § 32.) 

75. All pupils should be given the chance of learning at 
least one foreign language. In the first year of the study of a 
foreign language it should receive as much as one lesson a day, 
and those who, after a fair trial, show no signs of an aptitude 
for linguistic studies should be allowed to drop it. (Chapter IV, 
Part III, § 33.) 

76. All pupils whose taste and aptitude justify the study of 
a second foreign langnage should begin this about a year after 
taking up the first. (Chapter IV, Part III, § 34.) 

77. Latin should be so taught that something definite is 
gained by the pupils who do not continue it after the age of 16. 
(Chapter IV, Part III, § 34.) 

78. School mathematics should be taught as one of the 
main lines which the creative spirit of man has followed in its 
development. U it be taught with this purpose it will be no 
longer necessary to devote the number of hours to the subject 
that are now generally assumed to be necessary. (Chapter IV, 
Part III, § 35.) 

79. The common practice of concentrating from the begin
ning on a systematic study of particular sciences lays too early 
a stress on abstract theory and too little on the earlier phases 
o! ' romance ' and • utility ', and is not the best approach to 
science for adolescent pupils. (Chapter IV, Part III, § 36.) 

80. Physical Education should receive greater emphasis in 
the curriculum and a larger share in the time-table. (Chapter 
IV, Part III, § 28.) 

81. A more prominent and established place in the ordinary 
curriculum of schools both for boys and girls should be assigned 
to aesthetic subjects. including Music, Art, and other forms of 
aesthetic training, and special attention should be paid to 
developing the capacity for artistic appreciation as distinct 
from executive skill. (Chapter IV, Part III, § 29.) 
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82. Scripture should be taught primarily with a view to 
the understanding of what the various books of the Bible were 
in fact intended to mean by their authors for their original 
readers.(') (Chapter IV. Part m. § 27.) 

5p«Wlistzliml of 11. ~ cNzrtu:ier 
&1. Preparation for a vocation is an important part of 

education, but any specialised training of a vocational 

character should rome towards the end of school life. (Chapter 
IV, Part m. § 37.) 

84. In areas in which many pupils leave at, or shortly before 
the age of 16 to obtain clerical posts in industry and rommen:e, 
opportunities to acquire the mechanical skills of typewiiting 
and shorthand should be given them after the age of 15. It is 
essential that such training should be given with an equipment 
and aa:ommodation that do not fall below the standard 
required for other subjects, and by teachers of equivalent 
qualifications (Chapter IV, Part ill, § 37.) 

85. Eamomics as a specific subject sllonld not be included 
as a separate subject of the curricoinm before the age of 16. 
(Chapter IV, Part m. § 38-l 

Forrlllll irlslntdiorl 
86. The time-table should not be filled with peOods of 

fonnal instroction.. (Chapter IV, Part ill, § 43.) 

fiJ. No IM.mewod should be set to Junior Forms in which 
the majoiity of the pupils aie under 11; less should be 
required of the ~ FO<JIIS than of the older; and the 
quota set for the week-end should not eX£eed that set on the 
other days of the week. (Chapter m. Part m. § 39.) 

Corjorllle adir1ilies 
88. Organised activities should not oa:upy the whole of the 

hours that are spent outside the classroom. (Chapter IV, 
Part IV, § 51.) 

89. The internal organisation of the rorporate life of a 
school for specific pmposes shonld be left to the pupils. even 
though it can be done more easily by the staff. (Chapter IV, 
Part v. § 51.) 

(') 1D Cbapt<l" V-mab- aaggestitas iD n:pnl to tbe '-'riDe 
of $o I ijolWti by sp-ri-list teacber.L. 
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The Country Grammar School 

90. We recommend that the country Grammar School should 
take full advantage of the opportWlities afforded by its rural 
environment in framing syllabuses which have a high practical 
value derived from their close affinity to the world outside the 
school. (Chapter IV, Part IV, § 45.) 

91. The school garden and orchard, and a little land on 
which some livestock, such as bees and poultry, may be kept, 
are the outdoor laboratories of the country Grammar School. 
We consider it essential for their proper maintenance as an 
integral part of the science accommodation of the school that 
there should be some hired labour for routine manual work. 
(Chapter IV, Part IV, § 46.) , 

92. We hold that all secondary schools should follow a 
similar curriculum for the first two years of their course.(') 
We are not disposed to make any exception for the country 
Granfmar School in the framework of the curriculum for these 
years. In the third year the difference will be mainly one of 
emphasis, and may affect the periods allocated to the various 
subjects rather than the treatment of those subjects. 
(Chapter IV, Part IV, § 46.) 

(i) Local Survey.-In addition to the practical work men
tioned in Recommendation 91, we think that special prominence 
should be assigned in the curriculum to the Local Survey, 
which might well serve as the basis of much of the teaching 
both in Geography and in History. (Chapter IV, Part IV,§ 46.) 

(ii) Arithmetic and Simpk Geometry may be studied in 
country Grammar Schools in their more practical aspects. 
Calculations might be based on the work of the farm, and 
Geometry should include the measurement of gradients and 
simple surveying. (Chapter IV, Part IV, § 47.) 

(iii) Scietlu.-The broad outlines of the curriculum in 
General Science admit of adaptation to meet the special 
requirements of country schools. We desire particularly to 
emphasise the need for more biological teaching. We consider 
that Biology is a fundamental element in any course of science 
teaching judged to be suitable for a rural school : not only 
because qf its practical application to the problems of plant 
and animal life, but also because a knowledge of Biology 
creates a fresh consciousness and appreciation of the manifold 
interests which life in the country has to offer, and a new 

( 1) See Recomme.odation 70. 
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attitude of mind towards the agricultural industry. (Chapter 
IV, Part IV, § 47.) 

· (iv) Craft Training in the country Grammar School does 
not differ materially from that given in urban schools. Owing 
to the mechanisation of agriculture, the teaching of Handicraft 
for the older boys will approach closely to what may be 
described as ' elementary engioeering '. (Chapter IV, Part P(, 
§ 47.) . 

(v) Domsslic Science.-Courses for girls should include 
training in the utilisation and preservation of farm and garden 
produce. If the school possesses a dairy, such courses should 
also include dairywork. (Chapter IV, Part IV, § 47.) 

93. ln.a>untry Grammar Schools which develop a definite 
• agricultural bias'(1), the divergence between such schools and 
those which impart a ' rural colour ' to a curriculum of the 
traditional type will begio in the higher forms at about the 
age of 15. We consider that these schools should offer courses 
of more, specific agricultural training, for which specialist 
instructors, a school farm, and more extensive equipment 
become necessary, together with modifications of the time
table involviog a longer school day and remission of homework. 
(Chapter IV, Part IV, § 46.) 

94. In districts which are not mainly agricultural, the local 
authority may desire, in the interests of some of the pupils, . 
. to provide an alternative science course .containing engioeering 
elements. We recommend that any alternative course of this 
character should fall within the general framework of a 
grammar school education, and should be fundamentally a 
course iu simple engioeering physics,_ with such changes of 
emphasis in the teaching of mechanics as arise from the greater 
stress laid on the applications of the science and the appropriate 
illustrations drawn from engioeering practice. (Chapter IV, 
Part IV,§ 47.) 

Recommendation Regarding Chapters V and VI 
· 95. We have not sammarised in this chapter the imPOrtant 
recommendations regarding Scripture, Englisb, Classics. 
Mathematics and Science, which we have discussed in 
Chapters V and VI, sinee the signiflcanee o! these recom
mendations cannot be understood proper]J save in the context 
o! that discussion. We express the hope that Governing 
Bodies and teachers will give careful coDSideration to these 
chapters. 

(') See Recommendation 155. 
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V.-The First School (Certi11cate) Ex!IT!!ination 
96. While we fully recognise that the School Certificate 

Examination has been one factor in raising the general standard 
of attainment in school subjects to a level which could hardly 
have been reached without the incentive of a public external 
examination, and that it has also prevented narrow specialisa
tion for pupils below the age of 16, we nevertheless think that 
this examination is affecting, and often adversely, not only 
the courses of study and methods of instruction, but also the 
physical health and mental outlook of many pupils. 
(Chapter VII, § 2.)(1) 

97. Though at the inception of this examination it was 
regarded as a cardinal principle that the examination should 
follow the curriculum and not determine it, we consider that it 
has had the effect of intensifying the tendency towards 
uniformity in the curriculum for pupils under the age of 16. 
(Chapter VII.§ 3 and also Chapter I,§ 42 and Chapter ll, § 7.) . . 

98. We think that the demands of this examination as at 
present constituted, the rigour of the preparation for it, and 
the importance attached to the School Certificate by employers 
and others, are such as cumulatively to cause overstrain and 
excessive anxiety in many pupils, especially in cases where the 
possibility or degree of financial help for further education 
depends on the result of the examination. (Chapter VII, § 4.) 

99. We consider that a dominant cause of the pressure 
exercised on pupils preparing for this examination is the fact 
that it has been used at the S!IT!!e time for two distinct 
purposes:-

(i) to test the results of the first stage of the education 
provided by Grammar Schools ; 

(ii) to enable the pupils of such schools to obtain a 
Certificate which would exempt them from 
Matriculation Examination. (Chapter VII,§ 5.) 

100. We think that the conjunction of the Matriculation 
Certificate and the School Certificate has helped to upset that 
balance between academic and non-academic subjects which 
we believe should be maintained. (Chapter VII, § 5.) 

101. We welcome the proposal that matriculation shonld not 
be obtainable solely on the School Certificate Examination. 
We think, howe~-er. that, with a view to pre•-entiug premature 

I') See also Cbapte< IV. Put l. S 4. 
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concentration on one or two subjects, the School Certificate 
or its equivalent should be a first condition for matriculation. 
(Chapter VII, § 6.) 

102. We are in sympathy with the recommendation in the 
Report of the Panel of Investigators appointed by the 
Secondary School Examinations Council (1932) that Certifi
cates should have recorded on them not only, as at present, 
those subjects in which credit is obtained, but also those in 
which the full pass standard is reached. (Chapter VII, § 6.) 

103. We think that there should be a greater freedom of 
choice for individual candidates between the different subjects 
of the examination than is provided by existing regulations. 
Since, however, we regard training in the comprehension and 
expression of English as of special importance both for 
successful work in other school studies and for the conduct of 
practical afiairs in later life, we regard a simple test in the 
use and understanding of the English language as a necessary 
qualification for obtaining the School Certificate. We are 
prepared, too, to accept a requirement that a candidate in order 
to obtain a Certificate must pass in English and either in a 
foreigo language or in some scientific subject (including 
Mathematics). (Chapter VII, §§ 7 and 8.) • 

104. We regard as essential that there should be a re(luction 
in the content of the examination syllabuses, and we submit 
the recommendation for the consideration of the Secondiuy 
School Examinations Council. If this reduction were efiected, 
we see no objection to ·a -requirement that a candidate must . 
pass in at least five subjects ; . and we are of the opinion that 
this requirement is valuable as. discouraging undue specialisa
tion at this stage. · Such reduction would not in our opinion 
make it any less desirable to extend the choice between 
different subjects. (Chapter VII, § 9.) 

105. We see no reason why additional papers, or, in the 
case of Science, papers in particular sciences as well as a 
General Science paper, should not be provided. The syllabuses 
on which these papers would be based would differ in scope 
and character from those adopted for the ordinary papers ; 
they should not, in _our view, be of heavier content than the 
existing syllabuses for the School Certificate. We recommend 
that this proposal, together with our suggestions as to the 
place which additional papers might take in the general 
scheme of the examination, should be considered by the 
Secondary School EJ~aminations Council. (Chapter VII, § 9.\ 
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106. We believe that, as the changes which we have 
advocated are adopted, it will eventually be desirable for 
school records to be brought into consideration in connexion 
with the award of Certificates, provided that this can be done 
without lowering the esteem in which the examination is held 
by professional bodies and employers. (Chapter VII, § 10.) 

VI.-Technical Schools 

Nomenclature 
107. Since the word 'Junior • in the expression Junior 

Teclmical School has rather misleading associations, we 
recommend that henceforth the expression ' Technical School ' 
be used as a general term to describe all Junior Technical 
Schools recruiting their pupils at the age of 13+ and providing 
courses which last for two or three years. The name ' Teclmical 
School. ' will thus embrace both the specifically . vocational 
schools hitherto known as Trade Schools, which prepare for 
definite occupations, and those schools which prepare for a 
range of related trades and occupations, viz., the Junior 
Technical Schools for boys, bearing on the engineering and 
building industries, the schools designed to prepare girls for 
home management, and the Junior Commercial Schools. 
(Chapter VIII, § 6.) 

Junior Technical Sclwolsfor boys bearing Oft tM engineering antl 
building industries 

108. We have come to the conclusion that the Junior 
Teclmical Schools for boys, associated with the engineering 
and building industries have succeeded in developing their 
curriculum on a broad scientific and realistic basis, and we are 
of opinion that for certain types of boy the education provided 
by this curriculum and the practical method of approach to 
various subjects, e.g., Science, Mathematics, and Engineering 
Drawing, best develop their capacities, and in consequence 
provide the course most appropriate for them whatever 
occupation they may eventually choose. (Chapter VIII, §§ 4 
and 5.) 

Ttdtnical Higlt Scltools 
109. 'Ve are convinced that it is of great importance to 

estaWish a new type of higher school of technical character 
quite distinct from the traditional academic Grammar SchooL 
As a first step to this end, we recommend that a number of 
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existing Junior Technical Schools orientated towards the 
engineering and building industries and any other Technical 
Schools which may develop training of such a character as 
(a) to provide a good intellectual discipline altogether apart 
from its technical value, and (b) to have a technical value in 
relation not to one particular occupation but to a group of 
occupations, should be converted into Technical High Schools, 
in the sense that they should be accorded in every respect 
equality of status with schools of the grammar school type. 
We recommend that such schools, which would recruit their 
pupils at the age of 11 + and provide a five-year course up to 
the age of 16+, should be called Technical High Schools to 
distinguish them from full-time Technical Schools of other 
types which provide courses for pupils beginning at the age of 
13 or 14. (Chapter VIII, §§ 6 and 8.) 

110. We recommend that pupils should be recruited for 
Technical High Schools at the age of 11 + by means of the 
general selective examination by which pupils are at present 
recruited for the Grammar Schools. (Chapter VIII, § 7.) 

111. The curriculum for pupils between the ages of 11 +and 
13+ in Technical High Schools should be broadly of the same 
character as the curriculum in other types of secondary school" 
of equal status. (Chapter VIII, § 9.) (1) • 

112. For pupils above the age of 13 the curriculum shoUld 
be designed so as to provjde a liberal education with Science 
and its applications as the core and inspiration. The subject· 
matter would be English, History, Geography, Mathematics, 
Science, Engineering Drawing, Practical Crafts in the workshops, 
Physical Education and the Aesthetic Subjects, together with 
continued study of a foreign language for those pupils who 
have shewn that they are capable of profiting by it. (Chapter 
VIII,§ 9.) 

113. We strongly recommend that, wherever possible, 
Technical High Schools should be housed in the premises of 
Technical Colleges or Technical Institutes. In cases where it 
is not possib}e to accommodate the Technical High School in 
a Technical College, we think that it is most desirable that its 
buildings should be linked with the College buildings in order 
to facilitate full use of the equipment and staff of the college. 
(Chapter VIII, § 10.} 

(') See Chapter IV, p. 182. 
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114. We consider that a Technical High School should be 
organised as a department of the Technical College and with 
the Head Master of the school as the Head of that Department. 
The ultimate control of the school would be vested in the 
Principal of the college, who could best secure that the tech
nical equipment of the various Departments would be available 
for pupils of the school, and could most effectively secure and 
maintain the co-operation and interest of the Heads of the 
specialised Departments and their staffs in the life and work of 
the school. (Chapter VIII, § 10.) 

115. Since the general conduct, disc,ipline and corporate 
life of the Technical High School for which its Head Master is 
responsible are necessarily distinct from those of the Technical 
College, we suggest that a Sub-Committee of the Governors of 
the college should be appointed to manage the school, that the 
Head Master should have direct access to this Sub-Committee, 
and that the appointment of teachers exclusively engaged in 
the work of the school should be made after consultation with 
him. (Chapter VIII, § 10.) 

116. We consider that the fee system in Technical High 
Schools should be the same as that in Grammar Schools 
situated in the same administrative area. (Chapter VIII, § 11.) 

117. We recommend that a new type of leaving certificate 
should be established for pupils in Technical High Schools on 
the basis of internal examinations founded on the school 
cuniculum, and subject to external assessment by assessors 
appointed or approved by the Board of Education in order to 
afford an adequate guarantee for a uniform minimum standard 
of certification in Technical High Schools throughout the 
country. We recommend that the arrangements for this 
lea~ing certificate should be planned on lines similar to those 
in use for the existing examinations for National Certificates. 
(Chapter VIII, § 12.) · 

118. We recommend that these certificates should be given 
an equal standing with School Certificates as fulfilling the first 
condition for matriculation. (Chapter VIII, § 12.)(1) 

119. We recommend that close relations should exist 
between Grammar Schools and Technical High Schools, so 
that opportunity of transfer at about the age of 13 should 

(1) See RecommondatiOil 101. 
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exist for those pupils whose later development makes it clear 
that they would be better suited by an alternative form of 
education. (Chapter VIII, § 20.)(1) 

120. We hope that employers and Trade Unions will see 
their way to reconsider the conditions of entry into and service 
in industry, with special reference to the age of admission and 
the period of apprenticeship required for boys who have taken 
a course in a Tecllnical High School. (Chapter VIII, § 13.) 

]unitw Commercial Sc/wols jOf' boys and girls 

121. While we fully recognise that valuable work is being 
done in Junior Commercial Schools, we recommend, for the 
reasons stated in Sections 15 and 16 of Chapter VIII of our 
Report, that these schools should continue as at present to 
recruit their pupils at the age of 13 or 14. (Chapter VIII, 
§§ 15 and 16.) 

Home Training Sc/wols jOf' girls 

122. We consider that valuable work'is being done in Home 
Training Schools for girls and, for the reasons stated in 
Sections 15 and 17 of Chapter VIII. we recommend that these 
schools should continue as heretofore to recruit their pup~ 
at the age of 13 or 14. (Chapter VIII, §§ 15 and 17.) . . 

Trw Sc/wols 

123. We desire to reaffirm the view expressed in our Report 
on The Education ojthe.A.dolest;mt (1926) that the Trade Schools 
within their own province are doing valuable work and should 
be developed as far as is possi6le in accordance with the needs 
and requirements of certain local industries. We recommend 
that admission to these schools should not be obtained at an 
earlier age than 13+, and we would prefer 14+. We think 
that in areas where there is a steady demand for the entry of 
young people to permanent employment in established trades, 
schools of this type are justified. (Chapter VIII, § 19.) 

]uniOf' Arl Departments 

124. We think that, before a local education authority 
decides to add a Junior Art Department to its Art School, it 
should be satisfied that the necessary variety of teaching 
power in art subjects can be found only in the Art School, and 

(') See RecommendatiODS 71 and 144-8. 
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that the probable future occupations of the pupils are of such 
a character that specific art teaching cannot be deferred till 
the age of 15 or 16. (Chapter VIII. § 21.) 

125. We think that a Junior Art Department ought to be 
regarded as a Junior Department within an Art School, or an 
Art Department of a Technical College, rather than as a 
school in itself. (Chapter VIII, § 21.) 

126. We recommend that pupils should not be admitted to 
Junior Art Departments till they have attained the age of 13 
at least, and wherever practicable we favour a later age for 
admission. (Chapter VIII, § 21.) 

127. In general, we do not think that specialised Junior Art 
Departments afford the best means of giving a general artistic 
training to boys and girls. We consider that attendance at a 
Grammar (Secondary) School with a sympathetic leaning 
towards art teaching, followed by full-time attendance at an 
Art School (or an Art Department of a Technical College), for 
which the scholarship schemes of most local authorities provide 
means, is a more suitable alternative for pupils who require a 
general rather than a specific training in art. (Chapter VIII, 
§ 21.) 

128. We recommend that the Board of Education should 
consider the question of general education in Junior Art 
Departments in regard both to the balance of appropriate 
subjects and their efficiency, and to the number of teaching 
periods which are devoted to them in the successive stages of 
the course. We suggest also that the Board should consider 
such questions as the local circumstances which best justify 
the establishment of a Junior Art Department, how the 
disability arising from the comparatively small size of this 
department may best be remedied, and what should be the 
appropriate age of admission. (Chapter VIII, § 21.\ 

VII.-Adm.inistration 

Parity of schools i" 1M secondary slag~ of 
edUC<UW.. 

129. On a first view, it would appear that many benefits 
might accrue if children above the age of 11 were educated 
together in multilateral schools, since the transfer of pupils 
at various ages to courses of teaching appropriate for their 
abilities and interests would be facilitated, and children 
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difiering in background and objective would be working in 
close association within the same schooL For reasons which 
we state in the body of our Report, we have, however, with 
some reluctance, come to the conclusion that we could not 
advocate the adoption of multilateralism as a general policy 
in England and Wales. (Chapter IX, Introductory, § 1.) 

130. We do not, however, wish to deprecate experiments 
for establishing multilateral schools, especially in areas of new 
population. · We consider further that the provision of varied 
types of secondary education may be assisted in some areas, 
particularly in those of Spa.rst' population, by the combination 
of a Grammar School with a Modern School in one set of 
buildings. We make detailed recommendations for the 
formation of multilateral schools of this type. (Chapter IX, 
Introductory, § 1, and Part I, §§ 4 to 6.) 

131. The multilateral idea, though it may not be expressed 
by means of the multilateral school, should in effect permeate 
the system of secondary education as we conceive it. Each 
type of secondary school will have its appropriate place in the 
national system with its educational task clearly in view ; 
and in the great body of schools maintained or aided by the 
Board of Education and the local authorities educational 
considerations alone should determine the parent's ·choice, 
just as if the various schools· were alternative sides of the 
same school. (Chapter IX, Introductory, § 2.) • 

132. For the complete"realisation of our recommendations· 
regarding curriculum and the- interrelation of schools, parity 
of schools in the secondary s.tage of education is essential. 
This principle was implicit in our Report on Thil Education of 
.IM Atlclescem (1926), and we desire expressly to assert our 
conviction of its importance. If schools providing secondary 
education of difierent types are to be made equally acceptaJ?le 
to parents, and opportunities for entering the type of school 
which can best develop their particular abilities, are to be 
made equally available to the children, the establishment of 
parity between all types of secondary school is a fundamental 
requirement. (Chapter IX, Introductory, § 2.) 

133. We make a number of concrete recommendations with 
a. view to ensuring that parity between all types of secondary 
school may be established, and certain other recommendations 
which are dependent thereon for their fulfilment. (Chapter IX, 
Introductory, § 2.) 
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A Secondary Code 

134. We recommend that the three types of secondary 
school, attended by children over the age of 11, which we 
have named Modern Schools, Grammar Schools, and Techn!cal 
High Schools, should be administered under a new Code of 
Regulations for secondary schools, and that a Code of Regu
lations for primary schools should exist for schools attended 
by children up to the age of 11 +. (Chapter IX, Part VI, 
§ 22.) 

Establishments of Teaching Posts 
135. We recommend that the following main proposals 

regarding Establishments of Teaching Posts in secondary 
schools, together with certain ancillary suggestions which are 
contained in· the body of our Report, should be submitted 
for the consideration of the Burnham Committees. 

(i) That in the three types of secondary school, namely 
Modern Schools, Grammar Schools, and Technical 
High Schools, there should be Establishments of 
Teaching Posts, so that the salary of the teacher 
will no longer depend directly upon the type of 
school in which he is serving. (Chapter IX, Part II, 
§ 7.) 

(ii) That there should be two Scales of Salaries for Teachers 
in secondary schools, a' higher 'scale, corresponding 
generally to the existing Burnham Graduate Scale, 
(including the provision for posts of special responsi
bility), and a ' lower ' scale, corresponding generally 
to the existing scale for Certificated Teachers, 
and to the non-graduate scale, which is very similar. 
(Chapter IX, Part II, § 8.) 

(iii) That in each school there should be posts on both 
scales, the proportion of posts allocated on the 
higher scale being larger in Grammar Schools and 
Technical High Schools than in Modem Schools, 
according to the preponderance of more advanced 
work and specialist teaching, and for the same 
reason being larger also in ' selective • than in 
' non-selective • Modem Schools. (Chapter IX, 
Part II, § 8.) 

Six• of Classes : School B .. ildirsgs 
136. We recommend that the muinlwn size of classes 

in the Grammar School and in the Modem School should 
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be the same('); and that, accordingly, the basis of ass m'i!Jlt 
for school places should be the same in both types of schooL 
(Chapter IX, Part III, § 10.) 

137. We recommend that the building requirements, 
including playing-fields, gymnasiums, dining rooms and 
common rooms, for the Grammar School and the Modern
School should generally be the same, apart from the fuller 
provision necessary in Grammar Schools for the teaching of 
certain subjects of the curriculum, and the provision of 
smaller classrooms for Sixth Form use. (Chapter IX, Part III, 
§ 10.) 

School Fees 
138. If parity of schools in the seeondary stage is to be 

established, payment of fees in one school and not in another 
becomes incongruous. We hold that the conditions which 
apply in Modern Schools, in which no fees are paid, should be 
extended to other types of secondary school, as soon as the 
national finances render it possible. For the intervening 
period we make proposals with regaril to Special Places. 
(Chapter IX, Part IV, § 17.)(") 

100 per cenL Spedal Place System 
139. In all Grammar School_s in which the cost to parents 

is substantially reduced by assistance from public funds, we 
recommend the adoption of tbe system of 100 per cent. 
Special Places, subject to the following conditions :-

(i) A provision f~r • Grammar School and Technical · 
High School education of such amount as to 
afford places for all children who will benefit from 
receiving such education rather than from receiving 
education in a Modern School. (Chapter IX, 
Part IX, § 33 and Part X, § 38.)cal 

(ii) The selection of children, as being likely thus to 
benefit, in accordance with the method indicated 
in our Report. (Chapter IX, Part IX, § 34.)(') 

(iii) The gradual extension of the system, and the provision 
of certain specific safeguards described in our 
Report. (Chapter IX, Part IX, § 35.) 

(1) " The number of pupils tau~ht together at one time must not 
without the concumm.ce of the Board exceed thirty, and must never 
exceed thirty-live."-Grant Regulations No. 10 (1935)-Regulation $, 

(') See Chapter VDI. f II, p. 278. 
(') See Recommendatioos 143 and 151. · 
(1) See R-"Jmoodatioos 14Q-.3. 
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(iv) A power for the time being to the Board of Education, 
after · consultation with the local education 
authorities, to require less than 100 per cent. 
Special Places in the case of • direct grant • schools 
in those areas where an adequate supply of special 
places can otherwise be made ; the desirability of 
maintaining these exceptions to be reviewed by the 
Board of Education five or six years hence. (Chapter 
IX, Part IX, § 36.) 

TM Special Place Examination 

140. We believe that the- selective examination at the 
age of 11 + for secondary schools, as ordinarily conducted, is 
capable of selecting in a high proportion of cases (a) those 
pupils who quite certainly have so much intelligence, and 
intelligence of such a character, that without doubt they 
ought 'to receive a secondary education of grammar school 
type ; and (b) those pupils who quite certainly would not 
benefit from such an education. We consider that the line 
defining group (a) should be so drawn as to allot in this way 
something of the order of 50 per cent. of the Special Places. 
(Chapter IX, Part X, § 38, and Part IX, § 34.) 

141. We recommend that the choice for grammar school 
plaCes as between pupils who fall into neither of these groups, 
but form a • middle group •, should be made on the result of a 
method of selection, including an interview, in which facts 
other than their relative place as determined by the examina" 
tion are brought into account. About half the Special Places 
would be alllltted from this • middle group '. (Chapter IX, 
Part X,§ 38, and Part IX,§ 34.) 

142. We think it important to recognise that the Special 
Place Examination, as ordinarily conducted, is a better test 
for children educated in public elementary schools than for 
children who have rect>ived some other form of primary 
education. (Chapter IX, Part X, § 38.) 

143.. We desire again to emphasise that no method of choice 
can work satisfactorily unless there are enough grammar 
school plaet'S to secure a grammar school education for those 
children who, all things considered, will benefit more from 
such a course than from other forms of secondary education. 
(Chapter IX, Part IX. § 33, and Part X, § 38.) 

0 
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TrtmSfa of J!tiPil.s Ill lite age of 13+ 

144.. We I" ""lll!end that there should be a further review, 
at about the age of 13, of the distribution of children among 
an schools iu the secondary stage. {Cbapter IX, Part Xll, 
§ § 43 and 46..) {1) 

145. We rewiiiillelld that this review should not take the 
fonn of a general examination, but that it should be incumbent 
upon the Heads 'of schools to prepare returns iu respect of 
those pupils who, iu their opinion, might be better pbu:ed 
iu other types of 5!P('OJ)dary schooL (Olapter IX, Part Xll, 
§46..) 

146.. For reasons which - have given iu the body of this 
Report, and iu om earlier Report oo Tile Llt~Ctdimo of Ute 
.tftlc'=-rl {1926),- remnnnend that opportunity for transfer 
of pupils at a later age than 11 + should be made a reality, 
and that defioite educational machinery should be devised 
for this purpose. (Cbapter IX, Part Xll, § § 43 and 44..) 

147. The kind of transfer which. - ronsider to be 
undoubtedly of highest inlportance and of most frequent 
ou:uuence is that from HOdem Schoo1s to Grammar Schoo1s 
or to Tecbnica!lfigh Schools. {Oiapter VIII, § 7 ; Olapter IX. , 
Part xn. § 45.) 

148. We consider that tr.uisfer of pupils from Grammar 
Schools to Junior Commercial Schools or Home Training 
Schoo1s at the age of 13 :;bould be ftJY exceptiooal. and that, 
as a general role. the pupils should be retained iu the Grammar 
Scbou1 until they have taken" the School Certificate Examina
tion, and that they should pRxeed at about the age of 16 to 
approp iate full.time comses iu Commercial Subjects oc iu 
Home Training at Teclmical Colleges. (Olapter VIII, § 20.) 

Tile Sdool Le.iwc-.tfge 
149. Parity among schools under the proposed new Secondary 

Code(") inlplies the raising of the miuinlmn leaving-<lge to the 
same general level in these sc.hools. (Olapter IX. Part V, § 19.) 

150. The adoption of a miuinlmn leaving age of 16 yean. 
which is now the rn1e in Grammar Schools, may not be 
immedia~ely practi<:ahle. but in our judgment must ewn now 
be envisagOO as inevitable. {~ter IX, Part V, § 19.) 

r1 See a1so R ..... ,. 11- u9. 

rl See--·- 134.. 
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Amount of provision of education of the Grammar School and 
Technical High School types 

151. We consider that the amount of provision of education 
of the grammar school type which is desirable cannot be 
precisely laid down for the country as a whole. It depends in 
each area in a high degree on the character and traditions 
of the population, industrial conditions, and the future 
careers of the children. We seek to arrive at a standard by 
which local authorities may measure their provision of grammar 
school education, having regard to what they judge to be the 
particular needs of their areas. (Chapter IX, Part VIII, § 26.) 

152. On the assumption that alternative forms of secondary 
education will be provided, on the one hand by the development 
of Modem Schools both of the selective and non-selective 
type, and on the other hand by an adequate supply of Technical 
High Schools, we think that provision based on an· average 
annual admission to the Grammar Schools of 15 per cent. 
of the 'secondary school age-group • in the public elementary 
schools(') might for the present be accepted as a working 
figure, apart from any margin that may be required for pupils 
entering Grammar Schools from other than public elementary 
schools.(') (Chapter IX, Part VIII, § 28.) 

1,53. The standard which we have mentioned may require, 
on detailed consideration, considerable modification in 
particular areas, in order to conform to our governing 
principle that the supply of grammar school places should 
be regarded as adequate only when a grammar school 
education is available for all those pupils who will benefi.t 
more from , such a course than from such other forms of 
secondary education as are provided in Technical High Schools 
and Modem Schools. In view of the provision of Technical 
High Schools which we are recommending for boys, a some
what higher grammar school provision is likely to be required 
for girls. This is the more necessary since the provision for 
boys is already more generous than that for girls. (Chapter IX, 
Part VIII, § 28.) 

(') By • secondary school age-group ' we mean tho age-group 10 to 11 
yean In the public e-lementary schools (see p. 320). 

(')Our evidence shows that this margin during the last few years 
can be expresstd for the country as a whole as a constant figure of 
S per cent. of tho ' secondary school age-group ' in public elementary 
ochools 

(<101101 01 
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154. We are strongly of the opinion that there is room for a 
considerable development of Technical High Schools ; and 
we suggest that t4e provision of Technical High Schools in 
association with Technical Colleges does not concern ex
clusively the more highly industrialised areas. We commend 
this problem to local authorities for their careful consideration, 
(Chapter IX, Part VIII, § 29.) 

155. We further recommend that the provision of Grammar 
Schools with an ' agricultural bias ', or alternatively of 
Technical High Schools .associated with Technical Colleges 
in rural areas, should be seriously undertaken ; and that tbe 
development of such schools should not be left entirely to 
individual interest and initiative, but should be planned by 
the local authorities on a regional basis. (Chapter IX, 
Part VIII, § 31.)(1) 

Post-Cerlijicate UJt1l'k in Grammu Schools 
156. We are convinced of the importance of developing Sixth 

Forms in Grammar Schools both for their effect upon the 
corporate life and internal affairs of a school, and for their effect 
upon the length of school life and future careers of individual 
pupils. (Chapter IX, Part XI,§ 39_.)(") 

157. We deprecate any proposals whereby all Sixth Form · 
work would be concentrated i1l · • central • Grammar Schools, 
with the consequent ' beheading • of the smaller Granmiar 
Schools. We consider j.t _of importance that every Grammar 
School should contain a Sixth Form. (Chapter IX, Part XI,· . 
§ 39.) . 

158. We think it highly imPortant that the Governors and 
Heads of Grammar Schools should give careful consideration 
to the framing of post-Certificate courses, appropriate for 
pupils who are. not going on to the University, of a general 
cllaracter but containing where possible elements definitely 
related to the future careers of the pupils. (Chapter · IX, 
Part XI, § 40.)(") 

159. There are circumstances in whicll pupils preparing 
for the University or for the Higher School Certificate should 
not be retained in a small Grammar School. We believe that 
sucll individual cases of transfer at a late age may be met by 
sympathetic administration. (Chapter IX, Part XI, § 41.) 

· !') See Chapter IV, Part IV. 
') See Chapter IV, I 22. 
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160. We have come to the conclusion that, from the point 
of view of practical administration, there may be at times a 
case for a mutual transfet of pupils among.large town schools, 
and occasionally even among schools in a county area, so 
that strong Sixth Forms may exist in each school for 
particular types of Higher School Certificate work. 
(Chapter IX, Part XI, § 42.) 

Autonomous Areas 
161. We recommend that the problem of • Part III 

Authorities ' should be remitted to a Departmental or Inter
Departmental Committee which would not seek any general 
solution before it had fully investigated the circumstances of 
individual areas ; the character of the work already 
accomplished by Part III Authorities ; the possibly deterrent 
effects of a dual administration ; the efficacy of devolution ; 
the mipimum standard of school population requisite for the 
exercise of full educational powers ; the effect of amalgama
tion, or transfer of powers, upon the administrative efficiency 
of neighbouring authorities ; and other relevant matters. 
(Chapter IX, Part VII, § 25.) 

Private Schools 
162. We recommend that compulsory inspection of all 

PriVate Schools should be introduced without further delay. 
(Chapter IX, Part IX, § 37.) 

VIII.-Special Welsh Problems 

163. Secondary education in Wales presents a number of 
special problems due to several causes, of which the most 
important ate the extensive provision of Intermediate Schools, 
now generally known as County Schools, under the Welsh 
Intermediate Education Act, 1889 ; the comparative neglect 
of the provision made for technical education under that Act ; 
the bilingual problem ; the problem created by the areas of 
sparse population and by the fact that in some districts pupils 
do not enter the Intermediate (County) Schools till the age 
of 12. (Chapter X. passim.) 

164. We recommend that immediate attention should be 
given to the age of admission to • Intermediate ' Schools. 
(Chapter X, § 3.) 
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165. While we fully recognise that the small size of many 
of the Intermediate Schools has hitherto rendered it difficult 
to provide snc:cessf11lly alternative intermediate and technical 
courses, we think that the suggestion which we have made in 
Chapter IX for the experimental establishment of small 
Grammar Schools incorporating a Modem (Senior) School 
might be specially. applicable to conditions in some Welsh 
areas, and might assist also towards the solution of the problem 
of providing for the technical side of seoondaiy education. 
We accordingly recommend that the whole question of 
establishing Modem (Senior) Schools in dose association with 
Grammar Schools, particularly in areas of sparse population, 
should be examined. and that the particular solution of the 
problem contemplated by the Welsh Departmental Com
mittee in 1929(1) should be seriously considered in the light 
of the suggestions we have made. (Chapter X, § 4.) 

166.. We note that the Welsh language is being given its 
due place in the curriculum of the sdtools and that various 
methods have been adopted to cope with the difliculties of 
bilingualism. We suggest that the standard in English to be 
expected of boys and girls in Welsh Grammar Schools need 
not be lower than that in the Grammar Schools of England." 
(Chapter X, § 5.) · • 

167. In view of the llilipgnal problem we desire strongly to 
recommend that generous provision of books in English and· 
Welsh, both for class use and ·for library use, should be made 
in Welsh Grammar Schools. {Chapter X, § 5.) 

168. We suggest that liberal provision should be made. as 
has already been done in many cases, for the teaching of 
Arts and Crafts, Speech Training, Music and Dramatic Art, 
and the History of Wales in connxtion with Welsh literature 
and with physical and economic geography. In particular, 
we would suggest that more attention should be devoted to 
the teaching of ArL (Chapter X. § 7 .) 

(') See also R•amnnendatiOil 16 on page 151 of the Report of that 
Committee. eBtitled Fd ,..,. .. ;.. Rwlll W.Jos (1930) which t111111 as 
follows:-

.. It ~ be made P"'!""hle. by legislatioll if that is ""' ry, 
lor the existing Int<nDediato and Seocmdary School Buildings w 
be made available lao: all typm of Post Primary EdocaW>a.'' 

• 
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169. Having regard to the opinion expressed by the 
Federation of Welsh Education Authorities " that Religious 
Instruction and a knowledge of the Bible should be an 
integral and active part of the curriculum for Secondary 
School pupils", we call special attention to our detailed 
Recommendations in Chapter V regarding the teaching of 
Scripture in Grammar Schools. (Chapter X, § 7.) 

(Signed)-
WILL SPENS (Chairman) 
M. DOROTHY BROCK 
W. A. BROCKINGTON 
H. W. COUSINS 
L. GRIER 
PERCY JACKSON 
JOSEPH JONES 
HUGH LYON 
ALBERT MANSBRIDGE 
H. J. R. MURRAY 
J. PALEY YORKE 
A. E. PHILLIPS 
T. J. REES 
R. L. ROBERTS 
E. G. ROWLINSON 
HERBERT SCHOFIELD 
SHENA D. SIMON 
J. H. SIMPSON 
J. A. WHITE 
R. F. YOUNG (Secrelary) 

13th October, 1938. 
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(A) LIST OF WITNESSES. 

(i) Government Deparimenlll. 

Board of EducatioD. 

Mr. E. M. O'R. Dickey, H.M. Stall Inspeclx>r of Art. 
Mr. F. R. G. Duckworth, Chief Inspector of Secondary Schools. 
Mr. W. C. Ealx>n, C.B;,Iate Principal Assistant Secretary for Technical 

Educatiou. ~ 
Miss R. E. Hewetson, H.M. Stall Inspector of Secondary Schools. 
Sir Maurice Holmes, K.C.B., O.B.E., Permanent Secretary. 
Miss E. H. Horniblow, C.B.E., H.M. Stall Inspector of Women's 

Subjects in Technical Schools. 
Mr. E. J. W. Jackson, M.C., H.M. Staff Inspectx>r of Commercial 

Subjects. 
Miss H. M. Jolmston, late H.M. ~tall Inspeclx>r of Women's Subjects 

in Tecbnical Schools. 
Mr. A. Morley, D.Sc., late H.M. Stall Inspeclx>r of Engineering. 
Mr. T. Owen, M.C.;Iate H.M. Inspector of sChools. 
Mr. C. W. Parkes, H.M. Stall Inspeclx>r of Mathematics. 
Miaa A. G. Philip, C.B.E., late .Chief Woman Inspector. 
Mr. C. A. Ricbardson, H. M. Stall Inspeclx>r of Tmiuing Colleges. 
Mr. C. A. Ronald, H.M. Stall Inspector of Modern Langnages. 
Mr. E. G. Savage, C.B., H.M. Senior Chief ,Inspector an.d Chief 

Inspeclx>r of Technical and .Conl:jnuation Schools. 
Mr. G. T. Shaw, Mus.Doc., H.M. Stall Inspector of Music. 
Mr. F. B. Stead, C.B., latl> Chief lnspectx>r of Secondary Schools. 
Mr. G. K. Sutherland, D.Sc., H.M. Divisional Inspector. . . 

W.ZSA D.p,__ 
Miss M. Davies, H.M. InspeCtor of SChools. 
Mr. M. H. Davies, M.C., H.M. Inspector of Schools 
Mr. Pry&-1 ones, H.M. Inspector o1 Schools. 
Mr. W. P, Wheldon, D.S.O.,. Permanent Secretary. 
Mr. W. J. Williams, H.M. Chief Inspector for Wales. 

SCOUisA Ed.....no.. D.p~ 
Mr. G. Andrew, C.B.E., H.M. Senior Chief Inspeclx>r of Schools for 

Soctland. 
Mr. W. E. Philip, late H.M. Senior Chief Inspector of Schools for 

Scotlsod. 

(ii) Direoton ol Eduoalioo and lllemb011 o1 Local Eduoalioo 
Anthoriliea. 

Mr. W. P. Alexander, Ph.D., Directx>r of Education for Margate. 
Mr. J. W. Bispham, O.B.E., Senior Assistant Education Officer 

London County Council. ' 
Col. E. P. Le Breton, Chairman o1 the Dorset Education Committee. 
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Mr. J. B. Evans, O.B.E., J.P., Director of Education for Flintshire. 
Mr. P. D. Innes, C.B.E., D.Sc., Chief Education Officer fo~ 

Binningham. 
Mrs. E. M. Lowe, J.P., late Chairman of the London County Council 

Education Committee. ' 
Mr. E. M. Rich, Education Officer, London County Council. 
Mr. J. P. Sargent, Director of Education for Essex. 
Mr. H. M. Spink, M.C., Director of Education for Northumberland. 
Mr. T. Walling, Director of Education for Newcastle--upon-Tyne. 

(iii) Aasociatio!ll representing Members and Officials ol Local 
Education Authoriliel, 

Association of Directors and Secretaries for Education :-
Mr. C. F. Matt, late President of the Association, and Director qf 

Education for Liverpool. ' 
Mr. J. E. Smart, M.C., Ph.D., late Vice-President of the Association, 

and Director of Education for Acton. 
Sir Percy Mesdon, C.B.E., Director of Education for Lancashire. 
Mr. J. P. Sargent, Director of Education for Essex. 
Mr. J'. H. Toyne, Hon. Secretary of the Association, and Education 

Officer for Brighton. 

Association of Education Committees :-
Sir Percy Meadon, C.B.E., Director of Education for Lancashire. 
Mr. J. E. Smart, M.C., Ph.D., Director of Education for Acton. 
Mr. T. Walling, Dixector of Education for Newca.stle-upon-Tyne. 

Assoclation of Municipal Corporations :-
Councillor R. H. Hume, Chairman of the Education Committee of the 

·Association. 
Mr. T. Boyce, Director of Education for Bradford. 
Mr. P. D. Innes, C.B.E., D.Sc., Chief Education Officer for 

Birmingham. 

County Councils Association:-
Mr. E. Salter Davies, C.B.E., late Director of Education for Kent. 
Sir Percy Mt.adon, C.B.E., Director of Education for Lancashire. 
Mr. R. N. Annfelt, Secretary of Education for Devon. 

Federation of Education Committees (Wales and Monmouthshire) :-
Mr. J. B. Evans. O.B.E., J.P., Director of Education for Flintshire. 
Mr. W. E. Evans, Director of Education for Brecknockshire. 
Mr. D. T. Jones, Director of Education for Pembrokeshire. 
Mr. F. E. Reee, Director of Education for Glamorgan. 

National Association of Inspectors of Schools and Educational 
Orguiaon :--

Mr. L. Brooks, Divisional Inspector under the London County 
CounciL 

Mr. B. Ingmm. Divisional Inspector nnder the London County 
Council. 

Mr. G. H. Leelie, District Inspector under the London County Council. 
Mr. G. Lilley, Divisional Inspector under the Lond01t County Council. 
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frv) Organi•tiems 18Plt6df'ting !feeebf"'L 

Association of Asistant J.fistresses in Sec<mda'Y Schools >-
Miss M. S. Ownberlain. Grey Coat Hospital School, London. 
Miss F. M. Fmrest. EDfield County School for Girls, Midcllesez. 
Miss H. D. Pea18oo. Newlaud High School, ~n-upon-Hall.. 

Association of Head J.fistresses :-
Miss L M. Drummond. O.B.E., Head Mistress of the North London 

Collegiate SchooL 
Miss E. R. Gwatkin. Head Mistress of the Streatham Hill and Brixton 

High School for Girls, London. 
Miss D. E. de Zoucbe. Head Mistress of the Wolverhamplioll Girls' 

High SchooL 

Association of Principals of Teclmicat Institutes :-
Jofr. J. H. Everett, Principal of Leeds College of Technology. 
Mr. D. Humphrey, ~of Education. Regent Street Polytechnic. 

London. 

Association of Teachers in Teclmical Institutions :
Jofr. H. J. CDII. President of the Association. 
Mr. F. H. Reid. a-President of the Association. 
Mr. A. E. Evans. Bon. Secretary of the Associatio11. 
Mr. J. WICkham Kanay, Secretary of the Association. 

Association of Technical Institutions :-
Mr. R. G. Hosking. ~of J(essrs. 5. Russell aDd Soa, Eugm-,. 

Leicester; Cbairman of the Go"""""" of the Rugby College of 
Technology aDd Arts. • 

Mr. P. L Kitcbea, Principal of Rugby College of Technology and Arts. 
Alderman Wright Robin$01!. J.P., Cbairman of Governors, lli!anchBster 

Mtmic:ipal College of Technology. . 

• Headmasten( CoaferellOe ,...._ 

Mr. 5. 5. G. Leeson. Head Master of W"mchester College. late Head 
Master of Merchant Tay!OJS' SchooL 

Mr. G. C. Tomer, M.C., .Master of lllarlborough College. 

"Ibe Ipcorporated Association of Asistant lofasliem in s->nd•'Y 
Schools:-

Mr. P. E. Herrick, Sl:land School, London 
Mr. W. H. Jeokinson, Cenbal Seooodaty School for Boys, Sbe11ield 
Mr. A. J. T"""""' City of Oxford High School for Boya. 

"Ibe l'DI:mpOialed Association of Head Masters >-
Mr. F. R. H..-o. Jooes, Head .Master of Holloway School, London. 
Mr. W. J 1bamaa. late Head Master of the London County Council 

Haclmey Downs School, I -don. 
Mr. F. 5. Orme, Head Masw of Reipte Grammar 5chool, Suney. 
Mr. T. 1bamaa. D.Sc., Head Masw of Leeds Gl'&llliDal" School. 
Mr. L W. Taylor, Secretary 1D the Aaaoc:iati<m. 
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Joint Standing Committee of the Training College Association and the 
Council of Principals :-

Miss M. M. Allao, late Principal of Homerton Training College, 
Cambridge . 

.Mr. A. E. Dean, Principal of Goldsmiths' College Training Depart
ment, London . 

.Mr. E. R. Hamilton, Principal of Borough Road Training College, 
Middlesex. 

Miss C. Stewart, Principal of Lincoln Training College. 

London Association of Head Teachers of Central Schools :-
.Mr. J. H. Engledow, " The Lyulph Stanley " Boys' Central Council 

School, St. Pancras, London. 
Miss L. L. Kipps. Woolwich Girls' Central Council School, London • 
.Mr. H. Millward, The Fleet Central Council School, Hampstead, 

London. , 
.Mr. R. J. Shambrook, North Paddington Boys' Central Council 

School, London. 

National Association of Teachers in Selective Central Schools:-
.Mr. E. H. Axton, Commercial Department, Pendower Council School, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Miss M. A. Button, Hastings Girls' Central Council School. 
Mr. H. J. Odell, The Bea1 Modem Council School, IHord, Essex. 
Mr. F. J. Williams, Longcar Central Council Schoo~ Barnsley. 

National Union of Teachers :-
Mr. J. W. H. Brown, President of the Union. 
.Mr. W. Merrick, Chairman of the Education Committee • 
.Mr. R. Hall, Vice-Chairman of the Education Committee • 
.Mr. W. H. Spikes, Member of the Advisory Committee for Higher 

.F.ducetiou. 
Sir Frederick Mander, General Secretary . 
.Mr. A. E. Henshall. Secretary to the Education Commi-. 

National Union of Women Teachers :
Miss C. Fisher, President of the Union. 
Miss E. R Crosby, Chairman of the Education Committee of the 

Union. 
Miss H. R Walmesley, Vice-Chairman of the Education Committee, 
Miss G. I. Cottell, Member of the Education Committee. 
Miss E. E. Froud, General Secretary. 

(v) Other Orpnisatioua. 

Association for Education in Citizenship :-
Sir Ernest Simon, Chairman of the Association • 
.Mrs. E. M. Hubback, Hon. Secretary of the Association. 

The British Association for Commercial and Industrial Education,__ 
Sir Francis Goodenough, Chairman of the Association. 
Mr. R W. F"'J!WWIOl, Hou. Tta.sww of the Associatiou and formerly 

Education Officer for Messrs. Cadbury Bros., Ltd. 
Mr. H. Rostro.., Education Officer for Messrs. Tootal Broadhurst Lee 

Co., Ltd., llfanchester. 
Mr. A. Abbott. C.B.E., Hoa.. Secretary of the ABK:iation. 
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Central Welsh Boa.Id (in respect of their general examinations) :-
. Alderman the Rev. W. Saunders, Chairman of the Executive Com

mittee of the Central Welsh Boa.Id. 
Mr. D. Vaughan Johnston, Chief Inspector of the Central Welsh 

Boa.Id. 
Mr. W. H. Robinson, Inspector of the Central Welsh Board. 

Central Welsh Boa.Id (in respect of their examinations in Scripture):
Rev. Griffith Roes, 

Incorpomted Association of Preparatory Schools :-
Mr. A. E. Lynam, Head Master of Dragon School, Oxford. 
Mr. J. E. Maitland, late Head Master of Banstead Hall School, Surrey. 
Mr. D. H. Wagner, Spencer House, Parkside, Wimbledon, Surrey. 
Mr. H. C. King, Seaetary of the Association • 

• Institute of Cbristian Education :-
Rev. Cenon Tissington Tatlow, D.D., Director of the Institute. 
llfiss E. A. Phillips, Hon. Executive Officer of the Institute. 

National Institute of Industrial Psychology:-
Mr. C. S. Myem, C.B.E., M.D., Sc.D., F.R.S., Principal of the 

Institute. 
Mr. A. Macrae, M.B., late Head of the Educational Department. 

New Education Fellowship :-
Mr. F. Clarke, Professor of Education and DiJector of the Institute 

of Education, Univemity of London. 
Mr. F. C. Happold, D.S.O., Head Master of Bishop Wordsworth'• , 

School, Salisbury. . • , 
Mr. W. T. R. Rawaon, J uint Organising Director of the Fellowship. 
Mr. R. H. Tawney, D.Litt., Professor of Economic Geugmp,hy, 

Univemity of London. 
llfiss M. W"JSe, Head Mis1re!s of Tbe Cambell Council School, Barking, 
~- . 

Oxford and Cambridge· Joint Board (in respect of their examinations in 
Scripture) :-

The Very Rev. S. C. Carpenter, D.D., Dean of Exeter. 
Rev. Canon D. C. Simpson, D.D., Oriel Prof0110r of Interpretation of 

Holy Scripture, Oxford. 

Secondary School Examinations Council :
Sir. C. Norwood, D.Lit. 
Mr. F. B. Stead, C.B.E. 

Standing Joint Committee of Industrial Women's Organisations:
Mro. E. Barton, J.P. 
Miss G. Colman. 
Alderman Mrs. B. Diake. 
Mrs. Sbortt. 

Sw:zey Education Committee :-
Mr. J. Chuter Eda, M.P., J.P., late Chairman of Surrey County 

Council. 
Mr. W. R. Skeet, J.P. 
Mr. H. E. Haig-Brown, Chief Education Officer. 
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The Trades Union Congress General Council :-
Sir Arthur Pugh, C.B.E., Chairman of the Education Committee. 
Mr. Morgan Jones, M.P. 
Alderman Wright Robinson. 
Mr. J. V. C. Wray, Secretaiy to the Education Committee. 

University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate :-
Canon P. H. L. Brereton, Chief Examiner in Religious Knowledge. 

Welsh Secondary Schools Association:-
Mr. J. Grey Morgans, Head Master of Swansea Intermediate and 

Technical School, Glamorgan. 
Mr. H. Rees, Head Master of Ystalyfera County School, Glamorgan. 

(vi) Individnal Witnesses. 
Mr. A. Abbott, C.B.E., late H.M. Chief Inspector of Technical 

Schools. 
Miss D. Batho, Assistant Mistress at Roedean Schooi, Brighton. 
Mr. C. Burt, D.Sc., Professor of Psychology, University College, 

London. 
Miss G. M. Bush, Assistant Mistress at Howell's Glamorgan County 

School, Cardilf. 
Mr. F. A. Cavanagh, Professor of Education, King's College, London, 
Mr. R. F. Cholmeley, C.B.E., Secretaiy to Trustees of the Kitchener 

Fund ; late Head Master of Dame Alice Owen's Boys' School, 
London. 

Miss C. Clark, Art Mistress at Mary Datchelor Girls' School, London. 
Mr. C. A. Elliott, Head Master of Eton College. 
Mr. B. A, Fletcher, late Head Master of Chippenham District County 

,School, Wiltshire. 
Mr. A. M. Gibson, Head Master of Liverpool Collegiate High SchooL 
Mr. H. A. Harris, M.D., D.Sc., Professor of Anatomy in the University 

of Cambridge. 
Mr. M. L Jacks, Director of Department of Education, Oxford 

University ; late Head Master of The Mill Hill School. 
Mr. I. L Kandel, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Teachers College, 

Columbia University, New York. 
Mr. S. S. G. Leeson, Head Master of Winchester College. 
Sir Cyril Norwood. D.Lit., President of St. John's College, Oxford; 

late Head Master of Harrow School. 
Mr. G. W. Olive, Head Master of Dauntsey's School, West La>ingtOn. 

Wiltshire. 
Mr. J. L Paton, late High Master of Manchester Gramnar School; 

late President of Memori&l University College, St. John's, New
foundland. 

The IUght Hon. The Lord Eustace Percy, P.C., .lector of King's 
College, Nowcestle-upon-Tyne; late President of the Board of 
Education. 

Mr. C. W. Valentine, D.Phil., Proi.....r of EducGoo in the University 
of Binningham. 

Mr. P. C. Vellacott, Head Master of Harro- ScbooL 
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(B) LIST OF ORGANISATIONS AND PERSONS WHO SENT 
MEMORANDA, STATISTICS AND OTHER DATA FOR 

THE USE OF THE COMMITTEE 

Miss M. F. Adams, Head 1\fistress of Queen Mary High School, 
Liverpool. . 

The Ad-asing Association. 
The Advisory Council for Technical Education in South Wal"" and 

M"onmouthsbire. 
Mr. R. M. Allardyce, O.B.E., J.P., LL.D., Director of Education for 

Glasgow. 
Miss E. M. Almond, Head 1\fistress of the Clergy Daughtem' School, 

Bristol. 
Annual Meeting of tho Part m Education Authorities of England 

and Wales. 
Mr. A. B. Axchor, Head Master of Oldemhaw School for Boys, 

Wallaoey. 
Mr. R. L. Archer, Professor of Education, University College of 

North Wales, Bangor. 
Miss C. M. Arscott, Ph.D., Head 1\fistress of Whalley Range Municipal 

High School, Manchester. 
Tho Art Teachers' Guild. 
Tho Associated Equipment Co., Ltd., SoutJWI. Middl...,._ 
Association of Convent Schools. 
Associatinn of Head Mistresses of Recognised Private Schools. 
Association o1 Tea.chenl of Domestic Subjects. 
Association of Women Science Teachers. 
The Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Institute of tho United • 

Kingdom. . 
Monsieur E. Ancira, Prof.....,. of English Literature at tho University 

of Lillo. . 
Mr. G. H. Austin, Ph.D., Principal of Leeds College of Commerce. 
Miss E. M. Backett. • • 
Rev. J. H. Builoy, D.D., Head Master of tho Royal Grammar School, 

Lancaster. 
Mr. S. T. Baker, Head Master qf tho Municipal Secondary School, 

Wolverhampton. 
Mr. P. B. Ballard, D.Litt., late Divisional Inspector under tho LC.C. 

Education Committee. 
Rev. H. Balmforth, Head Master of St. Edmund's School, Cantorbary. 
Miss E. M. Bancroft, late Head 1\fistress of tho County High School, 

Chelmsford. 
Mr. Eluest Barker, Litt.D., LL.D., Professor of Political Science, 

Camb!ldgo University. 
Sir Ross ~ker, K.C.I.E., C.B., President and Chairman of tho 

Royal Society of Teachers. 
Mr. H. C. ~ D.Lit., Professor of Education, Reading 

University ; late Head Master of Gillingham County School, Kent. 
Mr. R. H. Barro~H.M. Stall Iuspec1x>r for Classics. 
Miss W. M. , Head 1\fistress of Barr's Hill Secondary School, 

Coventry. 
Mr. F. C. Bartlett. TJ>.e Psychological Laboratory, Cambridge. 
Mr. J. E. Barton, Head\_ Master of Bristol Grammar School. 
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.Mr. E. P. Bates, Principal of Kingston-upon-Hull Municipal 
Technical College . 

.Mr. C. W. Baty, Head Master of King's School, Chester. 
Miss E. Bea.mes • 
.Mr. C. G. Beardwell, late Principal of Worsley Technical School, 

Walkden, Manchester • 
.Mr. A. H. Bennett, Assistant Master at King's School, Chester. 
Major R. Stemdale Bennett, Music and Choir Master at Uppiogham 

SchooL 
.Mr. L. B. Benoy, Principal of the Municipal College, Portsmouth. 
Rev. K. J. F. Bickersteth, M.C., Head Master of Felsted School • 
.Mr. R. H. Binks, Art Master at West Staoley (Alderman Wood) 

Secondary School, County Durham . 
.Mr. C. Bircheoough, Chief Inspector of Education, Kent Education 

Conuoittee • 
.Mr. A. R. Boeree, Principal of Plymouth and Devonport Technical 

College. , 
.Mr. A. N. Bonaparte-Wyee, C.B.E., Permanent Secretary, Ministry of 

Education, Northern Ireland. 
Miss M. M. Bone, Head Mistress of Y eovil High School. 
Messrs. Boots Pore Drug Co., Ltd., Nottingham . 
.Mr. H. W. Brand . 
.Mr. Cloudesley Brereton, D.&.L., late Divisional Inspector under 

the L.C.C. Education Conuoittee. 
.Mr. M. I. Briggs, H.M. Inspector of Schools. 
Miss E. A. Bristol. 
The Bristol Aeroplane Company, Ltd. 
The British Association for Commercial and Industrial Education • 
.Mr. C. Fraser Brockington, M.D., Deputy Medical Officer of Health 

for Warwickshire . 
.Mr. W. S. Brooks, Head Mester of Adams' Grammar School, Newport, 

·Salop. 
Sir Percy Buck, Mus. Doc., King Edward Prof""""' of Music, Uni

versity of London, late Musical Adviser to L.C.C. 
Miss S. A. Buntall, LL.D., late Head Mistress of Manchester High 

School. 
Mr. E. B. ButliD, Head Master of Harrow Weald Connty SchooL 
Messn. Csdbury Bros., Ltd., Boumville. 
Miss H. M. Cameron, Head Mistress of Swansea Intermediate and 

Technical SchooL 
Mr. F. W. Cape, late H.M. Divisional Inspeetor of Schools. 
Miss N. Caress. Head Mistress of Wyggeston GI1Uilmar School lor 

Girls. Leicester. 
Mr. H. R. C. Carr, Head Master of Harrogate Grammar School : late 

Head Master of the Queen Elizabeth Grammar School, Penrith. 
Mr. J. F. Carr. 
Miss W. M. Cssswell, Head Mistress of Edgbaston High School, 

Birmingham. 
Mr. Joo6 Csstillejo. LL.D., Professor of Ovil Law, UDivenity of 

Madrid. 
Major L J. Castle, O.B.E., M.C., Principal of tbe Technical College, 

Bath. 
ldiso A. Cstnacb. Head Mistress of tbe Connty Seooodary School. 

Putney, London. 
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Central Conncil for School Broadcasting, B.B.C. 
The Chartered lnsura11ce Institute, London. 
The Chartered Surveyors' Institution, London. 
Mr. J. 0. Cheetham, Head Master of Cathays High School, Cardl1f. 
Mr. Otakar Chlup, D.Phil., Professor of Education at the Masaryk 

University of Bmo. Czechoslovakia. 
Mr. F. Clarke, Professor of Education and Director of the Institute 

of Education. Univenity of London. . 
Miss M. G. Clarke, Head Mistress of Manchester High School. 
The Classical Association. 
Mr. J. McGiU Clouston, late Head Master of Saltley Conncil Secondary 

School, Birmingham. 
Miss J. L. Coates, late Head Mistress of Aigburth Vale High School, 

Liverpool. 
Mr. A. B. Coles, Principal of the County Secondary School and 

Cumberland Technical College, Workiqgton. 
Mr. P. B. Coles, H.M. Inspector of Schools. 
Mr. J. Compton, Director of Education for Ealing ; late Director of 

Education for Barking. 
Miss M. S. Cooke, Head Mistress of Aberdare Connty School, Glam. 
Rev. Canon John Cooney. 
Miss M. W. Cooper, Head Mistress of Uttoxeter Girls' High School, 

Staffa. 
Co-operative Union, Manchester. 
Rev. T. Corcoran, S. J .• D.Litt .• Professor of Education. University 

College, Dublin. . 
Miss E. E. Cox, Principal of the L.C.C. Barrett Street Trade School. 
Miss N. C. Craig, Head Mistress of Christ's Hospital School, Hertford., 
Miss A. Crawley, Principal of the L.C.C. Bloomsbury Trade Schnol. 
Mr. J. H. E. Crees, Head Mastet of the Cathedral School, I'Iereford, 
Miss Winifred Cullis, C.B.E., LL.D., D.Sc., Professor of Physiology, 

University of London. · 
Mr. W. A. W. Dagger, Head Master of Raine's Schnol for Boys. 

Stepney. London. · · 
Mr. A. Dalby, H.M. Inspector of Schools. 
Mr. W. David, late Head Master of the Newhridge Secondary School, 

Mon. · 
Mr. J. Davie, Head Master of Woodhouse Secondary School, 

Finchley, Middlesex. 
Miss E. A. Davies, Head Mistress of Welshpool Connty School, Mont. 
Mr. E. Salter Davies, C.B.E., late Director of Education for Kent. 
Miss M. Davies, Head Mistress of the Connty Secondary School, 

Streatbam, London. 
Mr. P. G. Davies, Head Master of Builth Connty School, Brecon. 
Mr. R. T. Davies, Head Master of Holywell County School, Flint. 
Mr. T. E. Davies, Principal of the Mining and Technical Institute, 

Bridgend, Glam. 
The late Heer P. A. Diels, Amsterdam, Editor of P~ogWu 

Sludi .... 
Mr. R. R. Dobson., late Head Master of Pate's Grammar School, 

Cheltenham. 
Mr. T. J, Drakeley, D.Sc .. ·Ph.D., Principal of the Northern PolY" 

technic. London 
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Drapen1' Chamber of Trade of Great Britain and Ireland. 
Mr. G. Druce, D.Sc., Assistant Master at Battersea Grammar School, 

London. 
:Mr. F. E. Drury, Principal of tho L.C.C. Brixton School of Building. 
Miss M. MeL. Dunn, Head Mistress of Blackpool Collelriate School. 
Mr. G. Dyson, Mus. Doc., Director of the Royal College of Music ; 

la'be Master of Music at Winchester College. 
Mr. C. W. Edkins, LL.D., Head Master of Accrington Grammar 

School, Lanes. 
The Education Iustitute of Scotland. 
Mr. V. C. Egerton, Principal of Chiswick Polytechnic, Middlesex. 
Mr. A. T. Egginton, Head Master of Loughborough College School, 

Leics. 
Mr. E. T. England, Head Master of King Edward VI High School, 

Birmingham. 
The English Association. 
Mr. E. D. Evans, late Head Master of Holyhead County School, 

Aogl...,y. 
Mr. E. P. Evans, Head Master of Caernarvon County School. 
Mr. R. J. Evans, Head Master of Woodhouse Grammar School, 

Sheffield. 
Mr. 1:. Evans. 
Miss E. Fe!vus, late Head Mistress of Tottenham High School, 

Middlesex. 
Mr. R. W. Ferguson, Superintendent of Education for Messrs. 

Ca.dbury Bros., Ltd., Bournville. 
File Education Committee. 
Mr. j. J. Findlay, Ph.D., late Professor of Education, University of 

Manchester. 
Mr. R. R. Finney, Head Master of Milford Haven County School, 

_Pembs. 
Mr. W. S. Flack, Ph.D., Head Master of Astun Commercial School, 

Birminghsm. ' 
Miss A. Fleming, Head Mistress of Thoresby High School, Leeds. 
Mr. A. W. Fletcher, late Hood Master of Burnley Grammar School. 
Mr. A. R. Florian, Head Master of Priory County School, Shrewsbury, 

Salop. 
Mr. C. Foste:-, Woodside. Stratten-<>n-th&-Fosse, Nr. Bath. 
Mr. D. W. Franklin, Assistant Master at Solihull School, Warwick&. 
Miss E. M. Fryer, Head Mistress of Dartford County School, Kent. 
Mr. W. P. Fuller, late Head Master of St. Clement Danes Holbom 

Estate Grammar School. Hammersmith, London. 
Mr. F. B. Garner, Head Master of the Borough Polytechnic Day 

Technical School. 
Mr. H. Garratt, Principal of tho Municipal College. Smethwick, Staffs. 
Mr. H. G. Garratt, Head Master of Uandrindod Wells County School, 

Radnor. 
The Gas, Ugbt and Coke Co., London. 
Sir St. phon Gascl<-e, K.C.M.G .• D.Litt.. Librarian of the Foreign 

Office. 
Monsieur Gestinel, Inspecteur-~6ral, Ministn d'Education 

Nationale, Paris. 
The Geogtaphy Association. 
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Mlss G. Getbin-D&vies, Head Mistress of AbergaWIIlly County 
School, Mon. 

llfr. W. J. R. Gibbs, Head Master of Oultoo ffigh School, I.iveJpooL 
llfr. S. Gibson. Assistant Lilmuian, Bodleian Library, Oldoid, and 

Keeper of the Ulliversity MchiYCI. 
llfr. R. IlL Y. Gleadowe. Art Master at W'uu:bester College; - Slade 

Professor of Art, Oxford Ulliversity. 
Mlss K. Gmot, Head Mistress of Nuneatoa High School, Wanricks. 
llfr. J. Graves, St. John's CoDege, Oxford. 
llfr. J. c. Gray. • 
llfr. Thomas Geen'WOO<I, D.Phil., Editor of Tlo P/tilosop/Jw. 
The late llfr. Thomas Hacking. U..D~ Agricultnral Organi.ser, 

Leieestersbire Education Committee. 
llfr. Kart H.alul, Head Master of Gordonstoun School, Elgin, Momy

shire. 
llfr. J. H. Hallam. late Education Oflic:et; for the West Riding. 
llfr. E. R. Hamilton, Principal of the Borough Road Traiaiug College 

Isleworth. 
llfr. H. R. Hamley, Ph.D., Professor of Educatiou, Uaiwmity of 

I.oodou, and acting Director of the Institute of Education. 
llfr. N. Haas, Ph.D. 
llfr. F. E. Hansford. 
llfr. W. B. Baros, late Assistant Secrem<y, Boam of Educatiou. 
llfr. W. B. Harris, Headmaster of St. Rooaua School, West Worthing. 

Sussu. 
Messrs. Harrods, Ltd .• London. 
Sir Philip Hartog. K.B.E., C.I.E., LL.D., Director of the Interaaticmal 

Institute Examinations Enquiry. 
The De Havilland Ain:raft Co., Ltd., Hatfield, Herts. 
llfr. J. Headricb, Ph.D., Professor of Education. Caroline University 

of Prague. 
llfr. Sergius Hessen. Ph.D., Professor of Education at the Uaiwmity 

of Wusaw .. 
The Historical Association. 
Herr Ernst Hollman, Ph.D., Professor of Education at the Uaiwmity. 

of Heidelberg. · 
llfr. H. H. Holden, Director of M Education and Principal of the 

Central Scbool of Arts and Crafts, Birmingbam. 
Home and Scbool Comtcil of Great Britaio. 
Miss IlL A. Boob, Head Mistress of Bradford Girls' Grammar ScbooL 
llfr. H. E. Howard, Senior ffistory Master at Alderman Newton's 

Boys' School, Leicester. 
llfr. R. J. Howrie. 
llfr. E. Hugh, Head Master of Toaypandy Seeoadaiy ScbooL 
Hull Iron Trades Employers' Association. 
Miss A. A. HUDter, Head Mistress of the Priory Conaty Scbool for 

Girls, Shrewsbllry, Salop. 
llfr. R. IlL HuWU.s, LLD., President, Ulliversity of Chicago. 
llfr. H. E. IlL Icely, Reader in Educatiou, University of Ozfonl. 
Imperial Chemical lndustries, Ltd., London. 
Tho Iaooq>OI&tod se.:retarios Association. 
The lneoq>Oiatod Society of ADCtioaeen end Landed Propeny 

Agents. 
Independent Scbools Association. 
Iadastrial Welfale Society, 
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Mr. D. H. Ingall, D.Sc., Principal of the Borough Polytechnic. 
Miss G. A. Ingham, Head Mistress of Moira House School, Eastboume, 

Sussex. 
The Institute of Bankers. 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. 
The Institute of Handicraft Teachers. 
The Institute of Municipal Treasurers and Accountants. 
The Institute of Transport. 
Miss E. M. Jackson, late Head Mistress of the Central Secondary 

School, Sheffield. 
Miss G. James, Head Mistress of Haverfordwest County School, 

Pembs. 
Mr. J. E. James, Head Master of Canton High School, Cardiff. 
Miss M. Jarrett, Head Mistress of Clapham High School, London. 
Miss M. E. Jarvis, Head Mistress of Brecon County School. 
Mr. M. V. C. Jef!teys, Lecturer on Methods in History, Institute of 

Education. ' 
Rev. Canon Claude Jeukins, D.D., Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical 

History, Christ Church, Oxford. 
Mr. Ll. John, Head Master of The Dynevor Secondary School, 

Swansea. 
Mr. W. W, Johnson, Assistant Master at Gillingham County School, 

Kent. 
Miss A. G. Joues, Head Mistress of Wrexham County Schoo~ Denbigh. 
Mr. B. M. Jones, Head Master of Hawarden Council School, Flint. 
Miss D. Jones. Head Mistress of Bala County School. Merioneth. 
Mr. H. P. Jones, Head Master of Llaurwst County School, Denbigh. 
Mr. A. F. Joseph, Head Master of Waustead County High School, 

Essex. 
Mr. P. H. JoW1>tt, Principal of the Royal College of Art; late 

Principal of the L.C.C. Central School of Arts and Crafts. 
Mr. C. H. Judd, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Education, University of 

Chicago. 
Captain R. B. Talbot Kelly, M.C., R.I., Assistant Master at Rugby 

School. 
Mr. G. E. Kendall, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., Architect to the Board of 

Education. 
Sir Frederic' Kenyon, G.B.E., K.C.B., D.Litt., F.B.A. 
Mr. W. H. Kilpatrick, U..D., Ph.D., Professor of Education, 

Columbia Univarsity, New York. 
Mr. Cyril King. 
Mr.A.T.Kiugo. 
Mr. R. M. Kinsey, Head Master of Newtown County School, Moot. 
Mrs. L P. Kirk. Head Mistress of Leeds Girls' High School. 
Mrs. W. T. Kirk. Head llfislnlss of Keighley Girls' Grammar Schoo~ 

Yorks. 
Mr, P. I. Kitcheu, Principal of the Rugby Day Continuation School. 
Mr. R. Klibausky, Ph.D .. Oriel Coll•ge, Oxford. 
Mrs. D. M. Lall. King's College. Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Mr. H. J. Lan:ombe. late Education Officer for Gloucester. 
Miss M. L Lardelli, late Head Mistress of Brigg High School, 

Lindsey, Lines. 
Mr. G. Lawton, Ph.D., Principal of Donc:aster Technical College. 
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Messm. Le-tris'a Ltd.. Livmpool. I. 
Hr. H. G. Ley, .Mus. Doc., Preceotm, Eton College. 
The Library Association. 
Hr. Emanuel ~ Ph.D., l'ra!!ue-
.Mr. 5. Lister, Head Master of Gm"""""d CoiiDty 5c:hoal fur Boys, 

Kent. • 
Hmr T. Litt, Ph.D., Prof...., of Education, Uotversity of Leipzig • 
.Mi!B K. D. B. Littlewood, Head .Mistnss of Bromley ffigb. Scbool, 

Kent. 
Sir Richard Livingstone, D.Litt., LL.D., President of Corpua Christi 

College. Oxfold • 
.Mr. J. Lloyd, Head .Master of the Rhondda Jllllio< Technical SchooL 
Hr. L P. l«kb•rt. .M.D., .Medical Offices", Welfale Department, 

.Messrs. Boots, NottiDgham. 
.Mr. C. H. Lockitt, D.Sc., late Head .Master of the Bungay Gr.ommar 

School. Su1follt. 
.Mr. E. H. Lockwood, Assistant .Master at Felsted Scbool, Essez, and 

Walden of the Felsted Bury. 
The London Association of Certified Acconntants. 
The London Cbambetc of Commen:e. 
The London Head Teachers' Association. 
London Teacllms' Association. 
Hr. G. A. N. Lowndes, .M.C., Assistant Edw:a.tion Offices", Loudon 

ConntyColmcil.. · 
.Monsieur Hippolyte Lnc, Dira:bou.t-G&l&al, Direction Gf:o6rale do 

I'Enoeignement Teclmiqne, ·Paris. 
Hr. A. G. Locas, Head Master of tho County Scbool, Presteigu. 

:Radnor. • 

.Mr. J. Lumsdea. H..M. luspector of Schools 

.Mr. Gregor .Macgregc.-, Dira:tc.- of Edacatioa. F"desbire. 
Mra D. A.. Varnangbtou. late lUI. Staff luspector for nz=,., 
.Mr. j . .Manton, late Head .Maatio< of King Edward VI Gr.ommar 

School. Asmn, Binoingb'm 
. Messm. Marb and Spencer, Ltd., LoDdoa. 

Mathematical Association. 
Hr. R. .Mayer. • 
.Medical Ollil:er.o of Schools Association. 
Profesan Dr. Frib .Medicos, Uai.....mty of Ztlrich. 
Dr. H . .Meier, Librarian of the Warbarg Institute. London. 
Messm. Thomas .Mellowdew and Co. Ltd., Oldbam. 
.Met:ropolitaD-VICimrs Eloctrical Co., Ltd., .Mancbester, 17 • 
.Midlothian Education Committee.. 
Hr. D. G • .Miller, High .Master, .Mancbester Grammar School. 
.Mr. A. F. MiiDe, .Music .Master at Berkbamsted School. 
.Mi!B E. H. C. Moberly-Bell, Head .Mistnss of Tbe Lady .Margaa-et 

School. FDJbam. I 011doa 
.Miss G. V. Moflatt. late Head llistress of the Day Technical School. 

Chatham, Kent. 
The l4odem Laogaage Association 
Hr. W. lloodie, .M.D~ Medical Director, The London Olild GaidaD<e 

Cinic.. 
.Miss G • .M.IImgaD. Head Mistn!so of the Col.- Girls' School. BristoL 
Hr. J. Morga~~, Head Masle&- of Ill-. County Scboo1. 
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.Miss A. R. Morison, Head Mistress of the Francis Holland School 
Westminster. 

Mr. A. M. Morley, H.M. Sta111Dspector for Special Duties. 
Mr. H. Morris, Secretary for Education, Cambridgeshire. 
Messrs. Morris Motors, Ltd., Oxford. 
Mr. A. H. Mumford, M.D., Jato Medical Officer, Manchester Grammar 

School. 
Music Masters' Association. 
Music Teachers' Association. 
Mr. L. W. Myers, Head Master of the Simon Langton School for 

Boys, Canterbury. 
National Association of Head Teachers. 
National Association of Labour Teachers. 
National Association of Schoolmasters. 
Tho National Chamber of Trade. 
National Farmers' Union. 
National Federation of Class Teachers. 
National Federation of Women's Institutes. 
Tbe National Society of Art Masters. 
National Union of Agricultural Workers . 
.Miss N. Neild, Head Mistress of tho Grammar School for Girls, Bury. 
Mr. B. J. A. Neill. 
Mr. F. A. B. Newman. H.M. Staff Inspector for English. 
Mr. H. S. Newton, Chief Education Officer for Sheffield. 
Mr. J. H. Nicholson, Principal of the University College, Hull. 
Mr. F. L. Norden, late Head Master of Cockburn High School, Leeds, 
Mr. D. R. W. Oates, D.Sc., Head Master of Newport Secondary School, 

Mon. 
Tbo Rev. E. D. O'Connor, S.J., Rector of Stonyhurst College. 
Mother Mary O'Leary, Convent of the Sacred Heart, Hove, SUS!!M. 
Heer R. A. B. Oosterhuis, D.Med., Amsterdam. 
Orient Steam Navigation Co., Ltd., London. 
Mr. J. L Paton, late High Master of Manchester Grammar SchooL 
Peninaular and Oriental Steam Navigation Co., London. 
Mr W. H. Perkins, Director of Education for Warwickshire. 
Mr. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, D.Litt., LL.D., Vi~cellor of 

Shellield University. 
Mr. L A. Poore. 
Mr. G. J. R. Potter, Head Master of the High Pavement School, 

Nottingham. 
Rev. Mother Provincial, Convent of tho Holy Child Jesus, Mayfield, 

SUS!IOlt. 
Mr. s. R. Pullingor. 
Mr. J. W. Rams bottom, Director of tho City of I.Dndon College. 
Mr. R. A. Raven, Vice-Principal at Goldsmiths' College Training 
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APPENDIX II 

NOTE BY TI!E SECRETARY ON TI!E DEVELOPMENT OF: 
TI!E CONCEPTION OF GENERAL LIBERAL EDUCATION 

The Greek sophists of the fifth century before Christ professed to 
teach most of those arts (lec.luu") which in later times were included 
in the regular oourse of education (mkyklios paideia). It seems 
probable that Hippias of Elis (about 425 B.C.) should be regarded as 
the founder of the system of education based on the liberal arts. So 
far as can be ascertained from ancient sources, be professed to teach 
all the standard subjects-rhetoric, dialectic, astronomy, geometry, 
arithmetic, grammar and music.(') 

The distinction between liberal and illiberal education nnderlay all 
Greek thinking(') on educational values. This could readily be illus
trated by quotatione from Plato (427-347 B.C.) and !socrates (436-338 
B.C.). It is perhaps most clearly and explicitly stated in the foUowing 
passege from Aristotle's Politics:-" It is therefore evident that we 
shall have to teach our children such useful knowledge as is indis
peneablo for them, but it is equally clear that all useful knowledge is 
not appropriate for education. There is a distinction between liberal 
and illiberal pursuits, and it is manifest that only such knowledge as 
does not make the learner mechanical (vulgar) should form a part of 
education. By mechanical pursuits we should nnderstand all arts 
and studies that make the body. soul. or intellect of free men unservice
able for the use and exercise of virtue. This is the reason why we call 
mechanical such arts as produce an inferior oondition of body, and all 
wage-earning occupstione. They allow the mind no leisure and degnode 
it to a lower level. There areevonsomeliberal branches of knowledge,(') 
the ~uisition of which up to a certain point is not unworthy of freemen, 
but which. if studied with undue intensiveness or minuteness. are open 
to the charge of being injurious in the manner described above. The 
object with which we engage in the arts or study them. also makes a 
great difference. If it be for our owu sakes or that of our friends. or 
to produce goodness, they are not illiben.l, while a man engaged in 
these very same pursuits to please strangers would in many instances 
be regarded as !ollowing the occupstione of a slave or a serf."(') 

In later phases of Greek thought in the Alexandrian period, there 
was a growing tendency to stereotype the so called liberal arts or 
studies ('""'.U..• •-) which were regarded as oonstitoting the 
general education or regular round o( education (mkyAlios pcidoi<a) 
appropriate for freemen. namely, gTaDUil&r, music, geometry, arithmetic, 

(') Hippias of Elis, unlike most Greek thinkers, did not despise the 
110-Called illiberal arts. He made with his own bands his clothes, his 
ring, and his shoes. Cicero, Do Orotoro, Ill, 32, 127. 

(') M. Guggenh•im, Dio St.ll..., U.lib<relno Kom od6!f ~ 
W~JU. iM A-•· l'roJ<ramm der Kantonschul• Zilrich, 1893. 

W•mer J~. P.um., ~;. };'_,'V .US ,ndis<Ma M
Band I. Berlin, 1936. pp. 364--4()4. 

(') ~ opw....i. On p. 133&32 he ..... the - .. 
• liberal education • (•koo~Anios j>aiu;.). 

(') Pt>lilics, p. 1337b4-21. 
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astronomy and cert:afo. aspects of rhetoric and dialectic. This con· 
ception of the seven Iibera.! arts or branches of knowledge, which so 
profoundly inlluenced education in Western Europe and in England 
during the Middle Ages and down to the eighteenth century, is 1int 
found explicitly stated in tbe lost treatise of M. Terentius Va.rro (116 
B.C.-27 B.C.) entitled Disoiplina"'"' Libri IX, in which he discussed 
the seven libeml arts("), to which he added medicine and architecture. 
It is almost certain that Varro took the idea of the seven Iibera.! arts 
from some Hellenistic writer or writexs of the first or second century 
B.C.-possibly from Poseidonius of Apamea (135 B.C.-50 B.C.).(') 

These arts were called liberal because they were originally regarded 
as the branches of knowledge appropriate for freemen as opposed to 
those trades and skills practised for economic purposes by sla.ves or 
persons without political rights. For instance, Proclus in his Com
mentary on Euclid (1, p. 19) states that Pythagoras (about 530 B.C.) 
converted geometrical learning into a form of education suitable for 
freemen, as opposed to surveyors and business people, many of whom 
were slaves, Or at any rate did not possess full civil rights. 

Plutarch in Chapter XVII of his Lif• of MGrullus explains that 
Archimedes (287-212 B.C.) had such an exalted spirit, so profound a 
soul and such a wealth of scientific theories that, though bis disccveries 
bad gained for him a name and reputation for an understanding more 
than human, he would not consent to leave; behind him any formal 
work on mechanics. Regarding engineering and every art that 
ministers to the necessities of life as mean and vulgar, he devoted his 
strenuous efiorts ouly to those studies. the subtlety and charm of which 
were not affected by the claims of necessity.(') 

Cicero (106-43 B.C.) uses the expression free born, humane or Iibera.! ' 
arts, which in bis view consisted of. geometry, literature, poetry, natural • 
science, etbic:S and politics, and contrasts these liberal arts with tho 
mean or illibera.l arts (GI'Ies il/iblt'a/u oil sor4idas) which he describes 
as the mechanical occupations of slaves.('! (D• offiGiis I, 42.) 

Seneca (4 B.C.-& A.D.) refers to tho Iibera.! studies or Iibera.! arts. 
and to tho • primary course • in grammar given to boys to prepare 
tha ground for instruction in the Iibera.! arts. He quotes the Hellenistic 

(1) · Tho expression 'Iibera.! arts • (ekulhlrioi t.ch,.ai) is first found in 
extant Greek literature in Plutarch (5G-120 A.D.) D1 -.. SGIIilall, 
p. 122E. 

(1) Schaxui-Hosius, G..U.icfolo 4,. r6miscltm Li,.,alwr (1927) I. 567. 
:l>i.uly-Wissowa, R•ilkncyclop/Jdil, Supplement band, VI, cui. 1255-1259. 

, Marrou, Soifll A.ugu.stin 11 lajm u Ia cu/ttwo allli<J"'• pp. 215-217. 
(1) cf. Chapter XIV, §§5and6of Plutarch'sLi/• of M.....Zius,in which 

he says that tho art of mechanics had formerly been eotirely separsted 
from geometry and had for a long time been ignored by pbilosophero, 
who thought that it detracted from tho pure excellence of geometry 
to leave tbe inoorporeal things of abstract thought and descend to the 
things of sense. making use, moreover. o1 objects which required much 
mean and manual labour. For this reason, mechanics, which in 
Plutarch's time was so celebrated and admired, had formerly oome to 
be regarded as one of the military arts, and had been separeted from 
geometry. 

· (') Ovid refers to" tho mie bom arts "-
" Adde quod ingeouas didicisse fideliter artes 

Emollit mores nee sinit esse feros ,. . 
E-Pisi<JIM u Pottlo, II, 4'l'-48. 
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Stoic philosopher Poseidonius, as contrasting the arts which are common 
and low, belonging to workmen and concerned only with equipping life. 
with the liberal arts which the Greeks called the cycle of studies or the 
regular course of education " but which we Romans call the liberal 
arts." (Ad Lucilium opiskJiae nuwaJes. LXXXVIII § 23.) 

Seneca gives his general views about liberal studies at the beginniDg 
of Letter LXXXVIII as follows :-

.. You desire to know my opinion regarding liberal studies. I 
neither respect nor rank with manifestations of the good any study 
which sets out to get money. Such studies are profit-making crafts~ 
useful just so far as they train the intellect without engrossing it. We 
should linger over them only so long as the mind can do nothing more 
important. They are our elementary schooling, not our real work. 
You know why liberal studies are so called : because they a.re worthy 
of a free ma.n." 

Among the Romans grammar and rhetoric were the first of the 
liberal arts to obtain general recognition. The Romans were inclined 
to identify culture with eloquence. as the art of speaking a.nd the 
mastering of the spoken word. based on a varied and extensive knowledge 
of things. In his great work on the Eduealiotl of a" Oralor, Quintilian 
(35 A.D.-$8 A.D.) begins his course of instruction with grammar (i.e., 
Latin aad Greek gra.mmar). He then proceeds to mathematics and 
music, and concludes with rhetoric. which in his view comprise not 
only elocution and an extensive knowledge of literature, but also 
logical, or in other words dialectical, instruction. As is shown in a later 
paragraph, this view of the liberal arts was adopted by the scholars 
of the Renaissa.nce a.nd tended to displace the mediaeval view of the 
seven liberal arts, which was based on tho ideas of later Greek thinkers 
such as the Stoic philosopher, Poseidonius. In the view of the ancient 
Greek writers philosophy was the culmination of those seven eneylical 
otud(os, which stood to it in tho relation of maids to a mistrooo. Thus tho 
conception of the liberal arts originated in a society based on the slave 
system, was essentially aristocmtic, and was divorced from the practical 
illi berahrts. 

The idea of tho seven liberal arts was taken over as part of tho cultural 
heritage of tho Western Church from tho ancient world and was trans· 
mitted to tho Middle Ages largely through the writings of St. Augustine 
of Hippo (35+-430 A.D.), Martianus Capella of Carthage (about 430 
A.D.) .. nd Cassiodoru.s (490-570).(') St. Augustine wrote short treatises 
on each of the seveo liberal arts, or disciplittM-, as be himself calls 
them.(•) Capella in tho lir.st two books of his text-book entitled 
Salyrieott Libri IX allogorically describes Phoebus as p""'""'ting the 
seven liberal arts to tho bride Philology who is wedded to Men:ory. 

Cassiodorus describes the seven liberal arts in the second book of his 
little treatise entitled ltt.StiluliottU stuetdari•u• liUnt1t11"'• which was 
intended chiefty for tho monks of his foundation at Vivarium Ilea< 
Squillace. (t P. Gabriel Meier, Di,.i-frlint Ktl...., ;,. MiiUW14r. twoarticloo 
in cM:rtsbrlrU.W t1IHw ,n. Ldr-tL EnVAvwe.s.Aas:~_ tiM BMWdiktittn
Sti. t.s M.n.Ei......Wra, Studienjahr 1885-liS, pp.l-30, and Studienjahr 
IS<l6-87, pp. 1-36. 

H. I. Marrou, Slli"' A"'ff'SSi• II lfl Ji• u lfl cvllwn ~. Paris 
(1938). pp. 181-:Z75. 

(') Rtlroddlio~NS, 1.6, prin~ in P~ LAii- (ed. Migno) 
xxxn. c:o1. 591. 
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He quaintly derives the wold libMalis not bom libw, free, but ~ 
liber, a book. The seven liberal arts were thus regarded by Cassiodoru.s, 
and probably by many mediaeval writers('), as the.liteiarJ' or bookisb 
studies. Ihe seven arts are described by St. Isidore of Seville (57o-«16) 
at the begilwiDg of his encyclopaedic compilation entitled D~ 
which was widely read in the Middle Ages. The English ecclesiastic, 
Alcuin (Albinus) (735-804), the adviser of Cbarlemagne, discussed the 
liberal arts in several works, of which only the treatises intended as 
guides to the lrioium are extant. In his c;...,.....,;.,.. Alcuin sees in 
the words in Proverps IX. 1.-" Wisdom bath built herself a house, 
she hath hewn herself out seven pillars "-e. reference to the seven 
liberal arts. (P .L Cl. col. 853 B.) It is unnecessary to attempt to trace 
in detail the development of the seven arts through the Middle Ages.(') 
It is, however, broadly true to say that the mediaeval view of the 
seven arts or sciences(") with which the three philosophies, natural. 
moral and mental, were associated from the twelfth century onwards, 
had a closer connexion with the Hellenistic'· conception of the arts than 
with the ordinary Roman conception of these arts as a mere appanage 
to rhetoric the view of writem such as Cicero, Quintilian and 
Tacitus. The reason for this was that the lrivium was regarded as 
having a formal character and as aiming at training the mind rather 
than imparting knowledge.(•) For instance, John of Salisbury 
(1120-1180), Bishop of Chartres, writes-" If grammar be the key of 
all literature, aod the mother and mistress of knowledge, who will be 
bold enough to tum her away from the thresbold of philosophy l ".(') 
The mediaeval universities, which developed all over Westero Europe 
from the thirteenth century onWards, 'accepted the arts as a part of their 
course.(') The twtlo llrlislaru111, afterwards called the facnlty of 
philosophy or the faculty of arts, was the basic facnltyin the four faculties' 
( .. tli,...)-" Universitas fonda tor in artihus." The philosophical or 

(') Nolden, Eduatd. Die Stellmig der artes liberales im mittelaitet-
lichen Bildungswesen. In: A 'llli'M K -pus•. 2, Leipzig.l898. p. 67U ft. 

Par6, G. I.. R~ tlu XII• .Uclll. LAs k<>lG ot 1· .. ~ 
par G. Par6, A. Brunet, P.·Tzemblay. Paris: Ottawa. 1933. p, f¥1 ft. . 

(') In the early Middle Ages the seven arts were described as 
M 111ro4,. H:ybomK<. on account of the educational activities of the 
Irish monks in Germany and Nortl>ern Italy. 

The arts are enumerated in the mediaeval hexameter: 
" Lingua. tropus, ratio, numerus.. tonus. angulus. astra ••. 

cf. the following line from the metrical epitaph on Gilbert Crispin. 
Abbot of Westminster (died I 117) " Doctus quadrivio, nee minus in 
trilrio ". (John Flete's Hislory of WosiMi- ~bbo:y. edited by J. A. 
Robinson, p. 87.) 

(") The terms ' arts ' and ' sciences • were used almost inter
changeably in the Middle Ages and down to the end of the eighteenth 
century. See A N.,. Englislr. ~. • Science,' 3. 

cf. also the Royal Charter (dated 1693) for the esto.blisJ>ment of 
the College of William and Mary at Williamsburg. Vi.rginia. as • a 
place of universal study or perpetnal College of divinity, philaoophy, 
languages and other good arts and sciences.' 
. The text of the Charter of 1693 is printed in History of 1M Colkp 

of WiUia111 """ M"'7, Cbarleston (1674). 
(•) "Light sciences called trivials, be grammar, logylt and rhetoriclr: in 

comparison of the quadrivialsciences.'' Botoner, T..U. .. OUAp (1481). 
( 1) M~. I, 21. 

, (') The seven liberal arts were &equently zepresented in acu!pture 
and painting. Among the most famous representations are those in 
Pinturiochio's frescoes (1493) in the Appartamento J3orsia in the Vatican • 

• 
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arts faculty furnished a preparation for the superior faculties of theology, 
law and medicine. The general aim of these seven liberal arts was to 
prepare the student not primarily for earning a livelihood, but for the 
pursuit of science in the strict sense of the term (i.e., the combination 
of philosophy and theology known as schola.sticism), The arts were dis· 
posed in two groups. The first, known as the trivium, included grammar, 
rhetoric, and dialectic, in other words, the science of language, oratory 
and logic. These were known as the language studies (aries swmocinaks). 
The second group, known as the quadrivium, comprised arithmetic, 
geometry, astronomy and music, i.e. the mathematico-physical studies 
or disciplines, known as the at'tes reales vel physicae.(1) 

The important place occupied by the faculty of the liberal arts in 
mediaeval universities may still be traced in expressions such as 'Arts 
and Sciences ' : ' Bachelor of Arts ' ; ' Master of Arts. • In some 
continental universities the title " Master of the Liberal Arts " is still 
granted in connexion with the Doctorate of Philosophy. 

In practical teaching the importance of the seven liberal arts has 
steadily declined since the Renaissance, though in England and Wales the 
ancient universities of Oxford and Cambridge and the grammar schools, 
local and non-local, which were so intimately connected with them 
retained the framework of the system till the middle of the eighteenth 
century.{1) In practice, the scholars of the Renaissance regarded 
the technique of style {eloquentia) in Latin or in the vernacular, and the 
misceUaneous learning required for understanding the classical authors 
{nudit&o), as the main object of collegiate education. This tendency 
may be clearly observed in the original statutes of Harvard College 
founded by the Puritan settlers at Cambridge in Massacbusetts in 
1636. In their main outlines the courses of study prescribed at Harvard 
were modelled on those of Cambridge University. Thus, in practice, 
grammar and rhetoric came to be the principal elements _of the pre
purut,ory studies in the grammar schools('), while the sciences of the 
guadn"ttium were incorporated in the m.iscelia.neous learning (erudilio) 
associated with rhetoric. In the higher scbools in Roman Catholic 
countries philosophy remained as the intermediate stage between 
philological studies and professional studies, but in the Protestant 
States of Europe philosophy was usually transferred to the university 
as a faculty subject. The Jesuit schools bad the following gradation 

Pl The terms .'rivi~m~ and Q'UIIdriviut~t first came into general use in the 
ninth century. P. Rajna. L• deJWminarioNTrivitmt•QSUid..tvi~m~ in Sltuli 
,..dinAii, (1928) I., pp. IG-35. The term quadrioi•"' in this sense first 
occurs in extant Latm literature in Boetbius (480-S25 A.D.), J.utilvlio 
Aritltfr .. tica I. I, printed in P.L. (ed. Migne), LXIII, col. 10790. 

(1) Slrelton, WAy Not to Court (1522) 
" A poore maister of arts • • • bad lyttel parte of the quadrivials, 

nor yet of trivials ••. 
d. M. Davies, AIMraao Brit. (1712) II, 12. 

"Edwaro Seymour was educated in trivials and partly in 
quadrivials at Oxon." 

(') N.,. E"'/lmtds Finl Frum, lk .• Lotrdora (1643), reprinted as 
Appendix D to l"A• Foulldi"'J of H.,..U Wlkc• by S. E. Morison, 
Cambridge, Mass. (19."15), p. 433 :-

•• R..US, eflll Proupr. tMI """ olmrwd iro 1M Colkdt•· When 
any Schollar is ablo to understand Tolly, or such like c:Jassicall 
Latino Author -par.. and mn.ko and speake true Latino in 
Verse ud Prose, ..,. Ill .,;...., M-: And decline perfectly the 
P&mdigm's of Nounes and Verbes in tho Greek tougue : Let 
him lben and not before be capable of odmissioo into the Colledge. • 
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of studies >---grammar, dlelmic:, philooophy (iDcludiag ~ and dia
lectic)~ "!be miscellaneous learning (.....wiD) was tbe germ of that 
encyclopaedic leamiDg which was regarded with such respect in the 
£oeul:<euth ccatmy. J. A. CoJDCDius (159Z-1670), the best: 1mown 
exponent of this tendency, S>ught in his J-l.HtpMonoo (1631) and 
Orbis Pidws (1658) to make the • small encyclopaedia • the basis of the 
earliest grammatical iDstnlctiou. He speaks with contempt of -
seven tiber.U arts a lmowledge of which is demanded from a doctor 
of philosophy.(') 

In most of the g>ammac schools. local and oon-b:a). in Fngland and 
Walesthemainsubjectofscbool' business • from the sixteenth century 
onwards was in practice Latin liteiatme based on an intensive -dy of 

Latin -· Thus, the - had, in e1fect, been rednoed to 
grammar and dletoric, logic haviog dropped out or having been relegated 
to the a<ademic comse at the UDi,.;t;y.(") Nevertheless, though the 
system of the arts was, in effect, disintegiated and was a mere shadow 
of its former self. the ""J!iessio.l 'liber.Ueducation, • which had origiDally 
meant a training in the liberal or :&ee arts. SUI wived to describe an 
education based on the classical languages. 

A liber.U education was regarded as the appropriate prepar.rtion for 
the • liber.U • J!iOfessioDs. 

In the latter half of the 18th century ...,.,.,U factms combined to give 
a new or at any rate an enhanced value to classi.cal education as a social 
label Among these factms were the revival of interest iD G.eek studies 
in the UDivezsities and Pnblic Schools about 1765 ; the convention that 
a I!"Dtleman sbould be able to quote Vu:gil and Hmace; the art of 
cu1tmed conversation, which · iD-wd some lmowledge of classical 
liteiatore ; the cult of antiquarianism and an:haeology ; the prestige 
of Westminster and Eton among the governing class. The expo:essioil 
• liberal education • was used bJt. a sncc-ssion of writem ..,. meaning. 

primarily an education based cbielly on the classics('). e.g. Vicesimus 
Knoz. LiiMrlll E.,__ (1789);&s..,. oraLibmll E411CGlioa(1867) edited 
by the Rev. F. W. Famu: (afterwuds Dean of Canterbury). In most 
iDstaDces, bowever, no attempt was made to define the precise m~ 
of the upiessioD • h"beral. educatioo.' save for the assumption that it 
was to be based oo the classics. · In the Dioeteenth century, bowever, 
largely owing to the iolluence o:><erted by Matthew Arnold on the 
Schools Ioquiry Commjssjon (1864-QI}, for which he -=' io 1866 
special zeport:s oo the systems of secondary eduuation io Fmnce, 
Germany, Italy and the Canton of Ziirich, an e1fort: was made to ewlve 
a mote RaSOBed. con-cept of a 'liberal education • based on the neo
bnm•nistic cooceptioo of I!"Deral coltme (Ailg.,...;,.. Bildtnoc') which 
had c!omin•ted the Prussian gymoasia sioce the time of WJ!helm von 
Humboldt (1809) and which a1S> had a wide ""'gue io France owing to 
the iollueoce of Victor Coosio (179Z-1867), Villem•in (1790-1865) and 
VICtor Doray (1811-1894). It is a.a:ordiogly necessary for oar purpose 

(') a- Di4aaoe (1657) :JC<Z, z. 
(') cf. Pepys' DiMy UDder date 4 February, 166a-63 ,__ 

". • • from lum to Pani's Scbool it being Apposition Day there. 
I heanl S>me of their ..,....... ... lllld they were jost as ocboolboys 
used to be, of 1M - libmll ....._ : but I think not so good 
as ours were in our time •• a 

(") cf. Jooeph Priestley (1733-1804) : A C..U of Libmll Fiw=.
for Cillil- Adiw Lifo (1765). 

Priestley used the upeuioA "liber.U education "io a wider seuse. 
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to give a very brief account of the evolution of this conception of higher 
education based on general culture in Prussia, and of the parallel 
development in France down to 1866. 

The idea of general liberal education in the form in which Matthew 
Arnold gave it a wide currency in England in 1866, derives from the 
celebrated Karl Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835), who wa.s head of 
the newly created Prussia.n Bureau of Educa.tion(l) at Berlin from 1808 to 
1810. In the sphere of secondary education Humboldt defined the aim 
which continued to be accepted in Prussia for the next hundred years. 

Von Humboldt, who was himself a distinguished scholar, was a 
convinced supporter of the neo-humanist movement, which had been 
gathering force in German educational circles since about 1755, largely 
owing to the induence of Winckelma.nn (1717-1768) and Lessing (1729-
1781). He believed that the highest example of human development wa.s 
to be found in ancient Greece. Inspiration and guidance might 
accordingly be drawn from a study of that wonderful period of human 
development, which harmonized With the new national movement in 
Germany in seeking to release the potentialities of the individual in 
the interests of a self-goveming community of fellow citizens. M all
round education on humanistic lines was now to replace the old narrow 
training in Latin grammar, Latin speaking and religious instruction. 
Real ins-ight into the spirit of the Greek and Roman civilisations and the 
assimilation of their great literary masterpieces in form and content, 
were to furnish solid foundations for a new nationalism expressing the 
living spirit and genius of the German people. 

Von Humboldt's basic idea was to make a synthesis between the 
human.i ty of the old world and the ideals of the modem world. His zeal 
for classical culture did not however lead him to ignore the value of 
modem studies and so the purpose of the secondary school (gymnasium 
was defined by him to be the promotion of comprehensive general 
culture (Allgm&ft,.. Bildt~ng). A revised scheme for the secondary 
schoOl course was drawn up under von Humboldt's guidance. The 
length of the course wa.s ten years and the subjects to which the greater 
part of the time wa.s allotted were Latin, Greek, German and Mathe
matics. Religious Instruction, Natural Sciences, History, Geography, 
Drawing and Writing occupied the remainder of the time. Hebrew and 
F'r<nch and other modem languages were optional. The general purpose 
of higher or secondary education was envisaged as the harmonious 
de~lopment of all the faculties with the comprehensive formal cultiva
tion of intelligence, a. mastery of languages. a considerable attainment 
in Mathematics, and some knowledge of Science and History. 

This higher education wa.s designed for a limited number nf boys whn 
~re preparing for university studies leading to the learned professions 
and from whoso ranks were to he recruited the higher officials of the 
Prussian Stat•.(') 

The liberal pha.se in Prussian higher education did not la.st for long. 
and the enlightened id~a.s of von. Humboldt and his collaborator 
Sueveru were considerably modified by a succession of reactionary 
Ministers and permant.·nt offidals betl\•een 1819 and 1856. The general 
subjKts of instruction in all Prussian tyatJI&I.SUa when Matthew Amold 
visit<'d them in 1866, 'W'ere-La.ngu~ via., German. Latin and Greek: 

(') This n•wly established Education Department was organised at 
that time (11108) as a bnulcll of the Ministry nf the Interior at Berlin. 

(') F. Paulsen, Gori1rl! .. U$ t.w.m. U-. II, 281-299. 
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Beligion ; Mathematics with Physics and Natmal History; Writing ; 
Drawmg and Singiug.(') . 

Matthew Arnold was also much iDJiuenced in the development of his 
ccmcept;on of general liberal education by the ideals UDderlymg the 
.State seamdary schools in FraJM:e (lycbs and IXIIUg .. ), which he visit<d 
in 1866. The cmriculum of these schools in their main outlines embodied 
the read:ioD agaiDst the modern and scientific cmriculum of the i<olos 
-Ilks established by the Directory in 1795 aDd abolished ODder the 
Consulate in 1802.(") The system established by Napoleon UDder the 
Consulate and t;he Fust Empire thus tep:eseuted in the maiD a reversion 
to the tiadition of the coneges kept by the various teaching Oidem and 
Congregatious·in the eighteenth century. Classics and literary -dies 
occupied the principal pbu:e in the cmriculum tbougb a considerable 
amo1111.tof time was also assigned to Mathematics and various branches of 
Science. UDder the liberal mooan:hy of Louis Philippe (1830-1848) and 
during the SecoDd Empire repeat<d attempts w= made to break down 
the donuganc:e of the <lassies aod to secure more time for the study of 
the Sciences and of Modem I.anguages. It was uged that France required 
more industrialists and eugiDeers, wbo might be prepared by a scientific 
course, and fewer joamalists and la"'J"'S, produced by a training that 
was mainly literary. Accoxdingly, on 30 August, 1852, a decree was 
issued estaNisbing a common course of studies in the lyc:ks for three 
yeam. IoRowed by a bifurcation(") into two comses, one of which was 
literary and the other scientific, with a nlimber of subjects (LatiD, 
French, History, Geography. Modem JaoiP'ai!"S) common to both. 
The literary course led np to the INiaalowW is le#ros aDd. to the 
Faculties of Lettenl au.d Law at the Univenity; the adeuti.6C 
course led np to the INiaalowbd u ..u-.s and to the Faculti!B 
of Medicine aDd Sciences aDd to special schools or to c:qmme!Cial, 
and industrial C'.areeiS. This e.xpe:riip.ent was DOt a success. The scientific 
course was J:eg&rded as a metbod of escaping from LatiD, and the teaqing 
of Modem Langnages la.tgely failed through a sbortage of suitable 
teachem. Acconlingly, in 1863, H. Victor Dtuuy, the Hillister of 
Education. snpp1 ed the"sy!>temof bifurcation and in 1865 established 
a· special course (~ ~ intended for managers aDd fore
men of industrial aDd comme!Cial ondertakiDgs and for minor ollicials. 
This COUISO, planned as a tluee or fbur yeus' continuation of elementary 
education. was to exclude the Classics aDd to comprise French, Modem 
Languages. Mathematics and Science, Geography, History, DrawiDg. 
SuneyiDg and Book-keeping. 

The passages in Jfattbew Amold's Report on seamdary education 
in France, Germany, Italy aDd Switaerland (1866) ontlining his own 
views OD general liberal education rDD as follows :-

" The ideal of a genenlliberal training is, to carry us to a knowledge 
of ounelves aDd the 'IIIOI!d. We are caRed to this knowledge by special 
aptitudes which ..., born wip. us ; the grand thing in -cbing is to 
.baw faith that some aptitudes of this kind everyone bas. This one's 
special aptitudes are for knowing men-the -dy of the bumanities ; 
that one's special aptitudes ...., for knowing the ""'rld-tbe study of 

(") F. Paulsen, op. AI. II,. 3llh'ISI ; 445-542. 
{W) F. Vaal. Trois Sikla 4•Hisloin U 1• E•uipnrd S r Mm, 

Paris, 1936, pp. 71-128: pp. 1~18. 
G. Compayre, Hisloin Criliqw .US Do.lrl ... t1o I' £1111..a .. ,. .F,_ 

tUpwis M s.;.;,_ Su.M, Paris, 1879, U, 859-373. 
(") F. Val, op. <iL pp. 20&418; pp. 21~1. 
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nature. The circle of knowledge comprehends both, and we shoulcJ 
all have some notion, at any rate, of the whole circle of knowledge .... 
He whose aptitudes carry him to the study of nature should ha.ve some 
notion of the humanities ; he whose aptitudes carry him to the 
humanities should ha.ve some notion of the phenomena. and laws of 
nature. Evidently, therefore, the beginnings of a liberal culture 
should be the same for both. The mother tongue, the elements of 
Latin and of the chief modem languages, the elements of history, of 
arithmetic and geometry, of geography, and of the knowledge of 
nature, should be the same for all boys at this stage. So far, therefore, 
there is no reason for a division of schools. But then comes a hiju1'txJo. 
lion, according to the boy's aptitudes and aims. Either the study of the 
humanities or the study of nature is henceforth to be the predominating 
part of his instruction." (Schools Inquiry Commission, VI, 599.) 

" The secondary school has essentially for its object a general liberal 
culture; whether this culture is .chietly reached through the group 
of aptitudes which carry us to the humanities, or through the group 
of aptitudes which carry us to the world of nature. It is a mistake to 
make the secondary schocl & direct professional schocl, though a boy's 
aims in life and his future profession will naturally determine, in the 
absence of an overpowering bent, the group of aptitudes he will seek 
to develpp. It is the function of the special school to give a professional 
direction to what a boy has learnt at the secondary school. at the same· 
time that it makes his knowledge. as far a.s possible, systemati<>
develops it into science. it is the function of the University to de'\--elop· 
into science the knowledge & boy brings with him from the secondary 
school. at the same time that it directs him towards the profession in 
which his knowledge may most naturally be exercised. Thus, in the 
University, the idea of science is primary. that of the profession 
secondary ; in the special school, the idea of the profession is 
primary, that of science, secondary." (ibid, VI, 601). 

If 'these passages from Matthew Arnold be carefully studied in the 
light of the brief account given above of developments in the French 
and Prussian systems of secondary education at this period (1866), it 
will be seen that Arnold endeavoured to make our traditional insular 
conception of • liberal education • more precise by describing it as 
' general liberal culture'.(') He took the expression • general 
culture ' from Humboldt's AUg.....;,.. Bild""f. Again, Amold 
bonowed the ida of the bifurcation of humane and scientific studies, 
respectively, from tho decree issued by the French Millistry of Public 
lllStruction on 30 August, 1852.(') !twill be noted that no explicit refer
ence is made either to physical education or to the aesthetic subjects. 
The fact is that at the time when Matthew Arnold adumbrated this 
conception of general liberal education, largely on the biWs of existing 
&r1'aJl8"Ments in secondary schools in France aa<1 Prussia,. the whole 

(') No reference is made hero to T. H. Huxley's famous definition 
of a liberally educated man. or to tho description of liberal education 
g\V'OD by Cardinal Newman in his Utoi..,!ily Ed"""ioa (1852), sinoo 
they relate to liberal education at the oniwnity stage. It is probable, 
however, that these a.nd similar descriptions of general academic culture 
oxercixd .,me iD.dueDQ:I on tho devclopmcut of the Qlll.CC})ti.Oil of libcnt.l 
education at the grammar achool otago. 

( 1) ln Russi& bofw:cation between the classical and realistic courses 
within tho ....,..dary ocbool system had been introduced as early &s 
18:19, but it is improbable tbat Alatthew Arnold mow &boot educatioaal 

l
developmonta in tbat ..,ontry. 

t•t•n P 
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idea of a general liberal culture for a limited l/i14 of future professional 
men and higher officials wa.s beginning to disintegrate, partly owing 
to cbanges in the structure of society, partly to the develcpment of 
the sciences, partly to the vast increase in knowledge about literary 
subjects, and partly to the demand of modern industry and commm:e 
for l«:hnieims and specialists. It will be noted that there is bardly 
any recognition of tho desirability or indeed of the need of some 
infiltration of quasi-technical or quasi-vocational work at some stage 
of the course in a general liberal education. In the latter part of tho 
uineteenth century. public opinion ca.me more and more to recognise 
the claims of technical education and, as is shown in Cbapter I of 
this Report, the best educational opinion in &gland and Wales during 
the last two decades of the century was reluctant to draw any rigid 
line of division between Secondary education and Tecbnical education. 
AD excellent statement of this new point of view is to be found in the 
passage from the Report of the Royal Q»nmission on Secondary 
Education (1895) quoted in §31 of Cbapter I. In point of fact, a series 
of great thinkers in &gland and on tho Continent bad long before 
that period recognised that the antithesis between a liberal education 
and a technical or quasi-vocational education was UJ11'e3l and mis
leading. There can be no adequate tecbnical education which is net 
.in some sense liberal. and no liberal education which is not. from some 
aspects, techoical. 

Fo< instance, in the seventeenth century G. W. Leibniz (1646-1716), 
who was net ouly a distingoished humanist, historian and diplomat, 
but also a great mathemati~ and man of science, criticised the 
1:mditional training given in the higher schools and Universities of 
Weste~ Europe in the most scathing manner, protesting especially 

· the use of Latin and the survival of tho scholastic tradition in 
"tho Uni "ties. Leibniz urged that the teaching of youth should be, 
-centred ot so much upon poetry, logic and scholastic philosophy as 
upon r6 : • history, mathematics, geography. vwa j>Aysil;a, tnM.alitJ 
tM ciutlia SJ. ia ; instruction in t'aalia should be pursued in collections 
of rarities, o study of ma.a in anatomical theatres, chemistry in tho 
apothecary's shop, botany in botanical gardens, zoology in zoologicsl 
gardans. Th pupil should constantly move in the """"""' ..-.tU Ill 
..ms, recoivin living knowledge .and impressions".(') 

(') A. Foucher de Careil. o ...... os .U l.iti/nJU (Paris, 1875) VII. 52 ; 
Leiboi&ens en ilbor die Erziehnng eines Prinzen, printed in 
G. W. BOhmer, M«ifllltifl filr das Kinlwllr«AA, Band I, Gottingen. 
(1787), pp. 188-1 • 

cf. Francis (1561-1626) : T1110 Boolr& of 1M .. u • .........,., of 
~ttg (1605) • 

" But this i that which will indeed dignify and ezalt kncwledge, 
if contomplati and action may be more nearly and atraitly 
conjoined and "ted together than they have been; a conjunCtion 
like unto thet f tho two highest planets, Satum, tho planet of 
rest and con plation, and Jupiter, tho planet of civil society 

and action." ~· kl.) " In general. thoro will bardly be any main proiicience in the 
clisclosi.ng of n , ezcept there be aome allowance for upenses 
about ezperim ts; whether they be ezperiments appertaining 
to Vulcanus Daedalus. furnace or engine, or any other kind; 
and thoreloro aec:retaries and spials of princes and ststos bring 
in bills for in elligence, so you must allow tho spials and intelli
gencers of n.,.tme to bring in their bills, or else you sball be ill 
advertised.(' . (Book U.) 
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There is an instructive passage on the difference between liberal 
and technical education in a valuable work by the Rev. Henry Latham 
(1821-1902), Master of Trinity HaJl, Cambridge, entitled Tho Ac#tm 
of Examilttllitms (1877), PP• 5-7:-

•• It will be of service to :6.x precisely the meanings in which the 
terms Liberal and Technical Education will be used. These two phrases 
are commonly employed so loosely as to be useless where precision is 
required. I propose to use them in a rigorous sense: premising that 
most Liberal Educations aro so far Technical that they enable a man 
to do something which he could not do before, and most Technical 
Educations are Liberal ones also in so far as they really improve the 
man by disciplining bis attention and forcing him to care and accuracy; 
moreover, it has a good moral effect on a youth to feel that he has 
acquired a mastery over matter, or the power of doing something 
which is of service to other people • 

.. AD education is liberal so fa.r as it concerns itself with the good 
and the cultivation of the pupil; valuing any accomplishment it may 
give him, for the new perceptions it opens out, for the new powers it 
confers, or for any other good it may do the man, and not regarding 
the work produced : Liberal Education would like to make a man 
an artist, that he may have a delightful occupation, and acquire an 
eye fop besuty aod for truth ; she would like him to paint well because 
this would shew the possession of such an eye and many other qualities 
as well. but she would not care much about the pictures themselves; 
ahe would not care a bit whether his pictures were valuable or not. 

•• AD education so far &S it is technical is careful not for the workman 
but for the work : Technical Education wants to get good pictures, and 
ahe only values any qualities of an artist so far' as they conduce to this 
end. She aims at moulding the man into a perfect instrument for a 
particular purpose." 

Professor A. N. Whitehead in bis volume uf esaays entitled Tho Ai,.. 
of Edut41iott""" 01/Jor Essoys (1929), p. 74, writes:-

.. The antithesis between a technical and a liberal education is 
fallacious. There can be no adequate technical education which is not 
liberal, and no liberal education which is not technical : that is, no 
education which does not impart both technique and intellectual vision. 
ln simpler laoguage, education should turn out the pupil with something 
he knows well and something he can do well. This intimate union of 
practice and theory aids both. Tbo intellect does not work best in a 
vacuum. The stimulation of creative impulse requires, especially in the 
case of a child, the quick transition to practice. Geometry and mechanics, 
followed by workshop practice, gain that reality without which math.,. 
matics is verbiage. 

•• There are three main methods whicharerequired in a oatio.Da.l system 
of educ:ation. namely. the literary cWTiculum. the scientific curriculum. 
the techlli<:&l curriculum. But each uf these curricula should include the 
other two. What 1 mean is that every form of education should give 
tho pupil a technique, a scienoe, loll assortment of general id-, and 
&esthetic apprcc.iation. and that each oJ these sides of his tn.ioing should 
be illuminated by the others. Lock uf time, even lor the most f.a.voured 
pupil. makM it impossible to develop fully each curriculum. Always 
there must be a dominant emphasis.. The most diroct aesthetic tninmg 
natw.lly faUs in tho technical curriculum in ~ c:ucs ...- the 

•• 
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training is that requisite for some art or artistic craft. Bat it is of high 
importance in both a literary and a scientific education... In another 
passage, on pages 84--85 of the same b>ok, Professor Whitehead writes :-

" No human being can attain to anything hat fragmentary knowledge 
and a fragmentary uaining of his capacities. There are, however, 
three main roads along which we can proceed 'With good hope of 
advancing towalds the best halance of intellect and character: these are 
the way of literary culture, the way of scientific culture, the way of 
teclmical culture. No one of these methods can be exclusively followed 
'W:ithont grave loss of intellectual activity and of character. Bat a mere 
mechanical mixture of the three cun:icula will produce bad results in the 
shape of scraps of information never interconnected or utilised. We have 
already noted as one of the stnmg points of the traditional literary 
culture that all its parts are co-ordinated. The problem of education is 
m retain the dominant emphasis, whether literary, scientific, or teclmical; 
and without loss of co-ordination to infuse into each way of education 
something of the other two. •• • 

Prof.,.,.,. John Dewey gives an admirable statement rega.rding the 
misleading &lltithesis between culture and utility in the following 
passage of his work entitled DIIJIUJI#t>ey Gfld Edii<Giitno (1922), page 305:-

" Of the segregations of educational values discussed in the last 
chapter, that between culture and utility is prohably the most funde.
mental. While the distinction is often thought to be intrinsic and 
absolute, it is really historical and social. Itorigmated, so far as conscious 
formulation is concerned, in Greece, and was based upon the fact that 
the truly human life was lived .only by a few who subsisted upon the 
results of the labour of others. This fact a1fected the psychological 
doctrine of the relation of intelligence and desire, theory and practice, 

"It was embodied in a political. theory of a permanent division of 
human beings into those capable ol a life of reason and hence having 
their own ends, and those capable only of desire and work, and need,ing 
to have their ends provided by others. The twc distinctions, psycho
logical and political, ~ted into educational terms, e11ected a 
division between a liberal education. having to do with the self-sullicing" 
life of leisure devoted to knowing for its own sake, and a useful, practical 
training for mechanical occupations, devoid of intellectual and aesthetic 
content. While the present situation is radically diverse in theory and 
much changed in fact, the factors of the older historic situation still 
persist sufficiently to maintain the educational distinction, along with 
compromises which often reduce the efficacy of the educational measures. 
The problem of education in a democratic society is to do away with the 
6ualism and to construct a course of studies which makes thought a 
guide of hee practice for all and which makes leisure a reward of accept
ing responsbillity for service. rather than a state of exemption from it ... 
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MEMORANDUM ON THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
BY Dr. I. L. KANDEL, M.A., MANCHESTER, Ph.D., 
COLUMBIA, Litt.D., MELBOURNE, PROFESSOR . OF 
EDUCATION, TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNI
VERSITY, NEW YORK 

The most outstanding problem with which educators and statesmen 
are confronted today virtually throughout the whole world is that of 
the education of the adolescent. Just as one hundred years ago the 
leading countries of the world began to recognise the importance of 
providing universal compulsory elementary education, so today the 
chief concern is to organise satisfactory systems of post-primary 
education. While there is more, or less general agreement about the 
function and content of the elementary school, which is detennined. 
in large part by the age and interests of the pupils, no such agreement 
can be found either on the form of organisation or on the content and 
purposes of education beyond the elementary level. Nor can the 
difficulties be eliminated or even mioimised by the demand for a 
commOn primary school and for secondary education for all. The 
difficulties with which the educational world is confronted are due to 
a great variety of causes. Except the United States most countries 
in the nineteenth century developed dual systems of education-the 
olementary for the masses and the secondary for the group selected 
on the basis either of wealth or of intellectual ability. As the elementary 
school established itself and as national needs, especially on the indus
trial and commercial side, developed, the elementary branch of education 
iW,lf expanded upwards and specialised vocational schools were pro
vided, and both types paralleled and to some extent overlapped the 
traditional systems of secondary education. At the same time secon
dary education itself felt the impact of the changes which proceeded 
during the nineteenth century and after a period of unrest the curricula 
were expanded to include, in addition to the traditional classics aDd 
mathematics, modern languages and sciences but without disturbing 
the aims of general cultural education and preparation for higher 
institutions of learning. 

A new period was ushered in during and after the \Var. Nations 
began to evaluate and to compare their educational systems and to 
estimate them in terms of their contribution to national welfare as a 
whole. It was reco~ that elementary education alone provided 
inadequate opportunities for the development of the poteutialities of 
the individual and insufficient preparation for living in the complex 
civilisation. of the twentieth century. From another point of view it 
began to be recognised that the dual systems of educational organisati.oD 
which bad bee.n inherited from the nineteenth century involved the 
sacrifice of 1~ numbers of pupils of ability, of pupils capable of 
profiting from further education which the existing systems did not 
provide adequa~. Out of tbill unrest. which, unbke th~ uruest of 
the last two decades of the nino-..th century, ...., uot c:oacemed 
primarily with matters of curriculum iD tbe 9eCOD.dary school but with 
the orpnisation of education on a nation.al hlsi$. there resulted the 
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movemeut :for the miliied educatiollal systems.-e EitoMitsschlo ill 
Germany, the koltl ~ ill Fiance, and oemudary educatioll :for all 
in Euglancl. Fmm these three couutries the movement spread rapidly 
to others until it has today become world-wide. 

Of the geeeral program implied in this movement two items appear 
to have gaiDed acxeptaDce already. The Jin;1: is the geeeral reooguitiou 
of the ueed of a 'Xlll!mou foandatioll :for all up to the threshold of 
adolescence, that is, up to the age of eleven or twelve. The secoud is 
the unification of the administration of all types of educatioll uuder 
oue authoritY ; thus ill Italy and Fr.mce the Ministries of Public 
Jnstroctiou have become Natiollal Ministries of Educatioll to administer 
and supervise both general and vocatioual educatioll ill their v.lrious 
branches, in the Uuited States the Federal Bureau :for Vocatioual 
Educatioll has been made a division of the Uuited States Office of 
Educatiou ; in Germany this unificatioll has only recently been 
adopted in the Third Reid, while ill Euglaud it bad already been 
anticipated when the Board of Education was established in 1899. 

The adoption of a 'Xlll!mOD :foundatioll :for the large majority of 
children and the unificatiou of administratioll of all types of education 
have only revealed the dilliculties involved in the whole questioll of 
post-primary education. To demand aerondary educatioll :for all in 
the interests of equalisatiou of educational opportunities is one thing ; 
to devise methods by which the indi'vidual pupil may recem. the kind 
of educatioll from which he can best profit is anoth..... Only two aspects 
of the problem are clear; first. under present emuomic c:onditiom and 
the prospects of technological dewlopments in the futore adolesoeets 
will become iD.creasi.Dgly UDemployable. which meaDS that aoc:iety mast 
extend its educatiollal gwmliaDship over them ; and, second, if the • 
function of education is the prepaqt.tioll of c:itizens.--illtelligent to the 
world around them, conscious of their duties and responsible, equipped 
:for the work which they are best titted to undertalrr. and trained to tpe 
-t of their abilities and interests to enjoy the cultmal and spiritual 
things of lif.,...._ eJtteusioq o! educatioll be'Xlll!es inevitable. Lea"ring 
on one side those who are not likely to profit at all from such an · 
ezteesioll-iUid with educatiollal programs and teachers of vision the 
number is probably far smaller than is usually aopposed-it is no more 
unreasonable to e:q>ect a gradual .;........non of educatioll for all up to 
the age of eighteen than it was a hundred yean ago when an exbewoioD. 
to fourteen was regarded as impr.octicable and undesirable.. Without 
attempting any prophecy as to the time when such an ea:l1!ii5iwl may 
take place, the fact at P""""'t and in most COUDtries is that an immediate 
el<teusiouofcompulsoryeducatiollis n"" ry, if the world is to be saved 
from the dangers which meuace it from alknring honles of unemployed. 
=supervised yeuth to enter adnlt life oompletely unequipped, un
trained, and illitemte as ci1:i-. 

If this geeeral thesis is sound, and an annlysis of coaditioDs ill most 
countries wenld prove it to be soand, the problem with which educatom 
and statesmen are cxmfrunted is not that of providing -·ry ed• 
cation for all. hut rather to discever varieties of types of educatioa :for 
the ado-.: groupe from which each individual is - -ble of 
profiting. In other words the problem is 01111 of the clistribatioD and 
differentiation of facilities and opportunities for edacatioa. Tbe 
problem is 110t oimplitied even in ouch a country u the United Slateo. 
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where the single or comprehensive high school, organised end-on with 
the elementary school, has attempted to meet the needs of all the 
adolescent population and to provide curricula and courses suited to 
the capacities of each individual pupil. Simplification of administratioD 
has in the U~ted States not provided a solution. It is beginoiug at 
last to be admitted that the single school may cater to the average but 
it does justice neither to the bright nor to the dull pupils, and that the 
attempt to provide general cultural and vocational courses side by side 
in the same institution tends to militate against the success of both. A 
glance at the leading journal for secondary education, School Review, 
reveals an increase in the number of articles which have appeared 
advocating or describing methods of selection or grouping of pupils 
according to abilities and interests within the same school. More 
recently Dr. John L. Tildsley, Acting Head of the High School Division 
in the educational system of New York City, has urged in his Annual 
Report to the Superintendent of Schools the organisation within the 
existing high schools of " honors "' schools for gifted pupils and special 
provisions for those pupils who show no likelihood of success in 
academic subjects.(l) In the extensive discussions which ha.ve taken 
place in France during the past ten years on the organi.sa.tion of the 
IcoN uniq.u nothing is more striking than the repeated suggestion that 
a pel'!llanent commission for selection and guidance (Commission. 
Pnman1nt1 dl S•lecliott el Orientation) be established in the National 
Ministry of Education. Nor is the idea entirely novel, for although 
it was not at the time intended to meet the present situation, no moro 
pertinent definition of the purpose of administration has ever been 
formulated than that of Sir Graham Balfour. •• The puipOse of admini· 
atratioa," wrote Sir Graham in his lecture on EducationtJl.A. dministt'ation.. 
"is to enable the right pupils to receive the right education from the 
right teachers, at a cost within the means of the State, under conditions 
which will enable the pupils best to profit by their uaining." 

1.1.de Monzie, formerly Minister of Education,in discussing the problem 
confronting France in the provision of post~primary education. only 
atated the same idea. in difierent terms when he said that it involves 
free tuition (l"aluiU), selection (sll..tion), and distribution (rarionalis• 
li011) ; ho might have added to this guidance (ori.,.lalion) a.s the 
necessary corollary of selection and distribution.('} 

Tho discowry of the " right education '" for the .. right pupils .. is 
today one of the most crucial tasks with which the admiDistratoT is 
confronted. It is difficult enough in the American high school which 
ia open to all pupils on equal terms ; it is far more difficult iD those 
systems in which various types of education are ofiered not in the same 
but in different schools and in which fees aro cha.rged in some but not 
in othen. The problem is as acute in Germany where fees are charged 
in most post·primary schools and tho provision for free plaoes is slight, 
as in France whore fees in tho secondary schools proper have -
abolished : it is as serious in Italy where fees in the post~primary 

(') See Tildsley, John L, TIN Mo....,;~ w ...... of tiN .tl-.o 
s...,~~<~my S<Mo~ (Cambridge, Mass., 1936). 

{') By an arrlll nf A\'ril 22, 1937, and mbooquent circn1ars tlassos 
ol'...-..lio11 have - 111troduoed in a number nf French lyUu and 
coiUt" by way nf experiment to advise paronts and puplla in the choice 
nf suitable oecondary school co~ 
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schools are 1!0JJ!inal as in the W Slafes where the high schaols ano 
free : aDd it is the subject of iDquiry ia the Scaoomaviaa COCUibiiiS. 
To sohe tbis problem of distributial1 wuald be a sqffi - tly difficn!t 
task evea if it were limited merely to tbe discovery of technical devits 
for evaluatiDg illdividual ability and promise; it bemmes in• -.... 
wbea tbe oompleDties of social and tr.utitioaal """""" ...- be ta1rm. 
iDto aaomd:.. 

Seamd•ry educatioa as it is geuerally uw:eived in the popular miDd 
has come to be reganled as the educ:atiml of the privileged '-· as -
education for status. It is looked upm as a prep;uatioa for what ano 
called the -white collar- or "black mat" jobs aJJd ......... ueatly a 
a metbod of release from JDaDJJal oa:upatioDs. This popular attitude 
is mauifested - in the AmericaD high school in which, altbongh 
opportunities for academic. semi-academic and ,. ,. WJal t:raioing aRJ 

provided, the a<ademic ......,.,. seem to be preren.d by the majority 
of parents aJJd pupils, despite the fad tbat manual oa:upatioos eujoy 
a higber status thaD in kss demoaatic C01!JJtries. Tbe abolition of 
fees in the secondary schools of Fr.mce bas R'SOited in au iou d 
eamlmel!t of more thaD 60,000 pupils in kss thaD - ye;us. In 
Germany the Rduction in the opportmJiti<s for employment in the 
wage-earning oa:upatioos in the :reus folknring the War resulted in 
oven:rmnling both in the ..._..ry scbools aJJd in the 1llliw:lsitieo. All 
analogous situatioo -Is itself in the SnOOina:riau anmtries. 
Tbat tbis amditiOII has JJDt been escaped in England is indicated by tbe 
fad that some •• Cll!lltial " schaols have departed from their original 
aims and ""' ~ their pupils for tbe - -·ry scbools 
enmiiJ•ti<m Tbe pu:fened pJaa: eojoJod bytbe tr.utitioaal_..._,•ry 
school in social esteem aJJd in tbe UHUpetitiuJl for employmeut ft:lldem, 
the task of liDding tbe right educatiol! for tbe right pupils I!IOie difficn!t 
thaD is n:alised by tiJo9e wbo pin•tbeir faith in tbe duelopbeuts of 
acieatific tests of ability. Tbe difficn!ty is sliD farther - in 

- - syslaus in - S!liJJe papils ..... en- -- .. -- speci21 .. places as tbe n:sult of a CllilllpCiilive ezaminatjrm while 
others are admitted, and DOt always - tbe same slaD!I.uds, as tee- _ 
paJ=L F'raDoe. for eD!Dple. Ollly diswoeted UJ!J1:be< problem -
abe !might by aboljsbing fees in ..;.......ary schools to a.saer1: tbe right 
of the state to eD:Iade the .,. •al s from the advantages of ....,._,ary 
educatiol! at pab6c: e•1 ; tbe ....-ritirs .........,._,are at pnsent 

struggling with tbe problem of derising suitable motbods of ... '-
Ooly tbe totalitarial! - at ..., ""'beue aJJd tiJo9e <Oalltrlrs which 
haw: a sublime faith iD. the magic of .. scitutific tests .. at the othel' 
seem to be teadytoembark,.. a potiey of" haman engineering- wbidl 
- haman JJature aJJd a:rtainsocial 1""1" ' - aJJd-; 
tbe Natiaoal Socialist authorities in Germany, by aesbicting admjssiog 
to tbe -ties, have ineviJably de&ded laage 111!1Dbels from tbe 
existing ..._..ry schools without. -e-. ha'Oing gn.. thought to 
fl:e - of pnrriding - typm of schaols for tbe popils so dioetliod ; 
in tbe United Stabs, oo tbe otbea haJJd. it .......ms to be 110e11 wbetbea 
faith iD tbe wily developed 11!0- for C!Jiiper.dift: ~ aJJd 
CU!D1!1ame ROmi canis as bases for piclaaJal will be "''16 ""'t!y stnmg 
to OWdbXGO tbe popular and d__.,.tjc ........... for equality of 

opportuuity. In both casos it - to be .,._ - •• folly 
Plato's the!>ryjof social aJJd ed'M'Jticwpl -njsatimJ will be 'll'indii<a!ed 
in tbe twen~ -1-
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And yet, although one may shrink from the extravagances suggested 
by the term .. human engineering, •• the provision of the right education 
for the right pupils does imply some sort of control over the destinies 
of the pupils. Up to the present. however. this control is in most 
systems of public education exercised by means of an examination. 
supplemented in some .cases by a scrutiny of school records and teache~ 
reports, or by both. In other words, the educational and later career 
of a large majority of the pupils (the minority whose parents can afford 
to pay fees is not so much afiected at this stage) is made dependent upon 
a single examination taken at the close of the period of primary educa
tion ; the fate of all who are admitted to the secondary school is decided 
four years later. It is not necessary here to discuss the cases of late 
developers, the IGI'd-arrivl.s, or the provisions made for them in some 
systems. The important question is whether the one examination is 
an adequate test when so much is at stake 110t only for individual pupils 
but for society as a whole. That there is some unrest on the subject 
is obvious ; it is only necessary tQ refer to Professor C. W. Valentine's 
study of Tlu Reliability of Examinations (London, 1932) which, although 
it deals on!y with the technical aspects of examinations, carries certain 
very definite social implications. Examinations, particularly as a 
method of selection, have for the last eight years been the subject of 
intensi\·e investigations by special committees in England, Scotland, 
France and Germany.(') For the present all that can he" said is that 
while the selective ex.aminations serve as a method for ranking pupils 
they are under suspicion on two grounds,-first. that they are not 
reliable. and secondly·, that on the whole they are not adequately valid 
indices of the aptitudes of pupils. A pupil who ranks high in arithmetic 
and English (and perhaps. general information) does not necessarily 
and invariably show promise of success in what are regarded as the 
basic oocondary school subjects (foreign languages, mathematics, and 
sciences). 

Such in general are some of the questiODS which arise at the outset 
in a consideration of the organisation and interrelation of schools which 
pro"ide education for pupils beyond the age of 11 plus. They cannot 
be settled by the adoption of such a slogan as •• secondary education 
for all." On the other hand, considerable progress cau. be made by 
bringing the traditional secondary schools within the general purview 
of the problem of the education of the adolescent. From the social 
and national points of view it would also be advantageous to include 
within the general scheme those post-primary schools which are at 
present administered under the Elementary Code. This was in fact the 
ICheme recommended in the Report on T/u EdiiCJiliott of 1M A tlolesurtl 

(') Sir Michael Sadler is chainnan of the English committee, whose 
in"""'igatioo is hei.Dg conducted by Sir Pbilip Hartog; the Committee 
bas airul.dy published a oomhet- ol ~omee, i.Dcludi.Dg A a£....;
of £ • ..,_, ....... (London. 1935). The German eomauttee bas rec:ently 
published SDme of the ftSillts of its investigatioo. in ScJui.Jna..sl&56, 
Krill• "" Erf<Jit• by Otto Bohertag (Berlin. 1934). The croation of 
the commit~ was the I'HU.It of an internatioaal conference on 
examinahoos held at Eastbourne in 1931 under the aospius of the 
Caro..gle Corporation and ~gie Foundation of New York and of 
the luteroauooal lnstttute. Toacben Colkge, Columbia UDi~ty. 
(See C.,.j..._ oa ~ N..,. York, 1931 ; Coaf- M 
£.....,;-. New York, 1936: ll!ld Kandel, l.L.. E.n.t--. C114 
T.._ s-..... ill .... U-s.-., !'-York, 19:r7.) 

p• 
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(see page 173 f.). Only in this way can the problem of tho education 
of the adqlescent or of post-primary education be viewed as a whole, 
if by this is meant such a selection and distribution of education as 
will enable each pupil to receive that education for which he ia best 
fitted. Should a scheme of this kind be adopted, it muat inevitably 
bring in its train the problem of devisiDg more satisfactory methods 
of distributing pupils into the di11erent types of school than those which 
are immecliately available. For those countries which bave ouly 
recently undertaken the task of breaking down the traditional dual 
systems of education and developing a unified, articulated system in 
their place as much as in tho United States with its single high school 
catering in the same institution to tho highly di11erentiated Deeds and 
eapacities of all adolescents this is tho crucial problem to be solved in 
the immediate futuro. Since the problem is now, it must be oolved 
by no:w ~othods, less open to criticism than the bazard of a siDglo 
examm ation. 

The selection or preferably the distribution' of pupils, &iDee the majority 
of tho adolescent or post-primary group is being considered, is inti
mately connected with the next problem, the organisation of curricula 
and courses suitable for the di11erentiated abilities and capacities of the 
pupils. This problem may be considered from a variety of points of 
view-the nature of individual differences, the duration of the courses 
to be taken, the probable destination of the pupils, and tho culture in 
which they live. But over and above all these is tho fact common to 
the membera of all groupe that they are to be citizeos. Aocordingly 
the :first principle laid down as a result of the conference in 1916 between 
the Council for Humanistic StUdies and the Joint Board of Scientific 
Studies, although intended at the time for secondary schools only, 
will apply equally to all phases of post-primary education in tho earlyo 
stages. Tho principle was stated.as follows:-

The lirat object in education is the training of human beings in· mind 
.and character, as. citizeos of a free country; and any tecbDical training 
of boys and girls for a particular profession, occupation or work must 
be consistent with this prillciple. 

The same principle, although applied to a more or less specialised type 
of ecbooL is emphasised in Board ,of Education Ed,..Aiiottol Pampiu.l, 
No. 83 (1930), issued by the Board of Education, Loudon, in tho state
ment that:-

Tho training given in the Junior Technical Schools ought to be, and 
in actual practice is a truly cultUial education. 

Obviously for the age group under consideration, boys and girls 
between the ages of 11 plus and 15 or 16, vocational training or prepars· 
tion for a particular occupation is undesirable and under present 
conditions of juveoilo employment probably unwise. The character 
of vocational training, its organisation and duration, whether it should 
be given wholly in schools or wholly in the trades concemed or under 
a scheme of partnership of both is. therefore. not a que9tion which 
need be considered here. The couraos provided in post-primary schools 
should, then, be general and liberal in character, aiming to give the 
individual an understanding and appreciation of himself and bis world 
and laying the foandationa for the lifo of a citioon through physical, 
moral, aesthetic, IIDd intellectual training. Of the numaroua definitions 
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of educational aims none is more applicable to all times and conditions 
than that of Vittorino da Feltre :-

Not every one is called upon to be a lawyer, a physician, a philosopher, 
to live in the public eye, nor bas -every one outstanding gifts of natural 
capacity. but all of us are created for the life of social duty, all are 
responsible for the personal infiuencc which goes forth from us. 

The general aim of all post-primary schools should be the same, but 
beyond this tho work of each type of school should be determined by 
tho difierences in the " gifts of natural capacity" among the pupils. 
Up to a certain point the basic subjects which go to make up a general 
education should be tho same for all types, but to grant this is not to 
admit that either the content or the methods of instruction should 
be the same. Indeed, the primary object of distributing pupils 
according to ability and probable length of schooling would otherwise 
be defeated. The adoption of a common core of subjects is desirable 
not merely in the interests of the common general aim of education 
but in ord.,r to make possible the transfer of late developers to the type 
of school best adapted to their abilities. It is for this reason, for 
example, that pupils who bold national scholarships in France may be 
transferred from the dcoUs fwimairiS suphUuru to lycks or collAges 
or vice versa as their capacities are revealed. 

The curricula of post~primary schools other than secondary have been 
10 fully and so ably discussed in the Report on Tho Ed"""""" of 1M 
Adoluum, and those for senior schools are being developed with such 
insight into tho needs of tho pupils concemed in tho published courses 
which have come to my attention that it is unnecessary to deal with 
them hero. It is pertiuont, however, before dealing with the curricula 
of secondary schools to consider some of the principles underlying the 
new curricula of the senior and central schools. In the fimt place 
traditional preconceptiou about the curricula appear to have been 
disq<r<led. Secondly, they have been adapted more closely in accordance 
with tho needs and abilities of tho pupils and the local circulll9tances 
i.a which they live, Thirdly, the work of the schools concerned is not 
for the present dominated by the exigencies of external examinations, 
a fact which makes poasiblo greater fiezibility and elasticity than would 
otherwise be poasiblo. This was equally true of tho central schools in 
the early years of their development and until, for reasons which were 
not primarily detenni.Ded by educational considerations, they undertook 
in some cases to depart from their original purpose and to prepare 
pupils for the first secondary school examination. It may in time be 
poasiblo out of this experiment to develop methods of establishing 
standards without resorting to the practice of external examinatiODS. 
Tho essential feature of tho new curricula is that they repre9ent an 
attempt to put into practice a new interpn~tation of a liberal education. 
It is, in fact, not an exaggeration to say that tho most significant 
statement in tho Report on TAo EdiiCOiiort of 1M .tdolosutol (1926) ia 
the new definition. of a humane or liberal education. 

A humane or libenll education, says tho Rt(>orl, Ia not one given 
throngh books alone, but one which brmgs children into contact with 
the larger interests of mankind. It should be tho aim of scbools of tbe 
last three types (i.e. oelecti..., c:tmtral ocbools. non-aelectiw central 
ocbools, and oenior classes, et<:.) to provide such an edocatiOil by means 
of a curriculum containing largo opportunities for pndical work, and 
dooely related to living interests.(') 

rl Report on TAo E-... of 1M At!o!eX""' (1926), pp. &I and 174. , .. ~ ••• 
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The aim of the " modem •• schools, stated so admirably, seems to 
be contrasted with the aim of the secondary schools proper, which is 
literary and scientific training. There appears to lurk in the two aims 
a distinction between •• living interests ,. and .. academic ,. training. 
History has played curious tricks with the curriculum of secondary 
schools. ·The humanistic cuniculum, which became the foundation of 
secondary education during the Renaissance, was advocated because 
the curriculum of the medieval secondary school bad become formal, 
sterile, and unrelated to life : the new curriculum of Latin and G~k 
was to serve as a preparation for the " living interests ,. o1 mankind. 
Within a comparatively short time the new education had in tum 
become formal and lifeless, and by the beginning of the seventeenth 
century Bacon (and Bacon did not stand alone in his criticisms of 
contemporary education) could write:-

These four causes concurring, the admiration of ancient authors, the 
hate of the schoolmen, the exact study of languages, and the efficacy of 
preaching, did bring in an affectionate study of eloquence, and cop;,. 
of speech, which then began to llourish. This grew speedily into an 
excess : for men began to hunt more after words than matter ; and more 
after the choiceness of phrase, and the round and clean composition of 
the sentence, and the sweet falling of the clauses, and the varying and 
.illustration of their works with tropes and figures, than after the weight 
of matter, worth of subject, soundness of argument, life of invention, or 
depth of judgment. (Bacon, Adv,........., oj L"'"'i"'J, Boolj; I.) 

He deplored the lack of teaching of " histories, modem languages, 
books of policy and civil discourses, and other tho like embellishments 
unto service of state,•• or, to use another of Bacon's phxases, studies of 
u substance and pro:fi.t,." that is, an education related to .. living 
interests... The same principle govemed his advocacy of the sciences, 
for •• the true and legitimate goal Of the sciences is none other 'than this, • 
to endow human life with new disCoveries and resources." " to extend 
more widely the powers and greatness of man's estate, to secure· the 
sovereignty of man over nature," " for the finding out of the troe 
nature of all things, wbei:eby God migbt have the more glory in the 
workmanship of th~. and m~ the more fruit of them." Nearly · 
three centuries were to elapse before modem languages and sciences, 1 
history and Englisb were to find an assured and recognised place in the ' 
curricula of secondary· schools. 

In the meantime the classical studies themselves were saved from the 
sterile formalism into which they had fallen by the Neohumanistic 
revival. which consisted in relating them more nearly to ,. living 
interests'\ This movement, which originated in the German universities 
and secondary schools, strongly inlluenced Thomas Arnold's reform in 
the teaching of Latin. Greek and ancient history, and again. secured the 
pre-eminence of classical studies in the secondary schools. This claim to 
pre-eminence was further supported by the doctrine of formal discipline, 
, with the result that, if the study of classics could not be justified on their 
-own merits as humanities related to "' living interests ", an argument 
could be made for them on the ground that they trained the mind, 
'.Hence, when· modem languages, sciences and other modem subject. 
began to assert claims for inclusion in the secondary curriculum, betll 
arguments. wen> used, that they were " !J.Ving interests " and as good 
vehicles for mental tmining as the 'Classics. But the ndw 11\lbjecta fol 
.P>• fl!lke,ot protective coloration~ edapted themsel~ ~.an,orgsni· 
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sation which had become traditional in the teaching of the classics. 
and sought to prove that they could be just as " academic " as the 
established studies. and just as .. liberal " because they were not 
practica.J.. 

It was, however, rather on the theory of mental training that the 
retention of vast numbers of pupils who did not or could not complete 
courses definitely intended, among other pwposes, as a preparation for 
admission to the universities was justified. That many profited from 
the corporate life which had been developed in the secondary schools 
in the second half of the nineteenth century cannot be denied ; the 
present discussion is, however, limited to the curriculum. At the same 
time, in order to avoid the dangers of control by a government authority, 
the secondary schools had invited the universities to conduct eXternal 
examinations as a measure of evaluating their work and setting up 
standards. 

Accordingly when the system of secondary education began to be 
extended a.t the beginning of the present century and schools maintained 
at public expense were established certain very definite traditions had 
already been established-the pre-eminence of the classics, the academic 
organisation of the modem subjects in content and methods of instruc· 
tion, o.nd the theory of mental training. Thus the Board af Education 
in theiP Regulations for Secondary Schools stated that the instruction 
must be general. that is. "must give a reasonable degree of exercise 
and development of the whole of the faculties". \Vhile the aim 
coutinues to be the same, its definition in terms of a psychology now 
discarded baa been dropped. 

The development of the secondary school cmriculum has been devoted 
in the main to securing a proper balance between subjects and the 
postponement of specialisation. This was all the more necessary since 
thel>ublic Schools had brought with them a strong tradition of classical 
studies, while many of the new council schools grew ou..t of tho older 
organiecd science schools. In an eflort to promote a proper balance the 
Board "s Regulation! have laid down the following general requirements 
for the first four years of the curriculum, that, for boys and girls betwj"·' 
twelve and sixteen :-

1 
Ex~t with the previous permission of the Board, adequate provision 

must be made for instruction in the English language and litera~. at 
least one languAge other than English, geography, history, mat!'ematics, 
acience, drawing, singiog, manual instruction in the ~ of boys. 
domostic subjects in the case of girls, physical uetcises, and f'f organised 
games. ! 

So long as the number of pupils in the secondary schOols remained 
small au.d consequently highly selected, such a curriculUm may have 
been adequately adapted to their needs and abilities. 1 The last thirty 
yean. however, have witnessed in England as elscwljere a remarkable 
increase in the number of pupils attending the l;O<Ondary schools. 
A curriculum suited to a limited group of pupil$ is not necessarily 
adequate to meet tho "'·idened range of the abilities of a far larger group, 
drawD. from a wider range of social and cultu,ral backgrounds and 
aelected OD. the basis of an examination which iD. jt:self is not necessarily 
a guua.ntee of ability to pursue a curriculum wbich is narrowly defi.ued. 
Undor such circumstances then! inevitably but not deliberately results 
a Wlden.:y to adjust the pupils to the cuaiculum rather than the 
carriculum to the needs and abiliti<s of the pupils. Then> is no intention 
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of suggestiDg here that the Deeds aDd abilities of~ can be the ao1e 
criterion for the clevelopment of """"""' of iDstroction.. The Americm 
experiment of the past thirty yean may be used as a wamiDg on this 
point. The danger of pm'VidiDg a Pwca- bed in the form of a 
somewhat inelastic cuniculmn dincts atteotiou. to the oced of a monJ 

generous interprelatioD of auother of the Boud's requin!ments wlW:h 
famishes a better guide to the cuganizatioa of c:uarses thaa a sla!emeql: 

of subjects. This rec;.uil:eweut is that a _.,.dary scbool - pmv¥1e 
a pro~ comse of geaeral education of a kind aad amouut suited 
to an age r.mge at least from twehe to...,....-. 

The problem may be c:oosidered from aJIOI:hetc point of view. In 
the a.hoeoce of the type of coutrol aDd &Upei oisicm of the scbools wlUdl. 
is found in those systems of educatioa wlW:h are strougiy "omin•ted by 
ofticialregulatioDsaDd pa:r:iptioos. England hasw ted to thepractiao 
of eDema! ezamjnatious by DOD-Official epmining boards. Despite 
the !eduction in the Jl111Dher of n;amjna- liar wlUdl. ~ may be 
pteseuted. aDd despite tbe limitation in the IIUIIlher of ezamining boalds 
..,...,. with secouduy schools, the fact nomaina that the wort of 
the scbools m- be alfected by the ""!uinmleats of the edema! 
n;aminatioos. It would be foolish to deuy that some form of sl:andaJdi
saticm aDd some meaus of eomparillg the wurk of _..,ndary scbools of 
such a great variety ss Gists in FnglaDd is - ry. The questioa 
- beoeriouslyc:oosidmed whether the ....,..,at system. of -mjnatioas 
is the best that cau. be devised and whethereld:emal ezamjnat:ioos of BDY 
kind caa be deoeloped wlUdl. do uot nosult in restricting the wurt of the 
schools to be ezaminecJ. Evmlifezamjnatioa requhementswere lleZJ.Die 
as to the numher of subjects to be permitted, the question would still 
remain whether they do DOt restric::t the work of teacb.en both in the 
r.mge of CODbmt within esd> subje;ct aDd in the metbuds of~ 
whether they do not toad to puduce an emph•.;. on those aspects • 
of a cmriculum w!W:h lead - to n;amiDaticJD. It is DDt 
- ry to raise the wbole question of the leliability aDd validitY o 
markiDg, which may - '!P au entirely clill....,t method of attacl 
upm. examinations 

A liorthercomplic:atinu has beeu introduced into the Fnglish situatia11 
which :is pecaliaJ: to England Sermv'•ry Education has by tr.oditiom 
oume to be rega<ded esseutiaDy as prepuatory to the uni-ties 01 

some other form of higher education W:d:h the iDcr I ngmben 

atteudillglthe secoudary schools it is DO JoD&er u- that- a majoritJ 
of the pUpils wiD cxmtinue their studies- beyoad the lim four,...... 
of the sec:oao!,uy sc:boo1s. As has ahady beeu pmwcl in most EuropeaD 
COUDtries, _,.. is c:oosidemble danger bath to the individual aDd to 
aocietY in leol<jng upou secoud•ry education as prepuatory to higbm 
educatillu; sucit a situatiou m- iDevitably lead to au 0-"P'Jduction 
of inte1lectuals ~ the unrest -t OD their inability to lind the 
Diches ill the eal.uomic - for wlW:h they regazd them9elwes as 
fitted aDd ~· This amditioD for the -t hss uot yet -
l!ellched in England \but - is 110 - to suppose that it may DOt 
develop in time if ~ education aDd propuation lor higher 
education come to be\rega<ded as syDDDymoas. The dilliculty CIIDIIOt 
be solwd by the ........!-~· that what is 8'00<1 for a b1>eral or geaeral 
educatioa isequaDy foradmissioo to uni-ties. Inpn<:ti<e 
this assumption -. to be &ehssed aad what the unioeosities rega<d 
as essential for adm= or matrjmlptjcm aJIDIII tD be tbo *Cbpted 
deliDitioD of • - li 11 ed--

• \ 
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This is in fact what has happened in England and tho first school 
examination certificate is under certain conditions accepted as the 
equivalent of a matriculation examination, and in the public mind no 
distinction is made between them. It is this confusion of aims and 
purposes which bas led to the unrest which bas prevailed on the subject 
of exa.minstions during the past fifteen years. The resolution passed 
in 1928 by headmasters and headmistresses is only one among many 
signs of this unrest. The resolution ran as follows :-

Thst tho imposition upon the secondary schools of a school uortificate 
examination of the present type is having a very unfortunate influence 
upon the attainments, character, and opportnnitiea of at least half ol the 
pupils in those schools, who do not benefit by the course of education 
prescribed or the methods of teaching which it neuosoitates.(') 

An investigation of examination results reveals that of those who 
take the first examination, and probably not all pupils who leave school 
at sixteen do so, about two-thirds are successful. The large majority
of the pupils, probably 80 per oont .. enter commercial and industrial 
life, or, in the case of girls, rem.ain a.t home. This means that tho pupilil 
leave with a truncated cowse and a smattering of subjects selected as. 
the basis for further study and adapted to the needs of a minority. 
The interest& of a general education -d to be sacrifiood to the interests 
of preparation for further study. This does not and ought not to mean 
that a four year course of secondary education should be the end of 
education for those who leave achool ; but it does mean that a general 
education should be so organised that it develops uortain abidiDginteresta 
in the pupils. Tho question must be faood whether testa in examinable 
lmowledgu and iofurmatiou in a narrow range of subjects cau serve to 
develop such interests. With aome pupils it may, but with the large 
majority life interests must be continuous with the environment aod the 
world in which they live. Here lies tho real distinction between what 
are" called the "' academic 11 and •• living interests ''. This. indeed, bas 
been tho secular quarrel between "schools" and educational theorist&. 
This was the burden of Montaigne's jibe at the schools of his day, 
" The most great clerkes are not the most wisest mcm ". 

What are some of these abiding interests which are continuous with 
the environment and the world in which we live l Obviously a command 
of English lar.guage, clarity of expression in speech and writing, and 
appreciation and understanding of literature should be the first essential 
requirement for all. The citizen of today must have an understanding 
of IOcial, economic and political questions at home and abroad, and a 
knowledge of bow th- questions have emerged-an Important aspect 
of contemporary education which has not yet received the a~tion 
that it deserves.(') The study of history alone and certsinly the study 

(') That this noolution has not been ineffective is indicated br the 
announcement in june. 1935. by the Northern Universities joint 
Matriculation Bo&rd tbat it would in 1938 diflerentiate the lint 
oecondary school certificate from tho matriculation certificate, a 
proposal which should result in diflerentiation ol counes in the oe<Xllldary 
schools. 

(') Tho Asoociation for Education in Citiaenship.,.... established to 
stimulate national interest in the importa:Dce of instructiou ill these 
fields, all the more Important to-day if the ideals al demouacy are to 
bepr-.-1. 
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of sections of history. however desirable the development of the historical 
sense may be, cannot achieve these ends. For the general student 
history must be meaningless unless it is brought down to the present, 
nor is it of great signifi.cance for the present unless it is studied from as 
mauy points of view as possible and particula.rly as the development 
of livinc peoples. Intelligent •eading even of the newspaper demands 
today a knowledge of geography, an excellent vehicle for the study of 
the world of man and nature.- The same criterion can be applied to the 
sciences, as avenues to an understanding of the world around us and of 
the influence of scientific development on the economic and intellectual 
Ufe of modem society. For the .average pupil •. that is, for the pupil 
who leaves school at about sixteen, a general introduction to the sciences, 
which might be called the intelligent man's guide to sciences, is likely 
to be of greater permanent value than the science of the specialist. 
The same arguments would apply to the study of mathematics ; aD 

appreciation of their place in the everyday,·world and in intellectual 
life may in the long run prove more valuable for the enrichment of 
interests than intensive training in skill in manipulating mathematical 
concepts which are not likely to be nsed again once a pupil has left 
schooL Without depreciating the important changes which have already 
been made in the teaching of foreign languages, much still remains to 
be done in two directions, to develop ability to read fOreign literatures 
with enjoyment and to inculcate iD pupils the. realisation that foreign 
languages and literatures are expressions of living people and institutions,. 
whether in the present or in the past. In the case of modem languages
opportunities for travel, the development of the wireless, aod the 
interchange of foreign ftlms give new meaning to the desirability of 
training in ability to speak one or more of them, but for the majority , 
it still remains true that reading abll!ty should receive the finlt e'!'phasis. 

Probably none of the suggestions made for reform are nov~l and as 
one examines modem textbooks one becomes impressed with the 
changes which have beeu proceeding in the attitude to the traditional 
'lUbjects. But suggestive as. new textbooks may be, they do not furnish 
evidence of widespread acceptance of new ideas. The exigencies of · 
external examinations may still continue to be insunnountable obstacles 
to the main ends of a sound edua,.tion, just as they have tended to 
restrict the development of new aspects of the curriculum which 
l'epresents important interests of the iDdividual. Music and the arts 
have long been regarded as extras and as extras they have been relegated 
to the fringe of the curriculum. If. however, they have a rightful place 
among the n living interests n of today and as instrumeu:ts for the 
enrichment of life, they deserve greater attention thau has been giV81l 
to them in the past. The inc:lusion of drawing and singing does not 
satisfy the demands which should be met. What place should be 
assigned to skill in music and the arts can only be determined by the 
amount of time available and by the abilities of the pupils. But much 
more can be done than is done at present for the development of under
standing and appreciation of these important expressions of man's 
interests. It is not a question merely of tra.ining for leisure-all the 
:subjects which have been mentioned should meet this a.im-but of 
preparation to understand and enjoy the increasingly rich contribution 
.of our modern environment. If no reference has been made to the 
importance of sound health and phyBical well-being, it is becauoe ao 
.one concr.med v.-ith education in England is likely to overlook it. 
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There may still remain pupils who even with ·a reform in the content 
and methods of instruction are unable to profit by it. The problem 
has already presented itself under the present requirements for the 
achool ceriliicate examination. It is a nice question whether such 
pupils should be transferred to other types of schools at the secondary 
level, or whether other methods of approach should be made in existing 
schools through more practical subjects. The question has already been 
answered by the adoption, for example, in the West Riding, of alter
native courses, which, while they are not specifically vocational, seek 
to attain the ends of a general education by other means than books 
alone. Essentially this is a method of meeting Thring's challenge that 
" there is no dull boy", and Sir Graham Balfour's definition of the 
function of educational administration. 

The unrest with respect to examinations and the development of 
new experiments and their recognition by some examining boards point 
in the direction of greater flexibility in the organisation of the curri
culum : such flexibility, however, must be dominated by the ends of a 
humane or liberal education. But whatever subjects may be added, 
they must be justified on the basis that they are, as Sir Percy Nunn has 
eo well stated in a classic definition of general culture, differentiated 
modea of intellectual activity thought of, not statically, but dynamically, 
that is, intimately related to and significant for the environment for 
which they aim to prepare, on the one hand, and for the interests and 
abilities of the pupils on the other. Ultimately there is no particular 
merit in subjects 9""' subjects ; to accept this is to perpetuate the 
eo--called academic tradition. Subjects can have meaning only as they 
are treated as aspects of active and living human experience. Whether, 
if considered from this point of view. they can continue to be examjna ble 
in thn traditional manner, is at least an open question. It is equally 
problematical whether external exam.inations constitute a better 
me.thod of maintaining standards than sound professional preparation 
of teachers. That all teachers must be masters of the subjects which 
they teach is too obvious a requirement to be discussed, but it is not 
equally obvious that such mastery may itself lead to a certain myopia 
that prevents the teacher from seeing the relations of his special subject 
to the whole aim of education to which he along with other subject 
matter specialists should conbibute. The intrinsic value of professional 
pn!parntion can best he measured by the extent to which the prospective 
teacher nml.ises, as Sir John Adams once pointed out. that his task is 
to educate the pupil rather than to teach a subject. It is only when 
adequate standards of certification of teachers are adopted, that a 
system of school certification based on the pupils' scholastic and general 
record and the teachers' estimates can be instituted, and tho confusion 
ofpu!p0Se5 between a school certificate aud a matriculation examination 
can he avoided. 

This important aspect of secondary education need not he discusoed 
further here. It is. however, pertinent in this CODDection to refer to the 
efforts made in Germany under the republican rlgi'fW, first. to reorganise 
the curriculum from the point of view of the contribution which each 
oubject can make to the total pn>parntion of pupils for the world around 
them, and, second, to substitute for the traditional eyaminations a 
new form based upon tho pupils' nconls. the teach..,' estimates of 
ability, and ezen:isfls which seek to discover not so mueb. what the 
pupils can at a gi""" moment mnemher of their studies bat what they 
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can do with tho materials wbich they have studied. In other wonla, 
all oubjecta were aecol<ling to this scheme to dovelop living iDten:ota 
and the ultimate test of an education was to be not one of memory but 
of capacity. Even though this scheme in its full implications remained 
largely on paper, it suggests desiJablo lines of development, for it 
means that education can no longer be regarded merely as tho mastery 
of a number of subjects but as tho use of aspects of human activitieo 
to traiD iDdividuals as human beiDgs in mind and character, as citizens 
of a froo country, with an undomtanding and appreciation of tho world 
in which they live. 
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HISTORICAL NOTE ON FACULTY PSYCHOLOGY BY DR. CYRIL 
BURT, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE, LONDON 

" Faculty Psychology is tho attempt to explain mental phenomena 
by referring them to certain relatively independent agencies whicb are 
In truth only class concepts Invested with a fictitious reality."(') 

It waa natoral that tho efforts of the earliest students of the mind 
should be towards classifying mental prooesses and explaining their 
causes. It waa perhaps almost equally natural that each class of 
process should be attributed to a specific cause of its own and that the 
causation should be conceived after the analogy of that of bodily 
processes. Just as we have legs for walking, eyes for seeing, and a 
tongue for talking-different parts of the body for different bodily 
functious-<10 it was supposed that there might be " parts " In the 
soul with functions or duties of their own. Of the earlier speculations 
in this direction, the most famous is tho Platonic(') doctrine of the 
pipq (parts) and clvv6p01' (powers) of the soul. Similar anticipations 
are found In pre-Platonic philosophy. Thns oeveral Pythagorean 
philosopben attempted to locate different mental functions in different 
parts of tho body.(') Aristotle asserted the ultimate unity of aU 
mental function, and described the Platonic parts or divisions of the 
soul a.s activitiea of this one conscious principle.(") 

The classifications odumhrated In these earlier Greek writings 
graduaUy took shape In the distinction between, first, the Intellectual 

(') G.F. Stout, • Herbart compared with English Psychologists,' 
Min4, XIV (1889) p. I. 

(') TiM. 42A, 61C, Polil. 309C, R,P. X. 477C, SSOD, 611C. 
(') cf. Ph~. 159, 
(') It bas not, I think, been noted that aome of the latest and most 

characteri•tic doctrines of modern psychology and of modern physics find 
~markable anticipations in the writings of Plato and Aristotle. Modem 
psychology corrects the simple view of the early experimental and 
physiologic&! psychologi•ts (the followers of Weber and Fechner, 
for exam~le), and insists that in sense-perception what we perceive 
are. not 1aolated stimuli, but pattema or Gtst11l' 11 such as shape, 
movement, sin, number, and the like-characteristics which are 
perceived in common by more than one senge..organ : but aln:ady iD the 
Aristotelian doctrine o( the .. common aense .. (a misleading title) we 
find tbe same insisten-ce on the "' common ot central unifying function of 
.euse by which we perc:eive rG aou.G .tv,..,.. i.e.. number. figure. 
magnitude, movement, etc." (Roes, A.rut.nlo : Do ,s....,.. Ill aM-. 
p. 14: - ~ially AristoUe. Do A. IIi- 42-'ia, 1~). Modern 
physics, quite mdopendently of modern psychol~, baa reached IUl 

ILD&Iuguus conclusion : It insists that " what ph)'Slcs ultimately finds 
in tho atom or in any other entity"' are not i801atecl individual 
substances. but only '" structures •• or patterns.. which thus "' become 
fnr ua the oole n>&litiea," and are percei-ved u relatively consmnt or 
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or theoretical functions of the mind, and, secondly, the practical or 
moral functions of the mind, with the emotional sometimes added as 
a third division. An emphasis on the practical or moral activities 
appears in St. Augnstine(') ; but otherwise the interest chiefly centres 
in an attempt to classify what we should nowadays call the cognitive 
rather than the orectic processes. Thus Avi&elllla (d. 1037) distiuguished 
the outer senses from the inner, enumerating five of each-the inner 
senses (common-aeDSe, memory, fancy, imagination, and judgment) being 
all located in the brain. Similar classifications appear and reappear in 
the writings of the ecbolastic philosopher.! ; and it is with them that 
the doctrine of faculties takes explicit and dogmatic shape. 

Of the earlier scholastic writers, Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) oJfered 
an analysis of the faculties which has proved· at once the clearest and 
the most inllueutial.(') His scheme is as follows: 

Intellectoal 
Sensory 

Psyche 
Knowledge Desire 
(cognition) (appetition) 

Inte1lect 
Sense 

Will 
Impulse { Cou~piscible 

Irascible. 

stable heDeath a changing inte!play of uulmown operations between 
unknown materials (Eddington; NIJIJI!J Patluvays ita St:Uttu, p. 262). 
What is this but a re-formulation in more explicit terms of Plato's 
famous doctrine of E-i-"1 and ~hu c-'forms'' and ••pattern-forms'")? 

No doubt, the originatonl of the GoslaU theory would ha"" admitted 
a continmty of doctrine, though its' .more recent advocates apj>ear to 
have forgotten it, for, both in this country and on the continent, the theory 
is. in its essence, an offshoot of the teaching of Breotano; and Breutaoo 
no doubt was greatly inlluenced by the classical and scholastic tradition 
llllrviving in the Catholic Univen!ity at wbicn he taught. But the wide 
acceptance today of the Gestalt theory in psychology, as of the analogous 
theory in quantum physics, is the outcome, not of the plausible advocacy 
of some intuitive genius. but of ~ental reseaTCb. and of rigid 
logical deduction : for example, in j>sychology as in physics, the new 
mathematical instrument is now the comprehensive algebra of • matrices • 
(poiUnos of numbers), which replaces the older algebra of isolated 
numbers, and ,.ill uo doubt be in tum replaced by the • theory of 
pups '. But what is most striking is that the two bodies of scientis
physicists, on the one hand, and psychologists. on the other-each 
largely in ignorance of what the other was dning, should have been 
fon:ed to much the same conclusion.s--couclusions which to the simple 
materialists of the 19th century would have seemed revolutionary, but 
are in fact entirely oonsiotent with the teachiug of the older idealists. 
To cli!lcuss the philosophy of education is beyond the province of an 
educational psychologist; but he ma.y at least be permitted to deprecate 
the widespread notion that modern psychology (so often wrongly 
identified in the popular mind with psychOo&llalysis or behaviourism), 
;:c !ur 'tba~ maucr mo..iCIU science, must tend to promote a materialistic 
't'iew of human life and education. It is evident that the trend of 
present-day psychology is in ezactly the opposite direction. 

(') Co•f.....,_, Bk. X, Ch. :riii 111 '"''· 
(") s- T/wol., Pt. I. Q.Wcr, Act. 2 Ill Uf· 
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Feeling (fruition) appears not as a separate fundamental :faA:ulty 
but as ' an (iocidental) act of the appetitive power.' DuDs Sootuo 
(d. 1308), on tho other hand, following Augustine, regarded Feeliog as 
something separate from and co-ordinate with Desire. (l) 

Both Aquioas and DuDs Sootus sulH:lassified the iotellectual :faA:ulties 
along much the same lines as their predecessors; and, with numerous 
minor variations, these subdivisions were preserved almost unchallenged 
to the 17th century. Thus Giordano Bruno (d. 1600) enumerates as 
separate faculties those of sensation, memory, imagination, and 
reasoning-a fourfold classification that is found surviving in books on 
education even in our own time. Bacon, it may be remembered, 
analysed the faculties of knowledge, and cla.ssi1ied the sciences, under 
similar headings. 

Against this traditional view the fust clear protest is sounded by 
Locke (d. 1704). He retains the distinction betv..·een au outer and an 
inner sense, and admits that the mind has certain • powers • which 
are native to it; but he regards these powers as merely abstract 
descriptions of the mind's way of working. There is only one agent
the person himself-and he has the • ideas • : ' ideas ' are not created 
by the faculties. They are aroused .. by way of .. sensation, memory, 
imagination, and the like ; but these names do not denote_causal entities. 
In a famous passage be lays his finger on the fallacy involved : .. We 
may as properly say that the siogiog faculty siogs, and that the dancing 
faculty dances, as that will chooses or that the understanding con· 
ceives ••.(') Nevertheless, Locke himself did not entirely succeed in 
freeing psychology from the notion of separate faculties. .. He wished 
to shift the point of view from agencies to activities : but his rejection 
of 'faculties • is followed by the adoption of •powers•, which have no 
advantage over faculties except in being less real ... {') 

In German philosophy the doctrine still lingered. and reached its most 
syStematic exposition in the writings of Christian Wolft (d. 1754). 
\\'olff sought to define and systematise the views of Leibniz and his 
followers. He argues that the activity of the mind operates in different 
directions, aod thus displays separate faculties. The faculties of 
memory, imagination. reasoning, will, and the like. are arranged by him 
in a kind of hierarchical order. and discussed in somewhat dogmatic 
tenus. but not without considerable insight into actual mental pro
cesseo.(') 

Kant (d. 1804) was interested more in forms of cognition than in 
fa.cultin of cognition. He is usually credited with .fi.nally laying down 
a clear distinction between the th.reefold aspects of mental life-knowing, 
feeling. and willing, or. as they are now called, the cognitive, the 

(') Loibuis and Hamilt<>n "'servod tho term faculty for 'active • 
experiences aod proJ'Cl"'d the term capacity for the two ' passive • 
experi~ncos of !«ling and fruition (ple&SUre and pa.io). As noted helow, 
the thredold diV1SlOil was reintroducod by Kant ; it has been 
p~.......-.1 by Ward and Stout, aod so lasted to the present day. The 
""'k of the correLational and the biological schools io psychology, 
hoW"e'~r. bas led many to R'COIIlbine • cooatioo. • (desire) and • a1fcctioD. • 
(!<!<'ling) under the single -'ristotelian bsding of ' orexis.' (') E,...• .. H- u-.,..,...,"11'. Book II. 

(') Brett, Hutory of Ps\~, Vol. II. p&S"' 260, 
(') C. F. von Wo!Jf (1679-17~).1'1,) 'o'or• E•pis;..,Leipzig. 1732. 
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alfective, and the couative aspeciB. bat still treats them as aepuate 
func:tiODS to be djscnssM in separaw treatises. On the coguitive side, 
his sharp distinctiODS of ....... intelligeDce aDd """""' aze lltnmgiy 
l""Dini'"X'I!~ of the traditional facultieo, though the episte<Dologial 
account of them is gM!a a ve.y difrelimt tum. 

The popular DDiiuu of mental faculties is probably due DDt so much 
to the """'~:";"'"' authurities on philosophy and psychology as to the 
writings of the early phreuologists. F. J. Gall (175S-1828) and J. C. 
Spurzbeim (177&-1832). At the beginning of the 19th oeutury the 
-.ly of the boaiu bad led ph,.;ologists to regard it as a single 01g311 

homogeneous throughout. The pbreDO!ogists· advocated a theory of 
strict localisation. They split up the mind into lr1 faculties. These 
were separated into two main groupo the intellectual and the declive. 
The intellectual group was 1urther subdivided into a paceptive aud 
a rellective B11bgroup, while the alfective faculties """" oubdi-rided 
into propensities aDd oentiments. Each faculty was suppoeed to 
be lodged in a separaw 01g311 of the lmlin.. This doctrlDe was based 
on no fust-hand study of cerebral anatomy or physiology, aDd was 
quickly 1!-olisb..t by ezperimental work, which showed that. ou far 
as pl'O ' can be Jocali-d. their distribution conespouds, uot to the 
.....,noo facultieo, bat to the Otg3llS of the body to wbidl the issuing 
aenes fibres ultimately go, i.e., the moscles and the aevmal -. 

On the Coutiuent,. the doctrlDe of faculties was succ:essfully attacked 
by J. F. Herbart. (177&-1841), who. in thili respect, has probably 
iull,_ B11bsequeut psychologists and educationists more than any 
other IliaD. His srgumeut is that. """"we start postulating a diflerent 
faculty for eve.y clistiuguishabl process of the mind, there can bs ..., 
eud to our list. Each fnsh writer makes a """' catalugoe, and finality . 
will .,.,_ be rescbed.. Acconling to Herbart. the ....,.tia] Pp_nlR>Ce! .... 

of the mind are due DDt to the opoD_alion of separaw faculties. bat to 
the activities of pnsentations of what Loeb wonld ba..., called ideas. 
He distiuguisbes. POt di1fereDt lr:iudo of faculty, bat different degl'ies 
of activity; and of these be IIIUDeS four, viz., (I) memory, (2) imagiua.. 

lion, (3) judgment. and (4)" uiulerstandiug. the two fmmer being of a 
lower degrm and the two latter .of a bigber degree. Nor are the 
activities to bs sbarply distiuguisbed. Each activity passeo 
gradually into auotber. Tbus " his pi<:ture of the mind is ou far new 
that it may bs said to abaodoo eotirely what is usually called the 
doctrlDe of faculties.''(') 

In this country the doctrlDe of faculties has boen liually ........u.rown 
by tbs work of the Associatirmists. Tbey ha..., soaght to - that 
all formo of cogDition can bs described as the effects of .....,..;.t;.., 
working em or combiDing aeosory elemeots, aud ha..., fartbsr indicated 
that much tbs same laws of .......;.lion oporaw in the domain of toeliug 
and of- n .. the mind is..., ~oager regazded as "made up of 
a IIUIDber of aepuate powem. each of wbi<:b c:urios ... its opera.t;m. 
with--ce to all tbs rest. and as haYing DD more oQ13Dic 
UPity than a number of sticks,_ together in a buDdle ". All 
parts of our mental life are reganled as .. having the same faDdammrtal 

-"· Tbis otaDdpoiut. partiallarly OD tbs QmtiueDt and in AIIJ"'ira, has bseD fartbsr ....,_ by tbs -...,.,.. to a:plain tbs 
pindple of ....,..;atjop as esoentially a ph}'!liological .......;.tina i.e.,. 

" Bett. H~ "'Pt; I I CJ, Val. m. p. 55. 
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as the formation of nerve paths or nerve connections between cell-groups 
within the brain. AB a result, the lines of division between different 
mental processes become somewhat blurred. We cannot distinguish 
an act of will from an aet of reasoning, for whenever we reason we are 
also exercising volition. Nor can reasoning be sharply distinguished 
from perception ; for perception can be shown to have the germs of 
implicit inference, and when we reason we nearly always perceive. 

In rejecting the doctrine of faculties as a basis for the theory of 
teaching, English educationists have probably been infiuenoed most 
of all by Sir John Adams' early book on TM H.,.borlian Psyeholcgy 
(1897). He regards the predominanos of the faculty doctrine among 
English educationists as due to the writings of Locke. "'Teachers 
suck in Locke from the introductions to their earliest school-management 
books." u Locke got rid of innate ideas ; but be could not free himself 
of innate faculties. And Herbart did for innate faculties what Locke 
had done for the innate ideas. He swept away for ever the whole 
brood."(') . 

In America the attack starts with James' vigorous polemic against 
phrenology. "Tho faculties are fully equipped persons In a particular 
attitude .•.•.. The ' faculty of language ' Involves a host of distinct 
powers (corresponding to memories, ideas, words, judgments, bearing 
of tho.oars, utterances of tho lips, etc.). An organ of the brain, to be 
the seat of such a faculty, would be a complete brain in miniature. just 
aa each faculty is a homunculus doing this or that. A science of the 
mind must reduce such complex manifestations to their elements.''(') 
Thua such arguments bring us ultimately to the point most succinctly 
expressed by Ward. "Tbore is only one faculty of the mind-<~.ttentive 
consciousness : instead of a congeries of faculties we must assume a 
single oubjoctive activity which we may call attention.''(') 

For educational practice. the most important consequence of this 
change of view bas been tho progressive discrediting of the old hypo
thesis which rested on the doctrine of faculties and by which tho 
traditional curriculum has largely been supported-tho doctrine of 
'mental discipline' or 'formal training'. If tho mind consisted essentially 
of a number of faculties, it would follow that education should 
consist essentially In tho training of thoao faculties through exorcise 
or discipline. But if the difterences between one mental process and 
another depen1 solely on tho mental contents and not on the mental 
activitice. it follows that education must deal, not with activities, but 
with contents. For example, if each memory is duo to its own specilic 
association. we can no longer speak of memory but only of memories ; 
and the learning of one sot of facts will not strengthen any 'organ of 
memory ' which can be used In the learning of another set of facts. 
Hen again Professor Adams was one of the earliest to draw the inevitable 
deduction from the new views: " In the war of competing subjects.•• 
he writes," tho msln point of popular discussion is: which is best fitted 
to cultivate tho mind-Classics, Scionos, Mathematics! Tho Horbartian 
oweops aside these ~ md raises tho preliminary question : Do 
any of them train tho mind at alii Pupils now leam poetry for tbe 

~~ 
L ... m, pp. 83, 47-8. 
Pritt<iplu of Psydtolofy, Vol I, pp. 2&-9. 
Ward, art. 'Psychology,' E~ Brila,.;,., 9th ed. wL 

XX. pp. 37 II '"f• . 
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sake of the poetry, not to train the faculty of memory : would it not 
be well if the same change of view took place with regard to other 
subjects 1"(1) 

The first to put the corollary to an experimental test was James 
bimself. Following his lead, Thorndike and his associates in an 
elaborate series of experiments dealt what is described as the death-blow 
to the doctrine of meatal faculties. These experiments(') clearly 
demonstrated that, whether the processes concerned were simple or 
complex, the effects of special training were trans:ferred to a far more 
limited .extent than previous educationists had supposed. Transference 
was found· to be exceptional rather than inevitable ; deleterious aa 
well as beueficial; and apparently the outcome of processes quite 
different from those which bad popularly been assumed. Henoe, the 
problem with which recent investigatom have been concemed is not 
so much whether transfer of t:raining occurs, but :rather under what 
conditions it occum. The general conclusion to which most of them 
haV. been led is that transfer of training may be most ellectively 
ensured when the methods or the ideals learnt during the training 
period are made clearly e<mscious and so freed of their context.(') 
The practical consequence might be summed up as follows. U the 
pupil is intelligent enough to understand the logical technique involved 
in a given subject (mathematics, for example). then we may expect a 
transfer of this technique to other subjects (e.g .. to non-mathematical 
problems), when-some would say only wqen--the teaching is so 
arranged as to make the pupil clearly conscious of the method implied 
and of the ideals pursued. If. on the other hand. either from his youth 
or from his dullness he has not su.flicient intelligence to grasp this 
abstract technique or to pursue this abstract ideal. then it inay still 
prove possible to impart the correct method as a habit, but this habit., 
being mainly unconscious, will IL""J" be coofined to the partiC'fl)ar con- • 
text in which it bas been acquired.: for such cbildren, therefore, the 
training must be incorporated ill that specific subject-matter to whicb. 
they will be required to re-apply the habits later on. . 

In making this statement. powever, one important reservation must 
be added, which was too often overlooked by the early anti-formalists.· 

(1) Loc. cil., pp. 101; 134. 
(') The fim: and most famous of these inwstigations was that carried 

out by Thorndike and Woodworth in 1901 : ' Influence of Improvement 
in One Mental Function upon the Efficiency iD. other Functions.' 
Psy<Aological Rwinl, VIII, pp. 250 <1 SIIJ. The long series of researches 
which followed this pioneer ellort will be fouud summarised in Whipple's 
chapter on • The Transfer of Training • in the TIJHftly-S.....,A Y """booA 
of lito Natioff41 SO.Wty for 1M SIWdJi of EtJ'""'iotJ (Part II, Chapter 13), 
and in the monograph by Rugg and Blair (prepared for the National 
Committee of the Mathematical Association of America on Mathematical 
Requirements) entitled TIN P......t Statws of DisciplitJMY Yalws i• 
Educllticm. 

(') ~· Ftom experiments of an exact nature and from much more 
numerous rough-and-ready unrecorded experiments which teacbe111 
are every day making, It aeema very probable that transfer can be 
greatly aided by methods of teaching : in general, the rule appealS to 
be that any teaching which makes the pupil more ~cioNS of how 
successful results are obtained is likely to assist transfer " (Godfrey 
Thomson, IIISii,.,, I..ullig.,... & Cluwa&Jn (1924), pp.l43-5: (author's 
own italics). · Cf. Nunn, Ell- : Ito D<1101 ..,.., Firsl Pri-..ipl8s 
(1930), pp. 239-242). 
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Because we learn a thing best when we attend to it, it does not 
follow that unless we attend we shall never learn. Some of the most 
complex of intellectual processes (e.g., grammatical speech) are picked 
up, o.a we say, • unconsciously •: they are acquired out of school and 
during the very earliest years by what may be termed • i~ 
learfling '. This, as is now generally admitted, cannot be explained by 
mere • association ' ; and just as faculty psychology sank into discredit 
undm the blows of the associationists, so an exclusively associationist 
psychology bas been gradually discredited by tbe work of tbe new 
' bonnie ' and ' Gestalt ' schools. The doctrine of Gestalt is too 
recent to have had much inftuence on the exposition of the current 
educational textbooks; and I have therefore been asked to discuss in 
somewhat greater detail its bearing on the problem of formal traini.og. 

The early anti-formalists, as we have seen, built up their revolutionary 
conclusions on a psychology which regarded mental processes as con
sisting essentially in the • association of ideas • or rather of • the 
linkage of brain·paths '. They viewed tbis linkage aa purely mechanical 
and physiological. One early outcome of intelligence-testing, however, 
was to demonstrate that, in the intelligent activities of school childreu, 
a purely mechanical or physiological association is by no means tho 
only process at work. The associations themselves may be coguised : 
and-what is far more important-the cognition may be implicit as 
well as explicit. Such conscious or cognised associations a.re termed 
• relations •. Thwt, one of the best of the early tests of intelligence 
involved reasoning by what the teacher calls • rule of 3 ' and what 
Aristotle called • analogy •. The child is given problems based on a 
scheme such as the following, but generally in words rather than 
numOOrs or symbols :-

. I I 
(1) "!ox 20 : 2 ." i'o x so: .......... l" 

.(ii) "ABC: BCD:: CDE: .......... l" 
Problems such as these involve something more than the mechanical 
reproduction of associations already formed : they .. involve (o) the 
perception, implicit or explicit, of a relation, and (b) tbe transfer of 
this relation to a new problem, evoking a new idea, not by association, 
but by so-called relative suggestion ".(') It will be observed that instead 
of forming the association the child is required to perceive it : and then. 
instead of rep1oducing an old idea. the transference of the perceived 
relation enables him to produce a new idea. \\"hat holds of ideas holds 
also of actions: so that all transfer of training can be reduced to this 
scheme ; but this ocheme c:annot be reduced to tbe e11ects of past 
associ11tion. 

Profussor Spearm011{') bas made tbese two' neogenetic principles ·
the • eduction of the relation • and the • eduction of the correlate • 
as be terms tbem-tbe basis of tbe whole psychology of knowledge. 
But although tbe attention of the experimental psychologist baa only 
recently boc,.11 drawn to this double principle by his eean:h fw intelligence 
tests. under various 11&111«1 it has been frequently mentioned by older 

(') Burt, • Experimental Testa of Higher Mental Pro .' J--' 
of ~ E'NIIt~. I. 1911, p. 101. cf.. il. '.Experimental 
lnwstigations of Formal Training.' Rof>orl of L.C.C. W.f- of 
T-.w.s,l913. 

('I T._ N- of 1-;,.- 6o I.V Pnrtt:ij>IA of C.C ·,;-... (1923). 
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writem. (1) Thomas Brown(') distinguished ' relative suggestion 
(i.e., the suggestion of a new idea by ' the perception of a relation ') 
from ' simple suggestion ' ; Bain called it • constructive association ' : 
Spenoer(8 ) made his double·• axiom of relations 'the basis of all thinking 
and co11Sidered it to characterise the • highest form of intelligence '. 
It was,_ however, Stout who first developed the full implications of what 
he proposes to re-name f proportional or analogical production.• 
He points out that the principle involves the final surrender of the old 
associationist doctrine as a. complete account of intellectual process ; 
and he strengthens his argument by emphasising that what is transferred 
need not be a simple relation but a relational system or (as he teJms it) 
a t thought--schema •. (1) 

Now, whereas simple relations can be clearly perceived, a complez 
system can. as a rule, only be grasped implicitly. We see the grin 
without seeing the cat.(') In the first example given above, the child 
will often formulate the relation implied by the first pair of terms : 
(' you knock off the nought ') ; but in the second example he will more 
probably continue the series on the basis of a kind of rhythm or • tune •. 
Moreover, direct experiment reveals that the explicit education of 

(1) Logicians have long recognised that "all reasouing depends on 
the properties of relations." But this view has had little influence on 
psychology, first, because it bas been traditioually assumed that " a 
relation cannot exist apart from its terms " and indeed may be reduced 
to a kind of ' adjective,• and secondly because, until recently, almost 
the sole relation considered by the logician has been the predicative 
relation. Only aince James' emyhatic pronouncements on the subject 
have psychologiml been willing to admit that, whateve:r baa been the 
correct view in logic. in conBCi.oumess the awareness of a relation may 
Certainly exist without any awareness of its terms. ' 

The first explicit discussion of the ' ednction of correlat"!' ' is to 
be found in Hume-<me of the earljeat and most thoroughgoing of all 
associationists. u Suppose,"' he says, .. a person to have become 
perfectly well acquainted with colours of all kinds except one particnlar 
shade of blue. Let all the dillerent shades of that colour except that 
single one be placed before· him, descending gradnally from the deepest 
to the lightest •••••• Now I ask whether 'tis possible for him. from his· 
own imagination, to supply this deficiency. I believe there are few 
but wiD be of opinion that ho can, •••• tho' the instance is so particular 
and singular that 'tis scarce worth our observing •• (H~m~t~ft Natw•. 
Book I. pt. ~ sect. I, p. 315). 

( 1) Philosophy of thl Humatt Mind, Lectures xxxili-xxxvii. 
(') Principlu of Psy&hology, Pt. II, chap. vi. 
(') Mind, Vol. XVI (0.5.), p. SO. AM/yho Psyeloology, Vol. II, pp. 

78 It seg. In his earlier article he speaks of 'fwoporlioMI systems' 
and of 'fwoporlioMI production '-preferring to bmrow his terms from 
writers on language rather than from writers on logic. In his later 
book be substitutes Brown•s term 'relative or relational suggestion.• 
I shonld prefer to speak of a ' m..wl schema ' (rather than of a • tlunlgltl 
schema') to emphasise the fact that it may govern adaptive thoughtless 
action as well as processes of conscious thought. Here, I fancy, lies the 
novelty: experiment reveals that • creative ualogy,' which the 
philosopher held to be eharacteristic of the original thinking of the 
genius, appean, not only in tha thought-processes of young children, but 
even in their adaptive actions. where the re-adaptation is immediately 
canied out without thought and eveu without relevant consciousness. 

(') Once again, the fact had been recognised by tho early association· 
ists who realised that its occnrrenoe offered great diflicnlties to the 
associationist theory. Their favourite instance was that of meaning: 
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relations (though simple) involves a. high degree of intelligence, wherees 
the transference of implicit schemata (though complex) may be canied 
out by young children at a very early age. A child of three who bas 
heard his father hum a song in a tenor key may reproduce tho tune in 
his own treble voice: the tune forms a pattern which ca.n be transferred 
from the original context to a context wholly new, and that without 
any special pra.ctice in the new field. A child of fonr, having hea.rd her 
mother say: •• Tell Jimmy that, if he isn't a better boy tomorrow, 
I shan't let him go to his auntie's for tea ... tells Jimmy the next day: 
" Mummy says, if you aren't a better boy today she won't let you go 
to your auntie's for tea ".(l) How long would it take a French child 
in the lye~• to learn and apply correctly all the rules for changing 
pronouns, adverbs, and verbs when converting such a sentence from 
cwatio r6cta to oratio obliqua ? • 

These familiar observations have been confirmed by numerous 
experiments both on children and on animals. Thus, we seem led 
back to a view which is as old as Plato('), namely, that the highest 
training ia often an insensible tra.in.i.ng ; or, to quote the epigram of a 
famous headmaster: .. Education is what remains when the boy has 
forgotten all be ever learnt ". It follows that, in rejecting the doctrine 
of formal training in its traditional shape. the modem educationist must 
bewa.re- of llying to the opposite extreme, and maintaining that all 
training must be specific· and explicitly conscious. If the earlier ex
perimentalists jumped too rapidly to this conclusion, it was doubtless 

and their problem wa.s to e~lain why" it is not necessary that signifi· 
cant names should, every time they are uaed, excite in the under
standing the ideas they are made to stand for, being for the most part 
used as letters are in algebra" (Berkeley, WOI'ks, Vol. I, p. 150. Cf. 
Hume, 2'r<dtiu .,. H"'""" Nlllwo, Bk. I, pt. i., sect. 7). Again it should 
be noted that the patterns may be patterns of action as well as patterns 
of i<;lea.s. A blind man who ha.s sprained his right wrist may sign his 
name for the first time with his left hand, and the style of his siguatnre 
will be much the same aa before. although he has never used the 
muscleo of the left hand for writing and has never seen what his 
signature looks like. 

(') lt wa.s apparently instances of this sort that led Stout to insist 
on the importance of the proceos both in la.nguage and in thought. 
An early discussion of the process and of its unCOD!Ici.ous character 
will be found in M. H. Paul's discussion of •• word-combination by 
analosy" (PritiCiplu of 1M Hisi""Y of La..,_., (1890), chapter V). 

(1) R<{nAblic, Book 1II, 401 D. As early as 1631 Comenius argued 
that children would loam to resd more quickly if they wen. taught 
from the very outset to read whole oentences instesd of associating 
ilola.ted letters to form iaolated words and then associating words to 
form ..,.tences. In a dictation gi~ to girls in Standa.rd VII I found 
that II out of 37 could spoll the word ' phagocyte ' correctly although 
they had certainly never heard or seen it : think of the numerous 
elabom.te rules that would be required were English orthography to be 
taught by explicitly educed relations. It may be noted that Wood· 
worth, who. as we have aeen,. was in 1901 a pioneer in desb'oying the 
old notion of formal training, writes thirty yea.rs later " the doctrine 
of Gt-stalt bas made the theory of lee.ming man uncertain than ever •• 
(Co""-P<>••Y ScADols of P~. (1931), p. 132). As I aoe it. the 
immediate problem for experimental education is to ascertaiu. for what 
pupils and for what pam of the cwriculum it ia better to teach by 
educing conscious and explicit relatiODS and for what it is better to teach 
by the orgaDisatiola of implicit and complez wholes. 
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.........._, iD their - for aoc:ia1 cases, they ropfiprd eapaiawtal 
workla!gely to tasb of a simple aDd merh•nical J.ind.. AlwaJBtber'e io 

a danger that - simplifications of - la!wmdmy may omit - io 
tbe- imporbnt ingredient in mallilie. uamely, iwoeuti.., or-
Too ofteu tbe problem bas been .........Sved. both by tbe theuietKal 

}JOJdloiogist aDd by tbe practical -· as men:ly tbe problem of 
impartiDg laJowledge or of funning habits; aDd tbe emotioDal aDd 
mma1 aspecls of tbe process, or, iD JJJORO aa:mate terms, tbe -
- tbe - aspects, ba.., been .,......,.._ 

Eveo. in the broader implicatiaas theze is DOW a clispositioa to lieel 
that.. tile .....:tioB against facalty psyd>oJogy may ba.., gone a littie 
too w. Gr.mting that tbe mind is a nnitY. and not an aggregate of 
meotal powers, it is DOt a bomogo9Jeo1!S unity, but an organisatioD.. 
Valuable c!FHu<tirms 110ted aDd peri1aps o_.-emphasiwd by the 
earlier classjfi<ations_ are now in same danger of being lost ; aDd the 
_,. JJOtioa of tbe mind as a simple JJiecb•pjsm for linkiDg up elemenbl 
by "'"""'"'tion, mada as subsa:ibem ue ~ up by tbe switchboard 
at a cenbal telepbone ettb•nge, is not o!!ly a gross a......-simplilication 
of the fads. but fails to explain the pecal.iM indmdual clliiereaces 
o'boenable beta em indmdual pnpils. It is li>und that oertain childiem 
may be peculiarly defide!lt, not in all-round intelligeooe. but in some 
specialgroupofcoguit:neoperations--e.g .. invisaalisaticm iumecbanjcal 
~iD-~iD~computation.aad 
tbe like.. Tbese peculiarities. wbich ba.., been studied statistically, 
ba"" gm,u. rise to the description of specific mental • factors •, open.ting 
o""" aDd abe"" ' geoe<al intelligeo<e '. At Wst si&ht these -
• fadms • are DOt UDiike the old-fasbjoped • facaltics •4 The chief 
diffeJ......,. are that the factors am _,;.t;c;al absbads. DOt caasal• 
entities or •JIIItmnical organs iD 1h!' br.Jin, that tbe lines of distiDctioo 

...., -- - tban --Uld that tbe e'Videl!oe for tbem n:sbJ 
em an empirical aoalysis of data """""'"" by means of e:l.l"'l · "'"""' 

tests. DOt - '"""' - spec:ulatioD.. 
Tbe P"'ct;ra' amJIIary i!rolmoas. Tbe problem of the --. 

of teac!ripg or tnining aDd of tbe - cboioe of subjects is to be 
debamiDed. not merely by a mnsiAle.ation of tbe geneml natuno of tbe 
mind as such, but by a close and- lUst-band stndy of tbe needs aad 
limitatiaas of the partial~..- individuals to be taugbt.(') 

(') In a brief lhf-1 .,. F,_, TNitoi"l!" (Report of a ~ 

--- by - Fdn<ation Section of tbe - •......;.t;- -&!llted at: llrisbJI, .11- lhf-1, 1930, p. 608) I baft endtswoared to 
- - edn<:atioaal -.mg.. of <urftDt psyc:hulogic&l -AbislmicaliiJr""Yoftbe.._ioe offlu:ulties is to belioand in O.Kiemm, 
Gn lridfr 4IJr PltydlolopJ (1912), pp. 44-70. cf. abo M. 1les9air. 
C '"+',.,.._..._1 'ec~.{l9ll).cbap.VJ."Gemaaa 
Faculty Fsyw:::brAogy tiJiknriDg Wol1f .. ; Siebeck, GesdidM ., Pq
d!olof:U; E:is!B, A'-t.lt ~ f!11i1os. Blpijfo. a.•. ·~ • 
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MEMORANDUM ON THE COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF TRANSFER 
OF TRAINING BY DR. H. R. HAMLEY, PROFESSOR OF 
EDUCATION AND ACTING DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE 
OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

Dr. Ballard in bio book, Tho Changitlff Sclwol (1925) says: " It 
sometimes happens that one section of the educational world is tom by 
eager controversy over some apparently vital problem, while other 
sections know nothing about it. The formal training controversy is 
a case in point." I do not see any sign that the educational world is 
tom by controversy over this subject 'bH:lay, but, if I may judge from 
the letten that I am constantly receiving from teachers and administra
tors, there seems to be a widespread demand for authoritative 
information on this still unsettled question. My usual reply is to refer 
the enquirer to an excellent little report on the subject prepared for 
the British Association in 1930('), and, if further details are asked for, 
to direct him to one of the summaries of ex:peri:m.ental researches that 
have ~tly appeared.(') 

The problem of • transfer of training.' which is linked up with that 
of • formal training • or • mental discipline • bas been stated in various 
forms : Are the e1fects of mental exercise general or specific l Can 
we, by exercising a mental capacity on a particular subject. strengthen 
that capacity as a whole 1 U so, is the strength thus gained available 
for other subjects or iD other situations? Can the effects of tra.iniD.g 
be transferred from one mental function to another l (') The older 
or traditional answer to tho last of these questions was emphatically 
in tho affirmative. It was maintained that mental discipline was as 
essential to the development of the mind as physical discipline was to 
the development of the character. This belieJ bad its efiect on the 
curriculum; indeed. in large measure it determined it. Latin stood 
the test because. among other things. it improved the memory and 
cultivated tho faculty of verbal accuracy ; mathematics because it 
developed reasoning ability and science because it stimulated and 
developed the power of observation. In spite of all that bas been 
asserted, and even proved to the oontrary, such beliefs are still w.ioed 
today. In tho introduction to the Report on NtUwlll ScWJeu iw 
Edwcolioro (1918)(•), \\"0 &re told that " As an int.ellectual exercise it 
(science) disciplines our powers of mind ud quic~ and cultivates 
directly the faculty of observation." And so, indeed, it may. The 
trouble is, however, that there is no guarantee that it will. 

The main tenets of the doctrine of formal discipline have been well 
atated by Thorndike: "The common view is that the words accnracy, 

(~ British Association : R.,n 011 F....., TNi.U.,. Bristol (1930). 
( See ~erenceo below. 
(' Io this memorandum • transfer of emotion • from one aet of 

conditions to another' is not ocmsidered. Such • conditioning • ol 
emotional expnssion is a normal a<companiment of all education. 

(') N,_., s.u- ilo EdOIUlioa. Report of the Committee appointed 
by the Prime Minister; Chairman. Sir J. J. Tbomoon H.M. Staticmely 
Odice (19UI). 
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quickness. discrim.ination, memory. observation,. attention. concentra
tion, judgment, reasoning, etc., stand for some real and elementary 
abilities which are the same no matter what material they work upou. ; 
that these elomentol abiliti"" are altered by special diacipliDe to a huge 
extent ; that they rotoin those alterations when turned to other fieldo ; 
that thus in a more or less mysterious way learning to do one thing well 
will make one do bettor things that in concn>to appearance bave 
absolutely no community with it.(') 

Tho first murmur.o against the faculty doctrine seem to bave come 
from Ward and Herba.rt, but it was William James who made tho first 
attempt to tackle tho problem experimentally. James' conclusion, 
which was only mildly disturbing, bad tho ellect of stimulating others 
to like endeavour. It was not until 1901, however, that Thorndike 
and Woodworth aunounced the resnlts of tho first serious attempt to 
deal with tho problem empirically. Their conclusions. bave boon 
descxibed by Sandiford as " a veritable bomb-shell in the educational 
camp," and indeed they were, not only because they seemed to shatter, 
at a blow, an ag&-long and cherished tradition, but also because they 
led the way to a revolutio.u. in curriculum construction. The latter 
consequence of Thorndike's experimentol resnlts is seldom realised. 
Tho general inference ch;l.wn by those workers msy be given in their 
own words: '''Improvement in any single mental function need not 
improve the ability in functions commonly q.lled by tho oamo name. 
It may injure it. Improvement in any single mental function rarely 
brings about equal improvement in any other function, no matter how 
similar. for the working of every mental function-group is conditioned 
by the nature of the data in each particnlar esse." (') Others bad 
disposed of the ' faculty peychology ' by denying thet facnlties exist ;. 
Thorndike achieved the same ""!nit by taking from facn11;ies their 
real meaning. Henceforth all abilities became individual and specilic. 
Tbat being so, a now interpretation bad to be given to tho term.' a 
liberal education.' A liberal: education must provide opportunities for 
a ' liberal ' number of su"bj~. This theory, accepted in the United 
States, with less criticism than the importance of tho subject moritedo" 
was Iargely respo lo for the introduction of the ' unit ' or ' credit ' 
eystem, which dono so much to lower American educational 
standards. On basis of th.S.. experimontol findings Thomcliko 
formulated his -known theory of ' identical elements,' which bas 
pmsisted, witb im rtant modifications of interpretation, uotil tho 
present day. A · to this doctrine "a change in one mental 
function alters any other only in so far as the two functi.oDS have as 
factors identical ents. Tho chango in tho oecond function is in 
amount tbat d"r' the chango in the elements common to it and the 
first."(') Such/ a conclusion seems to be demanded as a logical 
necessity, !~?· .. If the,re is a correspondence or correlation between any 
two functi ... T' there must be a common factor subsisting between them-

Admitting tho theory of ' identical elements ' as an explanstion of the 
facts, our next qu~n. and an important one, is : what is the nature 

(1) Thomcliko, E. I,. Ed--.J ~. (1903). p. 84. 
(') Thorndike, E. L....,d Woodworth, R.S. Influenoooflmprovemont 

iD. one Mental Function upon the Eflici.ency in other Func::t:iOD& 
Psycltologietll RllfMw, (1901), p. 250. 

(') Thorndike, E. I.. Ed--.J ~. (1903), p. 80. 
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of this common factor or identical element 1 Is it a mental or sub
jective factor, or ia it a factor iDherent in the objective situation ? In 
other words, is it an element of mind or of material ? Again, in modem 
mathema.ti.ca.l language, we have to ask ourselves whether a condition 
which is • necessary ' is also • sufficient ' ? There is abundant evidence 
that in this case it is not. We shall retum to these points later, for 
it is in the neglect of distinction between necessary and sufficient 
conditions that so many errors of interpretation are to be found. 

The long series of researches which followed Thorndike and Wood
worth's pioneering effort have been summarised by Whipple in tho 
Twmty·S611mlh Year book of tAl N aliotJal Sociely for tAl Study of 
Educatiot~('), by Orata in bis Tklory of Identical Ell""""'('), and by 
Rugg and Vovia Blair in a monograph, prepared for tho National 
Committee on Mathematical Requirements (U.S.A.), entitled TAl 
Pmml S141su of 'Discipli"""' Yattus' ;,. Educatio11.(') The latter, 
which is a detailed summary of -all the important researches on this 
subject up to 1921, was compiled by Miss Blair on the basis of an 
earlier summary by Rugg. This appendix to tho report of the National 
Committee is very interesting, for, in addition to the summary of 
researches, it gives the answen of a number of American psychologists 
to a questionnaire on • disciplinary values in education. • The members 
of the Committee responsible for the report, among whom were aome of 
the most eminent mathematicians in the United States. were driven 
to examine tho disciplinary values of their subject as part of their 
enquiry Into tho aims of mathematical education. This admirable 
report, which is recognised in America as' the charter of the mathematics 
teacher, • has laid the foundation for mathematical education in that 
country which will stand tho test of tho mathematician and of tho 
psychologist for many years to como. Not the least valuable chapter 
in this report is thet doaliug with ' disciplinary values in education.' 
Tho balaooed statement of the results of rosoarch is, I believe, largely 
responsible for the fact that tho loading American toachora of matho
matica have strenuously resisted the suggestion of the • general educator' 
thet tho main aim of ochool mathematics should be utilitarian. As 
Bagley is oomotimos quoted as an opponent of the idea of ' transfer ' 
oomoofbisremarksmay be of interest: "In myopinio11, thepossibilitiea 
of tnulsfor are Increased by tho kind of teaching that makes tho atudont 
conscious of tho prooeduro as such, and keenly appreciative of ita value 
as a , ..... 111 procedure. Tho theory of ' identical elements ' I regard 
as sound-but it is not rich in J>oda8ogical suggestiveness. Tho theory 

('I Whipple, G. M. Tu T,_fw of Tr<li•i"f. 27th Year Book 
of the National Society lor tho Study of Educatioll, Pt. II, Ch. XIII. 
See alao Sandiford. Peter. Ed.....notJal Psyc/lolqo, pp. 279-289, which 
gi- a shorter summary of oignilicant .......-choa up to 1928. 

(') 01-ata, P. T. Tu T'-Y of ltlMtieai E-. Ohio (1928). 
Alao Trao..odor of ltaiDiDK and Educational Paoudo-Scienos, M-.n.. 
T•ack ... May, 1935. p. 265. 

In the liiet of th- worb 01-ata gives --....ce to most of tha 
rosoarchea up to 1927, and in the OOCODd he brings the list of reforenceo 
up to 1935. <'.Ju;,!• ~t Status of ' Diaciplinary Values • in Ed11cation, 
V. . -au Appeodiz to tho Report of the National Committee oa 
Mathematical Hequlremonts entitled : Tu R-r"'""c;"" of M.U... 
waatia .-. Srn••-:1 .Enc:.how. M•tbern•tical AssociatioD. of A nwwrir-e. 
(19:13). -
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of tr.msfer through • mncepb of method • and • ideals of procedure • 
fmnisbes a definite so.gg&~tioo for -ching Tbe two tbeories""' DOt 
illamsistent with cme another; a pemoa. wbo has gained an aJJder
standmg and an ~ of a procedano will DOt be limited to the 
• ideDtical elem<Dts • which come by accident : be will -..\ fnl" 
ideDtities-for places at which the procedure may be applied.'' It ia 
sbange that Orata. in his~ tbmough ODalysis of thelilaatunl 
OD this mbject, makes DO refereo<e to this report of the Natioaal 
Committee. 

As will be seeD. from an ezaminatjon of these smnmarjes investigatioDB 
into tbe mbject of fonnal discipline fall roogbly into tbree classes : 

- that deal with """'""Y and petc:qotnal. eq><rieo ...... - -
deal with Sllch meota.l activities as memory. observ.Uicm and reasoning. 
and tbooe tbat have to do with methods of teacbing and the relative 
cliscipliuary w.loes of various school Sllbjects. "Ibomdike's ea.dis 
investigations came within the fust af · these callegories, bW: his 
coDCiusinns were assqmed to be of far wide< application than ths 
resnlts warranted. and widel", I snspect. than "IbmDdike bimself inteoded.. 
Later investigations into the """" compla mental functions do not, 
by any means, support the negative conclusions tiW;""""' dmWD from 
his earlier work. ().ala has estim• .... that in OWl: eighty ...... Clellt. 
of ths ~ pnblisbed betw-. 1901 and 1927 tbem was evideDce 
af • definite • or • appreciable • tr.msfer (') ; in De8rly balf of these it 
con1d be a ted tiW; tbem was • CODSideriLb1oo tr.msfer.' Some of 
these expaiments, it is true, may be discotm""' becaaso of their faalty 
methods of pmcedure. and others becaaso of their qnestioDable atatis
tical tlechniq"""' but, wben. these less PP-ctnry studies bave -
eliminated. there still remaiDs a substantial balance in fa'110111" of fmma1. 
baiuiDg ; there is certainly ""'Y little to support ths 8 tion S> 

frequently bean!. to-<la.y that tb6 """'""- of formal tlaiDiDg is an 
• expkvJed myth. • · 

Tbe gomem1 procedure lollowod in all tbese noseattbes was ronghiy 
ths same, namely tbat of oompariDg ths im-t sbown by 
indi'riduals or groups of iodividuals wbo had - aet cel1ain edu-· 
rational tasks. Tbe statistical aDalysis of tbe resnlts was DOt dillicnlt 
becaaso it in'VOived little more than the computation of sums and 

differences. There aR, -· !mares"""" in simple atatistial and 
tbeae. ss I have abeady indicated. many in1leStigalors ......, anable to 
a'IIOid. Tbe main weakaess of these ~ has - ths lack af 
cuefaJ. planpmg. 

In most of the earJiere•p-•i•••eots. and in some of the later' ones. two 
groups of Sllbjecta """" used for p1!Jp<lSOS af comparison : one, ths 
• traiDiDg • or • e•tE•i•••mtal" group. and the other. the • c:ontrol. • group. 
It was not until it was ....used that the real problem waa not -

- af traiDiDg a£tnally ~ bW;--- it doea 
oa:ar, that the nombet af groups was increased to tluea ..- """"- Let 
ns ..,_ that - wisb to com- the eflects of a • special • type 
of tlaiDiDg with thoae of tbe accepted ""' • _ ..... tiona!' type. 
Onr problem is DOt only to detmmine -..betb<lr ths • special' type of 
traiDiDg is mono efficacious thaD the • cooventiooal. • bat also to 
cletemUne-..betb<lritisiDOieeJiec~NetbaDnotmioingataD. "~Wtelw,. 

to com- any two metbods of tn!iDiDg. - bave ID employ tbnoa 

(') ltsboaldbe- thatiD----·-· 
is uaed iD ldatioD to IDUIY di1lr:nmt pbe ., -· 
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groups of subjects : the first being the ' training group • which is given 
• special • training ; the second, the 'practice' group which is given 
the ' conventional ' training or ordinary practice; and the third, the 
• control ' groUp which is given no training at all. The omission of 
this thinl group was a serious defect in the early researches. 

Woodrow's experiment(l) on the memorisation of poetry may be 
taken as an illustration of the procedure. The. • training ' group were 
exercised in a definite technique of procedure (learning by wholes, 
attention to meaning, use Qf rhythm and grouping, use of secondary 
associations, etc.) ; the • practice • group were given memory drill 
unenlightened by any special method of procedure. The ' control • 
group were denied both enlightenment and drill. The issue was, then, 
not between memory practice and no memory practice, but between 
practice supported by rational principles, and practice not so supported. 
This emphasis on consciousness of methods and procedures is the keynote 
of all modem research on this subject. 

The results of Woodrow's experiment may be stated in his own words: 
" In the CW~e of all the end~testa except one, however, the dilierence 
in improvement between the practice and control group is small and 
statistically unreliable. The training group. on the other hand, shows 
for every end~test a decidedly greater improvement than either the 
practice or control group." We are justified in concluding from 
this experiment that little or no ' transfer • follows unintelligent memory 
drill, but that considerable ' transfer • follows the conscious application 
of principles and methods of procedure. It may be objected that 
Woodrow's results do not show transfer of training from one material 
to another so much as the direct application of the same principles to 
material of more tha.n one kind. There is point in this objection, of 
course, but it should be noted that no special effort was made during 
the course of the experiment to generalise the procedure by relating it 
directly to materials other than those which formed the subject of 
tho· experiment. 

The conscious application of a special method to the study of a 
ocbool subject is well illusbated by Miss E. P. Johnston's investigation 
into tho value of geometry as a training in logical thinking. This 
experiment, the results of which wen. published in 1924, is important, 
for the reason that it was the first attempt, so far as I know, to test the 
difference between the consciow.s use of a set of principles and a rule-of
thumb or routine application of the same principles. The problem set 
was this: Can pupils of geometry be taught more effectively when 
traiued to use consciously a technique of logical thinking, and farther
more, docs such tnLining, n1ore th&n the usual method, increase the 
pupil's ability to analyse and see relationships in other non-geometrical 
situations? Miss Johnston's conclusions were set forth in her articles 
"Aith commendable restraint : •• The data would seem to offer con~ 
elusive evidcnct', in so far as one experiment can be considered to do.,, 
that when pupils are taught to usc, consciously. a technique of logical 
thinking, they try more varied methods of attack. reject erroneous 
suggestions more readily, and without becoming discouraged maintain 
an attitude of suspended judgment until tho method baa bceo. shown 
to be conect. Furthermore,. tho results in tests of reasoning other 
thl\1\ Jll'(\mt•trical would seem to indicate that such tmining in logical 

(') Woodrow, H. The Elloct of Type of Trainins upon TnulsfereDce. 
J-' of EdwM......J ~. M-h. 1927. 
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thinking with the materials of geometry teDds to carry over these 
methods of attack and these attitudes to other problem situations not 
concerned with geometry.'" (1) In other words. a training in demon
strative geometry has disciplinary value in so far as its logical principles 
are consciously recognised and applied. This is a conclusion with 
which those who admit a mathematical bias will readily concur. 

I have quoted this passage at length because it is an admirable 
summary of the results that may he espected from teaching by an 
enlightened method. It is also an excellent .example of cautiou9 
inferenoe from data which would stand the test of more positive claims. 

It is worth noting that Miss Johnston carried out this investigation 
as part of her ordinary class work and not in preparation for a degree. 
She had one advantage in that she was able to equate her groups for 
intelligence and thus eliminate one disturbing factor. I understand, 
from a priVate source, that occasionally" she used non-geometrical 
illustrations. For example, when dealing with 'axioms,' part of· the 
Declaration of lndependel).ce was quoted. If it is axiomatic that.' all 
men are created equal • and ' are endowed by the Cnmtor with certain 
inalienable rights, • then. certain conclusions regarding the Constitution 
must follow. Such rderences to non-geometrica.l illustrations are good 
teaching method, but to some extent depreciate the value of the 
experiment. In spite of this defect the main conclusions were, I think, 
unassailable. 

On reviewing the literature on this subject one is struck by the dearth 
of well-planned and carefully q:ecuted resea.rch. We have. of course, 
Thorndike's elaborate statistical investigatiQns into the mental dis
cipline of various school subjects leading to the conclusion tba.t .. the. 
intellectual values of studies should he determined largely by tho 
special information, habits, interests, attitudes, and ideals wliich they 
demonstrably produce. The expeCtation of any large dillerence in 
general impxovement of the mind from one study rather than &notber 
seems doomed to disappointment."(') Tho problem that we a.re at 
present discussing, nam.el~ the coxditiotts under which general mental. 
training may be espected from tl!e study of any subject was not the 
real object of Thorndike's investigation. (') 

Among the ilXj>Oriments that haW. followed the general lines of those 
carried out by Woodrow and Misa Johnston the following should be 
mentioned: Meredith,(•) on the transfer from the definition of scientific 

(') J ohuston, Elsie P. Teaching Pupils the Conscious Use of Tech· 
nique of Thinking. M lll,.,.atic.s T•adlw, April, 1924. 

(') Thorndike, E. L. Mental Discipline in High School Studies. 
J......W of Educatiortal Psychology, Jan. and Feb., 1924. 

Broyler, Thorndike and Woodward. A Second Study of Discipline 
in High School Studies. J......W of EducllliOIOal Psychology, September, 
1927. 

(') Investigations of this type have their value, but so many factors 
are uncontrolled that a satisfactory interpretation of results is rendered 
almost impossible. The relative strengths of conscious and unconscious 
ideas and of interests and sentiments aroused were incapable of 
assessment. 

(4) Meredith. G. P. Consciousness of Method as a Means of Transfer 
of Training. TAo F....., of Educatiort, Feb., 1927. I regard this as 
the most significant work on the subject that bas been carried out in 
this country. · ' 
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terms to tho definition of terms in ordinary daily nse; Judd('), on the 
effect of consciously formulating guiding principles of generalisation ; 
Winch (•) on improvement in logical reasoning following practice in 
problem arithmetic ; Coxe(1), Haskell('), and Hamblen('), on transfer 
of training from Latin to English, followillg a conscious adherence to 
certain methods of instruction; Ruger(1), Oil the effect of developing 
formulae or general rules for the solution of puzzles. All of these 
investigators stress the importance of 'conscious formulation and 
application of general principles, • or ' organisation of the material of 
study,• or' the develoPment of meanings, concepts and generalisations.• 

Space does not admit a detailed discussion of these researches, but 
since the classics have often been credited with peculiar value as mental 
discipline, Hamblen's study, which was in its main essentia.ls similar 
to that of Haskell, may be outlined in a little more detail. The problem 
he set himself was to determine the extent to which the effect of the 
study of Latin upon English derivatives could be increased by the 
conscious adaptation of content and method to the attainment of this 
objective. In the strict sense some of Hamblen's results do not measure 
' transfer,' but rather the direct results of special teaching. He found, 
as one would expect, that exercise in ' derivative work ' led to a great 
improvement in the students' command of English words. He also 
found that marked improvement in this respect followed exercise in 
logical selection and tho organisation of subject matter even when 
derivative work was not given. Coxe's study related to the spelling 
of Eoglish words of Latin derivation. Ho reached the interesting 
conclusion that merely pointing out the similarities in spelling between 
Latin and their English,derivatives produced a marked gain in the 
accuracy of English spelling. 

One other study not mentioned in tho above list may be cited. 
This is the investigation made by Whelden on the effect of Latin upon 
the· quality of academic work at Yale. This research is worthy of 
notice because every precaution was taken to control selective factors 
by the use of modem statistical analysis. The author reports that 
no support was given to Latin " as an intellectual discipline serving to 
•xtend the scope of intellectual capacity in whetever field it might be 
apphed."l'l I do not think tho classicist need bs unduly disturbed 
by this pronouncement, for the author goes on to add : "' These con
clusions should be understood, of course, in terms of • Latin as taught ' 
and • Other subjects u taught,' with tho possibility remaining that 

(1) Judd, C. H. Tho Relation of Special Training and General 
Intclligsnco. Ed•l&aliortal R..UW, Vol. XXXVI., 1908. 

( 1) Winch, W. H. Tho Trsnsfor of Improvement In ReasoninR in 
School Children. BrilisA jowrtUJl of PsycM~ogy, Vol. XIII., 1923, 

(1) Coxo, W. W. Tho Intluenco of Latin on tho Spelling of English 
Words. J"""'al of Edll&aliOIIal R•SHnll, March, 1923; March, 1924, 
Monograph No. 7, 1925. 

(') Haskell, R. I. Doctor's Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1923. 
(') Hamblen, A. A. Doctor's Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 

1925. Both theses deal with tho effecta of tho study of Latin upon 
the knowledp of English derivatives. 

(1) Ruger, H. A. Tho Psychology of E11iciency. Ar<Aiws of 
P...-doi08Y, 1910. 

(') \\'heldon. C. H. TraiDinR in Latin and tho Quality of Other 
Academic Work. jovrrMJ of E4-al ~. October, 1933, 
p. 497 • ....... , 
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some change in the type or method of instluction in Latin. or aome 
change in the m&mler of presentation of other subjects, might affect 
the relationship between the extent of a man's background in Latin 
and the quality of his work in other academic :fields . ., These results 
are, I am afraid, of no great help to the teacher of classico. 

This account of resean:hes into the subject of Formal Training would 
hardly be complete without some refereuce to ideals, which some 
writers (e.g. Godfrey Thomson and Fox) consider to be the key to the 
problem of transfer. According to Thomson, as ideals are progressively 
clarified they become more potent in transfer value : " There comes 
first an unconscious employment of certain principles or ideals. These 
gradually become clearer and more definitely outlined. They are 
recognised by their owner and named, and thereby gain tremendously 
in effectiveness and in transfer value."(l) Of the uperimental 
investigations into the importance of ideals, tha.t made by Ruediger, 
following an earlier study by Bagley and Squire, on the effect of 
inculcating neatness ss an ideal, is probably the most reliable yet 
presented. Ruediger's ocnclnsion may be quoted because there is 
little doubt tbat, paucity of evidence notwithstanding, it is capable of 
fairly wide application. 11 Neatness made conscious aa an ideal or 
aim in connection with only one school subject does function in other 
subjects.'' (') 

It is not easy to extract from these resean:hes and the interpretstions 
tbat have been placed upon the results any central ocncept or general 
principle. The conclusion seems to be tbat transfer of training depends 
upon the conscious acceptanc& by the learner of ' methods. • • pro
cedures,• 'principles,' • sentiments,' • ideals," and schemata or patterns 
of thought. The only word which emerges from these ocncepts aS 
common or generally applicable .to them all is the word ~&ioNs .• 
Orata, in his summary of the studies tbat have appeared since 1927, 
estimates tbat 70 per cent. of the studies support the proposition tbat 
the efiect of training is general and tbat, therefore, transfer takes place 
most efiectively through ""¥cious g-alisali010 (to use the words of 
Judd), wheress about 30 per oent. may be classified as supporting tho 
theory tbat practice is· specific, and tbat transfer therefore takes place 
through idott&al•ki!Uflts.(1) If tl!ese conclnsions are to be reconailed, 
Thorndike's Theory of Identieal Elements must be given a much wider 
interpretation than tbat ocmmouly aocepted. As Judd hss ocnsistently 
em.p~ common elements &Ie common mental elementa ; they 
are not llecessarily common elements in the objective situations. They 
are metbods, procedures and ideals tbat are, in the Gestalt sense, 
' functionally similar.' Burt hss very clearly expressed this thought 
in his Report to the British Association :-u Transfer of Improvement 
oocurs only when there are.........,. IIS<Iblo .um...u, shared both by the 
activity used for the training and also by the activity in which the 
results of the training reappear. The ' common elements ' may be 
elements of (i), material, (ii) method, (Iii) ideal; they are most' usable' 
when they are conscious. A common element is more likely to be 

(') Thomson, G. H. Imli..a, IflloUig.- ,.,., c--. (1936), 
pp. 144-6. 

{1) Ruediger, W, C. Indirect Improvement of Mental Function 
through Ideals, E<III&IJii....., R..n.., No. 1919, p. 364. See also Mental 
Diecipline, S<hool- Socioly, ]an. 13, 1917. 

(') 0.-&t.& ,P. T. M~ T...Mr, May, 1935, p. 267, 
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usable if the learner becomes clearly conscious of its nature and of 
its general applicability: active or deliberate transfer is far more 
effective and frequent than passive, automatic or unintentional transfer. 
This seems especially true when the common element is an element of 
method rather than of material, an ideal rather than a piece of informa
tion." (1) I regard this statement as the best summary of our modern 
views to be found in the literature on the subject. 

The question may be asked : Can we not explain the facts by stating 
that transfer, when it does occur, is a single function of intelligence? 
The more intelligent the lea.mer, the greater his powers of generalisation 
and the more varied his interests and enthusiasms. In other words : 
.. Transfer of training depends upon the degree to which we apply our 
minds to the task in hand." This would seem to be obvious. More 
than one investigator has shown that the degree of transfer effected 
depends upon the intelligence of the learner, but this does not explain 
why the less intelligent of two groups may. under certain conditions, 
surpass the more intelligent in the critical tests. Several of my 
students b&ve shown this to be true, when they have been forced to 
work by a rotation method with groups of unequal intelligence. If 
transfer is a function of intelligence, it is a function of all intelligence, 
low as well as high. My own view, supported by very little evidence, 
I admit, is that the degree of transfer is not a linear· function of 
intelligence. but that it is a function of intelligence and other variables 
which are themselves related to intelligence. 

It may be, however, that there is more in the statement quoted above 
than is evident a.t first sight. Transfer is made possible when we apply 
our minds, but what is it that impels us to apply our minds to any task l 
It is ittUr1st or enthusiasm which gives to intelligence its power. None 
of tho investigators to whom I have referred has made a.n a.dequato 
estimate of the irUnut displayed by his leamel'S; only two of them have 
mentioned the subject of interest at all. Again, no one seems to have 
made a.ny .. tima.to of tho •ff<>rl put into "learning by various methods. 
Yet It should be evident that the problem of formal training is not a. 
purely cognitive problem-no educational problem ever is. My main 
objection to tho theory of ldentica.l elements is that it is expressed in 
cognitive terms and that it does not. even in ita more modem form. 
give due consideration to the conative and affective concomitants of 
tho cognitive elements involved. In our next a.d .anco in this subject 
we shall have to take much more serious account of these conative and 
aflective aspects of tho learning process. 

In aU transfer there is communication. Transfer of training is not 
tho communication of • elements • but of life ; it is not a process but a 
living process. Methods, procedures, ideals, principles a.nd patterns 
of thought aro not inert entities ; they are mental experiences impreg
nated with lifo. As Nunn has expressed it, in another connectio.n : 
"Tho prime contribution of tho heroes of Science to tho world"a cultural 
wealth is not the scientific method but the scientific life. Our business, 
then. is to teach tho realisatio.n of tho lifo, not tho mastery of the method." 
The study of science, or mathema.tics, or Latin may be justilied to a 
greater or less o:rtent on utilitarian or disciplinary grounds but its full 
justificatio.n can only be .,nght in terms of a richer and m<m~ deeply 

(') Burt, C. F-Ill Tl'lli11i"l· Report of a committee appointed 
by the British Associatio.n and pmsented at Brista1 in 1930, pp. 3, 4. 

(<111110) 
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signiJicant modo of life. Method io not enough. This was in our minds 
when tho distinction was chawn between necessary and sufliciont 
conditions. 

Statements such as those made above do not, however, indicate ways 
in which interest may be &roused, nor do they suggest the means by 
which teaching may be made more vital. Perhaps we shall gain some 
light on this problem after a short psychologica.l digression. 

Spearman bas shown, in his" Prim;iplu of Copitioto "that when two 
' fundaments ' (A and B) are presented to our minds we tend to educe 
a 'relation' (R) between them. For example, if l wore to write two 
letters 0 and o, or S and s, a child would say : u One is bigger than the 
other." Again two numben 7 and 11 would evoke tho response : 
" Their sum is 18 .. or .. Their difiere-nce is 4... This process of eduction 
may be represented by a formula A---+R~B. where tho arrows 
express the fact that the relation is ' educed • or drawn from the 
fundaments. Eduction is not merely a result; it is also a process, The 
arrows suggest more than mere eduction, however: they suggest a 
Un.ileJu;y, a tendency to think in the direction of the relation, wheneveJ 
the same fundaments, or similar ones, are presented. For example, 
having once soon that 7 and 11 lead to tho number 4 by a procoso ol 
subtraction, the child will the more readily educe that relation when 
the same numbers a.re again presented. The arrows may, therefore1 

be said to indicate a certain intentional st.ress. or, if we prefer it,· a 
certain purposive integrity, which makes further thought in that 
direction natural and, therefore, easier. Thus, the eduction of a 
relation secures, at the time Of eduction, one of the conditions of its 
own repetition. The strength of this condition depends partly on the 
intellectual ability of tho person and partly on his interest in tho sub jed 
lt bas been said that tho problem .of education is tho problem of interest. 
This is, of course, not the whole -truth, but no one would doubt that 
learning is facilitated by interest. Interest gives tho bonds that are 
symbolised by the arrows in tho formula A---+R~B a purposivo 
set in the direction of edn&tion. Interest, like magnetic influence iD 
a metallic field, gives strength to mental patterns and largely determine. 
their modo of functioning. · 

When a relation is educed from two fundaments various degrees of 
eduction intensity are possible. A relation may be so closely held to 
the fundaments that it io inseparably boU1Id to them ; on tho otheJ 
band, tho relation may be jrH, that io eo fully abstracted that it may 
be ' intended' apart from its context. Lorimer calls the capacity oj 
tho person to deal with relations apart from their fundaments as ' free 
intelligence.' As an illustration of free relations we may take the 
inculcation of habits. One teacher of mathematics insists on neatnes& 
in the mathematics lesson_ on the ground that neatness tends to reduce 
the liability to enor ; another teacher of mathematics achieves the 
same end by presenting neatness as a dosiillblo ideal. ln tho formet 
of those cases. neatness will in all probability be bouftd to its mathomati· 
ca.! associations ; in tbe latter it Is likely to be fru, in tho sense that 
it will be observed in non..m.a.thematical situations. It is not a.o 
uncommon experience to find a child neat in the mathematics classroom 
and aloveuly everywhere else. 

Other illustrations could be cited from elementary problomo of 
learning. Meet teacheno who appreciate tho importance of oonczeto 
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aids in early number teaching, also realise tho danger of keeping tho 
child too long in the concrete. Branford gives a very simple illustration 
of the inability of a child to use relations apart from their perceived 
fundaments. This child was invited by him to follow a demonstration 
of congruity with three triangles cut simultaneouslY from three sheets 
of paper in contact. The child put triangle A on triangle B and agreed 
that they were alike. She then put triangle Con triangle Band agreed 
that they were alike. He was on the point of saying, "You see, then, 
that all th,., are alike," when the child put A on C. She was unable 
to reach this conclusion, nor would she agree to it, until A and C had 
been fitted together.(') 

llignano gives some amusing illustrations of this lack of ability to 
deal with abstract relations in his "Psychology of Reasoning." A 
neighbour owed an old lady 12 lira but was owed 7 lira b:f her. The 
neighbour proposed to settle the account by making a single payment 
of 5 lira, but the old lady was not satisfied until the whole transaction 
had been carried out in the concrete in accordance with the equation 
12- 7 = 5. • 

The bearing of this discussion upon the problem of transfer will be 
evident. for much depends upon. whether an educed relation is ' free ' 
or ' bound,' whether the ' intentional gradient,' if we may call it so, is 
in the direction of the relation or in the direction of the fundaments. 

' Miss Johnston's investigation_ which I have cited as an example of 
good ""'J'Orimental procedure, was designed to test whether pupils 
could be taught geometry more effectively when trained to use con
sciously a technique of logical thinking. The issue lay, then, between 
a logical system boutul to its geometrical fundaments and a logical system 
as far as possible fr•• from its geometrical origins. As I have already 
indicated. the verdict was in favour of intellectual freedom. This 
favourable result, it may be noted, was not due to difierences in 
intelligence but to differences in teaching method. The conclusion could 
have been stated as follows : Geometry should be taught in such a 
way that tho logical relatione developed from it are !reo and accessible, 
available for use in non-geometrical situations. That is to say, 
relations and relation systems a.re of general value in so far as they are 
free and available for use. 

There is one notable omission from Miss Johnston"s account of her 
own work. Only passing reference was made to tho interest displayed 
by her pupils in tho work given them, but I understand from those 
who have been present during her lessons that the ' experimental ' 
class found their work very interesting. 

Some yean ago I made a comparative study of the heuristic and 
didactic methods of teaching elem.entaJy school mathematics. The 
results showed that those who had been taught by tho heuristic method 
"'""'not only better able to apply their knowledge to unusual problems, 
but were aloo much more eager to do so. At the end of tho year both 
classea were asked whether they had found their mathematical work 
interesting. and. if :so, why l Those who bad beeQ taught by the 
heuristic method admitted two interests. one in the subject itself. and 
tho other in tho method by which tho subject had been taught. Ono 

(
1

) Branford, B. d Shody of M ~~~- Edll«<lioto.. Ozlord, 
(1921). p. liOS. 
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of the boya, better psychologist than he knew, wrote : "The new 
method cleaas and expands the mind. It gives u.o the desire to think." 
When I asked the boy why he had used the word ' cleans,' he replied 
that he had in mind • a house kept in order/ I doubt whether any of 
the authorities I have quoted have set forth tha results of true intel· 
lectual training with greater insight--a well-ordered mind, ready and 
eager to expand. 

It ia uo.fortuuate, especially in view of the extravagant claJms that 
are sometimes made for the disciplinary value of the classics, that no 
psychological study of classical subjects has been made comparable 
with thosa that have been carried out in other school subjects. That 
the study of Latin or Greek can be made a. valuable intellectoal discipliue 
few would be ready to dispute. That these subjects are, by their very 
nature, superior illSI:ruments for this purpose is certsiDiy open to 
question.(') The study of Latin may be as useless as a. mental training 
as that meaningless juggliug with symbols• which sometimes goes by 
the name of • mathematics." The question is not, whether the classics 
are valuable illSI:ruments of culture or of mental training, but under 
what' conditions they can be made so. It is unfortuuate that the 
answer to this question cannot be given on the hasis of facts, for facts, 
as distinct from opinions, are distressingly few. Perhaps clues to the 
solution of this problem may be found in some of the conceptions that 
have been developed in this paper. 

The main_ aim of classical studies is the coomiunication of thought (1), 
through the agency of languages. which though structurally dilierent, 
have certain conceptual correspondences. If that is so, translati011 
is the communication not of word, but of thought. which in the process 
of communication becomes frH of its Iiugnistic origiu.o. But thought· 
cannot be liberated until words have been discrimioated and ljulgnage 
forms have been analysed. On the ·~nltnral side, classical studies are of 
value in so far as they refine and enrich the mind ; on the disciplina:rY 
side they are of value in so far as they provide occasion for what may 
be called • functional thjnking. • The latter statement will need a word 
of explanation. The word' • function ' may be used in two dillerent 
senses, one scientific or physical and the other mathematical. When 
we speak of • the function of the teacher' or • the function of the liver, • 
we use the word • function • in the physical sense as synonymous with 
a duty, or a service, that the teacher or the liver is ""P"Cted to perform, 
without imputing to either any necessary association with mathematics. 
But when we .......t: that ' the temper of the teacher is a fonction of 
the condition of his liver,' we imply a correspondence between tho 
state of the one and tho condition of the other which could be expressed 
with equal precision of thought by a mathematical equation. Tho 
variables in this case are • the temper of the teacher ' and • the condition 
of tho liver ' and the statement is to the el!ect that th ... two va.ria.bleo 
are related. A functional relationship may be defined as a determinate 
correspondence between two sets of things. a correspondence which, 
for mental economy, is sometimes expressed as a law or in a formula. 

(1) For a. comprehensive study of the place of Latin in Education ses : 
Valentine, C. W. LIID~t: 11& Plocs 111M Vol"' ill EdV&IJiioll. London, 
(1935). 

(') The word 'thought • is here used geuemlly and includes the 
expression of feelings as weU as ideas. 
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' Functional thinking ' (1) is thinking in terms of numbers, or points, 
or even words, which exhibit some relationship or correspondence. 

It is. the mathematical meaning of the word ' function • which is to be 
read into the statement that the classics provide occasion for • fuu.ctional 
thinking, • although we frequently use the word in the scientific sense, 
as when we speak of' the functions of words' or • functional grammar,' 
meaning that words have certain duties or offices to perform. In our 
present discussion the variables are • Latin • and ' English '-rich 
enough variables surely-and the relationship between them is that of 
correspondence of thought. And yet how often it is assumed that in 
the study of Latin or Greek all that is to be sought is a one-to-one 
correspondence between word and word. If we examine certain Latin 
primers, still popular among teachers of the old persuasion, we find 
that all the earlier exercises consist in the translation of isolated words, 
usually verhs. Could the subject possibly be made more barren and 
llllinspiring ? If the truth be told, as they stand, isolated words may 
not mean anythillg. The proper Unit of language teaching is not the 
word but the whole story. It is the old error repeated, the subordina
tion of the pupil's true intellectual needs to the supposed necessities 
of logical training. So it was with school mathematics Ulltil about 
twenty-five years ago, when Sir Percy Nunn, in a work of real genius, 
pointed. tho way out. NUilll's Alg•lwa('), which is a· treatise on 
• functional thinking,• has rescued school mathematics from the crippling 
effects of ita own relentless logic. I have no doubt that mathematics 
taught In his way is excellent mental training. Again, I have no doubt 
that Latin or Greek taught In an analogous way would have the same 
desirable virtue. 

Before Nullll's treatise was pub~ed, tho subject of algebra was 
either extremely macbenical or extremely ahstract and was almost 
wholly unrelated to tho child's natural interests or future needs. The 
otudy of algebra began with arithmetical suhstitutiollS, often of a 
meaningless kind, and continued through the fundamental operations, 
factors and the like, to quadratic equations. Since the publication 
of that work theso formal oxerciseo have given way delinitely and 
finally to ' formulae,' ' graphical representation.' ' variables and 
functio110,' concepts that are both fundamental and dynamic. School 
mathematics ia now based on the fundamental concepts of the subject 
rather than upon tho acquisition of mechanical skillo in logical order. 

Tho comparative study of tho heuristic and didactic methods of 
teaching school mathematics to which I have referred showed that 
algebra and geometry taught from tho ' functional ' point of view gave 
much better results with non-mathematical problem material than the 
more formal teaching methods.(") In other words, 'functional' 
mathomatico proved to be better mental training. Whether this 

(1) Tho expreosi011 'fUilctional thinking' was first used by Felix 
lOoin, tho German mathematician. lQoin maintained that training in 
functiooal thinking giWil in tho mathematics classroom would carry 
over to similar nou·mathematical thought pn:< s 

(') Nullll, T. P.: 'I/M 'Iodiog of Alp/we. (1914) ; E.on:isu it1 
.tfl&..._ illcludi"' Tricooo<>..try. (1913-1914). 

(') Hamley, H. R.. R.wiotaal .U FlftiCiiotlal TliMi"' ;,. Sdlool 
M-..nu, ki"' lilo NiiiiA Y~ of liM NatiOM4l COIJtl<ilof Tuelurs 
of M-..nu, Amorica, ISM. This book gi,.,. an outline of the 
course followed by tho uperimental group. 
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superiority was duo to the method followed or to tho interest engendered 
by that method nood DOt at present bo decided. The one seemed to 
involve the other. 

So far as I am aware, there has DOt appeared on the teaching of any 
other school snbject, a work comparable with Nnnn's Tlaclri"f of 
Alglbra. The distinctive features of that work are that it is based upon 
firm philooophical fonndations, that it takes full acconnt of the pupil's 
interest and needs, that it looks backward into the past (historical) 
and forward to tho futnre (the practical needs of modern life), and that 
it ia dynamic rather than static in its treatment. It is a treatise, 
indeed, not on mathematics but on mathematical thin,king. I am 
ventoring to suggest, with considerable trepidation, that the teacher 
of the classics would Jearn much from an examination of the general 
principles outlined in tho T.achi"f of Alglbra. Ho would find, without 
an undue straining of analogy, that the two subjects bave certain 
common features. Functional mathematics is based upon five main 
logical concepts : • the class.' • order in the class: • the variable: 
• conespondence ' aud • functional relationship.' These concepts have 
their oouotorparts in tho study of tho classics. For, corresponding to 
the • variable/ which is the type or symbol of a set of numbers or poinia 
arranged in a particular order, we bave the • word,' which is the type 
or symbol of certain pen:eptoal or conceptual meanings. With words 
as our materials translation from one language to another becomes a 
functional process. Considerations such as' these lead one to the 
conviction that the full mental value of classical educatiOn' could only 
bo obtained by treating the subject • fuoctionally.' 
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APPENDIX VI 
MEMORANDUM ON SOME INFLUENCES AFFECTING 

SECONDARY CURRICULA IN THE DOMINIONS BY MR; 
FRED. CLARKE, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION AND 
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION 
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

(Preftllory Nou.-It seems necessary to indicate at the outset the 
rather severe limits within which this memorandum is conceived. 
The four Dominions to which it refers, Canada. Australia, New Zealand 
and South Africa, offer a field that is wide even for a very cursory survey. 
An attempt to indicate in any detail what has been happening in recent 
yelll'S in the development of secondary school curricula in these lands
still more any attempt to foreshadow what is likely to happen in the 
noa.r future-would demand both a large volume and far more of first
hand knowledge than I can claim.· Everywhere there are signs of rising 
ferment a.Dd dissatisfaction, and each year brings news from many 
quarten of significant departures from precedent. 

Moreover, from even a detailed analysis of the various prescriptions 
and of the results of the examinations based on the cunicula so framed, 
one might derive an inadequate and actually misleading idea of what is 
rea.lly happening, if the evidence were derived from the documents 
alone. Long, intimate and ever-renewed contact with the working of 
tho schools tllemselves is necessary if one is to understand the real 
meaning of the new movements, and to estimate rightly the reforms 
which would bring satisfaction. I know only South Africa. and part of 
Canada at fu"St hand. I left the former nearly seven years, the latter 
about eighteen months ago. I have visited New Zealand and Australia, 
but cannot claim any fust-hand knowledge of what goes on in the schools 
of either country. It seems well, therefore, to limit the scope of this 
meinorandum to a very general estimate of the inftuences which have 
operated in shaping the Dominion outlook on secondary education, and 
so on the prescription and working of secondary curricula. illustrations 
from tho field of practice will bo adduced from time to time, but no 
attempt is here made at anything so ambitious as a comprehensive 
survey of tho faclll.) 

I. Some Com'"cn& Flalur•s ;,. Dominio" Educali<m 
Hazardous as it may bo to generalise I thiuk certain broad statemeulll 

can bo made about Dominion education as a whole. It is necessary to 
have these common features in mind. not only to facilitate comparison 
between one Dominion and another. but also to bring into relief certain 
important differences between tho Dominions and tho Mother Country 
in thia ~t>gard. Iu all four lands woll-doveloped systems of educatinu 
are now functioning. So recent are they. however. in their present 
form, that a considerable number of the "~ able administrators who 
dld so much to create them are still alive. It is surprising, at first sight. 
that creations so modem should embody so conservatiVe a spirit. 
Some reasons for this will be suggested iD the sequel. For the present 
we have to note oomo oullltandiug features which all these systems have 
in common. 

They are all popularly controlled, govwned by a comptehensive 
body of legislatioa, ud adminis~ by a permanent oflicial working. 

(410001 0'" 
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as a rule, under a Minister of Education. All the Departments really 
administer often in minute detail,. and even where, as in Canada(1), 

the duty o{ providing and maintaining the school is thrown preponder
antly upon local funds. Curricula are prescribed often with clcme 
precision. Little discretion is left to the teacher, even if he desired it, 
which is by no means always the case. All the systems are highly 
sensitive to mass.-demands and to a popular criticism which is "Often 
neither well-informed nor concerned directly for educational efficiency. 
Of late years this mass-demand bas taken as one of its forms pressure 
for access to secondary education, and Departments everywhere have 
been much concemed both to meet the demand and to prevent it from 
having the effect of depressing standards. Usually they bave succeeded 
to such a degree that popular outcry, as in New Zealand and elsewhere 
recently, takes the form of a complaint that final examinations are too 
difficult. 

In the maintenance of standards much support has been given by 
the Universities. Until recently, :iD South Africa, Australia and New 
Zealand, the Universities had a virtual monopoly of the examination of 
secondary school pupils. In Canada the D!'P"rr:ments bave kept this 
function in theirownha.uds, the Universitiesprescribingonlythe subjects 
of the Departmental examination in which candidates for matriculation 
must pass. Receutly, however, the Cape and the Tr..nsvaal in South 
Africa have instituted their own Senior Examinations. A year or two 
age New Zealand followed suit. In Australia the practice is general 
to conduct the examination in each State through a Board upon which 
the Univemty is largely repr!"""'ted. More will be said below of 
eftorts to remedy the ·alleged consequences of excessive University 
influen-ce in school examinations. fAlleged ' is used advisedly, for 
the complaint is loud even in Canada where the Universities as sucli 
play little part in the examining.)" • 

The general picture, then, is one of highly centralised, popularly 
controlled aud popularly responsive State systems, increasingly presSed 
upon by equalitarian demands, and increasingly called upon both to 
extend and to diversify the provision for secondary education that hss· 
been ollered hitherto •. 

But there are also important dillerences and of these, since they 
concern vitally the attitude adopted towards secondary education, 
something must now be said. 

II. Sigtoifi&""' Diffu,.... 
Reference bas already been made to one of these, that which conoems 

the structure of the administrative system. Only in Canada are there 
to be found local authorities for education with powers of local taxation. 
In every C&DadiaD. Province considerably more than half the cost of 
msintaining schools is borne by the local School Boards. What may be 
called vestigial remains of School Boards •urvive in the South African 
Provinces (except Natal), and in New Zealand. But, elective as they 
are, they have no real poweiS of initiative in policy nor any financial 

(") The appearance of decentralisation in CaDad,._with nearly 
24,000 School Boards, one for every 450 of the population-ia largely 
illusory. In all that concerns the day to day procedure of the school 
and the action of the teacher, the administration is as highl1 centralised 
as thst of an Australian State where the teacher is a Civil Servant aud 
the whole cost of education is borne by centlal Govemmeut funds. 
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resources of their own. In effect they are little more than advisory 
bodies to the central authority, and local agents to do its bidding. 
Australia has never taken kindly to School Boards. though some 
States, such as Victoria, have experimented with school committees 
having a very limited range of purely local duties. 

Ev,en in Canada, where a vigorous School Board in a large city will 
sometimes assert itself with effect on questions of purely educational 
policy, the threads of control and tb'e statutory monopoly of prescription 
are in the .hands of the central provincial Department. Thus in most of 
the provinces the prescription of text-books to be used in the schools is a 
function reserved to the Department, often under severe penalty upon 
a teacher for permitting the use of unauthorised books. This is typical. 
There is a good historical explanation of the practice which need not 
be entered into here. 

But while the existence B.Dd functioning of local School Boards in 
Canada does not seriously break the uniformity of the picture of central 
prescription which is presented by the Dominions, it does influence 
directly the content and effectiveness of secondary education. So 
tenacious is the small local unit, so deeply rooted is it in the customs and 
traditions of tho people, pointing back as it does through the New 
England village to the English Tudor parish (minus squir~ and parson), 
tha.t aU attempts by enlightened administrators to introduce a. larger 
unit, more adequate at least to the needs of secondary education. have 
been shattered on this rock of tradition. Yet, compared with many 
a Canadian School Board an English ' Part III ' Authority is a vast 
organisation. 

The result is a di1lusing of provision for secondary education (or at 
least of authority to teach the secondary curriculum) which militates 
seriously against bath efficiency and elasticity, and goes far to account 
for the continuance of minute prescription from the centre. In some 
patts of Canada it is the practice to allow • secondary • courses to bo 
taught in ono-teacher schools. It is conditions such as this which serve 
to perpetuate minute and narrow prescription. 

Even in the other Dominions the same essential factor operates 
though not ao extensively and so harmfully as. in the special conditions, 
it doeo in Canada. The peoplo of sparsely populated areas demand 
increasingly for their children facilities analogous to those enjoyed by 
their follow-citizens iD. the towns, and where concentration is not feasible. 
some makeshift must be provided. Not every community can afford 
the elaborate system of boarding-bu111aries by means of which Southern 
Rhodesia solves this problem. 

Facts such u these, operating, be it remembered, in communities 
which are deeply imbued with an equalitarian spirit, must be kept in 
mind if we &nl to judg<o fairly tho practice of centralised prescription that 
characterises overy Dominion. U sheer administrative'""" be taken 
os a basis of distinction among tho four Dominions, Canada would 
stand by itself, while Australia. New Zealand and South Africa would 
constitute tho ' centra!i...t ' group. But, as we havo seen, this dis
tinction on the basis of administrative form cuts less deep than might 
havo ~ expocted. Thore is another distinction to be drawn which is, 
perhaps. mDnl significant of doep-eeated dil!erences of attitude and 
spirit, and may become ovon more signili.cant in tho future. On this 
basis the classilicatiOil would be AIIStnlia and Now Zealand in """ 
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group, Canada and South Ahica in the other. Tho fust two have 
developed their secondary education mainly on • English • lines, the 
other two on lines which can be called • Scottish • only if a whole genus 
is confused with one of its species .. 

In Australia and New Zealand, until the early yean of tho present 
century, democratic impulse took tho form of a demand that the ,State 
shonld concem itself mainly with elementary education, at a high 
level of efficiency for all. uuder a system so planned that tha child in 
tho country shonld be under no disadvantage a.s compared with his 
fellow iD the town. That teachers in these lands should have become 
Civil Servants, at the disposal of tho Department to go where they are 
sent, is in some degree a result of this demand. · 

Secondary education was regarded in a light which is very well 
expressed by a definition of it recently put forward by tho bead of one 
of the large public schools of Australia (i.e., • public • in tho English 
sense). •• Secondary education, •• he says, • is that extra training to 
the mind and body which a parent is willing to give his son if be can 
alford it, or which a State will try to give to its citizens under similar 
or even without similar qualifications." 

The import of the latter part of this definition is not very clear. 
The really illuminating phrase is that of " extra training." If it be 
thought strange that societies so thoroughly equalitarian as those of 
Australia and New Zealand should have acquiesced for so long in such 
an idea, it might also be reca.Ued that there was the same acquiescence 
iu the United States 'W!til near .tho end of last centuxy. 

• Post·primary • provision was made alongside the largely private. 
provision for • secondary • education, in the shape of higher elementary. 
central and junior teclmical schoola. Tho twentieth century wu well 
advanced before tho State, lnlluenced perhaps by the English example 
of 1902, concemed itself seriously with secondary education. 1'he 
large State secondary schools and the assimi1ation of existing post
primary forms to the secondary typo are a product almost entirely of 
this century. Australia and New Zealand are thus faced by a problem 
of ' Hadowisation • not unlike that which is. presented in England. 
We shall have occasion to note later one valuable result of this history 
in that it served to secure tho fixing of standards in secondary education 
proper at a high level. 

Canada and South Ahica present a very different pictoro. A sharp 
distinction between elementary and secondary as anything more than 
~tagu in a common course of education has never been popular in these 
lands. The single school providing for both levels bas been tho desired 
and· customary typo, though schools modelled on English public schools 
have long existed, and their numbers tend to increase in reoent year!. 
Canadian and South African systems of today are thus of tho 'single
track • typo, a continuous series of grades or standards grouped in 
sections tho limits of which are still matter for experiment. Using 
American tenu.inology we may say broadly that canada baa bad tho 
8-4 (or 7-5) typo which it is now trying to convert into the 6-3-.'1 typs 
(interposing thus the Junior High School), while South Ahica bas what 
may be called a 2-6-4 typo, 'the initial 2 standing for what are known 
as the " sub-standards," and tholina.! 4 (secondary) tending to subdivide 
as2+2. 
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Such a system, revealing as it does a. marked social •thos, is too 

narrowly described if it is called just • Scottish.' For in South Abica · 
its main determinant has been the social philosophy of the Dutch
speaking Afrikander, rooted historically in the Calvinist Ref~rmation 
and the Dutch War of Liberation against Spain. In Canada another 
species of the same genus has been at work, in this case the spirit of 
New England, with its historic roots in English Calvinism of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, brought into Canada by the 
Loyalists and other settlers from the South who came in after the 
Revolutionary War. Later, Scottish emigrants coming to either land, 
found a social and religious temper which was highly congenial to them, 
and so wt>re able to make a whole--hearted and immensely valuable 
contribution to its educational expression. Everywhere they did work 
of the highest value as teachers and organisers and determinants of 
standards. But that upon which they worked was, in its origins, 
Dutch Calvinist or Puritan English and not Scottish at all. 

It has been left to tho twentieth century, with its flood-tide of 
equalitarian democracy, to formulate the demand that such a system 
shall now develop its full implications of • Secondary Education For 
All.' In meeting this demand South Africa and Canada may encounter 
more difficulties and dangers than Australia and New Zealand, with 
their wider diversity of provision, may have to face. 

There is the problem, in the first place, of maintaining standards 
against the flood. Canada has difficulties here, since the tendency in 
that country has been to construe the term • secondary ' as meaning 
certnin coursu of study (which might be pursued in a one-teacher 
11cbool or eveD by correspondence without a school), rather than as a 
certain type of sdoo~ with minimum standards of equipment and 
organisation. · Constantly increasing pnssure for access to the Universi
ties accentuates the danger of emasculation of standards and a descent 
into mediocrity, and the absence of a scholarship system contributes 
in the same direction. But the danger is realised and Universities 
nnd Departments are combining to meet it by distinguishing sharply 
between School Leaving and UniveiSity Entrance, and by encouraging 
in tho secondary schools work of the Sixth Form type. c Senior 
Matriculation ' is still, in some areas, accepted as exempting the holder 
from the first year of tbe University course. but the tendency is strongly 
towards brii.ging the normal standard of Unive.rsity entrance up to 
this level. The institution in Ontario of ' Honours Matriculation, • 
like • Leaving Honours • in Austra.Ua.. is an intermediate step in this 
direction. 

South Africa is, perhaps, better equipped to face tho problem. There 
tho Education Departments do set required minima of stafling and 
equipment for the recognition of schools as • secondary: and ~ 
tho right to determine the level up to which any school may work. 
Also the Statutory Joi.nt Matriculation Board exercises its powen, not 
always without friction. to maintain standards both in its own examina
tions and i.n those of tho Cape and tho Transvaal. tho two provinces 
which have instituted senior exa.miD.ations of their own. 

In respect of another diJ!iculty, that of diversifying the fonns of 
provision for aecondary education, the relatiVll advantage as between 
the two countries io rev..-!.. Canada i3 better pllUled than South 
Africa. In both the problem may be indicat<d as the 0011vemo to thet 
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with which England is faced to-day. In England we have to devise 
some means of iflllgrtlting, with the main structure of • secondary • 
education tJO nomine, fom!S of post-primary education which have 
grown up quite indepeidently. In Canada and South Africa the 
problem is to tliscrimiMU diversified forms of secondary or post
primary education (particularly for younger adolescents) from the single
track continuum. Canada's effort in this direction has consisted partly 
in the provision of vocational forms of a secondary school coUISe, and 
partly in the attempt to establish the Junior High School. This latter 
effort has proceeded farthest in British Columbia, Manitoba and Nova 
Scotia. The British Columbia. form of the new departure is, perhaps, 
the most radical and the most interesting. It well repays study. But 
everywhere the difficulty of giving to the Junior High School a distinc
tive identity, quite apart from any • grade • nomenclature, is enormous. 
The school is only too easily thought of as just three steps of the 
common ladder-usually Grades VII, VIII and IX-with some special 
ofierings of curricula. '· 

South Africa might almost be described as hamstrung for any effort 
to meet the problem satisfactorily. For while the provinces have 
control of education that is • secondary • in the traditional sense. the 
Union Department of Education controls vocational and technical 
education. Thus a wholly artificial attempt is made to divide the 
seamless vesture ; or, as one commentator has put it, the attempt is 
like trying to use a ray of moonshine for a garden feoce. The result 
is to force the provincial schools back upon • academic • courses, 
and to restrict severely that. fruitful co-operation among widely 
diversified institutions which experience is proving to be so essential 
to the securing of real elasticity and actuality in the devising and, 
adaptation of secondary cutri.cula. 

Moreover, South African Unive¥ties, exerting pow~rful in:o.uence 
through the Joint Matriculation Boa.rd and through their de~ 
courses, have cast an unfriendly eye upon efrorts to establish genuine 
Sixth Form work in the scbools. · The result is that schooling ends, 
for all but a negligible handfUl, with the passing of the matriculation 
examination, and thus c;.pportunities for diversification are still further 
restricted. 

Owing to the play of such factorS it has to be said that, so far as the 
provincial systems ..., concerned, South Africa is the most backward 
of all the Dominions in respect of the healthy diversification of provision 
for secondary curricula. 

It has seemed well to place some emphasis upon these factors of habit. 
oocial ethos and administrative method which determine the general 
background, in order that the spirit in which secondary curricula are 
framed and applied may be set in the right perspective. We tum now 
to some characteristic features of the curricula themselves. 

III. s.,... Gotstwal F•411wos of Ctwrit;ulo 

At first sight it would seem a surprising thing to say that the most 
conspicuous feature of secondary cunicula in the Dominions is their 
marked CO'IIS,aliml. But it is true. nevertheless. The conservative 
spirit, in spite of some appearances to the contrary. is certainly stronger 
than it is in England. Some reasons which may account for this will he 
addiiCOd presently; the fact itself is bornein irrefutably upon any ohse<ver 
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who studies the situation sufficiently closely. Mathematics with the 
traditional content are still taught in the traditional divisions. Generally 
in Canada any one of Arithmetic, Algebra "''I Geometry may be taken 
apart from the rest, and everYwhere the text-book plays a dominant 
part. General Science is becoming more and more common in the 
early stagee, but after that Physics and Chemistry, witb the customary 
content, reign almost unquestioned. Biology. however, is beginning 
to appear, particularly in schools witb an agricultural bias. 

Detailed prescription of texts in English literature is practically 
universal, and in some parts of Canada .. The Lady of the Lake •• bas 
had an unbroken run for many years. In Canada again the practice 
is general (and not unknown elsewhere) of prescribing in detail tbe 
passages of verse and prose which have to be committed to memory. 

Latin, tbough showing signs of decline, is still studied by great masses 
of pupils, by many of them, it is to be feared, for a short time and with 
little profit. Two-thirds of the pupils in the secondary schools of New 
Brunswick are recorded as doing Latin. In Ontario in 1933 tbe numbers 
recorded as taking Latin in tbe ' Lower School ' onuzse (Junior) are 
31.524 as against English-which may be regarded as onmpulsory-
35,880. In tbe Middle School (Senior) for tbe same year tbe numbers 
for Latin are 17,151. It would seem that verymanypupils are studying 
Latin for not more than about two years. 

The State of Victoria has recently determined tbat Latin shall be 
tbe first language to be taken up in secondary schools. 

Some Universities still demand Latin for matriculation at least into 
tbe Faculty of Arts, but tbe tendency to relax tbe requirement seems 
to be growing. In Soutb Africa pupils may matriculate witb no 
languages but tbe two official ones, English and Afrikaans, and tbere 
Latin is being displaced in the schools in favour of German. Similarly 
in Canada it may yield more and more to French. 

·Examinations present the same picture of prescription and uniform~ 
ity. Entrance examinations for High School are being roland, 
though at least one Australian State holds a full-dress examination of 
fill pupils at tbe end of tbe elementary onurse. In Canada tbe practice 
of examining pupils for • grade--promotion • in the secondary stage is 
dying out, and in Ontario and tbe State of Victoria much progress has 
been made in tbe ' accrediting ' of schools for matriculation pwposes 
ao as to dis]:en.se even with the matriculation examinatinn. Tentative 
mo..., in tbe same direction are being made elsewhere. 

But. iD. general. the official examiner still rules the scene with a 
rigour of standards tbat is still rommend~bly high.(') And the practice 
is quite onmmon of indicating passagee in a prescribed text-book 
which are .. not required for examination.'" It :is to be fean:d that. 
in aome parts of Canada especially, tbe study of • Science' onnsists 
iD not much more than leaming certain ~tials from a tert·book. 
The examination is of~n tbe only means of guaranteeing tbat tbere 
has btoen aeri.ous study at all. and it is inevitable that. on the one baDd. 
modes of allldy ehould adapt tbemselves to tbe reongeised modes of 
testing, lUld tbat, oa tbe otber hand, prescriptions by authority should 
bo laid dowu. with the examination in view. It is only iD. the more 

( 1) Thont;h tbere are some indicatioos that a high standard in the 
setting of pepers is not always accompanied by a high staJid&nl of 
marking. 
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~ aad deDsely-popnlated areas that ezperiment with more 
ften"ble forms of guar.mtee is at. all safe or even pr.u:ticable. Yet the 
....., 011 the lam!, little ~ to tor:go his rights, demands a &;r 
chaw:o for his chihheo. n:mote from the large a:atns as they may bo. 
Ia such c:iu::a:mstanoe UDifoDD prescription and UDiform eyamjnaticm 

assume the cbar.u:ter of the eq=litarian iDstrument which they so 
often me. 

A 'halfway • eyamjnation at the end of a stage (usnally two yeam) 
which· is variously caUed Juoior or Intermediate or Lower has a place 
in three of the four DomiDiODS. In Australia it annes appropriately 
at the point where the older post-primary anuses • engage • with the 
system both of the mewer State --"•ry and the earlier private 
8flt4'XJDdary schools. TraDsfer to a full secoqdary school on the oom.
pletion of a Juoior (or Intermediate) stage appean to bo rommon in 
Australia. 

In South Africa where theie is DO post-primary system pazallel to 
the lower stages of the secondary. the junior ezamjnation tends to fall 
into disuse, except as a fiDalexamination for popils who do DOt propose 
to go beymui StaDdard VIII. . 

In Canada, by rea.soD of the working of the traditional 8-4 system. 
the Grade VIII. or High School Entraace Examination, has discharged 
the fmlct:icm of a junior examination. With the introduction of the 
~ p1aD aDd with it the Juoior High School. Qmada is moving 
uearer to the Australian pattem.. 

Everywhere Juoior cunicula '11"0 somewhat w-1y preM:n"bed, with 
a very DaDOW range of optious. Further, the desire to have a common 
JUDior comse. aDd the dilliculty of meeting varied Deeds in a spane 
popnlation, inYolves sometimes UIIdue postpoaemeDt of work in foreign 
languages. Jn at least nne Canadian province a plan is about tO be pot 
into effect whereby the lallgaage camwt be begun until Grade X. 

At the senior lewl the opposite diflicolty ariseo, that of a <ODSideraWe 
variety of options to be equated in a common certificate. New South 
Wales, for instance, it would aj>pear. has tended to reduce the value of 
ita c:ertilicate as a guar.mtee of geoeml education in the effort to cover 
a wide range of optio.ns iD. one examination schem.e.r) 

Canada endeawurs to organize distinctive cunicula such as Academic, 
Genelal. Commen:ial, Agriculf.ur.ll and· Industrial, aDd to mark the 
c:ertilicate aa:ordingly. Everywhere, however, in spite of all that has 
been done, the pnssure is toward the academic form. whatever the 
more direct needs of the popil may he. ADStralia, perhaps. has gone 
farthest in the sa~ enc:oumgoment of ... ..._ other than that for 
matriculation. 

Generally then the conservatism that baa been noted as a conspicuous 
quality of the pr.u:tice of DominiDD systems of .....,..dary education 
refuses to yield. Eflorta to rela:a: the rigidity of prescriptions and 
eyamjnations. to emaDCipa.te teaching. and to heightell releva.ace 81ld 
actuality in studies generally, haw met with ouly a limited degroe of 
suca:ss.. One would suspect. therefure. that there must bo operating. 
to produClll such tenacity, certain powerlul factors inherent in the 

(1) See ''Sec:ondary Education in New Solrth Wales." by W. J. Elliott, 
Educ:ational Reseuch. Series No. 38, Australian Council for Educational 
Rmeucb. Melhounle. 
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situation in which the Dominions find themselves. This does actually 
seem to be tho case. Something in the very situation of a ' new • 
country forces it to cling to established "t'ys with a quite special 
tenacity-at least in education~ It may be worth while to suggest very 
cursorily some of the influences which may be contributory to an effect 
so difierent from what might have been expected. 

In the first place, operating with overwhelming power in the form8.tive 
stages of Dominion history, there is the great force of cultural self
respect and cuitural loyalty. The danger that children brought up in 
the new land may fall below the cuitural standards of the land from 
which their progenitors come is a very real one during the pioneer 
stages. There persists also, in great strength even to-day, a profound 
loyalty to Western culture, even if not necessarily to the British form of 
it. And as schools and universities become well established, the desire 
to win and to retain recogoition and standing performs the same function 
as that discharged by fear of degeneration in the pioneer days. One 
must at all costs continue to stand well with the academic world outside, 
and ao one must resist all risky tinkerings with the respectable and 
time-honoured in the curriculum. The powerful influence of the Uni· 
varsities has been very strongly exerted in this direction, and it bas been 
reinforced by the influence of immigrant teachers-not from Britain 
alone--who from vanity, prejudice, cultural insight, ·or whatever 
reason. have been disposed to impress their own inherited standards and 
pattern. Once set, as the result of such forces, the pattem finds pre .. 
scriptive powers enough to maintain itself. Fora longtime, and especially 
when economic development is proceeding apace, good teachers are not 
easy to secure and still harder to keep. And in days when population 
and desire for advanced schooling are both expanding rapidly, the 
difficulty becomes acute. Hence the task of maintaining standards 
and of holding together the essential structure of a cultural education 
is thrown back upon a central authority. Not able.as yet to .shift the 
burden on to individual schools and teachers. it must carry the load by 
the only methods open to it, those of rigorous bureaucratic prescription. 
Practically every system which is producing real results to-day has had 
to pass through the • martinet ' period, and the marks of that are 
strong upon every one of them. Yet even now the great and necessary 
service that was perlormed by the martinets is not always fully 
appreciated. 

The inlluence of the profossions, desiring to have a qualiJication that 
would bo recognized in other lands, has worked in tho same direction. 
So, too, has a very general aversion from the large multi-bias school 
thl\t is so common in the United States. The • academic • .tradition 
has thus been kept clear and free"'""" in Canada, where, although there 
are some large High Schools, the great central core of traditional studies 
hno been kept largely intact. • 'l"echnical ' education, even when pro
vided by the same authority as that which provides secondary, has 
usually been treated as a thing apart, and secondary schools have sniffed 
at it even more forcibly than have those in England. In Canada, 
wheN the Dominion Govcmm.cnt provides much of the cost of tcclmical 
education. and in South Africa. where tho Union Govemm.ent has the 
rights of control, there are additional factom making for segregation. 
l\o one caD doubt that. in tho long I'11D. it is seco.nda.ry rather than 
technical education which suffers more from this detachment. Whore a 
school for adolescents works with a c:uniculum havinl a "VOCational 
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colour, them is a curious aver.Uon from calling it secondary at all.. 
Even if the title • High School • is conceded, it must be preceded by a 
qualifying epithet as thoiflh to save the purity of the real thing. It is 
a Technical, Vocational, Commen:ia.l or Agric:ultural School rather than 
just plain secondary. In South Africa a claim might even be raised 
for transferring such a ochool from the control of a province to that of 
the Union I 

Thus do elements which might enrich the normal secondary curric:ulum 
come to be regarded aimoot as a kind of contamination, so that culture, 
it would seem. is to remain unhsudy, and practical skill to be considered 
uncultural. Not until the Dominions feel fully assured of the security 
of the replanted c:ulture in its new homo, and more clear than they are 
to-day as to the distinctive qualities of their own c:ulture, will they feel 
it safe to break down this curious eegregation. 

It may be relevant to add that tho Dominions are still depeadent 
npon Great Britain for much of their current literature and for their 
ideas about science, though everywhere there are sigus of a growth of a 
native point of view, and of native c:ultural products. Tho influence of 
the United States is growing, as is tn be expected in the nature of the 
case. but even in Canada it has made very little impression on the 
central tradition of the seccm.dary cmricula. This :is due. no doubt. not 
so much tn influence directly exerted from Britain, as tn strong per
sistence of the old • Loyalist • attitude towards c:ulture, brought mainly 
from New England after the Revolutionary War . 

. IV. Ctmelusitm 

Tho geneta1 impression of a sturdy conservatism must not be allowed 
to obscure the very real fact that each Dominion is beginning to feel' 
its way towards a distinctive outlook of its own upon secondary curricula. 
Pexhaps it is to be expected that this-disposition would find its strongest 
reflection in tho History courses. In some parts of Australia there is a 
tendency tn restrict History teaching proper to British and Australian 
history. But generally thene is strong evidence in the courses provided, 
especially those for the later years of tho eecondary school, of a desire 
to oend pupils out with a well-<:0111pacted lm.owledge of modem history 
as a whole. The intention is evidently to equip tho adolescent with the 
necessary historical keys for the intetpretation of the modem world 
as viewed from the standpoint of his native land. Canada, in partic:ular, 
has devoted much thought and experiment to the task of selecting and 
organising relevant historical material for this purpose. The subject 
appsars usually ander the heading of • SociaJ Studies,' and includes 
some civics and elementary erxmomjcs. But the material is mainly 
historical. British Columbia, in partic:ular, has worked out elaborate 
scJwnes for the presentation of history in a series of ' units • designed 
to shape a balanced perspective. English teac;bers might learn much 
from ouch schemes, especially those teachers who are dissatisfied with 
what they regard as the undue provincialism and limitation of some 
English schemes of -.:bing. 

Canada. too, has gone far in the developmeut and use of sc:hool 
librari!"', and this will, in due course. react on the still-<011tinuing 
diSposition towards minute prescription of studies in literature. 

Some AustraliaD States are experimenting with Fmnmnic:s and 
Eoonomic History as secondary ochool courses. One even allows for 
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Logic I New South Wales offers Japanese, and South Africa. includes 
the Bantu languages in its lists. A South Australian report (1934) 
remarks that: "A marked departure from.the traditional course of 
study is gradually taking shape in some of the country High Schools.'• 
Reference is made particularly to agricultural science, biology. increased 
practical work, and the growing demand for arts and crafts. 

Australia again, particularly in Victoria, has made a real success of 
its Schools of Domestic Arts for girls. Elsewhere one hears increasingly 
of pressure from pupils and parents alike for more relevant and realistic 
courses. This is a good sign, for if tradition and orthodoxy have been 
overdone, the blame musf not be laid on the shoulders of the Universities 
and the administrators alone. Public opinion bas its responsibility 
also for, frequently enough, the administrators are ready to move but 
public opinion checks them. The following from a recent report of the 
Superintendent of one of the Maritime Provinces of Canada is typical : 
" I wish to recommend and eveq urge that a curriculum committee be 
appointed to study the whole matter of courses of study and text-books 
with a view to improving the courses by making them less rigid and more 
elastic. that there may be fewer compulsory and more elective subjec 
in high school. Agriculture, social studies, art, music might be added, 
the amount of classics and mathematics reduced, and the amount of 
sclenoe increased. Above all the course in English should be improved 
by having less formal grammar and more practice in both speaking and 
writing, a wider range of general rea.ding, a less intensive study of prose 
and poetry, more extensive reading for enjoyment and appreciation." 

The writer of this passage may have been inBuenced by the achieve
ment of a neighbouring province which, after exhaustive study, produced 
a stout handbook of over 600 pages, giving not only coUISeS of study 
primary and secondary, but much admirable advice to teachers, and 
much enlightened comment on the grounds for including given material 
in· the courses of study. 

Among the influences making for reform is a growing sense of the 
high educational value of training in arts and crafts, of the special 
need that young countries have of citizens thus trained, and of the 
deleterious effect which examination emphasis on the orthodox 
• academic 1 curriculum baa upon arts and crafts in the school. Expense 
and the large number of small schools interpose serious obstaclts in the 
way of refotm, but neither is so serious as the swollen state of the 
• ac.'\dcmic 1 subjects. fed as they are on a diet of e:nmina:tion prestige. 
and encouraging, as they tend to do, an over·valuation of facile verbalism. 

Such work as is done in the arts is apt to be perfunctory, formal and 
old·fashioned, though there are schools in canada which are doing 
really distinguished work in art and music and drama. Speech, on tho 
whole, is seriously neglected, and all the emphasis on physical training 
seems to issue in more vigour than grace. Genuine and significant 
artistic movements, such as are gathering strength in Canada and 
Australia for instance, seem to have little or no connection with the 
schools. But the fennent of dissatisfaction is working. and the Australian 
Director of Education. recently returned !rom England, who gave 
uttel'DD.ce to the following downright opinion, would, doubtless, find 
his opinion echoed by colleagues elsewhm!l io. the Dominions. He is 
repart<td as having said :-" I doubt if one pupil in a hundred in tho 
schools of Britain could pass our ScholaJsh.ip Examination at the age 
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of 13~ years. But these same boys can draw plans of a rea.Sonably 
complicated article, make it out of wood, hammer it out of bl'ODze or 
some other metal, carve 01 otherwise form on it some neat design, which 
has been previously worked out on paper. They can fashion an article 
out of clay, paint a design on it, glaze it and bake it in a kiln. The 
girls can spin and weave. draw and paint. design and put their designs 
to practical use. They can cook, make garments, arrange the fumiture 
in the rooms of a house or llat, model in clay and fashion toys. Both 
boys and girls at 13l have, in the great majority of cases, a good know
ledge of science acquired practically, and experimenta.I!y. No one will 
deny that skill in wood and metal work, in art and design. with a good 
general science knowledge, is a greater asset to a youth today than a 
knowledge of the History or Geography required for the examination in 
question." 

But no change from orthodoxy has proceeded very far yet. It would 
appear that the Dominion communities are'not yet sufficiently sure of 
themselves, not ready to follow political with cultural autonomy, 
afraid of the consequenoes of a too-hasty casting otf of a dependence 
which they feel rather than opeuly admit. Thus they have not yet 
faced squarely the question of Latin, to discover what specilic value it 
can have for them in their special situation, and how it should be taught 
and ha.udled to achieve that value. Up to the present the disposition 
has been one either of drift or of uncritical orthodoxy. There are signs 
now of an awakening to the essential task of ·re~iDtezpretation. Some 
investigators may even come to the conclusion that if the criterion is 
to be purely cultural values relevant to the needs of new democracies 
oversea, Greek may have more to offer than Latin. But little systematic 
thought has been given to the matter so far. 

Thus the general picture iS still op.e of conservative acquiescence in a 
tradition, the tradition being maintained by a rather rigorous use of 
prescription and examination. But the days are coming when the 
Dominions, each in its own peculiar situation. so different from that of 
the Mother-Country, will f~l r_eady to otfer and to take firm stand upon 

. that variant reading of Westem culture which, with an increasing · 
awareness of what they .are doing, they are now working out. For the 
present the initiative is still with Britain ; Britain is still tho land of 
intellectual and educational adventUre, one of '"those tradition-ridden 
centres where men are adventurously think:ing u of which ao Australian 
writer speaks. But it will not always be so. Interchange will, at lesst, 
become more equal. and there are abundant si~ that this new epoch is 
beginning. The creati~ possibilities of British education can no longer 
be adequately known by concentration solely upon what is achieved 
in this country. 
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